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BETWEEN THE LINES IX THE BOOK OF ACTS

Is CjIKISTIANITY a IiEFORMKD JlDAISM? A StUDY THAT WiLL

Do JNIucn TO Clarify Ouk ]\roi)KR>f Thinking About

THE IMlEEENNIUM AND KiNDRED SUBJECTS

E. L. Eaton

Madison, Wis.

One of tlie greatest events in liuman history is Pentecost.

On tliat (lay tlie Holy Spirit Avas poured out upon consecrated men

and women as never before. The first Christian sermon was

preached by an a])ostle. Three thousand people believed the mes-

sage of Peter. Tlie Christian Church was organized as a means

to promote the kingdom of God, which was that day inaugurated

on this earth. Tlie Gospel Age was introduced, and the preaching

of the gospel to all nations was l)egun. From tliat liour to this

tlie work has been going on, sometimes rapidly, sometimes slowly,

but on it must go until the evangelizing message has been pro-

claimed to all men everywhere.

At first the zeal of the a]X)stles, tho power of their testimony,

and the startling character of their message aroused tremendous

opposition, and persecutions quickly broke out. Peter and John

^\ere imprisoned and scourged, and would have been put to death

but for fear of the great multitude of converts to the new doctrine

that were multiplying on every hand and in every hour. This

exhibition of zeal was startling and unprecedented; and tho suc-

cess of the }>entecostal message seemfnl to swwp away all obstacles

before its onward ])rogress.

It would be interesting U:> know just how long this state of

507
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tilings, tins spirit of aggression and (his measure of success were

maintained. It must have been for several years. The Jerusalem

church became very strong in numbers, and no doubt rich in faith

and fruitful in good works. But a decline set in. The world

vision seemed to have become obscured. Few if any seemed to

think of or pray for the conversion of the world, especially' the

heathen world. Philip preached in Samaria and organized a

church of a dozen or more members out of a peojjle who were

Jews or dominated by Jewish traditions. lie also led the eunuch,

whose religion was of the Hebrew faith, to believe and be bap-

tized. Peter, after a threefold vision from heaven, at Joppa, went

reluctantly to a heathen city where Cornelius, a heathen, was con-

verted and baptized. But Peter, whose special commission at first

was that of apostle to the Gentiles, never after carried his evaiigcl

to the heathen world. The sacred records nowhere credit him with

labors to convert the heathen. He seemed to have no heart for such

an. enterprise. Operations on the ])art of the Jerusalem churcli

appear to have been confined mainly to that city and vicinity, and

evangelism almost entirely limited to the Jewish people.

In process of time quiet appears to have settled over Jerusa-

lem. Antagonism^? between Christians and Jcavs came to an eiid.

This is difficult to account for. Did the early followers of our

Lord cease to be aggressive? Did the apostles modify their proc-

lamation ? Did they think that the Lord's return was so im-

minent that there would be no time and little need to enter upon

a camj^aigii of v/orld-wide evangelization? Wo are tempted to

believe that something of this nature had fallen upon the hearts of

the apostles and the early church. At all events, both Jews and

Christians were getting along on good terms. Antagonisms be-

tween them had ap})arently come to an end, and they were dwelling

together quite comfortably with each other. The disciples of our

Lord were probably making about as free use of the Temple and

the services there as were the Jews. Everybody observed the

JcAvish law and religiously ke]^t the Hebrew Sabbath, while, in

addition to thai, the disciples of our Lord sacredly observed the

first (li'^y of \]io week as a memorial of the resunnetion of Jesus.

What real Christianity was left had ap[)arently dropped to the
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level of a reformed Judaism; and all this, it would seem, with the

full and cordial consent of the apostles themselves! They seem to

have assumed the attitude of a compromise.

One greatly wonders at such a state of things, and so soon

after Pentecost, and almost within the shadow of the cross. It

was such a brief season since the Lord had left the earth. But if

we call place ourselves in the exact situation in which the early

church was placed, perhaps we can understand their attitude.

The church in Jerusalem was com}>osed almost entirely of Jews.

For two thousand years they and their ancestors had cherished

the dream of a kingdom. God had promised them a king and had

outlined the splendor of the kingdom in a marvelous chain of

prophecies ever unfolding and growing more fascinating and

glorious. And this hope had taken deep hold on the Hebrew race,

perhaps the most strongly marked race in history, Xo power on

earth could dim the splendor of that vision nor enfeeble the in-

tensity of that hope. It was the heritage of every son of Abra-

ham. .Thci'efore it was not strange that our Lord could be accepted

as the Messiah only in the character of a King, and Christianity

could be understood only in the nature of a kingdom—a re-

formed Judaism; that the early Christians should be looking, as

Israel long had looked, for the Messianic Kingdom to be established

on this earth witli Jerusalem for its capital and Jesus for its

King. This hope, expressed always in literal terms, was too

strongly interwoven in the fabric of the nation's life to be easily

eradicated.

In the ages before Copernicus, when all nations believed that

this eai-th was the only world in space, and that ours was the only

race in existence, it was easy for them to think that the ]\Laker

and Governor of all things would certaiidy place his throne on

this planet and rcigii over his kingdom from this center of his

creation. There was nothing incongruous in the thought, and

anything to the contrary was likely to be treated with scorn.

But all that has changed. Since Co])ernicus the uuivei'sc has

expanded into dimensions so vast and worlds have multiplied in

such prodigious numbers as t*"* stapger the imagination; and all

this has created an atmosphere in which any nonspiritual kingdom
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—earthly, temj^K)ra], messianic or millcunial—does violence to our

knowledge of the universe as it is, as much as it belittles the Person

and degrades the high oftice of the Son of God.

But the early Christians did not live in the atmosphere which

modern knowledge has created. They held fast to the idea of an

earthly kingdom. Onr Loi-d tried to dissuade them from this

earthly view of the kingdom, and sought to put in its place the

conception of a spiritual kingdoin, a kingdom "that cometh not

Avitli observation," a kingdom that "is within you," which Paul

later declared "flesh and blood could not enter," and which he

said was "not meat and drink, but righteousness, peace and joy

in the Holy Ghost." Such a conception of the kingdom very few

even of the apostles seem ever to have acquired, and thei-e is strong

presumption that some of them never obtained it in any sense that

Stephen, Paul, and Barnabas at first, and John at last, did. The

apostles were dews and the church was Jewish, and the best that

can be said of it is that it was a reformed Judaism, We have no

account of its having at that time been established anywhere except

at Jerusalem, nor of its interesting itself with any i)eoplc but Jews.

Perhaps the situation as it was in Jerusalem at this time will

help to clear up the mystery concerning the Essenes mentioned

by Philo, and whose characteristics were quite fully elaborated by

Josephus. In a very able essay Thomas De Quincey has presented

a strong argument that the Essenes were the early C^hristians.

Since the early disciples had not stood so far outside of Judaism

as either to receive or even to merit a distinct Christian name,

but appeared rather as a fine sect within the ])ale of the Temple,

was it not quite likely that those authors mistook them for a new

Jewish sect ? And that situation not only explains who the Essenes

were, but furnishes strong evidence as to the exact character of the

Jerusalem cliurch and of the correctness of the doctrine here

advanced.

It was at this time, befoix* the church had ceased to be a

Jew^ish institution, that the book of ^Matthew was written, and

Eusebius informs us that it was written in the Hebrew language.

It is an insjiircd gospel, Cod's eai-ncst lo\iiig ;!ppcal to the IlebrfW

heart, and has doiie more })rolKtbly than any other Avriting to v.'in
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the favor of tlio Jc\nsh mind. And for that sufficient reason it

is emphatically a Jewish hook. It gives our Lord's descent from

Ahraham, the first Hehrew. It quotes prophecies of the Messiah

and tells of their fulfillment at his birth. It gives the story of the

Wise Men—tradition persistently calls them hings, as Long-

fellow's ''Three Kings"—who visited the infant Jesus and laid

their tributes at his feet. This would powerfully appeal to the

Jews, who could see in it the fulfillment of that prophecy which

declared that "the Gentiles shall come to thy light and kings to

the brightness of thy rising." It calls Jerusalem "The holy

city," "The city of David," and "The city of the great king." It

quotes the Old Testament prophecies sixty-five times to prove that

Jesus is the long-looked-for ]\[essiah. It is distinctively the gospel

of the Messiah and of the Ilebi'ew kingdom. Its appeal is almost

exclusively to the Hebrew mind and heart. It reports few of the

antagonisms and bitter controversies between Jesus and the Jews.

It contains thirty of the parables of Jesus, nearly every one of

them about "the kingdom of heaven"—a term Avhich iio other

sacred writer or s])eaker ever uses, all others using the term "king-

dom of God." ]\Iatthew introduces these parables with tlie formula,

"The kingdom of heaven is like," etc., a formula which is little

used by Mark, only twice by ].ukc, and not at all by John. Luke

reports thirty-six of our Lord's parables and stories, every one of

which is a character study, having little or no reference to the

kingdom, of which he seems to be almost oblivious. The only

kingdom that figures in the pages of- Luke and John and Paul is

that which is enthroned in hmnan hearts.

There are almost no Christian doctrines in Matthew, which

may also be as truly said of ]\lark and ].,uke ; but their absence

from MatthcAv's Gospel i)uts strung emphasis upon his aim and

purpose—so to present the ]\Iessianic claim as to win the Hebrew

heart to Jesus as the Messiah and to Christianity as the kingdom.

So, iu furtherance of this purpose, ]\LTttliew has nut emphasized

our Lord's divine Sonship in any sense that John and Paul did;

nor has he done much to make, us acijuainted with those doctrines

which are the very licart of Christ ianily: the doclrine of etermd

life, justincati'Ui by fiiitli, ])ard<.>n ]y an atuiieuirnt, sin of char-
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acter, regeneration, witness of tlic Spirit, resiirrex?lion, adoption,

sanctification, glorification. !Not one of these doctrines is either

stated or emphasized in the Synoptic Gos]k?1s. That was reserved

for Paul and John. Clearly ]\ratthew thought that to put em-

phasis upon them would embarrass his message to the Hebrew

people and make it certain that his appeal would be rejected. So

they are left in abeyance, and for that reason their omission is

justified. But it leaves us with a Hebrew gospel, and if we had

no other, we would probably be as both he and they were—re-

formed Jews thinking of Christianity as a reformed Judaism.

It is therefore with gratitude that we record that the story of our

Lord's life and teachings was not confined to the pages of Matthew.

Luke reports our Lord as saying, "There be some standing

here that shall not taste of death until they have seen the kingdom

of God," while ]\[ark puts it in this way, "There be some standing

here who shall not taste of death until they see the kingdom of

God come with power"—prophecies which we believe were ful-

filled when the Holy Spirit was poured out upon the disciples at

Pentecost and the kingdom of God was truly iuaugiirated "with

power" on this earth. But Matthew reports the Master as saying,

"There be some standing here who shall not taste of death until

they see the Son of man coming in his kingdom." Evidently

Matthew's conception of the Messiah's "coming in his kingdom"

was not fulfille<l at Pentecost and had no relation whatever with

that event, but was to be fulfilled at our Lord's return, which both

he and all tlie Jewish Christians expected as an event near at

hand. A remarkable evidence of this mental attitude of Matthew

is found in the way in which he reports these and kindred sayings

of the ]\[aster, especially shown in the sixteenth chapter. In verse

27 he tells us that "the Son of man shall come in the glory of his

Father with his holy angels, and shall reward every man according

to his works," which the church has generally understood to refer

to our Lord's return at the end of the world, or Gospel Age, to

judge the world and to close tlie volume of hnman history on this

])lanet. But it seems certain that ]\[atthew did not so understand

it, for in the very next verse he declares that "tliero be some stand-

ing here that shall not taste of death till they see the Son of man
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coming in his kingdom," which tlio Christian world has generally

understood as referring lo Pentecost, the beginnixg of the Gospel

Age! Evidently ^iatthew thought that these two statements re-

fcrretl to the same event, wliich we now know conld not possibly

have been the case. If Matthew had understood them as they are

now generally understood, he would have reversed the position of

these two verses, which is the correct chronological order; verse 28

refers to the bkgixnixg of the Gospel Age, and verse 27 refers

to the General Judgment at the close of the Christian Era, events

which have already been separated by nearly two thousand years.

The most complete, impressive, and spectacular description

of the final Judgment is given by ]\Iatthew in the 25tli chapter.

Nearly all Christian scholars interpret that scene as descriptive

of the judgment of the world at the Last Bay, when all nations

shall lino up before the Great White Throne to receive their re-

wards and retributions ''according to the deeds done in the body,"

and for the o])cning of the gates of two opposite eternities for the

saved and the lost.

Evidently the Jerusalem church did not so understand it.

There is every reason in the world to believe that Matthew him-

self thought that it was a prophetic description of events connected

with the Messiah's second coming to be inaugurated as King of

the Jews and to reign in his kingdom in Jerusalem. Eor in this

glowing account there is no Resurrection, the Regal submerges the

Judicial, the Throne takes the place of the Judgment Seat, the

King transcends the Judge, and "the Kingdom prepared from the

foundation of the world" is the stage set for an Inauguration rather

than for a General Judgment. The scene is Jewish. Very few

Christians in all the world to-day give it the meaning which evi-

dently Matthew intended.

Thus we see established in Jerusalem a Jevish Christianity,

a reformed Judaism, and all appeared to be going along delight-

fully until a most startling thing happened. Stephen, not one

of the twelve, a Hellenistic Jew, but a man of such mark that he

was chosen first of the seven deacons who wei'e ap])oiiited to take

care of the temj>'>ral interests of the infant church while the apos-

tles gave themselves to the public ministry, Stephen, a man "full
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of tlie Holy Ghost and of ix)wcr," arose and disputed with the

Jews. Is it not possible that among his antagonists were some,

perhaps many, of these Jewish Christians ?

Stephen's message was not a ripple on a calm sea, but a tidal

wave. He dragged forth into the light things that had become

obscure, and revived issues that had been slumbering. He declared

in effect that the gospel that Jesus taught was not a reformed Ju-

daism, but a new kingdom under the sun, whose throne is in the

human heart ; that Jesus is King, not on a throne in Jerusalem,

nor anywhere else on earth, but in the souls of those who love him

;

that the ]\Lessiah should reign in the lives and hearts of men every-

where, over all nations and over the whole earth ; that true Chris-

tianity would supplant Judaism, overthrow the Temple, sweep

away the Jewish nation and religio7i, and be enthroned throughout

the earth; that the ceremonial law of Moses had come to an end,

and that men are now to be saved, not bj observance of the law,

but by faith in Jesus Christ as the only Saviour of men! Of

course such a nu'ssagc aroused the bitterest antagonism—wrath as

belligerent and bitter as that which had crucified the ].ord. ^SToon-

day suddenly sank into midnight. The day of Pentecost had

changed to the day of the crucifixion ! The sweet calm of religious

tolerance and compromise and complacency suddenly gave way to

a campaign of the most aggressive evangelism, and with it, per-

secution and death; and this brilliant young Christian offered his

own life for his loyalty to his convictions.

Stephen was called upon to defend himself against his ac-

cusers upon the following five definite charges: Namely, first,

that he had blasphemed the holy name of Cod ; second, that he

dishonored the name of Moses; third, that he threw contempt upon

the divine law; fourth, that he profaned the holy Temple; fifth,

that he prophesied the destruction of the Jewish nation and re-

ligion, and the reign of Jesus of i^a/areth and the establishment

of his do<-ti'ines throughout the world.

He was taken liefore the Sanhcdrin and allowed to speak in

his own defense. He did not formally deny tlie charges, but in a

most w<jn(li-i-ful address, which consisted chiefly of a recitation of

the piinci])al events of their own history from Abraham, he de-
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feiidt'd himself, advocated Christianity, and set forth the divine

dealing \\\i\\ that nation in such a living and graphic fashion, and

with such evident implication that the Christ whom they had re-

cently crucified was the real Messiah, the very center and cul-

mination of that providential plan, that it aroused his audience

to a frenzy of conviction and wrath. And all this was done with-

out apparently drawing any conclusions to his arguments, 13ut

those who heard could not possibly escaj^e his meaning. The im-

plication was obvious, i^evcr before had they seen their past two

thousand years stand up and live and breathe before them, a

thrilling drama throbbing with divine life! Of course it aroused

theni to a very cyclone of wrath and belligerency. And they rushed

upon him and dragged him forth to pay the supreme penalty of

his loyalty to Christ, and his audacity in proclaiming the hot con-

viction of his o^\^l soul.

Where were Peter, James, John, Matthew, and the rest of tho

apostles? They were not in evidence. Marvelous! Apparently

they were passive and silent spectators of what was going on. One

wonders if they did not at that moment regard Stephen as a

fanatic, a meddler, an over-zealous reformer, a disturber of tlie

serene complacency which had now for a dozen years settled down

so completely over all Jerusalem. One is led to wonder whether

these Jewish Christians did not breathe a little more freely when

Stephen disappeared from the scene. Now they could settle down

again—as they ap[>ear to have done—to the peaceful ongoing of

their Jewish-Christian propaganda, Sabbatli-keeping, Temple wor-

ship and all the rest, and wait till the Lord should return and set

up his throne and be inaugurated as I'^ing in Jerusalem. After

that the conver^ion of the world would tahe place under his own

eye and directed by liis own }>erson. Ojie almost grieves that the

account of those times is so meager, and that so much is left for

inference. Evidently a superior Wisdom thought it best to have

it so.

Though not one of the apostles came forth to champion the

cause of Stephen, nor to share his fate, yet there were many people

who l)clieved that Ste]->hcn was right. Persecutions, hitter and re-

lentless, began at once, and Luke tells us that "they were all scat-
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tered abroad througlioiit the regions of Jiidea and Samaria, except

the apostles" ! Why were not tho a])Ostles involved and obliged to

flee from Jerusalem also? What liad happened that the apostles

were exempted from the jx^rseenting wrath of the Hebrews? It

would be difficult to find any other answer than this: the apostles

were not in sympathy with the doctrines which Stephen advocated

and for which he had just laid down his life. They did not stand

forth as cliampions of either Stephen or his cause, therefore the

Jews had no motive for persecuting them,

Jerusalem became too hot for the followers of Stephen, and

they were scattered abroad. We are told in the eleventh chapter

of the Acts that some of them went to Antioch in Syria and began

to preach Christ there. At first they preached to the Jews only

;

but soon they began to ofl'er salvation to the Grecians ! This is

the first statement in the entire Bible of a systematic attempt to

save the heathen. Here an organization was effected, the true

doctrine of Christ's sjnritual kingship was taught, both Jews and

Gentiles were converted, and great numbers of people turned to

the Lord.

The revival became so great and pronounced that news of it

reached even to Jerusalem ; but even that did not bring an apostle

to Antioch. The apostles, however, thought it best to take some

notice of it, and so they sent Barnabas, who is described as a man

"full of the Holy Ghost and of faith." ^^^len Barnabas saw what

was taking place—Gentiles as well as Jews coming into the king-

dom in great numbers—he gave his cordial indorsement to the

work. Recognizing that a strong leader was necessary for such

a vigorous and aggressive work, he set out at once to find one. Did

he go first to Jerusalem and ask Peter, James, John, Matthew or

any other apostle to come down to Antioch and direct this re-

markable movement? Xo! Why not? If the church needed a

wise, strong, and spiritual leader, where else should it go but to

the Lord's own apostles ? But he did not go to Jerusalem. He did

not turn in this hour of need to tlie apostles! He went rather to

Tarsus to find vSaul ! Saul of Tarsus—the ]»ersecutoi- ! The Jew-

ish y.ealot who had jnxsided over tlK' execution of Stcplien ! What

a strange chapter in human history ! The infant churcli now turns
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to Saul of Tarsus as its leader ! Can you niatcli tliat situation in

llie annals of mankind ?

Saul had seen the face of Stephen shine as the face of an

angel. He had heard the masterly speech of Stephen before the

Sanhcdriu. That speech convinced the judgment and convicted

the heart of this rising young genius and scholar, and he never

liad a moment's peace after that. In the very depths of his soul he

knew that if Stephen was right, both Jews and Jewish Christians

were wrong; that there was a tremendous probalnlity that Stephen

was right, and therefore an equal probability that the doctrines

which Stephen had proclaimed would prevail and sweep away or

submerge the Jewish nation. And with that awful conviction

surging in his soul, he bcx\^me turbulent as the sea and entered

upon a campaign of bitter }X!rsecution, feeling no doubt that if

this movement were not utterly stamped out, Judaism, for which

he had such fanatical zeal, would perish. So, inilamed with this

passion, he started for Damascus ''breathing out threatening and

slaughter" to arrest all whom he found believing Christ and

Christianity as Stephen had interpreted them.

But on his way to Damascus the Lord suddenly revealed his

glory and power, smote Saul to the earth and thus arrested him

in his mad career. This caused Saul to relent and to cry out in

his helpless despair, *'Lord, Avliat wilt thou have me to do ?" In

the deep agony of his conviction, reinforced by the agonizing im-

pressions which Stejihen's speech had wrought in his soul, he was

taken into Damascus, where he we})t and pi-aycd and in his help-

less despair turjied his soul to Cod and was most wonderfully con-

verted. Immediately he began to proclaim that Jesus is the Son

of God, the Messiah, the Saviour of the world. Beneath this

glorious proclamation tli*-' Jewisli messiahshi]) ami the semipolitical

messianic kingdom became utterly submerged—gone forever—and

out of it Saul arose no longer a Jew nor a Jewish Christian, but

to the high level of Jesus and of Ste}>hen ! He immediately began

to proclaim Stephen's vision of the kingdom. His recorded

speeches first made in Jewish synagogues were modeled after the

speech of Stephen, his arguments were Stejdien's arguments, and

it may b',- as truly said tliat Steplicii M-as the forerunner ul' Saul
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as John the Baptist was tlic forcrninicr of Christ. And il has

been the general opinion of the chnrch that, next to the resurrec-

tion of our Lord, the convei-sion of Saul is the gTcatest miracle

recorded in the Kcw Testament.

When hitter persecution drove Saul out of Damascus, where

should he go ? To Jerusalem, of course ! Though the Jews there

were his bitter enemies, yet the apostles were there, and many of

the Jerusalem Christians were there; why not go at once to the

household of faith for comfort and encouragement ? But he did

not go to Jerusalem for three years, according to his own state-

ment in the book of Galatians. He was buried in obscurity, per-

haps in Aral)ia, as he intimates. Between Saul and the Jerusalem

church there was little in common. So he preferred the solitude

of the desert, where he might hold communion with his Lord, to

the companionship of those whose conception of CMiristianity he

considered faulty. After a three years' course in the theological

school of Christ, Saul went up to Jerusalem and abode with Pfter

fifteen days, but intimates in the book of Galatiaus that he got

little good out of the visit. The longer he stayed the more ap-

parently he became convinced that Judaism dominated the apos-

tles and the church at Jerusalem. So he left that city and went

down to his old home in Tarsus and resumed his work as a tent-

maker. -To all human apjwarance the movement which Stephen

had championed, so far as Saul was concerned, had come to an

end.

Here it v.'as that Barnabas found him, and pei-suaded him to

accompany him to Antioch, where there was a little company of

believers who accepted and were teaching the doctrines which

Stej)hen had sealed with his OAvn blood. That was good news to

Saul, and he readily set out with Barnabas for Antiwh. Here he

spent a year studying real Christianity, teaching and preaching,

and seeing a great number of both Jews and Gentiles turn to God

and added to the church. These Christians utterly abandoned the

traditions of Judaism. Sacrifices and otlier ceremonials of the

law came to an end. Xew moons and set feasts were foi'gotteu.

The Hebrew Sabbath was i\n longer o1;s(n-ved. Tlie ''Lord's Pay/'

the Kesurrection Day, became their sacred Sal>bath, and for that
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reason lias continued to 1k3i the Sabbatli of Christianity ever since.

Jlere was real Christianity. They sought to enthrone Christ, not

on a seat of regal and political s})lendor in Jernsaleni, but to en-

throne him in love in every human heart. Of course great numbers

Vv'cro added to them ; and Luke very sigiiificantly tells us that

"Thcij irerc first called Christians at Antiocli!" Think what that

means! Jerusalem had lost the honor of even naming the Chris-

tian Church! Xo apostle ever came there, except Peter once, and

he showed such a Jewish prejudice and such a vacillating spirit

thai he Avas pidilicly rebuked by Paul. Antioch, not Jerusalem,

has become the capital of the Christian Church; and Paul, not

Peter, is its chief minister.

Seeing that our Lord delayed his return to this earth, and

that the expectation of a Messianic kingdom to l)e installed in

Jerusalem Ix'gan to fade out (indeed, the l^ord had to have Jerusa-

lem utterly desti'oycd and its inhabitants scattered in order to

overcome this unscriptural vagary), the Jewish Christians shifted

their hopes to a millennium to be inaugurated on this earth at tlie

time of the second Advent ; and they and their successors in every

age and in every land are still cherishing that delusive dream. As

interpreters of Scriptures they are always literalists. As Jewish

Christians, they interpret the doctrines of Christianity from the

standpoint of Peter, James, and Matthew, rather than that of

Stephen, Paul, and John. While many of them are excellent in

character, they generally become sticklers for the Law, often keep-

ers of the Hebrew Sabbath, soid-slcepcrs, who deny the natural

immortality of the soul, always confusing immortality and eternal

life, teach the annihilation of the wicked, conditional immortality

of the saints, venerate Jewish customs and ordinances, and forever

proclaim that the world is getting woi'se and worse, and can never

be saved till Christ comes. And so they are forever looking for

the Lord's immediate return and for the inauguration of his mil-

lennial reign over the earth.

The first grand attempt to carry out the command of tho

Great Commission was made at Antioch, when, under the di-

rection of the Holy Sjjirit and after earnest prayer, Barnabas and

Saul started out on their first missionary tour. They v/ent through
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Cyprus and portions of Asia JMinor, preacliing first in the synu-

g-og-ues of the Jews, from which they were gewerally expelled, and

then turning to the Gentiles and organizing churches among the

converts, who were mostly from the ranks of the heathen.

It was on this first missionary tour that Saul was fdled with

the Holy Spirit, performed his first miracle, and i-oceived his

Christian name—Paul. One is tempted to think of the humor

of Paul's first miracle, the smiting of the meddlesome magician,

Elymas, with blindness at Paphos. A similar event had brought

Saul to his knees on the Damascus road. He was certainly able

to recommend it for effec-tiveness. Did he now covet a similar

experience for this Jewish reprobate ?

So far as we are informed this was the first systematic at-

tempt to carry the gospel to the Gentiles, and it was successful in

a remarkable degree, so much so that churches were established

in several of the towns and cities of Asia Minor; and Paul and

Barnabas, returning- to xintioeh, brought the good news to the

church there, which caused great joy to the believers who had sent

them out. But when news of this had gotten abroad among the

Jews and Jewish Christians, there was a strong expression of dis-

gust and horror. Surely a great scandal had arisen in the church

!

The gospel was being preached to the heathen, and great numbers

of them were being admitted to membership in the church! Hor-

ror upon horrors! The Gentiles were coming into the kingdom.

The middle wall of partition between Jews and Gentiles had been

broken down. The veil of the Temple had been truly rent in

twain. Henceforth the Sons of Abraham and the Sons of Adam

are to dwell together side by side and to enjoy equal privileges in

the kingdom of God!

It was an awful situation, an unspeakable scandal, and so a

great council had to be convened at once in the city of Jerusalem

—the first council of the church ever held (Acts 15). To this

council came the a})0stlesj tlie elders and chief ministers, and the

first missionaries, Barnabas and Paul. The supreme question was,

"\Yhat shall be done with the heathen ?" After long debate it

ended about where it bfgaii, 1y doing Htlh^ el-^e than to acquiesce

in V'.hat seemed ek-arly llic hadin^s oi tlie \\<^\\ Spirit. So tnrV
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rc-^olved to lay no burdens upon the Gentile Christians further

than to admonish tliem to "abstain from meats offered to idols,

and from blood, and from things strangled and from fornication,"

not venturing to interfere with nor to define the status of con-

verted heathen. Thus, under the direction of the Holy Si)irit, the

church escaped the rocks upon which it seemed almost certain that

it would he wrecked. From that day forward Paul became the

apostle to the Gentiles, and Peter continued to bo the apostle to

the Jews; and Christianity as interpreted by Stephen, Paul, and

later by John, entered upon its world-wide conquest ; while the

movement championed by Peter, James, and Matthew confined

its efforts chiefly to the children of Abraham. Thus the church,

united in form but divided in fact and to some extent in docii-ine,

went forth upon its errand to evangelize the world.

One who candidly surveys the facts as they ap}>ear in the New
Testament must be impressed and pained at that stupendous

travesty and fraud that has foisted Peter upon Christendom as its

chief minister, as head of the church clothed with primacy of

authority from Chi-ist! And climax of absurdity—to rule over

a heathen church in the pagan city of Kome ! In all fairness it

must be admitted that Peter never exhibited the slightest personal

interest in the heathen; that he so utterly failed as apostle to the

Gentiles that the authority was withdrawn fi'om him and given to

Paul ; that there is no historical evidence that Peter ever saw

Rome, but much against it; that his life was spent as the apostle

to the Jews; that he seems to have written his letters from Babylon,

where he probably labored among the Hebrews, and where ho

probably died. To make Peter masquerade as the head of a

heathen church anywhere, and especially as the head of the church

in Rome, is an egregious fraud and trag-edy ; and to make him the

foundation of the Poman paj^acy is not only a heartless injustice

to him, but it stigmatizes him as an agent in the foisting upon

the world of one of the greatest frauds of hist-ory.

The Jewish Christians became milh^nnialists and have re-

mained so to this day. ''The blooming age of millennialism," ac-

cording to Doctor Shedd's History of CJirislian Duclrines, was

from the middle of the second to the middle of the third century,
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when Cliristianity was struggling" with Raman heathenism and

Avas snfl'eriiig severe persecutions. The afflieted saints longed for

aiul expected the immediato return of their Lord to vindicate tlieir

cause and to destroy their encuiies. But when it was seen that

Christianity could triumjih over heathenism, as Origen and souie

other eminent leaders declared it would, the millennial doctrine

fell into disfavor, and though greatly revived at the close of one

thousand years after Christ, as it probably will be again when the

year 2000 dawns, yet again it dwindled away and has ncn-er been

the faith of the church in general, nor has it ever been formulated

into any generally accepted creed in Christendom.

Those who interpreted Christianity as a reformed Hebraism

continued to be a hindrance to the true church in those early days.

After a time they seem to have become so weak and obscure as no

longer to attract attention or to figure in the records of the early

Christian church. In all ages they have been ]:)laying- chiefly

the role of come-outcrs, and their influence has been negligible.

They have made the mistake that the Jews made when they liter-

al ized the prophecies of the kingdom, and for that reason they

have been sharing the fate of the Jews. While the true church

has witnessed some noble triumphs aiid many nation-wide con-

quests, these Jewish Christians must look back upon the past nine-

teen hundred years with heartache and disapiK)lntment.

Those who accepted the authority of Peter and the other

apostles were no doubt the very first to resent the claim of simi-

lar authority by Paul. And Peter, whose suggestion resulted in

the choice of Matthias to fill the place vacated by Judas, it may
bo presumed was a little averse to the putting of Paul in that

place. This hasty apostolic election evidently stood a little to the

discredit of Peter. What else can possibly explain Peter's conduct

at Antioch, but the prevalence and influence of a strong party of

Judaizers, before which Peter dissembled and even Barnabas

wavereil ? What else could pcrssibly justify Paul in administering

a public rebuke to Peter ? And what deep significance it puts

into Paul's triumphant declaration to the Galatians, "There is

neither Jew n(ii' (rrfck, ufithcr ImjikI nor free, neither male nor

female, for ye are all one in Christ Jesus." And again, "O foolish
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Galatlaiis! wlio Lath bcwitclied you, that ye should uot obey the

Irutli ? Are ye so foolish, having begun in the Spirit, are ye now

made perfect in the flesh? Ye observ^e days and months and times

and years; I am afraid of you lest I have bestowed labor upon

you in vain."

These are but a few specimens of the book of Galatians, preg-

nant sentences by which he rebuked, and argued, and persuaded,

and condemned those back-slidden Judaizers; and when we re-

member that not one woi-d of this epistle, nor that io the Hebrews,

was written to Jews as such, but to those who called themselves

the disciples of Christ, what other explanation of this remarkable

phenomenon can be offered but the one here proposed—that he was

appealing to people who had submerged their Christianity beneath

an ocean of Judaism ?

One might read the iSTew Testament through many times

without ever getting on the trail of this thesis and the doctrines

here developed, for the veil of charity hides many of the sharp

corners and unfortunate antagonisms of those early times. Evi-

dently millions have done so; yet much of the ISTew Testament is

inexplicable without a correct understanding of the situation as it

was in the Jerusalem church. Without this knowledge, how can

one understand the book of Acts, the Epistle to the Galatians, or

the book of Hebrews ? In such works as Conybeare and Howson's

Life of Saint Paul, and Hort's Judaislic Christianity and similar

treatises we would expect to find rather full disclosures of what

has here been attempted. But, while telling us many things which

lead to no other conclusion, they manage to deflect attention from

the vital nerve, and deal more with the effect than with the cause.

Yet we believe that modern criticism is getting somewhat clearer

apprehensions of the matter, and will some day come out boldly

and tell the whole truth about the situation as it was in Jerusalem

at the beginning of the Christian era.
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HOW HIS KIXGDOM COjMES

Edward E. Lewis

Grand Forks, N. Dak.

A POPULAR bistoriaii lias said recently, "Remarkable is the

enormous prominence given by Jesus to the teaching of what he

called the kingdom of heaven, together with its comparative in-

significance in the teaching and procedure of most of the Chris-

tian churches.

"

If there is a measure of truth in this statement, it will be

worth our while to consider cai'efully Jesus' own thought concern-

ing the method of establishing that wonderful new order which he

sometimes called the kingdom of heaven, but more often the king-

dom of God. We shall base our study on the synoptic Gosjx^ls.

Jesus did not define the kingdom of God. He entered into the

conception as a part of his prophetic heritage. For instance, in

Daniel we read, ''In the clays of those kings shall the God of

heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed" (2. 44),

With the establishment of this kingdom all of Jehovah's promises

would be fulfilled, all the h(»i)es and longing's of the ages would be

realized. Xow the idea of this kingdom became the central point

in the teaching of Jesus; but in his adaptation it was transformed

and spiritualized.

His use of the term, however, was by no means a homiletical

device. It expressed his own fair dream of the ideal state in which

God's will should be realized. We may make this provisional

definition: for Jesus the Kingdom was that association of men

upon whom, as a consequence of their obedience to God and their

acceptance of the ^Messiah, God the Father would bestow his full

salvation.

Jesus evidently came to a consciousness of his !^^essiahship

at the time of his baptism. This conviction he secured for his per-

manent ]).«-('ssl<>n in llie wilderness contlicts that followed.

ThrougliMni llie crowdrd ni.iiiths of his iiiiuistry it riiiiaineJ the

quickening center of his meditation on his mission.
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Expectation of the Messiah

Nevertheless the idea of th.e Messialisliip did not furnish the

body of Jesus' appeal. Mark's account must be followed here*

Jesus methodically kept back the general })erception of his Mes-

siahship until late in the course of his teaching. He could do this

and yet proclaim the Kingdom because, in the contemi>orary Jewish

thought, the expectation of the Messiah was not always connected

with the anticipation of the latter-day salvation. The apocryphal

books have little to say regarding an ideal king. It was Jesus'

controlling desire to make clear the nature of God's kingdom. To

this end he refrained from announcing his !Messiahship, for this

would have suggested to the imagination of his hearers fascinating

pictures other than he wished them to have. Furthermore, it was

God's part to make the Messiah manifest. God would prepare the

way, and usher in. the new order. Then the .Messiah would enter

upon his ofiice. Hence before the proper time he ought not to be

hailed as Messiah. Such an occurrence would be premature, in a

fundamental as well as in a practical sense. Thus it came about

that that idea wliich was primary in Jesus' thought about himself,

the ]\fessianic idea, was strictly subordinated in his preaching to

the theme of the Kingdom.

Divine Fatiiekhood and the Kingdom

Jesus approached his conception of the Kingdom through his

profound religious belief in God as Father. God's paternal love

loomed largest in the world of values for Jesus. It was the one

truth, greater than all other truths. The personal relationship was

everything. Altogether natural and beautiful was it for Jesus

to refer to God as '"my Father who is in heaven." (Matt. 10;

32-33.)

So cliaracteristic was this quality of fatherhood that Jesus

s))okc of "the Father," using the term as a kind of familiar title,

at least as a designation which represented his essential character

adequately. He felt the relationship between the Father and him-

self to be very close, insisting tliat each alone knew the other i]i-

timately and adequately. (Matt. 11. 27.) And he taught his
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disciples to cpM God Father. "Your Father" was a common phrase

on his lips. "'Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father's good

pleasure to give you the kingdom." (Luke 12. 32.) Bf^yond

this, the Father cared for every one. (Matt. 18. 14.)

Man's part Avas to ^how his love by obedience. (Matt. 21.

28-31.) To serve should be his one ambition. "Even so ye also,

when ye shall have done all the things that are commanded you,

say, We are unprofitable servants ; we have done that which it was

our duty to do." Thus God's will was the sovereign authority as

the standard of man's duty. The divine love would not hide the

divine will. God was Lord, and he would punish disobedience.

(Luke 12. 47.)

God's conmiand is double. "Thou shalt love thj^ neighbor as

thyself." The value of righteousness is determined by the state

of the heart. This heart relationship is the thing of value with

God and men. A man's fellow is his brotlier. The parable of the

good Samaritan illustrates the quality of the brotherly love com-

manded. More than this, men are to love their enemies. (Matt.

5. 44.) This reveals the supreme test; this constitutes the great

command.

Doing the will of God exhibits the principle of obedience and

love as the bond of uiiion binding all men together. Intimate re-

lationship to Jesus himself is conditioned on obedience to the

Father of all. Or rather, such obedience is the very content of

this most intimate and endearing relationship. "Whosoever shall

do the will of God, the same is my brother, and sister, and mother."

(Mark 3. 35.)

The Kingdom's Coming

This indicates the general character of that wonderful king-

dom whose phin is always in the mind of God, but whose coming

waits upon the pregiiant future, who'se glorious opportunity is the

working together of God and men. In brief we may say that the

kingdom of God is that divinely appointed society of mnn upon

whom the Father will bestow his full salvation as soon as they

fullill his wiJl in righteousness, and thus jiermit the Messiah to

enter upon his otHcc.
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How was this kingdom to be realized ? Not as an external,

political rule, certainly. '"The kingdom of God is within you {or,

in the midst of you)." (Luke 17. 20-21.) These words indicate

that the future order was not to be established ''with observation,"

but that it was a spiritual state already partially realized in the

persons of Jesus and his disciples. In fact Jesus w^arned his

disciples against ''the leaven of the Pharisees and the leaven of

Herod," referring to the jx)litical ambitions common to both of

these parties.

It was time, however, for the ideal kingdom to be established

in actual experience. For long years it had been foretold. ''All

the prophets and the law prophesied until John." (Notice the

passage: Matt. 11, 12-21.) The sway of Satan and the demons

over men was brokeii. "If I by the finger of God cast out demons,

then is the kingdom of God come upon you," (Luke 11. 20.)

The parables of the grain of mustard seed and of the leaven show

that the Kingdom already existed, at least in its beginnings.

Varying Methods

Jesus seemed at first to share the conception of the Kingdom's

coming common to his time. For he chose to speak the language

which the people would best understand. His first message was

like John the Baptist's: "The kingdom of God is at hand: repent

ye." (Mark 1, 15.) Evidently Jesus taught that the Kingdom

was in the immediate future. Jt would not be a world empire,

but a heavenly dispensation supernaturally made manifest. Hence

he tried to reach as wide a circle of hearers as possible. (Mark

1. 38 ; Luke 8. 1.) He sent out his disciples, saying, "The harvest

indeed is plenteous," The seventy returned exulting, and Jesus

exclaimed, "I beheld Satan fallen as lightning from heaven,"

(Luke 10. 2, 18.) The glorious end was surely near: "Blessed are

the eyes which see the things that ye see." (Luke 10, 23.)

The occurrences and disappointments which followed would

naturally modify the method of his teaching. His waning popu-

larity' may have had a good deal to do ^^'ith his holding hack the

announcement of his ^[essirdishi]^. He knew that hf was ^fc-siah,

and that the Kingdom was to be established. The rcluctancG of
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the people to accept this ])roclaraation, in loyal faith, would cause

him to AvithholJ the general announcement.

IndilTercnce on the jiarl of the ])eople, rejieated failures and

disappointments, ahove all much meditation on the suhject, con-

vinced Jesus that the establishment of the Kingdom belonged to

the future and that the ]\ressiah must die. When Peter, in one of

the villagco of Ca^area Philippi, confessed his belief in Jesus as

Messiah (Mark S. 27) ^ve have a stage in the spiritual develop-

ment of the disciples, rather than a stage in the growth of Jesus'

o^\^l idea. Before this time he must have thought through his con-

ception of his work and fate as Messiah, From the time of the

great confession Jesus began to teach ''that the Son of man must

suffer many things, and be kiHed." This does not imply that his

general conception of the Kingdom changed. For it was too cen-

tral, too closely connected with the inner spiritual life of Jesus, to

change in any essential respect.

Nevertheless the applicati<m of the general principle of his

liinjrdom ti> tlie innnediate historical t-ircumstances and to the

apparent future did undergo change, as has been suggested. The

details we cannot trace. The general trend of Jesus' thought we

can guess to some extent. We may sup])ose that the kingdom of

ideal fellowship was anticipated at first with eager hoi>e. His glad

message would be received, and he would be weleonicd as the Mes-

siah. Other peoples would hear that proclamation which would

make them free, and would gather in to share its benefits.

This hope was vain. Jerusalem, the center of theocratic Ju-

daism, failed him. '"O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how often would I

have gathered thy children together, . . . and ye would not!"

(Luke 13. 34-.) lie realized that ''many are called, but few chosen."

(Matt. 22. 11). He warned the disciples of coming tribulation.

(Matt. 10. 17.) For the Master himself must suffer; and this

necessity he read in the ])ro})h(^ts: ''How is it written of the Son

of man, that he should suffer many things and be set at nought?"

(Mark 9. 12.)

His Fuxdamkntal Thought

This conviction did not alter the body of Jesus' conception
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of tlio method of establishing the kingdom of heaven. He came

to fiiHill the law and the prophets in a qnalitative sense, not by a

quantitative extension. The method of establishment grew nat-

nrallj out of the luiture of the kingdom to be established.

The Father, God, was eager to bestow his mercy upon all who

desired it. (Luke 12. 32.) "Freely" men had received. (Matt.

10. 8.) The children of God must I'eceive the generous gift of

their Father Avitli the eagerness, simplicity, and receptivity of

little children. ''Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God

as a little child, he shall in. no wise enter therein." (]\lark 10. 15.)

This was the heart of the matter. Therefore the past life of any

niaji would not keep him away if he desired to enter the kingdom

of God's love. In fact, "the Son of man came to seek and to save

that which is lost." (Luke 19. 10.) The j^enitent, humble heart

is the thing demanded. (Luke 18. 13-14.) The parable of the

pirodigal son reveals the very heart of God.

Stekn Conditions

But righteousness, and righteousness of a very rigorous sort,

is insisted uj>on. "jSJot every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord,

shall enter into tho kingdom of heaven ; but he that docth the

will of my Father." (Matt. 7. 21.) "Blessed are they that hear

the word of God, and keep it." (Luke 11. 28.)

The call of the Kingdom is absolute. No one can serve two

masters. It may even be required that a man disown father and

mother, wife and children and brethren—and disdain his own life

—if he would become a disciple of the Lord. (Luke 11. 26.)

Again he said, "If thy hand cause thee to stumble, cut it oft."

This is the character of the call to enter the kingdom of heaven.

Jesus did not su})p()se that the niultitudc would ol)oy these con-

ditions. The door leading unto life is a narrow one, and only a

few find it. "Many arc called, but few chosen." Tho allurements

of the world are many, as is vividly shown in the parable of the

sower. "How hardly shall they that have riches enter into the

kingdom !" he exclaimed. Aiid yet all things are possible with

God, and so is \hi< thing, the sah-ation of a man so dangoroii.^ly

exposed to the allurements of selfishness. (Mark 10. 27.) All
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who will may have the woudrous gift. (Matt. 11. 28.) How-
over, God %\'ill exclude the ungrateful guests. (Luke 14, 24.)

And it is not fit that holy things should he given to dogs.

(Matt. 7. G.)

His Messlaxic MiysioN

In these announcements Jesus assumed the authority of a

divine teacher, and used that authority to the full degree. (Mark

1. 22.) i^evertheless as Messiah he was not king, but servant.

"For the Son of man also came not to be ministered unto, but to

minister." (Mark 10. 45.) As servant he gave freely of his

attention and care to the sick. He regarded his healing as a part

of his ministry of love. This was not the characteristic means of

establishing the Kingdom, however. Hence, such sayings as, "See

thou say nothing to any man," are common. And yet that asi)ect

of his work which meant the bringing of health and strength to the

sick was an important part of his Messianic labor. (Compare

Matt. 11. 4.)

Jesus' Messianic mission was devoted mainly to the people of

Israel. "Let the children first be filled." Other nations would

share in the blessings of Israel, but they would share in the pro-

portion that they came to recognize her as the chosen people, and

received her message. Jesus was not explicit in teaching the uni-

versal character of his gospel, although this universality is sug

gested in his various utterances. We may say that, in spite of

Jesus' special interest and concern, the note of universality is

strong. This is rendered natural by the mission of Israel, as set

forth in the prophetic lx)oks.

Jesus' early ideal, which he accepted so eagerly, the ideal

of self-renunciation and service, remained with him—uudimmed

—

throughout his life. Toward the end he proclaimed his ap-

proaching death; but this necessity fitted in with his teaching con-

cerning his office. The Messiah must sufl'cr and die in the estab-

lishment of the kingdom of God. His death would not l>e an ac-

cidental event. (Mark 8. 31 ; Luke 13. 33.) The way of divinest

life is the way of utter self-giving. And this rule held for his

disciiiles: "whosoever shall lose his life for my sake." His own
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sufTering would prove to be a tremendous furtlieraiice of tlie king-

dom of God. Cried he, "I have a baptism to be baptized with ; and

how am I straitened till it be accomplished!" (Luke 12. 50.)

This death was not to be an incident in the larger life simply. It

was to be a ransom. In his utter self-humiliation his followers

would somehow find refreshment and strength. ''Take my yoke

upon you and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart : and

ye shall find rest unto your souls." It would be a sort of covenant

sacrifice, solemnly confirming the loving will of God to save his

people. "This is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out

for many."

The Consummation

We have seen that the kingdom of God was a present reality,

and it was to have a gradual but sure growth among living men.

Nevertheless, the consummation lay in the future. The Messiah

would come. (Mark 8. 38.) The second coming was to be a definite

future fact. (Luke 17. 22-24 ; 21. 34-30.) It would be a coming

in sight of all men. (jNFatt. 24. 27.) Vigilance and fidelity were

the qualities of the faithful servants who awaited the fateful mo-

ment. (Luke 12. 35-38.) Judgment was to be pronounced.

(Matt. 28. 35; 24. 51.)

;No man knew the time of the return. (Mark 13. 32-33.)

"Watch therefore." The prevailing idea, however, was that his

return would be soon. (]\lark 9. 1.) Thus the earthly develop-

ment of the kingdom of God, after Jesus' death, he eaine to regard

as transitory. It was the preparatory state for the true establish-

ment of the Kingdom. Vv^hen he came, all would see and acknowl-

edge him. (Luke 17. 24.) Comparatively few would be faithful.

(Matt. 7. 14.) He believed, nevertheless, in the glorious extension

of the Kingdom, as the beautiful parables of this confidence in

Mark, the fourth chapter, reveal. Other peoples might take the

place of the false Israelites. (Mark 12. 0.) The dominant

thought, however, was that the heathen luitions would receive re-

ward or punishment according to their attitude tov.-nrd the chosen

people. Xotice the impoi'tance of the plaee of I'^racl in tlie futui-e

heavenly state, when the disciples are represented as judging the
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twelve tribes. Preeminently Jesus' idea was practical. He put

the Iviugdoin in charge of his faithful disciples, although even

here the look is forward to the future state. But there is a great

work to be done on earth, iuul the call is heroic. '*Tlnnk not that

1 came to send ])eacc on the earth: I came not to send peace, but

a sword."

In conclusion we may well stress the })(>inl that, in spite of

the a])0('a]yptic elements in his conception of the establishment of

the Ivingdom, Jesus' dominant thought was ethical. We may say

that this was Jesus' own central teaching and emj)hatic message.

]n nudving use of the apocalyj^tic imagery he ado]ited the popular

mode of thought. He gained a hearing by uttering warnings uhieh

the i)eople would heed. But he made this clear: that the test of

right doing is not a burst of heavenly light. It is the good fruit

of life brought fortli in humility of spirit and in faithfulness.

''Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy

by thy name, and by thy name cast out demons, and by thy name

do many mighty works? And then will 1 profess unto them, I

never knew you." The jyractical work accomjilished is the real

test. ''By their fruits ye shall know them." The asking and the

seeking and the knocking arc for spiritual gifts, aiid these gifts

come from the Father. "Jf ye then being evil know how to give

go<xl gifts unto your children, how much more shall your Father

who is in heaven give good things to them that ask him?"

This loving care of the Father shoidd ins])ire right conduct

in every man toward his brother. This after all is the highest

rule of the Kingdom. When this principle is fulfilled, the kingdom

of God will be established. '^Vll things therefore whatsoever ye

would tliat men should do unto you, even so do ye also unto them

:

for this is the law and the prophets."
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SHALL WE DISCAKD GREEK ?^

John Ai.rjfE)^ Faulknek

Drew Theological Seminary

An able American political and literary journal made an

interesting comment on the fact that recently a single day brought

the double announcement that Princeton will no longer require

Greek for entrance and will require Latin only for candidates for

Bachelor of Arts degree, and that Yale will not require Latin either

for admission or graduation. The journal adds:

That these two ultra-conservative seats of "liberal" culture should

thus let down the bars will be a grievous blow to many of the adherents

of classical education in this country. Yet we doubt whether the true

friends of the classics have real cause for grief in such action. The study

of Greek and Latin has suffered from its privileged position in secondary

and college curricula; classical teachers have been able to rely on tra-

dition and compulsion rather than on inherent excellence of their work

to hold students. The keen competition to which the classics are being

subjected will result, we believe, in a study of educational values and an

improvement in methods of classical teaching that will in the end redound

to the advantage of truly liberal study. No informed person will question

the extraordinary value for educational purpose of the study of Greek

life and its literary expression. Once the classicists are content to rest

their case on the excellence of what they have to offer, they may be well

assured of a permanent place in our educational scheme.

Since that announcement both Oxford and Cambridge have

thrown out Greek as compulsory for the B.A., which means that

there is now no college in England wliich requires it. Especially

on the part of Oxford this instance of radicalism as to the Arts

degree is in striking contrast to its conservatism as to the Divinity

degree, which is still a good Anglican preserve. A university thai

will throw out eom]>ulsory Greek and yet refuses 1o admit any one

except Anglicans, Koman and Greek Catholics to its honorary

doctorate in divinity will present a union of radicalism and medi-

jevalism unique in liistory.

1^0 Protestant divine, however distinguished, has ever re-

ceived a divinity dcgrtX' j)ro honoris cmsii f'luiu Oxford, and it was

•Conimcijcciiitin u.liiio'd (revi^ifj) at Pt-uiisylviiuia Collctrc, (Ii'tty.iburK.
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not till al»oiit 1873 that a non-Anglican could receive even the

innocent degi-ee of Bachelor of Arts. That the university should

become so loose in a cultural study so valuable as Greek and remain

so exceedingly narrow in its eeclcsiasticism, remains a phenomenon

unique in the history of education.

One can hardly see how the optimism of those who believe

that the doing away Greek as a requirement for a degree will

not affect its election by students is justifiecl. Such doing away

will certainly and immediately throw Greek out of every high

school in this country where it is not already discarded. It will

inevitably in time do the same with every academy and prepara-

tory school, unless special measures are taken to preserve it, unless

for instance it is kc])t as an elective, and unless teachers or others

lecture the students beforehand on the worth and charm of the

language, on the amazing richness of the literature, and urge them

to elect. Having come up to college without Greek, how many

will be induced to start its study there? though a boy of eightc-en

or twenty is more susceptible to its appeal than one of fifteen or

sixteen. Of course every college will offer Greek as every college

will offer German, but how many will elect the one or the other

to whom no facilities have been offered in the secondary school ?

Ordy those who are old and wise enough to deliberately choose to

study on the one hand (the Greek) the most perfect language ever

devised, the most fascinating literatui-e ever written, and the most

interesting civilization ever worked out on this planet, and on the

other (the German) a language absolutely indispensable for schol-

arly work in any department of human intelligence. How many
boys at matriculation are competent for that choice?

•I think there is somethino- in the thought that the casting

down of Greek and Latin from any preferred place will work

toward a modification of teaching methods that will make the

study of those languages more attractive. I have not kept up with

those methods since I graduated, so can speak in a general way
only, and imder correction. !Nine out of every ten people who
study the classic languages do so for the sake of the literature :^n.]

not for the sake of ))))il(dogy. 'J'Jx^y want the oonjugaliDUs only

for the sake of thi- readijig. Fur this reason I wnuld eut out all
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proso eomix)sition excopt in tlio elementary grades, and I don't

know bnt even there it is a weariness to the flesh without compen-

sating advantages. ISTot one student in a thousand wants or ever

will want to speak or write Greek or Latin, but all who study

either language want to read it, and to read it quickly and ac-

curately. Everything therefore that will make the study pleas-

ant, that will the soonest introduce the student to the language

itself, so that he sits entranced to the rhapsodist reading the sound-

ing lines of Homer, or rather he himself is that rhapsodist, he is

a part of the stage or audience that gives or hears the everlasting

message of Sophocles, or he glows with indignation as Cicero un-

folds the scouudrelism of that rascal and slippery politician Cati-

line, one of the boldest and most patriotic services ever rendered

a state—anything, I say, that will the most quickly get the student

into the heart and life of antiquity is to bo emphasized in the study

of the classics. jMake grammar, make the dictionary, make mem-
ory, make everything subservient to reading. Eead, read, read.

Let the teacher illustrate quickly and, so to speak, incidentally,

the grammatical points as he or the class reads the text, but read

on, learning new words by reading, new constructions by reading,

saturating yourself with the language itself, until before you know
it the language is yours, and its glories spread before you suddenly

like a charming valley on climbing the next hill. If that glory

could strike in on Keats in reading a translation only, liow much

more upon you when the very thing itself is yours

!

Mucli have I traveled in tlie realms of gold,

And many goodly states and kingdoms seen;

Round many Vi-estern islands have I been

"Which bards in fealty to Apollo hold.

Oft of one "v.-ide expanse had I been told

That deep-browed Homer ruled in his demesne;

Yet did I never breathe its pure serene

Till I heard Chapman speak out loud and bold:

Then felt I like some watcher of the skies

When a new planet swims into his ken;

Or like stout Cortez v/hcn with eagle eyes

lie stared at the Pacific—and all his men
Looked at each other with a wild surmise

—

Silent—upon a peak in Dariou.'

•Keats, On First Looking Into Chupnititt's llouicr.
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Yes, a light will have gone out of the world when the utilitar-

ian s})iiit of to-day, with its steel eyes and sodden materialism,

hanishes Greek. To kM>k at the language itself,—how graceful,

how flexihle, how supple, adapted to all conditions, to all moods,

to all needs, as though expressly made hy the Almighty himself as

the universal tongue. Experts in it say other languages seem

tame and narrow and meager. It is a better Field of Cloth of Gold.

You can imagine the ghosts of Plato and his compeers turning

from heaven in disgust if Greek was not spoken there. I am re-

minded of the words of Coleridge :

Greek, the shrine of the genius of the old world; as universal as our

race, as individual as ourselves; of infinite flexibility, of indefatigable

strength, with the complication and distinctness of nature herself; to

which nothing was vulgar, from which nothing was excluded. Speaking

to the eai- like the Italian, speaking to the mind like English; with words

like pictures, with words like the gossamer film of summer; at once the

variety and picturesqueness of Homer, the gloom and intensity of

j^schylus; not compressed to the closest by Thucydides, not fathomed to

the bottom by Plato, not sounding with all its thunders, nor lit up with

all its ardors even under the Promethean touch of Demosthenes.'

Xow to get into a language like that until you feel its charm,

to find out its qualities for yourself and why those qualities make

it perfect, is not that an education in itself ?

As a student of chui-ch history I have been struck with the

historical importance of Greek. It certainly is an amazing thing

that when Christ came and Paul went forth to preach every per-

son with even a partial education could sjieak and write Greek,

that not a bright man or woman in llio Avliole Roman em])ire, not

a trader, not a sailor, not a reader, not a traveler, not a teacher,

not a learner, but that could mulerstand Greek. It was the lingua

franca of antiquity. Greece had her colonies everywhere. Asia

]\Iinor was seething witli Greek ideas. IJome was so Greek that

eveiy wide-awak-e ]>orson in the town knew it, and no other lan-

guage was used in the writings of the Poman Christians from the

time of tlu' establislmient of Chi-istianity there till about 200.

Even in (\irthage, tlie most Roman or Latin city in the empire,

Greek was so v/ell known tliat the great lawyer-presliyter Tertul-

'Studu of Oie (Iritk Clcusic I'>:,ts, gen. iutiod.
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]lan wrote some of liis works in it as late as 200 or after. Just

ns a geucration ago French took you all over Europe among edu-

cated people, so much more Greek Avas your passport over the

civilized world in those crucial years which were the makiiig or

marring of Christianity. Though ordinarily Christ and apostles

s])oke Aramaic, they were bilinguists, and also spoke Greek. Yon

say the apostles were too rude and ignorant. no. The apostles

were not farmers living on hack lands, but fishermen trading in

the flourishing towns on the lake of Galilee. For that Greek was

indispensable. Matthew was an officer of the lioman government,

and his knowledge of Greek goes without saying. When these

apostles came to quote the Old Testament they quoted the text they

were familiar with, namely, the Septuagint^ the Greek version.

Christ lived at !Nazareth near the great travel roads, and picke<l up

Greek as Italian children pick up English on our streets. Jews came

from all parts of the empire to their great feasts, and for that a

common language was necessary, and it was Greek, a kind of sec-

ond mother tongue to every traveler and reader. For that reason

in order to be understood l)y everyone, Peter spoke Greek in his

Pentecost speech, tliough once when Paul wanted to address a select

class of brother Pharisees he used a tongue that would conciliate

tlicm—Hebrew. Paul was as ready in both languages as Lanier

was in French and English, and it is likely that Paul was even

a trilinguist, that is, knew Latin too. At least we know that he

was familiar with Poman law, and to be a scientific expositor of

his Avritings we need to be "up" in three civilizations, Ihree depart-

nuqits of knowledge, Hebrew, Greek and Latin. The papyri dis-

coveries in Egypt the Inst twenty-five years show that all over the

em])iro correspondence, accounts, commercial transactions, every-

tliing, were wi-itten in Greek. And it was WTitten in substantially

tlio same kind of Greek as the New Testament. If there is any-

lliing in the doctrine of divine providence that our fathers be-

lieved, certainly the spread of Greek and its use as a universal

language during the infant years of Christianity was a wonderful

illustration of it. That w;is a part of the fullness of time.

This will be all tlie more a])parent if you consider the in-

fluence of this fact on the content or message of Christianity. If

'-'^^^i^
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that universal tono-ue had hcou ITehrcw you would have had

—

sjicakiug after the inauner of men—a faitli mystic, involved in

hyperbole, poetic, vanishing in figures of speech and gorgeous

cloudland, an Eastern faith, and Christianity would never have

been heard of in the West. If that tongue had been Latin, you

would have had the other extreme, a hard, cold, })ractical religion,

precise, external, s])cclaculai'. You would have had what Iionie

did make Chi'istianity, say from the fifth century on, only much

more so. And you never would liave had the Keformation, nor

Protestantism, nor all the rich eil'ulgence of religion, culture,

science, in the last 300 years. The Reformation had many causes,

but if Greek nuuiuscri])ts had not been discovered and studied in

tho fifteenth and sixteenth centuries—that discovery and its con-

sequences which we call the Kenaissance—we should be still living

in the Middle Ages; and if a pale, half-sick quiet scholar had not

sjtent his days and nights poi'ing over one section of those manu-

scrijjts, namely, those of the Greek Testament, and published his

results in that Testament in IhliS, you and T would not be here

to-day. What vast consequences sprang frojn that Froben folio in

]o]0! Yes, a new world from a Greek text! Because the first

literary language of Christianity was Greek we had depth, yet

clearness, profound doctrines, yet rational, the mystic vision and

tlie practical man's sense, the innerliness of the philosopher and

the form and beauty of the artist, love of truth on the one side

and love of human beings on tlie other, aspirations after God, but

as])irations that arc not hallucinations but grounded on reality

—

all Ibis we get because our first preaching, our fii'st message, our

first documents, were in Greek. Because Christianity is a uni-

versal faith, because it is the faith of reason, because it is both

the mother of culture and the handmaid of progress, because it

])ierces the heavens with the seer and has its fc^t on solid ground

with the common man—all this it owes the simple but pregnant

fact that its first apostles weie Hebrews who wrote and sj><->ke

Greek. And \('\ from some of our theological seminaries Hebrew
is gone as a cundifioii of graduation, even from seininaries su])-

])osed to represent. «* scholarly ideals as I'nioii ;tnd \a\(\ Shall

Greek be the next to go? Shall the church enter the new age
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with eyes closed like fish in snhtcrrancau waters! When her lead-

ers and teacher^; cease to l>e refreshed with the ideals of her creative

years, those idc^als and principles which are the master light of

all her seeing, when they no longer touch the mother earth from

which they sprang, Avhat tragic collapse of spiritual slrenglh, what

eclipse! They may still he serving tahles, hnt as hlind, active, hut

with no vision.

As to the Aalue of classic studios I have hcen much interested

in testimonies hy those who might naturally be of another opinion.

I quote the letter of I'rcsident B. S. Ewell of the College of Wil-

liam and jMary, Virginia, to an English scholar:

I have received and read with much pleasure your protest against

making Greek an optional study at Cambridge. I fully agi-ee with you.

The classical languages have done more to develop mind than all studies

put together. To comply with the demands of those who contend for what
they call practical education v/ould be destructive of what ages have

proved to be sound learning. I say this, though I teach the physical

sciences.*

The professor of ])olitical economy at Oxford, Bonamy Price,

gave an ardent testimony:

See what is implied in having read Homer intelligently through, or

Thucydides, or Demosthenes; what light will have been shed on the

essence and laws of human existence, on political society, on the rela-

tions of man to man, on human nature itself. V/hat perception of all

kinds of truths and facts will dawn on the mind of the boy; what sym-

pathies excited, what moral tastes and judgments established, what under-

standing of human life. ... I confidently assert, that for the pur-

poses of making a youth think long and accurately, and of forcing upon

him the perception of the efficiency and results of right reasoning, no

better tool can be applied than a speech in Thucydide."?, a discussion in

Aristotle, or a chapter in the P^pislles of St. Paul. (Speaking of the

value of being brought into contact with the highest standard of great-

ness:) In no language can an equal number of writers of the first eminence
be brought to bear on the formation of a youthful mind as in Greek.

In poetry, history, philosophy, politics, page upon page of the most con-

centrated force, of the tersest expression, of the richest eloquence, of the

nicest and most subtle discrimination, of Die widest range and variety,

strike successive blows on the imagination and the thinking faculty of the

iniprcs.sible student. Where can a boy be initiated into so many things,

catch so many vistas, acquire a valuable and fruitful familiarity with so

many provinces of manly thought, as in the study uf Homei-. .lOschylus,

'Quoted ill article. Creek at tlu; Uaivcraities, in Quarterly litv., vol. 134, p. 4S6, note.
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Sophocles, Aristotle and Plato, Herodotus and Thucydides, Aristophanes

and Demosthenes? These men have been the founders of civilization;

they have hewed out the roads by v^-hich nations and individuals have
traveled and travel still, the Greek type is the form of thought of modern
Europe; their initials on most vital points are fresh and living forms now.

And no more decisive proof can be given of their genius, or their great-

ness."

Our OAvn .Tudgo Rtorv lia.^ iho^Oi words:

It is no exaggeration to declare that he who proposes to abolish

classical studies proposes to render in a great measure inert and un-

edifying the mass of English literature for three centuries; to rob us of

the glory of the past, much of the instruction of future ages; to blind us

to excellences which few may hope to equal and none to surpass; to

annihilate associations that are interwoven with our best sentiments, and
to give to distant limes and couutries-a presence and reality as if they

were in fact his own.'

Sir Henry S. ]\[ninc says lliat lliore was only one society in

wliioh prop-ess was endemic, and that was Greek. "Xot one of

tliose intellectnal excellencies which we rei^ard as characteristic of

the proo'ressive races of the world—not the law of the Romans,

not the philoso]ihy and sagacity of tlie Germans, not the luminous

order of the French, not the political aptitude of the English, not

the insight into ]>liy«?ical nature to which all races have contributed,

wouhl ap])arently have come into existence if those races had hc-en

left to themselves," if they had not heen fructified hy Greek gen-

ius. "To one small peo])le, covering in its origiual seat no more

than a liand's hreadth of territory, it was given to create the prin-

ciple of progress, of movement onward and nr>t l)ackward or down-

ward, of desti'uction tending to construction. That people was

the Greek. Exce]>t the blind forces of nature, nothing moves in

this world which is not Gi'cck in its origin. A feruient sjireading

from that source has vitalized all the great progressive races of

mankind, penetraling from one to another, and ])roducing results

accordant with its hidden and latent genius, and results of course

far greater than any exhibited in Greece itself."

Prof. A. W. Ilofmaji, the eminent chemist of the University

of Tjcrlin, confessed in his iuaugiiral that "all etTort^ to find a

'Worth of a Cb.^>irul Kduf.ilion, in Cmlnnporanj I?cv., ISSO.

^Rtile LirliiTe, lS7."i, (juotecl bj- Syiuoiul-i, .Siifrfus of the Greek I'diln, ]002, ii. 397.
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substitute for the classical languages, whether in mathematics,

modern languages, or natural sciences, have been hitherto unsuc-

cessful ; tliat after long and vain search we must always come back

finally to tlic results of centuries of experience, that tlie surest in-

strument which can bo used in training the mind of youth is given

us in the study of the languages, literature, and works of art of

classical antiquity.''^ After ten* years trial of admission of gradu-

ates of Eealschulen (where Latin and Greek were elective) into

the universities of Germany on an equality with the graduates of

the Gymnasia (where Latin and Greek were compulsory), it was

found that the latter did the better work, Li an address to the

Prussian Minister of Education by the proff^sors of the philosoph-

ical faculty of the University of Berlin, including not only histori-

ans and pliilosopliers but also chemists, physicists, geographers

and other scientists, this superioi-ity of the classically trained men

Avas iK>intcd out. While in tlie experiments of the first year the

Eealschulen men outrank as a rule the others, the situation is soon

reversed, and in tlie end the Gymnasia men carry off the honors.

The latter are found better mentally trained, and have the higher

ability to understand and solve scientific problems. All the science

and mathematical professors indorsed this view. The professors

in tlie technical university at Karlsruhe put forth a memorial

urging the study of Latin and Greek at schools, and saying that

at least the ''systematic study of ]^atin as a school discipline was

of the highest value for engineers, botanists, zoologists, mineral-

ogists, chemists, and physicians."^

Outside of the discipline in tlie study of langiiages so perfect

as Greek and Latin, there were certain qualities in Greek genius

which make classical study specially valuable in education.

1. Xo race ever existed tliat had a mind in itself so scientific

as the Greek. \\'e are not pre]>ared for that statement, and on the

strength of modern advancements of science are ready to deny it.

But look. It took the Latin, Geltic, and Teutonic nations say

1,500 years, before they started on any scientific advance. But

in a hundred or two hundred years the Greeks had anticipated our

'' Inauuural A'hlrtsf, ISSO, liansl. 1S83, p. 40.

, 'Sec tLe introduciory chup. iii I{. W. Liviiig.-,toiie, Defence of Classical Eilucalion, lOlG.
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more iniix>rtant discoveries, and Avhat is more significant had out-

lined the path our minds should travel. Tliey had stated for us

a theory of rliythni and music, they had founded our geometry,

they had laid down the postulates and axioms on which knowl-

edge is based, they had named the heavenly bodies, explained their

movements, devised methods of measuring their distance, and

started the theory of planetary movements around the sun. They

compiled tlic first map on mathematical principles, marked tho

earth with lines of latitude and longitude, developed mechanics,

pneumatics, and even the scientific study of agriculture.

2. In pure intellectual qualities the Greek mind has never

been surpassed. I^ot speaking of religion or revelation, they were

the only national intellect which loved truth for truth's sake. For

a thousand years the intellect of Europe was in leading strings,

or rather under suppression, in Greek and Latin Christianity.

It was only in the seventeenth, jx-rhaps not till the eighteenth or

nineteenth century after Christ, that golden words uttered in

Greece in tlie fourth or fifth century before Christ came to frui-

tion. It was they only who had the idea of the universe as a

cosmos, an ordered whole ruled by law. It was they alone who

liad both the phrase and the idea 6i66vav Xoyov, to give a rational

account of things. "I am one of those who are very willing to be

refuted if I say anything which is not true, and quite as ready to

be refuted as to refute, for this is the greater gain of the two."^

That was a sentence which could not have been uttered any time

in Europe between 400 and 1600. Xor this, 'T pray God to grant

that my words may endure, in so far as they have been spoken

rightly; if uniutentioiially I have said anything wrong, I pray

that he will impose on me the just punishmeiit of him who errs;

and the just punishment is that he should be set right. "^"^ They

saw the condilions of science, cui^etv ra Oaivonevay to keep the phe-

nomena safe, that is, science must explain tlie facts without doing

violence to them. "True opinions," says Plato, "while they abide

wdth us are beautiful and fruitful; but they run out of the human
soul and therefore are not of much value until they are tied up by

•Plato. Gwy.n, IJS.

»o Plato. Critiaa, 100.
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tlic Mie of the causae.' "^^ That is, opinions must be turned into

knowledge by connecting phenomena with their cause.

But this intellectual interest took in themselves as well as the

world. "I inquired into myself" {e6i^iiodin]v Efiavrov), said Hcra-

clitus, and the Greeks became the fathers of psychology and meta-

physics as well as of natural sciences:

They ((be Greeks) had indeed (says Livingstone") a nobler and
wider conception of philosophy than we, with whom philosophy—the

"love of wisdom" and science
—"knowledge," disown their names and are

consigned to a single province of their true kingdom and made jealous

members of a loose federation. When they spoke of philosophy they had
in mind the whole range of knowledge from the knowledge of God to

that of nature, for they saw the universe as a whole, and regarding it

all as the kingdom of man, rejected the narrow specialism of our philos-

ophers and scientists, each shut like an anchorite in his small private cell.

Listen to Aristotle on physical science. Men of science might take the

words as a motto, for never has the study of nature been more nobly

praised or more widely conceived. "Doubtless," he says, "the glory of

the heavenly bodies fills us with more delight than we get from the con-

templation of these lowly things (that is, the facts of zoology) ; for the sun

and stars are born not, neither do they decay, but are eternal and divine.

But the heavens are high and afar off, and of celestial things the knowl-

edge that our senses give us is scanty and dim. On the other hand, the

living creatures are nigh at hand, and of each of them we may gain

ample and certain knowledge if we so desire. If a statue please us, shall

not the living fill us with delight, all the more if in the spirit of philosophy

we search for causes and recognize the evidences of design? Then will

nature's purpose and her deep-seated laws be everywhere revealed, all

tending in her multitudinous work to one form or another of the Beauti-

ful.""

3. But the Greek had something besides the sense of truth,

of science, of knowledge, which makes the study of his literature

so quickening. It was the rdoocp'a Tra^idQnvg tQunag, -avroiaq dgtrdc,

^wEQyovg^ jiassions that Avork every kind of excellence, throned at

the side of wnsdom,^^ Tf we interpret these words at their best,

it is the Greek philosophy of life. Xot cold ii'itcllect simply, "for

the Greek Avord l{>cdg Is the passion of a lover; it was not narrow,

for it i^ervaded all life and embraced ' every kiiul of excellence ';

" Meno, 98. I. am iiKlcbt<'d to Livitifr.-^tonc, lib. cii. 93, 01, fur t}i..'.^c quotations.

"LiviiiKstorip, lih. cit 95-9ti, who pivfs rrfpreii'T. De Part. Arnmaliiim 1. 5 .nnd says: "The

transhtiim in taken from Prof. D. A. 7 hoiiipsou's deliylitful Herbert SpcJiccr kcture ou Arist'jttc

as Hi,J,jg\st:'

"ICuripidcs, Mcdca, 81, 4-5.
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it was not mere emotion, or mere morality, for it was * throned

by wisdom, ' aided, disciplined and cro^v^^eel by intelligence. That

is Greek Iveason at its best, not a mere intellectnalism watching

the world from a study with keen dispassionate eye.s, but an ar-

dent desire reaching out into all departments of life, seeking to

reshape them in accordance with itself," It is reason and vision,

intellect and emotion, philosophy and poetry. The Greeks are in-

tellectuals concerned with truth, but not mere int^-llectnals. "Vi-

sion, imagination, suffuses their reason, and makes them artists and

thinkers in one." Reason is "in their blood," but it is reason suf-

fused with the light of beauty, if not with the light of eternity.

"Happiness does not reside in flocks or money," says Democritus;

"the soul is that spirit's home." "The advantage of being a phi-

losopher," says Aristippus, "is that if all' laws disapix?ared the

philosopher would live as he did before." "Goodness in the true

sense," says Aristotle, "is not ]x^ssible without moral insight

(0poT7/(7;f), nor moral insight without goodness." "To seek utility

everywhere is most unsuitable to lofty and free natures," he says

again. After quoting some pregnant I^Tew Testament passages

E. W. Livingstone says: "These are the seeds in whose tiny com-

pass the promise and potentiality of ages of endless growth are

concealed. What the Eible is in the world of religion, that Greek

literature is in the world of thouglit ; so simple, so memorable, so

clear, so illuminating, so instinct with the spirit of reason, so

able ^ mettre la verite dans un beau jour.' Wc find in it the

seminal principles of most of our modern thought stated with the

profundity, and often the conciseness, of a Xew Testament text."^"*

It is these qualities which set apart Greek literature in a place

by itself in the history of the world. "I finished Thucydides," says

Macaulay, "after reading him with inexpressible interest and de-

light. He is the greatest historian that ever lived. ''^"^ (It is hardly

necessary to say that Macaulay in all of his mtdtifarious reading

in ancient and modern tongues read always in the original.)

"I am still of the same mind," he wrote in his edition of Thucyd-

ides a year later. He says again: "Tlome and read Thucydides.

"Livingstone, lib. cit., 'J3.

I'Trcvclyan, Life vf Macaulay, Eug. ed. p. t'.vj, N. V. td. i, 400. Date- of cntiy Feb. 27, 1835.
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I admire liim more than ever. He is the great historian. The

others may hope to match him ncver."^^ This was after he had

pn])lishcd the first volumes of his own Historv, which until one

reads he has no idea of the fascination of histoi-y. Again: "I

found copies of my History on my table. I read my book and

Thucydides, which, I am sorry to say, I found much better than

mine."*''^ In fact is is said that the seventh book of Thucydides is

the most perfect piece of historical writing ever ]iiit forth, and

fills all historians with despair. But the eighth lxx)k is not so good,

and jVlacaulay felt a little encouragement. ^'Staid at home all

day, making corrections for the second edition. Shaw, the printer,

came to tell me that they are wanted with speed, and that the first

edition of 3,000 is nearl}' out. Then I read the eighth bcK)k of

Thucydides. On the whole he is the first of historians. What is

good in him is better than anything that can be found elsewhere.

But his dry parts are dreadfully dry, and his arrangement is

bad."^^ He placed Homer as high in poetry as Thucydides in

prose, it appears. Lord Carlisle says in his Diary : "Breakfasted

with Macaulay. He thinks that though the last eight books of

Paradise Lost contain incomparable beauties, ]\lilton's fame would

have stood higher if only the first four had been jireserved. He
would then have been placed above Homer."^^ I remember read-

ing about Macaulay taking the Odyssey mth him on one of his

walks through the London parks and saying something like this

in his Diary: "I read the Odyssey book so and so in my walk.

The pathos was ovenvhelming. I we])t like a child." I have often

thought of that picture of this man of the world and of lettei's

striding along the London walks reading Homer, entranced with

its eternal freshness and old-world simplicity, and shaken with grief

al the sad reality of its picture of human life.

On the whole, then, I think that the cutting out of the clas-

sics Avill work an irreparable loss to our civilization, our culture,

our ideals. When my son had to face the question of electives in

college, I said to him, "''Other things being equal, it always seemed

"Li/r, N. Y. Kd. ii, 215 (Nov. 25, IS-IS).

"Nov. 29. ISIS (ii, 215).

"Dec. 4, aSlS (ii. 1.5).

"Nov. 20, 1853 (ii. 170).
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to me that Napoleon Bonaparte was a more rewarding study than

a bug and the political achievements of Gladstone than a stone."

An old Greek philosopher of the sixth century b. c.said : "TvoXvuaOla

voov ov diddaKei—masses of knowledge do not instruct a mind." Of

course we must have an accumulation of facts by which to get

along in life, but the chief end of man "is not TroXvuadia, but the

development of the vovg, the training of an inquisitive, acut&, in-

dustrious, patient, truth-loving mind, which knows what facts are

essential and what are not, when a thing is proved and when it is

not." For that reason the classics will not lose their hold on the

human spirit, and especially the Greek which arc now most at-

tacked. The Greeks had a literature and life instinct with genius.

But they also had a literature and life in which reason was in-

carnate, reason in jxvlitics, philosophy, history, letters, and in their

own measure in religion.

A word before I close on an important matter. Can we look

to the Greeks or Latins for our ideals ? Can we abandon ourselves

to their culture, to their morality ? Ever since Goethe there has

been a school devoted to the Greek cult as a kind of substitute

for Christianity. You remember the interlude of Helena {Faust,

part ii, act iii) where Faust's nature is to be elevated and purified

by Greek beauty. Helena represents the classical in art and litera-

ture. Faust wins her and that represents a stage in his regenera-

tion. "ISTo one can be a pure Hellene," says the Cambridge clas-

sicist, the late Prof. Jebb, "nor, if he could, would it be desirable;

but everyone should recognize the special element* with which the

Hellenic ideal can ennoble and chasten the modern spirit, and

these he should by all means cultivate. To do so successfully is to

educate one's sense of beauty; and to do that right is to raise and

purify one's whole nature."-*^ That school has many represent-

atives in our coUegos, i]i journalism, literature and art. But to

take the Greek cult seriously as a rival of Christianity would be

suicidal. Even so pagan a spirit as John Addinglon Symonds, who
was steeped in the study of Greek classics, has to confess that

Christianity was an immeasurable advance. He says: "The divine

life and the i>receiits of Christ are as luiiiinnus as ever, and I for

'"The Groulh and Injlueuce of Class ical Greek I'octry, Boaton, 1S93, 231).
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one have no desire to replant pseudo-paganism on modern soil.

I know full well that in addition to its being undesirable, it is

utterly impossible. I know moreover that new virtues unrecog-

nized by the Greek have been revealed to the world by Christian-

ity, and that a new cogency and new sanctions have been given

by it to that portion of ethics it had in common with Greek phi-

losophy."^^ If some of our young pagans advocate a Greek Hu-

manism as an ethic and a religion they are living in a fool's

paradise. Let them read say von Dollingcr's great book lleiden-

ium und Chrisienium or my friend Prof. Sihler's most im-

portant and valuable study of the spiritual elements of classical

antiquity. Testimonium Aniiaae, Xew York, 190S, and they will

have a rude awakening. Check your overwrought admiration by

the facts. The value of the classics is not as an idol to be set up,

as a religion to be worshiped, but as stimulus, as culture, as broad-

1

ening the mind, as fructifying the soul. And this outside of the i

philology, outside of brushing up against languages so polished,

so clear-cut, as Latin, so perfect as Grc^k. And therefore Euuuiud

Burke always had Virgil within jiis reach, Curran took Virgil and

Horace as his traveling companions. Chief Justice Parsons was

an enthusiastic student of the classics, Robert Hall devoted several

hours a day to their study during the most active years of his

ministry, and often referred to Plato with high eulogy.-- A^,

Socialist deput}' in the Prussian Lower House said in 191G, ''All •

modern nations still suck their nourishment from things Greek."

Whatever his Socialism, his historical judgment was near the

truth. You can get along without Greek. You can dispense with

Shakes|>eare and the Bible. But both will still live and offer their

unsurpassed treasures. So with the Greeks.

But rigorous teachers seized my youth,

And purged its faith, and trimmed its fire,

Showed uie the high white star of Truth,

There bade me gaze, and there aspire.-^

^^ Studies of the. Greek I'otU. 3d cd. 1902, ii, 398-9.

" See tLe admirable introduction (probably by Sf.ars) in Classical Sltulies, by Professors Sears,

KdwBrds nr.d Felton, Boston, 1SJ3. In the 40'3 they were di.'^cussing as vcheiiiciilly as tu-day the

value of tli'i classics.

"MtttlnAV Arnold, i<'.o)Uas from ihc GraJiJc Cluirti txmc. Compare Iiia eulogy of Sophocles iij

To a Friend.
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MOKE METHODIST XEEDS—A VOICE
FKOM THE CKOWD

Albert Edwakd Day

Canton, Ohio

The only man who has no needs is a dead man. Life and

need arc contemporaneous and coextensive. The more abundant the

life, the vaster and more complex the need. A baby's needs are

few. True, they are often very bothersome; they have no regard

for callers nor for the clock. The darkness and the light are both

alike to them. Infantile needs are also very perplexing. One

never knows whether the insistent cry which is their voice is due

to a jn-icking- pin or a pang of hunger or a spasm of tem^Xir. But

untimely and perplexing as childish needs may be, they are £till

very few. A bottle and a bed and a bath compose the tale. But

as life develops, needs multij^ly until the full-growTi man must

have schools and industry and commerce and g'ovcrnment and

science and philosophy and literature and art and religioii and

God. The finite can no longer answer the demands of his soul.

He must have the Infinite. To say that a man has needs is oidy

another way of saying that he is alive. It is not otherwise witli

an institution. If Methodism has any manifest exigencies it is

only because she is still at a far remove from the ecclesiastical

cemetery. Her bones are not dust nor her good sword rust. If a

man is looking for her he will not find her "under the poppies"

nor at the casualty clearing station. She is in the front line

trendies, ready to go "over the top" in the next forward movement

against evil. She is very much alive! When we presume to talk

about her needs, we are not bringing charges against her. We are

paying her a. compliment. We are recognizing her abundant vital-

ity and her crucial position among the forces of the twentieth

century. We are only seeking to guard her against faulty rations,

untemix^recl wea})ons, unwise leadership, and an inadequate plan

of battle.

I

This jiaper would not be making its ap]>earance if its author
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(lid not believe that a very vital need of our eliurcli at tins lionr

is the recognition of the right of discussion. It would be very easy

to make out a rather convincing case against the fitness of the

writer to pass critical judgment upon so great and venerable an

institution as the Methodist Episcopal Church. The writer holds

no brief for himself. But he does believe in discussion, in the

right of any layman or any preacher to review the ecclesiastical

situation and to offer reasonable and constructive criticism of any

malter which violates his sense of justice or contradicts his view

of the demands and opportunities of the hour. There is evident

just at present a rather alarming impatience with discussion.

Tlierc is- even an attempt in some quarters to head oft' discussion

—to create official circles and official practices and official pro

grams that are sacrosanct One of our Bishops is reported to have

said at an unpleasantly recent date, "I would rather have a man

90 per cent loyal and 50 per cent eflicient than a man 50 per cent

loyal and 90 jx'r cent efficient." The imjn-ession gaine<;l by at

least some who heard those words is that the ]]ishop was giving a

general invitation to the preachers of his area to march to his tune

even though they had a better tune of their own under whose in-

spiration they might more surely and swiftly reach the goal. I

hope no Bishop ever really said just that. If he did, I hope he

did not mean it. Loyalty is of course a great virtue. In time of

war it is the transcendent virtue. In time of peace, however, it

needs the balance of other virtues. It is always popular ^^^th the

autocratic mind. But it often conveys a sinister implication to

the mind deuKTcratic. And when a man with much ecclesiastical

power in his hand serves notice that he wants loyalty to himself

rather than efficiency in the Kingdom's tasks,- he must not be

surprised that son)e will demur. There is genuine respect for the

e])iscopacy everywhere in IMethodism, but few arc ready to be-

lieve that ecclesiastical wisdom is confined to the e])iseopal bench,

or that the voice of episcopal authority should be the signal for

over}' other voice to remain silent.

I should be very sorry if any Avord of mine were used to dis-

credit the Centenary, It teas ])erha]>s the iireatest forward move-

ment of the kingdom of God since the birth of JMethodisni. It has
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meant life to multitudes sitting- in the land of the shadow of death.

'J'here is prohably no preacher here who has not Ik'Ch benefited

directly and financially as the result of the larger sense of stew-

ardship that has come to the church under Centenary tutelage.

The Centenary has been a memorable achievement to date. But

along with the Centenary has come a disrelish for pastoral opinion

that is not a good thing. In one gi*eat convention a Centenary

official referred scornfully to some criticism that had emanated

from pastoral sources and shouted crushingly, ''What right have

the fellows on the side linos to criticize the men who are straining

ever}' nerve to carry tlie ball down the field V The painful ele-

ment in the assumption is that, the pastors are on the side lines

and that the officials sitting at their dests devising programs and

dictating letters are the men who are bucking the line and wearing

•out their energies in actual scrimmage. It is really so painful

that it is ludicrous. If the pastors who are wrestling with re-

calcitrant official boards, facing the meanness and the littleness of

congregations with no vision beyond their own bundle of bonds or

their own pile of pum])kins, fi-etting their lives away trying to

meet the often impossible demands of schedules prepared a thou-

sand miles away both geographically and sympathetically, if these

pastors are not on the scrimmage lino, then nobody is. They are

the ones v/ho have to risk broken necks and broken hearts and

their opinions ought not to l)e scornfully received even though they

differ 'seriously from the resu.lts of the official mind. I happened

not long ago to see a. letter wi'itten to an area secretary by one of

the department secretaries at Chicago. The area seci'ctary had

written that the pastors were rebelling against the hard-and-fast

schedules which were being imposed u])on them and which left

little room for local initiative. Ratlier reluctantly the distant of-

ficial admitted that c>ccasionally the schedule might be altered to

meet unusual local situations, but he did not find it j>ossil)lc to

close his letter without uttering the solemn, warning if not threat:

"The brethren should be very careful how they dissent from the

judgment of our ofiicial leaders."

I need not tell you the sil<-nt pressur(^ tliat is constantly being

exerted to hush disagreeable questions and to secure conformity.
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Pronchcrs are Inniian. Tlioj want to rcacli tlio liiglie->t positions

tlicy are capable of filling. Tliey want their faithful wives to

liavc some of life's comforts and their children the ])est of life's

op])ortiniities. jl'hey are not afraid of liardship and persecntion

for themselves, but they tliink of Ihe "wee bairnies" at home and

then they think some more. They have witnessed the scorn with

which challenging opinions. have been received. They have seen

liow easily the offender may be ignored in making ajipointments.

Tliey liave read the exaggerated press notices of men who put on

"our program." And they decide, humanly enough, that discre-

tion is the better part of valor. A friend of mine who travels at

large through the connection says that every^vhere the impression

that he receives is of men who are cowed by the l)ig fist of a grow-

ing bureaucracy. There is often serious disagreement with cer-

tain things that are being done, but no one likes to take his life in

his hand and speak out.

One cannot help but note tbe absence from many church

papers of real discussion of men and methods. Delinquent or

recalcitrant pastors come in for frequent rebukes, but after one

leaves the pastorate he seems to have passed the pale of liabilities.

Thereafter his sermons are always eloquent, his administration en-

tirely beneficent, his plans wholly admirable. The pen may be

miglitier than the sword, but the official pen is often more nnof-

fending than a toy cannon. Of course no editor is under bond to

give expression to the discontent of any mind but his owni. But

when there is such absolutely perfect agreement with all the deeds

of offK-ialdoni one wonders if the editor may not be under bond to

re])rcss even his own honest opinions.

My brethren, this state of affairs is totally unwholescane. It

is good neither for the man above nor the man below. It creates

among aftlcials irresix)nsibility and i]itolerable conceit of opinion.

Few liuman beings can escajx^ the moral j^erils involved in the pos-

session of sacrosanct authority. Power is given with safety only

when the giver retains the right of criticism and of consequent

revocation. We cannot afford to develoj) a Potsdam temjicr or a

dunker mind in ^Melhodisu). We ought to care enough for the

souls of men who sit in jtlaces of power to treat tliem to liberal doses
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of disseiiliiig opinion and if n(X,'ORsary pnt tbeni in the Tnvkisli

bath of criticism and let them have a good sweat, A great many

imwholesoane fevers yic'ld to snch treatment. Unhampered dis-

cussion is good for the man above. It is {ndispcnsahle for the

man below. The opinion of the great body of ]\rethodlst preachers

cannot be ignored or re])res6e<l without creating great unrest. It is

wholly un-American to ])resume that you ca)i make a company of

automatons out of a gi'cnt body of educated, self-respecting men

such as compose the ^Methodist ministry. The Methodist preacher

is a long-suiFering person. lie will go a long way in cooperating

with ]>rograms ihat do not meet his jtcrsonal ap])roval if he is not

denied the right of expressing liis dissent. lie will go in fact to

the very limit of conscience. But if he is refused the cordial priv-

ilege of giving his o] anions circulation in the etfort to discover

whether or no there are enough similar o}>ini(>ns to compel a change

of policy; if he is treated as if his ojvinions did not count; if he

is summoned to obedience and not to conviction ; if he is penalized

for daring to be ditl'erent, then he is si-nt back to his task with

broken spirit, with serious dimiinition of loyalty, with bitter re-

sentments that reduce his efliciency to the lowest level. Autocracy

in i\Jethodism is the ])Oorest })ossible method of administi'ation.

It curseth him that gixcs and him that takes. It maki-^s all rule

nnkingly and all obedience degrading. It weakens denominational

ties and crushes the s]>ii'il of coo])(,'ration without which ])rogr('SS

is impossible. Let us have done with restraints upon o])inion.

Syndicated thinking is no better than syndicated sermons. Let

tlu' forum take the ])laee of the Imreau in the framing of ]><ilici( s.

Let no man Ix* penalized for inde}X'ndence of thought, If wt^ be-

lieve in democracy, we believe that God sometimes speaks to the

hundjlest as well as to tlie higliest. Thei-e is no monopoly on the

cables to hea\-en. They have their terminal? in Chipmunk Center

as Avell as in Chicago. A .Messiah once came from Xazai-eth. The

Pharisees didn't like him, but if they had listened to him their

ecelesiastleal and national structure would not have tuml)led about

their ears. They knew not the things that nuike fe>r peace. "Wlien

they cried 'safety, then sudden dt^truclion came upon them as

])ain u])on a wunu^.n in ti'a\'ail.
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II

It iiiav seem a little blunt to ^:ay that tliero is a vathei- starl-

liiig deinand fur a revival of frnnkiie.-s aniojjg' us. It i.s needed in

mere than ene phase of our life—notablj in our pulpit theohjgy.

The free churches of England arc facing" a crisis. The preachers

have been studying science and historical criticism and ]>hiloBOphy,

and as the result of their studies have nndergone a revolution in

their theories of creatio7i, inspiration, the fall, and many other

matters included in the circuit of ecclesiastical meditation and

teacliing. But ^vhile all this revolutionary change has been going

on in the miiids of the })reaclu i"s, they have l)een very nncom-

municative, to say tlie least. In their pulpit ministration they

have tonchcd ditHcult matters symbolically or have left them

severely untouched. The result has l>een that while they them-

selves have accomplished a long intellectual and spiritual jnlgrim-

age, their congTegalious have remained in the old traditional

strongholds. One day some of the laymen became suspicious anil

began to ask questions, and before long the whole situation stood

I'cvealed. Between preachers and ])eople there Avas discovei'cd a

gulf almost as great as thai l>etween Dives and Lazar\is. \A''hirh

was in Abraham's lM>som and which was in hell is still a matter

of debate. Jt has been an embarrassing time for the preachers

and a tormentine" time for their congregations. The ministry can-

not return to the past. The truth does not lie in that direction.

Jbit it is going to be a very difllcull nnitter to bring the laity up

to the present-—much nuu-c ditHcult than it v;onld have been had

they dealt with them honestly from the wi'v first and led them

ste]) by stc}) away from the difliculties and the insecurities of the

traditional pc>sition into the ijcw \'icwpoint denu^nded by modern

science and tlie i-evision of history. If we are not cai'cful, we are

goiiig to create a similar or \\'orsc condition in ]\rethodism. Any-

one acquainted with what is going on in ^lethodist universities

and schools of theology ami with what is Inking ])rinted (Ui Meth-

odist jirinting })resses, knows that there has been a great lu'cak

with tradition. Many things that a ])revious generation considered

(•ssentials of faith have been diseard(N.l altogether. ^linislerial

views of creation and the fall, of Old Testanu'nt histoiy and
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Pauline theology, of prophecy aiul apocaljpties, of the atoneinent

and of God himself are rapidly forming- into a coherent system

of religions helief that is at a far remove from the current im-

pressions of Methodist doctrine. To many of ns they represent

not only inevitable beliefs, bnt glorious beliefs. The Bible is a

nobler book, God is more godlike, Christianity more believable,

Christ more winsome because of them. What are we going to do

with tlii.s new body of helief? We can conceal it and continue to

utter platitudes and half-truths. So doing we shall alienate the

intelligent who know better and who know that we know better.

We shall lea\'e uutaught the youth who go from our ]>ews to the

university with a lot of indefensible, unscientific dogmas associated

in their minds with religion so tliat when they arc assured of the

falsity of the dogriias they will repudiate the religion which we

have builded u^xm them. We shall also be false to the unlearned

who will miss the note of reality in our preaching. And some day

when the results of modern learning filter (\c>\y\\ to them as tliey

are rapidly doing through magazines and books and popular lec-

tures, there will be a lot of explaining to do that will not elevate us

either in their estinmlion or our own. i^faybe they will not ask

us for an explanation, but, unable to reconcile what we have per-

mitted them to believe with what science and history tell them

is truth, they will go out into that outer darkness of doubt where

there is weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth. It is dif-

ficult to believe that double dealing in the pulpit is any more

sensible than it is over the counter. Half truths are the devil's

tools, not Christ's. One day 1 was called into the home of a mil-

lionaire. I do not know when I have seen an able-bodied man in

such agitation. His hands trembled ; his voice quavered. He
was in anguish of soul. He told me he had not been able to sleej)

for weeks. He feai-ed nervous breakdown. He said: ^'There isn't

a thing on earth that money can buy that I can't have. 1 can go

anywhere or do anything that T want to do. T-Jut T am in hell.

I want you to tell nie what to do. Be |>erfectly frank with me.

If you think I ought to take a sea trip I'll do it. But I must have

relief." By this time my curiosity was aroused to the higlK'St

pilch. I had always thought of him as a contented, hapjiV man.
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lie seemed reluctant to tell me what was tlie trouMe, l)iit after

many assurances, lie proceeded: "Vve lost my faith. T cannot

l)elieve what the church believes or even what 1 myself once be-

lieved." Then lie wont on to tell me his experience. His father

had been a minister and a saint. He himself had entei-cd the

church when a lad. Then came college and study and the revela-

tions of science. For a long time he tried to dodge the issue, but

at last he could not continue to shut his eyes and retain his self

respect. And he was in hell. He thought of his old father and

what he would think if he were still alive. He thought of his

ha])])y childhood and the unquestioning faith of youth. But they

were gone forever. Ho had nothing to cling to. He was as frantic

as a drowning man in a wintry sea. 1 have never known greater

distress. I asked him what it was that he couldn't believe. ]\Jost of

it was what you and J ceas<^d to believe long ago. Fortunately I

have gone through a similai- experience and I knew just what to do,

I was glad first of all that I c<:>uld assure him that ]\lethodi9t

thought had materially changed in the last twenty years, and that

what 1 was g"ing to toll him was Udt my o])iniiin only, but tlie

published opinion of some of our mo>st prominent men. Then I

was glad that X had discovered that a great many of the husks of

belief might be strijiju-d away and leave still a golden ear of rich

nutriment for the soul: that it is what a man thinks of Christ

that counts, not his theory of creation. Frankly ] proceeded to

desci'ibe to him the modern position. I told him of a religion

which did not o])pose science, but took its discoveries and made

them the vehicle of a spiritual interjn-elation of life and of the

universe. As I talked I could feel the strain of his agony relax-

ing. I do not pretend to you that in one single hour J was able to

bring him again to coni])lete rest of soul. ]>ut T confirmed then

what 1 had h-ng ai'dently believed, that the way to lead the educated

mind to faith is not along the j)ath of half-truths and evasirms.

The excuse often urged for silence in these vital matters is

that s]x'ech \\i]] confuse uneducate<l minds and shatter their faith.

It is the same course of reasoning which led the jiarents of yester-

day to evade the chilirs question :t])out the oi-igin of life, or to

meet it with fairy tale>, imagining that thus tluy were guarding
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the purity of tlie cliiUl iiiiiul. They did not rcekon with the fart

tliat children have other means of inforiiiatioii besides the parental

dictunis and that if the facts are not given to tliein by clean lips

amid holy inilui-ncts, they will ]>c learned under conditions that

will give (hem a sinister eflect on all afler life. In a word, silence

does not defend ])urity ; it destroys it. The case is not otherwise for

faith. The hunddest man in our congregations has other sources

of infornnition about the progress of scientific and historical in-

vestigations besides our sermons. If he does not learn the facts

under auspices that help him to see their Christian meanings, he

will learn them under auspi(-es that create a suspicion of the sin-

cerity of the iuinislry and of the truth of the religious view of life.

Our present method of procedure is not a defense, but a betrayal

of the faitli. I am aware that if the situation is to be saved there

must be a development of the teaching ministry. And some are

afraid of the task, afraid that congregations will not listen. The

idea still obtaining in some cii'cles is that only sensational or senti-

mental or "botanicar' preaching will bring })cx;)ple t<> church. But

my own ex})erience has made me an enthusiastic devotee of the

teaching business. When I came to my })resent charge I was told

that I would have fairly good moi'uing congregations, but could

not expect many people in the evening. The fact is that for more

than ilivc^ years we liave had overflowing assendjlies botli morning

and night. This result has been attained not by the resort to the

spectacidar, nor by the appeal to the love of novelty, Imt by a

|)ainstal\ing efloi't to i'eintei')')ret the fundamentals of I'cligidu in

the light of modern h arning. Tlici'e lias been a f(\ir that the truth

would unsettle faith, but people have said to mo again and again

after a careful putting of somewhat revolutionary truth, '"That was

the best ai'gument in favoj- of Cliristianity I ha\e ever lu urd." ^leu

and women (A' huudde station have stoj)]H'd me on the sfroet and in

the nnirket, and have said, "We have been waiting for twenty years

to hear what you told us last night." Perha]>s after all the real

peril is not in our getting too far ahead of our ])eo])le, but in our

lagging so hopelessly bcliind tluit v.'e shall no longer cunnnand

their attention and respect. Xor is truth hostile to sjuritual life.

In these three years this ehuivh has received more than a thousand
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into iiieiiibo'sliip; the prayer inecting's liavo steadily gi'owii in at-

tendance and interest; the Ejnvortli J.eagiie is iiu hjnirer a "Soeiety

for tlie Unintelliiiihle Ifeadini:' of Phititudinous C'lipi)ing.s" ; the

yoinifi' ])eoplc arc hearing' the call of Chi'ist and are surj'endering

for lives of service. There i.s no di>coveral)le rcnison why the same

things may not l;a}»pen anywhere where a minister with a glowing-

evangelical exi)erieiicc and a faith in the Christ engages, not in

mere negative criticisms of the past or present, but in the positive

affirmation of eternal vei-ities freshly intei'preted in the scientific

categories and ]>hilo.-o]-)}iic tei'nis of this wonderful new day. Such

jireaching will aj)]ical to many who now stand aloof from the

church because of a suspicioji of its irdiospitality to truth; it will

save to our fellowship many who are iniiDiing after this "ism"

and that in an endea\'or to satisfy their sense of reality; and it

will save our own souls, for no othorwise can we maintain our

relationship to the spirit of truth than by the proclamation of the

truth.

Ill

Many who read this pajpcr will probably think of other needs

Mhich to them are of greater im|M)rtance than any here presented.

I have not hoped to co\er tlic lield. This is not a survey. It is

only a voice from the crowd. There arc Either anxieties which

rise in the heart of a lover of ^lethodisni vrhich must remain un-

S|X)ken for the present. Pei-mit a final word on what can be

described as a shift of emphasis. I)i ecclesiastical machinery we

should like to see a change of emphasis from sujx-rorganization

to the pastorate. The idea that there can be a promotion from

the pastorate to something more honorable is creating an un-

healthy attitude of mind, that accounts for much irritation and

restlessness. The notion that no man has "arrived" until he is

elected to some office or another is the father of many rivalries

and of the expenditure of energies in ill-concealed efl'orts to as-

sure an '"'arrival'" that might better be spent in salvation of souls

and the building of the churehes and the redeminio)i of societ}'.

In any true conception of the church there can Ik^ no jiromotion

from the pastorate. The ciiureh n)ay ut cd men fVir othei' })o-i-

tiens, aiid when she calls tliey ought to go, :is good soldiers of
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Jesus Christ. But they are not being elevated; they are only

be'ing shifted. Ko greater lionor ean Ixn^dj any man than the high

privilege of preaching Christ, Sunday after Sunday, to a con-

gregation of men and women and children who trust him because

they know him and because tliey know that he knows them and

loves them just the same.

On Sunday uight, as tired limbs stretch out to rest and

memories of the upturned wistful, a})})reciative faces of the day

come thronging to bless our fading consciousness, or when we have

been in some home where death has wrought its ten"ible tragedy,

and after having tried brokeidy to pray for thr- comforts of divine

grace upon tlie household, a wet hand has seized ours and honest

eyes have looked into ours and said, "Your.prayer has liel]»ed me
so"; or when in some far quarter of the city some cliild sees ns

passing and sto]>s his }>lay to run over aud say with ])r(.>ud antic-

ipation, ^'I)r. Day, are you coming to our housed' wc feel a

strange lump in our throat and we stannuer a choking prayer

of thaiiksgiving to the Cod who counted us wortliy calling us to

this mim'stry. ]*sow the full glory of a pastorate, like that of

forbidden wine, is realized only in nniturity. There ai'e sanctities

which cannot l>e entere<l except after long acquaintance. There

is a gri]) ujmdu a city's life which can be acquircxl only by long

residence aiid participation. 'Jdiere is a throne of power that can

be mounted only after the testings and the triumphs of years. The

Methoilist church has been justly famed for its eloquejit ministry.

Su])pose thai it came to a new a})]n"eciation of the (qqun'tunities

of the pastorate and whcji it found anywhere men of scintillating

minds and glowing hearts and flaming tongues, instead of saying,

"Go to; here is a preacher; let's make him a si^cretary or j^erhaps

a bishop," it said, rather, '"Ifcre is a preacher. Let us give him

a pulpit worthy of hi? life,'" and proceeded to make jiossible in our

great centers of jK>])ulaiion what Cadmau has done in Bn;K'>klyn,

Jefferson in Xew York, Gunsaulus in Chicago! Surely we have

tlie men and the opportunity. And S(Mne of us beli(^ve that the

release of }xnv<'rful forces for the Ivingdom awaits such a re-

emphasis uj)on the unp;)ralleled o})portunities of the permanent

pastorate.
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In tlie first part of a discussion of positive values in liuniau

cxj)ericnce it M'ould seem very fitting tliat sonic cx]>lanation be

made as to wliat is meant by values. An atteni])t immediately to

clear up this point, wbile seemingly an incidental matter, is prob-

ably more difficult of achievement than the casual observer might

think. And although it may be even imjwssible to give a defini-

tion of value which will satisfy the exacting critic, it is in order,

in the interest of a mutual understanding, at least to make a state-

ment as to what we are going to mean by the term in this paper.

So w^ith this purpose specifically in mind the position is taken

that anything of an abiding character which ap}>eals to us and

calls forth a resfKmse—that wliich appeals to us, having content

suflicient for the realization of our desires and motives, thus afford-

ing a sense of satisfaction and fulfillment—may be looked upon

as a value. It may be said, however, that there are many things

which make tremendous appeals and get whole-hearted responses

and yet cannot be looked upon as values. This makes it neces-

sary early in our study to difl'erentiate between values, placing

some on the credit and some on the debit side of the ledger, call-

ing one group of values positive and the other negative. Those

things which contribute to the enrichment and ennoblement of

life, proving to be assets in human experience, are considered

]>ositive values. On the other hand, those things which actually

cost something and take away from the capital of things worth

while, thus becoming liabilities in life, arc to be looked upon as

negative values.

It Avould be verv interesting!; to make an excursus into the

field of negative values, in connection with our immediate task,

but this would lead to the de)>ths of the problem of evil and con-

s(."quently w^ould be an undcitaking too huge to be consistently

worked out in a study of the positive facts of life •
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As a possible motliod of approach to our task the general

field of S'vealled intrinsic values in life might be presented under

the following heads: economic, bodily, recreational, intellectual,

aesthetic, moi'al, and religious. Following this summing-up the

question natni-ally arises as to "which of these special lields rej)-

resent the real and lasting verities—genuinely positive values.

As an answer to this possible query, each one slmuld be examined

briefly, but with care sufiicicnt to avoid nnfairness.

The right of ccononiic values, though practical and popular,

to be classed as genuine is generally questioned. Present-day ex-

perience's corrol)orate history as to the correctness of this attitude

The story of the rich man tearing down his barns in order to build

larger and better rinirs in the ears of all who would make wealth

identical ^vith real and lasting possessions, l^ov can bodily

values, such as eating, drinkijig, etc., be placed in the category

of things Avhich really count for the most. While many may see

in the satisfaction of bodily desires a goal seemingly worth striv-

iup- for, it is frenerallv realized in moments of calmer meditati'm

that the body is but a vehicle for a something more significant

and far-reaching, being but a temporary structure which even-

tually "crumbles back to dust." Its pleasures are but for a season,

of which Belshazzar's feast is a constant reminder. Likewise to

so-called recreational values must be ascribed a similar transiency.

Coming to intellectual values, we find that they are too cold

and abstract to ]>osses3 the richness wdiich should characterize

genuine reals. When at their best, unaided, they rise but to the

level of scholasticism. AVhen examining ieslhetic values, it is

more difHcult to reach a conclusion as to what classification should

be given them in I'clation to ultimate truths. The advocate of

}»a]icalism would ]n'ol)ab]y give these values first place in the realm

of things ultimately real, stressing the fact that a'sthelics doe^ not

concern itself at all with the ugly, building only around the beauti-

ful. Since, however, art aims only at ])leasure, not to teach, the

scope of its pur])Ose can justifiably be questioned. If art is only

for art's sake, are its ends sufficiently big to represetit abiding

verities^ Bnt while the beautiful of icsthetics nmy not seem to

be identical with ulliuuite truths, Ave have here surely a significant
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iivciuio of approach to the higher realities of life. And if asthetic

\ allies cannot be put on a par with the highest, art ranst at least

he lookeJ npon as a vital agency, accessory to an appreciation of

the most genuine fact.s in human experience.

It is when coming to moral and religious values, seemingly,

that contact is established with those things most worth while in

life. In our search for real values it would seem necessary to

pass by all the fields which have been hastily reviewed, and sug-

gest the belief tentatively that the objects of our search are to be

found in the domain of ethics and religion. In fact it might be

consistent to say that religion itself represents the realm which

contains all genuine virtues. It seems reasonable, however, that

since conduct represents so much of life, and since ethic- has to

do with conduct in so far as it is good or bad, right or wrong,

ethics might seem to claim a place betjide religion, as far as values

are concerned. But religion is just as much concerned with con-

duct as is etliics. In fact the field of religion seems to be in-

clusive of all in which ethics is interested.

The attitude of those who would make morality and religion

identical will hardly stand the test of a careful analysis. There

is morality in religion, but religion moves on beyond this. Some

one has said in substance that in any v\-ell-balanced conception of

religion three universal elements are to be found: 1, recognition

of a })ower beyond our control; 2, feeling of de])endence upon this

]X)M'er; 8, entering into relations with this power. Keligion then

is active and dynamic. It is a striving to becr>me, an active yearn-

ing for relations with that Power which we conceive as '-having

ultimate control over our interests and destinies." It is not

limited to the world of human rclationshiiis. It is interested in

conduct good or bad. right or wrong, but it goes further than this.

It is morality plus God, plus belief, plus worship. But in mo-

rality there is not necessarily any God, neither belief nor worshij).

Keligion, which is a natural something. perha]>s a composite of in-

stincts, seems to be the big 'iiviiig-room" of life. These things

being true, it would seem reasonable to believe tliaf it is within

the realm of religious phenomena that the p')sifiv(^ and genuine

^erities of human experience are to l»e realized.
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To say simply thai positive values arc to be found within

religious experience does not reduce the residence of tho^e truths

to a sufficiently definite locus and does not give satisfactory en-

lightenment as to any of their distinctive characteristics. Seekijig

this specific information leads ns to be interested in knowing with

what phase or level of human activitv these values are always as-

sociated. And with this end in view, taking our lead primarily

from Dewey and Tufts, we would call attention briefly to the three

levels of conduct characteristic of human relationship:^

1. The instinctive level. This represents a primitive situa-

tion where people act accoi'ding to instinctive inijndscs and needs.

Society in general has risen above this level.

2. The level of standards and customs. Here people aim

primarily to conform to the standards and customs of the group.

3. The individual, reflective level. Hero beliefs and standards

are weighed and criticized, and then acce])ted or rejected accord-

ing to the wish of the agent. This is outstandingly the personal

level, the individual rather than the gTOup being the unit which

figures in situations.

The instinctive level is animal like; here acts are performed

in a blind way. The second level of customs and standards rep-

resents bridled activity, despite the fact that much of conduct

fails to rise any higher. It is on the third level, the persoiial,

that the highest type of living is ex]>ericnced. It is here that life's

richest meanings are realized. As one rises to this level from

time to time he comes into the realm of eternal verities. It is

on this level that one thinks his way through problems as a per-

son, this being the way customs are made better, standards lifted,

and new values discovered. We would not be understood as decry-

ing standards, laws, etc., or as saying that no values arc to be

found in grouji exjx-i'iences. No one would bo willing to doubt

the worth of standards as instruments of progress. But even in

groups we can act in a limited way as persons. Surely standards

are needed, but no one can afi"ord to form the hain't of passively

accepting all standards without ever demanding that they submit

themselves to the ])raguia(jc test. People of all ages have gone

'Coni|-.,irc Dewey and Tufts' Kthics, p. 3.8, passim.
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l)ju'k too mueli to creeds, coiineils, etc., and not enoiig^h to the

fountains of trntli, con.^cientioiisly scrutinizing- and criticizing

fads. Wisdom dictates that individuals sliould critically analyze

.standards, ofien rise above them and thus pull the standards up

higher. It is only in this way that progress is made possiblo. All

the great leaders who have made contributions to the world's good

have lived and worked largely on this highest level—Luther, lluss,

Calvin, Kno.x, Wesley, etc. They analyzed and criticized beliefs

and customs and rising above them, led large numbers to a liigher

plane of belief and activity. ]\lany standards .thus come to be

means to ends, and are not to be loe^ked upon as absolutely fixed.

It is clearly perceived that when tlie grou])-level methods

croAvd out those of the persojud level, progress is bridled. Tho

general lesson which the church lias learned in this respect stands

as an example par excellence. For centuries there was the feel-

ing that the bulk of truth had been revealed and that the standards

and laws for all ages had been -decreed. Thus progress along every

line was im2)edcd. The churcli spoke for science and consequently

there was no scientific advance. For instance, several centuries

n. c. the belief was current that (he celestial bodies moved alx^ut

a central fire. Aristotle, however, believed differently, and in

his program put the earth at the; center and made the other bodies,

including the sun, to revolve about it. This idea was embodied in

the Ptolemaic system of astronomy, which was adopted by the

church. And so the theory of concentric crystalline spheres, 'ine

inside the other like the rings of an onion, the earth being at the

center, prevailed until the sixteenth century a. d. This view be-

ing sponsored by the church, the world had to wait for a Co]ier-

nicus and Galileo for the banishment of the old mistaken geo-

centric theory. So long as no individuals dared to challenge the

teachings of the group there was no progress. A static church

with all beliefs absolutely fixed and teaching the "universalia ante

rem" doctrine for the most })art without any compromise proved

tu be a dead church. Incidentally, herein lies a lesson for the

f'hurch to-day. As the organized representative of religion, in the

interest of progress, she must be alert to the newest discoverits of

seicntiiic truth (not fads). Xot that science can satisfactorily
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snialyze the ricliest valuos, but it can aid iu the discovery and

uuderbtanding of truth and as a result of tlicse comes appi-ceia-

tiou. Jt scorns true tluu as strictly g-rou])al relationships so often

stand for a curtailment of original, dynamic activity, the initiative

to progi-ess universally has it8 origin in individual i-KBrsons. And

so it is to the reflective level of conduct where we act as individual

persons that we must look for the largest p^ssilnlities in the dis-

covery and a])preciation of life's richest meanings. In other

words, in the personal factor is recognized the distinctive feature

of religious values.

All this accords with the original defiiiitions of values which

re]>reseuted them as being those things which appeal to us and make

possible the realization of desires and motives, thus afl'ording a

sense of satisfaction and fulfillment. At that time it was not the

intention to em]>hasize the idea of satisfaction and fulfilhnent;

but ratliei' the }>ersonal pronoun ns, Avhich means that genuine

values are recognized and a])preciated by ourselves as persons.

While satisfaction figures, it is not nearly so significant as the

character of the agent who has to do with the values. If it were

just a case of satisfaction any aniinal might take precedence over

persons in the acquisition of values, for ''the being whose capac-

ities of enjoyment are low has the greatest cliance of having them

fully satisfied; and a highly endowed being will aways feel

that any hap])iness which he can look for, as the world is con-

stituted, is imperfect. ... It is better to be a human being dis-

satisfied than a jtig satisfied; better to be a Socrates dissatisfied

than a fool satisfied.
''-

If persons are to realize these values, if there is to be religious

experience, it is taken for granted that there must be relations be-

tween persons and the Supreme Person. Pos^^ibly idtimnlc truths

may be said to reside in persons, but their luster is lighted u]<

oidy when brought into relationship with other values. Every per-

son is but a part of mankind. There is no such thing as a real

value a])art fn>m frirndsliiji, symjiathy, love, coojieration, com-

munication. This fact of relations while being stressed in much
of modern thought is a neglected fact in the attitude of many

-J. S. Mil!. Quoted fiom Rand's The Classical Moralists, p. Cjl.
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stiulcuts. There is a teiKlency to look upon certain tilings as nnits

of I'eals and overLx>k the fact thai the relations Avliich exist between

these things are jnst as real as the things themselves, ])erha}>s more

so, and constitute an absolutely vital factor in the realm ef \il-

tiniate truths. To use a crude illustration, the eloek (,»n tlie shell

is worthless out of relation to other things. If it were out in tlie

forest, where it had no live contacts, it might jnst as well not

exist as far as its worth is concerned. It i- only wlien it is

brought into a situation conscious and personal thr.t it has any

meaning at all. Thus it seems to l)e only in the realm of personal

relationships that genuitie values ai'e to be found. It is here that

the climb is completed from thinghood to selfh<>.-)d. Here we meet

the highest realizati<>n of reality, the world of selves in process of

development being the world of real values. The conception of

self here is made clearer in suggesting that in a spii'itnalistic sys-

tem of philosophy mind can be looked upon as reality becoming

conscious of itself, iind self a part of mind personined. The fore-

going- is not contradictory to saying that values are found in the

realm of religions ex]U'rIence because persons are the only agents

to whom religious projicnsities can be ascribed.

The idea of the significance of personal relationships is made

more acceptable by the fact that it is only in such relationships as

tliese "that genuine purpose and freedom are realized—two es-

sential factors in the category of things really valuable, two factors

which seem to belong only to persons. Tt may be said that ])ur-

])ose appears elsewhere, which surely is a fact, but elsewhere be-

ing impersonal it is so general as t<"> lose the edge of its impressive-

ness. It is only in the persotnil agent that ]>ointed and specific

pnrjiose reveals itself, as well as fi-eedom which is the right of

choosijig alte?'nati\ es. These vital ajipurtenances liclong oidy to

those who have risen to the level of moral and religious relaiiou-

shi])S—persons. Thus it would seem to be otdy in the jjerscuml

relationships of religious ex])erience that positive values arc to

be found.

How are these nit innate truths to be recogni/.eel, acquired, ap-

pi-eciated ? This ipustion belongs to a field which has provided

llie battle-ground for many interesting controNH r:^i(•s. 'J rying to
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answer will Ijf to suggo.'=^t a theory of kiiowletlge wLich as such

\vo\ihl have t<> do with the reality and sources of truth. That is,

going" on the assumption that when speaking in terms of ultimate

truths, real facts, genuine verities, ]X)sitivc values, we are dealing

with tlie same things, ours does at this time become fundanjentally

an epistemological problem. And since the attempt has already

been made to define the meaning of values, our particular interest

n(»w has to do more with the source of truth, trj-ing to see how

these values ai-e realized and appreciated.

One school of thought would answer this saying that ultimate

facts are obtained by means of reason. Some students of this

same school would go even further and say that in rational activity

itself the highest g;ood is realized. It seems, however, that while

the rationalistic metlic>d is very useful and essential in the dis-

covery of truth, it can be a very cold and nu'chanical process, too

much so to become the avenue of approach to a full understanding

and ap]n-eeiation of the genuine verities of life.

Another group of students, those inclined to positive science,

will have but little to do with i-eason and ffcl that sense experi-

ence is the only dejX'udable soui'ce of truth. This is really the

experimental method and (le])ends mostly upon laboratory land-

ings. While being a very worth-while method, it seems helpless

when trying to deal with values, ultimate reals. This method is

well able to deal with the quantitative aspects of things, but when

treating values Ave must go dee]>er than this. We must get on

the inside of facts, if }x)ssil)le, and learn something of their

qualitative make-u]"). Tt wuuld seemingly have to be a mate-

rialistic attitude which couhl 1)e altogethei' satisfied with the facts

olitained l)y means of the ]>urely emjnrical method.

So it seems that Avhih- both the methods named may be gen-

erally U'^eful in the discovery of facts, they really play but a

limited ])art as far as establishing a relationship with real values

is concerned. But wliile the self is reaching out for values why

is it necessary to depend on any such intermediary agencies? Is it

not reasonable to believe that as persons we can establish direct

contacts with truth? T^emembering the bolirf suggested earlier

in this ])ap(r that an a])preciation of positive values is imi)Os3iblc
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ajmrt from pprsoiial ro]atioiislii]>s, why may not vahips as we pos-

sess lliem have diroet relations with oiitsido values as jxissessod

hy other persons and the Supreme Person? In other words, it

seems that as of old each iiidividnal can justifiably believe in the

right to say, '"Speak, l^ord, thy servant heareth," and exj^ect truth

to flow in. This altitude represents the possibility' of the im-

mediate apprehension of values and may be called intuition, mys-

ticism, insight, illumination, or, to use a theological term,

revelation.

Some students, however, may object to this belief, saying

that it smacks of the spirit which takes delight in riding on the

wings of feeling, and that it represents a too lilx^ral indulgence

in s]>eculation, adding that there is no scientific basis for assum-

ing such an attitude. But has not the experience of the average

student jnade it seem a mistake to assume that all truths must

wait upon a satisfactory scientific analysis for their acceptance?

l^eaving this jwint as an 0}>en question which need not be deoitled

here, are w^e sure that for the methoti proposed above there is no

genuinely scientific justification? Ilardl^' so, because in our im-

mediate apprehension of values, our senses, esjiecially the intinmte

senses, are playing a definite part. Jt can be truly believed that

intuition works on the basis of sense data. Tliis does not mean

that all truths which the individual possesses have necessarily

come in from the outside, because it may be that there are innate

facts which are a })a]'t of the individual's very being. It does

seem reasonable to believe that there is such a capital of resources

with which every person begins business. This as over against

Locke's belief that thci'c is notliing in the intellect which was not

fii'sl in the senses, making the mind like a piece of white paper,

a rubbed off tablet u]>on which impi'essions have been tabulated

tlirough the senses. Our interests at the ]>r(^sent lime are not so

much concerned with this phase of the ])rol)h-m as with the pos-

sibility of subjective values having a relatioii-hi]> with outside

values through the senses. But by senses we mean more than

Locke did, and the average empiricist also, when using the term.

StudtMits for a long time talked in icrms of the five senses—seeing.,

hearing, feeling, tasting, smelling—but psychology to-day is point-
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ii)g to the presence and activity of additional senses, such as trm-

peraturo, equilibrium, pain, kinsesthetic and organic. The senses

arc usually divide J into two g)'Oups, seeing aiid hearing called the

higher or defining senses, and all the rest the lower senses. All

define more or less ami all are also intinuite, but seeing places at

one extreme as the most detining and the organic at the other

extreme as the most intinmte. It is in the latter group then," the

lower, that we look for those senses which work most intimately,

reporting their material immediately to consciousness, and are

thus called intimate or innnediate senses. For instance, if we go

into a warm room the warmth is innuediatcly })ercoived, because

tlie impressions picked up by the temperature sense receptors are

immediately reported to headquarters for evaluation. Conse-

quently it is these intinnate senses which mean so much in the

innnediate apprehension of values, the organic and kina^sthetic

figuring most largely in the handling of the '•'material" which i'^

organized into religious and artistic experience. For years Profes-

sor Starbuck lias pointed to the signiticance of the intimate senses

as sources of wisdom in art and religion. Our position here is

that by .means of these intimate senses truth is immediately ap-

prehended, that these are the avenues through which values move,

the means by which "energy ilows in." This is not altogether

dilTerent from saying that *'our minds and sense organs are gen-

uine functional parts of the real world."^ Here then we might

see a possible scientific basis for the intuitive activities in which

people have always just nataially believed.

Keeping in mind our representation that genuine values re-

side in the religious aspects of personal relationships, the quc-stion

may be raised at this time as to whether the senses, particularly

the intinuite senses, do figure as conspicuously in religious ex-

}>erienee as has been suggested. As an answer to this imagined

question v\'c shall no\r examine some representative religious data

as found in songs, i>rayers, testimonies, literature, and religious

practices. Here we shall ju-obably see all the senses at Avork, not

sinijuy receiving impressions, but seemingly trying for satisfac-

tions, reaching oui i'nr \alue contacts. And in the realizations oi

*U-kUivn, Tl.'. FuLt u/ 1'hU.jsuphy, p. :!j.5.
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these outrcaching's we liave the raw uiatcrial, the hulk of content

which later culminates in complete religions experience. Tt would

l)e possible to arrange abundant evidence, but only a few illustra-

tions will be presented under each head.

1. Seeing: ''I shall see him face to face"; ''When by his

grace I shall look on his face" ; "Beloved, now^ arc we the sons of

God, and it doth not yet appear what w^e shall l>e: but we know

that when he shall appear, we shall be like him; for we shall sec

him as he is." Here are met those who are primarily visual-

minded. For them supreme satisfaction seems to be in seeing

Jesus.

2. Hearing: Such expressions as "the voice of God," "the

still small voice," "angels' voices," "I can hear my Saviour call-

ing" show a very impressionable sense of hearing.

3. Feeling (touch) : "The touch of his hand on mine" ;
"For

she said within herself, If I do but touch his garment, I shall be

made whole." Also, we see the activity of this sense in the gen-

eral custom of the laying on of hands in ordination ceremonies.

4. Taste: "Taste and see that the Lord is good"; the tasting

of bread and water at love feasts and bread and wine at sacra-

mental services. At the old Roman marriage ceremony (which

was religious) the bride and groom, in the presence of the gods of

the faniily, divided a cake. of meal between them.

5. Smell: The general practice of using flowers at religious

services, and often the burning of incense. Some religious cults

use sweet smelling fires, "pouring on ghi, or liquefied butter,"

which is but an attempt, conscious or unconscious, to satisfy the

sense of smell.

G. Temperature: "So then because thou art lukewarm, and

neither hot nor cold, T will sjjuc thee out of my mouth." During

the conversion experience the heart may become "strangely

warme/1." Whcji attending worship in which there seems to be no

spiritual powTr we call it a cold service, but if there are fervor

and a gcK>d spirit we say there is warn)th and probably call the

group a warm-hearted people.

7. Pain: The idea that suffering is pleasing to the gods has

br-oii a universal belief. Among inferior peojdcs some horrililc
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practices have boon observed, making' pain tlic means to divine

blessing. Even anioiju- Christian j)eo]3le this Ix'licf has Ix^eu com-

mon, esiH?cia]ly ^vith those who practice tlie extreme self-denial or

self-sacrifice th(-ory.

S. Equilibrium: "Uphold mo according nnto thy word";

'"He will not let me fall." It is ver}' common to hear people pray

for guidance and strenglh that they may be kept from falling.

They do not want to waver, but are anxious to be steady and solid

like the rock, un.-haken by the storms of life.

9. Ivi]i;"esthetic : Here the sense receptors are in the striped

muscles, and espfx-iiilly in the tendons and joints. Evidences of

this sense at work are seen in certain customs during worship,

such as clas})ing the hands, bending the knees, closing the eyes,

and in the old custcun of dancing before the Lord. The experience

of the ]nan may be qu"ted here who when haj^jiy said, '''Brethren,

I feel—I feel—I frel—I feel—I feel—I can't tell you how I feel,

but I feel! I feel I"'^ While feeling is probably fundamental

in religious experience, it seems true that it was playing too largo

a part in this ca->e. And yet we cannot question the fact that

this man did "feel," and felt something down in his very ''bones."

]\rany j^eople in their richest experiences close their eyes and ears

to everything and ju^^t want to '*feel" the values. In dealing with

illustrations like these in whicli extreme feeling is stressed, it is

impossible to draw a definite line of distinction between the or-

ganic and kinajstliotic.

10. Organic, especially hunger and thirst: Here the sense

receptors are in the smooth muscles of the body, such as the

stomach, intestines, heart, lungs, veins, etc. Manifestations of

the activity of this sense are very numerous. "Bread of Life,"

"Drinking at the fountain," "Feasting in Be\dah hind," "Hunger

and thirst after righteousness" ; "As the hart panteth after the

water brooks, so panteth my soul after thee, O God''; "Break tliou

the Bread of life, dear Lord, to me" ; "Bread of heaven, feed me till

I want no more'' ; attention is also called to the practice of as-

sociating feasts with religious festivals. On the other hand, the

cnstnni witli many peojile of fasting before certain religious periods

*Coe, Tin SptTitual Lifi, p. 215.
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may show a conscious effort to deny tlie desires of the organic

sense.

It seems clear from the foregoing that all the senses figure

in religious experience, the intimate senses, particularly the or-

ganic, being the most active and making possible immediate con-

tacts with values. And just the same as a work of art may be

considered first class when it appeals to a large number bi the

senses, so a religious experience is ricliest when the whole group

of senses play a part. But the criticism may be made that re-

ligious experiences ai'o transient, one followed by another, and

since it has been said that values reside within the religious as-

pects of human experience, then as far as the individual is con-

cerned values must also be transient and not abiding. It is in a

study of the psychology of the function of the image in religious

experience that a clue is obtained as to the possible conservatiou

of these positive values. So important is the part jdayed by the

image in religious appreciation tliat it seems the reality of re-

ligion would l>e seriously curtailed without the faculty of imagina-

tion ; without the function of the image only the religious ex-

perience of the present moment, that Avliich is immediately our?,

could be enjoyed. We have here the means by which the religious

phenomena which we have seen, heard, felt, etc., can be experienced

over again. Andwhat holds good for religion in respect to the image

will apply to art as well, but, as has been said, eternal values seem

to transcend mere beauty, whose purpose is only to please.

What is meant by image and imagination and what is the

specific part which the image seems to play in this program?

Gordon says, "The image is the visual, audit'^-ry, etc., quality of

consciousness which accompanies the idea or eniotional theme

wliich the artist has in mind." The idea or theme then is that for

which the image stands. Again, "Imagination is the conscious-

ness of objects or qualities which have no present sensory stimulus

to excite them in the mind." In our use here of the term image

we are following the general ride. It does seem inconsistent,

however, to use the term in such a general way. When dealing

with the sense of sight, it is all riglit, but it would soem l)otter to

use the term imjUH^sion, rather than image, wlien dealing with
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the other senses. Different types of imagery characterize dif-

ferent individuals, according to wliich of the senses are most

active. Some persons experience visual, auditory, taste, motor,

etc., images, this being determined by whether they think in terms

of what they have seen, heard, felt, etc. This is the reason why
different arts and certain religious phenomena and different rep-

resentations of the same things appeal more to different individ-

uals. The image or impression seems to stand as the inter-

mediary agency between the individual and objective values. It is

not an end in itself; it is just a means to realization and conser-

vation. It is the means by which one religious value can be

related to other situations, each image becoming something of a

seed image, lending worth to those experiences which follow.

All images liave their source within the realm of experience;

that is, all our images seem to partake of the facts which we have

experienced. The sensory stimulus may not be present to excite

the mind into a consciousness of objects or qualities and yet this

sensory stimulus has been experienced some time in the past and

its influence stored away for future reference. In the case of

productive or creative imagiiiation the image is probably the result

both of sensation and reflection, the sensation, however, being the

occasion for the appearance of the reflection. This is what Locke

would call the "outer and inner perception." Although reflection

cooperates in the creation of the image the original stimulus comes

from the outside. It seems that in creative imagimition the mind

simply assembles the images from parts which it has seen, heard,

etc., at some previous tiine. There is a demand upon the imagina-

tion in every perception. ]t i.-; here in this fact that we can see

the difi'erencc between a realistic and an imaginative piece of work,

the latter often proving itself to be a stimulating factor. In art

the ordinary mind does not like to have a re])resentation try to

tell too much; it likes to have its imagination challenged.

Wo have mentioned all the senses as playing their part in

the handling of religious phenomena, but the greater stream of

meaningful images comes in through the intimate seiises. Here

immediate contact is establish'-'d with values and the image be-

comes the means l»v v.liirh the raw material of values is accu-
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mulated and re-used from time to time. As has been said, the

iiuage or impression is not au end in itself. Religion would

probably be dead, as far as the individual is concerned, if its

stimulus stopped here, even with the images of the higher senses.

Genuine religious appreciation is hardlv possible until the "mate-

rial" has been lifted to the level of judgment. The experiences

must have a refining agency which harvests up the meanings and

values, and this condition is met in the fact that all sense images in

religious and artistic appreciation are reported to the higher cen-

ters of the central nervous system for complete satisfaction and

evaluation. This is to say that the impressions of the ditl'erent

senses converge toward one common meeting place and these dif-

ferent reports are organized as one judgment of value. In other

words, for a religious experience to be complete, to reach the peak

of value, the iinpressions must be lifted out of subconsciousness

and become a part of consciousness. It seems to be in some such

procedure as this where the factors which figure in religion

cooperate harmoniously toward a state of whole minded ness that

the individual comes into the fullest appreciation of the positive

values in human experience.
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THE CHEIST-SPIKIT T^^ THE AXIMAL WORLD.—

T

J. SnxT Wu-soN

New York City

There is nothing original in this series of articles. I make

no pretence to antbority on the subjects under consideration.

What I pro}x>se to do for the reader is simply to edit briefly the

conclusions of great specialists, and urge an emphasis almost

wholly overlooked in the study of animal life and of social and

economic questions. If the discussion herewith presented is unique

in any way, it is in the manner in which the matter is collected

and edited and summarized into a coercive argument.

My purpose is to show from animal life why tlie ])rinciple

of cooperation should more and n)orc supplant the principle of

competition in the organization of human society, esjx-cially in the

field of business and industry; that the spirit and practice of

mutual aid sliould take the place of that raw and rank individual-

ism, the rutldcss operation of M-liieh has already pr(^ci})itated so-

ciety into the most tlireatening and serious economic conflict and

strife, and bids fair to lead to national, if not to world tragedy.

A plea will be entci'ed for the ]irinciplc as sound in economics,

imperative in international relationships, and right and good in

ethics; and the pica will be sustained by an appeal to the findings

of great scientists in their research into the forces at work in

animal life and in human scKi-iety.

It is the connnou belief that "competition is the life of

trade"; that only tlirough the most aggressive struggle of man

against man in the battle fur bread shall we be aide to get our

bread or preserve the freedum of modern society. 1 udeed, to many

people who hold a dominating relation to ])n])lic opinion, the

"American spirit," and "Americanism," and "our sacred institu-

tions," and all that siniply mean a free-for-all fight to get and ob-

tain and hold property. "Every man for himself and the devil

take the hindmt»st'': tlu> s]K'ils of tlie business and financial battle

going to the stnnur, and the swift and the keen and the cunning.
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Those who cannot win in that fight ou that basis arc ''failures" or

"weaklings" or "ue'er-do-wclls," or just the "pooi-"—inevitaLly

Ix>or. Those who win are tlie "successful" and of course worthy

of all add«l respect and honor and justly entitled to their property

spoils. It is heresy, Icse mnjcstc, nay, almost treason to question

on any ground their prowess or its fruits in society.

All the while it is taken for granted that the principle of

competitive and monopolistic business—this economic battle of

man against man and group against group—is inevitable, strictly

according to human nature, hence unescapable. More-over, tho

struggle is sanctioned by the evidences from the animal world, say

they. Have w^ not been assured now, they argue, by the whole

findings of science?, that all life is organized 0]i the huv of "the

struggle for existence and the survival of the fittest"? This is

the law of nature and hence the law of God. And so our ac-

cepted popular belief in comjX'tition, and industrial strife, and

international Avar passes from a generally prevailing notion into

science?, from science to politics and ecoriomics, and thence into a

wicked perversion or blank denial of the ethics of Christ, in our

religion.

Meanwhile competition reigns. Man fights man for bread;

group contends with group ; class conflicts rend society ; acute civil

wars constantly proceed between capitalists and laborers all over

the world. On the larger field, nation rises against nation in

bloody wars largely concerning economic issues, while the ^'pa-

triotism" of toiling multitudes in all countries is nuide the catspaw

uf huge economic interests. Still more world conflicts impend that

threaten the very stability and existence of civilization itself.

In spite of the inhuman and deadly fruits of this competitive

strife, pictured daily before our eyes, we ignorantly persist in its

practice, and will not learn the lesson that tragedy and suiTcring

are teaching us with many stripes.

What I projvose to offer, then, in this paper is a summary of

the last words of science against this principle and in favor of the

practice of mutual aid. Xot the yearnings of the social reformer,

not the mere seiitinicut^ of the ethical or sj>iritual teacher, but

the co!?,vnt and coei'cive deli\'eranccs of science. ]t ]Jiav be- adib.'d,
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however, tlial these coercive conclusiou.s are not offered as a mere

academic discussion, but ^vith the sincere hope tliat tlie argument

will be some contribution to the peaceful solution of tlie grave

problems confronting mankind. "Ye shall know the truth, and

tJie truth, shall make you free."

There are at least four outstanding ]-easons for the supremacy

of the reigii of ruthless competition and mutual strife in our

industrial system:

1. It has the field. Possession is nine tenths of the law.

"What is, remains intrenched against ''wliat ought- to be." That

is the most titanic task ever for the human race—to realize the

"ought to be." \Yalter Bagehot, in his Physics and Polilics, says:

"You cannot comprehend why progress is so slow till you see how

hard most obstinate tendencies of human nature make a step for

mankind. ... !Meu are too fond of tlicir own life, too credulous

of their own ideas, too angry at the pain of new thoughts to be

able to bear change easily," Hence the reactionary and. the stand-

patter. Even the good resist the better.

2. The type or norm of our prevailing Christianity, our

present attained interj»retation of Christ's teaching, which has

grown up with and adapted itself to our materialism, rather

sanctions than condemns our competitive industrialism. Tn other

Avords tliere is no general attack on the system as un-Christian, or

un-ethical, or unrighteous. There are sallies but no drive. Com-

petitivisni stalks the eanli with "a good conscience." It docs not

feel like an outlaw, but as a king. Certain evil results may here

and there receive condemnation, but the principle itself as the

organizing i>rinciple of modern Industry is practically sanctioned

by our prevailing Christianity.

3. It pays—pays the strong and the swift and the cunning.

No previous form of human society ever rewarded the powerful

and privileged classes with such nnearned spoils as our present

property system. It is a great game. There was never an;)^hing

like it in the prt-maclnTie agos. Bnrglai's, thieves, or highway-

men, if gi-aiued life immunity from arrest, could never secure
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.such booty by tlicir methods as can bo secm-eJ mid sanctioned by

law under the ^'free-for-all fight for bread and business." And
lieuco a game so profitable for the winners is not likely to be much
altered by them.

4. But as already intimated, the fourth reason that the prin-

ci]ile of "every man for himself"' is so alniost universally accepted

as the fundamental law of a free society is the totally false reading

that has been given to the modern theory of evolution, especially to

the doctrine of the struggle for existence. As Xasmyth says:

"With the distortion of the Darwinian theory and the triumph of

the philosophy of force, a great blight fell npon all Christendom

in the last quarter of the twentieth century. In the intellectual

life of the Western world all generous impulses toward justice,

hnmanity, and brotherhood, all the idealism which is based on the

fundamental social instincts of the human race, and to a large

extent all faith in religion, were crushed out by the resulting

avalancJie of r/ialcrialisni."

If that indictment of Xasmyth is half true, it is a terrible

price we have paid for misreading the laws of nature and the

process of evolution. We cannot correct our error too soon.

II

Nothing is more plain in the history of the human race than

the fact that whole ages have lived in comparative darkness con-

cerning great truths, and that whole populations, including the

learned and the great, for long periods have lived under total

misapprehension concerning the earth, the forces of nature, or the

true relation of man to man.

Thc-re is no doubt whatever that the last two generations,

since the announcement of the Darwinian the<?ry of evolution,

have lived through a }>eriod of misapprehension concerning the

struggle of living creatures, and the survival of the fittest, while

making extraordinary professions as to our wisdom on the subject.

The fact is that so one-sided has been the reading of the

course of living nature, in terms of the struggle for self, and that

alone, that the entire fields of biology, ])olitics, sociology and

(•conomics, including internati<;>nal relationships, have sutlered
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from a falJary of imiucasurable conscqiiencL' to iiiankind. It might

be said tliat the public opinion or univorsal education of mankind

has been actually jwisoned by this distorted interpretation.

A few quotations and rcferciiees from the works of prominent

biologists, scientists, and thinkers will reveal the vast reach of this

distorted presentation.

Ilaeckel says: ''The cruel and merciless struggle for existence

which rages throughout living nature and in the course of nature

viU8t rage. This unceasing and inexorable competition, of all liv-

ing creatures is an incontestable fact, and it is as far as j^ossihle

from democratic: it is aristocratic in the strictest sense of the

word."

Huxley says that ''tlie moral indift'crence of nature," and

"the unfathonudde injustice of the nature of things everywhere

stares us in the face," liatzenhofer, the German sociologist: "All

evolution is the result of competition," and on this he based his

advocacy of war as the ver}^ soul -of the organized nation. Even

one of our own leading sociologists, Lester F. Ward, writer: "War

has been the chief and leading condition of hunum progress."

Sir Henry ]Maine praised the competitive struggle as "that bene-

ficent private war which makes one man strive to climb on the

shoulders of another and remain there through the law of the

survival of the fittest."

Such interpreters "came to conceive the animal world as a

world of perpetual struggle among half-starved individuals, thirst-

ing for one another's blood," complains Krojxitkin. "They raised

the pitiless struggle for }XTSonal advantage to the height of a

biological princi]>le which man must submit to as well, under the

menace of otherwise succumbing in a world. based upon mutual

extermination."

The final expressio)! of this terrific struggle, "red in tooth and

claw," is exhibited in human society as Industry and War.

Of war Von ]Moltke wi-ote: "War is an element of the order

of the world estaldished by God." Bcrnardi declares: "War is

not only a Idulogical law, but a moral obligation and as such an

indisjien-alile fact';>r in civili/ation." Xicl/.sche's doctrine, of

which v.c heard so much duriiig the wai', is suiiiuied uji in one
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sentence : "I do not advise you to work, bnt to iiglit . . . You

say a good cause will hallow even war ? 1 say unto you, a good

war hallowcth every cause." In similar sentences he preached the

pitiless trampling upon the weak in the industrial world.

These quotations are not isolated toxts. They are as the key-

notes of interpretation of a whole school of scientists and thinkers

of the last century. They summarize their fundamental view-

point—one that percolated into school, ])ress, and street and he-

came the actual gos}>el of our blind and blatant materialism.

Por the most complete ansv/er to this false interpretation of

the facts of nature as ajtplied to war, the reader is referred to the

late Dr. George oS^asmyth's remarkable book, Social Prog7rss and

the Darwinian Theory. iSTasmjyth declares that this false reading

has gone so far in glorifying competition and the doctrine of force

and the law of might that we arrive at a system of international

anarchy based on doctrines of nnitual antagonism and destructive

comi>etition." Xovikov, whom Xasmyth quotes and interprets,

defines this pseudo-Darwinism as "the doctrine that collective

homicide is the cause of the progress of the human race."

There is surely a bitter struggle for existence among living

creatures, including man. There is certainly a survival of the

adapted, of the most fit in a stated environment. But to read out

of that struggle an almost divine sanction for the ignorant, waste-

ful, and cruel competition of industry, and the horrible massacre

of humanity in war, is to entirely misinterpret the facts, and to

half-read half-truths.

A truer reading of the facts will give us an entirely dififerent

social philosophy and a new public opinion. When the human
race, both in industry and international relatioushij), is as well

schooled in the real truth concerning the ''struggle for others aiul

Avith others for the common good," as it is now schooled in the

''struggle for self for ])ersonal ends," we shall have a new world.

Our Christianity will be so revised and so much more in harmony

with the mind of Christ, that it will Ix* almost like a new religion

;

and we shall usher in a new civilization, in which industry and

iinanco will be revolutionized and business humanized.

[To ]jk Co-ntinukd in Xkxt Xumukk]
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"SALVAGIXG CIVILIZATIOX"

CUAELKS E. SCKOFIELD

Fort Collins, Colo.

It is always a healtliful experience ''to sec oursel's as others

see us." This is especially true of religion. Ever since the out-

break of the war the Christian Church, and in fact Christianity

itself, has been subjected to niore or less stringent criticism. The

conviction has been growing in the hearts of men that the condi-

tions prevailing in hunian society in many respects present a strik-

ing contrast to the ideal represented in the religion of Jesus.

Men have come to feel that the church is more or less responsible

for the continuance of unwholesome and evil economic social con-

ditions. There have been "great searchings of heart at the water

courses of ] -Reuben."

The prophets of evil are abroad in the land, mournfully telling

us that our lives have fallen upon evil days. Their trumpeting of

woe is calling forth a host of knights errant who have arisen "to

the help of the Lord against the mighty." Among the most

clamorous of these champions stands II. G. Wells. He has given

to us a "i^hrase that bids fair to become a classic for expressing the

imperative ju'oblem of our time. That is "the salvaging of civil-

ization." In the October Century Dr. G. Stanley Hall borrows

this trenchant phrase of Mr. Wells to discuss the ways and means

of social reconstruction: "Isoi since the fall of the Eoman Empire,

or at least since the Thirty-Years' War, which swept away ono

third of the population of Europe, has the western world faced so

many troubles or had so many prophets of disaster as at present."

After a brief discussion of the causes of this wave of pes-

simism, and the possible social degeneration tbat may be im-

minent, Professor Hall turns to a consideration of various remedies

that have been suggested. Among them are, a possil)le lengthening

of the span of human life, si:»me scheme of universal edii«.atio]i tliat
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sliall create a more ^vholesome social iiiiiid, the program of tlio

eugeiiists, the exhortation to lead a simple life of industry and

economy, and yarious proposals for yocational guidance. But

the point in -which we are most interested is his discussion of the

practicability of religion as a saving grace, and the two suggestions

which he offers in conclusion toward the solution of the problems.

ITe has some very fine things to say about religion

:

"Christianity did save the world when the old civilization decayed,

and gave us a new spiritual leadership in place of the old political Rome.
The Reformation, too, showed much of its regenerative power." "The
first molten stage in v/hich all great religions begin has a marvelous con-

verting and transforming culture power, which can work miracles in the

soul of man like nothing else. But as the hottest thing.s cool most
quickly and the most vital things die fastest, so religion quickly tends

to rigidity into rites, dogmas, formalism, and its materializations are the

deadest, coldest, and most mechanical things in the world." This is fhe

religious status of the world to-day. In the premillennial and Funda-
mentalist propaganda, so characteristic of large circles of Christians to-

day, Professor Hall finds "a cowardly fliglit from reality and a treason

to faith in the higher powers of man."

There are three phases of the activity of creative religious

genius. (1) "It sees everything in terms of the now and the here.

. . . The fervent religious spirit does not wait, look, or go afar,

but addresses itself to the duty of the hour, to make its brief day

and its loyalty, however humble, the greatest," This appraise-

ment we may accept. But "we must raise the question as to

whether it is just to religion so completely to exorcise all "other-

worldly" considerations. The prophets have always been flaming

evangels of righteousness. They have mercilessly condemned

every form of evil and lifted the divine ideal for human society

aloft on banners of living light. They have dared to believe that

we need not wait for some far-ofF millennium, bnt may expect

that "the glory of God shall be revcah-d, and all flesh shall see it

together." But at the same time it is unquestionably true that in

its moments of greatest power in the here and now of worldly af-

fairs, religion has been most dee])ly conscious of the glory yondei'.

To borrow Professor Hall's {\vo illustrations of the eix)chs of

Christianity's nmsf splendid triumphs^ the apo-^tolic age and the

Kefurmiition jx'ridd, no one can r»'ad the record of those ages and
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be blind to the vision of thing-s beyond the veil of time and sense

that gave to religion its glory and its power.

(2) The second characteristic of creative religion is that

"it looks within for both guidance and impulsion. It trusts the

deeper real self, and does not %vait or even want help from without.

Its culmination is not the sense of a])Sohite dependence, but of

independence and victory over not only the world, the flesh and

the devil, but even over death itself. ^Ve see ourselves as divine

sons of the highest, and everything we can hnow as fulgnrations or

ejects of the human soul." We may question whether this prac-

tical deificatio)! of the human spirit has not more affinity with the

pagan Stoics than with the Christian apostles. How vre can rend

such words from l^nd, who epitomized as did no other individual

the spirit of the first Christian propaganda, as those, ''I can do

all things through him who strenglheneth me," or "All things are

yours, . . . and ye are Christ's, and Christ is God's," and find

in them any basis for such an interpretation of human self-suf-

ficiency, is beyond our powers of intellectual legerdemain. If

there is anything that is characteristic of religion in its epochs of

creative achievement it is just that sense of utter dependence of

the human upon the divine. And this divine Is not a transformed

Ego, but a Saviour bringing to us a power that is "not ourselves."

(3) "The third, crowning, and last achievement of the re-

ligious Instinct is self-subordination or cfTacenient, the passion

to serve, which Buddha called pity, Paul charity, and Jesus love."

This factor we readily recognize as chai-aetei'istic of all religion at

its best, and, to a preeminent degree, of the religion of Jesus.

After thus analyzing religion, Professor ITall pronounces

judgment upon It as inadequate to the present situation in the

following terms: "If religion is and does anything like this, does

any one see anywhere any sign of such a great conversion of man-

kind from selfishness to altruism by its agency '? If so, it is beyond

my range of vision, much as I want to see It and profomidly as I

believe in the possibility of all this." This arrnigunu'nt, however,

amounts to little more than the judgment that religion is not

taken seriously by ihe present generation of men.
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II

Turning now to tlio constructive suggvstions of Professor

lln]], we gain some interesting side lights on his attitude toward

religion \\\ general. His first suggestion is an appeal for a sub-

lime faith in the power of man to redeem himself:

"I should despair but for my invincible faith in the creed of evolu-

tion. . . . "We know everything good came out of the soul of man. It

created everything that makes civilization—state, church, all the arts and
industries and every institution. Man created all the languages, all the

myths and all religions, heaven, and hells; he made all the Bibles, and all

the gods from highest to lovrest evolved from his soul. True, God made
man, but before that, many now tell us, man made God. But more and
back of all this, man made himself out of a very savage and hairy an-

thropoid which for ages seemed inferior to a score of animal competitors

for the lordship of creation. TLTiis he alone attained, leaving them all be-

hind in brutehood. And last of all, as his crowning achievement, he has
evolved the sciences, pure and applied, and all their armamentaria. He
may well be proud of his humble ancestry, of the vigor and tlan which his

ancient pedigree gave him."

With this ecstatic vision of the glorv of man's unaided

achievements, it is not strange to find the learned psychologist de-

claring his faith that man will work out his own redemption

:

"Is it likely that such a being, with such a record in the past, the
rate of whose advance, instead of being retarded, has constantly accel-

erated up to the beginning of the century, should suffer defeat, arrest, or

lapse into sudden senescence? . . . The soul of man has been the most
iiTepressible and unconquerable thing in the world so far." "What we
need, then, is more failli in man. Neither his soul nor his body was
smuggled into the world from without, but evolved from its inrno.st core.

He is its beloved and only begotten son, and tlie story of his processional

from ether to ethics, from cell to citizen, from amceba to the architect of

civilization, is the epitome of all knowledge possible to man. Always
and everywhere the best have survived; so that it is a good v.orld, and
despite all his faults, he is the best thing in it; his shortcomings are those
of immaturity."

We are thrilled by this fine enthu-^iasm for humanity. But

we are haunted with a presentiment that it is witliout adequate

foundation. There is a .<^l;eleton lurhing in the shadows. We are

conjured to have greater faith. But we are given no adequate

basis for our faith. In rejecting religion our friend has unwit-

tingly thrown away the only source and support of the faith that
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he desires. AVe dare nssumc tlie risk of being laughed out of court

as *''thcological" aud suggest that this picture of the redemptive

process of humanity docs not grip our hearts because the artist

has left out God.

The psychologist lias fallen into two fallacies. The first is

that, to ^vhicll so many scientists seem prone, of personifying an

abstraction, and then endowing it with povrers little short of the

divine. We are exhorted to have gi'eater faith in ''man," notwith-

standing such an entity has no existence outside of the mind of the

exhorter. Possibly it is to this fact that our friend alludes when

he suggests that "many now tell us that man made God." Cer-

tain it is tliat this imaginary being "man" is a truly man-made

institution. There is manifestly no such an entity in existence as

"man," in the generic sense, as including the whole process of the

development of the race. The only thing that lias any real exist-

ence is "man" the individual. Tlie general classification "man"

is a mere mental device of the student to enable him to classify

his knowledge. But to en(h>w such a figment of the imagination

with the power of creating languages, myths, religions, heavens,

hells, Bildes, and gods, is the veriest form of idolatry. ITow it is

that we can bo expected to find any assurance for our faith in such

a purely imaginary conception is a wonder that passeth all human

understanding. Why it is that the idea of God should be so repug-

nant to the scientific mind and such a pure fabrication as any per-

sonified and deified idea of "man" should be ofi'ered as a sul>-

stitute is indeed "too wonderful for me."

Tlie second fallacy, that eats like the dry rot into the very

roots of this suggested faith, is that of finding eft'ects that are

greatei" than the suggested causes. We are assured that "man

made Iiiuis'-H' out <^f a very savage and hairy anthro})oid which for

ages seemed inferior to a score of animal competitors for the lord-

shi}) of creation." In other words, man has been lifting himself

l)y his ovn-x boot-straps. If we are justified in considering the

jiresent status of luinian culture in aiiy degree an im}novement

over the snciefy of the jungle, if W(^ arc justified in considering

that man to day is n higher order of life tlum the denizen of the

forest of the reptilian age. tlieii, if we acce])t this prolTered creed.
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we must coerce ourselves into Relieving that llic effects liave been

greater tliau the causes. This, for a scientist, is a denial of one

of the fundamental axioms of science: that every cause must he

equal to and adequate to produce the effect. When we are asked

to discard the creative agency of God, and, in jilacc of that, sub-

stitute this fairy tale of great effects from little causes, we are put

to an intellectual ^vi-ack that ii\r outdistances the demands of the

most irrational religious fanatics.

In this as in his earlier analysis of creative religion, the

psychologist has comi>letely ignored the universal passion in

all religion. Characteristic of all religious thought and ex-

pression is a consciousness of the helplessness of the unaided

human life, and an attempt in some way to bring to our assist-

ance those gTcater powers that surround us. The forms in which

this universal passioji have found expression have often been

crude and irrational. Ihit the presence of this passion is ovje

of the phenomena of human history that no one, least of all the

scientist, can afford to overlook. Tt is true that it is quite the

fashion for psychologists to explain away this sense of a reality

outside our human consciousness to which we can appeal for help

and from which we can receive assistance in our struggle-—]iay,

rather, which is the overruling destiny from which we do-ive our

very being. Such explanations always are possible only at the

expense of disregarding the fact that such a passion must have an

adequate cause.

We would like to suggest that one of the sources for the pre-

vailing pessimism of the present hour is just the fact that men

have lost a sense of the Jiearness and of the saving power of God.

That which Professor JIall offers to us as the ground for hope

—

the all-sufficiency of man— is in fact the very source of our despair.

Tf there is nothing beyond ourselves to which we can appeal for

help, if there is no greater power in this universe than our futile

liuman effort, then indeed have we fallen upon evil days. There

is only one foundation for a faith that can inspire our hearts to

hope and lead us to a purer, better life; and that is the assurance

that God is in the world, and that his character is righteousness

and love. The api>eal that the professor makes to us for faitli is a
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Icgitiinate appeal. TJiis indeed oiiglit to be our attitude toward tbu

problems that we are facing. But our faith must have some surer

ground than any mere abstraction created by the human imagina-

tion. The only adequate ground for faith and hope is God.

The second suggestion that Professor Kail offers to help us m
the "salvaging of civilization" is that we cultivate the spirit of

love in our relations to one anotlier. Love is the highest and best

thing in man, "the taproot of his growth, the mainspring of all his

progress, the only sure road to a greater future,"

"All Bibles are love stories of man for the highest idea his racial

soul has evolved. ... It may be directed to truth, and then it makes
science and philosophy; to beauty, and then it makes art in all its forms;

to justice, virtue, or goodness, and then it makes all the counsels and aids

to progressive perfection, law, ethics, religion. Just now we are learning

again how it controls health and disease, success or failure, which,

psychoanalysts are showing us, depend more on the love life than on

anything else. It is the perennial theme of poetry, drama, and all fiction.

Look into your own lives, and not one of you will deny that conduct and
even character have been shaped by Eros, which Plato said made the

world itself. The chief trait of man as distinct from animals is that he

can love more. Some great transformation in the past, symbolized by
many a myth, hypertrophied his philoprogenitive instincts, made him the

lover pa7- ercellcncc of the world, so that most of his thun and hab€7i, his

achievements and his failui-cs, have been due to it. If he only loves his

work and can make play of it, instead of hating it as the world now does,

not only fatigue, but every form of unrest, will vanish. . . .

"It made man the social being he is, taught him cooperation and
mutual aid, and gives some a passion for service, inspires patriotism

that broadens into philanthropy, makes altruism, and everywhere subor-

dination of the individual unit to the group. It still impels some young
men in the very choice of their calling to ask where they can do most
good instead of where they can get the most money. Woman, who is now
coming to power, knows and feels it better than man and ought to help

bring in a new dispensation of it as against the egoism and the mon-
strosities of selfishness which are the products of hunger merging into

greed, the other nuilign power that now strives to rule the world. . . .

It gives the highest possible morale, it is the best of all agencies in tlie

abolition of war, and its development is the best standard by which to

measure the efficacy of all these other curses of present-day evils. It

does exist deep down in the soul of every one who is truly human, and
if we can only find some mode of direct action to bring it out, we should
not have to wait for slower agencies."

To all of this the earnest Clii'istian can say "Amen." And
then he can wondi-r why it is that after casting diT religion the
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learned (.loefor cfiii find Isis hope in lore. Or why it is ?o diftieult

for liini to find a plaeo for God in In's sehonio of tilings. For

"God is love," and ^'\ve love becanse he first loved us," The love

of which such glowing words are penned is none other than that

which we all recognize as the very heart of the Christian evangel.

It is not Eros who guides our conduct and character. There can be

no place for that licentious character in any jdan for the recon-

struction of society. It is not Eros, but Agape, and that is Chris-

tian love. In other words, our friend has politely bowed religion

out of the front door and then smuggled it back in through the

kitchen.

Throughout his whole discussion of the various panaceas of-

fered, there has run the note of skepticism as to their workability.

The chief specter that has haunted us has been the demands that

they made upon the human nature for sacrifice. Even in liis dis-

cussion of the wondrous efficacy of love there is the questioning

note, "if we can only find some mode of direct action to bring it

out." In other w^ords we have, in the groping of this earnest stu-

dent of society for light and for salvation, a recogiiition that the

first condition is the requirement of a radical change in the heart

of man himself. And, desj)ite his initial rejection of religion as a

means of bringing this about, he does make this confession that

''The first molten stage in which all great religions begin has a

marvelous converting and transforming culture power, which can

work miracles in the soul of man like nothing else." In other

words, the exhortation of this learned doctor leads us to believe

that the only hope of our "salvaging civilization" is to be found in

a profound religious awakening, that shall bring to the hearts of

men a genuine conviction of the evils of their ways, and inspire

within their souls a love of God and fellow men that shall trans-

form their lives, and, in that transformation, M'ork out the regen-

eration of society.
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METHODISM Als'D THE COMMUNITY CHURCH

Fred P. Coeson

New York City

0^"E of the most sigiiitieant movenients in the religious world

to-daj is that of the comninnity church. Already there are over

a thousand such churches organized and operating throughout the

United States. The avowed object of the community church is to

supply a single religious organization which will serve as a clear-

ing house for the people of the conmumity in their service to God,

the connnunity, and the world at largx?. As such it becomes "the

expression of the composite religious life of the community."

In accomplishing this purpose the community church has

taken on several forius of organization. The most outstanding of

these are

:

1. The federated church, in which tlie local churches come to

gether to form one congregation. Usually' separate membership

rolls of the various denominations forming the union are kept in

these organizations, but in ministering to the commuin'ty the mem-

bers act as a unit.

2. The "Pe]>perell type" of community church—named after

the town in v/hich it was first inaugurated. In this type of com-

munity church the menil)ers of the [)ar(icipating church organiza-

tions come together aud form a su])ev-organization knoA,\m as "the

commuuity church society." The funds and resources of the ex-

isting churches are ]mt at the disposal of the "commuuity church

society" aud it thus l)ecojnes a sort of holding corporation for the

churches. The attiaction of this ty])e of community church lies

in the fact that while the local church organizations remain in-

tact, the possibility of seetariau entanglements is eliminated and

the function of the (.•Inu'ches is taken over by the snjior-organi-

zation.

3. Tlie union or independent church. Here the individuals

of the connnunity are dealt with sejiarately, and i-egardless of their

former sectarian choices, cemie together to form a churcli represent-
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ing the union of all the various elouicnts of Christian belief rep-

I't-'^ented in the eoniuninity. This type of connnunity church

organization is frequently effected in conununilios wherQ the de-

nominational church has not been organized or has ceased to

function.

4. The ^'latitudinarian" comrnunity church. John Ilaynes

Holmes is the sponsor of this ty}>e. Its chief characteristic is that

membership in the community forms the basis for membership in

the church. Thus if a man is a member of the community by

virtue of that fact he is a member of the church. No community

church at present accepts this form fully.

5. The denominational community church. In this type of

church some one denomination is chosen to function in the com-

munity and its organization is held intact. However, a form of

associate or local church membership is created whereby persons

not wishing to join the particular denomination may become mem-

bers of the local church M'ith all the privileges of the denomina-

tional adherents, except in voting upon questions involving de-

nominational policy.

These in brief are the main features of the existent types of

community churches.

Perhaps from the standpoint of numbers the movement may
be passed over as comparatively insignificant. But the si)irit

working in our religious life within the denomination which has

broken out here and there in these commnnity church oi'ganiza-

tions forms the most significant problem before the church to-day.

It is the spirit which demands unity of effort on the part of

Protestantism in its service to God and to the connnunity. The

inefficiency of denominational competition is calling forth from

both laity and clergy a demand for wider cooperation on the part

of Ch]-istian people. The wastefulness of overlajiping and over-

churching emphasizes the need for reorganizing our denomina-

tional activities in all our communities. The results of scientific

leadership in the various departments of chnreh work arc making

this pooling of interests and resources increasingly desirable.

Doctrinal differences arc counting less and less as a factor in

church organization. Life—not creed—is the basis to-day for
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Christian followsliip. jSTatii rally men and ^vo^len arc asking the

qnestion, why t^o many clnirclics in a connnnnity? when a united

congi-egation eould render so much more efficient service.

This tendency of thouglit on tire part of so large a number of

the members within our denominations makes the ju'oblein of the

connnunity church essentially a denominational problem. It be-

comes a p>rolilem wJiich demiminational groups separately and to-

gether must face with the earnest desii'e to meet this changing out-

look on the part of their constituents, or surrender their place of

undisputed leadership in the religions world to-morrow.

In vicAV of the existing paraphernalia of church organization

the denominational community church as an expression of this

spirit seems to provide the most economic and least revolutionary

ansAver to these new demands. This ty]ie of community church,

while creating a unit of expression for all the Christian forces of

the community, also supplies the local congregation with a solidarity

and a staliility which to some chnrches and at certain times is a

decided asset. At the same time the riglit of "local option" on

the ]iart of the peojile is assured in that both the cboice of the

denomination and the requirements and privileges of the local

membersliip (except in the rare instances where church polity is

involved) are determined by thorn. The practical question of the

distribution of benevolences must, however, to eliminate fnction,

be left to the discretion of the individual contributor. The de-

nominational board may get all or only a ])art of this. In most

cases the benevolence agency of the denram'nation chosen will be

asked to handle the larger part of these funds.

However, there are certain "sacrifices" which the denomina-

tions themselves must make if the denominational community

church is to lie their answer to the conim unity a}>pL'al. The ques-

tion before denominationalism to-day is this: "Can denominations

adjust their organization to meet the requii*ements of this new

outlook and changing spirit of the twentieth century Christian ?"

and the nnich more serious question "Will they?"

To these questi'uis ]\Jethodisin as a denomination will be

called upui to nddrc.-> itself during tho nrxt decade. Tier answer,

as that of all the denominations, will dc]t..nd upon two elements

—
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adaptability and leadership. From the standpoint of adaptability

the j\[cthodist Episcoi)a] denomination should have little difliculty

in serving as a denominational commnnity church. In the lirst

place, her forms are not rigid. There is nothing which she in-

sists upon as to forms which sets her oft' distinctly from other

denominations. The form of baptism is left to the choice of the

individual. The church recognizes the validity of all the usual

forms. The sacrament of the Lord's Supper also may be served

iu the manner desirable to the individual. In such niattei*s Meth-

odism endeavors to be all things to all men. Thus in the Methodist

denominational commujiity church the Baptist may have his cliihl

immersed, the Pi'osbyterian may sing his doxology excry Sunday

morning, and the Congregationalist may take the communion sit-

ting in his pew. Furthermore, ]\[ethodism would not bo hampered

in adapting herself to the denominational community type by any

theory of the chui'ch. She recognizes the right of all churches

serving God to exist and claims for herself no special privilege.

She considers herself one of many—not one above all others. A
common meeting groun.d for cooperation is thereby provided. She

avoids any notion of superiority by claiming no "special wire to

heaven" for herself and this spirit is necessary for harmonious

effort in nnited congTcgations.

Another important consideration in determining the adapt-

ableness of any denomination to the problem of united community

effort is the denominational attitude toward a community service

progi'am. No church can command fully any local field unless it

has a social and educational theory of the church as well as a

spiritual and historic theory. It must have a program that takes

into account all the facto}-s in one's life. Methodism is awake to

this claim upon the church ond has demonstrated her ability to

create and operate an all-inclusive community ])rogram. Her

program of religious edu.cation is of recognized merit. The friend-

liness of her constituency connnends her to every Christ ia)i fellow-

ship. In her social ministry, hovrever, there is a ditiiculty which

must be frankly admitted, especially as it aifects those who are not

a\lethodists—namely, the amusement clause in our l)i-^cljiline. The

General Conference could well afford to remove this in the in-
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tcrest of the church's wider program. People on the outside are

given au erroneous inii)ression of the church's stx'ial theory by the

existence of this rule, while those on the inside continue con-

sistently to ignore it.

David R. Piper, editor of the Community Churchman, de-

clares that one of the fundamental features of all community

churches is that ''they suhstitiite service for dogma as a basis of

unity or principle of cohesion,'- In view of this fact the question

of the "doctrinal test" assumes added importance in the future

policy of our church. That it is Christian living, and not accept-

ance of certain theological beliefs, that really counts in the king-

dom of God is a gTOwing conviction on the part of men and women
to-day. And when the Methodist Church votes to sustain the

Judiciary Committee in their opinion that it is not legal to ask

candidates for membership in our churches, "Do you believe in the

doctrines of the Holy Scriptures as set forth in the Articles of

Relig-ion of the Methodist Episcopal Church ?" it will place it>elf

in a most advantageous position in attracting Christians outside

the church to its membership and will commend itself most highly

to the community as a commandiiig type of denominational com-

munity church.

Naturally Methodism or any other denomination's ability to

adapt itself to the new community appeal will depend upon the

attitude which its leaders assume. Xo denomination can qualify

as a denominational community church unless its leaders in their

dealings with the local groups asstime an attitude of brotherliness

to the various elements uniting in the society and of consideration

for tlieir opinions, their former training, and their methods of

doing things.

The policy of assignment of L>cal fields for community service

will have to be one of give and take. There must be the frankest

and closest cooperation between the denominations in taking over

special fields of labor. ]\lethedism will have fidl sway in one com-

munity while from another she will have to withdraw and permit

some other denomination to have full sway, the local conditions

being the determining factors. But it is much easier to plant or

create a new church than il is to give up an old one. A competitivo
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and over-zealous policy of expansion will render such cooperation

impossible.

A great deal will depend npou the local leadf^rsliip. Unitv of

Christian effort can never come hy e)n}>hasizing diirereuces. It

comes when points of agreement are dwelt upon. And there are

enough of these between denominations to keep preachers in ser-

mon themes for their entire ministry, because in the great es-

sentials we are in reality all one. Most of our difl'erences deal

with matters that are not essential to entrance into the kingdom

of God. It is a wise shepherd who actually makes his amalgamated

flock feel that they are all one in Christ Jesus.

However, in the final analysis this whole question of uniting

the community for Christian service must be determined by a

higher loyalty than what any man-made organization can demand

of us. This problem will have to be solved on the basis of the

best interests of the kingdom of God. There is one text that every

church leader should keep constantly before him—^'God forbid

that I should glory save in the cross of Christ." Loyalty to a

denomination is a line and commendable thing, but ^^hen it comes

in conflict with oui' higher loyalty to the kingdom of God and its

best interests there should be no question as to our choice. After

all we don't exist to make Methodists out of people—we exist to

make Christians out of people, and our denominations should be

means to that end, oft'cring people an avenue of expression for

their Christian life.

When to this appeal for Protestant unity in Christian service

for the community the denominations give earnest heed; and rec-

ognizing this higher loyalty examine themselves to see if some-

thing really is lacking in their attitude and program for the com-

munity, then, and net until then, will the cui'se nf division and

inefliciency be finally removed from the calendar of denomina-

tional sinning.
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WHAT Tili:N'K YE OF CHRIST? WHOSE SOX IS HE?

Hauold }\\ul Sloax

Bridgeton, N. J.

The question is 2,000 years old, but it is as fresh tu-dav as

wlien his lips first framed it in the long ago as he stood among his

enemies in the streets of Jerusalem. On every hand' men are ask-

ing to-day, '-'What think ye of Christ? Whose Son is He?"

(Matthew 22. 42.) And ^vell indeed may they ask it, passionately

ask it, eagerly ask it ; for all the light and all the hope of life come

only from his person.

When Jesus eame, the whole world was sad. Ever^^vliere life

was imlighted. Some were great and some were slaves and mercy

scarcely was, and hope was ]iot. It is not so to-day. Our world

is still disappointing, but there is mercy and there is hope and all

there is of both has radiated from his persou.

The Ca?sars walked with mailed feet across the w-orld and

built Ivome's empire broad and stroug, but it is gone long since

and they are all forgotten. Jesus dwelt among the sequestered

hills of a despised land ; bnt his Kingdom abides after 2,000 years,

and his name is upon the lips of all. Well indeed may our day

raise anew this the master question of the ages, "What think ye

of Christ ? Whose Son is he V Through all the years since he

first framed it, the most frequent answer to this question has been

Thomas' worshiping cry, "My Lord and my God !" We still turn

to him and sing with Wesley, "Thou, O Christ, art all I want."

We still answer his question in Peter's ancient words, "Thou

art the Son of the living God." But there are those to-day who

are ansvrering difiterently. They say to him: "Jesus, thou art in-

deed the first of men, but thou ;;rt only a man. Thou art the son

of Joseph." The number of those thus answering is not large,

but tlieir position is conspicuous and their iulluence consi-queutly

great. As a result, men all over this land are examining the

foundations of their faith in the GodhooJ of Jesus, and are ask-

ing themselws with a new sense of its }>rcssing importance, the

age-old question, "What think ye of Christ C' It may well be that
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tliis current denial of Jesus' Godliood will not turn out to Le that

utterly tragic thing many are fearing. It may avcII be that dar-

ing unbelief will at last bo seen to have l>een the spring of new

faith; indeed, we can affirm positively that just exactly this will

result if with one heart and mind the whole church will give itself

to discover anew the basis of its noble faith that Jesus is xcry

Godj one whose being is from eternity to eternity, but who was

made man in time for our sins by the Avomb of the Virgin.

In line with this need we propose, then, tiiree questions:

First, what is the occasion of this new denial of the Godhood of

Jesus? Second, what is the basis of the church's continued faith

in his Godhood ? Third, what is the value of this metajihysical

doctrine to us as co^nnion men ?

The answer to the first question is easily given. You meet

with it constantly in the writings of those who deny. Thus, for

example, Professor Harry Emerson Fosdick, speaking of those

who believe in our Lord's Virgin Birth, says: "They phrase it in

terms of a biological miracle that our modern minds cannot use."

Similarly Professor Edwin Lewis says: "It is more in keeping

with modern modes of thought to believe that God prepared for

the coming of his Son not by dis}>ensing with human fatherhood,

but by deepening and purifying and divinizing motherhood."

One ought to i)anso liere long enough to say that Professor

Fosdick while rejecting the Virgin Birth may still believe in the

Eternal Personal preexistence of Jesus in the Godhood, but that

Professor Lewis definitely rejects this belief, saying:

"It is certain that we shall never get verj' far Avith this idea unless we
keep continually in mind the distinction between the human and the

divine as this is illustrated in the Person of Christ. Jesus was a particular

Man who lived at a particular time aud place. In that aspect of him, he

was preexistent only in the sense that every other man is—in the sense,

namely, that human personality is a manifestation of a certain antecedent

divine reality which tlu'iefore makes such personality possible. The
Child who was born of a human motlicr cannot, viewed as that mother's

Child, be identified with 'The Logos' or with 'The Creative Cosmic Prin-

ciple,' or with a distinct personal )acinbcr of a Divine Trinity who had

never begun to be, but always was."

Fosdick may or may not be a Unitarian; Lewis by the logic
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of liis own language clearly must be. Ineariintion means that the

divine self-con?ciousncss of the eternal Son dwell on earth in the

man Christ Jesus. Incarnation means that one center of self-

consciousness in the adorable Trinity became a member of the

human race, man forever without ceasing to be God. This idea

Professor Lewis definitely rejects. He continues to apply Chris-

tian words to Jesus, and tries to keep in them the same heart

values. ]3ut in this he is confused by his owm Christian devotion.

His rejection of the eternal personal prcexistence of the Son as

God loses the Incarnation.

But retnrning, "modern mind," ''modern modes of thought,

or the moderji |)oint of view" is the occasion for current denial

both of the deity of Christ and of numerous other items of es-

tablished Christian Belief. "i\rodern mind" we say, and v.'hat, in-

deed, is "movlern mind" ? Is it some superiority of faculty or

])oint of view? Xo, we answer, "modern mind" is something

purely subjective; it is an intense hostility toward the super-

natural; it is a confused obsessioii with orderliness in nature that

is blind to the inherent transcendence of personality. "Modern

mind" is not science, it is not philoso])]iy, it is simply a mental

bias, a senlinient, a subjectivity, and notliing more. The origin

of this bias, that is so general in our day, is not far to seek. Many
forces in our civilization have helped to produce it. We v/ill notice

three.

Perhaps we might as well place first the tremendous objec-

tivity of our times. Outward civilization has developed out of all

proportion to the soul. The -modern world has vastly more in-

terest in invention, commerce, sports than it has in poetry, paint-

ing, literature and expressions of the soul. This is a striking fact

and one that, once named, will be immediately aduiitted. It is

a circumti'nce, too, that must inevital>]y influence all current

thinking. This is the iirst cause.

A second cause, and one that has great significance, is the

recent mag-nificent develo])ment of the natural sciences. Science

has achieved amazingly. It has furnished humanity with mitohl

comforts, and has gTcatly simplified the mysteiw of being. Its

method of investigation is comparatively easy, being simply obser-
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vation, broad, accurate, and comparative, while its conclusions are

beautifully definite. That such a system of investigation would

appeal to men jiowerfully was a certainty from the beginning. The

trcm.endous vogue and authority tliat the nntural sciences liave

developed was to be expected, and that they would greatly in-

fluence the modern man's whole point of view was also a foregone

conclusion.

The third cause that we will mention, and one no less signi-

ficant than the other two, is the present-day lack of familiarity

with and even appreciation of philosophy. Philosophy is a more

difficult method of investigation than science. Its results are less

clearly definite, but—and the modern mind does not seem to know

this—it is the only road to ultimate truth. Science knows nothing

of ultimate truth. Its method of investigation is too clumsy, too

limited. Science only answers questions of ex])erience. Phi-

losophy answers the deeper questions that lie behind and about

experience. In the pursuit of truth there is a place for both

methods, and neither one must transgi-ess the other. Science must

ever answer the question of what. There can never be a better

way of finding out just what is going on than that of accurately

and broadly observing; but it is just as clear that the deeper ques-

tions must be left for philosophy. The whole truth of life cannot

be arrived at by any one method of investigation. In part it

comes by science, in part by philosophy, and in part it comes by

something even less tangible, namely, faith. And let no one be

deceived, faith is as important and as valid a method of seeking

truth as either science or philosophy. Science is man's belief in

his senses. Philosopliy is man's belief in the intuitions of his

mind. Faith is man's belief in the intuitions of his soul; and

these latter intuitions are as reliable as any. We will never arrive

at truth until science has told us what is going on, and learned to

stop there; until philosophy has told us tbe deeper ground and

relations of things; and faitli, which is religion, has shed the light

of its spiritual intuitions U|X)n tbe whole.

The effective point of view of truth is thus seen to be mani-

fold. Man cannot find the truth by any one a])]u-oach ; he must

seek it with all his powers. The modern man does not do this,
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and in tins rirenmstaiicc nro nl onco lils peonliarity and liis failure.

The ''niodcni niiiur' is a 0)ie-sidod point of view. It is obsessed

with science, with the laws and forces of science to the exteiit of

carelessness toward the intuitions lx)th of the mind and of the

soul. ]\rodern science is a magiiiiicent study, and its achievonents

are marvelous, but it is necessarily a limited point of view, and

to mistake any limited point of view for the whole approach to

truth is a serious n}istake. Truth belongs to men, not to heartless

intellects driven by pride and curiosity. The rudder is as neces-

sary as the power wheel in sailing. Similarly, the man who pur-

sues truth with one set of powers rather than with all his powers

can only come to confusion. This is the trouble with modern men.

They are quite taken up with science?. They neither think nor

kjiow anything else. They apply scientific principles to every-

thing, and confuse themselves by trying to apply them in the

sphere of philosophy and faitli, where they have no possible rela-

tionship or meaning. Thus Professor Leuba makes an induclion

of opinions with resp«:-t to the existence of God, and tries to es-

tal)lish something by counting noses, apparently ignorant of the

fact that a man's intuition of God can no more bo set aside by

opinions than any other fundamental certainty of his mind. The

soul that has ])ersonal communion with the divine can stand alone

and laugh or weep (whichever may seem more approjn'iate) at

the learned folly either of counting noses to disprove or of inveiit-

ing theories to explain it.

But "modern mind" because of its preoccupation with science

must get I'id of the supernatural, and so when it comes to the reeord

of the life of the God-^fan it sim])ly refuses the evidence. It does

this in the name of its science. But the only science that has any

Ix'aring upon the recoi\l of Jesus is the science of history; and

when history has aj)])lie(l its ordinary canons to the narratives of

the evangelists, science is done and ])hilosophy and religion of right

tidxc over the discussion. It is unfortunate that "modern mind"
dof's not understand this, and that it allows itself to become con-

fused. Thus it is a matter of no significance for historj^ that

biology knows nothing of a Virgin Birth, or that physics or i)sy-

chology caniiot explain Jesus walking ui>^n the waters, quieting
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the waves, or mull i[)lvliig llie loaves and fislies. The. fad is, tlioso

sciences have no o])]K)r{n7iit3' for clevel<^ping a generalization tliat

M'ould enable tliern to study such events. The Incarnation clainis

to be a unique fact in history. To make an induction of the

powers and cireumtanccs of average^ men as the basis for an under-

standing the ]>owers and circumstances of Incarnate deity, is a

])iece of surpassing intellectual folly. History presents the Incar-

nation as an isolated event. As isolat-ed, it cannot be classified.

'']\rodern mind" shows itself presumptuous when it undertakes to

dictate just how the eternal personal reality that is l)ehind our

world of experience can manifest hiinself to us. If he chooses to

come into touch with our order in an unusual way, philosophy will

raise no objection, faith will be even overjoyed, and science, if it

knows its place, will be discreetly silent.

"We conclude, then, that the objections made by '•'modern

mind" to the supernatural in the reeord of the life of Jesus need

not be taken too seriously. ''AFodern mind" is not superior mind;

it is simply a confused point of view. But just in passing we

want to set down three facts that will jolt the modern mind out of

its smug sufliciency, provided it has philosojdiy enough to measure

them: 1. The beginning of life, so far as our science Icnows, is

supernatural. 2. The beginning of spirit with its intuitive in-

finities of time and space and righteousness and C5od is also super-

natural. 3. The present power of the human spirit freely to choose

and to order its own eoui'so is supernatural. If man really eho<-)ses

freely, then there is a point where pure spirit (vvdiatever that may
be) moves gross nmttcr. Whoi human spirit sets up a motor ex-

citation in the brain it is as supernatural as when Jesus com-

manded Galilee to silence with his quiet "Peace, be still."

The fact is, we afiirm again, that the current timidity toward

the supernatural is indicative of superficiality rather than of depth

on the part of modern man. There are, for exj^erienee, two uni-

verses: the universe of nature and the universe of spirit whicli

transcends it—the universe of things, which is natural, and the

universe of j)ersonality, which is supernatural. Doubtless these

two universes are uliimately one, but they are not one in the sphere

of meehunical law and force. Tlie ulti unite order behin<l all thin<;s
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is certainly not what mnst sccni to man the arbitrariness of nature,

but rather that wliich his soul sees as necessary—the eternal char-

acter of God. "J'he Virgin iJirth and deity of Jesus Christ may
ofl'end the timidity and superficiality of some modern thinking. It

may trouble some men v;ho shrink from walking alone amid grand

mysteries that their science is e\X'r uncovering, but which it can-

not solve. But it would be folly to allow such timid souls to fence

in reality for the rest of us. If they want to live within their

little science with its little laws and forces, we bid them God-

siKM?d ; but A\e will not join them. Rather, unfolding the wings

of our transcendent personalities, we follow the mystic call of our

souls out into the infinite of God, where thei-e are no limitations

but character, and the su]>ernntural is as natural as law.

We come now to the second question we have proposed,

namely, what is the basis of the church's coiitinued faith in the

Godhood of Jesus? The field fronting ns hero is too largo for us

1o undertake anything more than the briefest summary of the most

outstanding facts. Libraries have been written nix)n this question

and a large volume would be insufficient fully to state the evidence.

We have room for but a few paragraphs ; but in those few para-

graphs wc want, to stand over against each other two tremendous

facts: first, the fact of Jesus in history; and then over against it

the fact of man's deep intuition of kinness to and of expectation

toward the Divine.

First in oi-dcr, then, the fact of Jesus; and we will bcg'in witli

the evidence of his resuri'ection.

Immediately we como u^xju three items of testimony con-

cerning which we have the utmost historic certainty, namely, first,

that the sepidchcr was open and empty; second, that the eleven

did most certainly Ix-lieve that Jesus was risen; third, that they not

only believed him risen, but thoy were solidly convinced that they

liad come into the most definite contact with him.

As to the first of these items, it is enough to realize the utter

impossibility of men ju'cafhing the resurrection of Christ, had the

scpulcher been scaled and the body still within it. Without an

o])ci) and cu)])ty grave tlic disci])les could not have ijrrached the

resurrection. Without an open and empty grave no one in Jeru-
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salora could have believed in tlic resurrection. Without an ojien

and empty grave tlie rulers would not have resorted to persecution

to silence the apostolic witness. And so the fact that this witness

was published, believed ajid persecuted in Jerusalem within a few

weeks after the crucifixion makes it certain that the sepulcher was

open and empty, as the witnesses said.

As to the second item, namely, that his disciples most cer-

tainly believed him risen, it is sutlicient to pause and remembv-r

that his disciples wiuiesscd to this at the peril and often at the cost

of their lives. Men may conceivably die in a lie, but never for a

lie. The faithfulness of the "first Christian witnesses in spire of

every sacrifice is such a compelling evidence of their sincerity that

it is now admitted on every hand.

The third item, that they not only believed him risen, but

were solidly convinced they had come into the most definite con-

tact with him, is the same as the second, except that it is in more

detail. This diifereiice is, however, important, What was it that

the first disciples believed and to which they witnessed? "Was it

to a vague idea that Jesus had survived the experience of death

and that he still lived as an intangible spirit ? Was it not, rather,

that he had risen from the dead, taking again his body, and that

they had come into definite contact with his risen life ?

Saint Paul gives a summary of the most primitive testimony

concerning the resurrection in 1 dn-. 15. 5-8:

And that he was seen of Cephas, then of the twelve;
After that, he was seen of above five hundred brethren at once, of

whom the greater part remain unto tins present, but some are fallen asleep.

After that, he was seen of James; then of all the apostles.

And last of all he was seen of me also, as of one bora out of due time.

Peake's new oue-volumc commentary gives the probable date

of this letter as the spring of the year 55 a. d., or within twenty-

five years of the resurrection. At that timc^, as Saint Paul says,

nearly every one who had witnessed events in question was still

alive. But Paul's own first coutact with this testimouy was much

earlier than the writing of tlie letter. It cannot be put later than

two to three years after the resurrection itself, so that as early as

o'2 to 33 A. D. we have already a firm witness not only to the fact

ol the resurrection, but to its detailed circumstances. Seen of
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Pel or, seen of tlio twrlvo, seen of more than five Imndred brethren

lit once—this is the \vitnc&s from the beginning.

In Stiint Lnke's Gosjiel, which Peakc assigns to the year 60,

0]ilj thirty years after the resurrection, we have even fuller de-

tails. Thus the evangelist tells us with circumstantial complete-

ness just how and when the risen Jesus was seen of the Twelve.

It was the eveiiing of tlie first Easter. The disciples were gathered

together in an nj^per room. The doors were shut. Thomas was

absent. Jesus comes suddenly and, standing before them, s})eaks

to thein. Tlie im])ression he makes upon them is that of a natural

linman being. Apart from the peculiar manner in which he a}>

pears and disai)pears, sudderd}', he seems to them just as objective

and natural as before his death. ISTo doubt this is an amazing

testimony, but it is the primitive Christian testimony, and the

sincerity of its detail is as certain as the sincerity of the main

fact. The disciples actually believed they had seen and heard and

touched their dear [Master as a human being alive from the dead.

How the disciples <'ame to believe this, unless we ac-ccpt the

hy}X)thcsis that it actually hapj^ened, is quite beyond the pH3s-

sibilities even of the imagination. One supposition after another

has been proposed by unbelief, and one after another they have

been rejected. We face tliis dilemma : either the resurrection is an

historic fact exactly as the record gives it, or else the faith of the

disciples in the resurrcctioji is an utterly mysterious problem.

"]\Ioderu mind" chooses the latter alternative. It prefers the mys-

tery of the rcsurrectio!) vritness to admitting the supernatural.

The supernatui-al must be gotten rid of no matter at wliat cost.

We cannot forbear stopping long enough to say that "modern

mind" here manifests a dogmatism and arbitrariness that is hard

to equal and im]jossible to surpass. But such is the absurd posi-

tion into which men always ]>ut themselves who mistake one small

section for the whole of realit}', and one limited method of in-

vestigation for the whole human approach to truth.

Cut the resurrection of Jesus is not the only supernatural

item in Jesus' life; it is simply the supernatural cliuiax of a life

tliat was constantly supernatural. Thus, his moral and spiritual

consciousness was as supernatural as his resurrection. The pe-
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ciiliarilj of Josiis' life spiritually is the iniintevriiptedness of Lis

sense of God. The sense of God constantly illled his whole inner

consciousness. His meat was to do the will of his Father. He
did nothing of liimself, but bj the divine leading. Of what would

have been to average men an experience of overwhelming defeat

or of intoxicating success, Jesus knew little. His inner sense of

the Divine lifted Ilini out of it. P>eyond failure and success alike he

realized one who never fails leading on to his sure perfect ulti-

mate purpose; and to walk with him in his will was enough. This

was the secret of Jesus' life. It was not an idea ; it w^is an all

mastering sense of the Divine that filled his whole being; and

it was and is unique in the centuries^ and is as supernatural as liis

resurrection.

And then too Jesus was supernatural in his control of the

forces of tlie universe. He rises al)Ove the limitations that are

familiar to us and gives us a glimpse of transcendent personality.

The miracles of Je^us cannot be compared to the modern miracles,

so called, of Christian Science or of psychical suggestion, unless

in the power of mind over matter, ap]>arent in a limited way in

both of these systems, we are to find a remote suggestion of the

omnipotence of God.

But the analogy of Jesus' miracles is the omnipotence of God

proper,- not the limited power of our human spirits over these

bodies. Jesus walked on the M'ater, multiplied bread, made siglit-

less eyeballs to see and palsied limbs strong again. He even re-

called the s])irits of men to their bodies and made the dead to live.

These are not the works of psychical suggestion. They are om-

nipotence; they are deeds of ]">ower akin to His deeds who in the

beginning spoke and it was done.

There is another fact about Jesus' mastery of nature that is

peculiar. It is that his deeds are as worthy of the character of

God as they are of his omnipotence. Man's idea of the character

of God has clianged greatly sivice Jesus' day. But his miracles

are true to the character of God as he has taught us to understand

God, and not as men in his day conceived him. Tins is a striking

fact, and has great evidential value. Had men of Jesus' day

created imaginaiy mii-ach.' stories ahout \\\> ]K'r.-ou they would have
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imagined lliem iipou the moral level of tlicir own conception of the

Divine character. The fact that the miracles of the 2s ew Testa-

ment are not upon. this level, but rather upon that of Jesus' own

moral life, is a powi^-ful argument for tlicir historicity,

A comparison iM-^iween the iniracles of the biblical Gospels and

those of the apocryphal Avi-iters would be suggestive at just this

])oint. In the biblical G<isj>els there is never anything willful or

prodigal or vengeful ab'">ut .lesus' mighty works. They always

reveal a great moral ]>ur]>05e behind them. They are always

worthy expressions of a God-mastered life. But the opposite is

true of the apocryjihal writings. In these Jesus is pictured as

iising his powers in fanciful, willful, non-moral ways. He makes

mud birds and then commands them to live. He strikes pco])le

dead as they walk in vengeance for displeasing him. Such ideas

would be natural enough as the imaginations of the men of his

day. They would have been natural enough even to some of his

disci]>les, who thought it entirely fitting that they should call down

fire from heaven to consume his enemies. That nothing of this

kind appears in the biblical narratives is certainly a striking fact

and weighs heavily upon the side of the reliability of the Xew
Testament record.

Such then is the record of the life of Jesus. Beginning with

his supernatural resurrection, we can work backward through a

record, constantly supernatural, until we come at last to the record

of his beginning, and Ix^hcilcl this also is sui>ernatural. Jesus was

not a child of men. He had no human father. He was super-

naturally born, ^"ery God enwra])ped himself in hunum nature

in the womb of the Virgin. The Eternal Word which was with

the Father became iucajiiate in the ^V()lld.

This is the unimpeachable historical record of Jesus as it

is offered for our faith by men who laid down tlicir lives for the

joy of witnessing it. And now standing over against it, and

corrc-sponding to it, as tlie ball to its socket in a joint, let us see

that other fact, namely, man's sense c»f kinness to and inci'easing

expectations toward the Divine.

N^o matter how degraded man may become, or how gross may
be his religious jiracticcri, there seems to abide, deep within his
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soul, some vague sense of the iTifmite Divine, as one like unto

himself. Man universally has a sense of kinness, of woiiderful

nearness to the Divine, and this Xew Testament record of the

Incarnation is its fitting fnllillraont.

The INTegrillop, a most backward people of Africa, who -wor-

ship ghosts and spirits, are nevertheless conscious, in the depths

of their beings, of an infinite Someone who is master and o^vne^

of the universe. Thej call this one the Tie. Is not this })ersonaliz-

ing of the Infinite an expression of their intuitive sense of kinness

to the Divine? We see the same thing more vividly in Genesis'

mag-nificent story of Abraham. lie is standing on the high ground

by Hebron and looking southeast toward the cities of the plains.

He is powerfully conscious of God's moral kinness to himself, and

praying asks this question: "Shall not the Judge of all the earth

do right?" Abraham felt that the moral order under which he

lived, and which he knew in his own soul, was forever true, and as

true for God as for men. But does not tliis mean that Abraham re-

alized just one moral empire, which God shares with all men, and

therefore, that God is Avondrously near, that he is kin to men ?

It is certainly even so. And we modei-n men feel tlie same. We
claim the right b}" our sense of moral value to judge the Divine,

and to say what is and what is not w'orthy of him. We are sure

that our moral principles rule his throne; which is but another

way of saying, he shares one moral empire with us all, or tliat

we are kin to him.

But this fact of an intuitive sense of kinness to the Divine is

not all. 1)1 history we see this sense making constant increase

until it becomes at last Israel's sublime ]\Iessianic hope. It began

small enough. At first it was only the vague hope, "The seed of

the woman shall bruise the serpent's head," a mere feeling that

God would not forget man in his ruin. At last, however, it was

the vision of the Sufl'ering Seiwant, the Messianic King, the Uni-

versal Kingdom—the Lord God come utterly near to men to

save them.

If tin's increasing hope expresses but the nnlurally enlarging

consciousness of a nation with a genius for }-eligio!i (as lh<"'SO

who deny revelation and the supernatural would afhrm) then the
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natural consciousness of man readies for a manifestation of God
in the sui^ernatural and the hope of this sujK'rnatural is a part

of the very order of the natural. But if, on the other hand, this

expectation is a rcvelatioii from God, then God Iiimself has prom-

ised it In citJier case we liave tlie same result, namely, two

suhlime facts, standing over apraiust each other. On the one hand,

man's soul vrlth its intuitive sense of kinness to the Divine, a

sense that in one nation became an increasing ex}>ectatiou toward

God until at length it was crowned in Israel's Messianic hope.

On the other hand, the history of Jesus, his supernatui-al birth of

the Virgin, his supernatural works, worthy of God both in respect

to his omnipotence and of his character, his supernatural conscious-

ness, constantly realizing the Divine, his supernatural triumph

over death and ascension into heaven.

This theji is the witness of Jesus. We- do not claim that there

is here a demonstration of his deity. We claim but two things:

first, that this ])oint of view has lifted the question of Jesus' per-

son above the confusion of natural and supernatural, above the

narrowness of an age point of view, up into the agelcssness of

man's thirst for the infinite where it belongs ; second, that stand-

ing on this plane and feeling the weight of all that the centuries

have thought about Jesus, and of which we have given but a ])artial

summary, it is still possi1)le for us to aflirm with Peter, "Thou
art the Son of the living God," or more exactly with Athanasius:

''I believe in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of

God; Begotten of his Father l;>efore all worlds, God of God, J_>ight

of Light, Very God of Very God; Begotten, jiot made; Being of

one substance with the Father; By whom also he made all things;

who for us men and for our salvation came down from heaven,

and was iiiearnate of the ]duly Ghost by the Virgin Mary and was

made man."

We admit frankly that tliis is our creed, not our science; but

the admission is meaningless, f(»- we are moving jicre in a worhl

too big foi- the scientific method, tcH^ big even for philoso])hy. We
are out in the boundlessness of the sonl's own infinites, in the

world of personality and faith.

The final question is one that speaks to our hearts: What is
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tlio value to us of this luetaplivsical doctrine that Christ is very

God ? We answer briefly with two propositions.

First, that Je.-^-us Clirist is God nieaiis strong comfort for ns

in our present darkness and confusion—and who, indeed, will

deny that the natural life of man is both dark and confused ? All

about us are stern facts that we cojistantly seek to forget. There

is much that is beautiful in life, but there is much also that is

stern and cruel. Xature snatches the tender infant from its

mother's breast; it blasts our civilization with tenij^wst and earth-

quake; and anguish and bereavement are woven into the very

order of things. In the midst of life and hope our powers de-

cline, and love is wounded with the spectacle of trembling age

hastening to decay. Our science, ancient or modern, has no solu-

tion for this heartbrealr, and our only defense is in a willful blind-

ness that will not see.

But in the doctrine that Jesus Christ is God come utterly

near us we have a fact of such surpassing worth, that, holding it

by faith, we ai-e quite lifted ont of all despair and fear. If Jesus

Christ is God, then God has come into the very center of our ruin

to suffer there with us and for us. God feels our hungers and

pains; God feels our moral confusion and shame; God feels our

weakness and dying; God has come into intimate touch with all

our life's futility. This faith, if we can hold it, has immeasur-

able heart value. ]t is incomparable. That the Infinite loves us

with a love that conies to redeem us in uttermost cost is more than

comfort; it is hope, it is joy, it is sublimity. Life may still move

tlirough much of suti'ei-ing, and down to the daj-kness of death, but

the suffering will be glorified with love and the darkness of death

will be lighted with eternal ho]>e.

But that Jesus is very God incarnate means more to us than

ho])c; it means also a sure confidence that we shall arrive. We
cannot miss the goal, for he is ours who is King, Iving always.

King everywhere. Does a wee forget-me-not bloom some%\-here

alone far up upon a mountain side? Christ knows it. Chrisl

kee]is it, Christ rules it, for he is King up tliere in the lonely

l)laees. Is some brown and witlurcd leaf of a fe'rest oak torn from

its twig and whirled wildly in the wind i Chi'ist knows it, Clirist
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keeps it, Christ rules it, for he is King out there among the winds.

There is no distant star that twinkles dimly in the deep blue of

the night sky, there is no corner of the universe out beyond the

stars that he does not know and keep and I'ule. He is King every-

where. He is King always. He is King of Xature, King of Life,

King of Death, King of Kings, and yet he is ours. Yes, we shall

arrive, for He Avho made ns made us kin to himself. He put a sense

of our kinnc-ss to liini in our soul. He unfolded it there an increas-

ing expectation, crownicd at last in the Messianic hoi>e. And then

he came, the fulfillment of that hope. Surely he has borne our

gi'iefs and carried our sorrows. Upon him, indeed, the chastise-

ment of our pence has been laid, and by his sti'ipes we have been

healed. Yes, we shall arrive, for the Christ of prophecy is realized

in the Christ of history; the Infinite of our souls is realized in the

Infinite made manifest in Jesus ; the Creator has become a man of

our race, he is ours and we are his forever.

x\nd so, forgetting that w^c are uKxlcrn men, and remembering

rather that we are men who share with all ages the same great

intuitions of mind and soul that make us oric humanity, Ave answer

anew his century-old question in the nobly simple words of our

great common creed : ''I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son our

Lord : who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin

Mary; suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead and

buried; the third day he arose from the dead; he ascended into

heaven, and sitteth at the right hand of God the Father Almighty

;

from thence he shall come to judge the quick and the dead."

[Doctor Sloan's intimation that the logic of Professor Lewis' article

tends to Unitarianism is purely an ex parte judgment as to the validity

of that argument. Admitting that Doctor Lewis should not have included

two negative aspects (his suggested exegesis of the Nativity narration of

Luke and his interpretation of preexistence passages), nevertheless,

whether his logic be valid or not, his conclusions are such as no Unitarian

would indorse.

—

Euitor.]
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TWO SOXXETS

William Ficaxx Maktix

Carey, Ohio

THE SOCIAX OKDEU

Society is built a pyramid:

Its broad and huddled base our coinruou life;

Its peak achievement. Ever of old men. did

Attain by force or fame, by wealth or strife.

If pyramid, then 'tis in nature's law

The many should be down, the few on high;

And they Avho would upturn can only draw
Much ruin, and some pity from the sky.

Yet there is healing cure—not by a wild

Upheaval, but in cliange so vastly mild
It brings that social order \inderstood

By Seer to be for earth the heavenly fair

Jerusalem, a city that lieth four-square,

Its length and breadth and height in equal good.

THE TEMPIJ: of FAITH

Higher ascendeth Faith thau airy dream,
Yet hath her bastions on the solid earth.

Her spires and turrets catch seraphic gleam;

Along her battlements, at play, shall seem
Glory from which the lightning had its birth;

Such power attends her own. Each colonnade

And bulwark guard repose in ample girth;

And to her aisles I enter unafraid.

I face her altar, where bathed in solemn awe
Mild Mercy Avaiteth, guarded ])y strong Law:
A spirit of calm invites to bended knee.

No veil to intercept, and light but dim
Admits to see the winged Seraphim;
And Voice, thrice "Holy" crying, surjmons me.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS

DOCTOE SETII EEED—METHODIST
CENTENARIAN

On Friday, June 1, 19l'3, in the city of Flint, Michigan, the

Detroit aiid ]\Lichigan Conferences of the !Methodist Episcopal

Cliurch with the Board of Commerce and the citizens of Flint

celebrated the one hundredth anniversary of the birth of the Eev.

Dr. Seth Reed, the oldest minister in American MethcKlism, and

probably in Protestantism.

He was born in Otsego County, New York, in 1S23, became

a country school teacher at seventeen years of age, removed to

Michigan in 1S42, where he continued teachi}ig until ISM, wheji

he joined the Michigan Conference on trial. Seventy-eight times

he has answered to the roll call of first the Michigan and then the

Detroit Annual Conference after tlieir division. He has filled

some of the most important ])ulpits of the State, served as presid-

ing elder, as financial agent for Albion College, and has bc-en one

of the recognized religious leaders of the Wolverine State for

over two genei-ations. He was one of the original organizers of

the Anti-Saloon League at Washington, D. C, in 1893.

While not a college-bred man, from his boyhood until to-day

he has been a diligent student and a jx'rsistent reader of books.

Such distinguished scholars as President E. O. Haven, afterward

bishop, and Professor Alexander Winchell, the geologist, of the

Michigan State Ujiiversity, recognized his ability as both teacher

and preacher in the puljnt.

He has kept himself alive both in bwdy, mind and spirit,

and at the end of a century t>f high seTvicc to God and man still

retains the eternal youth in his soul. Wlnii he was teaching school

in his IxvyhucKl, a |MX)r blind man, who made his living by com])OS-
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iiig aud selling verses, comix)secl this uuiqiie acrostic on his name,

Avhicli must be read first downward and (hen upward:

•93t7 pjq JO q^iio^C 9q; SuTSsvd.iiiSubliine in (be (hou^dits of hi,s heart
'pnrui ' otji|ojd v ijji.si po.uopiiEul) %artiie as bright as the morning,
'oi5'B}s di\i uo lot; Avou }\i'\\ osom oqThe beauties of science and art
puiqaq 3uiAC3[ ocj o^ smoas oHi.s character ever adonjing,
'eAoqi: g.TOMod ouj .^q paAjos-oRepIenislied with wisdom to talvC

U8Ai3 oq iiuqs poQ o:) ^uaiuoiu qjiiK-uh precept the Saviour has given,
•oa6{ jo -^uids V qjt.w paqouuLiadeavoring in meekness to make
'uaABoq JO c'hqsjoM aqj joj ponSisaDimnai advances to haiven.

These lines of eulogy written as a tribute to him in his eigh-

teenth year seem to be almost a ]>rop]ie<:'j of the Seth Eced of to-

day. The e<:litor of the Methodist Review, who counts Doctor

ReeJ among the dearest jx?rsonal friends of his life, desires to

present this too meager garland of tribute to this noble Methodist

centenarian.

A prophet in vision, a saint in life, an intense seeker for souls

as evangelist, and a statesman in religious and business efficiency

—

there are few spiritual successors of John Wesley wlio have more

fully reproduced these characteristics of the founder of Methodism.

THE TEACHINGS OF THE TREES

Tkee worship is one of the most ancient forms of idolatry.

Such is "the mystery and manifold meaning of the life of a tree

that it was easy to imagine an occult sympathy between it and

human wants. The Druids had their sacred oaks, which nourished

the mystic mistletoe, that strange parasite plant in which they

imagined the soul of the tree resided. The Norse sagas tell of

the ash, Ygdrasil, v/hose roots and branches fill all space, whose

fruit is shining stars, upon whose leaves are A^Titten all history

and fate, and at whose base sit the weird Norns, representing the

past, present, and future. We still preserve in our Christmas tree

a survival of the worship of the fir tree, whose dark green foliage

defied the northern winter and so made it a type of the triumph of

life and light. The Athenians regarded the olive as the gift of the

goddess Athene, the promise of peace and ]>rosperity. !^^ohamme-

dans recognize three plants as carried by Adam on his exile from

Eden—the myrtle for its sweetne-s of scent, the Avheat grain for
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its iioiirishmeni, and the date palm for its fniii. From that oiu-

date ^tonc have cume all the palms that cover the world. xViid the

aeacia became sacred to the Hebrews as the shrub which Moics

saw, aflame in the back part of the desert, and one name for the

God of Israel was, ''He who dwell in the bush." We who live in

a wooded country can hardly appreciate the passion for trees felt

by these children of the desert, but we are likely to realize their

wortli soon enough if the present rate of forest destruction con-

tinues much longer. Arbor Day is one of the most useful of mod-

ern institutions, and no man should be willing to die until he has

planted a tree. Trees should grow in our city streets as they do

in those of the Xew Jerusalem. There ought to be at least one

in sight everyAvhere.

Trees reveal and illustrate the divine wisdom. Thoreau says

that "the Maker of all only patented a leaf." It was the poet

Goetlio who first showed that the leaf is the one pattern after which

the whole plant is built up, is the whole tree in miniature. Some
have even seen in it the type which directed the fashioning of the

scales of fishes and the feathers of birds. God reveals the miffhly

whole in every unit and so is the whole character of a man dis-

closed in each little act. The arrangement of leaf-buds reveals

design, each plant choosing as the measure of distance between its

leaf-buds one of this series of continued fractions, 1-3, 1-3, 2-5, o-S,

etc. God geometrizes. He lays his beams in music, and all his

woj'ks obey the laws of number and rhythm. This leaf has Ijccome

num's pattern as well. Nine tenths of all the decoration lines he

uses in art arc derived from the leaf. Architecture takes its forms

from tho tree; the palm tree and lotus ajipear again in the graceful

minarets of the ]\Ioor, and the pine forest shapes the Gothic catlie-

dral. The "gi'oves were God's first temples," and the latest places

of worship are but foj-ests of stone.

Trees illustrate some laws of the spiritual life. The source

of their life is from above. '.L'liough rooted in the earth, their chief

source of life is the sun. It is sunlight which unites the juices

of earth with the carbon of air, and so buihls up the beauty and

strength of the forest. Even so must all the ciirthly elements of

our lives be energized bv the divine,
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Trees seek after life; llioir roots work downward toward tlie

moisture of streams and springs, and their leaves npward toward

tlie air and sunshine. So must the soul that would live seek the

light. The tree-rings shown by a transverse section of the trunk

show the variations in the growth of dilTerent years, and any

cross-section of a human soul would tell the story of its nourish-

ment and culture. Of the righleous the first psalm says, ''lie shall

be like a tree planted Ly the rivers of water."

Trees teach the peril of death. The palm tree dies when its

terminal bud is cut away. A single worm may girdle a tree. And
tliere ai-e perversions of life not less terrible than death. A thorn

is an abortive branch, one that has refused to bear leaves, flowers,

or fruit. Knots and gnarls are made by the checking of sap-flow

and the fluid that could have produced leaves and flowers creates

vegetable cancers. All unused life l>ecomes a danger. As ]\[azzini

says, "Good thoughts not realized in action become an actual sin."

Trees teach lessons of the divine goodness. Many are their

uses. The palm is food, drink, clothing, and lodging to the Orien-

tal. The Hindus ascribe to it three hundred and sixty uses. This

is more or less true of all trees. Their leaves are our shadow of

rest, their blossoms the delight of our senses, their fruit the food

of our hunger, and their trunks the material uf our building.

The leaf is a mystic wall that divides bctvs-een man and death.

It is the great purifier of the atmosphere, consuming the poisonous

carbonic acid and releasing life-giving oxygen. Distant forests

distilled the air we now breathe. All animal life rests ujion vege-

tation. On this mantle of greenery flung round all the earth all

men and beasts feed and grow.

Trees express the hos})itality of nature. What a hosteli-y is

an ancient tree! In it the birds build their nests, the bees find a

hive, the insects burrow and feed, the bear finds a home, and the

traveler a shelter. So may our lives ever be the refuge of le&ser,

weaker life.

Trees teach a lesson of variety. Each has its character, ex-

pressed in the difl'erence of outline as flung against the sky. Each

Sjieaks its o\\ti message and preaches i(s own sernKun The oak

cries out, "]3e strong"; the olive whis^^ers from its silver haves,
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"Peace"; the firs, cedars, and pines, with their evergreen foliage,

saj, "Live for ever"; wliile the palm tree shouts out, "Victory!"

How different the palm and pine, tlie glories of the north and the

south. Hear this lovely lyric of Heine:

The pine tree standeth lonely

In an upland wild and bare,

It standeth whitely shrouded

With snow, and sleepeth tliere;

It dreanieth of a palm tree,

Which, far in the East alone,

In mournful silence standeth

On its ridge of burning stone.

The pine can climb the mountain side and brave the eternal snows

witli its everlasting gi-ecn, while the palm is the gladness of the

desert, casting its cool shade across the burning sands. Even so

varied is the experience and character of Christians, but all alike

manifestations of the life which is of God.

Revealed history begins with the story of a garden where

grew strange and mystic trees for man's warning and for his relief.

It ends with the picture of another garden, where by a river's side

grows the tree, bearing twelve manner of fruits, wdiose leaves are

for the healing of the nations. When we hear the rustliiig of the

leaves of these summer woods, may our spirits also feel the winds

that stir the branciies of the tree of life.

Beantiful and full of blessing is the tree, from the first "Our

Father," murmured by the opening buds of spring, to the last

"Amen" whispered by the falling leaves.

Only the poet can fully interpret for us the glory of "the

woods that bring the sunset near." Who has ever dojie it inore

perfectly than Joyce Kilmer?

I think that I shall never see

A poem lovely as a tree.

A tree vrhose hungry mouth is pressed

Against the earth's sweet flowing breast;

A tree that looks at God all day

And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
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A tree that mny in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;

Upon Avbose bosom snow has lain;

Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems are made by fools like me,

But only God can make a tree.

EEST For. THE WEAPvY

A Vacatiox IMeditatiox

"CoitE imto me, all ye that are weary and heavy lacloii, and

I will give you rest." Those words of Jesus are almost too beauti-

ful and too simple to talk about; oue fears to mar their loveliness,

as one would soil the fairness of a flower by overhandling. Sim-

ple as it is, it is the greatest of announcements. If Satan could

give rest he would win the world, for there is nothing for which

earth so much longs. The sweetest sentence in the Shepherd

Psalm is, "He maketli me to lie down."

We may not always feel the need of rest. There are times

when we long for action, when the young heart craves excitement

and ambition spurs to eilort. It is quite natural for the child to

beg to sit up longer: "I'm not a bit tired." lint weariness comes

soon enough, and with Talleyrand at eighty-three we cry out: "Life

.is a long fatigue."

We have been born into a life of labor. This is a world of

work—yes, of o\-er\vork—a world where most men break down be-

fore they wear out. There is a tendency of burdens to accumulate.

Wealth and knowledoe. that sliould brine,' freedom, only brintr

larger cares and heavier responsibilities. V^'e make the chains

that bind us. This is simply one phase of the constant chasm be-

tween the ideal and the real. Our plans are always greater than

our power of performance. We grow weary in tiwing to keep u])

with ourselves. The body can never keej) ]>ace with the brain, nor

the mind with the heart's desires. Worst of all, our ]>lans grow

biggest at the vci-y time that strength is smallest. But the dcc])cst

source of our iiioiMal \\cariiic>s is sin. Passi(.n cannot i>-.st, nor
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auiLition, nor selfishness. This it is that turns work into worrv

and toil into trouble.

If all the \vo]'hl conld sigh out one emotion it would be this:

"So tired !" If all the world could pant forth one prayer it would

be this, "0, that I had the wings of a dove that I might fly away

and be at rest !" l^art of the vrorld is seeking for money, a few

for powei", some foi- i)leasurc, many for work; but all, all are seek-

ing rest.

The rest we need is not rest from lalx)r, but rest in labor.

It is not work but worry that kills, not the toil of the day but

the restlessness of the night. It is not motion but friction that

wears out the engine. Eeal rest is not in inactivity but in har-

monious action.

Rest is not quitting this busy career,

Rest is the fitting of self to one's sphere.

'Tis the brook's motion, clear without strife;

Seeking the ocean after its life;

'Tis loving and serving the highest and best,

'Tis onward, unswerving, and this is true rest.

And this the ]\raster gives ns. There is but one perfect

strength, the power of God, and but one perfect peace, the ever-

lasting calm of God. He invites us to "enter into his rest," which

is simply to take u})on us his strength, the mighty unhindered

action of him who "fainteth nr.t, neither is weary." Into our

flagging zeal and failing forces he will pour the unwasting energy

of his onnii]>otencc. Divine ins])iration will bring greater re-

freshment both to body and mind than a summer vacation.

This is the logic of nature. Our physical ]>rogress is won by

"easting our burden on the Lord." And so we call upon his winds

to push our boats, his steam to drive our wheels, his lightnings to

carry our messages, his light to paint our })ic.tures.

Tliis is the experience of grace. He is the mighty Porter,

who will carry Ixitli us and our load. The God of the Bible is

more than a ruling God; he is a serving God. He not only gives,

lie is our rest. *'They that wait u]X)n the Lord shall renew their

strength; they shall mount u]) on wings as eagles; they shall run,

and not be weary; and they shall walk, and not faint."
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Jesus Christ is our instructor in the technique of rest. "Learu

of me," lie says, "and ye shall find rest unto your souls." Wo get

this rest hy assuming a fresh load. ''Take )ny yoke upon you,"

And that means more than, that he will take his half of the double

yoke and pull with us. It means that submission and surrender

are the path to peace; for as self is discord so love is harmony.

The rest we need is not chiefly for our bodies but for our souls.

We carry our palaces and dungeons within us. Of every man,

who now in the eternal peace rests from his labor, it can be said :

"Heaven was in him Ix^fore he was in heaven." Yes, His yok'o

is easy and liis burden light, for there are burdeiis that lighten

the load. Half the weight of a hawk is feathers, but they help

to fly.

Peace, iierfect peace, by thronging duties pressed?

To do the will of Jesus—this is rest.

THE HOUSE OF THE INTERPRETER

In'stead of the expositions usually appearing in this department,

in this issue thei'c is given an evangelistic sermon on the text: "^Multi-

tudes, multitudes in the valley of decision; the day of the Lord is near

in the valley of decision" (Joel 3. 14). While the primary meaning
of the phrase "valley of decision" is the scene of the judgment of Jehovah,

it is not improper to consider the divine decision as based upon the

moral choice of men. The topical sermon should always be given a

firm expository basis.

The Vali.ey of Decision

Our journey to-night is not to the valley of the Mississippi, the seat

of coming empire, nor to the valley of the Amazon, -.vith its tropical

forests and vast mineral -wealth, nor to the vale of Cashmere, with its

Oriental associations of romance and song. Our valley is located, not

in the physical but in the moral world; it is one through which all must

pass, for it is the sc^ne of the eternal trial of the human will. And
through this valley of decision I purpose, with the help of the Spirit of

God, that we shall all pass this very hour.

Doubtless the prophet had in mind a literal valley, the deep valley

of Jchoshapliat, east of Jerusalem, wliich many Jews believed would be

the scene of the day of judgment and of the inauguration of the ^Messiah's

kingdom. Here were the gardens of the kings and that garden of

Gothsemane viiere our Lord completed in the spirit the great surrender

which made him the Captain of our salvation. Here, tou, woe the prin-
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cipal cemeteries of Jerusalem where the greatest scen« of the resurrec-

tion was to take place and where every orthodox Jew longs to be buried.

Here, the Moslem fables say, shall be placed the narrow bridge of testing,

fine as a razor edge, across which only holy saints can pa:^s to Paradise.

This valley lies with Olivet and the temple on either side, between the

scenes of Christ's ascension and that of his passion, between his glory

and his shame, between his rejection and his coronation.

These things are no mere fables of the east, no wild romances of

the Oriental imagination; they are a true parable of our inner life.

Our vision is not called outward to some geographical valley with

luxuriant gardens, safe bowered beneath its surrounding hills; nor to

a historical valley which tells of battles fought, treaties made and a

nation's destiny decided. Our vision is directed inward to the spiritual

realm, the majestic valley of choice, where Christ in conscience sets up

his judgment throne, tho place where individual destiny is decided, the

real platform of the drama of grace and salvation.

Once to every man and nation comes the moment to decide
In the strife 'twixt truth and falsehood, on the good or evil side;

Some great cause, God's new Messiah, offering each the blooni or blight,

Parts the goats upon the left hand and the sheep upon the right,

And the choice goes by forever 'twixt that darkness and that light.

The valley of decision may be found anyv.-here. There is no place

where a soul may not find God. It may be in a natural valley or on

rugged mountain heights; it may be in a cathedral, a church or a closet;

it may be in street, or shop, or store; it may be in field, or farm, or

factory. No matter where it is, we may make it a valley by our humble

submission and pass by the path of decision to the place of pardon and

peace. And it may 'be here, here, to-night, in the house of God, that

you may find the place of choice, and there may take place the sublimest

event 'of history or life.

Places are distinguished by the events which occur in them. Great

is that pass at Thermoijyhu, ^vhere three hundred Greeks stayed the

tide of Asiatic barbarism; great is that field of Ilunnymede, where the

barons of England compelled a bad king to grant that chnrter wiiich

is the birthright of English and American freemen; greater is that hall

in Philadelphia, where our fathers pledged life, fortune and honor to

our national indep-endencu based on the rights of manhood; but greatest

of all is the valley of decision, for here happens the central event of

all time, yea, of eternity. Here is fought the greatest of all battles, the

battle with sin, self, and the world; here takes place the greatest of

all revolutions, the conversion of a life to God; and here is made the

greatest of all declarations of independence, which throws off the

tyrannous yoke of sin and creates a freeman in Christ Jesus.

'I'Le valley ol" decision! The very name is significant. Only on

the field of will does God meet inau. Repentance and faith, they are

moral acts, great decision.-, of ihe will and heart, which make God ours

and secure his help. Not on the plains of good desires, not in the cloudy

regions of unbelief, not in the marshy grounds of appetite, not on the
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bleak heights of self-righteousness, not on the cold hills of skepticism,

not on the wild slippery cliffs of backslidiug, not in the burning deserts

of desire—in none of these places can the soul fnid God. These are

places of peril and danger; they are crov/dcd with the unsaved. They
are like the fabled death valley of Java, in whose center the poisonous

upas tree is said to grow and which is filled with the skulls and bones
of dead beasts and men. Leave these scenes of danger and death, and
through the valley of decision make your way to life, to the mountain of

blessing and glory.

The way into the valley of decision is through a dark and narrow
ravine called Penitence. Many try other paths, but wander and are lost.

Men say they cannot believe, but they mean they have not repented.

That' was a fine old Methodist phrase that called repentance "believing

ground." The longer we delay the more difficult becomes the entrance.

The ravine slowly contracts, until at last "no place of repentance is

found."

Though dark its entrance, you shall find the valley of decision a

bright and beautiful place. Here the water of life flows in murmuring
cadences, softer than the sweet Siloam or cool Kedron, through the

valley of Jehoshaphat. Gardens of beauty are here whose flower is

hope and whose fruitage is joy. Here, too, is the best of company, for

by this path all the saints have trod and Jesus himself has led the way.

The valley of decision is the starting point of the heavenly high-

way. The way to life eternal begins with "I will." Though the dark
river we call death flows round the whole world, Christ has bridged the

stream at this point. Here, and here only, lies the road to glory.

The valley of Jehoshaphat also opened out into that of }Iinnom,

Gehenna, which to the ancient Jew was the type of hell. There perpetual

fire burned up the offal of the city. There were the never-dying worm
and the unquenchable fire. So does the valley of decision have an

opening toward the place of doom. The place of testing may be the

place of failure. O, men and women, make not the scene of possible

victory the place of the soul's dark defeat!

Think of the mighty decisions that have bc-en made here. Here
Abraham heard the voice that called him out of idolatry to a strange

quest after God; here Jacob saw the golden ladder, thronged with

angelic forms, with the Lord above it, and "vowed a vow unto the Lord";
here Moses turned from Eg>'pt's palaces of pride and chose the humble
lot of the people of God; here Joshua challenged a nation to decision

and proclaimed, "As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord"; here

Solomon chose wisdom rather than riches or power; here the prodigal son

came to hiniself and cried, "I will arise and go unto my father"; here

Paul saw the blinding light of a great conviction and asked, "Lord,
what wilt thou have me to do?" here Luther heard the voice, "The just

shall live by faith," ring through his soul as he climbed on his knees
the Scala Sancta at the Lateran, and leaped to his feet a free man in

Christ Jesus; here John Wesley felt his heart strangely wanned and
cried, "Ready for all thy perfect will!" and here have millions of souls
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stood at the parting of the ways, and decided for God and holiness and

lieavcn. "MuHitiules, multitudes in the valley of decision!" No tablets

or monuments may mark these countless pilgrimages, yet above them
down-bending choirs of angels have sung heaven's rai)ture over -the

sinner's choice of God.

The valley of decision is also the valley of judgment. The scene of

man's choice is also the scene of God's judgment. "The day of the Lord

is near in the valley of decision." There are gathered all nations, for

"He is sifting out the hearts of men before his judgment seat." Through

a rift in rock and sky the great white throne appears. "We are even now
taking our places ou the right and on the left. Our right decision now
will win his glad judgment then.

Hast thou chosen, O my people, in v/hose party thou shalt stand,

Ere the doom from his worn sandals shake the dust against our land?
What though evil seem to prosper, 'tis the good alone is strong;

And, albeit she wander outcast^now, I see" around her throrig

Troops of beautiful tall angels to enshield her from all wrong.

In this very chapter, speaking of this valley, God says, "I will plead

with them there." And has he not pleaded with you in this valley of

decision? By the word of power, by the testimony of conscience, by the

voice of reason and the drawings of love, by providences of pain and

gifts of gladness, by bereavements and blessings, by the wooings of his

spirit and the holy argument of the cross, he is pleading with you now.

By command and invitation, by warning and entreaty, by tender

memories and holy hopes, ho appeals to you, "Choose, choose ye this

day whom ye will serve." Let his pleading prevail v,-ith you in the

valley of decision and it shall not prevail against you in tlie day of the

Lord. While his throne is still a merc3'-seat decide, decide!

The valley of Jehoshaphat has by some been identified with that

valley of Berachah, the valley of blessing where the king gathered his

victorious army to sing songs of deliverance for the triumph God had

granted him over a mighty foe. This may be made true. Gain you

a victory in this valley of decision and it shall become th.e valley of un-

speakable blessing to your soul. May "nuiltiludes, multitudes in the

valley of decision" be now enabled to sing:

I have entered the valley of blessing so sv.'eet,

And Jesus abides wiili me there; ^
And His Spirit and blood make my cleansing complete.
And His perfect love casteth out fear.

.

There is love in this valley of blessing so sweet,

Such as none but the blood-washed may feel;

When heaven comes down redeemed spirits to meet,
And Christ sets His covenant seal.
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THE ARENA

NEW STUDIES OP THE CHURCH

Dr. William Adams Bi?om>'s book, The Churcli in America, is an

achievement. It contains a body of material no preacher can do without.

It would smack of irreverence to call it a mass of material; it is a care-

fully marshaled body of it and under the touch of a massive mind it

becomes a living thing. You will have to go far to find a document in

which information and inspiration keep such steady company. And yet

there is about this boolc little that is propagandist. It is a study more
than an appeal. In it the church is neither wounded nor concealed in the

house of its friends. There is a frankness and fineness about it that will

appeal to those who think.

There is an overwhelming temptation to review the reviews on this

book. The Christian Century, of which better things may usually be ex-

pected, damns the author \sith faint praise. In a long and not particu-

larly brilliant editorial it insists that Dr. Brown did not live up to the

ideal which he set for himself in his introduction. Such literalism ill

becomes liberalism. It reminds one of Shylock exacting tho pound of

flesh. As a matter of fact, Dr. Brown claims no infallibility. This book

is noteworthy for its spirit of inquiry. Not a suggestion of dogmatism is

to be found anywhere. One who reads a book with one eye open for the

things with vrhich the book does not deal does not set himself to an

arduous task. We too can think of omissions. Some tremendous state-

ment concerning stewardship; some distinguished discussion of the

various faith-cure movements and the phases of spiritism; that plea for

a larger place for art in the church which Van Ogden Vogt makes in his

review of the book in the New York Evening Post, might well have ap-

peared in the book. But for everything one thinks of that might have
gone into the book one v.ill find several items one likely Avould never

have thought of but for Doctor Brown. It is both an extensive and in-

tensive survey of the church.

The introduction discus.ses the Churcii and Democracy. Part I "faces

the facts." It recites the religion of the average American; how this re-

ligion is affected by changing conditions and the problems that emerge
because of these changes; how the church has reacted toward the world
and the benefits accruing from its missionary attitude. Part II indicates

Avhere we may begin now to build for larger things; the strength of the

church when the war began; what the church learned in the war (this

is in many respects the most important part of the book) ; and the infiu-

ence the war had on the church. Part 111 treats the new intellectual en-

vironment in which the church finds itself, what science has done with
and for our faith; the social emphasis; the church as a spiritual society

and an ecclesiastical institution. Part IV deals with the factors that

should be organized and reorganized for effective service; the work of the

local churcli, which ought never to be discounted; the community church
movement and church federations; the need for specialization in or-
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ganization and personnel, and the problem of church union and unity.

Part V looks to to-morrow. It considers the new educational program

of the church; the fmding and training of leaders; the Cliristian way of

dealing with differences; cooperative and collective thinking. In con-

clusion there is considered the contribution of the church to the democ-

racy of the future.

When one comes to the end of the book he will agree with the author

that there is manifest everywhere "the deep need of God born out of tlie

darkness and despair of the time. All over the world there are men and

women who are spiritually orphaned, longing for some clear revelation

of goodness at the heart of things. To-day as in every past age men need

to be assured that there is a good God who cares, and that when Jesus

said, 'He that hath seen me hath, seen the Father,' he spoke the truth.

This reassuring message only a reunited church can give, for to be given

effectively it must be expressed not in words but through deeds." One

who reads this book should be better equipped for this great task because

of the reading of it.

Port Jervis, N. Y. John M. Versteeg.

BIBLICAL RSSEARCH

A CLOSER WALK WITH JESUS

TiiEKE are many fields of biblical research into which the busy pastor

has no time to stray. From tlie standpoint of biblical science they are

important, but for the shepherd of living souls they are elective bypaths.

But the most intensive study of the Jesus of history is required of every-

one who would intelligently call men to be his followers. Our pulpits

suffer to-day from much blind exhortation to an "imitatio Christi" without

laying a foundation concerning who he was and what he taught and did.

The presses are flooding the market with study books on Jesus* \vay of

living. Many of these make no endeavor to understand what Jesus at-

tempted to do in the first century. They content themselves with approach-

ing the Gospels with the practical question as to what they teach on

modern problems. To read many of the results confirms the promise of

the Master himself thai "He who seeks, finds"—what he went out to seek,

rather than what Jesus taught.

It is not strange that the last buhvark of verbal infallibility sliould be

our Gospel narratives. That a Hebrew chroniclist should have made a

mistake in fact or manifusted a submoral judgment is after all a calamity

only for the theorist with preconceived ideas of what inspiration ought to

require. But if Christ is our standard, the words ascribed to him must
be left essentially untouched by criticism. With him, it must still be every

word or none. When you pick up a book with the title, What Jesus Really

Tauglit About . . . prayer, wealth, the Kingdom, etc., you feel confident

that you v.-ill find a catalogue of all the relevant pass;ages, and without

further evaluation as to source they will be stamped as "what Jesus
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taught." That is our old friend "verbal infallibility" entrenched in his

last fortress.

It would be out of place in this article upon recent developments in

the study of the earliest sources for the luecisage and work of Jesus to

trace even the broad outlines of modern criticism. The two-source iiypoth-

csis has received practically universal acceptance. According to this,

the first written documents were the Gospel According to !\Iark and a

collection of Sayings of Jesus commonly designated Q, aad probably from

the hand of iNIatthew. These were combined with other material into our

present first and third Gospels. Whatever the view concerning the author-

ship of the Fourth Gospel, it is rather an interpretation of Jesus than

a contribution to .history. The Earliest Sources for the Life of Jesus,

by F. C. Burkitt (Pilgrim Press, 1910), gives a brief, readable summary
of the general conclusions of scholarship, and Oxford Siudirs in the Si/nop-

iic Problem (Clarendon Press, 1911) pierces into the maze of analysis and

detail. Emphasis was laid upon the documentary nature of the sources

in opposition to the oral hypothesis. The two-source theory recognized

that all of the Gospel material does not stand upon the same plane, and

the endeavor was to reach the earliest and most authentic documents

upon which a truly authentic Life of Christ could bo written. The mate-

rial not included in these early documents was probably by hypothesis

of later origin, and some of legendary character.

Three main problems held the interest of the specialist in the field

of his literary criticism. First, was there a more primitive and authentic

Ur-markus behind our second Gospel? The pursuit of such a document

led to the radical skepticism of a Wrede, contending that Jesus never

claimed to be the Messiah at all i^[cssiasgeheiwnis) , and of a Drev/s, v/ho

still insists that Jesus never lived. {Commenianj on Mark, published in

1922.) To extract from Mark an historical kernel that would satisfy the

mind of a thorough-going rationalist and upon which a motivated Life of

Christ could be built was an impossible task. The most recent attempt to

dissect the literary sources of our second Gospel distinguishes between a

source that knows "the twelve" and one that mentions only "dis-

ciples," but is marked by a most praiseworthy hesitation regarding de-

tails. (Eduard Meyer, Vrsprung und Anfiinge dcs Christ'intnms, Berlin,

1921, pp. 121f.) The second field for exploration was to determine the

extent and character of the hypothetical Q. Reconstructions were legion

and proved that while our faith that such a document was used by our

first and third evangelists was well grounded, the exact limits assigned

reflected chiefly the attitude of the author toward individual passages.

The musty scholastic could here work out abundant unrewarding theses.

Did Matthew and Luke have the same recension of Q? .Was it in Greek or

in Aramaic?- Did Luke have Matthew as well as Q and -Alark before

him? The third type of problem attracting attention was the discovery

of other sources whicii might claim primary significance. Is Luke's

deviating account of the Passion due to another source or simply to his

own rewriting of Mark? A special soui-ce of great value has usually been

accredited to Luke, but Mr. B. H. Streeter in the Hibbert Journal for Sep-
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tembcr, 1921, goes beyond,this and suggests that the sections dependent

upon Mark (3. 3 to 6. 19, and 8. 4 to 9. 50) have bocn iiitroduced into a

narrative otherwise entirely independent and rivaling Mark in age and

trustworthiness.

After he has patiently plodded through the work that has been done

along these lines in the last twenty years, the ordinary preacher does not

feel that there is a groat deal that helps him gain a living appreciation

of Jesus of Nazareth. The writing of the Gospels is made to appear as

much an affair of the cloistered study as these learned dis;:crtations upon
the "synoptic problem." It is not strange that Simkhovitcli, in trying to

understand Jesus, passes by the "presuppositions of text-criticism"—to

his own presuppositions. One does not wonder that the volcanic Papini

should draw back with revulsion from the stacks of "scientific literature"

upon his Jesus and heap a violent invective upon their authors as upon
the scribes of old. We are most grateful for the moving story which
Papini has given us, but, like every biography, it is a biography of two
men, and the Papini clement is very large. While the subjective factor

can never be entirely eliminated and in this field "scientific" is a relative

term, we will approach closer to the actual Jesus of history through the

careful and patient study of the texts than through the "inspired intuition"

of a poet.

Our survey of the main problems of investigation has probably re-

vealed our own personal belief that synoptic criticism had rather "run
to seed." The polemic against the inadequacy of oral transmission to

account for the data found in our synoptic Gospels had resulted in largely

overlooking the fact that in any case for two or three decades the tradi-

tion Avas simply oral. We have no more right to assume the verbal

inspiration of this process than in the commitment to writing. The
question of vital significance is not whether a given passage belonged orig-

inally to Q, but what "history" has it undergone during the period of

oral transmission? Tradition-criticism methods must be developed beside
the te.xt-criticism that had so long held exclusive attention. It might be
true that nothing approaching objectivity could be reached, but when the
Gospels which Ave have show such illustrations of "development" as in the
account of the rich ruler (Mark 10. 17 and parallel in Matthew) it is

futile to abstractly contend that such "development" did not take place.

The stimulus for a new approach once more came from methods applied
to Old Testament study. In the March-April number of the Mkthoui.st
Rkvikw, Professor Gressnian outlined the paths being followed iu the
study of literary forms and the hi.slory of traditions in the Old Testa-
ment. That study docs not reject the documentary analysis of the Hexa-
teuch, any more than tlie recent New Testament criticism rejects the
two-source hypothesis, but points out that after we know whether an
incident belongs to J, E or P, we have said nothing as to its form, or of

the long period of oral transmission preceding the documents criticism
has laid bare.

The pioneer book from this point of view was probably Jiilicher's great
work on the Parables, which is unfortunately not in translation. In this
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lio does not merely set out to expound the text as found in the Bible, but

recopnizos that some parables met with radical adaptation as told by the

early Christian community, lie seeks beyond the record the parable

that Jesus tuld. His analysis reveals three literary types, the simple and

expanded similes that are universal in their application (Matt. 7.

16-20), parables where the comparison does not always hold (JIatt. IS.

21-35), and illustrations (Luke 10. 29-37). Many feel that in rejecting out-

right all allegorical features, Jiilicher was unjustifiably arbitrary, but

that does not vitiate the importance of the work. One or two ilustrations

must suffice.
'

A comparison of !\Iark 4. 10-12, which purports to give the reason for

Jesus' use of parables, with the actual parables reported from him reveals

a contradiction which is obvious to any but confirmed apologists. Even
in the form which Matthew gives—ithat the parables were spoken "be-

cause, hearing they did not hear"—the conclusion cannot be escaped that

according to the evangelist the parables were not supposed to be under-

stood by the mass of the people, for this misunderstanding is the neces-

sary fulfillment of the prophecy of Isaiah. He proceeds to explain the

parable as if it were a dark saying, as if an illustration were not to make
clear the less obvious through that which needed no explanation. AVe

have then a later theory about the purpose of parables, to explain the

historical fact that the Jews had not believed on the Messiah. It is

part of our earliest source, but a true criticism of the tradition will not

allow us to ascribe that purpose of parables to the Ma.ster himself. To
take an individual parable, that of the unrighteous servant (Luke 16. 1-13),

Jiilicher's analysis showed that the original parable teaching the necessity

for cleverness has been given an entirely different application by the

evangelist and made to recommend alms-giving, to which are appended

miscellaneous words against mammon and exhorting to faithfulness.

Since the war there has appeared in Germany in rapid succession

a series of studies in tradition criticism which are very significant con-

tributions to the study of the synoptic Gospels. The first of these came
from the pen of IMartin Dibelius, the successor of Johannes AVeiss at

Heidelberg {Die Formgcscliichie (Jcs Evangcliuuis) . The most valuable

point he stresses is the use of the narratives in the early Christian

preaching. He distinguishes between the '"paradigma," where the inci-

dent leads up to a word of Jesus and in which lies its imi)ortanc«, and
the "novelle," the story of a miracle pure and simple. He considers the

first our most trustworthy material, while with the second the question

should frequently be raised if they were not current stories with which
the name of Jesus has been later connected.

The use of the "paradigmata" in preaching led to certain adapta-

tions. One of his most interesting suggestions concerns Mark 2. 10, 28.

The phrase "Son of Man" in these verses is a break T.ith the usage else-

where in Mark. In each case, according to Dibelius, we have an explana-

tory phrase of the preacher v.-ho seeks to make clear what the anecdote

showed regarding Jesus. It was gratuitous for the Master to say, '"That

ye may know that the Son of Man hath authority on earth to for^ve
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sins," and, "So that the Son of Man is lord even of tlie sabbath." The
witnesses of the events in question could sec that, but in relating the

incident the preacher must make that clear. Any minister who takes

cognizance of liis own application of Scripture will see no irreverence in

ascribing such oral accumulation to the earliest teaching. Their mes-

sage was not how Jesus permitted his disciples to satisfy their hunger,
but what conclusion could be drawn regarding the authority of Jesus.

The other forms isolated by Dibelius are the "Paranese" or didactic

teaching matter, and the "Mythus," where the figure transcends that of a

human teaclier. A more complete and in many ways satisfactory analysis

is given by Rudolf Bultraan {Die Grschichtc dcr Si/nopiiscJicn Tradition,

Gottingen, 1021), vho is Jiilicher's successor in New Testament at Mar-
burg. Ho uses the terra "apophthegmata" instead of "paradigmata," which
he divides into two classes, the ai'guments with opponents and discussions

with disciples, and purely biogi-aphical incidents, as Mark 3. 31-35. Vari-

ous groups are designated under the first: (a) wliere healings form the

occasion (as I\Iark 3. 1-6); (b) other instances calling for the defense of

the conduct of Jesus or his disciples (as Mark 2. 15-17) ; (c) where Jesus

is directly asked a question (Mark 12. 2S-34).

Bultman ascribes in our opinion far too anuch to the literary activity

of the early community. He is a good example of those critics v.hose

receptacle labeled "Community theology" is inordinately large. It is tlie

merit of Deissmann's work to emphasize the essential unliterary cliarac-

ter of early Christianity. Under his stimulus there has come from the

pen of M. Alhertz an extremely valuable monogiaph on the disputations

in the synoptic Gospels (Die Synopfischcn Streitgcsprachc, Berlin, 1921).

"In the beginning was the word," Albertz reminds us. The disputes are

not literary products in rabbinical style, but living pictures of Jesus fight-

ing to ^Jefend his ministry. The value of the Scripture proof sometimes
invoked is for his opponents, not for himself. All are concise and con-

crete. (The real controversy over ceremonial cleanliness ends with verso

13 in Mark 7. 1-23. What follows Albertz concurs in regarding as a

literary addition.) The contrast with the wordy disputes over the origin

and. nature of Jesus in John is marked. These synoptic disputes

could have been circulated from mouth to mouth and used by early

Christians, such as Stephen, in justifying their conduct. Albertz postu-

lates two separate collections of disputes incorporated by :Mark into his

narrative. That accounts for the retention of the phrase "Son of Man"
(Mark 2. 10, 28) in contradiction to the author's scheme. It explains the

anti-climax in the addition of Mark 3. 22-30 after the break between Jesus
and the Pharisees and the Herodians at the close of the Galilean group
(Mark 2. 1 to 3. 6). The collection of Jerusalem disputes (Mark 11. 15-17,

27-32; 12. 13-40) stand? in contrar.t to the parable (Mark 12. 1-12) of the

wicked husbandmen, wliere dispute is over and the break inevitable.

When we recognize that the collection first existed by itself, it no longer
follow.^; that they all took place in the last week of the life of Jesus nor
necessarily in Jerusalem. The form of the disputation, however, we have
every reason to regard as containing among our most authentic material.
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To return to the analysis followed by BuUman, lie next groups the

didactic matter as to form in order to trace developments here. (1) Jesus,

the wisdom teacher, as in "If a kingdom be divided against itself, that

kingdom cannot iitand" (Mark 3. 24). Such words were combined and

expanded in the preservation of the tradition. Here it is most difficult to

discuss "genuineness," for Jesus may well have used proverbs that were

current as well as his own original phrasings. Soiron in the 'ofticial"

Roman Catholic "refutation" of the "two-source hypothesis" (Die Logia

Jcsu, Munich, 1916) also makes much of the oral retention of words

through association of catchwords (as Luke 11. 33, 34). With the loss

of the original connection, it sometimes follows that we can no longer

determine the original meaning (as seen from a comparison of Luke

C. 39 with Matt. 15. 14). (2) The prophetic and apocalyptic words oi

Jesus, including promises, threats, exhortations, and prophecy (as Luke

10. 23, Matt. 11. 21). Our sources reveal Jesus the apocalyptic prophet

as -well as Jesus the wisdom teacher, and it is arbitrary to reject either

in our interpretation of Jesus. (3) Laws and rules for the community

(as I\Iark 7. 15 and 11. 25, etc.). (4) "I-words" such as Matt. 11. 2of. and

Luke 14. 2G. (5) Parables.

All of this material is exhaustively analyzed into the smallest minutia

and its history traced. Words were given settings which were no part of

Ihe original tradition (as we see in comparing Luke with the other

Gospels). Names of individuals and places were added. Many of the

individual conclusions will be as inconclusive to the readers of the

Rkvikw as they are to the present writer. Bultman follows Wrede in

the contention that Jesus never claimed to be the Messiah, but this was

first made by the disciples after Jesus' death. That naturally affects cer-

tain conclusions, but in no way alters the necessity of answering the ques-

tions he raises. Between Jesus and the earliest Gospels is a gap of at

least thirty years, Avhen a growing community of followers of their risen

Lord, w^ho would return soon as Messianic ruler, repeat from mouth to

mouth accouut^s of his ministry. What has been most faithfully trans-

mitted and what has been colored by the hopes and the needs of the

community? To ignore the question is sheer folly and to close our eyes

to the historical origins of our faith. Our Gospels are the products of

belief in Jesus, not the source of that belief. We must not relegate all

patient "spade-work" therein to those who begin with negative pre-

suppositions.

The monographs so far discussed have dealt wiih the individual

speeches and narratives. K. L. Schmidt has devoted his book to an exam-

ination of the framework of the Gospels. {Dcr Ralimcn dcr Gcschichtc

Jesti, Berlin, 1919. Schmidt was formerly associated with Deissmann in

Berlin and is now Eultman's successor at Giessen.) It is another master-

piece of detail which discusses all relevant text-critical questions. He
concludes that the historical value of Mark has been greatly overrated. We
cannot argue from literary priority to historical judgments any more than

Nvc can fiom histoiioal piobability to literary judgments (as Spitla).

The framework of the second Gospel is due to the evangelist and is not
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an integral part of the tradition that came to him in the form of isolated

events and words, or small groups of both. "On the next day," "thoy

came to the other side of the sea," and the great majority of such tem-

poral and local settinfvs are purely editorial. From them we can draw )io

conclusions as to chronology or itinerary. The "day" recounted in the

first chapter of Mark is a typical one constructed by the evangel-

ist from the materials at his command, and not recollections of

Peter at second hand. The goal-less hither and thither wandering of

Jesus is due less to tlie actual course traversed by him than the pericopc

tradition that the evangelist wove together as best he could. The earliest

reference to Mark's Gospel (in Pnpias) explicitly states that he wrote

"not in order." And yet the "scientific" scholars for forty years endeav-

ored to write a Life of Christ on their Markan hypothesis in defiance of

that statement, on the supposition that the only alternative was to accept

the order in John. Since the work of Schmidt and others, any attempt

to give a chronological account of even the open ministry of Jesus will

be so much waste paper. Papini evidently had learned that much from
the "scientific" historians he scorns. Matthew's order has long been rec-

ognized as topical (except where he follows Mark). But the earliest

evangelist also possessed only traditions of varying worth which he com-

bined as best he could—not information for a connected Life of Christ.

That had little interest for the early Christians. They treasured "the

good tidings of Jesus Christ, the Son of God."

Enough has been said concerning these recent monographs to turn

to the subject of their value for the minister. Are such studies any more
rewarding than the endeavors to find the true limits of a hypothetical
"Q"? We believe that they are. What stood in Q is of secondary import-

ance once we grant that that gives no infallible guarantee that Jesus is

exactly quoted. The question of burning importance, if we even entertain

the hypothesis of the worth of Jesus which the church ascribes to him,

is the question as to what bears the surest imprint of his personality.

Our first reaction may be to take fright. Amid this babel of professorial

voices, whom should we believe? Can we trust the afiinity of sinceie

minds for the truth, or must we revert to dependence upon some authority,

in imitation of our Catholic brethren. The timid soul would perhaps like

to content himself with the words, "I will believe Matthew rather than

some conceited modern critic," but he soon discovers that that will not

suffice. When the skeptic assures the preacher that a document is for

him neither historically credible nor morally worthy which recounts

such incidents as the driving of demons from a denu>niac into a herd

of swine and bringing about their destruction in what the minister claims

to be the account of the perfect life which can solve bur problems—what
then? Will he simply say, that is the Jesus I offer you—take it or leave

it! If he should intimate that the story in question stands upon a lower

historical plane than say the Sabbath healings, upon what would he justify

his contention? Source criticism will not prove it. More "wish" is 'too

fragile an instrument with which to construct history, and above all, of

Him whom we claim to be the norm. Tradition-criticism, however, gives
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us good grounds—not proofr;- but genuine reasons for evaluating the

(lospel material through a st\idy of the various forms.

The preaclier will not have time to study and weigh all of the individ-

ual contributions as they appear from time to time. Ho must be clear,

however, in his understanding of the task and the method. He must
realize that between the Jesus whose disciples we are and our earliest

accounts, there is a gap that can be but imperfectly bridged. He must
know that there are certain developments of the tradition that can be

traced, and that amid much that is at best simply the most recent opinion,

there has been brought to us a body of established facts regarding Jesus

of Nazareth. An absolutely perfect transcription of the words and deeds

of Jesus is assuredly a myth, but he is no myth. This study will guard

the preacher against two subtle dangers. His "Christ of Faith" may be so

detached from historical reality that the religion he proclaims will be an

uncontrolled mysticism. On the other hand, our religion may degenerate

into a mere ethical legalism. Our generation needs the full message of

the prophet of the coming kingdom of God. Unless we read that first

of all against the background of the "hopes of the first century we will be

lost in millennial illusions. If we genuinely crave a closer walk with

Him, W6 will not flinch from fearless tradition-criticism. In the words
of Jiilicher, "If the Master is not identical with the evangelists and means
more to us than they, we must use ever>' means in our possession to under-

stand him better than they." (Gleichnisrcdoi I, p. 11.)

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cr^REXCE T. Craig,

FOriEIGN OUTLOOK

CHINESE STUDENTS IN AMERICAN SCHOOLS'

I AM always glad to speak to a group of Chinese students. I have

the profoundest respect for China and I have frequently said that in my
opinion China is destined to be the stabilizer of the Orient.

In days gone by, China has been in the foremost ranks of the older

nations in ethics, education, culture, invention, and art, and she is really

worthy of the unfeigned respect of the world. I have long regarded Con-

fucianism as the best of the ancient Oriental religions. My purpose is

to point out how America and her Christian institutions may help China
in her effort to bring to completion and to full development what has, in

many particulars, been quite v.ell done.

Among the things to be admired and to be preserved in your national

life, as we know it, are: the Chinese recognition of a moral order per-

vading the universe, an order conceived as inflexible and unerringly just,

right, and benevolent; trust in the power of right rather than of might;
the acceptance of reason and fair dealing as standards of action; the

'Abstract of an addrc-ss doliverod at tlie coiifiT<rue of Chiru'SC' studfiit>, I'.v.inf (on, 111.,

Sfptcmbrr, 1022, by Bishop Thomas Nichoboii, LL.T)., Bishop of the Methodist F-jjiscopal

Church, reaident in Chicago, 111.
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habitual oontcntmctit whicli shows itself in cheerfulness and patience

under difficulties; the courtesy and gentleness which characterize most of

the Chinese, both of higher and of lower classes; the modesty of her

women; the respect for the aged and the learned; the sense of obliga-

tion to care for relatives even several degrees removed; the cherishing of

the memory of ancestors; the hereditary good taste in art and architec-

ture, and the general belief in the value of education. All these are most

valuable ti^aits in Chinese character and tradition.

Even more significant than some of these is that natioual conviction

of our Chinese brethren on which, as I understand it, their whole culture

rests, that the ultimate source of power must bo found in an appeal to

moral sanctions. You hold material force so meanly that the .soldier

has been about the lowest member in your social scale. You have trusted

in the power of right rather than in the power of physical might and the

doctriiies of force and pleasure growing out of lust for power, which have

brought Europe to the verge of ruin, have had little place among you.

We look for you to make a great contribution to the peace and security of

the world, chiefly because we believe that the main development of your

own nation will be along peaceful lines, and that your gro^\lh will be

in harmony with the ideas and ideals of moral and spiritual conceptions.

You will then pardon me if I indicate some of the lines on which

it seems to me your national development is likely to show that Chris-

tianity can be of great service to you.

1. Benjamin Kidd says that "The future of the world belongs to

those nations which have the forward look, whicli are willing to sacrifice

their present, not to the past, but to the future."

The golden age of Chribtianity is in the future, not in the past. That

is its ideal and that is its steady belief. Progress is its watchword. Is

It not true that China has had a tendency to look backward rather than

forward, to put reverence for the dead above the interests of the living,

to a.sk what the sages have said rather than to ask what the down-to-the-

minute facts are and v/hat they teach, us? Christianity will help you to

have a goal toward which you strive with a great new enthusiasm.

Browning makes Rabbi Ben Ezra say, "^Yhat I aspired to bo and was not

comforts me." lie makes another of his characters say, "A man's reach

must go beyond his grasp, else wliat's a heaven for?" Our great national

poet James Russell Lowell wrote:

"Ij<")nging is God's fresh Heavenward v.-ill.

With our poor earthward striving

We quench it that we may be still

Content with merely living.

But would we learn the heart's full scope

Which we are hourly wronging,

Our lives must climb from hope to hope

And realize our longing."

I may add, that which after all governs a man's character i.s not so

much what he does as wliat he longs to do and tries with all hi^ might
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to do. This is the spirit of Christianity. The great apostle Paul said in

one of his letters: "Forgetting the things which are behind, I press for-

ward toward the mark of tlie high calling of God wliich is in Christ

Jesus," and he wrought out for the world what has sometimes been called

his "great plan of the ages." Now this forward look, this high aim, this

spirit of achievement which is inherent in Christianity is, as I see it,

greatly needed by the Chinese nation.

2. Again, one of the mental and social inheritances which may hinder

progress is a limited scope of social interest; the tendency to restrict

concern to the family, the clan, or the province, rather than to extend

it to the nation, and to all citizens. In this respect Christianity again is

markedly different. It regards all men as brothers. It inculcates the

widest social and community interest. It breaks all national bonds and
looks toward a final community of nations in w^hich each shall find his

highest happiness in the happiness of all and each shall find his highest

good in the good of all.

The friendship of America for China in recent years, which led our
great Secretary of State John Hay to demand "the open door for China";
which led our country to return the Boxer indemnity fund; which led

to other similar acts such as famine relief and intervention for China
when it appeared that she was in danger of dismemberment from an
unfriendly power; all these are not accidental. They are not fitful.

They are the definite normal, moral outgrowth of the Christian ideals of

the American nation, and this spirit of service and this spirit of interest

in others and this general ideal of social helpfulness is one which, inherent

as it is in Christianity, may make that religious system of very great

value to the Chinese people.

8. There is another thing of the first importance. Christianity is

not only a great ethical systeni—it has a definite spiritual dynamic. The
thing which the Protestant cliurches know as conversion (which some of

them speak of as regeneration), which in truth is an emphasis on the

great spiritual fact that the life of God can be made vital in a human
soul, puts a power back of Christianity which has made it everywhere of

the largest significance.

What this world needs is after all not so much higher moral ideals,

nobler ethical codes, as it needs new moral energy to make vital its

moral ideals and its ethical codes. Christianity furnishes this power,
we think, as no other religion in the history of mankind has furnished
it, and that moral energy and that spiritual dynamic are needed by the

Chinese people as well as by the American people.

4. May I digress to discuss with you for a little the sense in which
America is a Christian country?

(a) The American republic is less than 150 years old. The Con-
stitution was adopted in 17S7, only 13.5 years ago. The Pilgrim fathers

landed at Pl\^nouth Rock in 1G20, only 300 years ago. This is a brief

span compared with the age of your Oriental empires.

(b) Cli,ristianity itself has been going only 2,000 years. After
struggles and persecutions for 300 years, it was taken over by Koman
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paganism and it suffered iimneusurably by the alliance It suffered a

long period of dilution and it has had a struggle to get itself back to

the simple teachings of its Founder.

(c) It is a high and exacting system. Men do not easily embrace it.

In America there are States where only ten per cent or fifteen per cent of

the people are as yet actual Christian communicants. The average has

been a little less than forty per cent. The percentage is steadily rising.

In the last year, the actual additions of members who accepted vital

relation to Christ and avowed themselves not merely as nominal but as

actual working members of the Christian churches was 814,000—well on

toward a million additions to the Christian churches in a single year.

But the point I am making is that Christianity has often been found

difficult and hence has not always been fully tried. Wo are in the

process of actually Chri-stianizing our o\\^1 nation. We accept and work to

the general ethical, spiritual, and community ideals of Christianity, but

only about half our population, or a little less, avov.-edly make definite

and honest effort to incarnate those ideals. As I have said, the per-

centage of such is increasing every year and Christianity is becoming

more vital in the American republic every year, but we do not yet have

the ideal condition.

(d) Christianity has been constantly suffering from the misdeeds of

those abroad who are not of it, but who come from the Christian country

—witness the efforts of the liquor traffic and the wickedness of men who
when driven out of America are willing, for gain of gold, to carry our re-

jected whisky business to nations in the Orient. We deplore that. We
count those men as sinners. Our Christian po])ulation has no use for

them, but Christianity is a voluntary system and we do not exterminate

them. We simply leave them to suffer from the disapprobation of the

world.

(e) Notwithstanding all these difficulties, Christianity now has, in

all its various forms, something like 635 millions of adherents, or about

thirty-eight per cent of the population of the world, and according to

the last figures I have received, the religion having the next largest num-
ber of adherents has only something less than eighteen per cent. Thus it

seems to us that Christianity is more and more commending itself on its

merits to the peoples of the world.

(f) Christianity is steadily accomplishing the task in its own fold of

Christianizing its own social order, at the same time that it is can-ying

to other men and other nations its glorious truths. The marvelous thing

is that the whole system is voluntary. We do not even have it as a state

religion in our country. No man is taxed for it by the Government. No
compulsory dollar is given to it, and yet on this voluntary principle a

single section of this Christian Church, numbering about four million

members, last year gave over seventy-five million dollars for work at

home and abroad and fifteen million dollars of it was for missionary pur-

poses. This was not for sectarian propaganda. That money almost en-

tirely went into the building of hospitals, of ori)hanages, of schools, of

institutions of mercy and of help in the various nations of the world. The
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ideals of Christianity are practicable. They are the Ideals of brotherhood,

of service, of helpfulness, of ministration to the world's needs, and we

believe that that spirit is of gi-catest value to your nation and to all the

nations of the world. Christianity has always said it is against war and

we are now finding by unmistakable evidence that war will surely annihi-

late civilization and that war must somehow l>e done away with.

5. Returning again to the needs of China which may be supplied by

the Christian dynamic, I ask, "Is there not need which you all recognize

of a broad visioned public spirit, of an unselfish patriotism, and of the

abolition of the tendency to use public ofRce for private gain?" That

is a fundamental tenet of Christianity. Service is the great Christian

word in human life. "Even as the Son of Man came not to be ministered

unto, but to minister and to give his life a ran.=^,om for many." However

frequently some of our public servants may fall short of it, it is a recog-

nized principle in a Christian nation that "Public office is a public

trust." The true worship of God is the sendee of mankind. A prominent

professor in one of our great universities has recently written a book

entitled The Rcconsiruction of Religion, which is worthy of your careful

consideration. It discusses in a most admirable way the whole social

functions of the Christian Cliurch and the possible social values of reli-

gion.

6. Moreover, Christianity gives ethics a religious, a divine foundation.

It frees from all superstitious fear and presents God in his universe,

with nothing able to separate us from bis love. It gives us not only an

ideal but a concrete example of how that ideal works out in human society.

Jesus not only taught but he lived in actual incarnation among men
what be taught. He interpreted God in terms of everyday life and ex-

perience.

7. We cannot take time to discuss the matter further, but in closing

may I call attention to the great service the foreign students in this

coimtry may render: the great responsibility and the great, unparalleled

opportunity vhich they have?

(a) You can correctly represent Christianity to your own nation.

Recent]}' in a foreign students' gathering, before .something like 450 stu-

dents, one of your own Chinese students said, "We have been' watching

things in America. Some of u.=; have gone to your theaters at times;

some of us have gone to your moving-picture shov.-s; some of us have

gone to witness your American dance balls; some of us have gone to

other places of resort, but we have not seen the real spirit of Christian

America there. We have learned it is to be found in your churches, in

your Christian homes, in your truly Christian schools, and v.e have

learned to discriminate between the true and the false, between the real

silver coin and the counterfeit of it." You can remember the saying of

our great Abraham Lincoln, "You may fool all the people some of the

time, and sonie of the people all of the time, but you cannot fool all the

people all the time." So, in view of the constantly growing appreciation

and power of ("hii>tianity in thi.^, perhaps the most Christian of the so-

called Christian nations, you can be fair enough to represent to your peo-
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plo the real vitalities of Christianity. You can tell them that it is mak-

ing itself more and more understood and that in proportion as its really

great fundamental principles are emphasized and its small details and

perversions are ignored, in that proportion it becomes of national value

and importance.

(b) You can show your people that Christianity is a religion of

freedom. Jesus said: "Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make
you free." We are in the process of developing a free, pure New Testa-

ment Christian democracy. That ideal is Avorth presenting to any nation.

(c) As a new republic, you can help your people to preserve all that

is good in your old civilization and add that which improves or trans-

forms it. Jesus said: "I came not to destroy, but to fulfill." There are

tremendous values in our modern science, in our modern jiiasteries of

disease. We are making great social uses of physical science and these

are made possible by this spirit of Christian service and Christian sacri-

fice. In our country we have not only built hospitals, but it is probably

a fact that no man, however poor or however lov,^ in the social scale, who
needed medical treatment or a surgical operation and was without the

money to pay for it, would be allowed to go without that treatment free

of charge if it were known that he needed it. The spirit of good will

is manifested in a thousand ways. It has a remarkable illustration in

our method of celebrating Christmas, the great Christian festival of the

year. In this city every Christmas week there arc thousands upon thou-

sands of baskets of food, of gifts for the poor, the remembrance of people

worse off than ourselves, scattered in all parts of the city. Helpfulness

and good v,-ill prevail in a remarkable degree. They are products of the

Christian spirit. They are v,-orth passing on to nations like your own.

We welcome you -here in America. We have it in our hearts to do

you good and not harm. The discerning ones among us do not ask you

to give up or to minimize the good things in your own nation or your own
system—we simply assure you that we have a sincere desire to help you

as a people to come to perfection. We do not covet your territorj^ We do

not expect to make war upon you. We v.'ish you well. Our missionaries

have no ultovior or selfisli designs. They are there as social helpers, not

to make another American state out of China, not even to impose Ameri-

can Chri.stianity upon China, but to help China herself to develop a

Christian spirit and a Christian sentiment and a Christian social order,

which most of us here believe to be the best ideal of a state and a civiliza-

tion yet made known to humankind. In this great cooperative endeavor
for a better world, a world wherein dwelleth righteousness, justice, peace

and universal good will, we wish you to join us.

A VIEW OF THE RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHY IN RUSSIA DURING THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY

Thk time has been ripe thrso five years for a discerning analysis of

the future of Russia, but it had nut been a time when the majority of the
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readers, even the fair Blinded and cultured, were ready to see the situation

in terms of its eternal and cardinal determinants. To-day the public is

ready. Its artificially nourished hatreds and fears of the new grotesque

dance of the Russian Bear are vanishing rapidly for want of the pre-

pared food of propaganda; and at the end of a prolonged course of inten-

sive "education" concerning Russia we are as ignorant as we were at the

outbreak of the I\Iarch revolution, except for the slowly dawning con-

sciousness of that ignorance. The time to unswathe the enigma from the

rags of misinformation is here, and the process is going on in a variety

of ways.

In this humble attempt to contribute to the process I choose what is

the most telling method, that of going to the enigma directly, disregard-

ing its clothes. The future of Russia will be determined largely by the

character of its people, by the dominant ideas this character gives birth

to. Of these the most significant is the essential and vital religiosity of

the people. I am quite aware, as is the reader, that opposing opinions

have been advanced in regard to the reality of the deeply seated love of

God and pity of all his creatures in the Russian people. What is more
significant, however—and this is a fact that goes unnoticed alike to many
sins of omission— is that in this discussion the people never consulted

are the thinkers, wiio are more representatively Russian than either the

comatose mass or the intellectual disciples of Western philosophic and
political thought.

I mean to go to these people, and think their thoughts after them.

I mean to discover what is in tlie mind of the Russian when he speaks as

a Russian, free from the submissive dependence upon the thought of the

West. Russia since the time of Peter the Great to the present day has

been borrowing from Germany and from France; and because the richness

of the accumulated thought of centuries supplied the Russian student

much food, Russia has failed to expres.s herself, except through its litera-

ture. In philosopliy there are Kantians and neo-Kantians; Hegelians and
neo-Hegelians; positivists and neo-yositivists. In theology the dogmatic
reverence for traditions of the past allowed very little consistent and
critical tliinking; the representative works, such as that of Makarius and
of Bishop Silvester, are but recapitulations of the teachings of the Eastern
church fathers, of Johannes of Damascus particularly. Read these, and
you will search in vain for the soul of the Russian thinker, though you
will find erudition and critical faculties which are usually denied of him.
liut tliere is a group of writers, whose prototype is Yakov Chaadayev and
wliosc peer is Soloviov, who have tried consistently to express their souls

in tlieir pliilosophy; and the study of these men strengthens the belief

in the religious idealism of the Russian and shatters the empty arguments
of the opposition beyond all patching.

Tills group of thinkers, superficially known as Slavophils (though
Cliaadayev is usually excluded from this category), is large; but for our
I'Uriiost'S it is siifticient to deal with only four men: Chaadayev, Kireyev-
•'ki, Khomiakov, and Soloviuv. Tiie.^e are sufficient because eacli one
has developed largely one of the basic ideas of the scliool, while elabor-
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ating the ideas he found. The four ideas are: 1, the immanent religious

basis of the historic process; 2, the idea of the self as an integral spirit;

3, the idea of the church; 4, the idea of the human-divine process.

In Soloviov, the last man chronologically, each one of these ideas finds

its flowering and is synthesized with the others. The influence of Soloviov

upon the future of Russia is potent with spiritual possibilities greater than

the possibilities of the combined politico-philosophical ideas of all political

and economic parties taken together.

The order in which the cardinal ideas of Slavophil thought are here

discussed is logical rather than chronological, though an attempt is

made to separate the contributions of each of the four men.

Max as Integral Si'irit

All the principal ideas of the school are rooted in a conception of

man and of his relation to God; these determine the flow of history and

the nature of the church. The consideration of the idea of man as "in-

tegral spirit."' is logic^'illy 'the starting point of the discussion.

According to Kircycvsky, the human spirit consists of a spiritual

kernel and a variety of functional tendencies. In the childhood of the

race man was a real unity because these tendencies had not been dift'er-

entiated. In the process of human development the original integration

was lost as man in the search for truth and of the means of satisfaction of

his physical needs allowed now one, now another of these functional ten-

dencies to develop out of proportion to its relative worth. The results of

this disintegration Kireyevsky believed to be evident in the sterile ration-

alism and vicious materialism of the West; in the moral degradation and

spiritual degeneration of Europe; in the degrading economic and indus-

trial order, and the brutal reaction against it. His estimate of Europe

may have been a little too pessimistic in his day; it is strikingly close to

the trutli of things to-day.

If humanity is to be saved, a nev,- integration of the individual must

take place. The true integrating tendency is the one which apprehends

and subordinates the life of man to the spiritual kernel of it, for this

kernel embraces the total personality of the individual and is the only

reality. The cognitive tendency which apprehends the divine reality in

man is faith. Faitii, in Kireyevsky's terminology, is not belief; nor is it

belief justified by reason. It is the mystic epistomological faculty of the

spirit; and it functions only when all the other faculties, that is, when
man as a whole, give it the right of way.

"While thought remains clear to the mind and is capable of verbal

expression, it remains powerless to influence the soul and will. Only

when it reaches the state of inexpressibleness does it come to maturity."^

When faith has so united the individual spirit with its source, which is

' Iv.in Kireyevsky, Siibraniyc SiKhxru'iiij, vol. ii, p. 27.

HJershfuzon, /. Kircynsf.y; in Vestnik J'^iopi, St. Petersburg, 190S, vol. :^."j2, p. Glo; qot

1. K., Siifraniye sochmcny, p. G2S.
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God, the soul proceeds rapidly to complete harmony with the universe,

which is its ultimate end.

This bare outline of a rich and fruitful idea takes on meaning and
content in the thought of Vladimir Sergeyevich Soloviov. In Soloviov's

philosophy it is rooted in the conception of God as the synthetic unity of

the totality of spiritual selves, a notion which he makes not incompatible

with the theistic idea. While the theogonic process in his philosophy is

complex and faulty, it is also unessential to this discussion; it does,

however, reveal the nature of man as a spirit possessed of a deep-seated

and irradicable hunger to embrace within itself the totality of the

universe.

On the basis of this spiritual conception of man Soloviov constructs

a monadologiciil metaphysics. Briefly, the ontological ground of the phe-

nomenal universe is the multiplicity of interacting beings each of which
realizes its idea, or its essence. This essence is determined qualitatively,

but not Quantitatively. The character of each self determines the inter-

pretation it places upon the values it acquires in the process of interaction.

This constitutes its qualitative determination. As for the quantitative

determination of this process, the self may go on as long as there is

anything in the universe which is still unappropriated by it.

Soloviov A^Tites: "The interaction of the ontological beings or monads
presupposes in them qualitative differences; the action of one monad
upon the other is determined by its tendency toward the other and con-

sists in that tendency; the basis of the tendency lies in the fact that

the other ontological being represents something which is qualitatively

different from the former, represents something which will give the former
a new content which it does not possess; will complete its being."^ The
self is therefore an absorber and assimilator of values. It is its nature to

absorb all truth, all goodness, all beauty in the universe. This tendency

expresses itself in two ways, one productive of evil and suffering, another

of happiness and perfection. When the spiritually blind man attempts to

absorb values by the process of subordination of other selves to his will,

he fails because the process is not one of absorption in the ordinary

sense. It is a process of a mutual creative elYort which is possible only

when it is free and, therefore, harmonious. The recognition of the spir-

itual values of other men stimulates the free co-creative effort, with the

result that the self loses nothing in its giving, and cannot fail to receive.

What can be the limitation of this process of co-creation of values?

On one side is man. On the other is the totality of all other selves in

the universe and God. The limits are determined obviously by the capaci-

ties of God himself, by the limitless capacities of the Absolute. I^Ian is

therefore potentially liniith"'.ss. Soloviov writes: "In the human form the

being is ideally (thnt is, potentially) the All to the extent in which it

can include the All in its consciousness; to the extent to wliich the All

has for it a real and pobitive though ideal (that is, potential) being."*

'V. i>. Soloviov, Sobriiniyc {iKhinfnu, vol. iii, p. 51.

*0p. cit., vol. ii, p. 31'J. lisocutially tUo aame idea is expressed iu vol. viii, p. 17cj.
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As such man is called by Soloviov "The Second Absolute."'' The infinity

of his possible growth and development places him in the same category

with the Absolute except that for the time being he is not Absolute Being,

but Absolute Becomiiig; also, he will never be Absolute Being except as

his will is in perfect agreement, freely entered into, with the will of God.

What ennobles and commands the idea of the Second Absolute is the

insistence that the act of becoming is a voluntary act, and the achieve-

ment an achievement of an active and free will. Notions similar to that

of Soloviov's Second Absolute are discoverable in many pantheistic systems

of philosophy and religion. But in these the achievement of absoluteness

is an act of resignation of the world on one hand and the disappearance

of the distinctive personality of the self on the other. We do not desire

the achievement accompanied by self-annihilation. In fact such a desire

would be a contradiction in terms. To Soloviov such a conception is ob-

noxious. The union Avith God, the complete self-realization of man, is an

eternal act of the harmonious activity of two v.ills. This activity is

necessarily free and completely conscious, both on the part of God and
man. At the basis of the thought of all the Slavophils lies this exalted

and compelling viev/ of the spiritual nature of man, and of the long road

to perfection which may be marked by a Golgotha, but is crowned by the

sonship with God. The importance of Christ is not so much in this or

that moment of his life, not even in Calvary, but in (he achievement in

the human form of this perfection in the relations with God which made
him as Absolute as God is.

The conception of the integrality of the human spirit does not merely
emphasize the rights of the individual and the rights of the social self.

It unites these in a synthesis which makes each step in the direction of

the realization of the' self a step of positive social value. In this society

God is a member, as well as inorganic matter. This conception so broadens
the field of ethical activity that it seems to demand a reconstruction in the

field of ethical thinking. An attempt at such a reconstruction is made by
Soloviov in the book called The Justification of the Good.^ This is the only
purely philosophic work of Soloviov which the West knows, and, I believe,

misinterprets. Some s^cholars, with Professor Mazaryk, believe that Solo-

viov attempted to base all moral action ultimately in the feeling of shame.
Others emphasize the feeling of pity as the essence of morality. While
it is true that .some portions of tlie Ju.yiification lend themselves to either

of the two interpretations, the work judged as a whole demands that we
recognize at the ba^is of all morality the Godward impulse, which is

expressed in the feeling of reverence and the exercise of piety.

Since the cause and the effect of a moral action are so closely allied

as to influence both the actor and the sufferer of the action, Soloviov
argues, it is necessary to find such principles of activity as will consider
both the relative and absolute worth of the object of our activity. The
total object, the urnverse inclusive of Cod, may be divided from the point

'V. S. Soloviov, Si''ntiitj^: .'-'ichii:!!!;/, vol. viii, p. HSi.

•This be-jk is tr:iDvlatod iuto ];ut;lJ3U by Xataliu Doddiugloii, publiihoJ by the Claiviidou
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of view of the worth of man, who is the aclor, Into three spheres: a, the

Kphere of beings alike to the actor, that is, the society of men; b, the

sphere of being which is above man, that is, God; c, the sphere of being

which is below man, that is, physical nature inclusive of man considered

physically. The three moral feelings which dominate moral activity in

each of these spheres respectively are pity, reverence, and shame. But the

operation of these is dependent upon a deeper lying spiritual recognition

of the reality of an ideal order in v.-hich all beings are in perfect com-

munion with God.

Shame controls moral activity in the sphere of materiality because

the overemphasis of the demands of the physical world is liable to blind

us to the demands of the spirit, or to hinder us from the realization of

these demands. The moral feeling of pity is not compassion with trivial

pains and sufferings of man. Its essence lies in the virtual recognition by

the one who experiences the feeling of the spiritual worth of the suf-

ferer. The sufferer is ideally a Second Absolute, a perfect spirit; in

reality he so debases himself as to create a seemingly unbridgeable chasm
between his ideal state and his actuality. It is the recognition of this

chasm, of this separation of man from God, v/hich is responsible for the

feeling of pity morally considered." The moral treatment of man is of

such, a character that will spur him on to the achievement of his ideality,

or, at the very least, will not place obstacles in the way of the achievement.

The feeling of reverence is based on the recognition of the superior and

ultimate vcorth of God, and causes consequently the pious activity which

consists in the free agreement with the will of God, and results in the

complete perfection of man."

Throughout the moral activity of man shame is present in the form

of conscience. To this extent Professor Mazaryk is right. Throughout,

the feeling of pity as sorrow for the incompleteness of the perfection

which is possible to man is present. To this extent De Vogue is right. But

throughout, that which motivates the activity of the feelings of shame
and pity is the limited or complete recognition that the totality of values

lies in God, and the completeness of perfection in the permeation of all

our thought and actions and feelings by the feeling of reverence toward

the Deity. It is for this reason that all the partial mor.tl maxims strewn

through the pages of the book are fuUlllcd and swallowed up in what
Soloviov considers to be the highest command of religion as well as the

absolute principle of morality: "In perfect Itarmony with the Itiphest will,

recognizing the value and the significance of all others to the degree in

which they hear the image and the likeness of God, parliciiiatc as actively

as possible in the task of thine own perfection as well as that of all

others, to the. end that the kingdom of God may he reaVncd on earth."''

Such, then, is the conception of the spiritual personality of man and
of the moral ideas and feelings in him which are to lead him to perfection.

This is the conception which is the very life-blood of all tlie moral teach-

' Soloviov, V. .S., Oiiraviii'iii/c tJcbra; iu the Coll. Works, vol. viii, cli. iii.

'/')V'./., eh. iv. l?oth refiTonccs iire to part i of llii; book.

•Soloviov, v, oj). cit., vol. viii, pp. i;04, italics ia text.
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ings of this group of Russian thinkers, who, having set out on the voyage

of discovery of the true way of life which the West has failed to supply,

have discovered not merely their own souls, hut the innermost soul of the

Russian people. This is the force, we hope and must believe, which,

latent in the spirit of the people, will one day take, and is already taking,

possession of the course of Russian life, and will lead it to a religious and

moral perfection in which alone lies the safety and happiness of mankind.

The Slavophil coucci)tion of the self colors all the other ideas of the

school, including those which, were developed before Kireyevsky first sug-

gested the idea of the integral spirit. "We must not be surprised to find it

at the basis of the idea of the immanent religious principle of historic

progress.

Thk Immanent Religious PKiNCiri-E of the Histokic Progress

The ideas of progress and process must be clearly distinguished

in the thought of the religious school of Russian thinkers. They are in a

sense the same, for the concepts of progress and process both imply a

movement toward a goal. It would be perhaps not altogether true to say

that while progress is a movement which achieves, process is one in

which the end may be nothing more than a desideratum. The important

distinction is that the end of the proce.ss may be Ihe achievement of

something even less desirable than the point of departure; while pro-

gress inevitably leaves us at a higher peak in the climb toward perfection.

The religious character of the historical process is an idea contrib-

uted to the thought of the school by its earliest representative. Peter

Chaadayev (1791-1S5C) conceives society as progressing, "moving up-

ward," to the extent to which it sees and accepts the truth of Christianity;

to the extent to which the spirit of God dv.'ells in the soul of the people.

When the religious principle is absent progress is impossible. Man
never reaches heaven either "par I'effet de son sublime nature" or "par

la chemin de la patrie." The road upward is the road of God, the road of

truth."

It is altogether insignificant that the road of God and the road of

Rome seemod identical to Chaadayev; just as the road of God and the road

of the Eastern Church seemed identical to Kireyevsky. The identification

is due to the belief that these churches, respectively, cherished the ideal

of progress with the aid of God; it is the ideal of a religio-

historic process which is signiticant. Nevertheless the conscious

grounding of the progress of mankind in the conception of the

spiritual integrality of the individual forced of necessity a departure

from the church ideas of both Chaadayev and Kireyevsky. The progress

of society toward perfection still proceeds under the guardianship of the

church for Alexey Khomiakov (1S04-1S60), but It is for him neither the

church of the West nor the church of the East. It is the church within.

'"Chau'layev, P.Ya., Sochirunii/a i pisrta, vol. i, p. 2:?0. C'liaiuluNcv, like imu-.y ctlier

KitssiaiLi of the nobility, preferred the Krcmh to the Kus.siaa IanL!:u:iL>>. It w;i3 also u'tcI

for purpose;^ cf avoiding the ceu^crthiii; book* vcrc often priutetl ahro;id ai.d Inter transbted

into Kussiau.
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the churches, where the religion of spiritual freedom reigns in the place

of religion of law. Soloviov, while agreeing in essence with Khomiakov,

has too great a faith in the organizations of Christianity to relegate them

to the position of outward cores of the real spiritual guide of uiankind.

lie attempts a synthesis of the two.

We shall return to these conceptions of the church. For the present

the principle of religious development of society is the important idea.

This religious principle is the Christian idea of love, unadulterated love,

and not charily; love of man in no way distinct from the love man bears

to his immediate family. If humanity, claims Khomiakov, has not been

progressing, it is because "sages and examiners of the Law of the Lord and

the preachers of his teaching spoke often concerning the kno, but no

one spoke concerning the power of love; the nations have had the preach-

ing of love as an obligation, but they had forgotten it as a divine gift

iihich assures men the cognition of the absolute truth.""

The revelation of the great love of God and the cognition of the

absolute truth come to mankind in one and the same moment of history,

in the person and the life of Jesus of Nazareth. There is in this his-

torical occurrence not only the revelation of the infinite love of God for

man, but the complete revelation of Deity; not only the complete free love

of man for God, but the road to the achievement of complete truth in the

life of man. Therefore, there is in this movement a break in the very

nature of the cosmic and historic process due to a change from a painful

semi-c-onscious seeking to a conscious knowledge and acceptance of the

Way, of the Truth, of the Life. This break divides the historic process

into its two parts: the strictly historical and the diviue-hurnan.

The Divi.xk-Human Pi!ockss

The idea of the divine-human process is wholly a development of Solo-

viov. It is the man's beloved idea; it is the real synthesis of his thinking.

Prior to t>ie coming of Christ there was in the soul of every man a

brooding for God, for limitlessncss, and therefore for the All. In the

name of this craving man sacrificed and committed crimes, loved and hated,

killed and befriended. In the name of this craving he sought his God

in the woods and the fields; he thought to find him in the sunlight and in

the darkness of impenetrable night. And the brooding continued. He
found his God in the forefathers and he discovered him abiding in ani-

mals; he relegated his God to the high heavens; he found him in the

deep recesses of the under world. And the brooding continued. Then, in

despair, he admitted his failure and built his altar to the only God he

knew—the Unknown God. But the great silent brooding continued un-

abated. And so this reaching out, this brooding must continue until the

true reality of the Deity is revealed in Jesus.

What had occurred in the great moment? What is the importance

of the life of Christ? Is it that our sins have been forgiven? Or that we
were "washed whiter than snow"? Perhaps so. The more siijnificaut

" Khomiakov, A. S., HiA/raiici/c Siichiiirnti/, vol. ii, p. lUS.
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fact is that, from now on the blind reaching out, the heart-breaking brood-

ing need no longer go on. Man need no longer struggle hopelessly in

the attempt to find God, in his desire to enrich his life with the beauty and

the wonder of the universe. The cross on Calvary is not a monument;

it is a guidepost set up by one who had traveled the trail. It indicates

the way toward complete perfection; and however difficult this way may
be in the actual accomplishment, its greater values are its simplicity and

its certainty of achievement.

The way is simple, vrhat in essence did Jesus do? Ho subordinated

his reason and tlie demands of his body, his "rational and material es-

sences," to his spiritual essence. The act of subordination was free, a

result of the recognition of the priority of the spiritual principle in man.

As a principle it is indeed simple: it requires the subordination of all

the faculties of man to that spiritual quality in his character in which he

is one with God; but it requires also that subordination be a free subor-

dination of man to his spiritual self as "to the good, and not as to the

powerful.'"'

The achievement of the ideal unity is certain if the way is accepted.

It is true that the process leading to the achievement is difhcult, for in

it is involved man with all bis temporal imperfections and limitations. In

it is involved also God with all his perfection and freedom from limita-

tions. This last factor makes the process as certain as the former makes
it difficult and slow. Because the truth of Christ is tlie truth of God it

cannot fail to prevail ultimately; and the divine-human whole, the body

of Christ, the true church, will one day include within itself the whole

of mankind.

TiiK Idea of the Chukcii

Where is the kernel of that ultimate church to-day? That is the

obvious question. It is characteristic of this group of thinkers that they

throughout identify the movement to perfection with the church. But

through the century the concept of the church varies significantly; from

Chaadayev and Kireyevsky to Khomiakov, from Khomiakov to Soloviov.

As it had been mentioned above, Chaadayev regarded the Roman
Catholic Church as the true church. The explanation of this belief is

not difhcult. What appealed to Chaadayev, who was keenly trying to verify

his theory of the religious character of history, was the fact of the militant

policy of the church; its actual connection with the historical changes.

For Kireyevsky also there is only one true church—the Eastern

Church. The rationalislic tendency of the West has destroyed the unity

of faith there. Reason having been enthroned, it had declared its author-

ity over faith. The result is the development of a Prote.-tantism, which is

to Kireyevsky a sort of negative Cljristianity, a formal Catholicism and an

atheistic rationalism. The Eastern Church, on the other hand, has been

guarding its faith and its traditions, and has preserved them zealously i!i

their erstwhile purity. If, then, salvation is to come by way of the church,

the bearer of salvation is the Eastern Church.

•^Khoiiihikov, op. fit., vol. i, i). 178,
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It is obvious that tlie position of both men is narrowly, provincially

dogmatic. Chaadayev overlooks that the militant activity of the church

of Rome forced that church to part with the councils of God on more than

one occasion. Kireyevsky overlooks the abuses, the sterility, the life-

lossness of the church of Byzantium. One cannot be certain that

Khomiakov was aware of the inadequacy of the individual churches be-

cause he saw the abuses. He did recognize that, in principle, no church

organization may boast to be the true church, the body of Christ; especially

no church which in any way availed itself of force and constraint. The
characteristic that distinguishes the religion of Christ from all other

religions, with the possible exception of Judaism, is that it is a religion of

freedom, and not one of compulsion. If, therefore, there is a church unity

anywhere it is necessary to examine whether it is a unity freely entered

into; for "in the affairs of faith a forced unity is a falsehood and a forced

obedience is death."" This "death" reigns supreme in the organized

churches of the East and of the West, and the true church is therefore not

coincident with any church organization. Its membership includes people

of all churches, but those only who have freely entered into "the unity

of Christ which saves all oeatures," as well as the angels and the saints.

It is a society of beings who, in the sense of their participation in the

group, -are out of limitations of time and space. "The bond is the bond of

love of a God who is love; this bond is responsible for the free inner

harmony attained by its members.""

The church is the source of absolute truth, not in the sense of being

authoritative in all matters. "The church is not authoritative, just as

God is not authoritative, as Christ is not authoritative; for every author-

ity is external to us."" For the men who have entered the church the

church is itself the living spiritual representation of the truth; and its

authority lies in its character.

Soloviov is in essential agreement with Khomiakov; but the agree-

ment is not complete. He rises in defense of church organizations as true

elements in the body of Christ. The presence of the spirit of God in the

church, even though only a small number of tlic congregation are in

complete accord with that spirit, is a sufficient safeguard for its essential

righteousness and holiness. It is therefore unnecessary to separate the

existing church organizations from the church invisible. The church

organizations are members of the body of Christ because of the divine

element which enters into the life, and is the foundation of the life of tlie

church; it is imponsihlr for limited and sinful mankind to pollute in any
way what is hallowed by the Spirit of God.

Thus Soloviov achieves the synthesis of the conception of the holiness

of church organization arid of the church invisible. But church organiza-

tions are many; if as human organizations they have strayed from the

complete truth, the holiness of the Spirit of God preserved their real value.

Hence Soloviov does not speak concerning the form or organization of the

" Op. cit.. vol. ii, p. 192,
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church. He always speaks of forms." All churches are ultimately mem-
bers iu the body of Christ: Roman Catholic, Greek-Catholic, Protestant.

Neither of these churches expresses the truth of Christ completely because

of the failure to emphasize all aspects and meanings of Christ. The
Roman Church emphasizes particularly the meaning of Christ as King;

the Eastern Church regards him largely as a priest; the Protestant Church

stresses his meaning as a prophet. Christ was the complete and perfect

embodiment of the three; and the first step in the achievement of perfect

church organization is the reunion of the churches into a Church. Universal

which will unite and balance the three functions of the church and thus

become the adequate tool for the salvation of the world.

On the topic of this union Soloviov wrote a good deal. The limita-

tions and the purpose of this article permit nothing more than a men-

tion of it. It is significant to note that since the revolution there has

been a greater freedom of intercourse between the Russian Church
and the Protestant organizations tkan ever before. This must not be

ascribed to the revolution. The. freedom of thought expressing itself in a

desire for church unity has been there for a long time. The revolution,

having dissolved the bonds of churcli and state, had but added the freedom
of expression to this freedom in thought.''

The ideas treated in this article are not mere philosophical ramifica-

tions of cloistered divines who are out of touch with the people; neither

are they the ideas of men who have been fed on the hot-house food im-

ported from abroad. These are the thoughts of a group of men who are

representative of the Russian people at their best. Only where the

people because of lack of education remain inarticulate, these men have
learned to express themselves.

What the revolution will do ultimately to further the ideas of these

men by giving the church complete freedom of its field or to prevent
the ideas from taking a stronger hold on the thought of the masses one
cannot tell. Neither can one tell what these ideas will do to the revolu-

tion. The future, which is a great revealer of hidden things, will show.
But these ideas and ideals are of the peculiar nature of immortal thou,";hts,

and they shall remain alive to lead Russia some day to its salvation.

''Soloviov, V. S., Sohr. surh., vol. iii, p. liXl.

"This may bcsi>e.-ik a lack o( !i\Miri.ii<-.s.s of the so-ciillfd pcr.'^ccution of the churc)ics arid of

religion iu Ru.ssia. I iiiuy ^ay outii;;ht tliat 1 do not bcliovc any evidence of the pcreecution has
been brought to il<. .-\pari from the separation of the chureh from the state, which ha.s grave
economic consequences for the church, the only other material fact brought to our notice i.s the
confi-scatiou of some church jewelry and gold which were converted into corn. This action every
man v,-ill approve. It is necessary to feed the starving. There is evidence of an intellectual attack
and periccutiou of clergymen for anli-revoluliouary activity. The intellectual attack the eliurch

must welcome. It Las the truili, therefore it will win. Treasonable activity against an established
government la punuhable iu .any state. The attempt to color the political mi.sfortuncs of the
clert:y under suspicion or on tiia! with a rclisious background is natural, but unjust. The mem-
bers of the higher clor!.',y in Kus.^ia are monarchists in too many cases to make it impossible to
believe the political trca.= on of Patriarch Tiklion. A-s for the Roman clttKy recently found t:u!lty

of trca.-jon, history pre dcut.! us with too many cases of clergymen playirij; politics to make one
doubt that Mr.nsiirn.T Hutrhkarevitch and his "crow" were, or at ka<t may have been, attending
to politics railHT than rclii/ion. The Russian Roverument claims to have tlie proofs, and unles.i

wc have evidence to the contrary wc must accept the facts as offered us,
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Tliere was Byzantium; there is Rome; it is the hope of the spiritually

minded in Russia that cue day it will be Moscow, Moscow at the center

of Christian activity.

Syracuse University, Momas Gnesix.

BOOK NOTICES

CRITICAL CAUSERIE

DiSRAKJ.i in his novel Lothoir remarks that critics are men who have

failed in literature and art. Very silly, for criticism is itself an art. . . .

Many a man who docs not write books can competently judge them, just

as one does not need to be able to bake bread in order to eat it or test

its tastcfulness. . . . Yet criticism must be subjected to the same
censorship as literature. We must often drastically criticise the critic.

Probably some of the signed (and other) book notices in the Review

have been severely disapproved. . . . Quite right, for our readers are

largely possessed with the Protestant privilege of private judgment. . . .

Paul G. Tomlinson, manager of the Princeton University Press, recently

wrote these sensible lines: "Don't swallow any literary criticism whole.

Ask yourself if you feel like it, and disagree heartily if you feel like it.

The world needs more disagreement than it is getting, for constructive

disagreement makes for thought, and thought is the forerunner of

progress." . . . Perfectly proper! do not let anybody choose the entire

mental menu for you. Others may aid by suggestion, but certainly not

by dictation. . . . Especially beware of believing all that appears in

the "blurbs" printed on book-wrappers. Advertisements are not judg-

ments. . . . Nevertheless a book or an article that challenges our

thought is worth far more to the mind than cheap echoes and confirma-

tions of our own prejudices and opinions. . . . One should be pretty

careful in choosing current literature. Much of it, especially the fiction,

is a garbage heap, very attiactive to those fleshly folks who are nothing

but filthy flies. . . . Thank God! there are still some books that, like

fragrant blossoms, draw those busy bees, the religious readers, and help

to fill their brain-hives with both mental and moral honey. ... Do

you care for poetry? For a few dollars one can possess in two volumes

a whole library of Parnassian effusions: Burton Stevenson's Home Book

of Poctrij. over 4,000 pages of lovely lyrics, and Caroline Wiles Hill's

77tr World's Great RcUoious Poetry, an encyclopedia of sacred song.

. . . Madame de Stael said, "I learned life from the poets"; Matthevv-

Arnold calls poetry "the criticism of life"; and Wordsworth pictures it as

"wisdom married to immortal verse." . . . Criticism is not creative;

it does not build the literary temples of truth and beauty. But it is the

inspection of the structure and the measurement of its lines with the

golden reed from the unseen sanctuary of the Ideal. . . . Criticism is

not the promised land of human progress; but it is the guide post

that points the way thither. . . . Matthew Arnold thus defines
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criticism: "A disinlcrested endeavor to learn and propagate tlie best that

is known and thought in the world." . . . Would that the Methodist

Review could approach that standard!

The Lord of TJwught. A Study of the Problems which confronted Jesus

Christ and the solution lie offered. By Lily Dougall and Cviui, W.
Emmet. New York: George II. Doran Company. Price, ?2.50, net.

It is a courageous undertaking to distinguish between the teaching

of Jesus and that of the Judaism of the first century, especially in the

region of apocalyptism. The intense nationalistic ideas current at the

time were not shared by the Ma.ster. He had a world outlook that con-

served the righteousness and love of God as well as the religious pos-

sibilities of all mankind. Those who argue that Jesus was influenced

by contemporary apocalyptic conceptions, with their inevitable catas-

trophic elements, have to reconsider his fundamental message concerning

the Fatherhood of God and the coming of the kingdom of God. He pro-

claimed a positive and beneficent gospel, which recognized the utter

sinfulness of sin and the complete redemption from its fell tyranny

through the dynamic of the divine love.

On the other hand, we cannot wholly eliminate the apocalyptic ele-

ment from the teaching of Jesus, unless violence is done to the gospel

records. A great deal of apocalyptic thought was "a compromise between

the religion of rev/ards and punishments and the religion of spiritual

deliverance." Its importance has been exaggerated by certain modern

interpi-eters who do not distinguish between prophetism and apocalypt-

ism. The theory of verbal inspiration is also responsible for much of

this confusion. Yv'e need sober thinking and a genuine Christian experi-

ence to understand and to accept the mind and purpose of God, as

recorded and expounded in Holy Writ. The atmosphere of noisy con-

troversy does not fit us for such a calm exercise, and the practice of

l)olting each other with names is at once unseemly and unfortunate.

The proposal of Jesus wa.? to establish the reign of God by redemp-

tion. The present world order, based on oppression, should thus bo

superseded by a better order, based on the cooperation of love. "We doubt-

less accept this view, but its implications must be thought through, if

we are to avoid the religious irrationalism that makes more of emotion

than of intelligence, of credulity than of thought, and that indulges in

hasty applications without the perspective of history.

The present volume takes note of these issues and endeavors to meet

them in a way that magnifies the independence and insight of Jesus.

Part I is a survey of Jewish literature, with quotations that illustrate

the thought of the first century, with its inadequate ideas of God and

salvation. Part II, on "The Genius of Jesus," points out that he was

greatly in advance of his age, as indeed he still is of the present age and

will be of every future age, thereby demonstrating his peerless supremacy

as the Leader and Saviour of mankind. The distinction between the

consequence of evil and the punishment of sin is well brought out in
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two chapters. What this signifies is further developed in tho chapter

on forgiveness, sin and salvation. Part III is a "Critical Verification"

of tlic positions advanced in the first and second parts.

"We do not agree with the somcwliat summary method in dealing

with the Synoptic Gospels. We also question the wisdom of omitting all

reference to the Fourth Gospel in any discussion of apocalyptic thought,

for there we find a development of spiritual truth which gave the needed

check to apocalyptic extravagances. On the whole, this volume is a

wise and impartial treatment of the theme. It invites attention to a

neglected aspect of the teaching of our Lord. It will help toward a

more balanced view of the progress of the Kingdom of God. This has

taken place not by cataclysmic interventions i-egarded as essential

by those with little faith, but rather more by the slow triumph of the

divine love over the hardness of the uuregenerate heart.

Back to the Long Grass. My Link v.-ith Livingstone. By Dan Craw-

ford. New York: George H. Doran Company. Price, $4, net.

The Life of Robert Laics of Livingstonia. By W. P. Livingstone. New-

York: George H. Doran Compnny. Price, $3, net.

It is quite fitting that both these books should be read together.

TIiG name of Livingstone is very much in evidence in both, and his

spirit of missionary pioneering lias possessed Crawford and Laws, who

are still at vrork in their chosen fields in Central Africa. The recent

death of King Khama, February 21, at the age of ninety-four, takes

us back to the early days of Livingstone, who made the first impression

of Christianity on this king, then a lad. He was later baptized and in due

course succeeded his father Sekhome, to rule his land as a Christian

king.

Dan Crawford is vrell known by his first book, Thinldng Black,

which recounts his missionary experiences of twenty-two years. It has

already become a classic. The life-size sketches of African characters,

t!ie graphic descriptions of scenery, the vivid narratives of encounters

with wild life, the strenuous struggles with cannibalism, slavery,

r-olygamy, are chionicled in a chaste style and with a sf-nse of humor

that relieved this missionary of genius in many a dark hour of loneliness

and depression. The second volume has all the attractive features of

the first. Here we follow Livingstone on his last journey, and his

memorable Last Journals are annotated by Crawford with a fertility of

insight that gives to his own volume a value second only to that of the

great doctor's journals. After escapades and dangerous episodes, he

finally reached the Hal country and stood before the grave in which

lies the heart of Africa's Greatheart (p. 73). 'J'his sacred spot was

visited by I\Ir. and Mrs. Crawford in 1S97. His wife, known as "the

Lndy of Luanza," was the first white woman to penetrate those wilds.

She has been associated with hor husband thioughout his notable

career. Among the numerous illustrations which enrich this volume

there is a portrait of Mr3. Crawford and another of one of her many leper
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patients. Quotable passages abound, and this is mentioned to whet tlio

appetite of the reader to be sure to get this unusually remarkable book.

Once taken up it will not be laid down till tl\e last page is reached.

A wortliy companion to it is the life of Dr. Laws. Mr. Livingstone

has already written two great missionary biographies. Mary Slcssor

of Calabar labored on the West coast of Africa for thirty-nine years,

and Christina Forsyth of Fingoland, "the loneliest woman in Africa,"

shut herself up for thirty years without respite in this barren region.

They both performed wonders among the sluni dwellers of heathenism,

and their names have been worthily immortalized in these two volumes.

The third bio?raphy deals with the life of a seer, a saint, a pioneer, a

builder, a missionary statesman of highest repute, who has been at his

post for forty-six years. Dr. Laws determined at the very outset of

his mission to plan and v.'ork not for the present but for the future

Christianization of Africa. The importance of organized work is nowhere
better illustrated than in this narrative of adventure and acnievement.

What might have seemed to be failure, when Cape Maclear ^Yas given up

in favor of another mission at Bandawc, was really a form of success.

It is well that those at home understand the situation from the stand-

point of the missionary on the field and iiot be guided merely by figures

and finances

This book is worth reading for the sake of the large outlook which

should be ciiltivated by the supporters of missions. But there is a great

deal -more than this. The names of Henry Drummond, Cecil Bhodes, Sir

Harry Johnston, Miss Mary Kingsley, and others appear in these pages

in surprising connections. Wlien the interviewer asked Dr. Lav.'s what

was still on his mind, this veteran replied: "My head is full of schemes

and plans, but it is now afternoon v.^ith nie, and perhaps more advanced

than I know. Life has been desperately real to me in Africa, and any-

thing but reality saddens me." One who visited him wrote, he was

"one of the world's supreme workers, gi'eat in conception, tireless in

execution, v.ith an ardor whioli age and labor cannot quench. It may
be said without fear of contradiction, there is no greater name in the

missionary history of any church than the name of Lav/s of Living-

stonia." Wlion you read this book, you will conclude that the estimate

is very modest.

L'JIclh'nlsi.'ic ct VApotrc raiil. By C. Touss.mnt. Paris: E. Nourry.

Ix his excellent little volume on The Mystery licliyions and the New
Tcstavicnt (The Abingdon Press, 1918), Prof. H. C. Sheldon refused to

admit any sub.ctantial contribution of pagan contemporary' cults to the

religious thought and ideals of apostolic Cliristianity. The position of

Doctor Toussaint in this book on "Hellenism and the Apostle Paul" is

frankly on the opposite side of the fence. Believing that there are two

sides to every ([uestion and tlirit every well-informed student should never

allow his iiiformation to Lo ouo sided, I proceed to give a brief outline of

this volume, which is divided into two parts: Hellenism; Paul.
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Hellenism, which became a world movement after the conquests of

Alexander the Great, owes its origin to the contacts between the civiliza-

tion of Hellas and the religions of Asia; ou the one side there were

science, philosophy, the poetic religion of the Homeric gods; ou the other

ytarning for eternal life, fear of tlie demons, mystic communion with the

gods, theocracy, and sacred books. The Oriental current, submerged dur-

ing the classic period of Greece, comes to the surface in the last centuries

before the Christian era, when the religion of the mysteries eclipsed the

cults of the gods of Olympus. The language of the Hellenistic world
(and of the New Testament) is called "KomJ," or common language.

Literary productions show a marked tendency toward Attic patterns,

whereas the vernacular is less learned, but more spontaneous. It is an
age of grammarians, scholars, and critics. Philosophy is divided into

two contending camps: the scientific schools, candidly materialistic and
skeptic (the Middle Academy, Pyrrouism, and Epicureanism), and the

ethical schools (Stoicism, Neo-Pythagorism, and Philo), with a clear-cut

rt-ligious tendency. Stoicism, wliich produced the noble meditations of

Epictetus and Marcus Aurclius and, long before, the sublime hymn to

Zeus of Cleanthes, had the character of a cult, with its dogmas, tracts,

missionaries, and initiations. Two great systems were to emerge in due

time from this maze of doctrines: Christianity, vi'ith its Saint Augustine,

and Neo-Platonism, with Plotinus, the greatest of mystics.

This is the world in which Saiut Paul was born. He spoke and vrrote

Greek, which he knew much better than Hebrew or Aramaic, for he read

the Old Testament in the Septuagint Greek version. His vocabulary con-

tains good classical expressions, a number of literary terms of the koint\

and a mass of vernacular words found in the papyri of the time. The
influence of Hebrew on his style seems to be negligible. In his mode of

life, in the methods of his missionary propaganda, in the style of bis

public addresses, Paul closely resembles the itinerant preachers of the

Cynic and Stoic schools. Nay, he quotes approvingly the great basic

axiom of Stoic theolog>' (Acts 17. 28); he adopts from that school the

ideas of natural law and conscience (Rom. 2. 14-15) ; he gives a catalogue
of virtues (Gal. 5. 22) that is not without Stoic parallels. So striking is

the resemblance that legend knew of a correspondence between Paul and
Seneca, and Tertulliau exclaimed: "Seneca is often our own!" The mystic
interpretation that Paul gave of baptism and the Lord's .'upper was new
in Christianity, but common in the mystery religions. The words of Pom.
6. 3-6 and 1 Cor. H. 2C-2T were more readily understood by initiates of a
mystery cult than by Jews or even Jewish Christians. In fnct in 1 Cor.

10. 20-21 the gi-cat apostle identifies the Lord's supper with the sacred
meals of heatlicn, with the one difference that they held communion with
demons and not with the risen Lord. In both cases this communion and
union held a promise of eternal life. Paul was a mystic and he found
his vocabulary in Hellenism rather than in Judaism. Even when he takes
over from tlie Old Testament and the Apocrypha some fundamental v.ords,

like salvation, faith, law, sin, resurrection, grace, they assume under his
pen an entirely new meaning, for Paul lived in a different world.
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This book has the sense of proportions and the lucidity of style whicli

we naturally expect in a French author.' Some points in the character of

Paul could have received a fuller treatment, whereas the section on Hel-

lenism could have been even more condensed, I believe that the author

underestimates the Jewisli clement in Paul's religious beliefs; in his exe-

gesis of the Old Testament we often recognize the pupil of Gamaliel. We
regret that the author should have omitted the discussion of Paul's

political and social ideals: the Roman Empire was to him a divine in-

stitution (Piom. 13. 1-7) and not the abominable beast of Kev. 17; over-

coming the narrow prejudices of Judaism, he proclaims the unity of the

human race and the universality of salvation (Gal. 3. 28; 1 Cor. 12. 13).

Harvard University.

ROUERT H. Pfj:iFF£U.

Seeking the City. By J. Gurk Rejcd. Boston: The Pifgrim Press. $1.50.

Few of us ever weary of Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. The book has

staying powers; it was made for the centuries. But if there he one of us

whose appetite for it is jaded, let him read Seckiyig the City. If that fails

to restore his appetite his digestive apparatus is outside the pale of re-

demption. What time some unimaginative brother arises to assert that

Pilgrim's Progress is so individualistic and mediajval a piece of literature

that it is henceforth good only for the museum or the discard, some one

with eyes to see reads it once again and obliges all Bunyau-lovers by

committing his findings to print. Mr. Reed has the mind of a psycholo-

gist and the manner of a poet. The rcsuli is as choice a volume as one

could wish to read. He takes one to the banqueting place and serves a

repast of rare insight flavored w'ith splendid phrases. You rise from its

reading s:\tisficd, but with a desire for more of this kind of literature.

Within the compass of one hundred and sixty pages he gives a thorough

psychology of religious experience! When you come to the end you "won-

der why he did not write more; for his chapters are deleetuhlt. But upon
reflection you cannot recall an item of spiritual diagnosis which this

physician of souls leaves unmarked. We send word to him over the

waters that American preachers are ready at any time to read his brand
of literature.

Jersey City, N. J. Joiix M. Veusteeg.

The Seven Deadly Sins. By Normax M,\ci,eod C.\ie. New York: George H.

Dorau Company.

Tiii.s is a little book by a Scotch preacher who is sponsored by Profes-

sor James Moffatt. it is a very practical and suggestive discussion of the

traditional seven deadly :,ins: Pride, Envy, Anger, Sloth, Avarice, Glut-

tony, Sensuality. Mr. Caie follows the order of classification used by

' Tlie proof-rfndiii^ i-< coti.ni< iitlnble. Tlio misiirinti -Hiat I have notiofd art: p. 12, touc in-

Btrud of toui; y,. Ill), .\i. cxniuiy n. ','. iastcaj of vi. century B. c; p. 207: '<3o\<rC'^Tes" instead of

'"doKoOi'Tes."
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Dante in his "Purgatory" ami much of his illustrative material is drawn

from Dante.

These addresses are valuable to preachers for two reasons: 1. They

should serve as a stimulus to preaching on specific inner dispositions and

the conduct in which these dispositions issue. Too many sermons fail

to make contact with the concrete problems of the hearer's life. We
need to recover the primary meaning of casuistry in which it is defined

as "dealing with particular cases of conscience" and learu the art of the

practical application of Cliristian principles to these "cases." If one

turns the pages of hundreds of volumes of sermons in a theological li-

brary, as the writer of this review has done, he is amazed to find how
much preaching is general in its chara.ctcr, rather than specific. 2. These

addresses should help to renew interest in Dante's great poem, which

Dean Church called the "first Christian poem" and one of the "landmarks

of history." Its boundless spiritual treasures are all too little known.

It would liave been a gracious thing for Mr, Caie to refer to J. S.

Carroll's Fiisoners of Hoijc and James Stalker's Seven Deudly Sins, con-

sidering tlie frequent and very free use he makes of these books.

Urbaua, lU.

James C. Bakkr,

James W. Basliford: Pastor, Educator, Bislwp. By George R. Gkose.

Pp. 252. Nev," York and Cincinnati: The Abingdon Press. Price, §2.

DocTOK Gkosk was a pupil and a personal friend of Bishop Bashford.

Having the privilege of reading his fiity-four notebooks and having fol-

lowed his trail in China, no one could be better fitted to interpret the life

and work of this great prophet, apostle, and spiritual statesman.

Here is the story of a whole life, stainless in morals, lofty jn mental

grasp, and burning with religious fervor. The boy, the student, the

preacher, the educator, and the missionary were all one in the funda-

mental basis of character. He was, what all greatest human leaders are,

a practical mystic. A man of thought and of action, he had behind both

a sane saintlincss, free from all narrowness or asceticism. His holiness

was not a self-centered spirituality, but the Christlike spirit of loving

service.

Bishop Bashford had the modern mind. He accepted the philosophic

trend and the scientific theories of his generation and did not discover

in them anything discrediting the fundamental religious realities of his

Christian faith. Belief in evolution did not for him weaken in the

slightest degree the evangelistic passion of his preaching.

He had always a drawing toward the Orient in his holy ambition for

world service. Long before his mission to China, he had been a thor-

ough student of Eastern Asia. One interesting fact known to the editor

of the Mf.tiiodi.st RiniKW is that if the Methodist General Conference of

1900 had created a I\Iissionary Episcopate in China, which many of us

favored, he would have been quite as willing to accept tliat nussion as

the officially (but not actually) more exalted General Superiutendency.
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Dr. Grose has given the world a most perfect portrait of Bishop Bash-

ford's mind. His intellectual honesty, mental energy, freedom of thought,

well-halanced judgment and philosophic bent—all were penetrated with

an intense love of righteousness and a glowing spiritual splendor. And
all these qualities, united to a magnetic personality and administrative

ability, he brought to one of the noblest tasks of this century—the rebuild-

ing of the world's most ancient civilization and of the greatest pagan

people of this planet into a new social order whose inspiring force is the

kingdom of God. His fifteen years' service in China brought him to a

position of loftiest leadership. He began many plans for its health,

happiness and holiness that will not cease to grow into a great social and

spiritual crc&tion.

Reading a biography of such a soul will be for any Christian minister

or layman a masterful magnetism drawing one to deeper consecration of

self and higher service of God and humanity.

Critical Hours in the Prcaclici-'s Life. By Ernest Clyde Warf.tng, D.D.,

Litt.D. New York: George II. Doran Company. Price, $1.25, net.

"DuKiNG the past six years I have seen almost a score of ministers

fall from the heights of spiritual leadership to the depths of shame and

disgrace. Many of these have been my personal acquaintances, some of

them my familiar friends." This is a staggering confession. It is sub-

stantiated in this searching volume, which sliould be read by every min-

ister, for the subtle dangers that threaten us are found even in unex-

pected places. One cause of ministerial tragedy is the tendency to think of

the ministry as a profession and not as a calling. The professionalism

which thus intrudes itself into the life of the preacher exposes him to

temptations against which he must put up a stiff fight, if he would keep

his soul sensitive to the higher influences and inspirations of the divine

Spirit. The perils that confront the preacher in the home field are also

present on the mission field, to judge from an article on "Som.e Atheisms

to Which a Missionary Seems Susceptible," by Doctor Lyon in the Inter-

national Review of Missions for April, 1923.

Dr. Wareing has Avritton a most timely book, marked by unusual

insight and courteous courage. Part II is rightly entitled, "Looking Into

the Depths." It is a searching diagnosis and touches some of the vul-

nerable places with the skill of deep experience, fraternal sympathy, and

practical understanding. The chapter on "The Critical Hours" is most

illuminating, as it takes note of the moral, intellectual, spiritual, and vo-

cational crisis in the minister's life. Another chapter refers to the three

types of ministers, who have respectively the hireling consciousness, the

opportunist consciousness and the Christ-consciousness. Parts I and III

are a transcript from life, and relate the experience of a young preacher

at first di.silhisioned and later led into the liberty of the Spirit. This ac-

count recalls the episode in the life of Dr. Chalmers, whose ethical

ministry \\as transformed into a ministry of v.arm spiritual earnestness

and usefulness, utter his personal contact with the living Clirist.
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The preacher who discovers for himself that Christianity means "the

believer's loyalty in relation to Christ, the believer's intellectual accept-

ance of hiin, and the believer's resolution to stand with hira," will also

discover vast resources of spiritual power in Christ. Thus would he make

his ministry acceptable to God and man for the building of the church

and the growth of the kingdom of God. Read this book and then give

yourself to prayer until the Christ-consciousness controls your entire life.

Oscar L. Joseph.

The Best I Remcmbrr. By ARTurR Pokuitt. New York: George H. Doran

Company. Trice, ?3, net.

Some Living Maslcrti of the Pulpit. By Josei'h Fokt Newton. New York:

George H. Doran Company. Price, ?2, net.

The.se two volumes represent the finest type of religious journalism.

Both writers have made good use of their unexcelled opportunities. Mr.

Porritt of The Christian "World, London, has had quite a varied ex-

perience. His reminiscences take us behind the scenes, where wx are

introduced to some of the notable preachers and lay leaders of British

Christianity. He rightly observes that there are no plums for the re-

ligious journalist, but, on the ot))er hand, there are compensations that

enrich the personality which money cannot secure. Most attractively

interesting are the sidelights on Spurgeon, Dale, Guinness Rogers, Sil-

vester Home, Hugh Price Hughes, W. T. Stead, Joseph Parker, Mac-

laren, Clifford, Jowett, Orchard, Campbell, Forsyth, W. L. Watkinson,

Fairbairn, General Booth, and a host of others. What a privilege to

have known these men intimately! After reading about them in these

pages their writings become more luminous and their services to the

cause of Christian truth and righteousness could be better appreciated.

The chapters on "Religion in Politics," "America and American Humor,"

"Ways and Vagaries of Preachers," "Ministerial Humorists," are full of

real human interest. Indeed, the book is a treasure of good fellowship,

and it throws much light on contemporary religious and .social movements.

Doctor Newton's volume is a journalistic estimate by one who himself

is a preacher. The book recalls Painted Windoua, by A Gentleman with

a Duster, and this is high praise. Some of his criticisms are far-

fetched, but on the whole these are ai)preciative studies of nine American

and six British preachers. Dr. Newton is justified in his conviction that

the divine art of preaching has not been lost. To be sure, the ponderous

style of the great masters of a former day has disappeared and none would

wish its return, but the succession of earnest and enlightening preachers

continues. For this we thank God and take courage. So long as men
like Gordon, Hutton, Inge, Jefferson, Orchard, Williams, Crothers, Glover,

Cadman are able to hold the attention of congregations and with differing

accents present the claims of Christ, the leadership of the pulpit cannot be

disputed. iNlay tlie number of Christian heralds increase for the glory of

tlie City of God.
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Classics of the Soul's Quest. By R. E. Welsh. Pp. 342. New York:

George H. Doran Company, ?2, net.

This is a theme upon whicli a thousand romances have been founded

and into which various talcs of chivalry, of mysterious adventure, and
legends of folk lore have been woven. In later literature the grail has

been made tlie symbol of spiritualities of which the soul of man has been

in quest. Professor Welsh sees in the religious classics expressions of

the soul's quests, and he lines up in array before us a noble galaxy of

knights who have recorded their religious aspirations and achievements

in a "literature that has almost attained the rank of a sacred canon."

Saint Augustine, Dante, k Kcmpis, Banyan, Tolstoy, and others come
under review in such a way as to show their relation to one another, to

the respective ages in which they lived, and to the problems of the present

day. Professor Welsh declares that "these classics belong fundamentally

to a literature of grace and power rather than to that of knowledge,

although in Dante's Vision these two are combined." As he leads us in the

study of each, masterpiece we feel that one of his objects is to reveal the

source of the author's power and the psychological ])roce3ses by which he

reaches his conclusions. Then, again, we are made to feel that each has an

historical as well as a literary value. It is the culmination of certain his-

torical processes, the reflection of prevalent ideas, the index of current

sentiment, or the signpost of intellectual tendencies. Each has gathered

up into himself forces that were latent in the society of his time and
focused them to a given point, and thus made a very definite contribution

to the thought and literature of his day. The religious interest is some-
times mystical, sometimes evangelical, sometimes ethical, sometimes social

and .sometimes ecclesiastical. Instead of being made to feel that religious

literature is inconsistent because of these variations of interest points,

we are impressed that they are rather evidences of unity and coherence.

Some eighty pages of the book are devoted to Dante's Yision. The
poem is not "devotional," but it "is one of the great documents of religious

experience. . . . It is one of the most sublime and significant expositions

of the human soul in all literature," the "Pilgrim's Progress" of Dante
himself from sin and death tlirough penitential discipline to newness of

life, blessed and eternal. He is tracing the soul on earth as it goes from
woe to deeper woe, then through the tempered chastisements and purify-

ing discipline of the Purgatorio to the Beatific Vision. Thus we see

that instead of being the archaic production of a bygone age the Visioyi

or Divine Comedy is an intensely practical poem, not only of high literary

value, but stupendous in its scope and amazingly ingenious in its con-

struction.

Just as he makes tlie poetic document of Dante practical so he also

shows the practical value of that body of literature which is "concerned
with the refinement and exaltation of our best faculties," expressing a

longing "for beauty and joynusness in' the fullness of life," of which the
Meditations of Marvus AureJiux is representative, and is commended for

its "cultural value in the Christian life." This studied along with Pater's
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•work Marius tlic Eyncurcan is interpretive of that type of experience

which, though cultural, brings "no guarantee of eternal values." And
thus we see the inadequacy of philosopliic reason to sustain the life of

the soul.

The book is scholarly and comprehensive. Valuable not only because

of its excellent contents, but because of its stimulative power, it will

come as an eye-opener to those who have regarded religious literature as

being out of touch with the vital things of life, and to those casual readers

of religious literature who have not been fully aware of the wonderful
treasure wrapped up in these Classics of the Soul.

Arrowsmith, Ontario.

R. W. Akmstkoxg.

Progress iyi- Belujion to tlie Christian Era. By T. R. Glover, LL.D., Fel-

low of Saint John's College, Cambridge. Pp. 350. New York: George
II. Dorau Company. Price, ?2, net.

Doctor Glover carries the weight of his vast learning with great case

and never gives the impression of pedantry, which is the sign of superficial

scholarship. All his writings show extensive research, as indicated by
the footnotes and references to literature. They are further distinguished

by the originality of clear thinking and of discerning knowledge of the

human mind, ancient and modern, and by a refreshing persuasiveness in

the presentation of his themes. Back of it all is his intense passion for

Jesus Christ, of whose absolute fullness and finality he is well persuaded.

This conviction is doubtless accepted by others, but Doctor Glover has
reached it after a close study of the literature of all the ages.

The reading of his books, not in tlie order of their publication but

according to the historical development of religious thought, would help

every preacher to recover the lost accent of authority in the pulpit. His
latest, Progress in Religion to the Christian Era, should be read first be-

cause it has to do with the centuries b. c, giving a well proportioned

picture of a world astray, waiting for "a religion that should set the

highest value on personality in God and in man and make righteousness,

ever more deeply conceived of nnd understood, supreme" (p. 350). Next
take up T/ic Jcsvs of History, which shows that in Jesus the scattered

instincts and purposes of mankind were reunited in the sublime perfection

of redemption. It was by the church that the gospel of Jesus was propa-

gated. Nowhere is a better word spoken for the permanent influence of

the church than in Doctor Glover's lecture on The Nature and Purpose of a

Christian f<orict!/, and in his volume, The Christian Tradition and its

Yerifirntion, where the argument from Christian experience receives ade-

quate justice. If this fact were remembered we could appreciate how the

church survived the struggles during days of transition and disturbance.

This subject is ably expounded in The Co)i/liet of ]!eliginns in flic Enrhi

Roman Empire. Witli all these accumulated treasures we finally turn to

Jesus in the FJxperirnce of Mrn, to find complete confirmation of the bright

independence, the glowing assurance and the blessed competence of Jesus,
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who has grown in significance during the centuries, and now stands mani-

festly acknowledged and confessed as the paramount leader and thorough
Saviour of the human race.

One great service rendered by Doctor Glover's latest book is in help-

ing us to understand the divers currents of religion, ever moving forward,

"marked by emphasis on the unity of existence, on the personality of God,

on righteousess, on the personality of man (p. 239). He deals sym-
pathetically but not leniently with the religious contributions of the elect

souls of antiquity, more especially of Greece, Israel and Rome. The ripe

scholarship of the Classical Lecturer of Saint John's College is used to

great advantage in the chapters on "Homer," "The Beginnings of Greek

Criticism," "The Great Century of Greece," "Plato," "The Greek World
after Alexander," "The Stoics"! His w^ell equipped knowledge of com-

parative religion is seen in the chapters on "Early Man and His Environ-

ment," "The Gods of the Orient," "Roman Religion," "The Victory of the

Orient." His profound appreciation of the Old Testament is finely ex-

pressed in the chapters on "Earlier Israel," "The Hebrew Prophets," "The
Jews after the Exile," "Judaism after Antiochus." The notable epochs

of the past are graphically delineated in these pages, but his interest is

also in the present. The reader is thus frequently arrested by scathing

comments on the religious futilities of our day, and by illuminating pas-

sages pertaining to religion at home and on the mission field.

Doctor Glover writes as a Puritan. This is to his credit. If we are

Inclined to think too much of Puritanism in its unlovely aspects, it would
be well to disabuse our minds by reading Doctor Glover's volume. Poets

and Puritans, which deserves a separate notice; it introduces us with ex-

cellent literary judgment to Spenser, Milton, Evelyn, Bunyan, Cowper,

Boswell, Crabbe, Wordsworth, Carlyle, in a series of fascinating essays.

We would then unhesitatingly rejoice in our Puritan inheritance, without

any occasion for apology. We shall also be grateful to one of its most
brilliant modern exponents, v.'ho conserves all that is good in its tradition,

but goes forward from it, confidently to welcome more truth and light

yet to break forth out of God's Holy Word.

The World's Great neligious Poetry. Compiled by Cauolink Miles Hill.

Pp. xxxix, 836. New York: The Macmillan Company. ?5.

This anthology of religious poetry is certainly the largest and richest

ever yet published. It includes features not to be found in any other

similar collection. Those sacred lyrics in Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian.
Hindu, and Greek literature whose theistic character relates them to

spiritual religion, the early and medieval Christian hymns, while they

form but & small section of this book, add immensely to its interest. It

also reA'eals the unique contribution that America has made to religious

thought in its poetic literature. The New World in its v/orr-hip has struck

a fresh chord in its temple of music of all time.

While the rather original classification may not be the most satis-

factory to everybody, yet its indices furnish cross references which are
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most helpful. And this new analysis is not without its spiritual sugges-

tivenoss.

One cannot review a book which practically covers the entire field

of sacred poetry, ancient and modern. All who can afford it should own
a copy and use it daily as a part of their devotional life.

Hoc n7td There Among the Papyri. By Geokge IMilligax. Pp. xvi, ISO.

New York: George H. Doran Companj-. $2, net.

Pr.oFESsop. MiixiGAN has succeeded to the late James Hope Moulton
as the outstanding English authority on the recent discoveries of Greek

papyri in Egypt and the light they throw on the language of the New
Testament. He stands side by side with Deissmann of Berlin.

Many students of the Bible are unable to possess the large and expen-

sive technical treatises on this fascinating theme. Professor Moulton's

popular lectures, From Eguptian Ruhbish Heaps, were very vivid, but not

detailed enough. This present work gives a mass of information, not easily

accessible elsewhere, in a condensed but very clear form. And its mani-

fold references, scholarly notes, and carefully chosen bibliography make it

an excellent primer on this romantic section of sacred scholarship.

How inspiring it is to discover fresh meanings of words and phrases

which suddenly cause a new light to break forth from a biblical text!

The New Testament was written in the tongue of "the man in the

street"-—a language that finds vivid expression in our modern vernacular.

And this flaming fact was revealed as modern explorers unearthed these

papyri from the rubbish heaps of Egypt. They outshine all the treasures

found lately in the tomb of an Egyptian King.

Ancient Ilebreto Stories and Their Modern Interpretation. By W. G.

JonDAN". Pp. 344. New York: George H. Doran Comjjany. $2, net.

The modern preacher, embarrassed by the many critical problems

raised by scientific scholarship, is in great danger of losing the high

homiletic value of the Old Testament. The Old Testament as a record of

human thought and life has not lost but gained worth by the now
literary methods. In "The House of the Interpreter" department of the

Metijodist Review very little attention has been paid to critical ques-

tions. Professor Jordan, however, has frankly adopted the modern atti-

tude, with the consequence that the spiritual power of the divine record

has grown. The mechanical methods of literalism have less stimulation

for the heart and mind of mankind. Mere photographic accuracy of an

ancient record is of little worth beside any clement in it which appeals to

the present thought and conscience.

Neither Puritanism nor pragmatism, fortunately, has by its moral
fervor or practical bent ever destroyed for us these naive narratives of

Creation and the Fall, of Cain, the Flood and Babel, or such problem
stories as those of Job. Jonah, and Daniel Tliero may be historical bacl:-

grounds difficult of adjustment and ethical perplexities quite unacceptable.
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but the stories themselves hold moral meanings and spiritual implica-

tions that none of the changes of time can destroy. They contain teach-

ings more up to date than the messages of the daily newspaper. Such

stories have a permanent value for religious purposes. The following

extract states clearly the message of Dr. Jordan's book:

"Earlier stories, which would have been inierestiug from the point

of view of history and folk-lore, may have perished; we regret their loss,

as all such light is interesting and helpful; we would certainly be glad

to know more fully the material in which the Hebrews found 'entertain-

ment' before the line began to be clearly drawn between the sacred and
the secular, but we treasure the fragments that remain all the more
because they reflect the earnest search after truth and God. Their interpre-

tation, like other parts of the Book, must vary from age'to age; we smile

at the Rabbinic exegesis, the wild allegorizing, the painful apologetics of

past ages, and we cannot hope that our feeble attempts will go far

towards perfection or finality. We rejoice that our Bible is not a mere
collection of laws or dogmas, but that the life of man is so fully reflected

in the varied forms of history and story; for so does God come nearest

to us. Hence we believe that these stories will still have a ministry, not

simply to children, but to men of all classes and capacities who preserve

a childlike heart and do not allow pedantry to kill the poetry in their

souls."

Miscellanies, Literary and Historical. By Lord Ro.sEm:Kv. Two volumes.

Now York: Hoddcr S-: Stoughton. Price, ?10.

What a joy to handle these volumes and to read page after page of

pellucid prose that has melody and beauty, and gives one a new apprecia-

tion of the v.'onderful flexibility of the English language. Lord Rose-

bery is a superb master of style. His literaiy method is that of a

consummate artist with a genius for fascinating even the fastidiously

critical. Indeed, he completely disarms criticism by the charm of his

mellow and musical speech. He has also a mind free from prejudice, a

spirit generously hospitable to the manifold interests of life, and an indus-

try in securing facts, whatever their source. He is thus peculiarly quali-

fied and rarely gifted, by wide reading, much tho\ight, many contacts

with life, and above all by a genial temperament, to estimate tlie great

characters of history.

These two volumes of addresses and essays provide a rich gallery of

exquisite portraitures, marked by good sense, fine feeling and delicate

discernment. The first volume contains thirteen "Appreciations." Robert
Burns receives the place of honor, and he is well described as "the

champion and patron-saint of democracy." "'A man's a man for a' that' is

not politics—it is (he assertion of the rights of humanity in a sense far

wider than politic.^. It erects all mankind; it is the charter of its self-

respect. It binds, it heals, it revives, it invigorates; it sets the bruised

and broken on their leg.^; it refreshes tlic stricken st)ul; it is the salvo

and tonic of character." The voice of the bookman is heard in the ad-
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dress on "Dr. Johnson." The literary critic of wide accomplishments is

seen in the chapter on "Thackeray." The informed historian and states-

man, and a former Prime Minister of England takes high ground in the

speeches and essays on "Cromwell," "Frederick the Great," "Burke,"

"The Coming of Bonaparte," "Sir Robert Peel," "William Gladstone,"

"Lord Salisbury," "Lord Randolph Churchill." His religious interest.s

appear in the address on "Dr. Chalmers," which is not a eulogy but an

estimate of the sublime power of the great preacher, who "gave at all

times of his best and disdained to offer anything less." What is said of

Chalmers tlie pastor is worth quoting: "He did not shrink from his

fellow-men; on the contrary, he sought them, for it was the business of his

life to permeate them with his message. W. E. Gladstone, who accom-

panied him on some of his pastoral visits, said that he sat embarrassed and

almost silent." The aims and policy of Dr. Chalmers—statesman, eccle-

siastic, pastor, preacher, professor—were governed by "the ideal to raise

the nation by Christianity, by Christian cooperation, Christian education,

Christian worship." Truly, no better ideal could inspire every minister

of the gospel.

The second volume has twenty chapters on literary, i)olitical, and

historical themes. The "Vignettes" are keen characterixation-s of William

Pitt, Robert Louis Stevenson, Nelson, Cecil Rhodes. The division on

"Scottish History and Character" throws light on the influence of reli-

gion on national life. The section on "The Service of the State" offers

timely testimony to the power of personality to mold the life and destiny

of men and nations. "There is no such bad sign in a country like political

abstention. I do not want you all to be militant politicians. But an

intelligent interest does not mean a militant interest, though it, at any
rate, means the reversal of apathy." The address ou "Statesmen and
Bookmen" finally disposes of the heresy about the scholar in politics.

which seems to be far too prevalent in our thinking, as Viscount Brycc
impressively pointed out in Modern DevLOcracics and in The American
CojnmonwcoUh.

Space will not permit of further references, but enough has been

said to create an interest in those two attractive volumes. As a study in

the art of public speech, if for no other reason, all preachers could read

them with much advantage.

Senescence—The Last Half of Life. By J. Stanlky Hai.l, Ph.D., LL.D.

New York: D. Appleton & Company. Price, .?5.

WiiKN Dr. Hall retired from the presidency of Clark University, he

decided to disencumber himself of much superfluous baggage, that he might
get ready for the years that lay before him. The circumstances under
which this was done are related in the Introduction with a sense of gentle

and sad humor. This section whets one's appetite for the autobiography
which he has written and laid away. Why not let us have it.at once? for,

while the manuscript is in safe deposit, we are deprived of the pleasure

of reading what is certain to be one of tlie most remarkable volumes of
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its kind, -written by a man n^Iio has made an intense Ftudy of life, from

the disinterested standpoint of a psychologist.

We would fain believe that one who has written this exhaustive

volunio on Senescence, at the age of seventy-five, has many more years of

active work, at least with his pen. It completes Dr. Hall's psychological

survey of human life. Youth: lis Education, Regimen, and Hygiene was

a selection of pertinent passages from his two large volumes on

Adolescence. Those who cannot read these bulky tomes will find much
stimulating and suggestive thought in the smaller volume. His latest

book is a marvel of investigation and research, with conclusions that

should put iron into the blood of those who have crossed the Rubicon of

the Psalmist's three score years and ten.

The thesis of this book is contained in the following passage: "In

youth we have ideals of and fit for maturity. Why not do the same when
we are mature for the next stage? Why should not forty plan for eighty

(or at least for sixty) just as intently as tv,-eaty does for forty? At forty

old age is in its infancy; the fifties are its boyhood; the sixties its youth,

and at seventy it attains its majority. . . . Modern man vras not

meant to do his best work before forty, but is by nature, and is becoming

more and more so, an afternoon and evening worker" (p. 29). This con-

clusion is enforced by extensive illustrations from the whole range of

biography, philosophy, history, poetry, and of the sciences of biology and

physiology. Dr. Hall furnishes recipes how to grow old gracefullj'. Com-
ing as they do from an authority of such distinction, with an experi-

ence so varied as a teacher and investigator, what he writes commands
respect and merits favorable consideration.

The chapter entitled "Some Conclusions" is throughout marked by an

optimistic strain. Dr.'iiall faces all the facts with quiet composure and

declares that "in all departments of life the function of competent old

age is to sum up, keep perspective, draw lessons, particularly moral

lessons" (p. 419). The last chapter, on "Tho Psychology of Death," is,

however, dismal, because the voice of religion is not heard uttering its

wholesome declarations concerning immortality. Few will agree with him
that "the blankness beyond gives a new joy in and love of life" (p. 438).

This chapter is an anticlimax, but even here there is a lurking faith in

immortality. For the last quotation, we would, however, have preferred

to the querulous hope of Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar" the robust faith

of Browning in "Easter Day," "A Death in the Desert," or, best of all,

"Rabbi Ben Ezra."

BOOKS IN BRIEF

Specimens of BihUcaJ Literature. Arranged and edited by J.a.m?:s

MuiiLKMRiiG. Pp. xxxviii, 413 (New York: Crowell, $2. .50). The Bible is

an absolutely necessary text book in literary education. To be ignorant of

it closes the mind to adequate knowledge of other literature. More and

more to-day, the Bible is being included in the courses of educational in-

stitutions everywhere. This excellent anthology of selections from Scrip-





lural history, short stories, parables, fabler, poetry, essays, propliecy, ora-

tory, letters, etc., with its scholarly introduction and notes, will be an

adnurable handbook both for secondary schools and colleges.

A Study of (Jenesis arid Uxodus. By the Questionnaire Method. By

Roi.LiN H. Walker. Pp. 217 (Methodist Book Concern, ?1 net). Those

who have used Trofessor Walker's A Study of John's Gospel and A Sitidy

of Luke's Gospel will welcome this Old Tesuiment textbook. The Bible

should impart its own meaning to the student; living questions are more

effective for this purpose than dead answers imparted by teachers. By

this method the seeking soul will come to possess its own inward record

of divine revelation. There are difficulties in the Pentateuch, but this mode

of approach will lessen the embarrassment of the critical problems, by

placing emphasis on the religious values.

The Faiih That Overcomes the World. By Vax Rexsselafr Gib.sox.

Pp. 110 (Macmillan, §1). Faith is the victory that overcomes the world,

but the so-callod new spiritual psychology which tries to synthesize religion,

philosophy, and science, does not always comprehend what that victory is.

That is the weakness of this work, which contains much that is excellent.

Healing of disease, for example, may be sometimes wrought by faith, but

there is a higher victory won by those who conquer pain by enduring it

bravely as partners in our Lord's passion. Modern attempts to spiritualize

crass material facts may result in materializing religion. Many faith-

healers come to care more for their carcasses than their characters.

Freedom atid Christian Conduet. By Jojix A. W. Haas. Pp. ix, 31S

(Macmillan. $2.25). This treatise on Christian ethics will serve well as a

textbook for Christian colleges. It is developed under three heads: The

Fundamentals of Freedoni, I'he Finding of Freedom, and The Functioning

of Freedom. 'WTiile it is a well systematized and scholarly discussion, it is

simple in style and readable as religious literature. One high ideal of this

work is the making of morals a universal thing in all spheres of human
life as well as in individual conduct. The author stands strongly for civil

liberty.

EeUyious Perplexities. By L. P. Jacks. Pp. 93 (Doran, §1 net).

The editor of The Hihhert Journal, who is also principal of Manchester

College, England, is a great religious thinker of the pragnuvtic type. There

are perplexities in religion and in Christianity, but the greatest of these are

mixtures, dogmatic and official, which have been injected into them. Not

by a battle of the creeds shall our religion win, but by living up. to our

creeds. If all different faiths would do this, we soon should realize the

union of Christendom. A beautifully written and profound book, whose

depths are lucid.

The New Testainent in Modern Education. By J. Mokoan Jonf.,s. Pp.

vii, 303 (Hodder & Stoui^hton, 12s. Gd.). For all modern teacheis in
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church and school this hook will have a high pedagogical value. Yet we
feel that its critical standarrls are too radical for practical use in the

teaching of the young. Scholarship has not yet wiped out the general

historical accuracy of the Gospels and Epistles. There may be still some

unsolved problems as to .those records, but they are questions for the study

rather than the classroom. Teaching, like preaching, should always have a

smoke-consuming arrangement as to such matters before bringing its

message to boys, girls, and young people. This work may be a strengthen-

ing challenge to well-equipped teachers, but its methods should be used

with caution.

The Servant of Jehovah. By Daviu Bauox. Pp. xii + 160 (Doran,

$2 net). This exposition of the 53d chapter of Isaiah has considerable

undigested erudition behind it and is probably as able a defense of tra-

ditional views as is possible. But to deny to the Oracles of Consolation

their exilic background is to leave many passages unexplained and to

greatly lessen their religious Talue. One of the inspiring results of the

critical scholarship, which these traditionalists both misunderstand and

oppose, is the diFcovery that we are better off for prophets than we had

supposed, and the achievement of a higher Spiritual level in Scriptural

interpretation.

Old Testament Law for BWle Students. By Rogek S. Gaum. Pp. 194

(Macmillan, ?1.25). A lawyer, who is also a biblical scholar, has an-

alyzed and classified the legal material of the Old Testament. It forms

a most useful book of reference and a handbook for Bible teachers and
students. It is really a valuable codification of the Torah. A flue feature

is its Topical Index and Digest.

Florchee Xirjhtincjale. A play in three acts. By Ei)it>i Cuttings Reiu

(Macmillan, $1.25). This picture of one of the greatest women of all

history contains much interesting material and many touching incidents.

It is somewhat lacking in its dramatic form, but for closet reading it is

well Vi^orth while, and, after all, that is the biggest value of a play.

The Meaning of the Old Testament. By Hugh Map.tin. Pp. 170

(Doran, ?1.60). This is not a biblical introduction or a treatise for

scholars. It is rather a fairly successful attempt to put in popular form
the principal results of modern scholarship. Being brief, it has to be

positive in its statements, but there is little in it to provoke even a rever-

ent traditionalist. It is not destructive but constructive in its interpre-

tation. The Book of God, seen not through tlie spectacles of dogmatic
theory, but with the clear vision of scholarsliip and spiritual insight,

becomes not less but more vital in its values.

Regeneration and Reconstruction. By S. P.. John. Pp. 93 (Doran).

"The earnest expectation of creation waiteth for the manife.=;tation of the

sons of God." The basis of civilization is divine. Redeenied personalities
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would give us a reconstructed church and a new world. Society has col-

lapsed to-day by loss of the spiritual life. More of the Spirit of God will

regenerate the world. Au eloquent plea both for personal evangelisnr and

Kocial salvation.

The World's Best Humorous Anecdotes. By J. Gilchrist Lawsox.
Pp. 27.5 (Doran, 52 net). A collection of nearly 1,500 bits of wit and
repartee, including dialect stories, quite well classified topically, and
intended for the use of all sorts of public speakers. Mr. Lawson, once an

evangelist and now an editor, is well qualified for the work. A better way
is for every speaker to make his own compendium of anecdotes and illus-

trations which will give greater vitality to his addresses. "Whoever is

unable to do so can find no better storeroom of funny stories than this.

Yet they should be used sparingly. Every speaker of sense should avoid

anecdotage.

An Ivimigra7it's Day in Court. By Kate Holladay Clayhorn. Pp.

xviii + 5'16 (Harjiers, ?2.50). The Carnegie Corporation is doing a great

service to Americanization by the series of studies of which this is the

ninth. The immigrant has many money troubles, is frequently swindled,

has family difficulties and commits criminal offenses caused by his changed

environment, has rather a poor chance in some courts, is the victim of

some silly and cruel laws and needs much legal aid. This book, based on

thorough investigations, w-ill be a help to the immigrant and still more to

those social workers who are interested in his welfare. The "deportation"

cases are carefully considered and the immense amount of injustice in

many of them fully proved. The best agency for Americanization is friend-

liness and fairness.

ITnman Nature in the Bible. By Wiixiam Lyox Phelps (Scribners,

5^2). The professor of English literature at Yale is persuaded that

human nature is more accurately charted in the Bible than in the works
of any modern novelist or playwright. Without any reference to critical

questions, he takes the Old Testament as he finds it, with a preference for

the Authorized Version, and interprets its personalities and incidents

with frequent references to current literature, to show how these ancient

writings have a decidedly modern accent, because they reveal the grandeur,

the folly, the nobility, and the baseness common to humankind with a

realism and an idealism surpassed by no other literature. This volume
by a literary master helps us to discover and rediscover unusual values in

the sacred oracles.

Skylines. By Halkokd E. Li'cc'oc'k (Abingdon Press, $1.25). These
fourteen essays are full of merriment and nutriment. They are garnished

with incidents, enriched with quotations, and enlivened with sentiments
that i)rick popular bubbles with the sharp point of the needle of humor
and convince those who would doubtless remain impervious to a logical

argument. There is a quiet persuasiveness and withal an intensely lelL-
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gious spirit in the Irealmont of topics which in the hands of this essay-

ist cease to bo coiiiinonplacc. It is surprising liow much food for thought

is found in such subjects as "Cook's Tours," '"Dead Languages," "Games
for Gro\vn-Ups," "Rules for Giving a Party," "Finishing Schools." A most

delightfully captivating volume.

A History of Rclif/ious Education- in Recent Times. By Aklo Aykes

Bkown (Abingdon Press, $1.G0). How much and how little have been done

for religious edvication by Protestantism is well shown in this historical

survey. Due credit is given the noble pioneers of a former day, without

whom the present advances would be impossible. Questions touching on

Sunday school curricula, teacher-training, international agencies of reli-

gious education for Sunday and week-day in local churches, communities,

and colleges, are all treated with impartiality and fullness. For further

improvement we need an aroused public conscience, a trained leadership,

and an adoQuate technique. This book points in the right direction and

should be read by all concerned in the future welfare of the church.

The Rcturnivff Tide of Faith. By Nkvillk S. Talbot, D.D. (Revell,

$1.50). AVc hear a great deal about the misty-mindedness of the laity and

the need for a teaching church, but -there are not many books that make
a special appeal to the "average man." The Bishop of Pretoria has writ-

ten just such a book. The chapters originally appeared in the Johannes-

bury Rand Daily Mail, and the interest shown in them induced their pub-

lication in more permanent form. The central and ultimate truths of the

Christian faith are here discussed not profoundly but thoroughly. * Some
of the statements are open to question but the main arguments are sound.

The book will help many to attain to conscious and reasoned convictions,

and, what is better, it will deepen Christian experience.

The Legacy of Greece. Edited by 11. Vv''. Livingstone (Oxford Uni-

versity Press). Our indebtedness to ancient Greece needs no advocacy,

but a volume of essays by experts cannot fail to command attention. Gil-

bert Murray on "The Value of Greece to the Future of the World," Dean
Inge on "Religion," Zimmeru on "Political Thought," Toynbee on "His-

tory," and eiglit other essays by equally competent writers on Philosophy,

Mathematics and Astronomy, Natural Science, Biology, Medicine, Litera-

ture, Greek Art, Architecture, open the door into a rich field of stimulat-

ing thought and expression. The essay by the Dean of Saint Paul's is one

of his best utterances. All will share his belief that "the unflinching eye

and the open mind will bring us again to the feet of Christ, to whom
Greece, with her long tradition of free and fearless inquiry, became a

speedy and willing captive, bringing her manifold treasures to Him, in

the well-grounded conlidence that He was not come to destroy but to

fulfill."

Unity and Rome. l)y VAnwsw Smith IMikiu-ktun, D.D. (Macuiillan,

$1.7r>). I'his is an anuizing liouk. For special pleading and reasoning in
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a circle it is typical of a certain class of ecclesiastical writing. Dr. Middle-

ton apparently does not like the apostle Paul, whose spiritual catholicity

is too strong for his digestion. He gives away his argument when he

h'uncnts that Peter made no reference to his primacy in his epistles. He
did not because he was not aware of any such position in. the early

cliurch. The mechanical interpretation of our Lord's words to Peter
about the keys must be rejected. To refer to Protestant Christianity as

man-made in its origins is to be blind to the hand of God. With so much
apparent knowledge of hi.story, it is surprising that Dr. Middle-ton does
not understand the lessons of history but perverts its testimony to the

baser uses of advocating unity with the Church of Rome, unmindful of the

fact that this church continues its policy of intolerance and has its face

turned backward and has no use for the via media of the Episcopal
Church, and virtually disregards the work of the Free Churches. This
Episcopal clergyman does not realize that union with Rome under existing

circumstances is to follow an iijnis [aluus.

Visions of the End. By An.\M C. Wf.i.cii, D.D., Th.D. (Pilgrim Press,

$2.25). This study of Daniel and Revelation takes note of the essential

message of these two hooks, and offers an interpretation which removes
many perplexities. The religious needs which were satisfactorily met by
apocalyptic literature in days of turnioil and distress are still with us

but in different forms. It is encouraging to know that they still find an
answer in these two books which supplement in a truly indispensable

way the less poetic messages found in the other books of the Bible. They
all agree in magnifying the sufliciency of God in Jesus Christ for the

redemption and the reconstruction of all life.

The Devotional Lilcraturc of Scolland. By Ada.m Philip, D.D. (Pil-

grim Press, ?2). Our indebtedness to the Scottish theologians is very

large, but this volume emphasizes the strictly devotional contribution.

In a sense each age and nation should have its own devotional literature.

This review, however, of what Scotland has given in the way of hymnody
and prayer will be read with interest. Special mention should be made
of the chapters on "Books of Letters and Thoughts," "The Golden Book of

Love" of Rutherford, and "Prayers upon the Psalms."

Being a Preacher. By J.\mi:s I. Vaxck, D.D. (Revell, ?1.75). Every

book on preaching lias something of value because, as a rule, the writer

speaks out of experience. Dr. Vance is well qualified to offer counsel on

the claims of the Christian ministry. He is enthusiastic in magnifying

this high calling. The best chapter i.s entitled "The Drab and the Gold

In the Great Calling," but all the diopters are worth reading for the note

of encouragement. It is a good book to place in the hands of collegians

who are thinking how best to invest their life to the greatest advantage.

LibcraJisv), .Modrmisin and Tradition. By Oi ivkk C)f.\sK Qru k (Long-

mans, Green & Co.) Canon Quick realizes that the danger of much modern
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thinking in religion is its overpreoccupatioii with, the analytic aspect of

the truth. He offers a synthetic view of the Christian faith, which helps

us to appreciate the traditional theology of the church and to uuderiitanil

how it should he related to modern thinking. Wlien we learn to distin-

guish hetween the essential and the incidental in our traditional inherit-

ance, we shall do it justice and also enrich our own Christian thought

and experience.

Makimj Yourself. By Oui.so.x Snvett Mardkx (Crowd), ?1.75, Jiet).

A very stirring message on the secret of success by the writer of many
inspirational books on social and business efficiencj'. But, like most such

worlis, its moral standard, while perfectly clean, is self-regarding and does

not stress the Christian ideal that tlie larger selfhood is found in life

service of others. Business, politics, society, and the world have failed

because of this self-centered vision. Every chapter of this would be

better if read in connection with some lessons from the Gospels.

The Authority of Jeans. By R. Winbout Hardixg (Uoran, |2, net).

Jesus is "Lord and Master of us all." He is a Teacher whose first school

was of his disciples, but which we should all attend. He is the Friend

of friends, whose claim on our love and obedience is supreme. He is the

Kevealer of God—only by him can the Infinite Father be approached.

Master of Himself, Master of Nature and Master of Jlen—the secret of his

authority is not merely in his formal teaching but in his life and per-

sonality. Such is the substance of this excellent book which properly

uses the Fourth Gospel as freely as the Synoptists.

i^cxo Testovient Sociology. By Philip Voll.mf.r (Revell, $2.25, net).

Perhaps the most complete class manual on the social principles of Jesus.

Because- of this elaborate detail, however, it necessarily fails to fully de-

velop many very important themes. Its worth as a school textbook there-

fore depends largely upon the laboratory method, starting scriptural

study on the Social Gosiicl, using the very rich reference library found
in the bibliography attached to each chapter, and making tentative local

surveys and programs of social service. Those who thus employ Professor

Vollmer's book will soon reach even a loftier level of social vision than

it contains—and doubtless that is what he wishes.

Pearl from Patmos. By J. J. Ross (Revell, $1.50, net). A religious

exposition of the messages to the Seven Churches—with many quite new
bits of vision as to their spiritual meaning. There are few more favor-

able portions of Scripture for use in expository preaching than these

letters from heaven. And Dr. Ro.ss gives fine fresh application of thorn

to present conditions. For exegesis other works will be necessary, but

this is of high homiletic worth.
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FLASHLIGHTS ON CURRENT LITERATURE.

(The more important of these books may be fully reviewed in future)

Letters of Principal James Dcnncij to His Family and Friends. Edited

i)y Jamks Moffatt. Pp. xvi, 220 (Doran, |3). Anotlier vohune of Dr.

Denney's letters, interestingly supplementing his Letters to \V. Bohcrtson

Nieoll

The Life of JoJtii Frederick Oherlin. Ey Aiglstis. F. Bf.akd (Pilgrim

Press, $1.25). A new edition- of the biography of one of the greatest of

rural ministers.

The Erolution of the Country Community. By Wahkf.x H. Wjl.sox

(Pilgrim Press, $2.25). A revised edition of a famous standard book on

the relation of the church to country life. Very valuable.

A Moneyless Magnate and other Essays. By Fuf.deiuck F. Shax.nox

(Doran, $L50 net). One of these essays is reprinted from the Methodi.st

Rkview without permission or credit given.

If 1 Miss the Sunrise. By J. H. Ciiami:f,u.s INLxcatlky (Doran, $2 net).

Much beauty of expression in these studies on the reality of religion and its

power in life.

The Psychology of Pouer. By Capt. J. A. Hadfikid (Macniillan,

75 cents). A reprint of an able es.say from the volume entitled The Spirit,

already reviewed in our pages.

Plans for Sunday S'hool Erangeli.sin. By Fhank L. Br.owx (Revell,

$1.50). Third edition of this worth-while book which unites passion with

program. Here is an evangelism every church needs.

Lives of Girls 'Who Became Famous. By Sahaii K. Boi.tox (Crowell,

$2 net). Reprint of a famous book on twenty-dve famous girls, from Eliza-

beth Barrett Browning to Helen Keller.

Our Ambiguous Life. By Jonx A. Hittox (Pilgrim Pre.ss. $2.25).

The Victory Over Victory. By Joiix A. Hrrrox (Doran, $].75). Two
volumes of wonderful sermons by a great Scotch preacher, a poet and

prophet, full of striking sentences.

The Supn-intevdent. By Fraxk L. Baowx. Pp. 383 (Metliodist Book

Concern, $1.50). A great Sunday school superintendent, now passed to

his eternal reward, has left this precious legacy to all superiiilcndents.

The Men's Class in Action. By F. Hauvky Mok.sf (Doran, $1.50, net).

A complete manual for the organization and conduct of adult classes.

Nothing in it as to civic or social service.

Organizing the Church School. By Hfxkv Fiskdfiiick Copf (Doran,

$1.75, net). Better than the above. Written by one of tlie recognized

leaders in religious education.

Teaching Adolescents in the Church Scliool. By Ekwin L. Siiavimc
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(Doran, $1.25, net). Not a book for reading but a plan book for work-

ing. A new and suggestive guido.

What it Means to be a Christian. By Edwakd Ixcukask Bos worth

(The Pilgrim Press, $1.25). A most modern, yet most spiritual. i)orlrait of

the religious life. Some fundamentalists will not like it, but it sinks and

rises to greater experimental depths and heights than they.

Home Lessons in J?r?/(7iO«. Vols. I and II. By S.^^trKL Wkix.s Stago

and Maky Boyd Stagg (Abingdon Press, ?1 each). Christ "sets the child

in the midst." These are manuals for mothers—and everybody else— for

training those from three to five years old.

The God of Our Fathers. lU" H. P. S. (Revell, .$1.25, net). The slogan

of this book, "No God, no Ciiii.-tianity," while true enough abstractly, has

no such value as the claim of Jesus, "No man cometh to the Father but by

me." No Christ, no God.

Onr Faith in God through Jesvs Christ. By J. Erne;st Davey (Doran.

$1.75, net). More practical than the above book. An apologetic showing

of our faith as reasonable, necessary, effective, and final.

New Testament Greek for Bcfiinners. By J. Gi;i:,sua:>i Maciif.x (Mac-

millan, $2.20). An hour's hard work each day would give in a few months

every student of this textbook ability to read the Gospel of Saint John

in the original.

* Songs of Conquest. JosEi-ii F. Bk.uuy, Editor (Abingdon Press, 40

cents per copy, $30'per hundred). Fortunately rag-time has been left out

of this song book for informal religious services, and, better still, it con-

tains some sixty standard hymns. It cannot take the place of the Hymnal
but can-supplement it.

A READING COURS]

Prophecy and Fcliaion. Studies in the Life of Jeremiah. By John Si^ixxer,

D.D. ^Vestnlinster College, Cambridge. New York: The Macniillan

Company. Price, $5.

,Si;akoxs of crisis are seldom adequately appraised by those who pass

through them. It is only in the lucid light of a history that interprets

facts suh specie eternitatis that the significance of any ci'isis could bo

clearly understood. Herein is the supreme value of biblical history. The

greatest crisis experienced in the pre-Christian world took place in Israel

in the seventh century n. c. In tliat extraordinary convulsion among the

nations the little kingdom of Judah fell before the Babylonian invader,

and her leaders were taken ii\to exile a thousand miles away from liome.

The storm of war which produced this tragic result V)egan wiili the in-

roads of the \^i]d Scythian hordes from the North. During tliis struggle

two decisive battles wore fought—one at Meggidu, GoS i;. c, when Jtisiah,
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king of Judah, was killed, tlie other at Caichoniiijh, COG r.. c, which gave

.siiprciuacy to Nebucliacinezzar.

A new map of the world was redrawn, but it availed no more than

the attejnpts to create new political boundaries in Europe since tlio

armistice. The failure was not due to incompetent leadership. Kinus

like Nebuchadnezzar and Pharaoh Necho were great men after their kind,

and their .subordinates were anything but weaklings. The failure then

as now was occasioned by the inability to recognize that the real problems

are not political, but spiritual. Dr. A. E. Zimmern has given the best

explanation in his essay on "Personality in National Progress," in thi'

recent volume on The Coininy Renaissance: "This is the true function

of the nation, to make men conscious of the nature and quality of their

inward heritage and powers, to help them to know theinselves and to

find themselves, and so to win faith and strength to spend themselves foi'

their fellow-countrymen and the world" (p. 229).

In the Babel of voices heard during the close of the seventh century

and the beginning of the sixth century n. c, no one spolce more valiantly

and directly than Jeremiah, the j)rophct of a forlorn hope. It was his

mission to utter unpopular truths to a stiff-necked generation, that re-

garded him as a traitor and an intriguer, because he did not follow tlie

nationalists, whose petty fabrications were the mouthings of purblind

musings. Jeremiah saw and foresaw and it was the supreme tragedy of

his life to behold his nations sliding dov.n to ruin because of insensate

heedlessness. A man of a sensitive sidrit and reflective temperament,

deeply emotional and keenly sympathetic, In love with nature and the

quiet life, it was Jeremiah's fate to bo thrust out into loneliness and stand

in jeopardy every hou.r of his life, exposed to calumny and persecution

because he spoke the full truth of God as it was given him so to do. Few
men could have liteially used the words of Elijah: "1, even I only, an)

left; and they seek my life to take it away" (1 Kings 19. 10). He was
truly the Old Testament Athanasius contra tnundnm. Although he found

his Boswell in Baruch, his ov/n life was one of perplexing solitude. The
fact that he was able to endure the strain of forty years, with few inter-

vals of happiness, is explained by his experience of personal fellowship

with God. He had few compensations during his lifetime, but there is no

prophet to whom we are more indebted than to Jeremiah for many of the

signal benefits of spiritual religion. He has been called "the father of

all the saints."

The true spirit and conscience of the nation were incarnated in Jere-

miah. A study of his life has certain advantages to the modern preacher

on whom is laid the burden of the Lord, to speak the whole truth of the

gospel with lofty purpose and deep understanding, that it might be heard

in the scats of powei- and in the center.s of population. Principal Skin-

ner's Cunningham Lectures represent ripe scholarship and religious in-

siglil. Critical questions receive careful consideration, hut even more
iniportanl i.s his discussion of (luesticuis affecting the call, the message,

and the inlluence of the ))ropht.'t, with tirnelN applicalion.s tt; our ov.ii day.s

of transition and di.-^.cnchantnicnt. 11 is the i)eisoiialit \ of Jeremiah that
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gives such profound interest to his career. His greatness lies less in what

he taught and more in what he experienced through coinniunion with God.

"Prophecy had already taught its truths; its last effort was to reveal itself

in a life." Tluit life had in ahundant measure the elements of pathos

and tragedy, with conllicts and agonies, but we see in it "the efflorescence

of the spiritual principles which are the essence of the prophetic move-

ment in Israel" (p. 17). This really is the thought expressed in the

beatitude: "Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God." To

no one in the Old Testament was it given to behold the character of God

with such richness as it was to Jeremiah. Undoubtedly there were limi-

tations and even defects in his piety because of "an incomplete possession

by the spirit of love, which is the mediura of perfect conmiunion with

God" (p. 229). This is only to acknowledge tliat the last word had yet

to be spoken by Jesus Christ, in comparison with whom the best of the

sons of men "iiath some heinous freckle of the flesh upon his shining

cheek." When it is said that the life of Jeremiah revealed the reality of

religion even more than his work, the inference is that the first concern

of the Christian preacher must be to keep secure and steadfast his life

hid with Christ in God, as the indispensable condition of ministerial ef-

fectiveness.

Let us turn first to chapter xi, on "Individual Religion—tlie Inner

Life of Jeremiah." The passages discussed are known as the "Confessions

of Jeremiah." Our devotional literature is rich in such writings.

The recent volume by Dr. R. E. Welsh on Classics of the f^oitVs Quest and

an earlier volume by Dr. Glenn Atkins on Pihiriins of tlic Lonely Hood
afford much material for the preacher's quiet meditation. And yet there

is nothing that surpasses the searching section.s in the book of Jeremiah.

They reveal the prophet's familiarity and frankness with God, often in

vehe7iiently challenging the Almighty; his spiritual agony like that of

the Man of Gethsemane; his struggle between fidelity to his commission

and the natural impulses of his heart; his final emergence with victory

over himself that guaranteed for him victory over the world. "Jeremiah

is to us the most interesting of the prophets," writes Professor McFadyen,
"because of the luiive candor with which he discloses the conllict between

the human and the divine in his own soul" (p. IGl).

Next turn to chapter x, on "Prophetic Inspiration," and note tlie

discerning observations on what really constitutes prophecy. The utter-

ance of the genuine prophet has cosmic significance, coming as it does

out of a life swayed by the winds of the Divine Spirit. lie is possessed

of the immediate consciousness of having the mind of God, which is the

ultimate secret of illumiriation. Ecstatic experiences were occasional and
they occupied a subordinate position. Vision and audition were different,

for these gave a sense of ultimate reality and a conviction of "the infinite

Wisdona which reigns tliroughout the universe and through all the ages"

(p. 200). Tlie false proi'hets were given to imitation and were lacking

in originality and independence. See furtlier on this itoint chapter viii,

on "The Prophet as a Mor;il Analyst." It throws light on one of the chief

functions of modern i)rearhing. Jerfmiali .'^pokc from firsthand knowl-
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odge. This gave distinction to his ethical teachinj^s, which showed a vivid

interest in human character and motive, a licen conception of sin as

having its seat in the perverted human will, and an assurance of the di-

vine forgiveness. This aspect of his message helps us to understand his

relative failure as a preacher of repentance. Head the two chapters on

"The Call of National Repentance" and "The Way of Life and the Way
of Death." The shallowness and unreality of the nation's religious pro-

fessions are forcihly expounded in chapter ix, on "Unreal Worship—Tem-
j)le and Sacriiice." Note the difference in the standpoints of Isaiah of

the regal mind and Jeremiah of the democratic spirit. In the days of

Isaiah the Temple was rightly regarded as the symbol of the presence

of God, but in the times of Jeremiah it had become the talisman of

spurious piety. What was considered indispensable at an earlier time

was now found to be an intolerable barrier. How true it is that "new
occasions teach new duties." The freedom of prophesying must be safe-

guarded for every age in the interest of true religion, whose es.sence is

response to the voice of God.

There was no perfunctorincss or evasiveness in Jeremiah's declara-

tions and denunciations. It should also be observed that the catastrophic

element was peculiarly absent in his eschatological conceptions. He was
at first in sympathy with the Deuteronomic reform instituted in the

reign of Josiah, but on further reflection and observation, he found that

the spiritual fruits of this movement were disappointing, because it was
being "manipulated in the interest of sacerdotalism in a way that de-

prived it of all religious value" (p. 157). It was therefore inevitable

that he should protest against the externalism of this reform, which was

an attempt to daub tottering walls with untempered mortar. "The il-

lusion of infallibility and finality attaching to the written word" was

disi>elled by him. He taught that religion has its seat in the heart, and

that the possession of a code without a personal experience only com-

plicates the central and vital issues. As bearing on this question, read

the two chapters on "Jeremiah and Deuteronomy," and "In the Wake of

the Reform." Then take up the four chapters on "The Future of Religion,"

•which ably appraise the specific contribution of our prophet.

Other chapters to be closely studied are on "The Two Religions of

Israel"—a clear analysis of the elements of degeneration, sensuality,

doublemindedness, and unreality in the popular faith; and on "The

Northern Peril" and "The New Foe from the North"—a vivid interpreta-

tion of Jeremiah's reading of history. He stood in the council of the

Lord and had a comprehending knowledge of the diversified currents of

national and international life. It was part of his mission to he a prophet

to the nations. This implied not a vague but a direct knowledge of

contemporary events, with the ability to sec farther than the time-serving

popular prophets who were echoes of public opinion and not voices to mold
public opinion. This matter merits our urgent consideration as preachers.

The leadership of the pulpit must be establislied on firm foundations.

Those who arc called to speak for God should be above political factituis,

social partisanships, and ecclesiastical tyrannies. It was this independence
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that made Jeremiah a martyr. It also enabled him to occupy the role

of a prophet of God, who spent his days in darkness but not in despair,

and whose legacy has enriched spiritual religion far more than any

of the other Old Testament prophets.

The explanation of his remarkable career is found in his sense of

the divine vocation which gave him such distinguished preeminence.

Read chapter xi, on "Predestination and Vocation." The voice of the

Spirit was heard by him at a time when public affairs at home and abroad

had assumed a threatening aspect. Unlike Isaiah, he had no sense of

personal guilt, but rather a feeling of hesitation before the weight of the

divine task imposed ou him. His self-discovery, however, led to self-

recovery under the consciousness of the divine Presence. This induced

in liira the act of self-surrender to a personal Being. He had received

an inexorable call to the prophetic office, with the assurance of divine

strength to announce the supreme realities of life to a people who were

strangely oblivious to them. His struggle for faitli and his consistent vrit-

ness for God and ti uth, despite pain, privation, and persecution, make him
the greatest herald of the new day of Jesus Christ.

SIDE EEADING

The Vomxnij Renaissance. Edited by Sir Jami;.s Marchaxt, LL.U.

(New York: E. P. Button, $5). Reference has already been inade to the

essay by Doctor Zimmern. All the contributions are by men of outstand-

ing leadership. They strike the new note of hope as against the leaden

tones of despair that have surfeited our modern thinking.

Jeremiah. By STi;rA.\ Zweig (New York: Thomas Seltzer, ?2.5l)).

This drama in nine scenes picturesquely presents the character and
career of the prophet, whose defeat turned to ultimate victory, and whoso
sorrows yielded a harvest of joy in later times. Nowhere is Jeremiah
shown to better advantage as the prophet of peace and as the comforter

of his people in distress.

The Interest of the Bible. By Jojix Edgak jMcFauykx, D.D. (Doran,

?2). These chapters discuss the significant religious movement recorded

in the Old Testament with its many biographical, historical, theological

and devotional values. Of special suggestiveness to our present study

are the chapters on "The Interpretation of the Bible," "History and
Homiletics," "The Spirit of Early Judaism," "Communion with God in

the Bible," "The Prophet as Pessimist," "The Social Principles of the

Prophets." The con.stant references to the New Testament emphasize the

development of religion, which reached its perfection in Jesus Christ.

For further information about books on subjects of interest to

preachers address this department, I'rarUng Course, care of the Mktjiolu.st

Rr.viKw, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York city.

O.SCAU L. JO.SKI'II.
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A MOVEMENT kiiowii as FmiJamentalism is trouLlinn- modr-rn

Protc5taiiti>iii. Some writers are even predicting a new seliism.

Alrhongli this threateniiig outcome may be more apparent tlian

real, the present writer feels that the exponcuts of this movement

constitute a source of danger to the chiirt-h. To try to convince

these doctrinal obscurantists by arguments from the realm n]t-.n

whirh ihey lica}) scorn and ridicule is surely a gratuitous nnder-

tahing. Tlie reference is io modern science. Why not try to

show them the erroi- of tlud]' way by marshaling facts from a

realm whit-li they claim to revere, the aiithoi'ita!i\-e past? This

jjrescntalion will be a modest attempt to ojx'u up the archives of

that past in the j^m'trayal of cci'tain aspects of cdinridi history illns-

traliye of the Fundamentalist attitude. An<l fii'st it Avill be ncecs-

sary to state the assumptions that ai-e basic in this discussion,

A dynamic and not a static conce]»tion of the world lies im-

plicit throughout ; a wurld in which static ereeds no longer ]»ro}H'rly

function. 'Jdiis view cannot alh^v the accusation to stand, how-

evei', that change necessarily })i'omotes in-t;diility. At times tem-

})orary u}>hea\al is rc^piired in order to right long-standing wrongs.

]jcsides, insliibility friipiently o(i.:-urs when innnobile instruments

are applied to a mo\ing world. Alice in ^Volulerland found that

she ajtpeared to be .-table so long as sln^ ki'pt pace with the moving

world; when she stoppid all was confusion. Likewise must the

error of idem

i

tying change with pi'ogi'ess be avoided. ,\roVernent

may be backwanl as well as lorwanl. J*rogress itself is not iu-
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evitable. Optimistic fatalists, avIio assert tlie coiitrarv, liave re-

ceived a much deserved rebuke at the hands of pragmatism. But

we meet pessimistic fatalists as well who identify a shifting; of

emphasis with a denial of the old truth, when, as a matter of fact,

it often expands, fulfills the old. The social gospel, for instance,

is such a filling full of the old gospel.

Our long-distance view of truth also reveals the fact that much

of that old doctrine, almost worshiped by some individuals as the

"faith once for all delivered to the saints," actually consists of

later revisions of and additions to the" alleged original deposit. In

other words, that which in some quarters is regarded as a final,

completed revelation is seen by closer scrutiny to be that original

doctrinal germ materially modified and changed by influences,

indigenous and extraneous, as it passed on through the centuries.

Some of these exotic influences were Gnosticism, the mystery re-

ligions, Greek speculation, Eornan law, Teutonic concepts, and the

feudalistic strains. Indeed, the Greek influence was so pro-

nounced that Ilarnack speaks of the Ilellenization of Christianity,

while the Roman concepts of the law court still trouble current

theological thought. This development has not been a "progressive

obscuration of the truth," neither has it represented in its entirety

a progressive unfolding of life.

Our second assumption involves a statement of defense against

those who object to a discussion of this nature because of its criti-

cism of the church. That is wrong, they say, but a church that

suppresses the healthy instinct of self-criticism within the organ-

ization cannot thereby ward oft' caustic censure from without.

On the contrary, she invites it. Tn addition she will juepare for

herself a future where stagnation is bound to permeate her system

with spiritual paralysis. As Christians we must reverently and

sympathetically, none the less keenly and critically, face the ques-

tion, "What must the chureh do <to be saved ?'' We cannot permit

the recrudescence of media'valism which makes the Christian in-

stitution an end in itself, so holy that to question it would be

sacrilege, to criticize it un-Christlan, to separate from it the

blackest of sins. It is divine discontent, not smug satisfaction in

the conventional formulas handed down fr<im the past, that has
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ever made for progrc:-s. ''Progress has come by the courageous

ijcliancc of tilings as tliey are by the fearless champions of things

as they ought to be." The imtouchable sacredness of the ark of the

church has given us the Holy Ortliodox Catholic Apostolic Oriental

Church, lifeless and unjn-oductive for a thousand years.

The justification for this investigation is also based upon the

conviction that we have not outgrown our dependence upon tlie

l>ast; that we can ill alt'ord ruthlessly to cut our connections with

that past. The eighteenth century tried it, especially in its attem])t

to separate religion from historical facts. "Chance facts of his-

tory," said Lessiug, "can never become the necessary truths of

reason." Truth was regarded as unchangeable; independent, con-

sequently, of such a variable, uncertain foundation as history. If

the rational man developed according to nature, he need not

bother about historic fads, historic doctrines, historic personages.

The nineteenth century repudiated this position, and for this

change in attitude the notion of development was largely responsi-

ble, lieligion came to be regarded as a vital and legitimate growth

within the history of mankind. Keligious truth, it was taught,

could not forcil)ly be wrenched from its historical dovelopment in

the past. Thus we find llarnack reversing l^essing's maxim by his

assertion that "all questions resolve themselves into historical

questions.'' I'he modern spirit prides itself upon its reverence

for fact, historic fact. Though worship of fact may cause some

scholars to miss the spirit, we need not conclude. that scholarship

a)id faith are mutually exclusive. The historical approach is here

to sta}' and obstructionist tactics by well-meaning obscurantists

will not alter the situation.

The church of to-day cannot be known in its totality without

some knowledge of the church and the conditions out of which it

grew and of which it is largely a projection. As we compare our

day with previ-nis ages the contrasts stand out sharply. "Xew

ctccasions teach new duties, time makes ancient gowl uncouth,"

and yet the human heart, the needs of the soul have remained

much the same. To quote the facetious words <if a writer:

The same things arc noble and true

In Nazareth and Kalamazoo.
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The filial jirc'liininary coiL-ido'iitioii conccriis itself ^vith a

di'linitinn of Fundaiiicntalisin. Its cxj^rcssion vai-ics in difl'crciit

sections and in ditVerent individuals. A precise, all-iiiclusive state-

ment, therefore, cannot ho given. A Fundamentalist is one w1k> is

so anxious about the values of the jiast that he fails to see values

created or revealed to day. He clings tenaciously to traditions he-

cause they have been cherished by ^'our fathers," because they have

been handed down as a sacred de]iosit -which is to be accepted with-

out question, lie stresses the fait.h that is believed instead of the

faith that believes, doetriiual S(unidness being placed abiM'c practical

utility. In his eni]>hasis upon doctrinal fastidiousness he loses

siglit of doctrinal effectiveness. Having a static instead of a dyna-

mic WclUnisrlinuinu/, he is ])hiloso]-'h]cally adverse to change be-

cause change threatens to bring upheaval in its wahe. So shoched

is he at the dangerous toKlencies of the modern spirit that he can-

not recognize its mission or its service. Its mission ? Indeed, un-

dermining the true fundamentals of faith. Its servici' ? Verily,

an aftermath of biblical criticism which is destroying the Scrip-

tures! Because of his scrap theory of Scripture he feels that the

casting of doubt upon any portion invalidates the whole. "With him

the slogan reads, all or nothing. In short, the unconditional ac-

ceptance of a definite set of Fundamental doctrines co])stitutes the

chief mark of a Christian.

It would be p]•e^umptuous to deny the presence of truthful

elements in these positions. Truth is present though in distorted

form. Furthermore, it is evident that Fundamentalism, . as de

fined, aiid conservatism are not synonymous, if by the latter we

mean the de-ire to conserve all the attested values of tlie past. A
sane and moderate liberal Vs-ill accejit as much. I'lic I^undamcn-

talist is, rather, an ultra-conservative in attemjtting too much.

He goes astray both as to content and as to metlio(l : as to content,

iu declaring as absolutely fundamental to true faitli lliat which

many Christians, just as consecrated aiid just as intelligent, do

not so i-egard ; and as to melliod, in demanding uncondii ional in-

tellectual acceptance of these alleged cai'dinal dogmas. He illus-

trates the tendency, ;dl too common in eveiy >]iliere ol lite, to con-

serve the wrono- thin<r or to conserve the riaht tliinii' in the wrong
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way. IJc tries to put tli<' gospel, like iiew wine, into old wine-

skins. Pei'ils beset us when we forget that .the historical roots

of our faith lie in the past, but to escape those perils we need not

be enslaved by that past. Our Lord himself bids us gaze into the

future
—

'"when the Spiiit of truth is come, he shall guide you into

all the truth." We are asked to expect fuller revelations, of the

old gospel, if you please. At different periods new discoveries

have been made which, in a sense, gave ])cw life to old ideas. Wit-

ness Einstein's famous theoretical support of the old concepts of

space and time, or space-time, as he would say.

Can we exjiect to meet truth by encasing our minds in thought-

proof, hermetically sealed compartments? Can we hope to pro-

mote the growth of the flower of life by placing it in the barren

soil of mechanical dogmatism and by surrounding it with the

putrid atmosphere of stale traditionalism ? History abundantly

proves the danger and the tragedy attending such an attitude. And
sliall \ve not face the truth of history despite the fact that many

Christians are afraid to face that truth lest it drive out what they

conceive to be truth of religious faith ?

A summary of the present writer's point of view reflects a

belief in life's fundamentals, not in doctrinal Fundamentalism; a

conviction that experience, not the varying interpretations of that

experience, is vital to religion ; that the possession of the spirit of

Christ is of vastly greater importance than the possession of a

certain set of opinions about Christ. It is an orthodoxy of the

heart, the childlike creed of love:

None such can be a heretic;

Nay, only he forsooth

Who lives the falsity of doubt,

But prates the cant of truth.

Tjie ITistouical Apiujoacu

A brief survey of ancient, mcdiivval, and modern church his-

tory will be attempted with one question constantly before us:

What results luive followed the ex])ression of the Fundamentalist

attitude ? Has it promoted or has it retarded the highest interests
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of the kiiigdoui of Goil I Has it made fur the expansion or the

contraction of tlie soul of man I

1. Jesus. The first picture that a view of our Christian

origins presents to us is that of a grouji of religious leaders bit-

terly opposing an innovator who was making short shrift of cer-

tain alleged fundamentals. In their emphasis upon external,

legalistic, meticulous niceties the Pharisees lost sight of the inner

kernel of truth and life. Arnid such Fundamentalism Jesus felt

himself to be an outcast. And he was. His spirit was dangerous

to their limited interpretations, his outlook upon life subversive

of their hide-bound trammels of traditionalism. Placing over

against their static view of life his propulsive dynamic conception,

he made room for growth, and growth implies change. However,

nothing but change spells disaster, chaos. Jesus left us the correct

attitude: "I came, not to destroy, but to fulfill." He was a revo-

lutionist, but a constructive revolutionist. To have real growth,

to have a development that is progressive, we must have a continu-

ance of the original germ of life, a measure of the permanent un-

folding in change; a constant element ever enlarging, constantly

expanding. It is in this sense that we speak of the finality of

Christianity. Troeltsch places it tersely in its endless power of

growth and renewal. No other religion has the productive power

in the degree that we find it in the Christian religion, the power,

namely, to create new interpretations whenever needed. The

teaching, the attitude, and the spirit of Jesus constitute a per-

petual rebuke to the ultra-radicals who worship the new in a spirit

of lofty disdain of the old, and to the ultra-conservatives who make

a fetish of the old in their contempt of the new.

2. Paul. As we come to Paul we greet another exponent of

the larger outlook. Though not always in agreement with Jesus

in his theolog}', in his experience and spiritual emphasis, he was

at one with him. x\gainst the Judaizing propagandists who were

straining to chain ''the expulsive power of a new alTection" to the

legalism of a decadent Judaism, the great apostle, rooted in Christ

but facing the future, contended valiantly for the universal aspects

of the fralh. In the Council of Jerusalem and during the subse-

quent periods of conflicts, the spirit of Fundamentalism received
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a decided check, 'Jhe final clKiptor in tlie liii^tory of tlicsc Jii-

daizers, known as Ebionitcs, ought to serve as a "perpetual warning

of the atrophy which awaits blindnCv-;s to the signs of a new age."

In Mesopotamia we still find what appears as a remnant of this

earlier group, iu such a corruj»ted state that hardlj any vestige

of Christianity remains. The reference is to the Mandieans.

Having closed their eyes to the reception of new truth, spii'itual

blindness struck them as with a blight.

3. Monfonism. About the middle of the second century an

early church puritan movement arose. Montanism had as its pro-

fessed aim the prevention of the hardening of the church's arteries.

It represented a much-needed protest. It denied that the apostolic

age had exhausted God's revealing power. It 0])poscd the eccle-

siastical dicta that personal inspiration could come only second-

hand through the apostles to be mediated even farther down the

line by the Bishop to the individual. Dcs})ite certain static con-

cepts, such as chiliasm, and a pmneness to magnify ecstatic eccen-

tricities and gloomy prognostications, the leaders in the main were

dynamic and forwarddooking, prepared to receive new manifesta-

tions of God. Here we have an attitude that is at least susceptible

of receiving new ligJit. Their opponents, on the other hand, the

high officials of the church, unwittingly made themselves imjier-

vious to possible future revelations of new truth. This they did

by establishing a rule of faith as an intellectual standard of fixed

dogmas beyond which it was dangerous to go, and by establishing

the episcopacy as the en)bodiment of the clmrch, the sole interpreter

and the chief guardian of the faith. In this manner they erected

a hierarchical ecclcsiasticism that almost wiped out the distinctive

marks of primitive Ghristianily. In addition, the closing of the

Xew Testament canon, though of value at the time, proclaimed to

the world that no further revelation was possible since all revelation

was contained in Scriptures.

But was not this change into a formalistic sacerdotal comjilcx

necessary to save the institution from surrounding heatlienism and

from the perils of insidious licresies '^ So it undoul^tcdly sciMued

to the fathers of that jx-riod. We will Jiot (piestion their sincerity,

zeal, nor consecration. However that may be, the claim i'^ n^t hard
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to substantiate tliat this, (lovclopniciit into tlic Old Catholic Church

so enchained, stultified and stereotyped Christianity as seriously

to weaken her regenerating power. This change also prepared

the way for the union of state and church under Constant ine, a

quest ionahle move to say the least, for then hegaii in a Tuarhed

degree the history of the world in the churcli where formerly it

had been more conspicuously a history of the church in the world.

In this compact and I'igid ecclesiastical system creed largely dis-

placed conduct; submission to the church loomed larger than al-

legiance to Christ. In the fact that orthodoxy of belief crowded

out the emphasis upon i'ighteousness of character we find the

ex])lanation for the strange texture of mind exhibited by Saint

Monica, the mother of Augustine. She was deeply concerned

about^hcr son's lapse in virtue, but much more alarmed by his un-

orthodoxy of belief.

4. Medid'val Doclr'uial Fundamctiial'isin. An outstanding

illustration of this attitude is given to us in the scholastic move-

ment. During this period the Old Catholic Church idea of a

closed, sacred, ecclesiastical corporation received its monumental

extension aiid intensification. Since only one holy catholic church

was possible, schism was the most damnable heresy. ]\Iembership

in this organization and willing acceptance of its doctrines was held

to be essential to salvation. And since the papacy, founded by

Christ, was the embodiment of this sacred institution, submission

to the Pope was also es>;ential to salvation. Thus declared his

Holiness Pope Boniface VI] I in his famous bull, Unarn Sanctam,

against Philip of France. And such became the accepted belief

of most Iiomanists.

Progressives and liberals, like Wiclif and ITuss, who dared

to think for themselves and to Liok beyond the limits which the

hierarchy had im])Osed, these lieralds of a new day who demanded

changing definitions to jircpare the church for changing conditions,

these feaidess i>rophcts of God were coiisigned to eternal damna-

tion. And yet, was it )iot the church's static view which prepared

the abvviual iK'sccnl i The ])a(h was pa\('d witli the stones of con-

ventionality, ami rr.iivenliniiality lias always been tlie curse of

oi-gaui/A'd Christianity. Tiiis led to stagnation, which, according
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to yam Jones, is the last stop tins side of tlanination. ].itt]e did

tlio cliiircli I'oalizc tliat she was (•ondcmtiing lici-self in the cn-
deinnatioii of these men. Indeed not! 'J'hev were underininin<r

''tho faith of our fathers," they were threatening the saered J'et-

line theory, they were jiroelaiming a dangerous indi\'iduali-m,

they were fostering tlic most diabolieal of lierisies, seliism, they

were Jending tlieniselvcs to the disintegrating inJluences of the

modern s})irit so-ealled ! And huw little did high ccelesiastieisni

realize that not she, but tiiese men, des[)i^cd and rejected, were

eontejiding for the essence, to conserve \\hi(h thev were williu";

to let certain institutions, forms, and d(jctrinal formulations go

by the boai'd. And they received theii" rewai'd, the aj^probation

of posterity, because they sought first the kingdoin of God. In

placing institutions, forms, and crcdal statoncuts first the niediic-

val church reversed the order and lost the essential. It is ditHcult

to conceive organized Christianity sinking lower than the cen-

tury or two preceding the Kefoi'matinn, ^vherc an atmosphere ^vas

created in which personal religl<in had to fight for its life against

an institutimi ^\•hich was originally created to foster it. Thus does

essential Christianity .-ulTer at the hands of its alleged fidcnd:. and

supporters. Thus do \\'ell-iiilenli<)ned indi\ iduals shrink the gosjxd

by constantly conti-acling it into formulas. Thus does eternal life

suffer wdien irrevocably chained to the temporal, the fleeting, and

the passing.

In this fascinating age of cliaui'-elessness Fundamentalism

rested supinely in the past. Hence ancient anthorities alone were

regarded as safe and tru^twtuihy. All truth had once been given;

the s'de task' left was to redigest it, systemali/e it, and jtrovr it.

Canned learning, it has been called, and ajUly so, for it was labeled

and fenced (>ff; anything beyond and diirei-ent was obviously cr-

rone(.)Us and most assuredly dangerous. Such one hundnd per

cent Fundamentalism could accent the b'aFc Decretals and im-

pidsoii the great ]u-«>]ihet of Iruth, Iloger F.acou ; could swallow

legend and su]»ersliti<'n wlmle-ale while coudcmniug the beacon-

light (if Cod's truth, ( '(>]»(rnicus : could gist' credence to the ex-

travagant w.uidrr tales of ntiracle-wovkiiig >aiiits, yet doiy Cod

the right and the p(iwer to work the supreme mii-acde, man, made
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in the image of his Ci-catur, free, independent spirit, ''daring to

cut loose and lliink alone," or, as Lowell phrased it:

I honor the man who is willing to sink

Half his present repute for freedom to think;

And vlien he has that, be his cause strong or weak,

"Will risk the other lialf for freedom to speak.

It is onlv fiiir to the jnediie\al churcdi to state that orthodox

science also fi'oqnenllv condemned discoverers and innovators

whom she later revered and honored. Lut this merely suggests

that the Fundamentalist attitude sometimes manifests itself in

realms other than the theological. White, in his valuable work

A Ilistoru of ilic Warfare Beiwccn Science and Theology, does

not sufficiently emjdiasi/e that fact. Francis Bacon, to cite one

instance, repudiated the C'opernican theory. On the other hand,

let us regale ourselves with the theological fulraination of a me-

dieval prelate: ''If we imagined the world to he round, we would

aliolish the kingdom of heaven, the future state, and make of none

elTect the resurrection of Christ." How strange that sounds to us

of the present day! But it can easily he duplicated in the words

that a twentieth-century Bryan might cm]>loy: "If we believe the

world to be the product of an evolutionary process, we would abol-

ish the Bible, the divineness in man, and God as the Creator of

this world."

Some modern as well as ancient thinkers ought to sit at the

feet of Thomas Aquinas and hear him give utterance to the mag-

nificent conviction that since religion was rational and reason was

divine, "all knowledge and all truth must be capable of harmonious

adjustment."

A brief characterization of four ])rominent and contempo-

raneous men of the twelfth century reveals the limitations of those

who fail to see the larger implications of the truth ideal of Aqui-

nas: Pope Hadrian IV, the ordy Englishnutn who has ever occu-

pied the pa])al chair; Arnold of Brescia, VN'honi he had hanged and

burned; Bern:ird, the ty])i('al media-val uian ; and Abelard, the

questioning riiiud of the modern type. These four represent in a

marked way antithetical types of mind, room for which must be
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f«nmc] in the cliureh. Yet what do we see? Arnold, iconoclast

and insurgent, was deliberately thrust out by the Vicar of Chj'ist,

presumably beeausc of his heresies, actually because his real of-

fense was an attack upon the wealtb, luxury, and temporal power

of the church. Had he acquiesced in things as they were, then

the exponent of an unchanging- institution, of unchanging doc-

trines, of things as they are, would not have molested him. Have

we a similar situation to-day? Are Fosdick and Ward branded

by certain self-appointed censors primarily because of their al-

leged religious heresies or in reality because of their thorough-

going advocacy of economic reform ?

Arnold of Brescia as a chamjuon of apostolic simplicity, and

not the Pope, undoubtedly draws the admiration of the majority of

historical students. On the other hand, love and devotion would

probably flow more freely toward Saint Bernard, crusader, mystic,

supreme judge of orthodoxy and Fundamentalist, all in one, than

tu the keen critic, analytical dissector, thought-provoking Abelard.

Jleart and head are both needed in the church. Saint Bernard

represents the heart, without which the church w'ould be nothing

more than a cold-storage plant. But the characteristic defects

of the heart were also present—namely, intolerance, ill temper,

self-assertiveness.

Abelard may be regarded as the personification of intellect,

without which tlie church would degenerate into a narrow, bigoted,

sjiiritually proud ^'Jloly Ghost and Us" society. But the liead

ty])e also has its serious weakness, such as doubt, melancholy, cold

intellectualism. The church can go the way of neither exclusively.

'J'oo often she has gone the way of Saint Bernard. Progress is

possible only if her Abelards als<> find an opportunity for self-

ex])ression witLin the sanctuary. But the restraining hand of the

other must be felt to eiuible the church to preserve a vital con-

nrclluu with the source of faith, to obtain the tremendous im]io(us

gained from an abiding sense of hislorical continuity. The true

conservative is like the cautious engineer with his hand upon ihe

throttle, the radical, like the ]u-o)nilsive power of steam. ]]oth are

necessai-y. Inei'tia is bound u]> v^-ii!i the formei', destruction \\\{\\

llic latter. AViien working togctii«i' in ]»erfect hanyony orderly
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progress ro.<ult<. ]]ut when the Saint Tx'i'narcls wish to read tlie

Abclards out <>i the fliiii-eli, in lh(^ iiaiiic of the (iod of Jevcloping

life, the God of })rogressiNe revelation, we ])rotest. Following

Bishop ^leConncirs suggestion, let us promote a sanctified intelli-

gence on the one hand and an intelligent piety on the other.

5. BcfoDiialiun Fuiidajiicnlalisjii. In this era three out-

standing-expressions deserve mention: (1) Protestant insurgency

against Catholic stand-pat reaction; (2) Anal>a})tist defection from

Protestant orthodoxy; (3) Pietistic uprising against Protestant

scholasticism.

Luthei- need not long detain 113. What might be called the

Fundamentalism of the early sixteenth century strenuously op-

posed his unsettling pro]>aganda. If anyone ever gave the im-

pression of robbing the church of her dearest possessions it was he

Avho audfrciously rebuked the supreme spiritmd leaders of liis day.

ITow utterly diabolical it must have a|)})eared to many sincere

Christians of the time that a poor Augustinian moidv should make

of none effect the sacramental system of the church; that he, merely

u])on the authority of his own conscience and his own interpreta-

tion of the P)ible, should cast the canon law of the church to the

winds. Xo wonder the forces of normalcy and of reaction nuir-

shalcd their vast inquisitorial ])o\vers against this dangci'ous, dis-

ruptive movement.

As a destroyer of the sacramentarian pillars of the median-al

institution Calvin was even more drastic than the German re-

former. From the standpoint of the traditional church the Gene-

van dictator was an exponent of doctrinal anarchy, liberalism gone

mad.

But the ohl story is rejieated. ]^efo)'ming nu)vements in course

of time generally stood in need of renewal. A radical si)iritualistic

wave, commonly called Anabajitism, ajipeni'i'd within the shadow

of Proleslanlism, Luthei' called these liberals visionaries, and

haled them about us eonlially as he hated the Catholics, As com-

pai'ed with his later dnrlrinuaii'e position these persecuted radicals

appeared extreme in \\\r highest degree. And yet our modei'n

thought is deveki|.ing in a mannei' mueli in haniiony with these

old disturl'ers nf ihe tran(jriilliiy of the chureli. 'J\) ])nt it ditfer-
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cnlly, iiiiiiiy of Ibc Fiiiidauicntalist persuasion would accept ilie

posiiiou of" these irre[iressib](' radicals {radix, going to the root

of things) in preference to that of Luther's later reactionary

period. A statement of their alleged anti-Christian tenets will

suffice to illustrate: namely, a rational baptisni, special guidance

of the Holy S[)irit, immediate personal inspiration, o})p<^sitirin to

all war (not onl}^ in theory hut as a matter of actual practice),

separation of church and state, pronounced democratic tendencies.

Who can di»uht that these despised people, hounded from land to

land, suffering all manner of persecution, in their saner teachings,

those of ITuhmcicr, for instance, more cleai-ly reflected the essen-

tial Christianity of Christ than their orthodox opponents were

capable of expressing?

In the subsequent development of Protestant scholasticism

we have, perhaps, the classic example of pure unadulterateel Funda-

mentalism. The formula of Concord contained not merely the

quintessence of Christian ti'uth, boiled down and predigested, but

carried with its alleged final statcmient of truth the coercive de-

mand of unconditional accejMance nnder penalty of the anathema.

Tliis mistaken altitude was routed in the fallacy, so hard to eradi-

cate frojn the clmi'ch, that absolute truth may l)e confined wilhin

the bounds of a precise, logical definition of dogma. These defi-

nitions may and ought to be attempted as expressive of the legiti-

mate desire to get an increasingly firmer grasp of truth. And then

when rightly used they arc of value. Each generation, in fact,

has the divine right to work at and agonize for its own definitions.

Certain facts of our faith nniy be absolute for us. so far as they are

or rei)resent facts of religions experience, but inter])reta(i>'ns of

tliese facts can <:>nly appi'oximate the truth. They rej)resent noth-

ing )nore than limited interjn'c tations of the truth. T]ic Koman
law type satisfied the Latin mind. The less legalistic Easlei'U

mind, howe\'ei', could not accept that way of a})pritach. ]\rust we

assume that the West, with its stress upon fon-nsic justification,

merit, demerit, satisfaction, decrees, etc., has had a monop'jly of

divine ins})ii-ation ? And A\hat shall we say of jtossible future

Oriental intcrprrlatioiis emanating from Jnd.ia arid China ( ^lust

these mystical, hiuhly sjiirituid lemjK'rameuts slavishly buw tlov.'u
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to and inicoiiditionally accept ancient formulations which were

created in an entirely dift'ercnt atmosphere? Meditating East

may shine in the not dis^tant future in the form of a brooding Light

of Asia upon jn-actical West. Undreamed of soul possibilities may

then be revealed. The soul force as exemplified in Ghandi is an

instance of what may be expected. In that day we may be more

permeable by the spirit of modesty befitting a finite seeker after

infinite truth.

A seventeeuth-century reaction against the Fundamentalism

of the Lutheran Church, described in the foregoing paragi'aph, was

one of the most spiritual revivals of modern times. But ortho-

doxy fought it all along the line. It was claimed that its strange

point of departure was urdike that "to which we have been accus-

tomed." And it was only after long, persistent striving that Piet-

ism, merely a variant of the old gospel, was able to win recogiiition

and in turn become the orthodox or acce])ted version. "Jlius does

the heresy of one generation become the orthodoxy of the next,

perversely put by Gottfried Arnold in the words: "that the true

church, in any age, is to be found with those who have just been

excommunicated from the actual church." Conservatives fi-e-

quently build monuinenls to the radicals of a preceding age. Like

every movement, Pietism liad its weaknesses, one of whicli was the

development of a new Fundamentalism over against more forward-

looking tendencies. But even a rigid ecclesiasticism and a devel-

oping legalism could not entirely' quench the spirit, for later lead-

ers, like the liomanticists, the philosoj)her Kant, the theologian

Schleiermacher, the ]'oet Goelhc, drank from its life-giving stn^am.

0. ]yeslcy. The Saint John of England is sometimes claimed

by the Fundamentalists as one of their group. True it is that, like

Bernard of Clairvaux, he set his face backward toward a number

of increasingly discredited positions, but he went beyond the me-

diicval mystic in his practical outlook, in his tolerance, in his desire

to make everything contribute to the spiritual life. Seldom do we

find an outstanding aj)OStle of deep s])iritunlity, though grounding

himself in what he considered the root jwineliilrs of his failh, so

willing to change oj/inion, ritual and eeflesiastical regulation in

the inten-sts of life. To save the church from deadly monotony,
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to get lier out of the rut of stag-nation, a transvaluation of values

was needed, unsettling at the time, but bringing eventually a more

settled and vigorous church expression. Once more the power of

an endless life energized and vitalized in the valley of dry bones.

'J'he frantic desire to ward olT this unsettling process may be well

meaning in intent. It may preserve the church's status quo, but

at the expense of efficiency and life. Wesley demonstrated that

much that had been regarded as essential to Christianity was in

reality not so essential; that the supreme argument for the validity

of religion was not that which was designated as such by the ortho-

dox apologists of his day, namely, the argaimcnt from tradition,

from miracle, from prophecy. Intellectual support was not suf-

ficient. That was shaky, to say the least, and might it not change

with changing intellectual outlook? Above the heat of the doc-

trinal disputes of his day, beyond the strife of intellectual at-

tempts to prove or disprove this or that article of faith, in the

realm of adventurous faith he found the "rock that is higher than

I." The abiding, unshakable proof is the two-legged one, man him-

self with the living divine witness in his ovn\ breast. This em-

phasis upon experience already stressed by DcsCartes, Pascal, and

othei-s, again reemphasized by the foun<ler of modern theology, is

that which, with proper restraints, must take precedence to all

others.

Were Wesley alive to-day, with nineteenth-century achieve-

ments, the emphasis ujHDn the historical spirit, the ri?e of the labor

movement, all a part of his intellectual heritage, he would probably

fail to recognize those as his followers who boast of their strict

literal allegiance to his theological positions. Just as he had the

right to strike out on new paths, to transcend the customary formal

manifestations of the religious life in creed, polity, and ritual, so

do we have that right. His i)ractical, resourceful mind was not

satisfied wuth a slavish acceptance of forms on the ground of their

antiquity or of their former usefulness. His religious pragmatism

demanded actual })resent faith and practice, working and workable

under conditions then obtaining.

7. Summari/ and Ouilool:—Our study so far has shown that

progress results from friction—stagnation leads to death—friction
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between those wJiose cliicf conccni was tlie })res(M'\-atii>ii of v;iluos

handed down fruni tlie j'Jist, and those whose main o])j(ctive con-

sisted ill seeking new values and new as])eets of truth. ]MediiX'val-

isra results when consei-vatisni has usurped all authority; the ex-

cesses of a narrow rationalism, like ihat of the eighteenth century,

are jDroduced by the predominance of the radical element. If this

is true, then a knowledge of history ought to make us tolerant.

Those whom many denounce as blind coiiscrvatives, traditionalists,

Fundamentalists, if you please, have been of some value in the

general travail of the race. While fire-eating radicals termed fanat-

ics, schismatics, heretics and worse, were instrumental in prevent-

ing humaiiity fr(jm dying of dry-rot. Experience teaches us that

we need both attitudes of mind in some proportion. That, sjx-ak-

ing in the large, the correct proportion is never present, need not

greatly woi'ry us, for human nature seems to be so constituted tluit,

as Professor James has pointed out, we cannot have anything with-

out having too much of it. !^Iovements tend to run to excess.

Poor, sick humanity seems to be able to register improvement only

by swallowing double doses, "Tri the history of thought," stales

Harnack, "there is always need for an ap})arent disprojiortionate

expenditure of power in order to ju-oduce an advance in develo])-

ment."

The situation of tlie recent past is merely a repetition of what

has gone before. The great conflict, inherited from the last cen-

tury, revolves about the threefold question: What attitude shall

the church tala^, tli-st, toward the labor movemeni, the greatest

mass inovement in hi>t<n'y; second, toward the histoi-ical view of

tJic Bible, an inevilabh- outgrowtli of the historical a]:)])roacli to

all questions; third, towai-d modei-n science, esjiecially ils revolu-

tionary ju'Jnciiile, th(> evolutionary llieoi'V? The iu'st issue has

thrust ui)On us the fnll ajipliealion of tlu^ social gv^spel ; the second

has given us the scienci' of biblifal criticism; the third com])els

us to investigate anew, in the light of a dynamic instead of a static

philosophy of life, all religions (juesti'tns and dtX'trin(\s. Face these

questimis we nui.-t. The iiiexpugnnble instinct of man v^'ill ])crntit

nothing else. Discarding Teriullian's caricaturt.' of failli: "1 be-

lii've bei-ause it is alisunl," we must j-o on to Ans^lm's foundation
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jiriiK-ijilc : "l lu'licvr in tirdcr tliat 1 may miJci^taiiJ/' and Iti'vund

to build the t^U])('istfii('ture of an abiding faith, guidi'd hy the

slogan: '"l crave the truth from cvcrv source because truth is one.

1 desire a heart and mind Avhully permeable to the divine inllux,

to the ever expanding revelation of God's truth and love,"

Teach nie tlie truth, when false creeds decay,

W)ieu inan-nmde dogir.as vanish with the night,

Then, Lord, on thee my darkened soul shall stay,

Thou living light.

IIow much more gloidous it is to go ont into the lists of men-

tal strife in feaidess quest for truth, like I\Iaurice, Bushnell,

]5roohs, than, like Xewman, seek safety and heart-ease from the

beAvildering })roblems and un.5ettling views within the external, in-

fallible authority of Mother Church. Indeed, !^[other Church was

not instituted for that purpose. Oidy in the open arena of thought

and life can truth ])e hammered out upon the anvil of conflicting

opinion given and taken in the s]»ii'it of fair l)hiy.

Though time may dig the grave of creeds,

And dogmas Avither in the sod,

My soul Avill keep the thought it needs-
Its swerveless faith in God.

Jso matter how the world began,

Nor where the march of science goes,

My trust in something more than man
Shall help me bear life's woes.

Let progress take the props away.

And moldcring superstitiouo fall;

Still God retains his regal sway

—

The Maker of us all.
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INFLUENCE OF :\[ETH0D1SM ON THE NATIONAL
LIFE

Henky IvixG Cakroll

Plain field, N. J.

Asuuky's thouglit was that he \voiikl stay about ten years in

America and then go back to EnoLaiid. He was an Englishman

and loved his own country; but the web of circumstances of provi-

dential ordering so entangled him that though he saw missionary

after missionary leaving the colonies at the outbreak of the war

and yearned for his old home and the homeland, he felt that he

must remain. His heart was knit to the struggling JNfethodist so-

cieties. He was not yet ready to forswear allegiance to his own

country, nor to admit that the Declaration of lnde])endence was

justified. English ministers of the Episcopal Church, to which

he looked for the sacraments, had left their flocks, and in the sifting

I)rocess which followed all men remaining were pressed to enter the

colonial army or to take the oath of adherence to the American

cause. The young itinerant could not go on openly with his work

without risking arrest and imprisonment, ]>articularly in [Mary-

land, so he went into retirement in Helavrare, under the j^rotection

of his friend Thomas White, whose house he always called his

home. He corrects the statement of Lee's History that his se-

clusion for about two years was a period of inactivity and says,

"On the contrary, except about two montlis of retii-oment from

the direst necessity, it was the most active, the most useful and

most afflictive part of my life."^ He adds that he stole through

the woods, or after dark, for house-to-house visitation, and that

during the period (1778-0) there was an increase of 1,800

nieml)crs.

The [Methodists suflVred from Wesley's early declaration

against the cause of the colonies and from tlieir relation to the

E}iiscopal Church, and many of them were classed as Tories, a

name that was bitti^r in the mouth of Americans. Some of the

'Tipple's litart of Asburi/'t Jnurital, p. C25.
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prcaclicrs were arrested, Ix-ateii, and ijiii)ri.soiied, and Asbury's host

and convert Judge White was in jail for a time; but Asburj

escaped this indignity. He was very jjrudent in his expressions

and strove to avoid offense. When and where he became an Amer-

ican citizen he does not state, probably near the close of his hiding.

Bishop Uuljose says he was '"made a fvdl citizen in Delaware,"^

1780, and was free to go even into Maryland, bearing a letter

from the Governor vouching for him.

Bishops Asbury and Coke had at least two conferences with

George Washington, the first at .Mount Vernon, in 1785, when they

sought his signature to a petition for emancipation of the slaves in

Virginia.^ The second was in Xew York, in 1789, the same year

he became President. The conference there, at the suggestion

of Asbury, named the two bishops to bear the greetings of Method-

ism to the new President. Asbury read the short address, which

he had probably drafted, conveying to the distinguished soldier

and patriot the congTatulations of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

and expressing "as full confidence in your wisdom and integrity

for the preservation of those civil and religious liberties which

have been transmitted to us by the providence of God and the

glorious revolution, as we believe ought to be rejxvsed in man."

Asbury could hardly have used the two words "glorious Eevolu-

tion" if he had not fully accepted the new country as his own.

The moral conditions in the United States, in the last half of

the century of the Edwardean-Whitefield revival, 1735-45, and

the rise of Methodism were very bad, reflecting the low state of

social, [)olitical, and business life in England. The Wesleyan re-

vival began there at a time when religion, as represented by the

Established Chureh and the dissenting Ixxlies, was at a low ebb

and the lives of many of the ministers were far from regular. The

English Court was profligate; bribery in elections, political cor-

ruption, drunkenness, and licentiousness were widesjiread, and

little regard was given to tlie laws for the prevention of public dis-

oi'ders and crime. In the colonies the influence of the churches

had declined, and intemjKi'rance and social vices, as in the mother

» Bishop DuBo«c, Frmiris Afbury, pp. 9G, 99.

•Sec Chapter ou Divisions of Methodism.
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country, liaJ gix-ally iiu-rcascd, E\-cii in I'nrjtiui JScw England

social life had become degenerate. ^Ministers drank Avine and rum
freely, particularly at fiinei'als, the towns furnishing Avine and

rum or cider for these occasions. So notorious had this practice

become that to prevent scandal the General Court of ^Massachusetts

in 1742 forbade the use of intoxicants at such services. The

Scotch-Irish Presbyterians in Londonderry, X. IT., held celebra-

tions in which drinking, horse-racing, and other wild features

characterized their fun-making. Licentiousness was widespread

in all the colonies, and the history of the times speaks of the vices

and irregularities of the ministci's. Fi-ench ijifidelity came to

weaken attachment to religion and the demoralizing influences

attending the French-Indian and Kevolutionary wars to increase

tolci'ance of familiarity with crime. Church Vv'arnings issued near

the end of the century speak of the spread of "gross imnioi-alities,"

"degeneracy of manners," "prevalence of vice," "desecration of

the Sabbath," "profanity," "'neglect of the sanctuary," "disrespect"

for the teachings of the Bible; disregard of marriage vows; low

political ideals; "departures from the faith," "impiety," "neglect"

of the church sacraments, and "every species of debauchery and

loose indulgence." In politics there was gross abuse of President

Washington, coupled with praise of Aaron Burr. Of course, con-

ditions were worse in the new settlements in the wilderness biyonel

the Alleghoiies before civil law was fully established and fii'udy

administered, and where religion had not l)een able promptly to

build churches and inaugurate regidar services. Cleveland was

for some time, avc are told, without a sanctuary and the people

hardly knew any diirerence between Sunday and other days. In

many cases life sank to shocking de[)ths. To the destitute sections

of Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee jjishop Asbury made many
toilsome journeys, holding services, estalilishiug class-meetings,

distributing Bibles iind other literature and furnishing ]U'eachers,

as rapidly as possil>le, to ride long circuits and to su])ply deterrent

influences to bolster the inability of the civil administration.

Christian teaching and the example of Chri>tian families redeemed

such elements from barliarity. They were ])oor, ihey li\rd in

primitive style, they were inured t<'i privation; but tliey were saved
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|i_v tlif i-liurrlj, ami iio iinni did inori' iiiiKUig- .Mi'thodi.-ls than

Francis A&biiry. if J\lcUiodi;4s did more than oilier churches it

wa.s because llieir -ysteui of itiuei-ancy and circuits of many ap-

pointments made it possible for them to cover more ground with

gosi)el inlluences.

Bishop Asbury was always a staunch fi'iend of law and order,

not only in church, but also in state. ^Maintenance of the law of

the land was of uo ]e?s concern to him than strict observance of

the law of God, which embraces good morals. As he went con-

stantly from city to city, town to town and settlement to settlement,

calling men aud women to re])entance, he was an intiuential advo-

cate of loyalty to civil go\ernmeiit, and of the highest duty an<l

pri\iiege of a patriot. That man is the best patriot who is the be>l

citizen, and the be-t citizen is he ^vho breaks neither the laws of

God nor the laws uf man. What he did the itinerants as a body

also did; they were always friends of the goveriiment and ujiheld

the supremacy of law. Their a]")peals to the vicious, disorderly

class were particularly successful. As ci inverts they ceased to do

evil and learned to do good, becoming valuable citizens where they

had been scourges of sijcicty. A well-wisher once said to the Bishoj)

it was unfortnmite that so many drunken, disoi'derly, and vicious

persons were attracted by jMethodism, intinmting tliat they low-

ered its social status. But the rpiick reply was that it is the glory

of the gosjxd that it reaches and lifts the lowest and most un-

worthy, for Christ came expressly to call sinners to repentance.

The value of religion as a refornnitory ix)wer cannut be over-

estimated. AA'ickedness and vice not only vitiate character, but re-

duce the industi'ial, productive, and provident power of the in-

dividual. America had moi'C than usual of this undesirable class

wlu^n peace was declared, for wai- has a disastmus eil'ect upon

murals, .-\sbnry rejoiced to iind on his ilrst \'isit to ^Marylaml

so many C(.>n\eris from among the wicked and lawdess and recog-

nized it as the Jvrd's work. Frum the beginning ^Lethodism not

only required i;- ministers to be total ab-tainers from intoxicating

di-ink<, wlun ab-rinence was the cxtHqttion and not the I'ule, but

also forbade lli< ni lo hold slaves, lis nicndvf rs were exhoi'lcd to

keep themselves free from complicity in the maniil'acture and sale
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of alcoholic liquors, as well as from the n>c of tliciu as a beverage.

Moreover, the Disci})liiie ciijoiued ministers and members alike not

to contract debts where there was no prospect that they could be

paid, and lajises from honesty in dealings with one another were

punishable by expulsion, if not made right. Such contributions

to the sobriety and sound morals of society were of distinct value

to the state, since an immoral electorate must endanger the sound-

ness and perpetuity of the state.

The lawless class was i>articularly large in the wlldorncss into

which settlers began to stream at the end of the Indian war—Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee, and Kentucky. Asbury found fam-

ilies as ignorant and uncivilized almost as the Indians. The

preachers did not neglect this class, and led the parents to seek bet-

ter things for themselves and their children, winning many from

a kind of barbarism to decent and orderly life. Without the in-

fluence of the churches these new states. would have lagged in the

march of civilization.

Not only were good morals and law and order required of

converts, and cultivated among members by the efficient system of

supervision of their conduct in the weekly class-meeting, but in-

crease of intelligence was inculcated. Eveiy family should have a

Bible and read and study it, and to the Bible were added tlie hymn
book, the Discipline, and other uplifting literature. The children

must learn to read and write, and so education became the settled

}X)licy of the church, and the Bishop frequently preached educa-

tional sermons and he, assisted by Bishop Coke, founded and sup-

ported Cokesbury College at Abingdon, ]\rd., and he also estal)-

lished a number of academics or institutes in other States and

planned for a series of primary schools to educate the children,

especially of the })Oor. Then, too, in 17S(>, he began to establi-h

Sunday schools for the training of children in the fundamentals

and in Bible knowledge.

Moreover, in the days when the daily and weekly press was

in its infancy and its circulation confnied largely to the cities and

towns, and intercommunication by letter was slow and costly, it is

difficult to measure the value of the jx-rlodical visitation by an

intelligent, observant citiz(Mi like .Asbury to the homes of the rich
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iiiiJ puor alikf in all parts of the oxpaiidiiig ropiiblic. ]ii the cou-

vfisations held around the family table how iialural it was that

questions should be asked of the guest: "What news do you bring

from Washington ?•' "What do you think of President Jef-

ferson's plan of the Louisiana purchase?" "Will it cost

too much for our new nation to pay?" "Do we need any more

(errilory ?" "And what does he mean by sending the ]\lerriwether-

Clark ex})edition to the Paeilic coast—more territory?" "Is it

true that General Jackson after driving the British troops out of

Pcnsacola has gone suddenly to Xew Orleans?" "Is Nicholas

Snethen still chaplain of Congress^" "Is that the proper work of

a j)reacher?" And the replies would be backed with reasons and

would be convincing and illuminating. Attacks on the President

and 'other statesmen were unrestrained arjd virulent in those days

and a visitor who could sjwak with cojifidencc, and who could cast

light on certain policies of Congress, would be welcome. Much
that would be helpful could also be mentioned, at least as illustra-

tions, in sermons, and so the Bishop on continuous journeys and

the preachers on extended circuits could greatly add to the stock

of useful information of theii' hosts.

The questions- involved in government acts, as President

Adams' "midnight judges," Jefferson's partisan appointments and

demoralization of the public service, had a moral bearing, and visit-

ing ministers would be sure to discern between the right and

wrong side, whatever might be their own pai'ty predilections.

The church has its ideals which men of affairs may consider

impractical, still the ideals of to-day may guide to actual accom-

l^lishmcnts in the future. In any event it was a great thing for

the develoi)ing republic to have a distinguished man, known
through the lengtli and breadth of the land, to set forth daily in

sermon and lecture and conversation in every j)art of its domain

the principles of right thiiddng and right doing. Aiid to increase

the number of the righteous is a great service, for they make the

most valuable citizens. Perhaps no man was better and more widely

known than J'^raneis Asburv. Pcojdc talked about him, wei'e cu-

rious to see and hear him and thought of hiu\ as a hero, a wo)i-

derful man. He mentions preaching in Washinglon, where many
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canic to hear '"tJie iiuiii who raiijliks throui;h tlic United Stale.-."

Govcrnoi-t:, mcmhei's of C'uii-ircss, generals, judges, lawyers, doc-

tors, men of learning, inlliience, and wealth, as well as the eoni-

mou peo])le, knew him and weh-nined him to their homes and were

glad to talk \\\[\\ him and heai' him j)rcach. U. 8. Senator ]>a5sett

of Delaware, shy at first of the severe-looking itinerant in hlaek,

became his fast friend. We have lived and lahored so long, Asbnry
writes, that we are ''a sjiectaele to men," and though we say but

little, "'the i)eople want to M.e ns."

lie neglected no chiss of society. The i)reaehers are in-

structed, he writes, to hold service among the soldiers, and he him-

self did so at every op])ortunity. In his last years, amid his in-

creasing infirinitics, he mentions preaching t(.) the Union volunteej-s

by request. He visited prisons and talked aiid ])raye(l with the

condemned. At one sei'viee the soldiers were talkim-' and daneiuir

about the door, but the next ni;iht they were quiet and subdued.

In Ohio, in J 810, Colonel Putnam, sou of the General of llevolu-

tiouary fame, invited him to the house of Waldo, grandson of the

old chief, and there he spent a very interesting evening with sev-

eral Revolutionary oihcers, who had moved there from ]\Ia>s;i-

chusetts. In Georgetown, Del., he spoke in the courthouse to

jndges and counselors. Governor Basselt and wife rode forty miles

to meet him, in his advanced years, at Larratt's Chapel, and Dr.

Edward WJiite, son of Thomas White, insisted on entertaining him,

on the occasion, saying his parents thought more of him than of

"any man on earth," showing that he made fast friends among

the distinguished as among the common ])eo])lc and had a wide

and strong inlluence.

'^I'heodoi'c lioosevell, in an address wlicji \\v was President of

the United Stales, at the >\m('ri('an b'uiver.vity, Washinui'Ui, spoke

of jMefhodism as "iudlssdlulily intei-\vove]i with the hislory tif our

country." Jle continued : "Tt entered on its period of ra])id growth

just about the time of Washington's first Presidency. Its essen-

tial democracy, its iiery and restless energy of spiidt, and the wide

play it gave to indi\"idu;d iniliative, all leiided to make it pe-

culiaidy congenial to a hardy and virile folk, democratic to the

core, prizing individual independence above all earthly pusses-
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sidiis and engaged in tlic roiigli and stern work of conquering a

continent. . . . The Avliolc country is under a debt of gratitude

to the ]\icthodist circuit-riders, the Methodist pioneer preaeliers,

whose movement westward kejit pace with the movement of the

frontier, who shared all the hardships in tlie life of the fi'onticrs-

tnan, while at tlie same time ministering to that frontiersman's

pj)iritual needs and seeing that his pressing material cares and

the hard and gi'inding poverty of his life did not wholly extinguish

the divine fire witliin liis soul.''

President Harding recognized the need i)i the woi'ld of '"the

restoration of the soul of religious devotion" and ''individual con-

secration" to the religions ideal which iinds it "ahlo to give some-

thing that neitlier patriotism nor civic >'irtnc can ever afford."

These tributes of men eminent in the national life show that Chris-

tianity is fundamental to the life of the republic.

It is said 1)y historians that England in the eighteenth cen-

tury sank to a lower condition in morals and jKilitical life than it

had reached since the Protestant Pcformation was established and

that the Puritan standards whicli Cromwell had set up wvre low-

ered by the iniluence of the governments of Charles II and the

two Georges, in reaction against what was called the "sour-faced

hyj)ocricies," the antagonism to Christmas mcrry-nniking, and to

innocent e-njoymcnts of tlie Cromwell epoch. This reaction well

nigh submei'ged the Christian religion, so extreme Avas it for a

century or so. The inference is that government reflects more or

less po])iilar conditions. Out of the Wesleyan revival came the

\'ictorian regime, the jniresl and best Ihighuid had known, and it

also was England's best defense against the excesses of the French

Kevolutiem aiul the end-of-the-centuiy oulln'eak of infidelity in

France and Cbi-umny.

It follows tLat when the cluirch is at its lust, when its s[nrit-

nal life is puj'est, and its example most consisttuit with its })rofes-

sion, its iniluence on ])eo]>le ami rulers is greatest and most

salutary. And tinder no form of government is tin's iidluence so

great and diri>ct a- in a re])iibjii' like our nwn. An illustration

tlii-u-ts it-ell" dir(clly nu our altcutiou in tlie a nt i-slavei'v is-ne.

Secession in the South foUov/ed close on the heels of church agila-
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tion of the wrongfulness of holding human beings as slaves, and
the gro\vi)ig demand for eniancij)ation. In tlie days before the

moral asj^ct of slavery had awakened the church the buying and

selling of men was simply a commercial transaction in which Xew
York and iN^nv England could parlicii)alc without a disturbed

conscience. Where slavery was established and was profitable, as

in the South, it continued under a quiescent or acquiescent con-

science, because emancipation seemed to involve an enormous loss

in the overturn of economic conditions. The division of the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church, as well as of other chnrchcs, was inevitable

when the aroused conscience of the Xorthern section Avas met by

the determined opposition of the Southern section. Statesmen,

like Henry Clay, shuddered with fear of what this division por-

tended in the near future—division of States and the terrible

civil war.

If tbe conscience of the church in the nou-slave-holding States

had not been quickened by evidences of the evils of slavery and of

its threatened invasion of free States and by the revolting aspects

of the pursuit of fugitive slaves in free territory, the civil con-

vulsion would, of course, have been delayed for a season, but only

for a season. It was inevitable.

The church, by common consent, is the institution whose busi-

ness it is to stir, to quicken, to instruct, to buttress the conscience

of the people. It is always, therefore, wherever it is alive, the

moral leader of the nation. John the Baptist instructed the

awakened publicans to exact no more than was due, and the anxious

soldiers to do no violence and be content with their hire, and wicked

Herod that it was not right for him to take his brother's wife.

Christ set forth ideals which not even his church, after the lapse

of twenty centuries, has fully met. IMartin Luth.er braved Pope

and King in setting forth the moral vrrongs in the sale of indul-

gences and became a more jwwerful leader than the Po])c himself.

John Wesley's sj)iritual ideals carried with them great principles,

and aroused a nation. Francis Asl>ury bore personal testimony

against the evils of slavery, the mnldjig, buying, selling, and use

of intoxicants; and preached the doctrine that salvation by faith

required repentance for and abandonment of all kno\\ni sin and
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also that sanctificatioii, or perfection in love, is possible and de-

sirable in the ])rescnt life, an experience which he "vvas sure he

})Ossessed. He proclaimed all these things and urged them upon

the preachers as their personal i)rivik'ge to jx)ssess and their duty

to preach.

It was not strange, therefore, that Asbury and his host bore

testimony against slavery, with other Christian chui-ches, against

drunkenness and llial whic-h creates it; against war as a curse,

against violation of the sanctity of marriage and of the family,

against dueling, the lottery, gambling, fighting, and other evils,

and most of these things which were tolerated by public sentiment

in those times are undo- the ban of the law, government following

at somewhat long range the leading of the church.

There can be no question as to the value of the contribution

to national integrity, perpetuity, and prosperity, of those who by

precept and example stand for justice, right thinking, right do-

ing, right living. If monuments are appropriate for generals and

admirals and great iighters who bi'ing back peace, why not much

more approju-iate for leaders like Francis Asbury, who labor to

nnike peace permanent by inculcating the principles of justice and

righteousness, whicli never yet created a war ?

[XoTK.—The foregoing article will be includtnl in a book by

Doctor Carroll, soon to be published by The ]\Iethodi<t Book Con-

cern, entitled Francis Asbitry in tlie Making of Anicrican Metli-

odistn.^
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AN IGXOKED niSTOPvICAL CITAEACTERi

A Nl•:^v-E^•(;;].A^l) book savs, in n tone which, if it smacks

somewhat, of sectarian partiality, has also somewhat of generous in-

dignation : ''That here is a man who ordained and sent fortli more

clerg}'men than any otlier ])r(']ate in the history of tlic modern

church, and, it is not improbable, more than any one in any other

age of Christianity; who-^e diocese was coextensive with the Re-

public; who traveled more in his ministerial labors than cither

Wesley or Whitelield, if we except the Atlantic voyages of the

latter; who was the first Protestant bishop that ever trod the soil

of the nation, if we except one or two transient visits of forgotten

]\[oravian Brethren; who, with his laborious preachers, laid the

moral foundations of most of our Western States, and who was

really the American founder of the system of religious faith which

may now be justly pronounced the predominant, if not the popular

religion of the country, from the Aroostook to California; in fine,

the most im])ortant ecclesiastical jiersonage in the American an-

nals: and yet his name has never been mentioned, if indeed, it has

been known \)\ a single writer of American liistory."-

This uian was Fi-avrh Ashiirj/—a name known and revered

by millions of the American jieople, but quite as little recognized

beyond the limits of ]\rethodism, as our authority afllrms. We
have been much interested in reading a memoir of him. from the

\)C']\ of Pev. Dr. StriclNlaiid, of this city, and are in a mood to say

something for the ignoi-ed veteran. Ft is inevitable that he must,

sooner or later, be recngiiized among our national men of the "Revo-

lutionary e]~)Och ; foi-, what is hist(U'y without a regard to the reli-

gious doings and ennrs of a ]>eo})le? Francis Ar^bui'v will be

I'ecognized—if not as his fullowers claim, as ''the chief ecclesiasti-

cal jx-rsonage" of our history—yet as one among the chief, and a

' This nitiilc w:is piibli.-^lu d anonyiiious'.y in Tlio Kiii'^kprbockor New York Mapazine, Janimry,

1859. It wa.s cviiliiitly written for llio purpose of givinr t!ic nuU-iiile \s<irl<l a more intiiiiale visum

of MtlliiKliriiii. There arc soiue rea-.on-! for hi Itcviiit: tlial tli<' HUtlior was thut ^-reat Metlicxiist

liiatorian, Abi-1 Stevens.

'Mtrnuriald uf Ih'- Introduclu-n of M.tliod\int xnlo S'tw Ei-uLiud.
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iiiiin not (iiilv cxtriKTiliiKii'v in Aiiu'riraii ainial.-, Imt in llic rcciij-ds

(if llio nTiuioii- ^v'nlll.

Wc lia\L' Utile inteiTst in matters eeclt'siastieal, and are iii-

clineJ t(-» be lureiical eiKUigli about them Id deserve to liave 1)eeii

burned at an aalo-do-jv, a few hundred years ago, but \ve admire

tills old Methodist Ijishop ; he is an excecdiuiily interesting charac-

ter—a study for the historian. And then, this matter called ^Tetli-

odism has certainly become a curious fact in moder]i history.

Sfiuthey, years ago, when it was far less im])ortant, deemed it a

befitting task to write its history, and Coleridge wrote astute notes

on Southey's pi^ges, and tleclared that Mheii too sick or too en-

nuyed, in spite of brandy and o})ium, to read anything else, he

could pore over the wonderful story. Commanding the masses of

the English pcojile more than any other seel, and preaching the

theology and n-ing the liturgy of the ^Xatiounl Church; possessing,

in fine, every thing essential to the latter excejit its prelacy

—

shrewd jiro] diets begin already to hint the jtossibility of its super-

seding, among the peojtle, the Establishment itself, es])ecially if

^[ackinttish aud Euckle's predictidu, that the connection of Church

and State in I'jjuland eanuot survive the pre^ent century, should

be found true. .\nd nn\v that the Ifnuse of ('omuKms has A'oted

against the Chureh Kales, and the hooked nose of Jiothsehild threat-

ens to upset the Jxtich of I5i'din])s, the prediction seems rather

proximately tlu-eatening. A\'e all know something about Method-

ism in this criuntry, but not much accui'ately; we see its chapels in

every village, we hear inces-^antly of its d(,'ings in our large cities,

and meet its "itinerants,'' with horse and saddled>ags, along the

farthest frtuiliers; nne nf oui- most enlightened statesmen M']ver-

elt) tells us that no jx-oplr in the nation are more active in edu-

cation; its "I'ook (\)ncerii,'' in our city, the lai'gest and richest re-

ligious pid'lishing house, we are told, on the earth, informs us,

Ironi yeai- to year, (d" the annmd numerii-al increase of the de-

nomination— its million and a half (1,70:2,332) of actual com-

inunieants (Xoi'ih and South) in the United Slates alone— its in-

crease of a hundi'td and eighty-six thousand tlu' ju'esent year—

a

single year's <:ain larger than (he whole mcudiei'ship of its elder

sislei', the Pi'oU -tant l^pl-eopal (linreh, and id' se\eral other com-
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inandiiig religious bodies. Methodism, then, is an important fact

—a national fact, and, for good or evil, such a fact as the historian

cannot hereafter ignore. And Francis Asburj must be, in history,

the represejitative man of American Methodism.

John ^Yesley was traversing Ireland, some time in tlie last

half of the last century, preaching daily on hillsides and in nnir-

ket-places. He found, in the west of the island, several villages

of Germans, who had escaped from the Palatinate on the Ixliine,

during the wars of Louis XIV. lie describes them as in a de-

plorable condition, without a clergyman or a chaj)el
—"drunkards,

swearers, and Sabbath-breake7-s." Such were the characters that

the great Methodist always sought out—it was facing the devil in

his citadel. Wesley visited them often, and sent his "itinerants"

among them ; in a few years they were thoroughly reformed ; they

built ^Methodist churelies in their settlements, and he asserts that

four such villages as theirs could not be found anywhere else in

the three kingdoms—there was no more profanity, nor Sabbath-

breaking, no ale-house even, to be found among them.

In the course of a few more years word came to him that

Methodism was organized in Xew York City, and that the first

Wesleyan chapel in the Xew World (the fii-st that bore his name
in all the world) was going up. It was "Old John Street Church,"

well known to our citizens—and, latteily, in aflairs of the "law"

as well as of the Gospel. A little immigrant corps of the Palatine

Irish, with a "local jut-acher," who had been "converted," among

them, under Wesley's jtreaching, had laid there the foundations

of the sect which to-day covers most of the continent. Wesley

called, in his "Conference," for volunteer preachers for America,

and two were sent. At the "Conference" of 1771, Francis Asbury,

then but twenty-six years old, offered himself for the distant field.

Before the year had ended he was "itinerating" through the middle

Colonies, and had already Ix^eome the virtual ecclesiastical head

of the new denomination. They were but six hundred strong when

he arrived; in alnoit a year and a half they were reported, in the

first "regular American Conference," at one thousand one hundred

and sixty members and ten preachers; in five years after his ar-

rival, they were four thousand nine hundred and twenty-one, and
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twenty-four preachers; in ten years, eiglit tLousand five lumJretl,

and forty-two preachers; in twenty years, more than seventy-six

thousand, and two hundred and fifty preachers; in thiity years,

they were nearly eiglity -seven thousand (with a gain for tlie pre-

ceding year of nearly fourteen thousand), and more than three

hundred and fifty preachers. Methodism had struck its roots into

all the States and territories, and when the veteran Bishop fell,

in 1816, it was victoriously at the head of nine ''Annual Confer-

ences," extending from iSTova Scotia to the ]\Iexican Gulf, from

Bangor to the farthest western settlement, with a thoroughly or-

ganized host of more than two hundred and fourteen thousand com-

municants, and nearly seven hundred itinerant, and some two

thousand local preachers.

IsTo reader of Doctor Strickland's volume can doubt that

Francis Asbury was the paramoimt hero of this great religious

movement, lie, following the methods of Wesley, founded and

extended over the continent its ecclesiastical system. From the

year of his arrival till the year of his death, he was almost ubiq-

uitous in tbe land; were it not that his Journals give us an exact

itinerary of his travels, they would absolutely be inci'cdilde. Each

year he was in the opposite extremities of the country. Xevcr

were men ])ut under a severer military regimen tlian he main-

tained over his '"Itinerants." louring nearly half a century he

kept them d]'i\'ing-to and fro over the country, like an army fight-

ing in detachments, in every direction. He remained unmarried

through life, that he miglit be untrammeled in his work. lie never

had a local home in America. His salary was but sixty-four dol-

lars per aiinum, besides ti-avding ex})en>es; and out of this he con-

tributed toward the support of his poor prcaeliei's. He often

drained his purse for them, and at one time we read of his selling

his cloak, and at another his watch, tliat he might help (hem. Ho
founded the "Methodist Book Concern" ; lu^ was the chief founder

of the first Methodist ColK^ge, and when it was destroyed by fire,

he labored and begged till he could erect another, and when this

was consumed in like manner, he projected that scheme of ]\lethod-

ist Academies which now comprises in the Tnitc-d States no less

than one hundred and thirteen institutions, .some of them among
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the most commanding academic edifices of tlic nation. He was

tlie first, also, who must be credited with introducing tlie Sunday

school into America.^

If he was not the first Protestant Bishop in America, he was,

at least, the first Protestant ordained to that oflice in our own

country. Dr. Tliomas Coke, a "Presbyter" of the Church of ]"^ng-

land, was ordained by Wesley to the episcopal oflice, and sent by

him to America to ordain to the same oflice Francis Asbury. Ou

the twenty-seventh day of December, 17S4, he was consecrated

Bishop, in the city of Baltimore. Hitherto tlie ]\rethodists had

depended upon the Eju'scopal clergy of the country for the sacra-

ments of baptism and the Eucharist, but as the Ivevolutlon had

dissolved the Anglican Church, and as most of it^s clergy had left

the country, the Methodists were deprived of these "ordinances''

;

they applied to Wesley for relief; he had applied in vain to the

Bishop of London for the ordination of some of his preachers,

that they might be able to administer the sacraments without vio-

lence to the usages of the church. He declared, in his letter to

the American Methodists, that he was thus compelled to use what

he deemed, in such a case of necessity, his right, as a "Presbyter,"

to ordain a "superintendent," or Bishop, for America, who could

ordain their preachers and provide them the sacraments. American

Methodism was in this manner organized as an Episcopal Chui-cli,

some years prior to the reorganization of the rejimants of the An-

glican Church in this country; and the ordination of its Bishops

preceded that of the present Protestant Episcopal Church of the

United States. These are the hi^^torical facts; we give them only

as such: as to the controversy between the denominations res])ect-

ing the "Apostolic succession," we claim no skill in that ; it is

clear enough that Wesley could not pretend to the "succes>:ion"

in the technical sense of the phrase ; he even went so far as to assert

that he considered it "'a fable which no man ever did, and no one

ever could prove to be any thing else." In his letter to the Amer-

icans, respecting his ordination of Coke, and through him, of

Asbury, he assumes, on the authority of Lord King's "Primitive

'In 17h0, live yeai-s l>cfore finy other pfrsoii movfJ in this matter, he orgauizod a srhool in

minover County, Virginia. StricklHncl's Life of Ashuru, Chap. XI.
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Cluirc]i," that he had the right, in such an exigency, to ordain a

bisho]), by ancient ])reccdent.

lint we are venturing u])on dangerous ground; it is suflicient

to report that such are the historical facts respecting the episcopal

ordination of Francis Asbury, and the episcopal pretensions of

American Methodists.

The new Bishop, whether legitimate or illegitimate, went to

work more energetically than ever, and for the remainder of his

life traveled mostly on horseback, at the rate of the circumference

of the globe every four years. His salary w^as still sixty-four

dollars j>er annum, and his traveling expenses. He ordained his

preachers from Maine to Georgia. His presiding mind swayed

his Conferences, and gave organic symmetry and prominence to

the rising denomination. He preaclied nearly every day, and

usually several times a day. He planned his "appointments" a

half-year beforehand, from the Gulf to the Saint Lawrence, usually

passing twice a year over the whole length of the country, and he

was expected without fear of disapjiointment (for he was as pre-

cise as ^Yellington ), in the towns and villages on his route. ' He
rode on horseback, till he was too infirm to travel so any more,

and then took to his "wagon," a vehicle which, beyond question,

lias traveled more extensively than any other ever seen in the Xew
World; its fragments are still kept by ]\rethodists, as sacred relics,

and possibly may in some coming age be worshiped as heartily as

Saint Veronica's pocket-handkerchief in Saint Peter's. He sent

his preachers across the xMleghenies, and kept them in the very

van of the westward march of emigration. The first "ordination"

in the Valley of the Mississippi was pei'formed by his hands, and

it is a grave question, what would have been the moral develop-

ment (bad as it is alleged to have been) of the mighty States

throughout that imjX'rial domain, had it not been for the brave

"itinerant" corps of xVsbury, which carried and expounded the

Bible among its log cabins at a time in our national history wdien

it was absolutely impossible for the American churches to send

thither n^ular or educated clergymen, in any proportion to the

gi-owth of its population. ]f what is called the "]\rerliodist Itiner-

ancy" has done any important service for the moral salvation of
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that vast region, now the theater of our noblest States, the credit

is due, in great measure, to the unparalleled energy of Francis

Asbnry. He not only pointed his preachers thither, hut led the

way. 'No records of American frontier adventure show greater

endurance or courage tlian the accounts in Dr. Strichland's book of

Asbury's travels beyond the mountains. Armed hunters, twenty-

five or fifty in number, used to escort him from point to ])oinl, to

protect him from the Indians, and great were the gatherings and

grand the jubilees wherever he appeared.

His marked characteristics were few, but remarkably strong.

They are not painted, in our conception of his character, but

sculptured. He was altogether a wonderful man. Born in lowly

circumstances, called early to the ministry, and when in it bur-

dened with labors truly amazing, he had but little opportunity

for inental cultivation. Yet he acquired a knowledge of Latin,

Greek, and Hebrew; and consulted them in studying the sacred

text. His well-w^orn Hebrew and Greek Bibles were his insepara-

ble companions. He was also singularly familiar with history,

especially ecclesiastical liistory. Church polity, in all its varieties,

ancient and modern, he studied thoroughly, aufl referred to con-

stantly. In mental and moral science he was more than a mere

reader. He possessed an almost intuitive discernment of character,

and was notable as a physiognomist. He fre(piently surprised a

whole "Conference" by stating the characters of candidates v/hom

he had never seen before. His piercing glance was the terror of

pretenders and ministerial coxcombs—and some such, it seems,

were occasionally found among even the iron-nerved men of

the early ^Methodist itinerary. If the classical niotlo is true,

Perscvcraniia vincit omnia, he was capable of greatness in. any

de])artment of human ambition, for his master trait was a firmness

of purpose which no hostility could shake, and no allurement se-

duce. When once he oitcrcd on his immense lal)ors in America,

his destiny was fixed. His indomitable energy bore him onward

through journeys long and ])eril<»us, labors arduous and inces-^ant,

privations and vexations which none of his Eui-oi^can coadjutors

knew, and tliis, not during a brief interval of youtliful zeal, or of

circumstances auspicious to an ardent ambition, but through all
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possible discouragements, and through the infirmities of age, when

it was necessary to assist him to aijd from his carriage, and when

he could no longer stand, but sat in the pulpit—till, in fine, he

dropped exhausted into the grave. He was eminently a man of

one work, and in that work he was inspired by a quenchless zeal

which allowed no leisure for any other consideration. It drew him

away from his native home, and permitted no return. It induced

him to forego the felicities of domestic life, and to pass through

a long career without a resting-place. Whether legitimately a

Bishop or not, he was a noble example of v,-liat a Bishop ought to

be ; and he is said to have possessed all the personal dignity of the

episcopal office, while declining its usual honors and exemptions.

While he directed, with inflexible authority, the ministerial hosts

of his great diocese, he transcended the njeanest of them in suffer-

ings, labors, and journeyings. Fifty-five years he was a preacher;

forty-five of them he spent on our continent. It is estimated that

he sat in two hundred and twenty-four Annual Conferences and

ordained about four thousand ministers.

The Bishop is represented by Doctor Strickland as a good

patriot at the breaking out of the Revolution. He said, in refer-

ence to Wesley's opposition to the Bevolution, that if the gTcat

English Methodist were in America and saw the actual state of

things here, he would doubtless take side with the patriots. Wes-

ley proved the intimation true, by asserting, in his letter respecting

the ordination of the American Bishops, that the Eevolution had

shown itself a ''providential" fact, and that the American States

should not again bear ''entangling" relations to England. Ban-

croft pays some fine compliments to Wesley, but needs an impor-

tant emendation on this subject, in his last volume. He places

Wesley by the side of Johnson in his hostility to the American

cause. So far the historian is correct: but Wesley's far-reaching

vision soon pierced through th*; fog of the times—he early became

convinced that the Americans had the right of the controversy, and

would have its advantage in the result, and a letter addressed by

him to Lord Xortli lias been di.s<-i)veied in the government archives

and published, showing a decided hustility to the ])olicy of the

crown, and a generous sympathy with the Americans. Asbury
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aud his Episcopal eollfague were personal friends of Washington.

They visited him at ^lonnt Vernon, and the ^letliodist Church was

the first of the religious hodies of the country to present to him

formal congTatulations on the settlement of the government and

his election to the Presidency. Asbnry presented him, in behalf

of the Methodists, an address in Xew York City, to which he read

a reply. Both documents are given in Doctor Strickland's book.

One of the longest and strongest passages in Asbury's "Journals"

is a notice of Washington's death; aud it is evidently the utter-

ance of his heart.

We have said that his labors and sufferings were unequalcd

by those of his great transatlantic coadjutors. He traveled about

six thousand miles a year, which exceeded the journeyings of

Wesley himself. Wesley's field was much less extended, and much

more comfortable in every respect. He was in his own country;

had the best facilities of the age for traveling; and moved through

a nation supplied with all the conveniences of life. Asbnry was

a foreigner, aud lived among us at a period of profound antipathy

toward his native land ; but when most others fled from the field,

he remained. The country was new aud vast, yet ho traveled over

its length and breadth, now through its older settlements, and

then along its frontier lines, climbing mountains, fording streams,

sleeping" under the trees of the forest, or finding shelter for his

wearied frame in log cabins.

Whitefield, though he traveled, over the same continent, con-

fined himself to its Atlantic cities, where every convenience was

lavishly afforded him. Asbury pushed his course to the remotest

frontier, traveling frequently witli the emigrating caravan for

protection from the savage, and tlianking God for the coarse fare

which w^as afforded him in the hut of the back-woodsum n. White-

field's theological opinions agreed with the sentimcnls of the dom-

inant churches, and conciliated their favor. Asbury's were op-

posed by them as nm'~>iig tbe wor^t forms of heresy, for he was a

stout Arminian. MctliddiMii liad commenced liefore his ari-Ival

on our continent, ami no doiil)! woul.l have pros[>ortx1 more or less,

but to his energy must be asi'ril>ed its wonderful progress. Spread

by his exertions, no barrier could stand before it; it broke out on
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the right and ou the left; his incessant preaching and ceaseless

traveling, now in the iN^orth and then in the South, now in the

East and then in the West, gave it almost an omnipresent and

simultaneous action through all the States.

We are not disposed to turn preacher, here in the presence of

old Knick, but may we not affirm that if ''all bishops and other

clergj" were of like character with this old hero, the world would

witness a stirring spectacle? With a ministry of such spirits the

Christianizatiou of the race would be the work of but one or two

generations. Such a ministry, warring with the mighty agencies

of evil in our world, would present the sublime scene of Milton's

battle of the angels. Ho! ye bishops, legitimate or illegitimate;

ye high-priests and low-priests, work like this man, if ye would

demonstrate both your offices and the Christian religion before

the eyes of all men! Come out among us, the people; turn our

Avestern stumps into pulpits, our log cabins into sanctuaries, our

city lanes and alleys into cathedral aisles, our garrets and cellars

of jxiverty into oratories; come with your surplices and bands, or

without them : but come ! Christianity, if it cannot perish in its

splendid temples, can at least repose there asleep, like the effigies

of old knights and prelates in the medieval cathedrals, but it can

and will live—live invincibly, if bi'ought out to the homes and

hearts of the common people, in such labors as those of this veteran

Methodist.
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SHALL PAKAGIUPII 280 BE RETAINED?

Feaxk Xeff

Kansas City, Kan.

With the near approach of another General Conference ses-

sion there are many questions of varying importance being dis-

cussed throughout the church. Among tliese there is one that is

no stranger, as it has been before the church for many years, and

is sure to attract a good deal of attention in the next few months.

The editor of the Metjiodist Eevikw has very graciously

given the writer the privilege of presenting an argument for the

retention of Paragraph 280 by the General Conference of 1924,

reaffirming our attitude of over fifty years against all amusements

that tend to destroy the spiritual life. In order that the argument

may be made as clear and concise as ])Ossible it will take the form

of some questions, with an answer in each case.

L Why was such a paragraph inserted in the Discipline?

Apparently because the General Hule concerning ^"diver-

sions" was not accomplishing all that it should have accomplished,

and some vigorous reenforccment was necessary in order to re-

strain the rising tide of worldliness that followed the Civil War.

The General Conference of 1872 was over a half century nearer

the origin of the General Rule than we are to-day, yet that body

found the rule insufficient, and with laymen for the first time pres-

ent and voting, the General Rule was rcenforced as we have it to-

day, with the hope of preventing our people from iiidulging in

those "diversions" that time had clearly proven "could not be

taken in the name of the Lord Jesus," and, moreover, the same test

of time had proven that the e.\']K>rinient of leaving the interpreta-

tion of the General Rule^ to the individual had turned out rather

disastrously, as it always will with young Christians, or with those

not firmly established in the drej) ihings of the faith.

And it is worthy of note thai imt only did tlu' laymen help to

write this into the Discipline, l)Ut they have also since strongly

voted for its retention, as the record shows that at Saratoga, in
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191G, when (be last aye and no vote was (akcji, 2'j5 laymoi voted

for the retention of the paragraph while only 14G voted for its

removal.

II. How has it worked ?

Xot }>erfcctly, to hear what many ohjectors write and say

about it, and as many of its most ardent su])porte)'s willingly eon-

cede. ^Neither has the Volstead Act worked perfectly, as its ene-

mies charge and its friends sadly admit. But what law-abiding

citizen is willing to present the illogical argument that because a

law is not perfectly kept it should be repealed ? The Discii)line

speaks very enjphalically against divorce, going so far as to say

that any JMethodist preacher who marries people divorced save for

one cause oidy shall be charged with ^'maladministration." Cer-

tainly there are Methodist people and preachers who do not keep

this wholesome law. But because some of our people and preachers

fail to observe Paragraph G8 shall we solemnly ask for its repeal ?

If any unkept or poorly kept law in our Discipline be one of

real moral worth, would it not be far more becoming in ]\Ietliodist

folk to follow the course suggested by the color-bearer who had

advanced more rapidly than his su])port, and upon being signaleil,

''Bring the colors back to the army," replied, ''Bring the arniy u])

to the colors" ?

But the writer of this article is by no means willing to concede

the failure of this much discussed paragraph to anything like the

extent charged by its opponents. If it be true that the paragi'aph

is such a dead letter, why such strenuous demands for its removal

by interests that, to say the very kindest thing, have never niade

any notable contributions, either of money, prayer, or personal

effort, for the evangeli/atiou of the world along lines loved and re-

vered by every true ]\fethodist?

On the posit i\c side, the writer believes that this paragraph

has been the most powei'ful deterrent force on the cpu'stion of im-

proper amu.-ements that is to be found in the written laws of any

great religious organi/ation, and eternity akmc will reveal how
many struggling souls have been helped by the fact that the

strongest single PriAestant force in Chri>;t('udom still dares to lake

an open and unequivocal stand against certain forms of worldli-
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ness tliat have always wrought such havoc in tlie spiritual life of

the people.

III. Who wants the paragraph removed ?

First of all, some of the very best people of Methodism, and

many who are leaders in the church. But even the best people are

sometimes mistaken, for doubtless many who read these lines will

recall having heard or read vigorous and forceful sermons proving

'*the divine right of slavery,'' while we are only a few years re-

moved from that famous episcopal effort to "reform" the saloon

by tucking it under the wing of the chnrcli, and we are even yet

closer to that notable utterance of a high-minded statesman, "We
are too ]>roud to fight

!''

However, many good people ask for the removal of the para-

graph, and there be many, yet the stubborn fact remains that some

of the most persistent and powerful demands for "removal" come

from outside forces, foi'ces that have never had, do not now have,

and never will have a single spiritual interest in common with the

historic, warm-hearted, evangelistic, holy-living appeal of Wes-

leyan Methodism.

Is this statement simply to "muddy the waters," or is it

capable of proof? Lest there be a charge of misrepresentation, or

the mere use of words to cover up the issue, the definite fact is

here submitted that the Xational Association of Dancing Masters,

the Xational Theater Owners' Association, the National Actors'

Equity Association, and a number of other associations connected

with the dancing or theatrical profession, have officially petitioned

the General CoTiference of the ]\Lethodist Episcopal Church to re-

move the ofTending paragra]')h.

These- matters were formally ])rcsented to a sub-committee

of the Cerieral Committee on The State of the Church at Des

Moines, they Avere broadcast by the Associated Press, and, no

doubt, will be rejieated next year at Springfield. The writer was

chairman of that sulvcommittce and knows officially of these facts,

and surely is within the Itouuds of a ]")ro])er courtesy when he asks,

in all soriousnt'ss, "What next V
IV. Who v\-ants the j)aragraph retained?

In the first ])lace, it is clearly evident that a majority in every
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General Conference where its removal has been attempted desired

its retention, this despite the fact that those favoring removal had

some of the ablest leadership that the church possessed. In 1908

the effort was made to declare tlie paragraph unconstitutional, but

this failed. In 1912 and 1916, under tlic leadership of a giant,

mentally and i)hysically, the General Conference refused, by a

majority of about 70, to make any change. In 1920, still under

able leadership, the advocates of removal were hopelessly outvoted,

for, si>urred to decisive action by outside interference and a wide-

spread knowledge of the havoc being wrouglit within by the loose

ideas of ainusemcnt following the World War, the advocates of

retention smothered the rcmovalists by the overwhelming vote of

4G9 to 212, a staggering majority of 257, or more than two to one.

There must be some decisive reason for this continued atti-

tude, though we may not be able to agree on just what are all its

causes. But one tiling seems certain. In recording so emphatic a

vote the delegates at least were expressing the convictions of those

most concerned, namely, the young people of our Epworth Leagues

and other organizations wdiere young folks have banded themselves

together for work. As far as the writer has been able to learn,

after a quarter of a century of rather fruitful pastorates and some

years of close observation of this subject, no Epworth League con-

vention or institute has ever asked for the removal of the para-

graph. The probabilities are that a small-sized riot would be

precipitated if any one dared introduce a '"removal" resolution at

any one of these live-wire institutes!

iSTeither is there record of any Deaconess or Missionary Train-

ing School, Student Volunteer, or Life Service grouji jietitioning

for the removal of the jiaragrajth, a silence most elocpicntly echoed

by the leaders of every evangelistic cam])aign, by every school or

association for the training of soul-winners, by every agency set

forth especially for the winning of souls, by every missionary in

the field, or by any grouj) or organization for the deepening of the

sjtirltual life. ]n fact, the writer lias never heard of an evangelist,

a successful s<.>ul-winner, o}' one who testifies to the possession of a

Spirit-filled life, asking for the removal of the paragra])h, though

there may be some.
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"Tlie absence of request for 'removal/ " says some one, "is

not an argument for retention !" Perliaps so, but in this case, as

in many others, ''silence" means "consent." For the present order,

and considering the life aspirations of the groups named, it should

not be very difiicult for any one to see where the church can do

the most good by retaining its present unequivocal attitude upon

the subject of amusements.

V. "Why should the paragraph be retained ?

It should be retained because there is a deep-seated and de-

termined purpose on the part of the church that it be retained, as

has been demonstrated time and again by the refusal of several

General Conferences to make any change, apparently with the

feeling that even though the paragraph has some expressions that

sound queer, yet it is a fundamental protest and safeguard against

a worldly spirit that has no place in the life of Christian people.

For years there has been vigorous outside agitation of the

question, just preceding the sessions of the General Conference,

M'ith free expression of the opinion that the oifending paragraph

will be removed this time, surely. But in every case, when the

delegates voted, they refused to be stampeded, and added again

their approval to the paragraph.

It should be retained because there has been no widespread

inside demand for removal, the petitions to that end being so hope-

lessly in the minoritv that their influence was entirelv neoiio-ihle.

Earlier in this article attention has been called to the fact that not

a single Epworth League convention, institute, or Life Service

group has ever made such a request, while the laymen themselves,

who are naturally closer to such questions, have proven by their

vote at General Conference that they know of no demand "back

home" suaicient to cause them to vote the paragraph out of the

Discipline.

It should be retained because its removal would be heralded

far and wide, in blazing headlines, as a victory for the liberal ele-

ment in the church, and the general tone <if the announcements

would be, "!Methodists Throw Down ]>ars—Dancing Ban Bc-

moved—Followers of Wesley ]\Lay Legally 'J'rip the Toe with

Others!"
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It matters little that we coulJ solemnly brand these "scare

lieads" as false, as they surely would be, from the standpoint of

our fundamental law. However, the very fact that we liad re-

moved the ''enforcement" clause would give good ground as a

liasis for the lurid headlines, even as there is truth in free use of

the term "nullification" concerning the action of a certain gov-

ej'nnr, though he most solemnly declares that his action does not

weaken the fundamental law of the land. True enough, his action

does not dispose of the fundamental law of the land, but it so ma-

terially cripples the enforcement of that law that law-abiding i>eo-

ple are aghast, while lawbreakers hold jubilee. It is a fundamental

maxim of civil law that no statute or expres^^ion, however lofty

and beautiful, has any force or power whatever, beyond simple

moral suggestion, unless there is attached a penalty or enforce-

ment clause.

Could any less be said of the Methodist Episcopal Church

if we have however fine and beautiful a "fundamental law,"

namely, the Genei-al l\ule, and yet have no "enforcement clause" ?

Paragraph 280 is the "enforcement clause" of the General

Kule on Amusements.

Jt should be retained because there is a growing disgust with

the modern dance, even on the part of many of its sponsors, and

vigorous demands are being made tliat there be a house cleaning

within. If the institution is in such bad repute, even in the house

of its friends, is it any time for a gi-eat church, that has all during

its history stood for the holy life, to offer even the semblance of

a compromise? Would it not be vastly more becoming in Method-

ism to ])ut still higher barriers between itself and a spirit that never

builds up, but universally tears down the s})iritual life? With

gambling so rampant, with ja/z and the dance becoming more and

more degrading, and the greatest amusement enterprise of the age

becoming so corrupt that its frightened s}K>nsors pay a "king's

ransom" for some one with sufficient moral standing to "reform"

the business and add to it a much-needed res]x>ctability, is it any

time for Methodism, that most aggressive force for righteousness,

both personal and geneial, to take nny backward step?

Heroes are just plain folk, who have bravtly met a great dan-
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ger. Let us licroically iiioel every challenge of the worldly spirit

that would tear down what we have been building up, and let ua

take even a bolder stand against every device tluit would weaken

the power of our attack upon every form of evil that comes

against us.

It should be retained because its removal would bring dismay

to m\iltitudes not only among the best workers of Methodism, but

also to many in other denominations, where a strong fight is being

waged against the demoralization caused by the modern craze

for amusement. It casts no reflection upon other denominations

to say that Methodism lias been a pace-maker in many things.

Throughout her history this has been true of evangelism and the

holy life, while in more recent years the daring of the Centenary

movement has stirred the religious world to activities not dreamed

of before. The same is true regarding the question of worldly

amusements. Methodism has always taken the lead against (^xQry

form of sensual pleasure that is inimical to the highest type of

Christian life. While John Wesley did not formulate Paragraph

280, or anything like it, yet he would no more have tolerated par-

ticipation in the sensual dance, as now indidged, or in the gam-

bling methods of present-day card-playing, or in the snggestiveness

and indecency of much of the "realism" of the modern theater

than he would have recornmejided Robert IngersoU's works as a

textbook for ^^lethodist class leaders.

A backward step on our part would tend to discourage many
who are now encouraged by the fact that this great church dares

take the lead in fighting these evils that have wrought such havoc,

and yet seen] to have such a hold on the human heart that even

great denominations either fear to speak out or are lulled to sleep

by specious arguments, and maintain a silence that is disastrous

and even deadly in its consequences.

May the Methodist Episcopal Church, strong and mighty as

she is, never give any aid or encouragement to the enemy, and

ina}' she never take a backward step that will bring despair to those

who are looking to her fur leadership.

It should be retained because the universal testimony of

evangelists and personal v;orkers is that dancing, card-playing,
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and Iheater-going are among the most difficult things that a soul-

winner has to fight, and tlrat the testimony is almost as universal

that when a sinner who has been a devotee of these pleasures is

soundly converted, he turns from them with utter loathing, very

frequently giving a ringi)jg testimony in opposition to them all.

A genuine, old-fashioned, Holy Ghost revival brings a revolt

against dancing and card-])laying as surely as a released balloon

leaps from an earthly restraint to the pure air of the upper reaches.

The sin-bound soul tliat discovers God rejoices in its new-found

freedom, and quickly breaks with those forces that have so long

held it in bondage.

On the other hand, just as surely as a genuine conversion

turns people away from these amusements, a willful indulgence

in them seems to hinder a soul's spiritual progress till tlie Christian

life becomes either a cold, lifeless formality, or is entirely aban-

doned. Dancing and card-playing ]\tethodists do not attend prayer

meeting and give warm-hearted testimony to their conversion and

the abiding joy that comes as Christ walks and talks with them

in daily life. Dancing and card-playing ]\[etliodists never testify

to the Witness of the Spirit, and to the possession of a heart

cleansed and made whole, in accordance with IMethodist interpreta-

tion of the Xew Testament doctrine of holiness. Dancing and

card-playing ^Methodists do not go out, with hungry hearts, seek-

ing the lost, and wheii tliey find them, drop down on their knees

with open Bible and open heart, point them to the "Lnmb of God

that taketh away the sin of the w'orld," and pray tliem into His

Kingdom. Dancing and card-playing Methodists seldom enter

the ministry, enlist for the foreign field, become deaconesses, or

take up any form of rescue work w'here men and women have been

wrecked by sin. Shall Methodism take any backward step con-

cerning things from which awakened s'uils turn with sucli loathing,

and which, indulged, have such disastrous etl'et't upon tlie spiritual

life of our people ?

The paragraph sliould be retained beeause there seems to be

a moral and religious crisis in the world to-(hay, a literal '^'Armaged-

don," and Methodi-m should face this, as she has faced evci-y other

ohrdlenge, with an unyielding determination to make no (toni-
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promise of any khul with a spirit that lias always been, is now,

and doubtless ever will be so antagonistic and destructive to a life

of vital piety. In a time of serious war, that is testing to its very

foundations every resource, both material and human, of a nation,

there cannot be any place for pacifism. With the disastrous sweep

of a scourging e})idemic or plague, it is no time to relax vigilance,

cease efforts for effective sanitation, or modify the most rigid

quarantine. When there is sweeping over the world an unparal-

leled wave of faith-blighting worldliness; when men and women
are being shaken to their very moral foundations and many being

carried away by the false promises of the "pleasure devil," surely

it is no time for ^Methodisin either to ''lift the ban" or take any

action that could be so interi)reted.

Rather, it is a time that demands reaffirmation of our his-

toric attitude, and the expression of a still stronger hostility to

anything and everything that would tear down or hinder the spirit-

ual life of the people.

Re}x>al the paragraph, and the powers of darkness will re-

joice; retain it, with all its imperfections and the difficulties of

its enforcement, and we will both cheer all our fellow-workers who
are fighting against the determined encroachments of a soul-wreck-

ing worldliness and hurl a defiant challenge to the evil back of it,

that, regardless of what other great religious bodies may do, IMeth-

o<lism still stands as the ciiemy of everything that would hinder

and the friend of everything that would help the very weakest

man or woman who is struggling to escape sin and attain purity

of soul and holiness of life.

[Editokiat. Kote.—The above article by Doctor I^eff and

the following one by Bishop IIugiiks were contributed on the re-

quest of the Edttoi;. Xeither of them was allowed to see the

other's manuscript, in order that their arguments miglit have a con-

structive character rather than that of mere debate. Xo further

material on the Amusement Question will appear in the pages

of the IvKViKW ]>efore the coming General ronfereuce. The
issue is one of high importance but d'X^-s not deimmd larger r-pace

for intelligent discussion.]
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OUR MISTAKEX LEGISLATION ON AMUSEMENTS

Edwin Holt Hughes

Maiden, Mass.

The writer of this article is a Puritan—in his convietions

and in his habits. He has never been in any degree addicted to

the questionable amusements specified in the law of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. Even in that period of youth when the sense

of freedom often defeats the sense of obligation, and when the pro-

liibited pastimes make their more natural appeal, he heeded the

desires of godly parents. He has never belonged to the kings, or

even the humbler princes, of "syncopation." He is not sure that

he could nov." identify by name those pasteboard cards that often

become the passion of the frivolous ; and he has never been a fre-

quenter of the theater.

When he was baptized into the membership of the !Methodist

Episcopal Church, there was no specific rule on amusements.

There lie before him now a very worn copy of the first Discipline

of our church and a neatly bound copy of the Discipline of 1S44.

Neither volume contains any detailed list of forbidden amuse-

ments, each staying by the simple principle as given by ]\Ir. Wesley

concerning ''diversions" that cannot be used '"in the name of the

Lord Jesus."

The specific legislation came in 1872. Evidently memorials

and letters from various quarters of the church pi'cceded the action

of the General Conference. So in the issue of the Daily Christian

Advocate for May 25, 1872, the following licport appears from

the Committee on the State of the Church:

No. III. Sinful Amvskmknts.
Your Couimittee has considered a large number of memorials and

petitions from mtmbeis of the Church in different sections of the land,

deploring the sinful amusements too often indulged in by members of the

Church; also many resolutions and pastoral addresses emanating from
Annual Conferences and other ofticial bodies belonging to our own and

Bister denominations. Influenced by these, as well as by their own per-

fioual observations, your Connnittee are of opinion that there is just

cause for alarm, and a necessity for General Conference action, in order
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to arrest, if possible, practices which portend so much evil to the Church
and to the world.

The General Ilule.s of our Church prohibit such diversions as cannot
bo used in the name of the Lord Jesus; "the singing those songs or read-

ing those books which do not tend to the knowledge and love of God."

This rule is sufficiently comprehensive, but not explicit enough to meet
the wants of the times.

We would therefore recommend that the chapter on imprudent con-

duct, Discipline, p. 128, be so amended as to read, "But in case of neglect

of duty of any kind, imprudent conduct, indulging sinful tempers or words,

the buying or selling, or using intoxicating liquors as a beverage, dancing,

playing at games of chance, attending theaters, horse races, circuses, danc-

ing parties, or patronizing dancing schools, or taking such other amuse-

ments as are obviously of misleading or questionable moral tendency, or

disobedience to the order and discipline of the Church."

Cyrus Nutt, Secretary. Daniel Curry, Chairman.

On Saturday, June 1, 1872, thi.s report eaine before the Gen-

eral Co7iference for action. According to the record there was

little debate. Dr. Charles A. Holmes, of the Pittsburgh Confer-

ence, spoke against adoption ; Rev. G. W. Hughey, of the Illinois

Conference, spoke in favor of the report; Ivev. J. Kiger, of the

Indiana Conference, moved the previous question; and the report

was adopted by a vote of 179 yeas to 75 nays. There was no roll-

call. So there is no. full chance to weigh, as well as number, the

suffrages in the case. Thus was put into the law of ]\rethodisni a

paragraph that has been the cause of constant dcliate and that yc-

mains to this day an occasional storm-center of discussion.

The writer, being among those who regard this legislation, in

its original making and in its continuance, as a serious mistake,

equaling a disaster in the life of our church, gladly avails himself

of the opportunity of giving his reasons for his conviction. This

he does with great respect for Daniel Curry, who probably wrote,

as well as signed, the original report, and for all the successors in

the advocacy of the law. He gathers his argument around the

following points

:

I. From several mirior and yet important angles the law is

uxsou:xD. We do not refer now to the question of its constitution-

ality. ]\lany of the best legal minds in oui' church regard it as

wholly uJiconstitutional. l^ut where a body is both legislature and

supreme court, the former in making a law expresses itself as to
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constitutionality, and the latter is likely to difTer from itself as the

legislative body only as new elections make changes in the per-

sonnel of the court ! Whatever one may think of the soundness of

the j)aragraph from the constitutional side, one \n\\^{ be thrown into

doubt as to its soundness in far deeper respects.

1. It makes for misproporlion in the outside judgment of our

church. The law is one of the dramatic things sure to bulge before

the eyes of men. Many people know little of the Methodist Ejiis-

copal Church save that it has a law against certain amusements

!

That one law hides our hospitals, our orphans' homes, our immi-

grant hostelries, our academies, our colleges, from the view of

multitudes. To them we are not a church doing major works; we
are rather a church giving minor prohibitions. That fact is

against us in our approach to many thousands of people ; and when

we are compelled to explain to them that we have the law in fact,

but not in effect, our beginning with them is a pitiable thing.

2. It likewise works misproportion into the moral judgment

of our young people. There is a peculiar illustration of this in the

report that founded the origiiial legislation in 1872. It is headed

"Sinful Amusements." But the word "sinful," being in the re-

port, did not get into the law on amusements! It remained in the

phrase "sinful tempers or words," but by the time it reached the

amusement addition to the legal paragraph, it was changed into

"misleading, or questionable moral tendency." There was a psy-

chology that explained that unconscious change of expression.

Even the General Conference of 1872 did not care to invent sin>!

Yet we are apt to give young pet)ple, especially, the impression

that we are in that business, and that we put the indulgence in

these amusements in the same moral classification with the buying,

selling, or using of intoxicating liquors as a beverage! Of course,

even the technical conscience could not long stand for such a legal

combination as that. So in season the "liqiiur" was ]>laced in a

paragraph by itself; while it was pi'ovided in the jiaragraph dealing

with "amusements" that at least two preliminary etlnits shnuhi be

made to convince the breaker of the law of his errtn- and to bring

him to "nal humiliation."

iJut the moral misproporlion still abides. Ju the end, so far
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as his rclntioii lo the Mctliodist Episcopal Church is coiicerucd, the

circus-goer is to meet the same late as the saloon-goer—and this in

spite of the fact that the liquor business, whether buying, selling,

or drinking save "in cases of extreme emergency," is definitely for-

bidden in the General Rules themselves. The main fact is worthy

of the em])hasis of repetition. 'The Methodist lulio patronizes a

circus has in the last ajiaJysis the same penalty jrrescrihcd for him

as does the Methodist who patronizes a saloon! We all feel the

sense of moral misproportion in this prescription. IMen have con-

fessed to the writer that they saw the day when they would have

feared less to tell an untruth than they would have feared to see a

horse-race! And this is the type of moral pedagogy into which

good men were led! Before we have educated our young people

into the way and work of Christ, we thrust before them this dra-

matic legislation. It is thus unsound because it is untimely. Some

of the amusements specified wholly lose their glamour with the

passing of youth, and particularly with the coming of parenthood
;

and thus often we lose all of a life in an effort to regulate it in-

cidentally for a few months.

3. It is unsound in its partiality. Including circuses, it

omits prize-fights! Technically prohibiting dominoes as a '"'game

of chance," it does not for1)id betting on events that combine

chance and skill ! ]\rorcover, the recent years give another illus-

tration of this partial character of the law. It prohibits listen-

ing to spoken acting, which existed when the law was made; but

it is not being interpreted as prohibiting moving-picture acting!

The years have seen many of the better class of actors going into

the first kind, surely forbidden ; and many of the worst actors

going into the second kind, not surely prohibited ! But the opinion

of good judges is that moving pictures are to-day doiiig far more

harm than is the drama acted directly. Who would think of hav-

ing the General Conference of 192-1 pass a law forbidding at-

tendance on moving pictures? If such a law were introduced and

only those should vote for it who never went to the moving-picture

shows, how nuiiiy votes among the delegates could be gotten foi- the

addc-d legislation '( We are thus in tlie strange position of foi'bid-

ding the less harmful and of allowing the more harmful! ^SJor
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are we able to advocate discrimination in the choice of moving pic-

ture entertainments, and utter prohibition in the matter of the old-

time type of theater ! If one shall take the ground that the moving

picture is forbidden by our legislation, then we nuist affirm that

the overwhelming majority of our people and vast numbers of our

preachers are to-day flagrant law-breakers!

II. The second point is that the legislation is ix-Pkotes-

TANT in its character. It is an index expurgatorius, not of books

but of amusements. In order to get this objection more clearly, it

is only necessary to try to apply the method of the law to those

other parts of the General Kules that are in close company with

the 'diversions" sentence. Who would advocate fixing the law of

usury at any specific amount of interest? Who would attemjjt a'

special paragraph setting the upper or lower price of what should

be known as "costly apparel" ? As for the "gold," would a four-

teen-carat quality be a violation of the rule ? How line a house or

how expensive a meal would constitute "needless self-indulgeiice" ?

And how much money may we save ere we break the General I?ule

about "laying up treasure on earth" ? Shall we fix up a list of

"songs" that are not permissible? And shall we follow the exam-

ple of our Koman Catholic ecclesiastics and put out a list of for-

bidden "books" ? These questions show the folly of specification

as to the other portions of the General Eulcs. Yet we yielded to

that folly in our specific law on amusements. If the specifications

are the same as the General Rule, then they are not needed. If

they are not the same, and if they add to the rule or subtract from

it, then they are plainly unconstitutional.

The point now, however, is deeper than one of constitutional-

ity. The Protestant position has been that in the doubtful border

lines of moral action there is room for freedom ; and that we get

character by the exercise of judgment that uses the name of Jesus

as a test and looks for guidance to the Bible and to the Holy Ghost.

Since we have not been willing to define these amusements def-

initely as "sins" they fall within that realm where the individual

conscience must be kejil i'roc from ecclesiastical ju-essure in order

that it may be open to genuinely religious persuasion. The Meth-

odist Episcopal Church represents the largest Protestant com-
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muniou in the largest Protestant land. It should keep itself

true to Protccjtant jn'inciples and shonld make no index cxpur-

galorius, whether of interest charges, apparel, songs, books, or

amusements.

III. Beyond this, the legislation is uis^scRirTUKAL. It is the

very opposite of the method of Jesus. Save in regard to the law

of divorce, which had to do with the home as a fundamental in-

stitution of society, the Master dealt in general principles. It is

good, for example, that he left the Sabbath law in that form. One

can hardW conceive of him as arranging a list of specifications

—

of the things that could not be done on the Sabbath day ! Had he

put anything like our paragra])h 280, dealing with "Imprudent

Conduct," in the Sermon on the Mount, the whole spiritual tone

would have been lowered and spiritual dignity would, have de-

parted from that section of the message. Our General Pules, for

the most part, if not for the sole part, stay wdthin the atmosphere

of the jSTew Testanjeut. Only vast and unquestioned evils, such as

slavery, intemperance, and dishonesty in matters of national

revenue, are specifically named. When these rules treat of "di-

versions" they select a Xcw Testament phrase as the touchstone

—

"the name of the Lord Jesus." That phrase runs like a blessed

refrain through the books of the new dispensation. John Wesley

selected" it as the "rule" most likely to curb and forbid and inspire

in the world of amusements. It w^as a sad day for the church

when we departed from the wisdom of the Xew Testament and of

John Wesley in dealing with so great a problem.

IV. This leads on to the statement that the legislation is

UNsriEiTUAT.. U}> to 1872 we had sought to control the "diver-

sions" of our meuibers by spiritual means—by ap])eals to their

mural reason, by exhortations to genuine piety, and especially by

positive methods of busying them in the work of Christ. We had

followed the method implied in the apostolic exhortation and af-

firmation, believing that tlie way to get our peo])le not to "fulfill

the lusts of the fie?li" was to get them to "walk in tlie s[)irit." But

the orgy of pleasure-seeking that came as a reaction after the dread-

ful and sober period of the Civil War frightened our legislators

into the adoption of this unwise law.
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No other great clnircli in America took tliis panicky action.

Nor lias the working of the law among us in these fifty years per-

suaded any of our larger sister denominations that we acted with

wisdom, and that they sliould follinv our example. The original

report under which the law came declares that "official bodies" of

"sister denominations" had passed resolutions or given out

pastoral addresses that led to our action. Yet no one of these

"sister denominations" has burdened itself with the law which was

urged upon us. On the contrary, the representatives of other

denominations have often quoted our law to hesitating persons as

an argument against joining our church. Xot always, however, did

they need to do any quoting; for untold thousands have gone elsc-

wliere when by riglit of spiritual heritage and by the earning of

their conversion they belonged to us. The half century has not

seen a single other large church in the United States adopting leg-

islation on specific amusements. Wise leaders elsewhere have per-

ceived the futility of the way we pursued.

It is not possible, of course, to get at spiritual comparisons in

any delicate and high-minded way. Still we may well ask our-

selves whether Methodist people surpass Presbyterian folks in their

piety; and, if so, whether our amusement law is in any way re-

sponsible for this superiority ! One cannot avoid repeating tho

witticism of the late Borden P. Bowne wherein he said that the

Baptists with no specific legislation on amusements did not ap-

pear to be plunging into the dives! The writer cannot recall a

single assured case in a third of a century of ministry where this

law has secured an actual spiritual resuU. On the contrary, he has

seen many fine persons turn regTctfully from the altars of !Meth-

odism to other altars—men and women whom in a few years we

coidd have trained for piety and good works. We had )iot been

willing to trust them with the Bible, and the General Pules, and

the religious })rocesscs of our church life, and Avith the Holy Spirit.

Instead we met them with a legal bludgeon in our hajids, and then,

as we shall later show, used it as a threat or a b'»gie, and never as a

real instrument of law! Unless we had in other matters employed

genuine spiritual methods with our preachers and ]xx>ple, God

would have taken even deeper vengeance upon the religious life of
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Metljodisni. In proliibitiiig the amusements of our members tbo

law Las done nothing' for us; but the effort to v.-in people to real

piety and to service in Christ's name, being according to the pro-

gram of the Lord Himself, has helped us to save many. But ^^'e

could have done an incalculably larger work and have saved an

incalculably larger number of young people, if we had depended

strictly U])on spiritual means. In the interest of genuine and vital

religion we sliould rid ourselves of this legalistic burden. If the

contrasts sometimes made between the spiritual life of old-time

Methodism and the sjiiritual life of present Methodism be war-

ranted, then, in the name of s})irituality, let us return to the

position of our forefathers as it was prior to the blunder of 1S72

which led us away from the I'rutestant, scriptural, and spiritual

program of our church.

V. If much of what has been hitherto written in this article

may be questioned by good men, the final point will go without

controversy: Our law on amusements as adopted in 1872 has al-

ways been unwoukable. The writer has fifty years of remem-

bered experience with the Methodist Episcopal Church, experience

gotten in various sections and in several relations to that church.

Yet in the half century he has never known or heard of a single

case luliere the detailed law on amusements has been applied and

anyhodrj has been expelled! This is in spite of the fact that the

law is not to be enforced at the option of the pastor. Perhaps

others may know of a few cases of enforcement. These, however,

are negligible in number. Thus it is scarcely an exaggeration to

say that we have through all these years carried a law which we

do not enforce in any real degTce whatsoever.

It is not fair here for any of the advocates of this unused

legislation to say that civil laws against gambling and the liquor

tralfic could be repealed on the like argument. This is not true,

because both of these laws are constantly, though not always, en-

forced. Gambling by thrm is driven into hiding; while daily in

all our States men are ])e)ng fined and imprisoned for violation

of our prohibition laws. Leaving aside the point that a compari-

son of gambling and liquor laws with our legishitiun on amuse-

ments shows the same lack of moral proportion hinted at earlier
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ill these pages, the point now is that our legislation i? not used at

all. For fifty years it has been in our Discipline; and for fifty

years it has been, relatively and almost absolutely speaking, an

unused piece of legislation! If it be said that it has had a re-

straining and educating value, the reply is that we should find a

more consistent and sincere method than that of using an un-

doubted law only as an influence.

Perhaps we shall have the claim that some of our foreign

missions still have special need of this legislation, inasmuch as

their work deals with jieople as yet undeveloped in Christian con-

science ! We may well think that this point should be urged dis-

creetly, lest it be more or less of a subterfuge. The judgment of

inspectors of our missions would be that the case is largely cared

for by the proper instruction of our converts. But if it be genu-

inely urged that the repeal of a law inoperative in the United

States is still needed in our foreign fields, the Central Mission Con-

ference already has large powers, and may be given still larger

powers if such a course be deemed wise.

In the home land there is just now a peculiar situation. that

demands conscientious attention. The present period in our coun-

try's life adds a tragic force to the argument for a ditierent method.

Good citizens arc afi'riglitcd by the spirit of lawlessness that pre-

vails. Are Methodist Episcopal preachers in a good position to

join in the demand for law-keeping when they themselves are cus-

todians of a law which they never directly enforce? The fol-

lowing story was told the writer as representing an actual happen-

ing. A man, with Methodist forbears, was elected Mayor of one

of our cities—elected by the aid of the doubtful slum vote. Duly

the Methodist ministers in that city felt that the Mayor was wink-

ing at violations of the liquor laws. They went to him with their

protests, reminding him vigorously of his oath of office and his

sworn duty to enforce the laws. He referred them to what is now

Paragraph 280 in our Disci]>line, and told them to see him again

when they had themselves enforced the laws for which they were

responsible! It is ratlier remarkable that this ugly fact has not

oftcner been hurled back at us. 71ic church in America that is

7nost urgent in demaufUug respect for laiif keeps on its own statute
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hooks a low iltai is consfanfhj violated and never enforced. From

that iniseralile inconsistency we sliould iu some way free ourselves,

and that quickly and utterly.

But \\'C cannot so free ourselves by retaining Paragraph 280

as legislation. Fifty years have proven beyond doubt that the law

is not workable. There is indeed warrant for saying that in some

cases it tempts to its own disobedience. Botanists tell us that plants

often grow toward a point of slight pressure! Does young life

in our church turn this fact into a parable? Surely the pressure

is light enough, and this because the judgment of the church will

not sulfcr such petty numerous trials as the enforcement of the

paragraph would require. Who believes for a moment that any

bishop of our church would send out word to the preachers in his

Area insisting that they put into practice Paragraph 2S0? And

who believes that, if he did issue such an insistence, the preachers

would in any fair number heed the counsel ? Let one try to make

out definitely the form of charges that would be legally necessary,

and the whole matter floats away with the lightness of its own

triviality. For example, here is the form which such charges

would take

:

Charge: Taking such diversions as cannot be used in the

name of the Lord Jesus.

Specification: John G., a member of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, did, after the warnijigs as provided for in Paragra])h 280

had been given, attend on July 12, 1923, between the hours of

two and five in the afternoon, a circus.

Suppose that John G. is a fourteen-year-old boy! Or change

the specification above by putting in any other of the listed amuse-

ments ! Let no one say that this suggestion is unfair and trivial.

It is precisely what our law calls for ; and it is not now, and it never

will be, a workable picre of legislation. If it be said that in its

disuse it is not a lonely thing in our lav/s, then the answer must be

:

That if we have any other laws, definitely prescribed and never

enforced, they should either be modified, so that they arc given as

items of pastoral discretion, or they should be plact\l among coun-

sels rather than mandates, or they should be definitely and un-

equivocajly repealed. .--.•.•
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What program, then, does the writer suggest as to the amuse-

ment paragraph ? The question will not be evaded.

First: Let us definitely repeal Paragraph 2S0 so far as it

relates to specified amusements. We shall, of course, be misun-

derstood for a time; and some of our people will deem that the bars

are down. But a flood of misunderstanding for which we are uot

responsible is far better than a flood of lawlessness for which we

are responsible. In season, also, our true position as a church will

be made known. We can immediately strengthen Paragraph 09,

sections 1 and 2, on Amusements and put into our Discipline a

still more passionate and tender appeal to our people with refer-

ence to their diversions.

Second : Inasmuch as we are without question having in the

present period a grave excess of pleasure, doubtful and more than

doubtful, let our bishops prepare a thoughtful and persuasive ad-

dress to our people, summoning them to use the test of our Gen-

eral Pules as given by our great founder and to take only such

diversions as can be used in the name of the Lord Jesus; and

calling them likewise to lives of prayer and work in the same

great Xame.

Third : Let all our pastors enter upon a campaigii of instruc-

tion with reference to the meaning and spirit of the Cliristian life;

and U]:x)n a campaign for providing our young people with a posi-

tive recreational program.

Fourth: Let us all labor for a revival of religion throughout

world-wide Methodism. The cure of our ailments is spiritual.

Xaught else will sufhce. We end with the quotation from Saint

Paul as already given. Our only real hope is to get our ministers

and members to obey the apostolic injunction: "Walk in the

Spirit, and ye shall jiot fulfill the lusts of the flesh."

All the above is written in the sure and deep con\ictiou that

the program as outlined is best for the spiritual interest and ad-

vance of our dear church. Let us return to Protestantism ! Let us

return to Wesley ! Let us return to Christ!
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OX WITH THE DAKCEi

A. P. Herbekt

Of the London Punch

I HAVE been to a dance; or, rather, T have been to a fashion-

able restaurant where dancing is done. I was not invited to a

dance—there are very good reasons for that; T was invited to din-

ner. But njany of niv fellow guests have invested a lot of money

in dancing. That is to say, they keep on })aying dancing in-

structors to teach them new tricks; and the dancing instructors,

who know their business, keep on inventing new tricks. As soon

as they have taught everybody a new step they say it is unfash-

ionable and invent a new one. This is all very well, but it means

that, in order to keep u]i with them and get your money's worth

out of the last trick you learned, it is necessary during its brief

life of respectability to dance at every available opportunity. You

dance as many nights a week as is physically possible
;
you dance

on week-days and you dance on Sundays; you begin dancing in

the afternoon and you dance during tea in the coffee rooms of ex-

pensive restaurants, whirling your precarious way through littered

and abandoned tea tables; and at dinner time you leap up madly

before the fish and dance like variety artistes in a highly polished

arena before a crowd of complete strangers eating their food ; or,

as if seized with an uncontrollable craving for the dance, you fling

out after the joint for one wild gallop iii an outer room, from

which you return, perspiring and dyspeptic, to the consumption

of an ice puddirjg, before dashing forth to the final orgy at a

picture gallery, where the walls are ap])ropriately covered with

pictures of barbaric women dressed for the hot weather.

That is what happened at this dinner. As soon as you had

started a nice conversation with a lady a sort of roaring was heard

without ; lier eyes gleamed, her nostrils quivered like a horse

planning a gallo]», and in the middle of one of your best sentences

she sim})ly faded away vrith some horrible man at the other end

' From L\l'le fiayt o] Moon$hin(, by A. P. Herbert, publisiied by Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., au-

thorised pubiisbcrs.
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of tl)C table who was probably ''the only man in London who can

do tiic Double Straddle properly." This went on the whole of the

meal, and it made connected conversation quite difficult. For my
own part I went on eating, and when I had properly digested I

went out and looked at the victims getting their money's worth.

From the door of the room where the dancing was done a

confused uproar overflowed, as if several men of powerful physiipic

were banging a number of pokers against a number of saucejDans,

and blowing whistles, and occasional catcalls, and now and then

beating a drum and several sets of huge cymbals, and ceaselessly

twanging at innumerable banjos, and at the sam.e time singing in

a foreign language, and shouting curses or exhortations or street

cries, or imitating hunting calls and the cry of the hyena, or

uniting suddenly in the war whoop of some pitiless Sudan tribe.

It was a really terrible noise. It hit you like the back-blast

of an explosion as you entered the room. There was no dis-

tinguishable tune. It was simply an enormous noise. But there

was a kind of savage rhythm about it which made one think im-

mediately of Indians and fierce men and the native camps one used

to visit at the I'^.arl's Court Exhibition. And this was not sur-

prising. For the musicians included one genuine Xegro and three

men with their faces blacked; and the noise and the rhythm were

the authentic music of a Kegro village in South Africa, and the

words which some genius had once set to the noise were an ex-

hortation to go to the place where the Xegroes dwelt.

To judge by their movements, many of the dancers had, in

fact, been there, and had carefully studied the best indigenous

models. They were doing some quite extraordinai'y things. Xo
two couples were doing quite the same thing for more than a few

seconds so that there was en<lle.ss variety of extraordinary postures.

Some of them slnitHed secretly along the edges of the room, their

faces tense, their shouhlers swaying like reeds in a light wind,

their progress almost im])erceptiblc ; they did not rotate, they did

not si)eak, but sometimes the treni()r of a skirt or the slight stirring

of a ]:)atent-leather shoe showed that they were indeed alive and

in motion, though th.at motioJi was as the motion of a glaciei', not

to be measured in minutes or vards.
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And sonic in a kind of fever ruslied lather and tbitlier among

the thick crowd, avoiding disaster with marvelous dexterity; and

sometimes they revolved slfAvly and sometimes quickly and some-

times sjnin giddily round for a moment like gyroscopic to])s. Then

they, too, would be seized with a kind of trance, or it may be with

sheer shortness of breath, and hung motionless for a little in the

center of the room, while the mad throng jostled and flowed about

them like the leaves in autumn round a dead bird.

And some did not revolve at all, but charged straightly up

and down, and some of these thrust their loves forever before them,

as the Prussians thrust the villagers in the face of the enemy, and

some forever iiavigatod themselves backward like mo^ing break-

waters to protect their darlings from tlie rude, precipitate seas.

Some of them kept themselves as upright as possible, swaying

slightly like willows from the hips, and some of them contorted

themselves into strange and angular shapes, now leaning perilously

forward till they were practically lying upon their terrified part-

ners, and now bending sideways as a man bends who has water in

one ear aftei- bathing;. All of them clutched each ot'her in a close

and intimate njanner, but some, as if by separation to intensify

the joy of their union, or perhaps to secure greater freedom for

some particular spacious maneuver, would part suddenly in the

middle of the room, and, clinging distantly with their hands, exe-

cute a number of com[)licated sidesteps in opposite directions, or

aim a scries of vicious kicks at each other, after which they woidd

reunite in a passionate embrace and gallop in a frenzy round the

room, or fall into a trance, or simply. fall down. If they fell down

they lay still for a moment in the fearful expectation of death, as

men lie who fail under a horse; and then they would creep on hands

and knees to the wall through the whirling and indifferent crowd.

Watching them, you could not tell what any one eoujde would

do next. The most placid and dignified among them might at

any moment fling a leg out behind them and almost kneel in mu-

tual adoration, and then, as if nothing unusual had happened,

shufHe onward through the press; or, as though souie electric

mechanism had been set in motion, they would suddenly lift a foot

sidev/ays and stand on ono leg. Poised pathetically, as if waiting
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for flic lifippy signal when they might i>ut tho other leg dcAvn, these

men looked very sad, and I wislied that the ]\Iedusa's head might

be smuggled somehow into the room for their attitudes to he im-

pcrishablj recorded in cold stone; it would have been a valuable

addition to modern sculpture.

Upon this whirlpool I embarked with the greatest misgiving

and a strange young woman clinging to my person. The noise was

deafening. The four black men were now all shouting at once and

playing all their instruments at once, working up to the incon-

ceivable uproar of the finale; and all the dancers began to dance

with a last desperate fury. Bodies buffeted one from behind, and

while one was yet looking round in apology or anger more bodies

buffeted one from the flank. It was like, swimming in a choppy

sea, where there is no time to get the last wave out of your mouth

before the next oue hits you.

Close beside us a couple fell down with a gi'eat crash. I

looked at them with concern, but no one else took any notice. On
with the dance! Faster and faster the black men jdayed. I was

dimly aware now tliat they were standing on their chairs, bellow-

ing, and fancied the end must be near. Then we were washed into

a quiet backwater, in a corner, and from here I determined never

to issue until the Last Banjo should indeed sound. Here I sidled

vaguely tibout for a long time, hoping that I looked like a man

prej)aring for some culminating feat, a sidestep or a buzz or a

double Jazz-spin or an ordinary fall down.

The noise suddenly ceased ; the four black men had exploded.

"Very good exercise," my ])artner said.

"Quite," said I.

[Editorial xSote.—The above humorous essay is a most

droll caricature of the cabaret, that institution which has \mX the

"din" into dinner and taken the "rest" out of restaurant. Yet it

is hardly a burlesque—it is almost a realistic snapshot of that

modern recrude-^eence of barbarism. The modern dance has little

left in it that is lesthetic— it is chiefly athletic and acrobatic. Its

inspiration comes not from Terpsichore but the spasmodic Saint

Vitus. There is no danger that any really religious folks can be

affected by this jumping Jazz product of the jungle.]
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DID JESUS HAVE A WORLD VISIOX?

Edmua'd D, SorER

Northwestern University

That Cliristiaiiity is essentially a iiiii^sionary religion is taken

for granted in this paper. It wonld be difiicult or even impossible

to find a man who has attempted to fathom the deeper meanings

of Christianity who would be willing to assert that anything less

than nniversalism was worthy of the religion of Jesns Christ. This

can bo said without committing oneself to any strict theory of the

values to be found in the non-Christian faiths and the relationship

which Christianity should hold to them. We must also remember

that Christians are not alone in making this wide claim. One of

the interesting and sigiiiiicant facts in the world of religion to-day

is that the universal note is being sounded either for the first time

in some cults or with renewed vigor in others. There is a wide

recognition of the need of at least making the claim that all men

everywhere may find their deejiest needs met in the one way of

salvation which is being presented. A religion must burst the

bonds of national ur racial narrowness or fail to make an effective

appeal.

While this is taken for granted, it does not settle the question

whieh has been proposed for this paper. What we have to ask is

something lying behind all present discussions of missionary pur-

pose and propaganda and the missionary character of Christianity.

It is this: did the Fcninder of our religion conleniplate a mission

on the part of his followers which was to be without geographical

or racial limits, and did he on the ba-^is of thai expectation com-

mission them to propagate his failh as far as men were to be found ?

Until comparatively reecjitly such a question would have been con-

sidered not only irreverent but aljsurd. Of course he contemplated

such an extension of his Kingdom and issued such a command.

But let us reali/.c that any serious query whicli is snmmarily dis-

missed with a casual ''of course" has not really been dealt with at

all. What we propo.-e in this paper is to take the qufstion at its

face value and attempt to give it full and fair consideration.
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That this qucstioii has not heen foisted on the thinking of

biblical and missionarv students by the unholy hands of wicked

critics is quite evident. ]t was inevitable that the minute and

searching study of the Gospels should sooner or later find itself

confronting the question. It lies on the very surface of the ac-

count of Jesus' life and teaching-s, and the surprising thing is not

that it should be propounded now, but that it did not assume the

dimensions of a problem long ago. But that is only part of the

larger question which lies back of all development in investigation,

how that men only see what they see and do not dream of what

they are missing in the" material v;hich lies just under their eyes.

It behooves us to be very humble in our pretensions. The solution

of many a problem which staggers us may lie immediately at hand,

but so far as we are concerned it might just as well be three celestial

diameters removed from our blinded and sometimes prejudiced

vision.

To come immediately to our problem, Jesus was born of the

Jewish race and ahvays remained thoroughly loyal to his people.

He gives every evidence of being in hearty accord with the historic

institutions connected with their life. The temple, the feasts,

their sacred Book, and the synagogue found in him a devoted be-

liever. True he saw through the superficial adherence to outward

form which characterized so many of the leaders as well as the rank

and file of the people, but that only goes to show his deep insight

into the essential meaning and purpose of the institutions and

practices whose abuse he was so free to criticize. These facts,

however, need give us little or no concern; they are just what we

might expect. They are mentioned here because they lie in the

background of any consideration of the question which confronts

us. Out of the fact that he was a member of the Jewish race,

with its ancient tradition of being specially chosen of Jehovah,

arises the possibility that his vision may have been limited and

that his Kingdom should always be dominated by his i)Cople even

if it should come to include other races and nations in the course

of its growth.

We begin to get into dillieulty when we realize that Jesus

never undertook a mission to otlier than Jews. His joui'ney into
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the region of Tyre and Sidon is no exception (]\ralt. 15. 21-28).

It Avas not a mission to the people in those parts, but a means of

escape from the multitude who were pressing upon him in Galilee

and preventing him from giving necessary instruction to liis dis-

ciples, lie must be alone with them and uses this method, but

even here we are told he could not be hid. In passing I might

say that all too much can be made of this incident, for when he

challenged the quick vrit of the woman and found the same faith

in her which he always sought to elicit when he would do a mighty

deed he act€'d in the same manner as with those of his ow-n race.

But when this has been said the main point must be emphasized,

that it seeuK-d never to occur to our Lord to initiate in his own

person or in that of his disciples a mission to any body of people

near or far who were not Jews. He does not even give a hint,

so far as our records go, that he was training them for such an

ultimate purjx^se.

The evidence, in fact, joints in exactly the other direction.

In giving directions to his disciples he not only does not mention

any such ultinuite aim, but seems actually to preclude it. He
^'charged them, saying. Go not into any way of the Gentiles, and

enter not into any cjty of the Samaritans: but go rather to the

lost sheep of the house of Israel." A)id then farther along in this

same charge the circumference is completed, leaving a wider out-

look no possible place in ihe scheme. He casts his eye out into the

future and declares, ''Verily I say unto you. Ye shall not have gone

through the cities of Israel, till the Son of man be come" (]\ratt.

10. 5, G, 23). And yet, w^ith all this, the explicit mention of the

Gentiles, to whom they were not to go, creates at least the suspicion

that the Gerjtiles were not out of mind—either his owm mind or

that of the disci]iles—in spite of his exclusive charge for the time

and this parlieular mission.

One further bit of evidence must be ju-esentcd before this side

of the case is rounded out. To the Syro-Phceniclan woman he de-

clared, *'I was not Sfut but unto the lost sheep of the house of

Israel" (Matt. IT). 2-J ). That sounds very narrow and exclusive

and even final. Does it really represent Jesus? Is it his whole

or final or most significant attitude? Whatever we may say, here
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is genuine evidence which must be considered and dealt with or

we sliall have a halting opinion to offer on the question of the

outlook of Jesus Christ for his Kingdom. Now the temptation at

once suggests itself to match these passages witli others of a very

dift'ereut character which readily suggest themselves, but that will

not prove satisfactory. It merely means being drawn into the

vicious circle of the proof-text method, which in a problem like this

never settles anything.

What we must do, if possible, is to break through the words

and the situations in which they were uttered and come into more

i])timate contact with the inner mind of Jesus. What did he really

see as he looked out into the future, and what did he most deeply

mean by his words and his life so far as the world and the people

in it were concerned ? Can we reach into the backgrounds of his

thinking and thus the better interpret what has come down to us

in the records? Surely there is contradiction on the surface; is

there unity and harmony within ? Which of the two sets of say-

ings about the extent of his Kingdom represent his ultimate pur-

pose and aim? And if v\'e decide on one attitude as most repre-

sentative how shall we account for what sc'cms to contradict it?

The}"- are both tliere, and we have a fullgrown problem on our

hands.

I may say here at once that I have not been able to discover a

complete solution. We shall still be looking for light at the end

of the discussion, I suppose this is one of the things which make

life worth living. And yet I do believe we may be able to work

our way out into the open spaces far enough to get our direction,

far enough for tlie scholar to have some confidence in making

statements about Jesus' purpose and for the missionary to have the

calm assurance that he is working in harmony with the aim

which actuated his Master.

It is exceedingly significant that vvhether scholars come out

pro or con on tlii:^ question of the ])ossession by Jesus of a world

vision tliey agree tli:iL \nii\'ej'sali.sm is an inevitable outcome of

lii.-> teaching and his life. The universal is implicit in liis whole

outlook; the very in^vardn^ss of his mcist ])reguant sayings is in-

compatible with any restriction ui' the outreach oi" the religion to
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which they have given impulse and direction. To this Professor

Adolph Harnack gives willing and even enthusiastic testimony in

iiis j\fission and B.rpansioji of Christianiiy in tlie First Three Cen-

turies. Speaking of Jesus' attitude he says, "He traversed the

claim that the descendants of Abraham, in virtue of their descent,

were sure of salvation, and based the idea of divine sonship ex-

clusively upon repentance, humility, faith, and love. In so doing,

he disentangled religion from its national setting. Men, not Jews,

were to be its adherents" (vol. i, p. 3GS). To this we niay all

agree. We may go further and say that if this element were lack-

ing as an essential and determinative factor in the teachings of

Jesus all the explicit statements of a wider mission and all the

commands which could be found inculcating its extension would

fail to make the religion of Christ world-v/ide in its outreach.

Christianity is universal because of its fundamental structure;

it is fitted to meet the needs of men everywhere because the uni-

versal note adheres to it naturally and as a part of its central mean-

ing. Thus we may sec how those who cannot assert that Jesus

himself contemplated a univo'sal mission may with entliusiasm

join with those who do in making his name known to the ends

of the earth and in so .doing be true to their deepest convictions as

to the essential meaning of Jesus and the inevitable extcnsioji of

his Kingdom.

For we must keep in inind that with all Professor Ilarnack

says about the implicit universalism of Jesus' teaching he most

emphatically denies that Jesus saw his religion as a world religion

and gave any commission to carry out such an idea in actual

propaganda. Only an in]p]icit universalism is to be found in the

preacliing of Jesus. To quote his words:

"No other kind of universalism can be proved for him, and conse-

quently he cannot have given any command upon the mission to the wide
world. The gospels contain such a command, but it is easy to sliow that

is neither genuine nor a part of tlie primitive tradition. It Avould intro-

duce an entirely strange feature into the preaching of Jesus, and at the

same time render many of his genuine sayings unintelligible or empty"

(p. 37). And then a few sentences further on he says that ho believes

that the orlt'^in of the universal mission, "not only apart from any direct

word of Jesus, but in verbal contradiction to several of his sayings, is

really a stronger testimony to the method, the strength, and the spirit of
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his preaching than If it were the outcome of a deliberate command"

(p. 37).

I quote Ilarnack bocaiiso of bis high sigiiilicance as a scholar

and because of bis deep iDterest in Cbristian missions, an interest

wbich be lias amply demonstrated in tbe monumental work from

which I have just quoted. He has in these volumes placed all bib-

lical and missionary students under lasting obligation. One

stands off and wonders at the masterly way in which he has mar-

shaled all the facts in giving a living picture of the expansive

movement in the Christianity of the first three centuries. This is

my growing convictioDr-after using these volumes diligcmtly for

over twelve years. And yet I believe Harnaek is wrong in this

contention. We may be stepping in where angels should fear to

tread, but there is nothing else to do wdien the conviction deepens

as tbe years pass that Jesus sav,' more than Ilarnack will allow and

that he was not only the author of sayings v/hich fairly exude

universalism, but the initiator of a movement which he intended

should carry this universal gospel to the farthest bounds of the

earth.

One might naturally suppose that tlie next step would be to

go directly to the evidence in the Gospels. I shall do this shortly,

but I have been impressed many times by the presence of other

windovrs which let in light and which cause the very sayings of

Jesus to take on new significance and radiance.

The first of these windows is the evidence to be found in the

Old Testament and Jesus' relationship to it. Little need be said

in general to remind ourselves that Jesus was saturated with both

the letter and the inner sj)irit of the ancient writings of his people.

It is most evident whenever occasion offers to mention or quote

them. lie loved and used them with intimate understanding. He
had so entered into their deeper meanings that he could separate

the form from the underlying substance, and did so most effectively

on several notable occasions. But 1 am here drawing attention to

these writings particularly because they are dotted here and there

with the outcroppings of a clear and enthusiastic univ(n-salism.

It is more than the implicit and inevitabk' universalism of the ethi-

cal monotheism v.-hich is the priceless gift of Judaism to the re-
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ligloiis life of the world. I have reference to tlie explicit state-

ments Avhich (letinitely include the other nations of their world

within the wide sweep of the mercy of Jehovah.

Here I must do a very inadequate thing-, merely call attention

to a number of passages with little or no comment. 'J'herc is the

passage in Tsa. 2. 2-4 (found also in ]\Iic. 4. 1-4), "And it shall

come to pass in the latter days, that the mountain of Jehovah's

house shall be establislied on the top of thc' mountains, and shall

be exalted above the hills; and all nations shall flow unto it. And

many peoples shall go and say, Come ye, and let us go up to the

mountain of Jehovah, to the house of the God of Jacob; and he

will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths . . .," and

then follows the familiar and beautiful picture of universal peace.

Reference might be made to Isa. 11. 1-10, in which we read that

"the earth shall be full of the knowledge of Jehovah, as the waters

cover the sea," and that "unto him (the root of Jesse) shall the

nations seek." Or to Jcr. 3. 10-18, where we find that "all the

nations shall be gathered unto it, to the name of Jehovah, to Jeru-

salem," or iinally to Isa. 4!). 6, where it is said of the servant, "It is

too light a thing tliat thou shouldest be my servant to raise up the

tribe of Jacob, and to restore the preserved of Israel: I will also

give thee for a light to the Gentiles, that thou mayest bo my salva-

tion unto the ends of the earth." ]\[any more references might

be given, for which see Prof. W. G. Jordan's little book, The Song

and the Soil, or the Missionary Idea in the Old Testcnnent. I

might summarize here by a quotation from Prof. Max Lohr, who

makes this conservative and discriminating statement:

Bj' the missionary thought in the Old Testament is to be understood

the faith that in the future tlie -whole earth will come to the Icnowledge

of Jehovah's glory and all peoples pray unto him. The missionary

thought lies altogether at the circumference, not in the center of the Old

Testament. It has definite prophetic thoughts as its presupposition and

reaches its highest point at a time when tlic prophetic movement lies

already in the past; but tlie opposition in ^\hich it stands to the particu-

larism of the Law and the Jewish abhorrence of all things heathenish

never allowed it to reach a practical signiiicance (quoted by Jordan,

The iion'j and the Soil, p. viii).

"What is most signillcant to me is that these utterances of the
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prophets are to a large ext<?nt tnlerpretatioius of Israel's religious

and political liistory as God's chosen people. What was God at-

tempting to do with them? What nltiniate aim did he have in

mind in thus welding a nation in the hot furnace of the strife of

empires and on the anvil of suffering? A few of these seers en-

tered deeply into the inner counsels of the Almighty and saAV the

meaning of it all. One of them who saw it wrote the account of

the call of Abraham and interpreted it as having relation to all

the families of the earth. Jehovah was intent on all the nations

and their salvation; Israel was his instrument; such is their philos-

ophy of their nation's career. Xow I can come to the point to

which these considerations lead. ^Yas all this lost on Jesus? Was
the extent of God's kingdojn which came to explicit statement in

the prophets merely implicit in Jesus' own words and purpose ?

These arc the writings from which he quoted so readily. Did he

fail to catch the profound interpretation of God's dealings with

his chosen people wliich they contain ? Did he have a narrower

outlook than they ? Was his vision more impaired than that of

these seers? I find myself unable to answer in the negative. It

would seem to me that these were just the things he might be ex-

pected to catch ami appropriate. With this background I find

myself disposed to give credence to statements of Jesus as genuine

wdiich echo these utterances of the pro]>hets. They are echoes plus

a new confidence and a new clarity of vision, as Jesus looks out

into the future and sees his own mission in close accord with the

course of God's dealings with the chosen people and the world as

interpreted by the seers who had gone before.

Xot far removed from the line w^e have just been following is

another which is frequently neglected, but which should, I be-

lieve, be given due attentioii. I refer to the Jewish propaganda

which was in full operation during the wh()]e period of the life of

our Lord. I gp to Ilarnack again for testimony to the wide ex-

tent of this proselytizing fervor.

"Judaism, as a religion, was already blossoming out by some

inward transformatiun and becoming a cross between a national

religion and a W(,irl<l-r('ligIon." Judaism "had expanded till it

embi-aced a considerable proportion of the world's population"
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(both on p. 9). Jle feels that it ^va^ iKit less than "about seven

per cent of the total i)ojnilatioii under Augustu.s" (j). 9), which he

would take to mean four or four and a half million (see p. 8).

This increase was not due to the fertility of Jewish families, but

"a very large mimbcr of jiagans, and in particular of kindred

Semites of the lower class, trooped over to the religion of Yah-

weh" (p. 8). And then he declares tliat "some part, at least, of

the missionary zeal was inherited by Christianity from Judaism"

(p. 9)-

The question which is immediately suggested by these quo-

tations is how this wide-flung propaganda could have i nfluenced

Christianity without inlluencing its Founder. We have the best

of evidence that Jesus knew of it and came into close contact with

it. Who can forget those terrible words, "Woe be unto you, scribes

and Pharisees, hyjiocritcs! for ye compass sea and land to make

one proselyte; and when he is become so, ye make him twofold

more a son of hell than yourselves" (Matt. 23. 15), and again his

beautiful relationship with the proselyte Roman centurion who

was loved of the Jews in Capernaum and had built them a s^iia-

gogue ? I can scarcely imagine hov/ one who had so frequent an

opportunity to study the inethods and extent of a very significant

movement of his day could in his own outlook be more restricted

than those who were far less favored in their ability to sense the

real meaning of what they were doing.

This reference to the Jewish propaganda opens the way to a

brief statement of an argument which is nsed against the proba-

bility that Jesus made any allusion to a wider extension of his

Kingdom. It is this, that his disciples found it so difficult after

he left them to appreciate the meaning of the world mission. We
undoubtedly make a mistake if we fail to see a problem in the

backwardness of the disciples to undertake an immediate mission

to Gentiles, but we also make a mistake if we restrict their minds

over much. They were Jews, with strong Jewish consciousness,

as we realize when we hear them ask, "Lord, dost thou at this time

restore the kingdom to Israel?" (Acts 1. 6), but the important

distinction to inake is tlrU their trouble was not so much that they

could not see that the nev.' gospel should be carried far and wide,
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but that they could not ap])rcciatc that Christianity was n new

religion, so unique that the doors of Judaism were too narrow to

provide access both to their inherited faith and the new religion

they had embraced. It was Paul who realized this first in un-

dimmed light and caught the full meaning of the religion whose

Founder he had met on the Damascus Road, But the thought that

the religion of their Master was not to be confined to their own

people was not as strange to them as some would have us believe.

In the first speech of Peter on tlie Day of Pentecost we find such

words as ^'l will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh" (Acts 2.

17), "And it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall call on the

name of tlic J.ord shall be saved" (v. 21). He makes his final

appeal *'to all that are afar ofi'" (v. 39), and in a later chapter

declares that ''there is none other name under heaven c:ivcn among

men, whereby we must be saved" (Acts 4. 12). So I cannot sec ray

way to use the slowness of Jesus' disciples to a])prcciate what the

new religion really meant as an argument against the possession

and proclamation of a world vision by Jesus.

This very inability of the early disciples to understand their

jMaster extends to other features of his teaching which remain

as an unsolved problem to-day. We well knov/ that the early

church leaders were dominated more or less by the apocalyptic out-

look. They interpreted nearly everything in its light. In view

of this dominance it is really somewhat of a surprise that so

many sayings of Jesus should have come do^^^l to us which arc dif-

ficult or impossible to fit into the apocalyptic scheme, and yet we

do find many such sayings. Along w'ith clear apocalyptic sayings

arc those timeless words which fit in badly with a view of the

future which is built on the expectation of a quick coinjdetion

of all that may be done by the church and a catastrophic closing of

the drama by the coming of Christ. We dare not surrender, I

think, to either of these tendencies and say that it represents

Jesus' total or final view, nor can we rest until we have far more

light than is now forthcoming. The eschatological pro1)]em is

mentioned here because it is so closely connected with one feature

of the question v.hich is before us, the ]iresenco of two kinds of

sayings of Jesus relative to the outreach of the Kingdom, those
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which iiullcfile that Jesus liad a restricted outlook and those ^vhicll

show him possessed of a worhl vision. I feel very keenly that the

restricted sayings come out of the same background with the nar-

row cschntological sayings and that their presence is to be ex-

plained by the same interpretation as gave rise to the other. When
one difficulty is solved the other will be solved, but not befoi-c.

That interpretation has been at work, J cannot doubt. The ques-

tion in each case, then, is to try to get back to the mind of Jesus,

unobscurcd by the well-meant but more or less ])affling interpreta-

tions of his puzzled followers.

We have been led away somewhat from the main line of the

discussion. To draw llic strands together I would say that the

Jewish ])ropaganda may well be used to justify the affirmation that

Jesus was in an atmos})]icre where his mind was bound to be di-

rected to an expansion far be^'ond the range of Jewish blood and

sympathy.

And now approaching a little nearer the direct evidence, sig-

nificance may be discovered in the temptation scene as given by

]\[atthcw and Luke. In Matthew's tliird temptation we are told

that he was taken to an exceeding high mountain and was shown

"all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them" (Matt. 4.

8), and in Luke the same id(^a is conveyed even more explicitly

(Luke 4. 5-7). Leaving aside the origin of the thought, whicli

our psychology of temptation would explain somewdiat differently,

the point of importance is that at the beginning of his ministry,

when his mind was filled with the thought of his mission, the eye

of Jesus should have been made to peer far out beyond the bound-

aries of his own land and people. This wide outlook nnist have

remained as a constant baehground or atmosphere of his thinking.

It must have become a purpose which lured him on and filled him

with an expectancy wluch was far wider and richer than any-

thing whieh even his most intimate disciples could comprehend at

the time.

I may mention next the de^igmltion ''Son of ]\lan," whieh

Jesus so constantly used with reference to himself. There are

notable dilFerences of opinion ainong scholars with respect to the

origin, the history, and the Messianic implication of this title,
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into which it is iinuecessnrj for its to eiitor here. There is far

niore unanimity in the reference of this term to Jesus' wide hu-

manity. He considered himself the world man, or at least man as

distinguished from the Jews' man. Of the use Jesus makes of

this designation Prof. William Sanday said, ''I believe that he

meant humanity as gathered up in himself." And Prof. Arthur

J. Tait, who examines it with care from the standpoint of its mis-

sionary significance, suggests that this title as Jesus uses it, ''is

the description of one who sums up the race of men in his person,

who can act for the race as its head and representative" {Clirist

and the Nations, p. 21).

The texts on wliich reliance is placed by many to show that

Jesus had a world vision cannot all be quoted. They are very

well known, ''The kingdom of God," says Jesus, "shall be taken

away from you, and shall be given to a nation bringing forth

the fruits thereof" (]\ratt. 21. 43). "Many .shall come from the

cast and the west, and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and

Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven : but the sons of the kingdom shall

be cast out into outer darkness" (Matt. 8. 11, 12). Speaking

eschatologically Jesus says, "The gospel must first be preached to

all the nations," that is, before the end comes (^Mark 13, ]0).

And then once again, "Wheresoever this gos])el shall be pi-eached

throughout the whole world, what this woman hath done shall bo

told, in memory of her" (j\lark 14. 9).

The gi-eat commission as given in the post-resurrection dis-

courses are in a slightly different class. That in the later yet

ancient ending of ^Mark's Gospel we may lay aside, with the

thought, however, that it is in direct agreement with what is given

ill the other Synoptics. The most extended version of the com-

mission, in the last tVw verses of Matthew, is complicated by its

association with the so-called baptismal formula which a]>])cars

to be later than the time and unlike the other recorded sayiiigs

of our Lord. But with all this the commission is in accord with

the other sayings just quoted, only giving in clear command and

promise what they indirectly assert. The two statements by Tuke,

one in the Gosj^els (rliap. 24. 47), and the other in Acts 1. 8, are

very consistent and are not entangled in critical difticulties, as is
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the case with the coiniiiaiuls in ^Nfattlicw and ]\rarl;. The one

really important problem with reg-ard to these commands of onr

Lord is created by the fact that they were uttered after tlie cruci-

fixion, whicli of course for ITarnack and others makes them hopeless

as evidence of what Jesus said and thought. But for those who
cannot bring themselves to feel that the resurrection is to be quietly

laid aside, these expressions by Jesus of a world-wide extension of

his Kingdom present no insurmountable difficulty. They seem .to

be rightly placed and altogether fitting.

Taking up, then, the sayings which have been quoted, one

method of trying to decide as to their genuineness might he to

match one autliority against another, for over against Harnack
plight be placed the great weight of ITort of a former generation

(Judaisfic Christ ian it ij) and Dr. 1\. II. Charles of the present

day {lldigioiLs Development Between Old and New Testaments),

but this is not very profitable and does not do much for the in-

dividual wlio is seeking some sure resting place. What has counted

much for me has been a study of the gi'ounds for rejecting these

verses given by Professoi- Harnack. I have read his argument

many times and cannot but feel that it is a case of special plead-

ing. He has made up his mind that Jesus did not have a world

vision, so of course he could not have given expression to senti-

ments which run counter to that conclusion. But for one who has

in the background of his thinking the considerations which I have

mentioned the whole matter appears in a different light. These

sayings seem congTuous. They fit in well with what one might

expect They give a clue to the bent of Jesus' mind in that they

flash out in unexpected places and thus are stronger in the testi-

mony they bear to the l)cnt of Jesus' mind than a more reasoned

and direct statement. The reason for declaring them interpola-

tions cannot be found in the sayings themselves. It must be ac-

counted for by more general and dogmatic prepossessions which are

in the mind of the student. Coming to these sayings from a

different angle they take on a diiVerent coloring and seem to be

eminently fitted to be just where they a?-e and to say what they do.

I have little sj>ace left, but must not neglect to call atten-

tion to three other considerations. There are a number of passages
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in the Gospels wliicb can better be expbiiiied on tbc basis of a world

vision on the part of Jesus. I refer to the Lord's Prayer. "Thy

will be done on earth as it is in heaven." It woyld appear incon-

gruous if a limited view possessed the mind of Jesus instead of

one including all of heaven and earth. I feel the same relative to

the parables of the Kingdom as given in Matthew 13. The field is

the world—it is general and wide in its scope and loses much

of its force were we compelled to hold that Jesus did not appre-

hend how widely his Kingdom was to expand.

In the second place I have not made use of the Gospel of John.

This was of deliberate intention. Harnack says of it that it is

saturated with univcrsalism, but that the evidence is worth little

as proof of the original aim of Jesus. My own view of the Fourth

Gospel is that we cannot dispense with it in any study of the teach-

ings and personality of Jesus. It must be used with great care

and caution, but it must be used, and has its own important con-

tribution to make. The element of interpretation is large and

undoubtedly John makes Jesus speak Johannine, as Doctor liigg

suggests, but this very fact is significant. Coming as I believe from

Saint Jolm, the beloved disciple, or a disciple of his, it may ac-

tually preserve the outlook of the !^[aster more correctly tlian the

other Gospels. They had not shaken themselves free from an un-

fortunate eschatological expectation while in the Fourth Gospel

this has been replaced by tlie more spiritual, eternal outlook which

may the better represent the mind of Christ. Out of maiiy verses

and passages which look out to a wide extension of the message of

Life and Liglit I may mention the conversation with the woman of

Samaria. "Jesus said unto her. Woman, believe me, the hour

Cometh, when neither in this mountain, nor in Jerusalem, shall

ye worshij) the Father." The true woi'shipers are those who

"worship in spirit and truth" (John 4. 21, 23). This has been

called the "Charter of UnivLr^al Worslii])." It tore religion away

from any possible localization and made it at home in any place

where sincere men and women come to God with their needs and

aspIrat4ons. I cannot l)ut feel that this came ultimately from

Jesus, for in its magnilieeiit swcc}) It ajiproximatcs the bigness of

the Master himself. And so I am prone to go t<.' this Gospel lor
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that presentation of the CLrist ^vl^cll, while it may not give nie the

ipsissima verba of Jesus, does give the inner meaning of his life

and ideals I cannot find elsewhere.

And finally, one other question must be broached. "Was there

any good reason why Jesus did not undertake a mission to the

Gentiles himself, and why he did not send his disciples out to the

nations and people near at hand but of alien race during his life-

time? Only a suggestion can be made in the direction of an an-

swer. If we can trust Jesus' words at all as given in Luke, he

seemed particularly anxious that they should remain in Jerusalem

until they were possessed of a new spirit, or dynamic. We are told

in John's Gospel that they could not enter into this experience so

long as he remained with them. Then again the historical evidence

is excellent that the Gospel which these men preached when that

new spirit had taken possession of them was ''Jesus and the Ees-

iirrection." That is, a certain content, in addition to the teachings

which Jesus had imparted, and a new enduement were essential

before they were adequately equipped for their mission. The

meaning of the new religion lay as much in what are knoNvii as the

evangelic facts as in teachings, and manifestly these could not be

furnished until after the event. It is along these lines that T am
able to see my way to understand the limitations which were im-

posed by Jesus on the mission during his life with his disciples;

but all the time, at least since that day of wide vision when

he looked out with his mind's eye and saw all the kingdoms of the

world and the glory of them, he knew the extent of his Kingdom

and bent himself vrith patience and the restraint of the long view

to the accomplishment of that great purpose for which he had

been sent.
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THE SOLICITOR GEXERAL AND THE COXSTITUTIOX^

DWIGHT M. LOWREY

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Solicitor General's Gray's Inn Lectures, respectively

entitled the Genesis, the Formulation, and tlio Political Philosophy

of the Constitution, are a literary and juristic gem. Beck's word

to Briton and American alike is: "With all thy getting-, get under-

standing." The mother country and-the republic are alike bounden

to him. His rare endowment makes the reader both know and feel.

Xo better epitome of the origins and pur})ort of the American

Constitution has yet been made. Nothing like it has ever been at-

tempted before. It is done in 151 small pages and about 5,000

short lines. The prefaces and introduction are expressed in about

500 lines. The Appendix contains the Articles of Confederation

and the Constitution, with all amendments, beautifully printed in

large type.

There is in certain res])ccts a curious similarity between this

book and a recent work of genius, Guedalla's Second Empire. The

Englishman's book is history, of course, but it is something more.

It is drama, like Strachey's Queen Victoria. So, in Beck's two

lectures, the "Genesis" and the "Formulation" of the Constitu-

tion, we are not examining mummies. We see the gesture and hear

the voices of living men. It is not narrative; it is reproduction:

not a report of what happened; we see it happening, and why.

Guedalla's volume is a treasure chest of pregnant epigram and

pungent humor. Beck's humor is not naturally biting, but gentle;

though he can smite at times like a strong man in his wrath. He is

not epigrammatic, but his discourse flashes with terse illuminating

comment, like "lii-e-tlies in the cane." He knows the value of

literary finish and allusion to open the windows of thought. He
has a peculiar scent for sound philosoi>hy in poetry, and a delight-

ful touch of poetry in his closest thinking.

> 1'lw Cunstituii^i of the l'ti!'.yd St<i'.,:i, by James M. Beck, LL.D. WilL preface by the Earl

of Halfour. George H. Dorau Coiiijjuuy, New York.
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It is not surprising, therefore, to find a silver thread of sym-

pathetic mysticism running through the ex{)osition. In Beck, as in

Burke, there is a singularly winning combination of keen analysis

with a certain mystical sublimation—which last, however, is a

very different thing from panegyric in the superlative degree.

Beck is always chary of superlatives. His method is to exalt by

portraiture alone.

It is not sufhcient for Beck that the Constitution is the hiah-

est expression of the national will and authority, lie draws from

its evident sagacity and rational equity and benevolence the con-

viction that it is a kind of Holy Grail, encompassing eternal and

superhuman rescripts of justice and right. There is very grave

doubt whether all the philosophical jargon of the jus nalurale and

"inalienable rights" has given any real aid to sound reasoning on

public affairs. But Beck quotes Cicero and the Greek dramatists

for his postulate of ''a higher law." He refers more than once,

though not with confident touch, to the famous declaration of the

rugged Lord Coke and his three sturdy associate justices, that their

court would not enforce an Act of Parliament which was "against

common right and reason,"

The real problem is, of course, the delicate and practically

difficult question: Wherein does the majesty of the law reside? It

is manifest which way the lecturer inclines for answer. He is an

individualist with generous sympathy for other men; but there

are no cobwebs in his br»i« on which "collective man" and other

impersonal abstractions can play. It is unlikely that he would

dissent if one sliould say: "Law is a rea3(med adjustment of hu-

man relations. Its majesty is in its reason, and nowhere else. The

statute, when honestly framed, is an effort rationally to express a

human relation. In morals, therefore, men's olx^lience to law is

alwaj's matter of degree. Beason dictates long suffering and

large concession in the common interest. But conscientious in-

surgency and evasion are not necessarily either anarchy or .dis-

loyalty. Without doubt, such passive resistance gives countenance

to nuilevolent disorder. But since it is natural and inevitable, wise

men refrain from jienalizing, as a crime, an act as to which, in

matter of moral quality, the whole community are not in substan-
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tial accord. I^o rational government can afford to beat down a

s('lf-res|>ecting and im|)Osing fraction, save in the interest of lib-

erty, "which is an indispensable condition to the development of

character and civilization. Sound politics is never drastic iu

remedial legislation, but tentative. It moves not with the decades,

but with the centuries."

Of course, the Solicitor General would agree to all that; but

no public officer charged with the conduct of affairs can prudently

emphasize this aspect of the law's sanction for popular indoctrina-

tion. But there is much in the Solicitor GeneraPs description of

present conditions which indicates that such exposition is at the

moment peculiarly opportune. Lord Coke's defiant pronouncement

went to the root of the matter, but it was not jurisprudence, con-

stitutional or otherwise. It was a natural and laudable explosion,

but it cannot be regarded as a faithful expression of judicial func-

tion and habit at the common law or any other legal system. It

was a glorious manifestation of a Briton's dignity in official place;

a flashlight on the parting of the ways, where obedience passes

from duty into slavery. In that utterance Lord Coke was revo-

lutionary, though he would have been greatly exasperated if any

one bad told him so. . Thomas Jefferson taught that periodic revo-

lutions, violent and bloody, were essential to the puritication of

the state. Learned })undits assure us soraewdiat rashly that "revo-

lutions never turn backward." Few persons, however, recognize

the persistent and unremitting play of quiet revolutionary action

in human society, or appreciate its salutary effect. It is a safety-

valve for peace, with surcease of distracting agitation. It is the

true corrective "of that wherein the law by reason of its universal-

ity is weak." The judiciary ri'flect its influence and exemjdify its

indirect action. They rationalize jurisprudence, statutory and

juridical, by all sorts of legal fictions and colorable devices, and by

distinctions, sometimes arbitrary and somt'times iinpalj>able. In

by-gone days, where these expedients ])ruved insuflicieiit, the Chan-

cellor, heartened by the royal smile, develo])ed the wide and"

beneficent discijdine of equity jurisprudence, in open defiance of

the Aet of Parliament and the inveterate obstinacy of the comuion

law courts.
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The distinctive Political Philosophy of the Constitution is

si]niraari?;cd under six heads: (1) representative government
; (2)

dual form, state and national; (3) guaranty of individual liberty

through constitutional limitations; (4) an indejiendent judiciary;

(5) checks and l)alances; (G) joint control of Executive and Senate

in foreign relations. Beck regards the "guaranty" of individual

liberty under protection of the judiciary as a "gi-eat contribution

of America to the science of government." He points out 'that

the word "sovereignty" does not occur either in the Constitution

or in the Declaration of Independence: that our fathers recognized

no sovereignty in the state which would impair the "inalienable

rights" of the individual. This is true, but the philosophic value

of the formula is another question, and foreign to his exposition.

Kight here, however, is a feature of the Constitution on

which the Solicitor General has not thought proper to enlarge.

Nevertheless, it is, perhaps, the one real and incontestable con-

tribution which the fathers made to political philosophy. They

put into practice, for the nation, the States and the individual, the

doctrine of qualified sovereignty. Monarchs and majorities and

violent minorities always conceive sovereignty to be necessarily

ab?;olute. The diihcu.lty which surrounds the question, the rarity

of discrimination and self-control essential to correct conclusion,

in a particular case have produced an interminable debate; a de-

bate, in one awful and glorious time, transferred to the field of

battle, in passionate and dubious arbitrament. Yet it is a posi-

tive contribution of ])ractical statesmen to the highest discipline

of political thought; and it is the very kernel of the Constitution

of 1780, whatever be its ultimate fate in American constitutional

develoijment. The American colonists urged upon the mother

country this no\el concei,>tion of limited or divided sovereignty,

as a practical solution, wliich might, doubtless would, have averted

the War of Inde])endence. The minds of P)ritish statesmen were

for the most part not prepared to receive it. They insisted that

sovereignty was by its nature indivisible. "Out upon these meta-

l)hysical distinctions," said l^urke, "I hate the very sound of

them. ... Is that the way to make them ha]>]n'?" Xone lis-

tened to him. To-day, while tlie spii'it of absolutism increasingly
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ilominatcs Amerieau institutions, State and national, the doc-

trine of qualitied sovereignty lias become the corner-stone of the

last and perhaps the o-reatest political adventure of our race: the

British Connnonwealth of Nations.

The lecturer's treatment of what he calls "the principle of

an independent judiciary'' is not quite so satisfactory. Xot but

that he gives correctly the fathers' view, but that he somewhat

overestimates a supposed radical dill'erence between the judicial

office in the United States and in Great Britain. lie says that with

us the Constitution ''made the judiciary the final conscience of the

nation," whereas in Great Britain ''the people in Parliament is

the final judge." This would be important if true. Unfor-

tunately it is only rhetorically true, and that in spots. The ulti-

mate and only sure palladium of civil and religious liberty is in

the popular conscience. Where that fails, the written safeguards

are cither disfigured by amendment or corroded by evil practice.

Xor is there any suflicient reason for believing that the makers of

the Constitution had any but the vaguest premonition of the tre-

mendous influence that the Supreme Court has exercised on the

develo])mcnt of the republic. A firmer grip on the American in-

stitution would prevent him from finding either contrast or an-

alogy in the conflicts between the French kings and those com-

posite assemblies of peers and magistrates known as Parlemenfs,

whenever the latter were oi'dered to register unpopular or oft'ensive

edicts. It was the ministerial, not the judicial, function which

di-agged the magistrates into an apparent eft'ort to influence law-

making. It was as if a mutinous and self-respecting ("lerk of the

House should refuse to certify a bill. Expostulation is not a strug-

gle for i)uwer.

The Supreme Court is, indeed, a coordinate branch of the

government. It is in a ju'culiar sense the guardian of the Con-

stitution. But while the Executive and Legislative branches owe

and habitually concede deference to its conclusions, they are not

slaves of its interpretation.

The wide discipline of statesmanship expanded in the de-

cisions of the Supreme Court is not due to any i)eculiarity of ma-

chinery in the construction of the tribunal. The judicial action
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of the Supreme Court of the United States does not differ from

tliat of appellate tribunals in other countries. The difference is

in the subject-matter. The Constitution is a statute precisely as

an Act of Congress is a statute. The Constitution is legislation,

original and supreme. The Act of Congress is derivative and

permissible and subordinate to constitutional inhibition. Where

the Constitution leaves Congress free, its flat is supreme over the

Supreme Court. Where Congress is not left free, the Supreme

Court compares the secondary -with the primary, and where the two

arc inconsistent, since it cannot declare a repeal of the primary,

it condemns for unconstitutionality in the secondary. The process

is the same, whenever a tribunal of any nationality determines

the validity of a corporate ordinance or by-law.

But the Constitution has a double aspect. It is first a frame-

work of government. When the document left the hands of its

makers, such was its character almost exclusively. But men are

always frightened by novelty. Therefore the people demanded

that the new rulers should be articled to certain lines of traditional

governmental policy, which they sonoronsly described as ^'funda-

mental principles of civil and religious liberty." Hence, the ten

first amendments and such of the subsequent amendments as are

directed to similar end. This gives to the Constitution its second

as}>ect as a fortification around past experience, and an immutable

declaration of pur]>osc. In this asjx^ct the Constitution is petrified

political philosophy, i^foreover, it is political philosophy wrested

from its historic calyx and universalized. Can it be that trial by

jury for the price of a horse is essential to the preservation of the

state? ISTow the philosoi)hy of jiolitlcs is a highly interesting in-

quiry. But the philosopher in politics is apt to be a good deal

of a marplot, when his conclusions, necessarily tentative at all

times, are given statutory rigidity over large bodies of men through

long periods of time and changing circumstance. Pal)lic ])olicy

cannot profitably be reduced to a question of logistics. This is the

rational justification of a good dfal of the intemperate and not

always well dlsjwsed impatience with the power of the Su}>reme

Court to declare an Act of Congress unconstitutional. Without

that power the Constitution ceases to be a statute of supreme popu-
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]ar will. With it, only a fatuous faith in the efficacy of machinery

will start a discussion on the number of votes necessary to a de-

cision. The requirement of a two-thirds majority is always made

in the interest of harmony, not of precision in thought. The Per

Curiam is not infrequently a travesty of justice.

Impatient lawmakers whose lust for legislation is checked

by the non possdls of the Supreme Court, have no ground for irri-

tation at the casting vote. In the Supreme Court the presumi)tion

is always in favor of the constitutionality of an act. The large

minority vote is often, in gi'eat measure, but the expression of the

influence of this proper rule of comity. It should not be for-

gotten, however, that under the Constitution Congress is suspect.

That is the sole reason for the limitation on their power. Senators

and representatives, therefore, should cultivate a greater humility

under restraint.

Upon questions of policy the Constitution has not infre-

quently been a mighty fortress against ignorant and violent as-

sault. But the Supreme Court has not felt constrained to servile

perpetuation of the original meaning. Few people are conscious

that there are many constitutional provisions w^hich, in their mod-

ern interpretation, would not be recognized by the men who wrote

them into the instrument. And there are many other provisions,

and unreversed decisions of the Supreme Court, on matters of

public policy, which have been successfully neutralized by indirect

action of national and State legislatures. This is not necessarily

an evil. In truth, it is not jx)ssible to give statutory precision to

a political principle without at some point defeating its salutary

influence. There is a good deal of healthful flexibility in the

American system, and those who now languish under improvident

amendments need not absolutely despair. All the earlier declara-

tions of policy in the Constitution were intended as protective of

individual liberty or property. The Eighteenth Amendment, how-

ever, is a regulation of conscience and private conduct. It is the

initial step for transforming the Constitution into a code. Amer-

ican experience indicates that such is the tendency with written

Constitutions under popular government. It is comparatively

easy to get anything into the Constitution upon referenduu}. It
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is a herculean task to get an abuse out. Txutioual luodificatiori in

evil of degree is practically impossible. It is not at all impossible

that time will soon reveal the i^npropriety and futility of all at-

tempts to confound, in oiganic law, the framework of the Govern-

.

ment with rules of policy in the conduct of affairs.

It is rumored that the Solicitor General has been invited to

deliver a further course of lectui'cs in England this summer, and

that he intends to make the Supreme Court the subject of his ad-

dresses. If so, we may look next fall for an exposition, concise

and comprehensive, of the prodigious transformation of American

thought and tendency under the Constitution, mirrored in the dis-

quisitions and judgments of that august tribunal.

There is a fourth lecture of some 1,200 lines on the Kevolt

against Authority, not really germane to an exposition of the Con-

stitution, but richly instructive and marvelously suggestive, on the

play of mob psychology and the dashing of social force upon the

supposedly immovable fuudamenlal law. Xot the least significant

observation is this:

'"'The multi})licity of laws does not tend to develop a law-

abiding spirit. . . . The political state suffers in authority by the

abuse of legislation, and especially by the appeal to law to curb

evils that are best left to individual conscience. ... A race of

individuals obey reluctantly, when they obey at all, any laws which

they regard as unreasonable or vexatious."

As officially required, the lecturer off'crs only a somewhat

perfunctory deprecation of this disquieting insubordination. One
would rather have had a more cutspoken and fearless characteriza-

tion of the ''pernicious activity'' of the innumerable and irrepressi-

ble army of sciolists and uplift trumpeters, and of the swarm of

catchpoles, lay and clerical, who disturb the public and private

peace. Congress and forty-eigln legislatures grinding out thou-

sands of new statutes every year ! The projects for new legislatioTi

offered each year running into tens of thousands! It is a popular

disease. One social club in Philadelphia, with ambition for "'civic"

usefulness, presented nineteen bills to the present session of the

Pennsylvania Lcgivhiture. When the mind of a whole people is

thus concentrate<l on the making of new laws, and on the multi-
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plication of machinery, in affairs international and domestic, who

will fail to anticipate a rapid increase in the number of those to

whom all law is irksome? What is so lightly made can never be

highly prized. ]\eadiness to legislate and codify, in any man, is

a snre sign that he is but feebly impressed and lightly penetrated

by the reason and dignity of the law that we have.

The Solicitor General is of opinion that man's increased power

over the forces of physical nature has afflicted him with a de-

moralizing ''delusion of grandeur"; has coarsened his fiber; has

disturbed his sense of relative values; and, finally, has raised him

in self-importaTice above the Government. This may be the ex-

])lanation. If so, we may be cast down, but we are not forsaken.

We know from the Scriptures w^hat is bound to happen to the

proud. Seriously, however, it may very well be that a grooving

sense of superiority over nature produces an arrogant disposition

to experiment with and schoolmaster one's fellow'-man. Once wo

said, "All the world's a stage." Must we submit while the scien-

tists, the evangelists, and the proletarians turn it into a laboratory

and rolling-mill? Eeverence for authority comes not by preach-

ment, but from nnvexed self-control. Wise men have taught that

the purpose of law is not betterment, but security and the rational

adjustment of conflicting desires. How can w-e keep it there?
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THE COKKECTIVE OF THE CROSS

J, Fkank Rekd

Cameron, Missouri

The ability of Cliri:^tiilnity to meet all the demauds of the

human spirit has often been maintained. J]ut just how each ele-

ment in the Christian faith serves to meet some spiritual demand

has, "with changing habits of thought in successive ages, been fre-

quently obscured. When this has occurred spiritual impoverish-

ment, then moral decline, have invariably followed. !May it not be

that much of the spiritual deadncss and moral incapacity of the

present post-war period is the result of the failure of contemporary

society to discern how to nourish itself wnth the full ration of

Christian principles ?

For a brief article it is necessary to make a selection. It

might be reason enough for selecting the doctrine of the cross that

it has ever been the central element in the teaching of evangelical

Christianity. But another, more urgent reason demauds that this

doctrine be carefully considered at the present time. That reason is

that the doctrine of the cross is corrective of extravagances to which

other doctrines of. the Christian faith, without this corrective,

may lead. These extravagances may become, and in our day have

become, abuses. The remedy for these abuses is in the doctrine of

the cross. It is imperative, therefore, that Christians become clear

about this doctrine.

Any treatment of tlie doctrine of the cross for the mind of

to-day must be careful in its statements to avoid fiction and deal

only with fact. The mind of the present day is no more averse

to fictions than the mind of other days. But the particular fictions

in which the doctrine of the cross has so long been held are pe-

culiarly powerless in this post-war age. They have been found out

to be fictions. The danger is that, with the discovery of the fic-

tions the doctrine itself will be rendered impotent. That that is

exactly what has happened, we have altogether too much evidence

in our present low spiritual and moral condition.

Wljcji I speak of the doctrine of the cross as held in the form
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of fictiou, 1 refer to the coinmoii representations of tbe death

on the cross as a ransom paid for sinners or as a penalty vicariously

endured for sin. That these representations, requiring for their

complete apprehension details taken from the practices of warfare

or the law courts, arc artificial, metaphorical, fictitious, few will

deny. But our persistence in speaking- of the fictions as if they

were facts discredits the whole belief. The common man is likely

to say, "There is nothing to it." It is time that Christian leaders

began to speak directly about the great realities implied in the

metaphors. The common man will listen if he hears about facts

ho can have experience of.

In our day it has become customary to regard the instincts

as fundamental in human nature. Even the higher forms of the

spiritual life are conceived to be but developments from the primi-

tive instincts. In endeavoring to reveal the ground of the demand

for a doctrine of the cross it will be well to show that demand

arising from the higher functioning of powers fundamentally in-

stinctive.

To reduce the matter to its simplest terms, it can be said

that there are two instincts predominantly concerned in the de-

mand for a Christian doctrine of the cross, namely, the ac-

quisitive instinct and the parental instinct. The acquisitive

instinct; in its higher functioning, is the source of the sense of

justice. The parental instinct, in its more sublimated and spirit-

ual forms, is the source of the love upon which Christian teaching

lays such great emphasis. The doctrine of the cross is grounded

fundamentally in the necessity for the reconciliation of justice and

love.

The manner in which a sense of justice takes its rise out of

the acquisitive instinct may be briefly stated. The acquisitive in-

stinct has possession as iis objective. Unrestrained, it seeks un-

limited possession. But to seek unlimited possession is inevitably

to interfere with tbe activities of the same instinct in other in-

dividuals. But to interfere with the activity of any instinct in

any one is to arouse that person's anger and the tendency to strike

in order to demolish the interfering object. Unrestrained indul-

gence of the instinct of acquisition, therefore, endangers the life of'
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the person who thus indulges. Some way to satisfy the in^rtinct

without incurring the danger to tlie life will, therefore, he sought.

But any way that is found can he regarded as successful only if

it avoids arousing anger and its accompanying activities in others.

It can avoid these only if it has regard for the possession-acquiring

activities of those others, that is, if it has respect for the rights of

others to the exercise of their acquisitive instincts also. Satisfac-

tory adjustment of the claims of the acquisitive instinct among the

several individuals of a community is biologically obligatory and

can be secured only on a basis of justice. A successful way of satis-

fying the acquisitive instinct, which must, as we see, also be a just

way and a safe way, once found, will be repeated and become the

custom. IJespect for the custom naturally follows and thus a sense

of justice is born. The customs may be Avritten as laws with pen-

alties for violation affixed. Courts to decide cases of violation may

be established. ]\rcans for the imposition of penalties may be

provided. In short, a complete system for the administration of

justice may develop.

The Hebrew mind is, and always has been, keenly alive to the

need for justice. The acquisitive instinct in the Hebrew has ever

been the dominating instinct, and his greatest contribution to the

spiritual life of the world has been his clear perception of the

necessity of justice. This clear perception was, and is, the source

of the power of the Old Testament prophets over the lives of men.

But if the main note of Hebraism takes its rise in the ac-

quisitive instinct, that of Christianity takes its rise in the parental

instinct. As the prophets stressed righteousness, so Jesus stressed

love. The field for the exercise of justice is, particularly, the field

of business and political relations. The field for the exercise of

love is the home. Jesus spoke much of home and family relation-

ships. God is our Father. !Men are his children. They should

love one another.

Now the peculiarity of love is that it disregards the fine ad-

justments established by justice. There is no clear fixation of

boundaries between mine and thine. Boundnvies are fluid. Prop-

erty rights are carelessly regarded, if regarded at all. There may
be absolute cpmmunity of goods, each helping himself as desire
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prompts from a coiDiiioii store. The members of the family sit

clown to a common meal; they share a common living room; they

draw on a common purse. Love seems to play havoc with the care-

ful adjustments provided by justice. Hence there arises the

feeling that justice and love are in conflict, and, as both represent

genuine demands of the human spirit, there follows a sense of

the need of their reconciliation. Thus the demand for a doctrine

of the cross is seen to be grounded ultimately in man's instinctive

life.

jSTow^ there is a restraining power in any group where love

prevails sufficient to prevent any single member of it from ap-

propriating everything to his own uses. It is his love for the

others. Anger on the part of those others, requiring him to ob-

serve certain measures by endangering his life, has, of course, no

place. It is annihilated by love, because anger, which seeks to

destroy, is incompatible wuth love, w-hich seeks to cherish. But

restraint, nevertheless, is present. But it is not enforced. It is

voluntary, self-imposed, springing from love.

It is obvious, therefore, that while love technically does away

"with the boundaries set up by justice and preserved by the play

of the acquisitive and pugnacious instincts over against one an-

other in the social group, it itself actually restores those boundaries

on its own initiative out of its regard for others. What justice

would prescribe from its motives is, therefore, followed in conduct

in the loving community from the love motives. Love halts the

devotion of love at the point of justice. There is no ultimate in-

compatibility between the prescriptions of justice and of love.

Love does not destroy the law but fulfills it by remotivating it.

The reconciliation, therefore, of what justice would do with what

love can do is not far to seek, because love must be held by love to

do what justice wuuld require. This reconciliation it is the busi-

ness of the doctrine of the cross in religious language to conserve

and express.

But while justice and love are agreed as to vliat they would

do, they are inveterately opposed as to irhi/ tliey would do it.

There is a genuine incompatibility in the moti\Ts. The moti^'es

of justice, namely, acquisition and self-preservation, are entirely
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self-regarding, -while the motive of love is entirely other-regarding.

In regard to this opposition also Christianity has its pro-

nouncement to make. But here it does not declare a final recon-

ciliation of justice and love but affirms the necessity of the an-

nihilation of the motives of justice by the motive of love. This

is expressed in the doctrine of regeneration. Selfishness and

anger, the very gj-ounds of natural justice, have no place among

the motives approved by Christian ethics.

While Hebraism tried to build society on the acquisitive in-

stinct, Christianity aims to build it on the paternal instinct. It

proposes to carry the love motive out of the narrow limits of the

family and a])ply it in the larger world of business and political

relationships.

But Christianity does not propose the remotivation of so-

ciety as a mere social experiment. It bases its program on a pro-

found insight and conviction. It is an insight into the character

of ultimate reality. It is the conviction that reality—and reality

in its highest interpretation is God—is of such a character that

it will ultimately support and justify only that life which is mo-

tivated by love. ''What shall 1 do to inherit eternal life f was

asked of Jesus by the young lawyer. The right answer to the

question turned out to be, "Thou shalt love" in the larger world of

neighbors. This kind of life is eternal because it accords with

the character of ultimate reality.

The term "ultimate reality"' is used to represent the object

of the Christian faith in order to distinguish it from the present

world-age. It is not intended to maintain that the present world-

age will support and make successful the life motivated by love.

On the contrary it is known that the present world-age accords

support and success more frequently to the selfish and even to the

mean. But Christianity lias ever felt that the deeper character of

reality is not manifest in the present woi'ld-age. This age is

passing away. A new age is arriving. To-day, he who loves is

crucified because of the blindness and selfishness and malice of

men. But to-morrow the deeper, more abiding character of the

universe will display itself. Then those who have lived the life

of love will be justified. Such is the Christian faith.
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But while the Christian faith affirms that reality is of such

a sort that it Avill ultimately justify the life of love, it also af-

firms, by its doctrine of the cross, that reality will ultimately

justify only such love as, in its operations, adheres to the measures

which justice would prescribe. The doctrine of the cross is at

once a doctrine about the nature of ultimate reality and a doc-

trine of practical sig-nificance for the conduct of men.

That this representation is in accord with the Christian reve-

lation of the nature of ultimate things is not difficult to show.

The gi-eat word of the Old Testament is '"righteousness" or jus-

tice. The great word of the Xew Testament is ^''grace" or love.

But Christianity, in taking the Xcw Testament, did not reject the

Old. And Jesus, with his preaching of love, was followed by

Paul, a Hebrew of the Hebrews, preaching the cross. jSTew Testa-

ment and Old Testament, Jesus and Paul, these constitute the

Christian revelation. They reveal justice and love as inseparable

in the heart of the Eternal. That they must bo inseparable in the

affairs of men necessarily follows.

An examination of the ground of the inseparability of justice

and love reveals that inseparability to rest on the fact that these

two are the correctives, the one of the other. Either, without the

other, leads on to extravagan.ces which endanger the stability of

life, of society, and, conceivably, of reality itself.

It is known to all Imw eokl antl cah-ulating and cruel the

justice of the Jew could be. It was egoistic in its origin and it

was egoistic in its application. It became for the Jew his justifi-

cation for insistence on his rights. If he conceived his rights

to embrace a ])Ound of llcsh from the jdace nearest the heart, he

felt justified in demanding the pound of fiesh. It is ap])arent that

mercy should season justice; that justice needs the corrective of

lovo.

It is a])parent, also, that a life based on the principles of

acquisition, on tlie one hand, and avoidance of danger, on the

other, has within it elements which will ultimately destroy it. For

security it would require infallible attention to details and un-

erring calculation of ct:>ns('.punccs. A fault in observation or a

mistake in reckoning: would doom it. It stands bv a neatly ad-
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justed Lalaiice of forces on llie preservation of wliicli its stability

depends. But as human nature falls sliort of perfection, egoism

is ever destructive of the life it would preserve and enhance. Varia-

tion from the exactly right, wliich is certain sooner or later to oc-

cur, will bring disaster, that is, in religious language, damnation.

But as justice requires the corrective of love, so love requires

the corrective of justice. Love's devotion, love's giving of its

all, love's disregard of its rights, require, for the stability of life,

the counteracting force of other love imbued with a sense of

justice. It is for love to immolate itself. It is for love centered

elsewhere to forbid immolation. Love without justice is as de-

structive of itself as justice without love, but for a different reason.

And, indeed, it is inconceivable that reality itself could bo

constituted on any other lines than those of justice and love in

combination. J ustice is the principle of proportion and conserva-

tion. It gives strength and permanence to the whole. ]]ut alone

it could give us but a "block universe," a universe consisting of a

system of balanced thrusts. But love insures freedom by procur-

ing the elimination of the necessity of maintaining the exact

balance upon which justice must insist. It makes reality plastic.

Indeed, it would not .be impossible to maintain that, meta-

physically, reality is just justice and love, that these are the very

essence of the real.

If these suggestions as to tlic inseparability of justice and

love are well founded, it necessarily follows that any life of man,

considered individually or as society, that is to be permanent,

eternal, must combine in itself both justice and love.

The Protestant witi'ld has had now about a century and a

half of the stressing of love witliout a corresponding stressing of

and feeling for justice. The moral and sjuritual nnliealthiness

thus engendered has, in these ]Xist-war days, become acute. Pre-

scriptions for our condition, usually given, are for more love. But
in thus prescribing we are like a drunken man ordering for himself

more drink to cure him of the effects of drinking out of all propor-

tion in the first instance. What the world needs to stiifen its

spiritual and moral fiber is not more love but more justice.

The Protestant world has had about a century and a half of
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strong evangelical jirenchiiig. The great note of such preaching

lias been grace or love. God has been rcjjresented as giving sal?

vat ion free to all coiners. The treasury of God's grace has been

represented as having been inexhaustibly tilled by the death on

the cross. But in thus speaking our preachers have been but pro-

claiming the picturesque form of the doctrine and not its spiritual

truth. The real insight into the deeper nature of reality embodied

in the docti'ine has been lost sight of, and with divers ill effects.

Free salvation, something for nothing, cannot be offered to man-

kind for a centuiy and a half without ill effects on religion and

morals. And the real nature of reality cannot be ignored for a

century and a half without ill effects on religion and morals. By
such a course salvation must inevitably be debased to a worthless

bauble or the moral strength of mankind must be undermined.

For if salvation is worth anything, no man can receive it without

equivalent recompense and remain a moral individual. Either

salvation must become worthless or those who receive it for nothing

become beggars and invalids.

The difhculty, of course, is not with the doctrine. The

doctrine insists on the principle of equivalence. That is its

strength. It affirms that love cannot operate unless justice

be done. The difficulty is with those who have seen in the doctrine

only tl)0 metaphor. They have preached the metaphor as if it were

fact. They have failed to perceive the real significance of the

doctrine. The result has been tliat thev have presented the doc-

trine as representing an act performed once and for all, over and

done with, accom])lishcd in an hour, with which men of to-day

have nothing, can have nothing, to do. The great need of our

day, as of every age, is that the doctrine be presented as standing

for an eternal element in the heart of reality and as constituting

a moral challenge to every man, the challenge to luve in the wider

world of neighbors and to restrain the neighbor's love at the point

of justice. Genuine faith in the atonement mtist be a moral faith,

a believing in a practical way in the love-and-justice life. Such

faith is saviug faith because it issues in a life that is eternal.

The pei-iod of evangelical preaching has also been the period

of the development of democracy and of modern industrialism.
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As these two inovcinents progressed, the church, as the custodian

oj^ religion and morality, should liave kept ever reminding men
that reality will not permit to be permanently established any sys-

tem of political or industrial organization "svhich does not express

in itself the principles of both love and justice. ]iut the church,

for the most part, has lent its influence to the promotion of love

only, leaving justice pretty largely to take care of itself.

The political and industrial expression of love is the gi*anting

of liberty. To grant liberty is to remove restraints which take

their rise in self-intere-sted acquisition and which are enforced by

vengeance, the civilized form of anger, and by which justice is

obtained. But liberty is ever granted on the assumption of

individual, human good-will; that is, on the assumption of the

willingness of each human individual of the community volun-

tarily to do the right. This is, of course, but the principle of recon-

ciled love and justice carried out into the larger world of human
affairs. For love removes restraints on the presup])osition that

they will be self-imposed, and this is liberty. But it ought never

to be lost sight of that the granting of liberty presupposes the will

to see the riglit done with its conscxjuent self-restraint. Without

this will liberty must inevitably destroj' itself by destroying the

society which grants it. And a glance at the politics and business

and industry of our own democracy in our own day must make one

wonder whether the process of disintegTation has not already gone

so far that destruction stands but a short way oil".

For our present saJ condition the evangelical church must,

in honesty, shoulder no small share of the blame. It has failed

in its spiritual and moral insight into the conditi(»ns of love and

liberty. By its preaching of the fiction of the cross, wherein it has

maintained that the claims of justice were all met two thousand

years ago an<l that since then love has been able to operate without

attention to justice, it has encouraged the belief that justice is of

small consequence. It has encouraged the belief that reality has

boundless resources of grace and that man can l>e forever receiving

without making corrt'sjionding return. It has encouraged the

belief that reality is such that liberty to get can be granted without

insistence on the willingness to practice that self-restraint which.
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for the sake of others, ])h\ccs a limit on getting, which liberty pre-

suj^poses. Through our want of spiritual insight into the nature

of reality and into what it will permit, we have gone on a veritable

debauch of love and liberty until we are so weak we can scarcely

stand on our feet.

Many predict that the only remedy for our condition is a

return to media^valism. In so far as medifevalism means a sense

of justice, there can be no disputing but that this is the remedy.

But in so far as mediirvalism means the enforcement of justice

by the methods of vengeance it violates the love element in the

love-and-justice character of reality. It is to lose faith in human

nature to recommend a return to vengeance as the method of

getting justice done. Human nature will be just if impressed

with the necessity of justice. It is the duty of the spiritual leaders

of the nation thenjse^lves to see that justice is not something that

can be disposed of for all eternity by the work of an hour but that

it is an ever present principle in reality and must ever be done if

life and society are to be permanent. And then, themselves having

this insight, to impress it upon men.

Hmnan nature will res])ond to the doctrine of the cross be-

cause there is in human nature that which demands it and which

can be satisfied with nothing else. The doctrine of the cross is the

central element in the Christian faith and must ever remain so,

for in it Is revealed the deeper, essential natui-e of reality or God.

Christianity can indeed meet all the demands of the human

spirit But it is imperative for spiritual and moral strength and

eternal destiny that men do not fail to perceive how.
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THE CHEIST SPIRIT IX THE ANIMAL WOKLD—II

J. Stitt Wilson

New York City

Ix our first article we pointed out how the whole public opin-

iou of manhiiid was ]R>isone<:l by a false conception of the struggle

for-existence-^—a poison so virulent as to result in what Benjamin

Ividd has aj)tly called '"'The Great Pagan Retrogression."

Let us now proceed to an analysis of the struggle for life and

to a truer statement of the process. For myself, I am frank to

confess that nothing outside of the Gospels themselves has ever had

such a coercive persuasion on my mind that the method and quality

of life presented in Christ is of the very constitution of the uni-

verse, as has this study of the animal woi-ld. It is to share this

conviction and the grounds of this conviction that I offer the reader

this argument.

I

The perhaps undefined philosophy of the street is that with

slight but indifferent interruptions or modifications so far as the

animal world is concerned animals live on the basis of '"'every

beast for itself." But the truth is that in ewvy living thing there

are two aspects of the life-principle. In every plant, animal, and

man there are two phases of the life-princi])le active in varying

degrees. There is an old adage that ''Hunger and love rule the

world." This is now discovere<l to be scientifically accurate

—

not only in human society, but in the vegX'table world and in the

aiiimnl world. For in every living creature thei-e are two natural

and unescapable forces and functions. These are nutrition and

reproduction, and out of these two roots grow all the marvelous

fruitage of the two forms of the life-struggle.

Stated in another form, there is no such thing in all the uni-

verse of life as a creature that lives for itself alone. The amount

of energy any creature may put foiih ti^ live for itself, and itself

alone, may be so gi-eat in projwrtion to the care exhibited for any

otJier living tiling tliat it may seem to constitute its entire ex-
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istcnce. Xcvcrllicliss that carr for others in suiiie form is there.

It cannot escape it. The (»ri_ji;inal ])rotop]asm of all life contains

this second element from Avliicli there is no escape. For in the very

heart and soul of every living creature is planted deep as adamant

that function or urge to procreate itself, to perpetuate its kind, to

preserve its species in spite of every obstacle or hindrance. Here

is the first form or expression of life that is not concerned with

self, that goes out of self, that is sacrificed for "others." It is

crude, lowly, obscure, seemingly coming without banners, and

crowned with no gl<:>ry, in its lowly beginnings. But it has within

it the promise and potency of the highest ethical and spiritual ef-

florescence of that highest creature w^e know, man. Indeed, as we
shall see iu the sequel, this lowly exhibit of life, in "care for

others," is crowned in human history with the highest glory, the

Cross.

Let the line AC stand for the life-principle in its entirety.

Then in the lowest forms of life the struggle for self might be

visualized by the larger part I3C, and the struggle for others by

the much smaller expression, or AB, thus

:

A B C

Xow we may extend the part BC, or the purely self struggle,

farther and farther toward the point A, diminishing the part AB
more and more, if we will, but the moment the creature is all

BC, and the last particle of AB is ended, then that creature or

species dies. It is biologically true that "iiE that livktk to him-

self SHALL DIE." The self-life carried to such extreme commits

self suicide, and ends its species. It gives no more to abundant

life, but unto the tomb

!

There is no such creature in existence as a creature that

lives for itself alone. The universe in its humblest microscopic

creature is incarnated with a "care for others" that eventually fills

the world with life, and life more abundantly.

Having then made it im}»ossiblc to interpret life at all without

recognizing "'care for other life," let us revert to the struggle for

self—the line BC—which in the public opinion of the world has

held the stage alone, as if the Alpha and Omega of all existence.
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To bo sure—unescapablc also, ovcnuastering, iuiperalive, ir-

resistible, ill every living creature—is the conmiand of hunger,

of nutrition: ''Thou shalt eat, or thou shall die." Turn where we

will in all creation, from the microscopic creature up through all

the varied forms of life, in land and sea, and air, insect, bird,

and beast to man—each and every creature is pursuing, and must

pursue, the struggle for self and '"'save his life."

It is this mandate of nature that drove primitive man out

of his inertia into action, thus building his body, stimulating his

mind, training his will. Heat and cold and all the environment

of the physical world kept him going on the one hand, while on

the other he fought his way in this desperate struggle for self

against living enemies—beasts and other men. This struggle com-

pelled the evolving man to invent weajwns, and contrive tools, and

cultivate the soil, and create measures of defense. "The parent of

all industries is Hunger; the creator of civilization in its earlier

forms is the struggle for life."

These preliminary statements are but an introduction to that

wonderful story of nature told by Henry Drummond in the book

from which I quote. Hie Ascent of Man. As I tear these sen-

tences from the jK'rfeet body of his thought and argument, I must

be pardoned for the mutilation.

This increasing battle for self-preservation was so severe and

acute and terrible that few could survive in the contest. "By plac-

ing the death penalty wpon the slightest shortcoming, natural se-

lection so discouraged imperfection as practically to eliminate

imperfection from the world. Thus the law of the struggle for

life is elevated to a unique place in nature as a fust necessity of

progi-ess. It involves that every living creature in nature shall

live its best, that every resource shall ])e called out to its utmost,

that every individual faculty sliall Imi- kept in the most perfect order

and work up to its fullest strength." Hence the "survival of the

fittest" or the best-adapted to any stated environment.

"Almost all achievement in the early history of the living

world has been due to Hunger. . . . Hunger rules the life and

work and destiny of men . . . the lineal descendants of this

Struggle for ]>ii'e in late civilization are War and Industry."
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"These show the ciiODuous place this factor has been given to play

in the world's destiny."

Is it any wonder that in the study of biology and of human

society this factor should have been given sueh prominence as to

overshadow in the thoiight of man for a time the fundamental

factor in all living creatures ? It is small wonder indeed that the

whole of Life shoidd seem nothing but the exjn'ession of self-

preservation, as if it were the only law of nature.

"But the amelioration of tins struggle for self is tlie most

certain prophecy of all science," declares Drummond. Enters the

master of the house. Enters the star of the great drama. The

"struggle for self" is not the crown of creation. The struggle for

others—and as we shall see it later as the struggle with others for

the common good—comes to its own. This latter force "was

destined from tlie first to replace the Struggle for Life, and to

build a noble superstructure oii the foundations wdiicli it laid.

To establish these foundations was all that the Animal Struggle

was ever desigiied to do."

Drummond in his enthusiasm almost overstates, the case. His

whole book is a prose-poem of nature and creation—the language

so rich, the argument so coercive, the spiritual quality so inspiring,

the prophecy of the inevitable ''kingdom of good will" so con-

vincing.

He complains that "as the story of Evolution is usually told,

Love—the evolved form of the Struggle for Others—has not even

a place." Xature has Ix'on interpreted as struggle for self, and

that only—a never-ending, tragic conflict, a blood-red war. With

the corresponding "'triumph of the philosophy of force a great

blight fell U]x>n all Christendom," to quote iS^asmyth again. "In

the intellectual life of the w^estern world all generous im])ulses,

toward justice, humanity and brotherhood, all the idealism which

is based on the fundamental social instincts of the luunan race,

and to a large extent all faith in religion, w^re crushed out by

the resulting avalanche of Materialism." Truly, as an age or epcK-h

thinketh in its heart, so is it! We have thought and we have

lived a lie!

In the face of this stalking lie, let the truth be told. That
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truth is that t3ie supreme factor in tlie evolution of tbe world is

the "struggle for otliers.'' ^'Xa such consunimatiou ever before

occurred in llie ])rogress uf the world as the rise to potency in

human life of tlie Struggle for the Life of Others. . . . from

selfism: to otjikkism: jw the supukme tkaxsition of jii.stoky."

This supreme factor, as we have seen, is not an after thought

with creation. It is basic, fundamental. ''Its roots began to grow

with the first cell of life wbich budded on this earth ... in the

tiniest protoplasmic cell, Life is receiver and giver. Self-sacrifice

saves its life."

"All life in the beginning is self-contained, self-centered, im-

prisoned in a single cell. Tbe first step to a more abundant life

is to get rid of this limitation . . . and the first act of this pris-

oner of Self is to break the walls of its cell and give life to another.

Thus sacrifice is the universal law and the universal condition of

life. This act of fertilization ... is a resurrection of the dead

brought about by a sacrifice of the living, a dying of part of life

in order to further life."

There is sometbing thrilling in the record of biological sci-

ence which declares tliat the scientist must postulate for protoplasm

an even more fundamental structure than tbe inici'oscojje is

capable of revealing to us—ultra-microscopic material units, each

in turn com])Osed of a group of still more minute molecules; and

each of these capable of nourishing themselves—but also of multi-

plying by the process of division or fission, or self-sacrifice we have

noted above.

Still more thrilling is the immortality, as it were, of these

microsco]~)ic beings, the fact, as stated by Dcndy, ''That there is no

room for death in the history of these sim])le organisms (unless it

be death by accident), for every time fission takes place the entire

body is used up, and nothing is left over to die." Here is the

ultimate and suprciue sacrifice of the whole l>eing for the life and

unto the life of another, and another, and another into a species of

immoital existence—for who shall say that it is not an eternal

process? Detidy does not hesitate to declare: "There is a race

life as well as an uidtrldual life, and we eanni-t realize too clearly

that in the economy of nature, the former is of iiiilnitely greater
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importance than the latter." {Outlines of E coluiionury Biology,

by Arthur Dcndy.)

In the light of such declarations \xq may well ask, is self-

considcratiou the first and paramount law of nature and the only

rational basis on which to run the wheels of human industry, com-

merce, and finance?

In the flowering plants the self-sacrifice function is seen at

work with still greater definitcness. "Watch them at work for a

little and behold a miracle! Instead of struggling for self the

flower lays do^\^^ its life . . . and in the bloom of the flower, the

biologist sees the flush of the young mother; in the fading, the

eternal sacrifice of maternity . . . this miracle of Beauty in the

plant life is the miracle of love. . . .

'•'But the flower botanically is the herald of fruits and seeds,

without Avhich the struggle for life itself would almost cease. It

is for these that the animal world struggles. Three fourths of the

human race live on rice, a seed. Of the other fourth, three fourths

live upon grains—barley, wheat, oats, millet . . . every plant in

the world thus lives for others"; and Avhen man lives upon seeds

and fruits and grains he is literally living on love.

If the struggle for life has made man, braced and disciplined

him, it is the struggle for love that sustains him. Xearly all the

beauty of the world is lov^beauty. Nearly all the music of the

world is love-music. Xearly all the foods of the world are love-

foods.

Thus the struggle for the life of others grows in influence,

place, and power throughout the whole range of the vegetable

world, and on up through the animal kingdom, in a still more sig-

nificant manner, as we shall see later, until it culminates in its

most consummate expression, a human mother. ''Here we reach

the family, the creation of Love, the crowii of all higher life."

Considering then these two elemental aspects of the life-

principle, nutrition and reproduction, the one the root of the strug-

gle for self, the other the root of the struggle for the life of others.

The first lui^; a purely pcr.^onal end. Its attention is turned in-

ward; it exi-ts only for the present. The second in a greater ov

less degree is impersonal; its attention is turned outward; it lives
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for the future. 'And taken prophetically the function of repro-

duction is as much greater than the function of nutrition

''As the Man is greater than the Animal,

As the Soul is higher than the Body,

As Cooperation is stronger than Competition,

As Love is stronger than Hate."

To some of my readers it may seem a little incongruous to

speak of the ''Christ spirit in tlie aninnil world." It is indeed

very offensive to some }>eople to suggest that there is any kinship

whatever between themselves and the lower animals. Such a sug-

gestion is highly objectionable to our friend Mr. Bryan in his

attacks on the teaching c^f evolution. However, in these papers I

am not arguing for our kinship with these wonderful beings of

the lower orders. I am disclosing a lesson for our lives from their

lives. Indeed, my subject is scriptural. In one of the most tre-

mendous moments in the life of Christ, as he went up to Jeru-

salem, and collided with the Pharisees and chief priests and rulers,

in that collision that rapidly culminated in the cross, his heart

went out in a bursting passion of selfless devotion to his oavii people,

and his ow'n nation, and to the capital city, that incarnated the

very life of the Jews, and to describe this love as he "vvept over

the city, he could find no higher type of tenderness than that of

the old mother hen that he had doubtless observed when a boy

in his father's humble home: "O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that

killest the prophets and stonest them which are sent unto thee,

how often would I have gathered thy children together even as a

hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would not
!"

"Even as a hen." "The s])irit like the Christ in the animal

world!" It may be said, indeed, that as the heavens declare the

glory of God, and the firmament showeth his handiwork, so doth

the whole animal creation. ^Yalt Whitman, who declared that he

refused to argue about God, said in a wonderful line, "There is

miracle enough in a mouse to confound scxtillions of infidels."

The whole animal world is a (ranscendent parable of nature for

our spiritual education.

When I was a small boy I was delegated by my mother to
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drown a family of young kittens. I put them into a basket and

took them down to tlie river one cold night i)i the late fall. I

pitched them out one by one. But as the poor little blind things

pawed around in their strange and freezing environment, my
heart relented, and I raked them out with a long stick, and put

them under a hollow stump for the night—strange hostelry after

cuddling up into the warm bi-east of old "JMollie"—the mother cat

—and stranger kindness on the part of the small boy. When I

got back home old ]\Iollie was going from room to room in the

old home crying as if her heart would break. Upstairs, down-

stairs, cellar, attic, out-house, barn—everywhere, looking up with

wild pathos into our faces, and begging us in plaintive cries to

tell her whei-e were her little ones. ''A voice heard, lamentation,

and weeping and mourning, Rachel weeping for her children, and

M'ould not be comforted—because they are not."

So vivid are the memories of childhood that if I silently listen

I can still catch the penetrating cries of old Tvlollic, the old n)other

cat, weeping for the little ones. And she a feline! Kin to the

tiger, the leopard, and the lynx—described as unsocial, fierce,

bloodthirsty-7-ncvertheless, weeping for the lost little babies

!

There is no doubt that "The female of the sj^ecies is more

deadly than the male." And here is the ta}vroot of that deadli-

ncss. It is the ferocity she displays in defending her young. We
have all been warned to be on our guard and not tamper with

a mother dog with her litter of pups. The she bear will fight for

her life against nuui or beast in the struggle for self in the haunts

of the forest, and then she will retreat with her chops red wirh

the blood of her enemies, into her lair aiid lie down and let her

cubs suck her to death. A biologist at our .Methodist college at

Mount Union, Ohio, told me that he has seen the mother eagle,

caught in hatching time by forest fires, fly toward the flames as if

to beat them back, and then, rcjnilsed by the advancing fire, re-

treat yard by yard, settle down and ''gather the little eaglets under

her wings" and burn to death before she would abandon them to

their hapless fate. And the eagle is a bird ol" ]>i'ey, solitary, un-

social, and fierce! Yet what a thrilling exhibition of love and de-

votion and self-.-acrifice.
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Who told us that the aiiiiiuil world was all ^'red in tooth and

claw"? Who told us that nature was all one vast bloodj arena of

the struggle for self? AVhere have they been looking? The whole

world of living things spreads before our vision daily, hourly, a

vast panorama of affection and care and consideration for others;

of devotion and self-sacrifice, yea, even of death for these others.

The poet P)urns would almost turn his plow aside to save the snug,

soft, tender home a mother mouse made for her little ones. The

hunter sits down at the trap and almost sheds a tear as he releases

the female otter to go back wounded to her baby otters. Every

bird's nest is a word of God—trumpet-voiced with its message of

"the struggle for the life of others." If one could go through the

entire world of living creatures, in sea and earth and sky, with his

eyes open, and report to man the story of parent love of all these

creatures, from the lowliest to the highest, it would constitute one

of the most thrilling and inspired records in all the lore of the

earth. Perhaps after following the haunts of these lowly creatures

for a while, we would not be so hypnotized with the triumph of

the ruthle,-is, and the strong, and the mighty man of mammon, in

human affairs. Perhaps w-e might cease to worship at the shrine

of the gain gods, which trample humanity into mire. Perhaps

the call of Jesus to ''lay down our lives for the sheep" would be-

come as it is, glorious and supernal.

Now you may say, all this wonderful love story is just of a

blind instinctive maternal love. Even in its lowest form, blind, un-

reasoning, instinctive, it is almost divine in its beauty of sig-

nificance. In a former paper I showed how the "struggle for the

life of others" was rooted in the function of reproduction. This

root now grows into the powerful stalk, maternal love. Later if

we will be patient, the stalk will be seen to branch out into the

vigorous forms of "mutual aid." ]>ater still, these branches will

bloom and blossom with fruits of eternal life—with compassion

and sym})athy, and benevolence, and justice—and God, for God

is love. "And every one that loveth is born of God." "And he

that dwelh'th In Inve dwelleth in God, and Gcd in him." Such is

the high reach of the tlieolngy of the Xew Testament.

This consideration of maternal love is. as it were, then the
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second stage of the argument. Let lis meditate upon it a little

further. The scientists are never done telling us of the miraculous

fashion in which 2s at ure looks after the larva, the buds, the seeds,

the. eggs—the infant world. Writes Drummond: ''Without some

rudimentary maternal solicitude for the egg in the humblest forms

of life, or the young among higher forms, the living world would

not only suffer, but would cease." Theologians are very jealous

about j)reserving intact the doctrine that "God created the world."

That is well. But had we not better at least change the past

tense "created" into the present, and say, "God creates the world" ?

And speaking with the ntmost reverence we must go on and say,

"Every living creature is a co-creator with God." Every amoeba

that divides itself and dies to give its life to its next ; every

creeping thing that lays its egg; every womb that bears its young—

-

co-creators with God, in God. But I have no desire to theologize.

Let me back to my knitting.

What I want to dwell upon here is the fact that in the feelings,

thoughts, actions, or in the subtle processes by which the young

of all life are created, developed, protected, and trained, we have a

school that has never closed its doors for ten thousand thousand

years—a school whose curriculum is not one primarily of art, and

science, and language, nor a school of self and self-seeking, and

gain, or profit, or power, but a school in all the virtues, which,

in terms of man, are the virtues incarnated and exemplified in

Jesus Christ. The gospel of righteousness taught by the Divine

Teacher is no accident, no imposition, no unnatural excrescence.

He did not "come to destroy but to fulfill."

Every frog i>ond is an astounding revelation of this care of

infancy. ]t sometimes takes 100,000 movements to weave the

silken grave-cluthes of the caterpillar, in which it sleeps until the

day of its resurr^-ciion. J. Arthur Thomson writes: "The true

inwardness of the remarkable story is, pcrha])s this, that the full-

grown butterfly or moth is usually an intensely active creature

which eat> little or nothing, grows nut at all, l)ut lives for love."

The tild ScoU'h ornithologist ^lac( Jilli\ ray counted L*,;>70

feathers in ihe nt^t of the lung-tailed til. In a river in New
Guinea there lives a fish called Gulliver's Kurties. 'Jhe male
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carries the package of eggs on his nose in a remarkable ring, and

defends them as his first charge. The male sea-horse carries the

eggs about in his vcst-]>ocket until hatched.

The male liara-bill locks the inothcr up in a hole in a tree,

with her eggs, and later with her young, and to this fortress ho

brings all their food, wearing himself out, the scientist tells us,

''with his other-regarding exertions, while the female becomes fat-"

Sometimes, the story runs, "the male bird dies without having

the reward of even seeing his children." In bird life of this

character we begin to see the outflowing of the parental, matfrnal

and paternal instinct into the little family, the group, the con-

tagion of the affections entering into the whole social body.

But the crown and glory of all this ethical development is

eeen in the human mother. ISTo paraphrasing of the two classics

on this theme can do it justice. We can only pluck a petal here

and there from the })erfect flower of thought of the two great ex-

])Ounders of this truth, Henry Drummond and John K. Fiske.

The reader is referred to Drummond's great chapter on "The Evo-

lution of a Mother," in the book referred to above, Tlie Ascent of

Man, and also to John Fiske's scripture, Througli Nature to God.

This latter is one of 'the finest intellectual and spiritual products

of the scientific era. Drummond but develops Fiske's great con-

tribution. Xature, he says, has never made anything since all

creation culminated in the mammalia. The mammalia are the

"mamma" creatures, the mothers. Drummond asks, "Is it too

much to say that the one motive of organic nature was to make

mothers? Mothers once evolved, all else, tribe, clan, society,

civilization, ethics, religion—the kingdom of God—would follow

in due course of time.

In the lowly forms of life the offspring are counted by mil-

lions. In the mammal the rule is one, and this one a little help-

less thing, that must forthwith jxrish if not cared for. The mam-
mal carries the unborn creature in her own body. When then she

saw it, and smelt it, and when it dug its no.'ic into her body and

lived, when it bleated, or barked, or cried, something shuted in

her emotions— it was solicitude, cure, tenderness, syui])atliy, love!

As the days pa.-sed in association and the little thing had need.
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came selfless devotion, disinterested concern, and in many a case

self-sacrifice even unto the de<'\th.

In the "extension of the duration of infancy" Fiske sees the

central fact in the genesis of humanity. Days of care passed into

months, and months into years. It was a long, long course in

ethical culture and social relationship. Xatural selection, mis-

interpreted as the ally of the struggle for self only, came to the

aid of this parental love. All the instincts that could contribute

to the preservation of offspring were forced to the front and were

favored and cultivated. This develoix?d a whole series of re-

actions different from those of mere self-preservation. This pas-

sionate love of the child drove the blood to the b]'ain. Love simply

had to "find out the w-ay." Intelligence grew. It fostered the gre-

garious spirit, and the group developed. Human society was

created.

Evolution now l)ecame psychological rather than zoological.

The temple was erected. The education of the spirit that was to

inhabit that temple began its eternal progress. And a little child

has led the way.

Perhaps now we have taken the second ste]> in the argument.

The first step was to show that in the uneseaj)able and inevitable

fact and force of reproduction there is no living creature iii ex-

istence that lives for itself alone. Our second step shows that in

the care of these young things, from the lowliest life up to the

mammals, the crown of all creation, and then up" through the

sacred history of the human mother with her babe, that to her

is a child forever, this care for others grows on and upward with

ever-increasing volume so that we may now extend our first dia-

gram and visualize the coercion of the argument thus:

So A li c s«
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Let tlio plane stand for all living things. Lot S^ stand for

the struggle for self, and S"^ for the struggle for others. Then

the line BB is the line of all development. And the law of all life

and progress may be stated as follows:

Ix Tin: KVOI.UTIOX OF ALL LlVI^fG CKKATTKES TIIK ''STKUOGLK

FOK self" decreases IX RELATIVE SIGXIFICAXCE AXD THE ''STRUG-

GLE FOR THE LIFE OF O'llIFKs" INCREASES.

Let the eloquence of John Ifiske summarize: "Xow the mo-

ment a man's voluntary activities are determined by conscious

or unconscious reference to a standard outside of himself and his

selfish motives, he has entered tlie world of ethics, he has begun

to live in a moral atmospliere. . . .

"Along with the rise from gregariousness to incipient social-

ity, along Avith the first stammering of articulate speech, along

with the dawning discrimination between right and wrong, came

the earliest feeble groping toward a world beyond that which gi-eets

the senses, the first dim recognition of the Spiritual Power that

is revealed in and through the visible and palpable realm of

nature ... a society of human souls living in conformity to a

perfect moral law is the end toward which, ever since the time

when our solar system was a patch of nebulous vapor, the cosmic

process has been aiming."

"TiiY Kingdom come : Thy will be done on earth as it is
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A PAGE OF POETRY

THE FLORAL REVELATION

Washed by the dew of the morning,

Kissed by the glow of the sunshine,

Blessing the eye with your beauty,

Charming the sense by your fragrance.

Closing all fairness within you

Yet flinging all sweetness about you:

Flowers of the field and the forest.

What do you say to me? '

Not of the splendor that crowns you,

Not of the glory within you.

Not of the riches you scatter;

But of the thoughts of your being

—

Wonderful mystical meanings.

Deeper than seeing can fathom,

More than to sense is apparent

—

Will you not speak to me?

THE SAVIOUR AND THE SINNER

Luke 7. 36-50

Weeping I come to Thee,

Humbly I bov/ the knee,

Kissing thy feet;

Lowly my soul adores.

Ceaseless my voice implores,

My heart its offering pours

—

Priceless and sweet.

See now the ointment start

Forth from my broken heart

—

Poor shattered vase!

But thou wilt not despise,

'Tls precious in tliine eyes;

Accept the sacrifice.

Count it not waste.

Saviour, thy voice I hear.

Breathe on my longing ear

Accents of heaven:

"Although thy sins were more
Than sands on ocean's shore,

Jfuch hast thou loved—thereforA

Much is forgiven."
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS

WILLIXG—DOIXG—KXOWIXG

^ It maj have been a rather frivolous question, but it was a

perfectly natural one, that the Jews asked concerning Jesus : ''How

knowcth this man letters, never having learned ?" Originality is

always an inexplicable thing to the conventional mind. The stereo-

typed and second-hand intellects always make this traditional de-

mand for an objective authority. It is quite possible that the

Xazarene boy did attend a synagogue school in Xazareth, but it

is certain that he was without the rabbinical education which it

was deemed necessary to jwssess in order to acquire expert au-

thority on doctrinal opinion'^. He had not, like Paul, sat at the

feet of Gamaliel.

Yet our Lord had been to school, a very private school, for

he says, '"^ly teaching is not mine but his that sent me." He was

not school taught, nor even self-taught ; he was God-taught. Ee-

ligion does have some outward sources of information. There is

a Holy Book, holding the record of spiritual revelations and ex-

perience through thousands of years; and there is a Holy Church.

first a chosen nation and now a sacred society, which is the cus-

todian of the divine oracles and an instructor in its truth. But

the authority of these, as Protestantism affirmed at the beginning

and should continue to affirm, depends not on their infallibility

but upon the inevitable spiritual response and acceptance of the

sympathetic soul. Peligion is not a second-hand tradition, some-

thing handed do\^^l, but a first-hand relation with God.

Jesus Christ was an unparalleled teacher. It was not his

words alone, but the spirit and life in them that conveyed moral

and spiritual values. His words were more than words; they were

real things, revelations which wrought revolution in the life of hu-

manity. Thev were a disclosure of his own nature whit.'h initiated
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spontaneous judgment and sent people not to books but into tlie

depths of their own hearts to find there a personal echo to his

message. Therefore, Jesus laid no primary stress on historical

or other evidence. lie did not even niake a written record of his

own words, lie knew and announced that they would be recalled

not by a record but by a s})iritual sympathy. Xor did he depend

on the miracles wrought by his love and power. It is not by signs

and wonders that the Godliead of Christ is made known, but by

the grace and truth of his nature that the Divine glory is revealed.

How then shall we be taught religious truth ? In the con-

flict of opinions, the battle of creeds, the struggle of sects, the de-

bates of dogmatists, where shall we find God ? How shall we solve

and answer the problems and puzzles of theology ? "Study," says

the scribe ; "Accept our Creed," says the priest ; "Act," says Jesus

Christ. For these are the words with wdiich he answered that ques-

tion at Jerusalem: "If any man willeth to do His will, he shall

know of the teaching, whether it is of God or whether I speak

from myself." (This duing which opens the way to God must not

be confused with the "deadly doing" of mere outward works; it is

an activity of the iimiost personality.)

In the rt-alm of morals and religion, willing and duing come

before knowing. Indeed, this is true in other sj)heres of human
thought and action. Practice generally precedes theory. Art

comes before science. !Men farmed before they studied agriculture.

Everybody eats and drinks long before they study the chemistry

of breadmaking or the process of digestion. All of us talked be-

fore we learned grammar and have tried to i-eason without study-

ing logic. Eyes can see even when used by a brain that never

knew anything about optics, and music is heard and enjoyed by

multitudes entirely ignorant of acoustics. Our modern pedagogy

has at last absorbed this idea and insists that we learn by doing.

One day it will add the principle involved in the Christ-ideal, that

we teach by Ixdng.

Life therefore is more im})ortant than doctrine and jn'ccedes

it. Keligion is not a theorem to hv thought, but a life to be lived.

Our o])inions depend much more upon our lives tium oar lives upon

our opinions. A ske])tieal and rather immoral acquaintance said
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to Pascal: "If I had your convictions, I would be a better man."

He replied: ''If you lived a better life, you would have more ac-

curate o[)inions." ]\len first do tilings and then discover rea^^ons

for their conduct. This is supremely true iii religion, whicli is

the most practical of all interests and can only be really learned

by living it.

Life has its seat in personality. The deepest life of man is

not in the intellect but in the will. Some truths there are wliich

can be settled by the intellect alone, such as the multiplication

table and the binomial theorem, but they do not commonly touch

either the feelings or the will. Even that noble document the

Constitution of the United States cannot inlluence our national

devotion like the Declaration of Independence (an act rather than

an argument), and neither of them can sway the soul more strongly

than the flag, which appeals to the heart rather than the head.

All knowledge has a moral background. Here are some quo-

tations from the masters of human thought which illustrate and

confirm this statement

:

Pascal: "The perception of truth is a moral act."

Fichte: "If the will be steadfastly and sincerely set upon what is

good, the understanding will of itself discover what is true."

Even some men of science who, chiefly because of the im-

possible attitude of the church, were kept from its fellowship, had

the same vision. For example

:

Tyndall (in an essay on Induction) : "The first condition of success

is an honest receptivity—and a willingness to abandon all preconceived

notions, however cherished, if they be found to contradict the truth. Be-

lieve me, a self renunciation which has something noble in it and of

which the world never hears is often enacted in the private experience of

the true votary of science."

Huxley: "The great deeds of philosophers have been less the fruit

of their intellect than of the direction of that intellect by an eminently

religious .tone of mind. Truth has yielded itself rather to their patience,

their love, their singleheartedness and .self-denial, than to their logical

acumen."

William James (both scientist and philosopher) : "All philosophies

are hypotheses, to which all our faculties, emotional as well as logical, help

us; and the truest of which will, in the final Integration of things, be

found in the possession of the man wliose faculties, on the whole, had the

best divining qualities."
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To these Lunian tostiiuoiiics let us add the ^vol•ds of Jesus

Christ: ''He that docth the truth coiueth to the light."

The highest truths are not reached hy reason alone, hut hy

spiritual rece})tivity. ^Music can be nnderstood only by the mu-

sically minded and art by the aesthetically accomplished. Love

cannot be reasoned out, nor goodness. All men, even sinners, have

a religious nature; they only need to use it and religious knowledge

will be achieved. The knowledge of persons especially demands

sympathy. One of the difficulties in writing and reading history

is that we can understand other lives onlv through a self-knowledae

that attunes in us the responsive chord to the meaning of their

lives. The perfect understanding of love is based on the accord

of wills. Therefore Tennyson makes the simple-minded wife of

the scholar say, "I cannot understand, I love." Our communica-

tion with persons lies in two strata, knowledge and love. By the

former, external things like facts and thoughts are communicated

;

by the latter, personality and power. Bc^ngel, commenting on the

lext, ''If any man willeth to do his will," comparing verb and noun

(^/Xt; and efKvi^a )j cries "Suavis harmonia!" that is, sweetest sym-

pathy, lieligion /^^ the accord of wills—God's will and man's.

Moral obedience brings mental illumination. ]\[an gets rid

of doubt by the abandonment of sin and the surrender of self.

Some little we do know from the start, not by reHection but by

perception. Any creature with a moral nature knows that there

is right and wrong and that character is the only power that brings

redemption from evil. Any moral vision that faces Jesus Christ

sees there the full ideal of character. Even those who never heard

of him have had dim glimpses of God in sacrificial love, in mother-

hood, in heroism and even the im])erfect goodness of humanity.

Submit to this vision and the light shall go up within thy soul.

Does a man say: "I am )iot a poet, I cannot interpret life in

rhythm and rhyme" ? AVhat of that if one's heart l(>aps up when
it beholds a rainbow or dances with the golden daffodils i The

poet is in him whether he can write poetry or not. Shall one say,

"I am not a theologian; I cammt foi'niulate religious truth" ^

What of it if any holy sj)ark of duty comes to the soul that gladly

lollows the gleam I
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All knowk'dge is a })rMgrcssi\(' cxpciiencc. It begins witli that

act of the will we call faith and then goes on to know the Lord.

Willing may be now and knowing hereafter. If the vision tarry,

wait for it. The guns of the fortress taken to-day bear on the

foe and forts of to-morrow. The way to strengthen faith is to

grow in holiness.

''Xot he that speaketh the name, but he that doeth the will"

is the rhythmic rendering by Longfellow of a saying of the ]\f aster.

How this simplifies Christian evidences by placing every man
within reach of salvation ! IIow' utterly nn-Christian are those

who would make difficult doctrines and perplexing problems the

fundamentals of faiih ! These things may be true, but if so the

saved man will find them out some day. Xo one is saved by them.

Be a true man and you will become a religious man. Be loyal to

the light you have and soon the Sun of righteousness will flood

heart and life with its glory. So Father Tabb sang:

1 give you the end of a golden string

And wind it into a ball;

It Avill bring you at last to heaven's gate

Built in Jerusalem's wall.

In his comment on the text on which this paper is based,

John 7. 17, Godet adds this touching story in a footnote:

Permit me to cite a bit of missionary history which seems to furnish

the most beautiful commentary on this saying of Jesus. It is taken from
the account of the sojourn in Lhassa, capital of Thibet, of MiM. Hue and

Gabet, the Catholic missionaries to China in 1846.

A physician formerly of the province of Yunnan showed much gen-

erosity. That young man, after his arrival at Lhassa, lived a life so

strange that every one called him the Chinese Hermit. He never went out

but to see sick folks and generally only those who were poor. The rich

asked his aid; he did not care to answer their invitations, save as forced by
necessity to gain subsistence; for he took nothing from the poor for the

service devoted to them. The time not absorbed in seeing the sick he con-

secrated to study, spending the greater part of the night with books. . . .

One day he came to see us in our little chapel as we were reciting the

breviary. He stopped near the door, waiting gravely and in silence. A
great colored image, representing the Crucified One, had doubtless fixed

his attention, for as soon as we had ended our prayers, he asked us

brusquely and without stopping for the usual courtesies, what that image
stood for. When we had answered his questions, he crossed his arms on
his breast, and, without saying a single word, remained motionless, his
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eyes fixed on the Crucified One. He kept that posture nearly half an hour;

his eyes at length overflowed with tears; he extended his arms toward

the Christ, then fell on his knees, thrice striking the ground with his brow,

and then raised himself, crying, "Behold the only Buddha that man can

worship!" Then turning to us, with a profound bow, he added: "You are

my masters, take me for your disciple."

Godet remarks: ''Such is the profound affinity between the

sotjl that iciUs io do the good as it has been revealed to his con-

science and the Christ by wlioni he beholds himself made to real-

ize it." Perhaps we should add that this lovely story convinces

us that even Abbe Hue ought to have learned from it that not by

Komish dogmas and sacraments nor even by Protestant creeds

and confessions does mail find God, but by following the inward

light of the soul until it leads at last to the Light of the World.

THE EDITOR'S PAPAL BULL

If the Editor of the Methodist Review were made our

Pope of Ministerial Edtication, probably he would not seriously

interfere with the program of the present Commission on Confer-

ence Courses of Study. Possibly he might make certain sugges-

tions as to textbooks, never, however, introduciiig works simply

because they echoed his o^vn opinions and prejudices, but always

those which had a high spiritual objective and were at the same

time challenges to fresh and original thinking.

But one bull he would issue and ordain : At tlie reception of

candidates for admission on trial or for election to full menibersbip

a special executive session of the Annual Conference shoidd be

held, attendance on which sliould be demanded of every member of

the body. At this session, made aflame with Pentecostal fervor

by song and prayer, each candidate should be required to briefly

state three facts: 1. He should give his testimony as to personal

religious experience; 2. He should declare the reasons that had

impelled him to enter the ministry; 3. He should state his own

convictions as to religious doctrines, and not merely recite the

formulas found in a book.
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It is not in books or in the decrees of councils that any man
can find true faith, but in heart, brain, and life. The Editok

might issue this as a sort of a papal bull, but it is by no means

a popish method of procedure. The Protestant philosophy of re-

ligion is not based on external authority but on inward spiritual

certainty. The principle of "the right of private judgment" has

been the ideal of all the gi'eat leaders of evangelical religion

—

such as Paul, Luther, and John Wesley. The ignorant demand
made to-day by many excellent folks for limiting the range of the

study and thought of ministers and members to a lot of cut-and-

dried traditional theological propositions is born of a strange fear-

complex based on a subtle skepticism of their own, which has de-

stroyed their spiritual freedom. Orthodoxy cannot be saved by a

method which would make religion a dead and motionless thing.

Christianity can be kept alive only by a living faith that breathes

in a spiritual atmosphere and feels the thrill of a Kingdom climate.

We examine men in Doctrine and Discipline, but are we in-

terested in the actual doctrines they think and the religious dis-

cipline that orders their living ? There is little danger of heresy

in men who have a first-hand piety, straight from the throne, and

who share with Jesus Christ his heartbreak over lost souls and

a lost world. What is fundamental in religion? This: "Other

foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ."

It is upon a living Person that the church must be built and not

on a lot of propositions uttered by dry-as-dust theologues. The

church must continue to issue, as norms for teaching, creeds, and

confessions by councils, assemblies, synods, and conferences.

These rational forms of religious thinking will constantly be re-

stated as the mind of the world grows, but Jesus Christ continues

"the same yesterday, to-day, and forever." And it is those who

trust and follow him that come to know most certainly the truth

about him.

What, then, should be our test of ministerial qualification?

Certainly they should pass critical examinations on educational

themes. But while much of the stuiT of the sermon can be got from

books, that is only the body of tlio ^ennon. The soul of the sermon

is a message out of life. If preachers would confine their pulpit
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work more closely to truths that they have lived and which will

lielp to shape the lives of their congregations, much of the extra-

confessional opinions which are l>eing blatantly proclaimed by

some as fundamental would be sent to the scrapheap where they

belong. If only we Methodists would follow more closely the tol-

erant teaching of John Wesley, our father in God, on these mat-

ters ! He may have been rather autocratic, but he was one of the

wisest Popes that the whole history of Christendom has known.
.

WOMAN IX AN ANCIENT CHURCH
;,

;

• Pal'l, at Troas, heard a voice and saw a man calling him to

Philippi. When he got there he found, not a man, but a company

of women. There they w^cre, the four missionaries—Paul, Silas,

Luke, and Timothy—with a few women, for their audience. Were

they disappointed ''i I think not. Timothy could not forget his

pious mother and gTandmother, who had taught him the way to

God; the physician, Luke, by his profession perhaps, had been

brought unto those sympathetic relations with women which tinge

his Gospel with its feminine charm; while Silas, whose very name

is a short pet name for Sylvanus, must remember the mother that

gave it to him.

And what about Paul ? If, as seems probable, he had been a

member of the Jewish Sanhedrin, he had been a married man.

A widower now, possibly an unhappy marriage in his youth had

put a stern note into much that he says about women. Yet he

was too much the Christian missionary to neglect any opportunity

to preach Jesus and the resurrection.

It is a pretty picture, the quiet nook by the river side, the

open-air prayer meeting, and the little group—Euodias and

Syutyche }^)erhaps, but certainly and chief of all, Lydia, without

Avhom there might not have been any meeting at all. And so in

a woman's prayer meeting began tlie first Christian church in

]Curope, the mother church c>f all the we-tern world, the most

loved and most loving chnivli in the New Tt\vtament. Paul was

its foundc)', Lnkr its first pastor, but a band of noble women seems
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to have fiiraislied the core of its mciiihershi]). A little later, in

writing to tlicm, Paul exhorts: ''Help those women who labored

with nie in tlic «^os])el." Jesus Christ won that clay a nobler victory

than that of Julius Ctesar at Philippi a generation or two before.

It began in the conquest of a woman's heart and heralded the sub-

jugation of Euro^K' aiid America to the Cross.

So this church at Philippi seems to have been distinctively a

woman's church. Two of its three charter members, Lydia and

a Greek slave girl, were women. The same seeuis to have been

true of tbe other ^Macedonian churehes, Berea and Thessalonica,

where among the earliest converts were "chief women," "bonor-

able women not a few." Paul had the same experience in Achaia,

where he found Damaris at Athens, and finally met at Corinth

Priscilla, the outstanding woman leader of the early church, who

Hamack has suggested may have been the author of the Epistle

to the Ilebrews.

It is true of both false religions and true that their final for-

tress of power is in the heart of womanhood. Thus far in history,

few women have fouiid first rank among the great creative geniuses

who have adorned the world : they have furnished no Plato in the

province of philosophy, no Paphael in the realm of art, and no

Beethoven to weave the magic s]»ell of music. P>ul in the loftiest

sphere of life, that of sainthood,- they stand supreme. The highest

written of all mortal names is that of a woman, the virgin mother

of our Lord.

And this is especially the genius of Christianity. There is

something in our faith that a])]-)eals to women—the babe in the

manger, the daughters of Israel, the mini-tering women of Galilee,

the sisters of Bethany, the weeping ^iagdalenc. 'Vho most affect-

ing monument of mediaeval art is tbe oft repeated l^icta, represent-

ing the holy women paying the last honors of love to the crucified

Christ. ]>ast at the cross, they were first at the sejnileher. Though

no woman was chosen for the ajwstolate, yet tlu.y were the first

witnesses and heralds of the gospel of the resurrection. By a true

instinct, the women of the first century seem to have divined that

the gospel brought the ]u-omise n{ a higher life for womanhood and

the centuries have viiiilicai(>d their trust.
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O woman hearts, that keep the days of old

In loving memory, can you stand back

When Christ calls? Shall the heavenly Master lack

The serving love which is your heart's fine gold?

Do you forget the hand that placed the crown
Of happy fr-oedom on the woman's head,

And took her from the dying and the dead,

Lifting the wounded soul long trodden down?

Do you forget who bade the morning break

And snapped the fetters of the iron years?

The Saviour calls for service; from your fears

Rise, girt with faith, and work for his dear sake!

The original PLi]i])piaii ratio of two to one still exists in the

modern church. This sexual inequality has often been made the

basis of stupid and cynical criticism. The prei>onderance of men

in the penitentiary is certainly not an argument in favor of crime!

Women do keep up the church, and many other good things ^vould

perish without their patronage and aid. If men too often seem

to have deserted the church is it not because they first have deserted

love, purity, and all the finer graces of life?

The church at PJiilippi was a family church. From the first,

household religion was em}>]ia6ized. Its first members joined by

families, those of Lydia and the jailer. Here is woman's supreme

sphere. Whatever views we may take on the woman question as

a whole, \vc are all agreed as to her domestic supremacy. It is

motherhood that recreates the world. At this moment, it is upon

European motherhood that rests the burden of replacing the man-

hood murdered in the Great War, In these frail vessels the mys-

terious treasure of human life })asses from generation to genera-

tion. Xo words are more jwtent to the mind and heart of any

true man than ''wife" and "inolhcr." They represent the good for

which men chietly toil and fight. I suppose that no man can sjx^ak

with jx'rfect mastery and taste upon this theme. Woman is, after

all, a mystery to man, pcrha]>s also to herself. She is the strangest

combination of strength and weakness. Gay, light-liearted, and

almost frivolous among the fiowers and at tlie festival of life, let

stoi'm and wrath conw and her white arms become a shield to

protect her loved ones. We touch lierc a pov^•cr quil(' dificreut ivoia
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tliat "wliich rules in state and market-place. The divine secret of

love Avliicli best interprets Calvary is hidden in the heart of mother-

hood.
.

"

Happy he

With such a mother! Faith in womankind
Comes easy to him; though he trip and fall.

He shall not blind his soul with clay.

Home is the fountain head of society and character and

women larg(-ly rule it. When they are shallow, vain, and frivo-

lous, men become cruel, selfish, and brutal. AVhen they are pure,

true, and strong, they help to create purity, truth, and strength.

The condition of womanhood is a touchstone by which all civiliza-

tion and social oi'der may be tested. Her ruin is worse than the

fall of angels. It is still out of the home that flow the forces that

shape the d(:^tinies of the nations and the world. Still worse than

the nationalization of women, which may sporadically have oc-

curred in one or two small communities in Kussia, but which even

Bolshevism dix's not jjropose, is the nationalization of childreu,

which is not only preached in Kussia but practiced by the educa-

tional systems of America. The family dare not surrender its

natural rights to the school or the state without social decay.

The church at Phili}tpi was a missionary church. It was so

from the first. Lydia was the earliest contributor. Paul had

hardly left them and gone on to Thessalonica, when their gifts

followed him once and again. As he procec^ls to Corinth, still the

Macedonian collections })ursuc him. He makes them the pattern

of Christian stewardship in that greatest treatise on giving, the

second letter to the Corinthians. This women's church, this house-

hold church, was also a missionary church.

This indicates a wider sphere than the home for woman's

work. These women were indeed Paul's ''fellow laborers in the

Lord." Their activities burst the bounds of domestic life. Here

we must respect the wisdom nf Romanism; the most conservative

of bodies, slie has recognized that there are many women without

home ties, with gifts that go beyond the family fence, and she has

emph>yed tijcm freely. All uur tlieorics must giv(^ way before such

a phenoincntjii as Joan of Arc, a peasant gii'l, for whom the sheep-
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fold was too narrow a field, and wlio became the inspired shep-

herdess of a nation. A woman's field, like that of a man, must

be the world. And so it has ever been. In every holy war they

first lift lip the banners of the crusading hosts. Xo great cause

can succeed without them, and whatever evil is opposed by the

dccpiest heart of womanhood is already doomed.

Of course, woman's chief work must be for women. These

self-respecting and influential women of ^Macedonia could not neg-

lect their less fortunate sisters in licentious Corinth and impover-

ished Jerusalem. As Paul in his vision saw and heard a man, so

our sisters hear the bitter cry of womanhood, burdened with an-

cestral wrongs. In the slums of our cities they are transforming

kennels into homes; into the seclusion of harem life they bear the

good news of God ; to the bedside of pain they carry the medical

skill of Christendom. Well dcnps Kipling put into tlie mouth of

the suffering womanhood of India, in his ''Song of the "Women,"

in praise of the medical mission of Lady Dufferin, directing spirit*

in which were our own Isabella Thoburn and Clara Swain:

If she have seut her servants in our pain,

If she have fought with Death and dulled liis sword,

If she have given back our sick again

And to the breast the weakling lips restored.

Is it a little thing that she hath wrought?

.. Then life and death and mo(herhood be naught.

What can women do? Every day new doors of opportunity

open to their eager quest. Meantime, they still can do what for

centuries they have lioen doing. They can gi\e like the poor

widow, who, ofTcriug her all, won the fa\or of the Lord; they can

pray like the Syro-Phanician, whose heart-broken wail brought

healing from his word ; they can serve like ^Mary of Bethany, whoso

loving hands broke the costly vase of love's fragrance, and of whom
he said : ''She hath done what she could." •.
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RETURXIXG HOME

An Aftek-Vacatiox Ixkflectiox

The saddest sight in the universe is a man in ruins. Such

was that Gadarene demoniac whom the Saviour found among the

tombs and rescued, giving liini back to the sovereign keeping of

liis own right reason. Tlie life of the Healer brooded over him,

crowding out the old darkness and despair and bringing in the

new peace of a holv trust. Xo wonder he wanted to stay with

Jesus, and we wonder at the Master's refusal. He granted the

prayer of demons and let tlicm enter the swine, granted the prayer

of the Gergesenes and departed from their coasts, but denied the

prayer of the rescued soul and tells him to go to his own home

and there witness for Christ,

It was wholly natural iliat he should wish to stay with the

Master. Love ever cries with Paith, "Entreat me not to leave thee,

or to turn from following after thee." We long to abide with those

we love and give our whole lives to a loving cleaving to them. Yet

it may be a greater lo\c than can endure and even invite separa-

tion for love's sake. Devotion may as surely bo shown by absence

as by presence.

Doubtless there was a helple^s feeling of dei>endence upon

the Lord. Sin had cut away the foundation of his self-reliance,

and he felt that he could only keep saved in the presence of the

Saviour. Yet the saving power of Christ is not for any one time

or place. We must learn to lean not on the human presence but

the Divine might.

Perhaps his own misconduct had caused his downfall, and

he was asham<'d to go back to his old associalions. Old faces and

places might bring back the past like an ugly dream and the pain-

ful memories be of themselves enough to drive him away again

from among men and into the av.-ful shadow of the tombs. Yet

home he must go and there live down his shame and prove his

manhood.

It is so easy to believe we couM be very much more pious in

a dilTerent environment. If only we could leave worldly associa-

tions, live in that more religious iieighborhood, hear that wonder-
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fill proflelior, enjoy that richer spirituiil followahlp, liow en^y it

Nvouhl be to grow in grace and live the holy life!

The last lesson that many good people learn is that it is our

duty to create blessings rather than enjoy them. Indeed, the en-

joyment business broke do^\^l in the Garden of Eden, and man has

been given the bigger job of turning the desert into a garden.

Perhaj^s tliis man wanted to be an apostle. The church has

often most unwisely yielded to the impoi'tunities of reclaimed

reprobates and given them the care of souls. The wisest of these

redeemed souls have themselves seen this clearly and found their

most fruitful ministry in rescue work among their own associates.

Home has the first claim; the man who neglects it is little

better than a vagabond, whether it be Dives on his vacation tour

or Lazarus on the tramp. All life's purposes cluster about the

home ; for its sake all institutions exist ; at its altar fires are kin-

dled all the torches of civilization; and when the kingdom of God

is fully realized upon the earth it will bo but the linked confederacy

of myriads of happy homes.

The greatest home work is telling about Jesus and what he

has done for us. For it is the evil spirit that makes us wander,

while tlie good Spirit sends us home. Probably in the former days

this man's rare homecomings had been a terror to his family; now

it is a joy as he comes with the light of love in his heart and the

message of love on his lips. There, where the \vrong had been done,

was the place to make restitution and undo the past by a future

sjicnt in obedience to the ^[astei'. The one supreme need of the

church in our time, as in every age, is family religion. Our great-

est work is always nearer than we think.

Some of us have just returned home from a few weeks of

rest and recreation. Some of the demons of didlnrss and weariness

have been cast out. Shall we not bring to our own household, to

our home church, and to the community where we live a fresh testi-

mony of the grace that has redeemed us ? It is not the glory of an

angel that he shines, but that he serves.
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THE HOUSE OF THE INTERPRETER

Thk Bible is not a textbook ot theology'; it is a record of religious

experience. Therefore its truths arc not stated in scientific terms, but

in the vernacular and in the tropic speech of literature. This places it in

^vhat DeQuincey called the literature of power, Avhose worth i.s abiding,

rather than the scientific literature, which changes with every generation.

The Bible does not give us truth primarily in the form of abstract propo-

sitions, but concretely, in pictures and symbols. This is the method of

life, more enduring and gripping than that of logic.

This may have been a reason that the Hebrew, and not the Greelc,

became the chief instrument of divine revelation. The Hebrew was not

afraid to use earthly imagery even in describing God and his attributes.

The God of the Bible is one that touches us in all human and earthly ways.

What we commonly call the natural, or ontological, attributes of God
are rarely defined in such abstract terms as we use—omnipotence, ubiquity,

omniscience—but are portrayed in terms of human senses and organs.

The Old Testament Scriptures especially speak of the eye, hand, arms, ear,

and even the wings of the Lord—meaning his knowledge, power, sym-

pathy, etc.

While we should, probably, have more doctrinal preaching in the

pulpit of to-day, the modern mind in the men of the street is frequently

best reached by this concrete method of expression. Here are brief ab-

stracts of that sort of sermons.

The Eves of the Lokd

The eyes of God are a symbol of his knowledge— linked to his omni-

presence and omniscience. This must not be taken literally. Wc have

eyes only in the head, but God. as was once said, is "all eye." He Is the

sensorium of the universe. In the Apocalypse, three times are the eyes

of the glorified Christ described as a "flame of fire," so penetrating is the

sight that pierces like an X-ray the solid-seeming universe. Tlie seven

golden lamps of Zechariah's vision are described as ''the eyes that run

to and fro through the whole earth." A blind God would be no God at all.

"He that formed the eye, shall he not see?" (Psa. 94. 9.)

I. The Doctrine. We begin definitions of Deity by saying, "God is an
infinite Spirit." On those two words, "infinite" and "Spirit" rest his

natural attributes. As the soul is in the body, so is God in the universe.

"In Him we live and move and have our being."

3. Defined. That God sees is implicitly denied by atheism, pantheism,

and dvism. It cannot be said of an impersonal God, an abstract principle,

or an absentee First C^use. It is not the omnipresence of knowledge or

influence merely. Creation implies that the whole God is everywhere pres-

ent both in act and person. God looks after things himself; he does not

need proxies in his government. Psalm 139 is the classic on this con-

ception. God outstrips the swift thought of man, outflies the sunbeam.

Cling to the whistling mane of the fiyiug wind, leap astride the swift

steeds of the lightning, and we find him waiting for us at every goal of

being.
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2. Emphasized. The ubiquitous God is specially manifest in some
particular time or place, just as the human soul acts throughout the

body, but is most at home in the brain and best revealed in the face. No-

where is this more tremendously true than in the place of •worship, "Lo,

God is here! let us adore." In prayer, "Draw nigh unto the Lord and he
•will draw nigh unto you." So may the eyes of faith look into the eyes

of our heavenly Father.

3. True of God only. Man's knowled^;e is but the shadow of God's.

The best of human eyes are imperfect; even by adding lenses to them we
see but a little way into the infinitely great or small. Indeed, it is an

attempt to borrow God's eyes v/hen •sve use the telescope, spectroscope, etc.,

his ears in the radio, telephone, etc. Even memory is but God telling

you something of your past. lie sees and knows it all.

4. All assent to these truths, but few realize them. The fool says

in his heart that there is no God, but that man Is a bigger fool who
acknowledges his existence and ignores it. Yet he sees us as no one else.

We live in concentric circles. The world beholds us outwardly, friends

and family more penetratingly, but what does he see who "looketh upon

the heart"? To practically l>elleve this truth •vN'ould transform our lives

and revolutionize the world. The "practice of the presence of God" is the

very soul of religion.

II. Its Application. The metaphysics of ubiquity and omniscience

no man can fathom. But the practical truth of an available God is tonic

to the conscience, comfort to the heart, and strength to the life.

1. As a warning. "All things are naked before the eyes of him with

whom we have to do." Yes, we have to do with him—that is the solemn

significance of the saying, "Thou God seest me." He is no idle spectator;

he is the unescapable partner of our lives. God needs no police; his de-

tection is perfect. There is no hiding from him; we can cut no cloak from

a cloud nor weave any robe from the darkness through which he cannot

see. There is no safeguard like light, no protection like publicity. Once

men put up shutters and fastened them with bolts and bars; now they

put in plate glass and the electric light.

Adam in the garden hides when he hears the voice of Jehovah, but

like a lightning flash it reveals his soul to be more naked than his body.

Shut the doors, pull down the curtains, put out the light, and there ho is,

the unescapable God. What does man see when he looks at us? Probably

more than we guess, for even human eyes are sharper than we think.

What does God see? the respectable sham, the selfish soul, the greedy

swine, etc. Is it uncomfortable to be watched?

2. As a comfort. It is not a dread but a delight to sing "Nearer, my
God, to thee." For the eyes of the Lord are not only judging but loving

eyes. More than the ministry of serapli, the warmth of sunshine, the soft

loveliness of starlight, is it to walk in the light of the Lord, to "so live

as in the Great Taskmaster's eye" (Milton). So Moses "endured as see-

ing him who is invisible." In this misunderstanding and unappreciative

world, in the midst of abuse and slander, in pain, sorrow and temptation,

how blessed to say. "lie knov.-s"! Is it terrible to endure the steady ga?:e

of an All-Seeing and All-Knowing God? There is something more dread-
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fill still—tlie dream of a world without God, the vacant, empty eyesocket

of Richter's awful dream. "The eyes of the Lord are upon the righteous

and his ears are open unto their cry."

3. As help. Power is linked to presence and knowledge. "The eyes

of the Lord run to and fro throughout the whole earth to show hiuistll

strong in behalf of those whose heart is perfect before him." 2 Chron.

16. 9. He is more than a spectator, he is an actor in our lives. The seeing

Spirit is a helping Spirit. Criminals wait until the patrol has passed to

perpetrate their crime, but the great Guardian of the world is always and

everywhere "on the beat." "He that keepeth Israel slumbereth not nor

sleepetb." The eyes of the Lord! No drowsiness invades those eyeballs,

no heaviness rests on his eyelids, no dullness dims the clearness of that

vision. So close are his own to him that they are the very "apple

of his eye."

What can God see when he looks at me? Let me also ask, What doer,

he want to see? Here are lines we learned in childhood:

"God can see me every day;
When I work and when I play,

When I read and when I talk.

When I run and when I walk.
When I eat and when I drink,

r When I only sit and think.
When I laugh and when I cry,

God is watching, ever nigh."

"U.NDER His Wings"

Passages referred to: Deut. 32. 11; Ruth 2. 12; Psa. 17. 8; 36. 7; 55. 1;

61. 4; 91. 1, 4; Ex. 19. 4; Matt. 23. 37.

The "wings of Jehovah" are repeated again and again in the Old

Testament as a symbol of the sheltering care and the brooding love of

our heavenly Father. In the song of Moses God is pictured like an eagle

feeding his young, nestling over thein and teaching them the joy of flight.

In the holy enigma of the cherubim who support the throne of the Eternal,

we find wings that the Almighty uses for flying, shelter and defense. In

the holy of holies they bent above the ark and their outstretched wings

filled the room. It was under the shadow of these wings that Israel ap-

proached God. To hide beneath them was to flee to the sanctuary of God,

to find forgiveness at his mercy seat.

I. 'Wiiujs Si/mhoJizr lligJit. They are among the most remarkable

structures in nature, growing long pinions along the forearm of the bird

to secure the mastery of the air.

1. God comes to our help. Not only may we flee to him; he will

fly to us. His wings are swift wings. Strange, perhaps exaggerated,

stories are told of the rapid flight of birds, such as of carrier pigeons at

90 miles per hour and swallows 400 miles in six hours. In the 18th Psalm,

the singer cries: "In my distress I called upon Jehovah and cried unto my
God. . . . He bowed the heavens and came down and darkness was under

his feet; and he rode upon a cherub nnd did fly; yea, he did fly on the

wings of the wind." Swifter than swallow's or eagle's fiiglit, the wings
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of God sweep through space and outstrip the comet's fiery \Yheels in com-

ing to the he]p of his beloved.

2. He carries his own. "I bore you on eagles' wings and brought you

unto myself." "He sent from above, he took me and drew me out of

great waters." His wings are not only swift, they are sii-ong. And he

will teach us to fly. Man has always longed for the conquest of the air,

and now he Is beginning to realize the prophecy of Tennyson:

"See the heavens fill vvith commerce, argosies of happy sails,

Pilots of the purple twilight dropping down with costly bales."

But it is in a deeper spiritual sense that God teaches his children to fly.

"They shall mount up on wings as eagles."

II. ^Vings Symbolize tilicltcr. They are a part of the protective cloth-

ing of a bird. Very curious in structure are feathers, with their roof-

like arrangement, impervious to wind and water.

1. From the elements. They protect from the sun and the rain.

Nothing is more grateful in the treeless Orient than shade, warding away
the swift arrows of the sun from a cloudless sky. The wings of the Al-

mighty are slieltering wings. They hide from the hot rays of passion,

from that blinding glare and glitter of the vrorld. They protect from the

storms of trial, sorrow and aflliction. "In the shadow of thy wings will I

make my refuge until my calamity be overpast."

2. From enemies. "He shall cover thee with his feathers." His wings
are s«/e wings. (Some birds use wings as weapons.) The powers of

the air are against us—bad men and evil spirits—as hawks and kites

threaten domestic fowls. Nothing can hurt the life that liidcs iu God.

"How often would I gather you," appeals the Saviour. See the little

downy balls at the sudden call of warning to the brood come running to

her; they may not see the hawk, they hear and obey the call.

III. V>'ings Symbolize Comfort. "Because Thou hast been my help,

under the shadow of thy wings will I rejoice." His wings are warm and

soft wings. Do you say you have no feeling? It is because sin has be-

numbed you; come inside and get thawed out. It is a pleasant place.

Under the wing means next to the bosom, close to the heart. It is love's

nest when the dearest are the nearest and love broods its own. There
are birdr, that make nests of their feathers. And his wings are wide wings

—they can cover all our lives and all our interests from the cradle to

the grave.

Come in under those golden feathers of wisdom, power, and love, the

outstretched pinions of providence and grace.

"My Times are ix Tifv Hands" (Psa. 31. 15)

(This sketch deals only incidentally with the word "hands" as illus-

trative of a Divine attribute.)

There is no harder lesson to learn than trust. The world needs great

believers more than it docs great poets. We are constantly taking our
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case out of God's bands. Nothing can fail with God; nothing can succeed

without hini.

I, What Is Meant by "Times"? It implies the entire allotment of our

lives.

1. Life iu its development. From the cradle to tlie grave, he is Lord

of life. He made all the time there is; "From everlasting to everlasting

thou art God." So Whittier calls him:

"Our Fathers' God, from out whose hand

The centuries fall like grains of sand."

Childhood, youth, manliood, age—in all "He leadeth me."

2. Life iu its vicissitudes. All events are of his choosing. Prosperity

or adversity—either may be given or tempered by him. The sharp pains

are short pains and the long pains are light pains to those who place

their lives in the hand.s of the Almighty.

3. Life in its higher possibilities. Put your life in his hands if you

would make the most of it. Better than even to bear "hard times," or to

"have a good time," is it to let him .shape our being for the higher blessed-

ness of holy living.

4. Life in its duration. Every monient is a gift from God. What use

have we made of these continual treasures he hands us? "With Him is

the fountain of life."

5. Life in its destiny. As the past was of his clioosing and the

present of his giving, so the future will be of his ordering. Out of his

hands flow both rewards and punishments. Shall we get into his right or

his left hand? So David cries: "Let me fall into the hand of God." Not
only time but eternity is in his hands.

IL What Do Wc Know of the Hand? To trust as well as to submit

we must know something about it. Cold stoicism is not religion.

1. It is a Hand of Power. It is the hand that made the Avorlds, that

guides the planets iu their course, that holds the ocean in his hollow palm.

"Power bclongeth unto God." It is a comfort in our littleness to know
that we have a great God. His strength brings quiet to the restlessness

of our feeble lives.

2. It is a Hand of Skill. Power is not enough. If God were only

brutal might we would flee from him and hide, not go to him for help.

We cannot trust a steam engine. What we need is not blind but knowing
strength. In the God of Creation and Providence there is artistry as well

as might. ]Mere blundering would be terrible, however strong. Not only

he can, but ho knous.'

3. A Hand of Love. Wc can only see the complete God in Jesus Christ.

His is tlic hand that touched the leper to health and the dead to life.

His is the hand that holds the nail prints of sacrifice, the hand that shall

wipe away all tears from weeping eyes.

Give him your "times" and he will give you his eternity.
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THE ARENA

THE VIRGIN BIRTH AND THE GODHOOD OF JESUS

In the July-Augusl number of the Review Dr. Harold Paul Sloan

writes ou the Godhood of Jesus, proposing three questions which bear on

the subject. The second and third seem to me just now of less moment,
and we may let them pass. But the first question is answered in such

fashion that some revision seems to be necessary.

Doctor Sloan makes the mistake of Imagining that first of all the

question of the Godhood of Jesus is irrevocably wrapped up in the problem

of the Virgin Birth, and that to do away with the latter, or to leave it in

any sense uncertain, is to shake all belief in the major thesis. That seems
a quite specious assumption. While this writer is willing to affirm that

faith, so far as he is able to come to a conclusion, yet it has no bearing

as such upon his faith in the Godhood of Jesus. We do not believe in the

God in Christ because of the Virgin Birth, but the Virgin Birth begins to

have some ground of credence when we realize that God was in Christ.

And if we find it impossible to accept the first-century phrasing that told

of Jesus, we do not therefore and accordingly become Unitarians. That
is ab&uid. And it seems to me hardly courteous, to say the least, for

Doctor Sloan to insinuate such an accusation against Doctor Fosdick and
Professor Lewis. It also seems to me worth while to remind Doctor Sloan

that he is in error when he says that biology knows nothing of a virgin

birth. And the historical evidences for a like origin for the founders of

other religions may be as well attested as those concerning our Lord. We
may as well admit that the New Testament evidences are rather against

the belief than for it. In any event, a miraculous birth could not make
Jesus our Clirist if there were no other source for that faith. We must,

and we certainly can, find other and better reasons than that of a super-

natural origin.

Again, Doctor Sloan seems to be out to defend the Incarnation as a

doctrine rather than to set forth the Life that gave rise to the doctrine.

We must remember that Incarnation is only a theological term, and the

"modern mind," of which Doctor Sloan wearies, has no inclination to

merely invest theological terms with a halo. And somehow it remains
to be proven to this writer that the "rejection of the eternal personal pre-

existence of the Son as God loses the Incarnation."

Doctor Sloan makes other rather gratuitous assertions that hardly

reflect critical analysis of the facts involved. What gives him the right

to say that "
'J^Ioderu mind' is not science, it is not philosophy, it is

simply a mental bias, a sentiment, a subjectivity, and nothing more"?
To assert a thing is not to prove it. Or, how near the truth does he come
by saying that "Outv,ard civilization has developed out of all proportion

to the soul"? After all, v.iiat is man's soul? Are not invention, commerce,
and sports as much exju-essions of the soul as poetry, painting, and litera-

ture? Now, v.e v.ill admit that this is an age of objectivity; but we will

not admit that as such man is less a man. And I doubt if this objectivity,
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except as an incidental feature, has any bearing on what we fear is a

decadence of the times.

Another assertion that is amusing, and I cannot understand one of

Doctor Sloan's ability making the remark, is that a lack of genuine phil-

osophical training is responsible for a bias against the Virgin Birth, for

that is -what the accusation amounts to. Rather it is the critical attitude

of mind that has brought the question into the open court, and demanded
a facing of aU the facts.

Perhaps the most glaring of these assumptions is that because the

Virgin Birth may be a matter of question, therefore all supernatural ele-

ments are likewise and accordingly discarded. We wish Doctor Sloan

would not make such distinctions between natural and supernatural as

he implies, for a belief in the so-called supernatural is not even in doubt.

Because this miracle of the "Virgin Birth may be questioned does not

per se insist that all miracles are in question. Indeed, the whole question

of miracle and the supernatural is not the point at issue. The issue is

whether any miracle or any expression of the supernatural is true or

false. The question is not if Jesus could walk on the water; it is rather,

did he? Doctor Sloan admits that "the supernatural is as natural as law,"

and yet he erects his argument into a defense of supernatural as though

it were not natural at all. Some of us resent the implication that to ques-

tion a thing is to throw it overboard, or that to question one thing is to

disbelieve in all things. Doctor Sloan's assertions are somewhat too

sweeping, in view of the facts.

F. C. Mills.

Jamaica Plain, Boston, Mass.

BIBLICAL RESEARCH

EPIGRAPHIC SIDE-LIGHTS ON THE NAME "JESUS"

Thk inscriptions from the time of Alexander the Great to the time

of Constantino the Great have for the understanding of the New Testa-

ment, and primitive Christianity especially, an indirect value. They are

of value for the great preparatory investigations of hi.story of language,

religion, and culture of the Mediterranean world, and illuminate for us,

therefore, the psychic background of the age of the rise of Christianity.' It

is forever remarkable that in the New Testament itself an ancient in-

scription is used in order to show the connection between the gospel and
the ancient world. I mean the inscription on the altar at Athens, men-
tioned in Acts 17, of whose genuineness I am sure in spite of the impor-
tant book of my Berlin colleague, Edurtrd Norden, Ayno'itos Thcos.

The investigation of these inscriptions will more and more promote
the understanding of two facts: the contrast between the gospel and the

ancient world, and the contact of the gospel with the ancient world. It

' For furlfier iijforniation about these problems compare my book Licht vorn Oaten, 4tli cd.,

Tiibir.^.cD (MuLr). l'J2[S.
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is true that the inscriptions on these points are not of so much value as

the papyri. The inscriptions are for the most part written with more
attempt after style than the papyri; and so they are not so living as the

human documents on papyrus. Nevertheless, their value is considerable.

I should like to give an example concerning the history of the name Jesus.

In the discussions about the so-called "pre-Christian"' Jesus it has

been stated that the name Jesus is an old Semitic cult name. But I think

it can be certainly demonstrated that this hypothesis is mistaken. There
are especially some inscriptions which can serve to help to elucidate this

question. The most important of these inscriptions is a recently discovered

Greek epitaph from Leontopolis in Egypt.

There are nearly three dozen inscriptions from a Jevrish cemetery in

Tell el Yahoudieh, which the Cairo papyrologist Mr. C. C. Edgar has pub-

lished in the Annales du Service des Antiqultcs de I'Egypte, t. 19 and 22.

Tell el Yahoudieh is the old Leontopolis; for the discovery of this im-

portant place we are indebted to a British Egyptologist, Dr. Flinders

Petrie. Leontopolis, at the time of the beginnings of Christianity, was
the center of one of the most interesting religious movements of Judaism.

A descendant of a Jewish priestly family named Onias had here, as is

well known, erected a Jewish temple which was independent of Jerusalem,

and also had a quite peculiar position in the whole Jewish Diaspora.

The inscriptions published by Mr. Edgar cast a wonderful light on
the religious mentality of this branch of Judaism. "We observe here a

degree of Helleuization which can scarcely be seen anywhere else. Cer-

tainly, the translation of the Scptuagint was in itself an extraordinary

Helleuization of Jewish monotheism, but that had still retained a strong

foundation of Semitism, and it had nowliere consciously taken over the

artistic forms of Hellenism. Neither the Song of Solomon nor the Psalms
in the Septuagint show the slightest influence of H.ellenistic versification.

We discover in the Jewish Egyptian literature which came down to us

only in a few fragments the first examples of the hexameter, by the epic

poets Philo and Theodotus. The inscriptions in the cemetery of Tell el

Yahoudieh are a remarkable evidence for a strong infiuence of Greek

poetic form on Judaism. Some of them are in distich form and indiciite

the clear influence of Greek monumental epigrams. They do not stand

on a high level of poetic art; they are formed, like the great majority of

Greek monumental inscriptions, on a schematic form by local anonymous
poets. But in spite of this they are the proof of a strongly marked pro-

cess of Helleuization, and for this reason they are also important for

the historian of Christianity. Judaism of the Dispersion had already paved

the way in advance for what we may call, in Harnack's phrase, "Hel-

leuization of Christianity." We may indicate the evidence for this Hel-

leuization of Judaism under three headings.

First, the religious vocabulary is already, by means of the Septuagint,

to a very large extent prepared for Christianity. In considering some
Jewish Latin inscriptions from Rome, we can observe that before the

translation of the Bible into Latin a Latinization of some parts of the

Old Testament vocabulary had already taken place. To a very much
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greater extent, before the rise of Christianity, the Hcllenization of the

religious vocabulary wliich was required for Christianity had taken place.

Secondly, long before the rise of Christianity, there had been in Ju-

daism a conscious amalgamation y>etweer. Judaism and ancient philosophy.

The summit of this development is seen in Philo of Alexandria. Classical

Apostolic Christianity did not directly link on to this. In primitive Chris-

tianity there are not lacking traces of connection with ancient thought, but

these are only of a general character. Paul, especially, when he shows
signs of Greek thought, had rather gained it unconsciously through the

atmosphere in which he lived than definitely studied it. The first con-

scious connection with the Philo line of development appears to be the

Epistle to the Hebrews, not the Gospel of John, not even the prologue to

the Gospel of John. The line taken by Philo then takes the lead in the

apologists of the second century, and from that time on becomes the chief

characteristic line of the development of literary Christianity.

Thirdly, there was also a conscious linking up of Judaism to ancient

poetry. Here also classical Christianity has not itself linked onto this

line. There are indeed a few quotations from ancient poets in the New
Testament, but everywhere in the New Testament where we find Christian

poetical lines, in the letters of Paul and elsewhere, they do not have the

true Hellenistic artistic form. It v,as first comparatively late that

Christianity took possession of the ancient forms of poetry, without no-

ticing that in doing so it attempted something that was really impossible.

I regard the rendering of John's Gospel into hexameters by Nonnos as a

real act of spiritual violence to the soul of Saint John.

The inscriptions of Tell el Yahoudieh, whose influencing by the vo-

cabularj'' of the Septuagint would itself form an interesting chapter, are

of particular value for the investigators, because they can be exactly local-

ized and dated. The greater number of them come from the time of

Augustus. They are almost all dated with the year, month, and day, and

are quite as distinct historical documents as most of the papyri.

In general it can be said that we have in these inscriptions a witness

of quite peculiar value for the religious history immediately before the

Christian era. I must not omit to remark that one would gain a false im-

pression of Egj'ptian Judaism if one only had these inscriptions, which

are influenced so strongly by the worldly culture. "We ought not to forget

that It was especially the Egyptian Jevrs who had the courage for martyr-

dom. Their protest against the Roman Emperor worship is also a protest

against worldly culture.

For the scientific invcstigntion of these inscriptions it is most to be

desired that facsimiles of the texts should be taken. I have to thanli the

kindness of Mr. Edgar for a squeeze of one of these inscriptions which is

perhaps the most interesting of tlie whole collection, and about this I will

say something.

It is a very extraordinarj- text. Suppose you found the following

Y'ords in a mutilated papyrus fragment: "1 am Jesus. ... I went iiito

Hades. . , . Thou art my child." Perhaps you would thinlc that you

had there a fragment of a lost gospel, perhaps a Gnostic gospel. "I am
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Jesus" sounds like a quotation from Acts 9. 5. "I went into Hades" seems

to be an allusion to Christ's descent into hell; and "Thou art my child"

is reminiscent of the story of the baptism of Christ.

There really is a tomb-stone inscription of a Leontopolis Jew named

Jesus, of the time of Augustus. The Greek text is not yet fully restored,

but we can understand very well the whole meaning of the inscription.

The Greek text reads as follows:

flfid iyth 'Irjcrovs, 6 cpus 5i 4:'afj.ds, vapooeha

(^e^rjKom-aiTTjs) fj^dov 5 us Adoav.

KKamart di] iip.a Trdin-[e)s rbi' i^airhTis /iiTafiivTa

eh ftvx^'i' aliltpuv iv cjKorlif. biayuv.

Koi ail S^, Awcrldeii KaraKKa^ /xe- croi yap dvdvKr]

SaKpicri vi.KpoTa.TOLS Tv^pcp ifJ.Q irpox^uv.

riKVov ifjLol £«rv, iyu yap dtrTjXdov &TeKif)os.

K\av(xaTe vdvns ofjaij 'lij«-o(0)«' 5icr/i«i'^a.

That is:

I am Jesus wlxicfi begat Phamcis. passcr-hy,

Sixty years old I tvent into Hades,

Therefore let everyone weep togetlicr for him who has departed so suddenly

In the innermost part of the aons to live in darkness.

And thou especially weep for me, Dositheos, for to thee it is 7iecessary

To shed litter tears 07i my toml>.

Thou art my child, for I went away childless.

Bewail all together Jesus the enemy!

Certainly we may all have the impression that the last word is out

of place in this context. We should expect "Jesus the poor" or some other

synonymous word. I can only suppose that there is a mistake of the poet.

There are other linguistic mista,kes in the text which I do not wish to

mention particularly. On the other hand, the use made of the word

"aeons" is a very interesting one. The meaning seems to be "eternity"

in a local sense. I think 1 am right in emphasizing here a Septuagiut in-

fluence concerning the Greek word^vx^i'. Compare Wisdom of Solomon,

17. 14. In the penultimate line, Mr. Edgar reads: t^kvov itxbv nav, and is

unable to restore the third word, but I think it is certain that the intention

was to write TiKiov i^ibv el (xO: "Thou art my child." We find here the same

adoption formula as in the second Psalm: "Thou art my son," quoted in

the story of the baptism. I think this Jesus from Leontopolis had adopted

Dositheos, and he makes an allusion to this.

Regarding the first line, "I am Jesus," I have already imagined that

we are reminded by it of Acts 9. 5, the saying of Christ to Paul, near

Damascus: "I am Jesus." In the Acts, this saying "I am Jesus" is a self-

manifestation of the exalted Lord, and it is well known that tliis form of

saying "1 am" is a very old sacred formula, used by the kings and the

gods of the ancient East, also found in the Old Testament, when the Lord

is manifesting himsolf. In tl\e interpretation of a CrceV: Isis irisorip-

tlon, I have already mentioned this sacred formula "I am," which is also
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of very great importance in Saint John's Gospel and also in the Apoca-

lypse,' and afterward Eduard Norden, in his Agnostos TJicos, lias given

a fuller account of the history of this formula.

lu our inscription, these words "I am Jesus" are in no sense a sacred

formula. But the inscription can serve to help to elucidate that question

about the use of the name Jesus. The inscription is one of tho most re-

markable examples for the fact that before the rise of Christianity tlio

name Jesus was widely spread in Judaism, not as a cult na.me, but as a

personal name.

Already the Septuagint uses Jesus for several holders of the name
Joshua. Then in Joscphus vv^e find the name used. Also the non-literary

sources, the papyri, ostraca and inscriptions have given us a large number

of bearers of the name Jesus in Egypt and Palestine. I mention out of

this series, in which our Leontopolis inscription has an important place,

only the following:

The ossuaries discovered in Jerusalem have three instances.' An
ossuary from the Mount of Offense mentions a Simeon, Bar-Jeshua. Bar-

Jeshua ("Son of Jesus") is a patronymic, like, in the Acts of the Apostles,

(chap. 13), in the name of the sorcerer in Cyprus, Elymas Bar-Jesus.

There is also another ossuary inscription discovered near the Valley of

the Kedron, which contains the name Jeshua. Clermont-Ganneau thinks

that this inscription gives the best idea of how the title on the cross

appeared. We can here also see how very small the letter "jod" looked

(of. Matt. 5. 18). In another ossuary from the I*Tount of Offense there

is an inscription of an extraordinary type. We find liere the name Jesus

written in Greek, but with epsilon. This is quite singular, and I do not

know whether this inscription is genuine. That all these ossuary inscrip-

tions belong to the period before the year 70 a. d. seems to me probable.

To all these evidences for the currency of the name Jesus, must, in

my opinion, also be added all cases of the Jewish use of the Greek name
Jason. It is well known that in the vvhole east of the Mediterranean world,

the custom of double names was common. Especially among the Jews

this custom was in favor. The most famous example is the double name
Saulos Paulos. Very frequently we observe in the case of these double

names that the Greek or Latin name, which is adopted as the second name,

was chosen as being similar to the Semitic name. So, it seems to me,

Jason is the Greek parallel name to Jesus.

After all this, there is no cause to wonder that we find in the New
Testament itself several bearers of the name Jesus. Apart from Jesus

of Nazareth himself, we have Jesus Justus in Colossians, in whose case

also we can sec that the secular name is similar to the Jewish name. Then
also the father of the sorcerer Elymas, Acts 13, who has been already men-

tioned; and what is the most remarkable of all, also Jesus Barabbas,

Matt. 27. 16 and 17. It is known that a large numlier of manuscripts,

including the Sinaitic Syriac, give the name of the criminal who is known
to us as Barabbas, as a double name, Jesus Barabbas.

'Cp. my book Licht tr>m Osten.

•Cp. Clcrmont-Gnnncau, Archceologieal liesmrchea in Palestine, Vol. 1, London, 1899, pp. 301,

437, 409.
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On this point it can be shown that the history of the name Jesus

shows a develoimieut in the opposite sense froih that which many have
assumed. In the first case, the name Jesus was an ordinary personal name.
It became a nomcn sacnrni first through Christianity, and herein lies the

explanation of the textual history of the passage mentioned in the 27th

chapter of Matthew. That the name of the criminal whom Pilate offered

to the suffrages of the people is in the overwhelming mass of manuscripts
only Barabbas is to be explained by the fact that Christian people were
offended at tlic idea that this accursed madman should bear the sacred

name Jesus. We can observe a similar phenomenon in the text of Acts 13.

6; here it also appears that Christian people were shocked that the

father of a sorcerer should have had the name Jesus. And so there appear
in the Greek, Latin, and Syriac manuscripts of this passage remarkable
distortions, which I believe to have been intentional.

Perhaps there is evidence also of a similar influence in a third passage
of the New Testament, at the end of the Epistle to Philemon, verses 23

and 24, where Paul sends greetings from Epaphras, Marcus, Aristarchus,

Demas, Lucas. In Colossians, at the same time and the same place, he
sends greetings from Aristarchus, Marcus, Jesus Justus, Epaphras, Lucas,

and Demas. One does not see why, in Philemon, the greetings should be

from the same people, but without Jesus Justus, and on this point lately

the opinion has been expressed' that Philemon 23 and 24 is not to be

written: "There salute thee Epaphras my fellow-prisoner in Christ Jesus,

Marcus, Aristarchus," etc., but "There salute thee Epaphras, my fellow-

prisoner in Christ, (comma,) Jesus, Marcus, Aristarchus," etc. For this

hypothesis, one can use the fact tliat already twice in Philemon (8 and 20)

Paul has used the formula iv Xpia-rip without the addition of 'lijc-ov. In

the manuscripts, so far as I know, there is no trace that l-^aavs liad ever

stood instead of 'Ir;croO. It must therefore have been a very early altera-

tion, a so-called "primitive corruption," which took place before any
of our manuscripts had been written. But I think it probable that it

would rather shock some Christian readers after the formula if Xpio-ry

to have a Jesus mentioned along with others as sending greetings.

In any case, it seems to me that the evidence from papyri, ostraca.

Inscriptions and other records is that the name Jesus was very frequent

in early times, as a personal name; and only became a novien sacrum
through the Christ cult.

Professor Aijolf Deissmanx, D. Theol., D.D.

University of Berlin.

FOREIGN OUTLOOK

THE OUTLOOK FOR THE CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT IN KOREA
"TiiK bookstands fairly stagger, in baggy-kneed agony, under the load

of prophetic erudition which accounts for all the 'movements' and 'ten-

dencies' since the snake episode in I^den; together with forecasts of what

'Cp. Thtodor Zahn, Emleituna <n dna X. T. (1S'J7) p. 319; Ernst Amiiiig, Line Konjikiur im
I'hihmonhruJ, Zcitsclirift fijr die Neuteatumcntl. V.'isscnscbaft X (I'JIO), p. I'Oif.
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diro disasters are to come upon us 'within the next quarter century,*

'within the next decade,' 'within the next quadrennium.' Many of these

prophets have the future years all tabulated who don't know what will

be the price of gasoline next week, or whether it will rain or snow to-

morrow" (Zion's Herald, November 1, 1922, p. 1397).

If this be the definition of a prophet, then verily the writer is neither

a prophet nor the son of a prophet. Being a "country itinerator" the

price of gaboline and to-morrow's rain and snow have been matters of

far more concern than "movements" and "tendencies." Withal beiuc a

missionary, the present state and future prospects of the Christian Church
ought to be questions of vital Interest.

Just as I find it a wise precaution to look into the gas and oil tanks
before starting on a trip to the country circuits, it is of value for us mis-

sionaries to do a little figuring on the journey that is ahead of us, and
take a look at our speedometers to see how far we have traveled and make
some calculations on the mileage we have been getting out of our fuel.

If something like this is not done once in a while our missionary chariot

may find itself in the plight of an empty-tanked flivver in the middle of a

Nevada desert.

It is not necessary to be familiar with Bergson and to understand

Einstein to appreciate the fact that we live in a changing world, and

that movements and rate of speed are of more consequence than the

position and condition of static entities.

If we here in Korea look down from our present height to the foot

of the hill from which we started to climb some thirty odd years ago, we
can well feel like congratulating ourselves on the climb we have made,

but when we turn our faces toward the peak whose summit has allured

us, we have the experience common to the mountain climber. The sum-

mit looks no nearer than when we started. Moreover, the grade seems

steeper now than at the start, and we are running in low, or bottom gear,

as our English cousins call it. Our road is narrow, and on our left is the

precipice of gloom to which we see so many references in the "literature

of despair." On our right are the beautiful camping grounds of the false

proiihets who cry "Peace! Peace!" when there is no peace.

A very superficial survey of the statistics for the last ten years of the

Christian churches in Korea will reveal two things, which at first will seem

the one encouraging and the other discouraging. A closer study will com-

pel us to discount the encouraging feature some fifty per cent or more.

The thing that lakes the joy out of reading these statistics and plotting

graphs thereof, is the rapid slowing up of the growth of church member-

ship, especially during the last five years. One year the Federal Council

statistics reported a loss. The graph that bring's courage back is the curve

showing the growth of self-support as represented by the money con-

tributed by the native church. 'When, however, we make allowance for

the decline in the purchasing power of the yen during that time, our op-

timism is dampened. Then, too, may not the critical mind as well as the

apostle of despair ask, Is this increase in giving due to growth in liber-

ality and vision, or is it rather an indication of the increased cost of main-

taining and propagating the church?
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Before answering these questions let us return to the subject of church
membership. "The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven, which a woman
took and hid in three measures of meal, till it was all leavened." There
are those, good people many of them, who say that Jesus did not mean
what he said when he said "kingdom of heaven," because he said "leaven,"

and leaven always means something bad. In spite of such ingeniously

stupid exegesis and the pronouncements of the medical profession on yeast

bread and sprue, I consider this an excellent parable illustrating the growth
of the kingdom. From all appearances the Korean loaf has become chilled

and is not rising as rapidly as of yore. Since the laws of growth are the

same for the tares as for the wheat, let us follow the example of the Mas-
ter by comparing the growth of a very good thing with that of a very

bad thing. The growth of Christianity when injected into old civilizations

like those of the Orient is like the growth of an infectious disease in the

human body. Some of these countries may be exposed often and long
before taking, but once a foothold is obtained there is usually soon follow-

ing a period of rapid increase. But just as the human body builds up
antitoxins which kill disease germs, so the forces that hinder the growth
of the church and immune the nation against the influences of Christian-

ity gather strength and slow up the process of multiplication of members.
Sometimes, too, the very things that we. might expect to prepare the way
for the church, by breaking down prejudices, rendering obsolete old cus-

toms, removing the foundations from under long-standing superstitions

and old faiths, prove to be more of the nature of preventive vaccines.

They render immunity rather than make the social structure more sus-

ceptible to Christian teaching. Such is apt to be the case with secular

scientific education. Certain other contacts from our Western civilization

are veritable antitoxins to Christianity, for example, much of our com-
mercialism.

Allow us to pass from the field of biology to that of economics for our
illustrations. If we consider the church as an organization which is in

the business of making members and the funds raised as the cost of

the business, we shall find in the statistics running back over a period of

twenty years a very strong reminder of what is known in economics as

the law of diminishing returns. This law% graphically stated as applied

to missions is as follows:

In a certain denomination at work in Korea during the period of

1900-1920 there were the following gains in members (1), increased ex-

penditures (2), increased cost per member gained (3):

(1) (2) (3)

1900-1905 1,G65 ?21,589 $12.89

1905-1910 4.043 30,703 7.59

1910-1915 5,G25 14,236 2.53

1915-1920 534 72,508 135.78 '

From these figures it might look like the law of diminishing returns

operated in the missionary business and that missionary funds might
more profitably go somewhere else liian Korea. There is a fallacy in thiB
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method of figuring which may be apparent without my calling attention

to it. The money raised by the native church is not only an indication

of the increased cost of running the church but it is also an indication of

the increased appreciation of the people for the church, and hence is quite

as much one of the profits of the business as is increased membership.

Then, too, the period of 1915-1920 v.as a very abnormal period. However,

after all allowances arc made, we are faced with the fact that rate of

increase in church membership has greatly fallen off. This falling move-

ment started before the abnormal conditions struck the country and has

continued after many of them have been removed. The war and the In-

dependence movement does not account for it. May it not be the law of

diminishing returns operating?

I ask this question for the purpose of ansv.ering in the negative and

in the answer impressing upon all lovers of Korea the great task that still

lies before us. The law of diminishing returns does not function until

the land has reached the limit of its productivity, the plant its maximum
output, or the market has reached the point of saturation. How far is

the Christian movement in Korea from reaching this point? We ought

not to think we have reached this point until Korea is as Christian as the

country from which we come. At the rate of growth during the past five

years it will take from 450 to 500 years to make as many Methodists and

Presbyterians per thousand of the population in Korea. There are a num-

ber of large Protestant churches in the United States besides the Methodist

and Presbyterian Churches, while in Korea, with the exception of the

Church of England, none of the larger Protestant churches have missions.

Thus you see if the entire Protestant population of the United States were

to be figured in this comparison, a Korea as Christian as the United States

of America would be removed some couple of centuries farther away

from us.

Now that we have clearly before us the fact that our work has been

slowing up, and also the tremendous fact that we are a long way from

through with our job, let us look not for excuses for these facts, but causes.

that we may remove them. To plead the abnormal political and economic

conditions and throw the blame on the World War would be only throwing

up a smoke screen, and we can't afford to give up the offensive and adopt

the tactics of defensive warfare.

Most of our difficulties as well as our oiiportunities can be classified

under three heads, Ecclesiasticism, Education, and Class Consciousness.

The form of ecclesiasticism that is at the same time our menace and our

opportunity, is the 'Self-Sui)porting Church." When the Christianizing

of a nation is forgotten in the struggle to build up a self-supporting church,

then ecclesiasticism has eclipsed religion. It is altogether too frequent an

occurrence that a church stops growing when it has reached a certain

stage of development. V/hen the ruling elders and their friends all have

church offices and the congregation is large enough to support a pastor,

then the clutcli is thrown out and the old engine races, making more noise

than ever but getting nowhere. As long as the cliurch is small the desire

to become a self-supporting church helps to keep going the work of winning

converts, but when it once reaches this goal there is a tendency to let
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down on the offensive. This is due partly to a lack of an understanding

of the mission of the church, and i)artly to the natural clannishuess of the

people. The village as a social unit counts very large in rural communities.

In order to establish a self-suppoiting church or circuit it is often neces-

sary that practically every household hecome a supporter of tlie church.

When this has been accomplished these Christians are apt to become non-

producers of new converts, although the villages a few miles away are

still tying rags on the bushes by the roadside and casting a stone and

spitting at the devil trees when they pass.

It is fine to know that the engine under the hood can make three to

four thousand revolutions per minute, but it is far more important to

have a car that can make miles per hour. A self-su])porting church is as

necessary to a Christian Korea as the engine is to the automobile, but the

motor must be built commensurate with the size of the car. We need to

put owT emphasis not so much on the building of a church as on the

Christianiziug of the nation.

As we have already said, education may render immunity rather than

susceptibility. This is particularly true of certain types of education in

relation to certain brands of religion; for example, modern biology and

the Bryan brand of Fundamentalism. Moreover, a revival of interest iu

secular education of the kind most favorable to religion may easily turn

the attention of the people away from religion, because of the single-track

minds possessed by such a large proportion of the human race. Enthusi-

asm is not easily maintained in one direction for a long time, much less

in many directions for a short time. Learning has long been held in

honor, but in old Korea it was considered the peculiar possession of the

lettered aristocracy. Everybodj' in New Korea feels it his right to become

literate, and there is a great demand for new schools. The schools, both

government and private, are crowded. There is great turning of the peo-

ple toward education, as a veritable quest for salvation. There are many
Hoseas crying, "My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge," The
salvation sought, however, is not salvation from sin. It is the salvation

once preached by the wise old Greek sage Socrates, salvation from ig-

norance. The school is not the only savior to which those seeking to be

relieved of their burden of ignorance are turning. For years there has

been available for those who read Japanese a flood of magazines in that

language acquainting their readers with the thoughts of the modern world.

However, there is now quite a large current literature to be had in the

native mixed script. An excellent review of tiiis literature is to be found

in The Korea Bookman, December, 1922.

The leadership in things educational has passed from the church

to the school and the press. Church schools and the religious press still

have influence, but unless we are awake and aggressive this influence will

become an ever diminishing factor in the life of future Korea.

How are wc to meet tliis situation? An anti-evolution campaign
would be folly wide of tlie nuuk. To seek comfort in prophecies of the

Last Days would be to act tb.e part of a quitter. Our opportunity lies in

the preaching of Full Salvation. P.y "Full .Salvation" I do not mean any

one of the fifty-seven varieties of holiness doctrines that have been iu
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vogue at various times and in sundry places, but I mean a doctrine of

salvation that shall satisfy the Buddhist's desire to escape sufferinsj, the

Greek's longing for knowledge and the Hebrew's struggle with sin. Chris-

tianity's claim to being the World lieligion lies in the fact that it offers

such a salvation, not that it is an elective religion drawn from many
sources, but by virtue of its being a complete revelation from the source

of all that is good in every religion.

Space forbids treating at length a subject which is of great Im-

portance not only in Korea but throughout the world. Class conscious-

ness manifests itself in many forms. Its most primitive forms are found
at the foundation of the family and the clan. Its most persistent form is

perhaps racial, the most loudly praised, national, and the most modern,
occupational. The form in which we meet it here in Korea is the age old

racialism, and the newly awakened class consciousness of the young
people.

It would be stupid to ignore the racial consciousness, vain to attempt

to suppress it. Our task is to develop a religious consciousness tliat will

transcend race.

Babies are no new thing in Korea, furthermore not even Bolshevist
babies have class consciousness. However, young men and young women
have arrived here since Christianity, and the class consciousness of these
young men and women is one of the distinguishing features of the much
talked of New Age. The remark that young men and women are a new
thing may need some explanation to those unfamiliar with the Orient,

where babies are nursed until they are old enough to be married, but the
statement that the class consciousness of the young people is a modern
development will go unchallenged. The gray beards take their long pipes

out of their mouths, look with apprehension upon the "High Coll a'

"

(Japanese for "flapper") youths and say, "It did not used to be so." These
youths will not be ig-nored, repression will ruin them, leadership alone

will save. It was a young man from Nazareth that waij sent to be a
leader and a commander for the peoples. When the young man Stephen
was stoned his clothes were laid at the feet of a young man named Saul.

Christianity is a young man's religion, and the young men of Korea must
be brought to see that it is for them,

Haiju, Korea. Victoh H. Waciis.

BOOK NOTICES

WHAT SHALL I READ?

How can such a question be answered when you don't know the in-

quirer? ... Is it possible to fit a fellow when you haven't got his meas-
ure? . . . Nothing is more difficult to ascertain than the dimensions of a

mind; even the Binet psychological tests are not conclusive in every
case. . . . Book-hunger is usually a sign of mental health; but overfeeding

with literature may bring on mental dyspepsia. . . . There is great em-
barrassment as oue faces a big library or a full book store. "Of making
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books there is no end and much, study is weariness to the flesh." , . .

Most of the readers of this Revikw are ministers, and Adam Clarke said

that the "Methodist preacher ought to know everything." . . . But can

he? Perhaps the better maxim is that vihich Oliver Wendell Holmes
denied saying: "Know something about everything and everything about

something." . . . There ought to be one subject, however limited in

extent, in which the individual scholar is an expert. . . . Specialissm de-

velops critical power. . . . There is one rather dangerous but delightful

occupation; it is booktasting. Probably that is one of the perilous but not

wholly profitless performances of the book-reviewer. . . . Such sipping

from many cups may cause mental nausea if carried too far, but how
sweet it is in field or garden to breathe the fragrance of a thousand flowers.

. , . Here arc some rules which may be helpful to some folks. ... 1. Don't

spend too much time on the daily paper. Half an hour is more than

enough. ... 2. Give a little more time than that to the devotional reading

of the Bible; there is education as well as religion in that. . . . Read es-

pecially the New Testament over and over, using all the modern versions

as well as the Authorized Revised, American Revised, Twentieth Century,

Weymouth, ]\Ioffat, Ballantyne, etc. ... If you can read any European

language, read your Bible also in that tongue. . . . Hebrew and Greek

must be used also—if we can. ... 3. Lay out a course of study, pre-

ferring, of course, some subject that will aid in your vocation, such as a

particular book of the Bible, some special Scriptural, theological, phil-

osophical, social or literary theme. . . . Use as a central textbook a leading

modern treatise on the subject and then dig into original sources and test

the conclusions of your author both by facts and logical analysis. . . .

Read a wide range of literature on the line, but don't let any of the authors

think for you. . . . The above are rather superficial directions for special-

ization; none of us should stop there. ... 4. Read all other sorts of books:

poetry, history, biography, fiction, essays, criticism, etc. ... Is this ad-

vice too stiff for acceptance? . . . Try it and when after a few years you
have reached the peak of such a plan, your library will not necessarily

have gone beyond five hundred volumes. . . . Avoid cyclopedias of litera-

ture; you won't read them if you ov/n them. The only book one cares to

read is one that can be held in the hand. . . . Dr. Charles W. Eliot's "Five

Foot Book Sijelf" is quite good as a wide selection of world literature;

most of it every cultured person must read—yet tliere is a foot or so of

it that may be skipped without damage. ... It may not be possible for

every one to "buy a book a week," but it is perfectly possible for even the

busiest hand and brain to read that much and more, simply by efljciently

organizing one's daily program.

"The Beloved Disciple." Studies in the Fourth Gospel. By Alfred E.

Gakvu:. Pages xxviii + 267. London, Hodder & Stoughton.

At almost no point in New Testament study are the poles of opinion

farther apart than in the study of the Fourth Gospel. Between the theo-

logical subtleties of a Bishop Westcott and the allegorizing of a Professor

Scott, Doctor Garviti tries the via media of a division into sources. lu
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1910 Spitta attempted in somewhat the same way to mediate between

Holtzman and Zahn, by culling from the Fourth Gospel what satisfied his

critical judgment as an historical document from the son of Zebedee.

Garvie follows other clues, but all the work done in French or German is

to all appearances a closed book to him.

From Stanton {The Gospels as Historical Documents, part iii, 1920),

be adopts the distinction between the Witness and the Evangelist, and from

Bacon the idea that the redactor who added the twenty-first chapter in-

troduced other matter into the body of the Gospel. According to Garvie,

the hand of the redactor is seen in those portions which show dependence

upon the Synoptics (as chapter 6), iu other incidents in Galilee (4. 43-54)

where the Juda;an witness was not present, in references to Peter and

other disciples by name, and the attempt to identify the author as John,

the son of Zebedee.

To the evangelist is ascribed the theology which seems too advanced

to come from the witness. This includes the prologue and such passages

as 3. 31-36 and 5. 19-29, though these are to be interpreted from experience

and not through the metaphysics of the later creeds. The references to

fulfillment of scripture, as 2. IC, 21-22, and the heightened knowledge of

Jesus (1. 48, etc.) are likewise to be ascribed to him. This evangelist was

probably a boy who had himself seen Jesus, but came to Asia Minor early

enough to assimilate the Hellenistic background of Ephesus. Garvie

thinks he is John, the Elder. This was the John of Asia Minor whom the

much-discussed tradition always calls "disciple," but never "apostle."

The eschatology of 5. 19-29 in contrast to the rest of the Gospel, accords

with what we learn from the Asiatic tradition concerning this teacher.

The witness was an early Juda?an disciple, not one of the twelve, who
records his own personal reminiscences. With the probable exception of

the first miracle at Cana, these are confined to Judam. The silence of the

Synoptics regarding the earlier visits to Jerusalem is due to the fact that

the Twelve were not there. Hence, the witness was obviously not John,

the son of Zebedee. Without committing himself to the early martyrdom

of John on the evidence of the De Boor fragment, be ascribes the later

tradition to the confusion of Irenaeus, which finds a modern parallel iu

the frequent confusion to-day of the two Sabatiers. Garvie even goes so

far as to contend that "all the internal evidence is opposed to the author-

ship of the Fourth Gospel by John, the son of Zebedee." It is certainly

incredible on the theory of Garvie that a Galilean fisherman should have

ready access to the residence of the high priest (18. 15) and sliould be

using his influence with Pilate on behalf of Jesus with some temporary

success. This anonymous witness gives us not only his reminiscences but

reflections thereon. 3. 13 and 17. 3 are obviously such, but Garvie goes

much farther than this. "We must recognize that we have no verbatim

report before us, that Jesus' method of speech as the Synoptists reveal it

was not of this fashion, and that the witness brooding over what he had

heard for many years turned the thoughts over and over again in his

mind, and so is responsible for the subtle distinctions and frequent repe-

titions. It is in the leading thoughts that we seem to come into touch

with the mind of Jesus Himself" (p. 166).
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The witness' story may be divided into thiree parts— (a) the testimony

(1. 19-4. 42), (b) the judgment (ch. 5, 7-11), and (c) the glory (ch. 12-20).

Dr. Garvie combats strenuously an allegorical interpretation or the view

that the environment for the disputes is in reality Ephesus rather than

Jerusalem. He contends for at least a background of historical reminis-

cence and that even the raising of Lazarus comes from an eye-witness.

The struggle to show historical continuity and logical sequence leads him
to consider at length all of the recent suggestions regarding displacements,

and to adopt many of tliem. Guiding the critical judgment at every

point is the devout spirit of the mediating theologian. "If in the report

of the discourse in the Upper Room we cannot always claim to possess

historical testimony, we have experimental evidence regarding the work
and worth of Christ for the spiritual life. This element in the Fourth

Gospel belongs surely to the revelation of God in Christ, and has per-

manent and universal value." We must separate doctrine from history;

the former is not then valueless, but it is still doctrf'ne, not history.

Many will follow Doctor Garvie in the view that the Fourth Gospel

contains various strata. But can such a distribution among sources claim

anything like objectivity? We are on entirely difl'erent ground than with

the Synoptics and the Pentateuch. It may well be questioned whether

he weighs heavily enough the arguments on behalf of a Johannine author-

ship. He has, however, shown that the denial can come from those who
are interested in saving a part of the Gospel for an eye-witness, as well as

from those who may be prejudiced against its theolog>\

The biggest criticism which can be leveled against the book lies out-

side the theme considered. Doctor Garvie confines himself to the literary

problem, but that is never more than a means to an end. Does the witness,

who is supposed to have come much closer to the mind and thought of

Jesus than all others, give us a portrait that can be united with that which

comes from Peter and Matthew into a living personality with definable

aims? Or are we still left with an unbridgeable gulf—either Synoptic or

Johannine? We must remember that Garvie assigns the traces of apoca-

lyptic eschatology to the evangelist and not the witness. Is it any easier

to hold that the Lord who confided such a spiritualized eschatology and

present judgment to a Beloved Di.sciple at the same time believed, "As

it came to pass in the days of Noah, even so shall it be in the days of the

Son of Man" (Luke 17. 26)? Are we to suppose that Jesus spoke of the

kingdom of God in Galilee, but of eternal life in Judioa? Such questions

lie outside Doctor Garvie's appointed task, but the reader cannot escape

them in judging his results.

Every preacher can profit from this devout study of the Fourth Gos-

pel, but probably many will still feel that the mediating theories fail to

mediate. Doctor Garvie does not indicate in his bibliography whether or

not he has read the masterly article by Baron von Hugel in the last

edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica on the Fourth Gospel. Each reader

must judge for himself as to which draws the more probable conclusions

from the admittedly subjective features of the Gospel.

Clarence T. Ckaio.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
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The New Testament To-dai/. By Eknest Findl.\y Scott, D.D., Professor

of Biblical Theology in Union Theological Seminary, New York.

New York: The Macmillan Company.

Thk New Testament, the author holds, has not had in the past the

place of power in the -world which it has deserved because it, "with its

counsels of perfection, was hardly permitted to interfere in the ordinary

business of life." But in our age of criticism, "when the old beliefs seem

to be tottering, it has become the most practical factor in the world's

affairs." He makes the prophecy: "It will have more to say in the solution

of the great modern problems than all the schemes of our statesmen and

economists." It is, however, not the New Testament of our fathers. It

is not to us as it was to them, a book of divine oracles. We have applied

the method of historical criticism to it, and we see it embodying eternal

truths in forms of thought and in language peculiar to the people of the

first century. We must understand the traditional beliefs, the thoughts,

and the feelings of these people if we expect to succeed in getting the

truth recorded in this hook.

There are four chapters. "The Right of the New Testament" is the

first, in which the reasons are given for the claim that it is "the greatest

of religious books"; the second treats of the modern interpretation, show-

ing that interpretation has changed under the influence of modern

thought; the third chapter makes clear that the New Testament is the

product of the time in which it was written; and the final chapter states

the place of the New Testament in the modern world.

This is a clear aud concise setting forth of the New Testament in the

light of to-day. There is too much dogmatism in stating some of the

changes, the author top often identifying his own views with those of the

consensus of modern biblical critici.':.m. Nevertheless this little book is a

marvel of carefully compacted information, aud it will be read with

pleasure and profit by those who love the New Testament.

Fbaxk W. Collier.

The American University.

The Ricerside New Testament. Translated by Wiuja.m G. BALLA^•TT^E.

Pp. 450. Boston: Houghton, Mifllin Co. $3.

Maxy new versions are being made of the New Testament, each of

which has its own value. Those who read the Bible every day, and all

ought to, should get and read all these modern translations. Each would

add new meanings to the Holy Book. Doctor Ballantyne's rendering,

based on a good critical text (mainly on Nestle's), is among the best of

these—not so vividly vernacular as Moffatt, nor so interpretative a para-

phrase as the Twentieth Century, yet less Johnsonese and verbose in

style than Weymouth. None of us can ever cease loving the Authorized

Version, that central shrine of English speech. But that is based on an

imperfect text aud many of its words are either obsolete or changed in

meaning. Many of its sentences have little aud sometimes even misleading

meanings. This Riverside Version is expressed in excellent contemporary
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Fpeecb, and seems to be quite up-to-date in its scholarship. It does not

pccm to have made suflicient use of the renderings suggested by the re-

cent discoveries of papyri, as to that vernacular speech known as the

Koine, many of the idioms of which seem to have been used by the writers

of the New Testament. Probably the time is not ripe for such a version.

Tlie book is beautifully printed and bound. Surely the greatest book

in the world should have a foimat of legibility and loveliness as a setting

for its inward glory. It is not a perfect translation—there is none; but

all of those named above, and this not least among them, will help those

who cannot read the original Greek to get closer to the words of Jesus

and his early interpreters. There is no greater grief to educators than

the growing neglect and ignorance of this generation of this book, the

basis of the world's best thinking. King James Version should be read

for its English and all the others for instruction.

Anger: Its Eeligious and Moral Significance. By George Malcolm Strat-

TO.N, Professor of Psychologj' in the University of California. New
York: The Macmillan Company.

AxGEK is an emotion. Hence, the author prefaces his discussion with

a chapter on the new^ significance of emotion. This new significance is due

first to Darwin: "His work on The Exj^ression of the Emotions in Man
and Animals is the beginning of the present study of emotion, in -which,

by shovring their importance for the life maintenance of the creature,

he gave energy to a part of psychology that was feeble and fit for death."

The others to whom credit is due for this new significance of emotion are

William James, W. B. Cannon, and the psychoanalysts. The emotions are

the driving forces in men, they let loose the energies of men; but the

emotions may be destructive or constructive. And the emotion of anger

has both a healthy and unhealthy effect on the physical, the moral, and the

religious nature of men. The author only inci<ientally refers to the physi-

cal effect, coufining himself to the moral and religious.

About one fourth of the work is given to the place of anger in morals.

The beginning of anger is traced. It is not found in the lowest forms of

life, which are emotionless. And in some of the higher forms of life it

is lacking on some occasions, as the passionless eating of a living creature

by a snake, or the cold-blooded cruelty of the Germans in Belgium. So the

author concludes that "anger is an achievement in mental progress. Its

coming is preceded by an angerless existence, but when once it comes it

Is never permitted to disappear. The better kinds of animal life depend

upon its powerful aid."

Practically the remainder of the book is a study of anger in religion.

The method the author uses is that which he used with such success in

his Psychology of the Religions Life. That is, he draws his materiaja..

from the sacred books of the great religions. This is the only possible

method to get such materials objectively and without self-consciousness.

The (luostionnaire method is too self-conscious to be free from personal

prejudice and personal interest and hence can have no claim to be scien-

tific, unless these elements can be eliminated from the data, and this is
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practically impossible. The strange thing is that such a false and shallow

method should ever have had the vogue it did some years ago, and It is

greatly to the credit of Doctor Stratton that he would have nothing to

do with it.

The great religions of the world are divided, from the standpoint of

anger, into three classes. First, the irate and martial religions, Judaism,

Zoroastriauism, Islam, which answer as to what is to be done v.ith anger

as follows: "Use anger freely in the service of God; feel it hot against

the enemies of the faith; make religion merciless toward those who refuse

submission." Secondly, the unangry religions, Taoism, Vishnuism, Bud-

dhism, Jainism, answer, "Do nothing with it, except destroy it; it is

wholly an enemy; it cannot be reconciled with devotion to the best."

The third class is composed of Confucianism and Christianity, which are

"religions of anger-supported love." These two religions "favor both anger

and goodv.ill, the one as servant, the other as the master-passion directed

to all men and flowing eternally to and from God."

The heart of this study is Christ's attitude toward anger. Christ, he

says, grew angry. But "his anger is detached from all selfish interest;

he is enraged against those who have had opportunity, and yet remain
opponents of the truth and of mercy. He sees his own doctrine to be at

once a source of peace and conflict." These words remind us of J. R.

Seeley's discussion of "the law of Resentment" in his Ecce Homo. Christ's

hot anger expressed toward the leaders of the Jews "made all reconcilia-

tion between him and them impossible." He saw that in doing this, "with

their love of power and position, they must murder him." Scelcy goes on

to say that if Christ had suppressed his anger he might have had a long

and peaceful life and much bloodshed would have been avoided. But

Christ himself prevented this pacifist paradise, "simply because he would

not restrain his anger." There possibly would have been peace, but it

would have been an immoral peace. So our author shows that Christ was

no flabby pacifist, but the embodiment of anger-supported love.

There is much more in the volume, such as "anger in religious

growth," and "the future of anger in the west," but the important things

are his discussion of the great value of the emotions, the psychology of

anger, and Christ's teaching on the expression of anger. Every serious

minded Christian should study this volume; for the average Christian

wavers between a weak doctrine of forgiveness v.iiich robs him of the

power of becoming morally indignant and a harsh and mechanical devo-

tion to dogma. As a Christian he must hate sin and also keep the forgiv-

ing spirit. In his honest desire to do both he is often charged with being

inconsistent, and even a hypocrite. His solution is to be found in the

fact that it is both Christian and moral to refuse to restrain his anger on

certain well-defined occasions, as Paul said, "Be ye angry and sin not."

This is expounded with clearness in the two chapters "The Right Offices of

Anger" and "Rules for the Fighting Mood." Anger, the author shows, arises

to protect and further any interest that you feel. It is not in itself im-

moral or un-Christian. Indeed, to restrain one's anger may be highly

immoral, and may express a cowardly soul. Anger may be used selfishly,

and it may be used most unselfishly.
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The book is a worthy study of an important subject, of especial valuo

to religious leaders.

Frank W. Collier.

The American University.

Religion and Biology. By Eknest E. Uxwin. New York: George H. Doran
Company.

SoMK mouths ago this Rkvikw had an article on "The Contribution

of the Quakers to Christianity." The story of what they are giving us is

by no means closed. "The Christian Revolution Series," of which this

book is part, is the work of British Quakers. These men have something

to say and have unusual ability in saying what they have to say. The pur-

pose of this book is "to emphasize the fact that God is seeking in every

situation and by means of every element in our environment (within and

without) to make known his will and his presence, and that he does this

naturally and not arbitrarily." How well this purpose is attained any one

who reads may know. For the author describes "the uniqueness of man,"
as evidenced by structural peculiarities which, while few, are of immense
importance: his fuller appreciation of the environment, "both the material

and spiritual aspects of it"; his ability to "combat the legacies" of bis

animal ancestrj-; and above all, "his power to direct his life according to

some idea or ideal." This, the last of his acquisitions, is the greatest of

all, and we can quote with approval "Weissmann's remark, "Spirit is the

deciding factor."

This book abounds in quotations that are not only pat, but exceptional.

One will be tempted to commit several of them to memory; they are both

true and beautiful. "Religion and Biology" is replete with homiletical

material and with unique little twists of argument that you are not likely

to encounter anywhere. It is also a fine antidote for much "service so

called" by which religion is made to appear second rate and becw¥?e of

which 60 many minds are muddled.

J. M. Versteeq.

Christianity and LihcraJism. By J. G. Machen. New York: The Macmil-

Ian Company.

TiJis Princeton Seminary professor, who is one of the ablest of the

diminishing number of reactionary theologians, essays to point out that

liberalism is both un-Christian and unscientific. That he says many
things worth reading goes without saying. But, for a man of whose
thorough-going efforts his students make boast, to undertake "an exam-
ination of the teachings of liberalism in comparison with those of Chris-

tianity . . . merely in a summary and cursory way" when his whole ar-

gument stands or falls with that, is hardly a satisfying service to render

thinking men. Even if one could agree with his definitions, one would
have to find fault with some blas<) statements which fundamentalists ap-

plaud, but which cannot endure the light. It is simply not true, for in-

stance, that "Christianity is founded upon the Bible." It is founded on a
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Person, not a book. It is not a "strange thing that despite all the efforts

to remove him from the pages of history, there are those who love him
still." For, although his historicity is of vast Jiiomcnt, men love him not
because he is in history, but because he comes into life. Men are able

to say from cxpcr-icnce, "My Jesus, I love thee, I know thou art mine." So
long as he makes for human hearts all things new, it should occasion no
sui-prise even to a theological professor that men "love him still." He
falls victim to the temptation to make antitheses out of ico7ds: "According

to Christian belief, man exists for the sake bf God; according to the

liberal church, in practice if not in theory, God exists for the sake of

man." "Where is the liberal, even one who "ont-Herods Herod" in his

liberalism, who does not believe botJt? This book fights its battle in the

same "condition of low visibility" which its author laments at the outset

of his book.

Port Jervis, N. Y. J. M. Veksteeg.

Preachkks and Sermons

The Healing Shadoio. By William A. Quayle. New York: The Abingdon
Press. Price, ?2.

God Our Contemporary. By J. H. Jowett, D.D. New York: Fleming H.

Revell Company. Price, $1.50.

The Victory over Victory. By John A. Hltton, D.D. New York: George

H. Doran Company. Price, ?].75.

The Undiscovered Country. By Gaius Glenn Atkins. New York: Flem-

ing H. Revell Company. Price, ?1.50.

The Revival of Wonder. By IVLm.colm James McLeod. New York: Flem-

ing H. Revell Company. Price, ?1.25.

Revealing Light. By Sidney M. Bekky, M.A. New York: Fleming H.
Revell Company. Price, ?1.50.

I Believe. Sermons on the Apostles' Creed. By G. A. Studdert Kjennedy'.

New York: George H. Doran Company. Price, $1.50.

Our Coninwn Faith. Addresses by Five Nonconformists. New York:
Hodder & Stoughton. Price, ?1.25.

The Fascination of the Unknoicn. By Thomas W. David.son. New York:
Fleming H. Revell Company. Price, ?1.25.

The Master Key. By Frederic C. Spukk. New York: Fleming H. Revell

Company. Price, $1.35.

Preachers come and go, but the work of preaching continues with
unabated zeal and earnestness. The style changes with each generation.
but the substance of the message is the same. The gospel of the Re-
deemer is still found to be the only subject thnt is worth while. Timely
preaching is sensitive to the influences of the times and it is responsive

to the permanent, perplexing needs of mankind. The purely individualistic

manner of appeal is not enougli and the social note in modern preachinu

has increased rather than les.sened the scope of the Evangel of the real
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Christ. His standard of goodness is inevitably exacting, and he summons
his followers to give themselves with undivided allegiance to carry out the

program of world-wide redemption. These ten volumes of sermons are by

preachers with the authentic voice, who utter the message of a regal evan-

gelicalism.

The first is by Bishop Quayle. No attem.pt need be made to describe

this rapturous preacher. He is original and unconventional, and a law

unto himself as to homiletical methods; but he always captivates the

imagination, captures the heart and controls the will for Christ. He is

ever on the road to spring, and "frozen ecstasy" is a thing unknown to

this buoyant messenger of the gospel of pardon, peace, and joy. It is a

Greatheart who is here speaking and all who hear him are greatly re-

freshed.

Tlie resignation of Doctor Jowett from his London pulpit on account

of ill health has occasioned universal regret. There is a mellowness in

these latest sermons which express the conviction that the reception of

the divine grace is the only secret of a sufficiency of resource for all

the perplexities of the soul and for the reconstruction of society. The
new social note is heard in the sermons on "Bringing Heaven to Earth,"

"Weather-wise but not History-wise," "Salting the Community," and it

adds to Dr. Jowett's ability to unveil the hidden things.

Doctor Hutton is his successor at Westminster Congregational Church.

They both, get at the heart of things, but a comparison in other matters

would hardly be fair, for each preacher reflects his own temperament.

Doctor Hutton is burdened with the need for mutual understanding and

realizes the perils of isolation. The church must mediate moral health

and be the seed of invincible goodness in the soil of the world. The spirit-

ual intensity and literary vigor of these searching sermons challenge our

thought and move us to action.

The finest culture of the American pulpit is found in the volume by

Doctor Atkins of Detroit. It is the work of one who has brooded long and

•who interprets the adventure of living with constant reference to the

fundamentals of Christianity. Happy the people who have such a clear-

sighted guide in tlieir pulpit, and happy the preacher who has people in

the pew appreciative of such high-grade pronouncements. So long as tbi?

is the case, we need not be concerned about those who effusively declaim

against the waning power of preaching.

Doctor McLcod is another preacher who prepares himself with the

greatest care. His sermons are marked by spiritual insight, happy phras-

ing, and earnest appeal. The illustrations are not of the hackneyed va-

riety. These addresses bear on the daily experiences of trial, suffering,

and happiness, and direct us to the springs of life that refresh and cheer

both heart and life.

After a successful pastorate at Carr's Lane Church, Birmingham, of

eleven years, Mr. Berry has accepted the unanimous election to the secre-

taryship of the Congregational Union of England and "Wales. Although a

young man, he has already made his mark as a preacher. The great

historic facts of the Faith are represented in these sermons with a frank-

ness and directr.e.-;s that give them a convincing pov.xr. Some of the
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great texts are here used and therein, he gives further proof that he ^vants

his hearers to get in touch with the central truths that matter most.

Studdert Kennedy speaks with a startling freedom of speech. And
yet one forgets the use of slang in the forceful independence and clear-

ness of his thought and the vigorous persuasiveness of his appeal. These

sermons on the inner meaning of the Apostles' Creed were delivered to

large congregations in Saint Paul's Cathedral, London. He believes in

dogmatic preaching in the sense that all dogmas are poetry. There is a

poetic style in these sermons, which show how doctrinal preaching could

be made attractive, and they help the Christian to give a reason for the

faith that is in him. As such they merit attention.

The addresses in the volume on Our Common Faith are on six articles

of the Apostles' Creed. They were given in Saint Ann's Episcopal Church,

?ilanchester, by five Free Church preachers and one Anglican, and they

bring out the underlying unity of faith in God the Father, in Jesus Christ,

in the Holy Spirit, in the Holy Catholic Church, in the Forgiveness of

Sins, and in the Life Everlasting. The cleavage that exists between the

denominations has to do with less consequential matters. If this fact

were more generally accepted, the outlook for Christianity and Christian

cooperation would be far more encouraging.

The sermons of Doctor Davidson are thoughtful, earnest, and prac-

tical. They contain a revealing message on truths that reckon with daily

needs. The gospel when persuasivelj' presented, as here, with clear argu-

ments and telling illustrations, has the power to guide us through the

labyrinth of life and to impart ithe nutriment that builds up Christian

character.

The first business of the church is to furnish spiritual idealism and
faith in the power of good ideas. Islv. Spurr believes in a complete gospel

which provides for the spiritual and social task of the church. Both must
be stressed, or we shall lose our rare opportunity to exercise the ministry
of redemption and reconciliation. These sermons point the right way
and encourage us to follow therein.

Oscar L. Joseph.

The Golden Bule in Business. By AraiiuR Nash. Pp. 160. New York:
Fleming H. Revell. ?1.25, net.

Aethur Nash is unquestionably a human being with good red blood
in him; he is also an efficient business man, although he planned to be
a preacher. Best of all, he is a religious man, certainly converted, but,
perhaps, as we shall see, not entirely sanctified. By good fortune, in his
youth he had brains enough to escape the crass literalism of Second Ad-
ventism; he was in danger of agnosticism, but a firm conscience led him
back to Christ. It v.'as this same clear conviction that caused him at the
close of the Great War to try to conduct his clothing business on the
Christian basis of brotherhood. It is quite certain that he does not yet
perfectly see the logical implications of the teaching.s of Jesus as applied
to the present economic order. His factory is still organized on the cap-

italistic theory of production, with a wage-scale, which, while it is probably
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higher than that of more selfish employers, is nevertheless not one that

would mean more than a quite moderate standard of living for his work-

ers. It seems to us quite probable that Mr. Nash's own grocery bills and

household expenses are somewhat larger than those possible to his em-

ployees.

His method has vrrought marvelous success. Here is the production

for the last four years: 191S, ?132,100; 1919, ?525,678; 1920, $1,580,700;

1921, $2,077,559; 1922, ?3,751,181. Capital has increased from sixty thou-

sand to one million dollars, of which about one half is said to be owned

by the workers themselves. Therefore the development has been almost

wholly within the organization itself. One hesitates greatly to criticize

the generous spirit which has so largely saved the selfish capitalistic sys-

tem in this case from it.s most evil consequence both, to men and busines.s.

But one cannot forget that even in slavery there were Shelbys who made

the life of Uncle Tom happy and religiously inspired, and there was a

Legree whose cruelty killed him. The Christian spirit is possible under

every industrial system, but some day it will end even the present ruling

capitalist domination by the coming of a spiritual, a social, and therefore,

an industrial democracy. We can honor Henry Ford, and much more,

Arthur Nash, but they are only Philemons who will make Onesimus a

Christian brother, but who are only in the gateway of the kingdom of

God, whose will is not yet done on earth as it is in heaven. The Golden

Rule will not be realized in life until every man has equal access to the

highest possible standard of living. The present factory system of labor

is brutalizing humanity. While its conditions can be greatly helped by

greater generosity and deeper human interest, the system itself must

either be abolished or placed upon an entirely different economic

foundation.

The men who ought to read Mr. Nash's book are those "grab and get"

employers who think only of profits and not of service and those brutal-

ized workmen who have lost the creative joy of labor and care only for

fewer hours and bigger pay. But some day, neither Nash nor Ford will

see in Jesus Christ a mender of the rattling mechanism of present-day

business, but a real revolutionist, whose teachings must ultimately trans-

form all life. Riches and poverty will both vanish when his kingdom

conquers all kings and capitalists. Christianity is not a failure; it sim-

ply has not yet been fully tried. The Golden Rule is more than a Con-

fucian reciprocity which tries to balance the generosity of owners and

the fidelity of laborers; it is universal mutual service on the basis of

absolute equality of rights. The poor have as much right to ride on

wheels as the rich and the rich ought to walk more than many of them do.

America and the Worhl Liquor ProUcm. By Ernest Hubst Chekringto.v.

Westerville, 0.: American Issue Press.

The World League Against Alcoholism, of v,-hich Mr. Cherrington Is

secretary, will win, i;— . And this book points the way. The world is

beginning to want to go dry and the successful enforcement of prohibition

iu America will turn the desire into deed. It is a psychological moment
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to strike for the universal abolition of the curse of drink. The problem

has many international aspects. The pressure from liquor lands is a big

part of the difficulties in proliibition enforcement. The organized liquor

traffic by international activities is making a World War on the United

States, a perfectly merciless campaign to nullify our legislation. One

factor that will compel other countries to go dry is the industrial and

economic efficiency of our nation, already being increased by prohibition

and sure to advance with fuller enforcement. They cannot compete with

us unless they join us in the abolition of alcohol. The Great War has

given a new psychology to the whole world. All foreign lands are calling

for help; it is the opportunity for America, now first in prosperity and

power, to become fir.st in the service of humanity. These are the themes

ably and eloquently discussed both with abundant proofs and with fervor

In this little volume. It is rich in material for speeches and sermons.

The Poets' Life of Christ. Edited by Nouman Aui,t. New York: Oxford

University Press, American Branch. Price, ?3.25.

This anthology' of nearly four hundred poems is a long-needed col-

lection of the best English and American verse which, as the editor points

out, reveals "the extent to which the life and teaching of Christ have in-

spired the poets of the English-speaking race." The compiler has searched

English poetry from 1359 to 1922 in a conscientious effort to make his

selection properly representative of the enormous wealth of this poetry,

and in his difficult undertaking we gladly concede that he has succeeded

to a degree truly gratifying, considering the size of the volume. The ma-

terial he divides into twelve groups, beginning with the heading, "Born

of Mary" and concluding with "Not Here, But Risen," in most cases making
subdivisions within these groups distinctly helpful to the reader. One

will, as- in every anthology, note omissions which seem strange. One does

not find Southwell's "Burning Babe" (which is properly given a place in

The Oxford Book of Enr/lish Verse and for that reason, possibly, is left

out here), several poems of Francis Thompson, and perhaps some of Henry
Van Dyke's. And, to the present reviewer, most incomprehensible of a]l,

is the omission of Sidney Lanier's "Ballad of Trees and the Master,"

perhaps the most poignant poem about Christ ever written in America.

One wonders also why Mr. Ault has almost entirely ignored the imposing

revival of interest in Christ in contemporary verse. Is it because he did

not wish to repeat selections from Martha Foote Crow's illuminating an-

thology, "Christ in the Poetry of To-day," which reveals a Master all

things to all men, or because so many of these poems are untraditional,

unconventional, and to the orthodox mind irreverent?

At all events, Mr. Ault merits only praise and gratitude for the thor-

oughness and scholarly care with which he has sought out the verse not

easily accessible to the general reader. "Thus." he tells us in the Intro-

duction, "old Miracle Plays, the contents of mediceval, sixteenth and

seventeenth century manuscripts, and the Elizabethan music books, have

been laid under contribution; as well as old ballads and broadsides, and

Ctirols of immeinovial arjtiquity, some in their oldest extant form, and
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others in the versions suns in the West of England less than a hundred
years ago." By placing us again in possession of all these treasures Mr.
Ault renders a very concrete service not only to the religious reader but
also to the student of literature.

Elach of the twelve groups of poems is introduced by an appropriate
illustration embodying the subject and mood of the several divisions.

Most of these are beautiful in their suggestive and decorative effect, but
two of them, "The Road to Jerusalem" and "Despised and Rejected," fall

into a weak sentimentalism which is unfortunate. The attempt of the
title page, moreover, to illustrate pictorially the beginning and the end
of the life of Jesus by representing at the top the adoration of the magi
and at the bottom the Master fallen under the weight of the cross is in

the latter case a lamentable misrepresentation of the total view of his life.

Why should not the second picture portray, for example, the Resurrection?

These are, however, hut negligible defects. Mr. Ault has made a

notable contribution to the splendid series of the Oxford "handbooks" of

poetry of various periods and various literatures. He has made "a com-

panionable book." Is it too much to hope that before long equally good

anthologies of poems about Christ in other European languages may be

added to this?

. . TT • -i Paul Kaufmax.
American University.

Anglican Essays. A Collective Review of the Principles and Special Op-

portunities of the Anglican Communion as Catholic and Reformed.

New York: The Macmillan Company. Price, ?4.25.

The via media is always beset with difficulties. The very desire to

hold the balance between, extremists who occupy opposite positions results

in satisfying neither party. But this inability is of relative unimportance,

for extremists are proverbially intolerant, and their energy and enthusi-

asm make them radically uncompromising. It is, however, more to the

point that those who maintain the middle ground give proof of their

loyalty to the "essentials of the faith," especially in "an age of shrieking

partisans and of revolutionaries who are prepared to destroy everything

in the hope that something else may turn up."

The contention of these essayists that the Anglican Church Is pe-

culiarly qualified to act the part of a mediator deserves respectful con-

sideration, but far too much is claimed for this communion by its earnest

advocates. It is true that the Lambeth proposals indicated a great step

in advance; but it cannot be forgotten that there is a strong party in

Anglicanism whose trend is toward mediajvalism, and another party which

favors radicalism. The irenic spirit of this volume is, however, very ac-

ceptable, and the questions discussed are of a kind that leaders in other

communities arg also earnestly and seriously debating.

It is interesting to note that these essayists acknov.ledge that reunion

between the Anglican and Roman Churches is not possible, until the latter

is prepared to reform its methods of teaching and influence. The pro.^-
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pects of such a willingness are Tiot reassuring. This subject is ably dis-

cussed in a .strong essay on "Ivonie as Unrerorraed" by Dr. G. G. Coulton,

the eminent historical scholar, whose recent volume on Five Centuries of

Religion throws considerable light on Monasticism in the early medistval

age. His essay demonstrates, with the aid of impartial evidence, that the

Romish conceptions of truth and authority, its intellectual restrictions

and its characteristic intolerance lead to the exercise of "organized brute

force for the suppression of differences of opinion." The criticisms are

severe, but it is well to face the facts and, whatever may be said to the

contrary, it must be owned that the settled policies of "Rome" have always

prevented the true progress of the Church of Christ.

The essay on "Communion or Mass" by Archdeacon Cox sets forth

with logical precision and historical insight the fallacy of this institution.

It holds a conception of God contrary to the teaching of Christ and his

apostles; it subverts belief in the continual presence of Christ with his

people; it minimizes the supreme sacrifice on the Cross by regai-ding the

Sacrament of the ]Mass as a propitiatory sacrifice to the Father; it fails

to empliasize the New Testament teaching concerning the sacrifices to be

offered by Christian people; it has given occasion to sundry superstitions.

Another essay on "Tlie Cultus of Saint Mary the Virgin" by Archdeacon

Thorpe makes out a strong case against this practice. The student who
is interested in these two questions will find much pertinent material in

Doctor Coulton's volume, already referred to.

Mr. Thorpe laments that "the Church of England to-day is suffering

notoriously from the lack of discipline. ... It cannot be restored unless

the spirit of respect for sound learning and obedience to lawful authority,

even when imperfect, is inculcated and cultivated all round." This ap-

plies to all the churches. What is authority? An answer is given by

Archbishop D'Arcy in the es.say on "Christian Liberty." He is a convinced

individualist, but while he is correct in declaring that our Lord is su-

premely the teacher of a true individualism, the fact must not be over-

looked that the consensus of belief, which is the basis of the fellowship

and unity among Christian people, implies a social nexus that checks and
modifies any forms of vagrant individualism. The subject should have
been more fully developed, for the very genius of the church requires us

to relate the individual to the corporate whole and so guard against va-

garies and excesses. The essay on "Aspects of the English Reforniation,"

by Doctor J^Iurray, is a fine historical survey and takes occasion to warn
against the dangers of the new individualism.

The most notable essay is that by the Rev. C. E. Raven on "The New
Reformation." He is per.suaded that tlio church needs to lecover a sense

of proportion, a clear vision of the object for which she exists, "in order
that, this once seen, she may overhaul her whole apparatus Mith a view
to subordinating it to its proper purpose." He notes that the outstanding
feature of the religious situation is "the concentration of interest upon
the central figure of the Gospels, a serious study of the records, and a

deepened reverence for His teaching and example. . . . Rrobably at no
time since the early days has there been a greater eagerness for uncom-
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promising discipleship, or a more general agreement as to the reality of

communion with Him, not as with a dead prophet, but as with a living

and present Saviour and Friend." Such a spirit augurs \sell for the future.

Mr. Raven sees in it an imperious summons to the church "to concen-

trate lier resources upon the fundamental duty of evangelism," convinced

that the strategy and strength of the church are to be exhibited not

primarily by controversies and conferences but by making disciples. We
heartily endorse this view of the church's supreme business. It is to be

fervently hoped that, by whatever methods, the coming fall and winter

may witness concerted and continuous evangelistic efforts on the part of

all the churches.

OscAK L. Joseph.

BOOKS IN BRIEF

Advc7iturcs i7i Hutnanilij. By William L. Stidger. Pp. x+255 (Doran,

$1.50 net). Stidger -s a fascinating writer of the journalistic type, able

to dramatize his personal experiences and make them live vividly before

the eyes of his readers. He gives us in this book a number of human

documents collected first baud in his varied and successful ministry. One

of these chapters was published in the Methodist Review. It is quite

impossible to properly review a volume of short stories. Who is so rich

as the Christian minister? He wins folks and that is the finest fortune.

These adventures reveal it.

The Science of ^V inning Men (Handy Book Corporation, Reading,

Pa.). Portrays a method which may draw many folks to the church, but

not a program which will develop the liighest Christian character.

"Pollyanna" stuff is a false and superficial optimism. Sermonettes, fifteen

to twenty minutes long, are the work of petty preacherettes which will

build up paltry churchettes and produce puny Christianettes. A living

gospel, proclaimed with passion by a preacher clothed with spiritual

power, will do the business better than all the clever little tricks of crowd-

getters.

The Soul of Modern Poetry. By R. H. Stk.vciiax (Doran, ?2 net).

Poetry, even that of this century, has a spiritual value. This book, writ-

ten with much felicity of phrase, will be a useful tool in sermon-making

for those who love to reach religious truths by the road of poetic im-

agination. And it is pretty generally confined to worlli-while material.

Simon of Cyrenc. By Thomas Hall Siiastiu (George Wahr, Ann

Arbor, Mich.). A stoi-y of a man's (and a nation's) soul—it is a Jew

book and a Christian romance as well. Chri.stians who do not try to

understand the Jew have nothing in common with that Cyrenian who

bore our Lord's cross on the first Cood Friday. This is a noble historical

story of the first Chri.stian century, that can be read without mental or

moral disturbance both by Jew and Gentile.

Social M'orl: in IJosintals. By Idv M. Canno.v (Russell Sage Founda-

tion). There is a religion of the body and the Christian Church was first
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to recognize it. Tlie hospital and the nurse are products of the social

gospel. The iuvalid needs more than medical treatment; he needs

social service and spiritual uplift. This new and revised editioji is an ad-

mirable handbook of methods in the solution of these medico-social prob-

lems. The hospital should be made a real giiest house of God.

The Crisis of the Clturches. By Leighton Paiucs (Scribuers). This

is a new edition of a noble argument for Christian unity. Doctor Parks

has the truly catholic spirit of Christian fellowship—not the pseudo-

Catholicism of sacramentalism, dogmatism or Episcopalianism. He is a'

Broad Churchman—better still, he is a Christian who does not make the

church the rival of Christ.

The Legends of Hmokeovev. By L. P. Jacks (Hodder & Stoughton,

?4). The art of the allegorist is exhibited with great skill in this volume.

Smokeover is not a place but a spirit, a state of mind, an attitude to life.

The legends are those of rebels against the present order of economic and
religious life. Hooker the heart-broken millionaire, Rumbelow the gam-
bling idealist, Margaret Wolfstone the adventui'ous schoolmistress, Puipple-

mark the fighting professor, my Lady the presiding genius of this

weird story, are all types of prevailing characters. The book solves noth-

ing tont it leads us out of the confusing complexities of SmOkeover to the

borders of Utopia, whence we obtain a clearer outlook of the next step to

be taken. In sheer interest, keen satire, searching analysis, witty ob-

servation, this volume is unrivalled. The story is far more thrilling than

any recent realistic fiction.

The FievoU of Youth. By Stanley High (The Abingdon Press, ?1.75).

This is a soul-stirring narrative of the struggles of aspiring young men
and women in Europe and Asia. Their ambitions for education are being

realized in spite of the fearful handicaps of poverty and distress occasioned

by the war. It is encouraging to know that the renaissance movements
in these lands give religion a fundamental place. They are a challenge

to the United States, reminding us that Christianity is on trial through-

out the world of youth. This book shows some of the ways in which the

comity and friendship of the nations might be secured.

CompanionuTjlc Books. Bj' Hkxry Vax Dvke (Scribners, ?.2). Doctor
Van Dyke writes literature while he writes about literature. Few modern
"Writers excel him in literary finesse and mellov.Ticss and fewer retain the

enthusiasm of youth for their early loves. The reader who is familiar

with the writers about whom sweet discourse is here held will enjoy these

chapters on the Bible, the Psalms, Dickens, Thackeray, George Eliot, Keats,

Wordsworth, Browning, Walton, Samuel Johnson, Emerson, Stevenson.

You have appreciation of the highest kind, v.ithout the smartness of the

pedant who strains out the gTiat and swallov.s the camel.

Old Memories. Autobiography by Sir Hexuy Joxe.s (Doran, $1.35).

There is a wealth of inspiration in these reminiscences of the son of a
Welsh shoemaker, who attained to the high position of professor of moral
philosophy in the University of Gla.sgow. The early struggles, the religiouB
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atmosphere of a workingman's home, tlie brilliant successes are described

with vividness and modesty. The opportunities for an education are

greater in our land, but this book should be read by all ambitious young
men and, indeed, by everyone. Very welcome is the light thrown on some
of the famous leaders of thought, such as Jebb, Denney, Bruce, Dods,

Drummond, Kelvin, Edward Caird. This is one of the rare and precious

books of autobiography of a value far beyond its modest price.

Altars of Earth. Studies in Old Testament Humanism. By Hubeut
L. Smrso.N (Pilgrim Press, $2.25). The early stories of Gcmesis are in-

terpreted with rare discernment of their spiritual values in these exquisite

studies. There is nothing of the strained manner of the allegorical liter-

alist but an attempt to bring out the modern appeal of Genesis. The sec-

ond part is on Ecclesiastes. Its author is not regarded as a cynic or a

voluptuary suffering from ennui, but one who viewed v.-ith sympathy the

problems of different classes of people. Tliese are not sermons but re-

ligious essays of the same high order as the author's previous volume on

The Intention of His Soul.

The Local Color of the Bihle. By Charles W. Buddex, M.D., and the

Rev. Edward Hastings, M.A. Vol. I, Genesis—2 Samuel (Scribners, $3).

There is often a lack of reality in reading the Bible stories. We think of

the characters very much as though they were etched on paper and not

of like passions with ourselves. Then, again, the Oriental world of Bible

times is at so great a distance that its customs and habits are not clearly

understood. It is only as we set life in its actual context, including even

prosaic details and commonplace incidents, that a better knowledge could

be obtained. These needs are well met in this new series of volumes.

We look forward with pleasure to the succeeding issues of what will be

of decided help to Bible study.

The Friendship IndispcnsahJe. By Charles E. Jeffeusox (Macmil-

lan, 75 cents). After an extended study of conditions in Great Britain,

Doctor Jefferson is persuaded that the hope of the world is in an Anglo-

American alliance. To this end he points out some of the difhculties to

be overcome before there could be mutual understanding and apprecia-

tion on the part of Great Britain and the United States. This volume
might well be regarded as "a tract for the times." It should be widely

circulated on botli sides of the Atlantic.

The VaJidiii/ of Anierican Ideals. By Shailek Mathews (The Abing-

don Press, ?1.25). The strength and weakness of American idealism find

a courageous and sympathetic interpreter in Dean Mathews. He writes

out of a thorough knowledge of our history and of present-day economic

and religious conditions. This restatement of our privileges and respon-

sibilities is most timely. It will do much to convince many that a state of

national isolation is logically untenable and morally impossible.

The Constitution of the United States. By James M. Beck, LL.D.

(Doran, ?2). The purpose of the Constitution was to guard the relative

powers of the nation and tlie States and to maintain a true equilibrium
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between the rights of government and the rights of the individual. An
eminent jurist, Doctor Beck, brings his unique powers to bear on this

study of the genesis, formulation, and political philosophy of the Con-

stitution. There is also a searching address on "Tlie Revolt against Au-

thority." Tlie book is a valuable contribution toward clarifying political

and social thought and setting the paramount issues in their correct per-

spective.

Christian Justice. By NoRiiAX L. Robi.\sox, M.A. (Doran, $2). No
subject in Christian ethics needs more adequate consideration than that

of justice. It is the key note of the Sermon on the Mount. Jesus thought

of it as an inward and positive experience rather than as an external

retribution. Mr. Robinson rightly remarks that justice takes note of the

past as well as the future, of character and not of overt acts, for its es-

sential element is the valuation of personality. The chapters on Justice

in its relations to the cross, to providence, to punishment, to the state,

are w^ell done. But why has any reference to the church been omitted?

The Psycholofjy of Prayer. By Karl R. Stolz (The Abingdon Press,

?1.25). This is one of the best books on the rationale of prayer. It is a

scientific study of all the factors involved, which means that the value of

prayer is finely appraised and its necessity conclusively demonstrated. If

clergy and laity make this excellent volume the basis for their medita-

tions at the mid-week service, there will come a richer realization of our

unfathomed resources, and with it a new quickening of spiritual power.

The Philosophy of Prayer. By C. K. Maiioney (The Abingdon Press,

?1). A critical discussion of prayer need not necessarily lessen our fer-

vency in the exercise of this practice, but with a better understanding of

its laws, we should rather be convinced that it is indispensable to mun at

the highest moments of his life. There is a good exposition of the Lord's

Prayer. This little book, written with profound conviction, merits thought-

ful attention that will induce prayerful action and increase tenfold the

ministrations of the church.

The Unseen Leadership. By F. Hkkbekt Stkad (Doran, $1.75). The
life that is hid with Christ in God is capable of discoveries that are beyond
the capacities of the ordinary seeker. Here is a transcript from actual

experience of the guiding hand of God, which led Mr. Stead to undertake
and carry out great enterprises in social Christianity, in the obedience of

faith. In an age of doubt and uncertainty, this testimony is a wholesome
tonic to strengthen the muscles of the soul and to put heart into us.

The Thoughts of Youth. By Samuel S. Druky (Macmillan, ?1.25).

Straightforward and friendly talks to young folks in their "teens" by one
who knows at first hand the life of those to whom he addresses these

healthy counsels.

Clarion Calls from Capitol Hill. By Hon. Willia;m D. UrsiiAW, M.C.

Pp. xii + 237 (Revell, $1.50 net). Congressman Upshaw is a brilliant

speaker. He is more than an orator, he is a lay preacher both of a per-

sonal and a social gospel. He ably fights rum, pleads for peace, stands foi
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Justice to Jews and other oppressed folks and sees in religion the only
eafeguard of humanity. A Baptist, he began his legislative career in

Washington by holding evangelistic meetings. He has won the respect of

all parties by the sanity and fraternal spirit of his addresses. These
speeches, lectures, and—yes,—sermons reveal a unique type of states-

manship.

Adventures in Evangelism. By EiiMtT>T) Thicicstux. Pp. xii + 231

(I)oran, ?1.50 net). Out of his own adventures in saving folks, the author
has fashioned these evangelistic romances. What a fine thrill there is in

the revival business! Bishop Henderson in his introduction aptly says:

"To tell such stories is not merely art. . . . The skillful pen may be

needful; the understanding spirit is indispensable." But our Brother

Thickstun not only has the passion and power for winning souls; he has
the gift of vividly portraying the process and results.

Great Modern Sermwis. Edited by Hobart D. McKeeiian. Pp. 212

(Doran, $1.50 net). Twelve selected sermons from some of the principal

English and American preachers of to-day—such as Burrell, Cadman,
Fosdick, Gordon, Hutton, Dean Inge, Jefferson, Kelman, etc. Excellent for

analytic study in homiletics. They are rich in rhetoric; better still, they

are full of fervor. Here we see the "Gloomy Dean" at his best in the

sermon on "Willing and Knowing," in which he studies Faith as an atti-

tude of will, a holy daring, a noble venture of the soul. Real religious

truths are those which have vital values. It is not by merely intellectual

processes that we are saved, but we can "add to our faith knowledge."

And Harry Fosdick's sermon on "Procrastination" is an appeal to the

young for immediate decision and action to which even his accusers will

say "Amen!" The other ten sermons have varying but significant values.

Men, Women, end God. By A. Hlkbkrt Gkay. Pp. xviii + 200 (Doran,

$1.50 net). One of the most diflacult tasks of the Christian teacher is

dealing with the sex problem. Doctor Gray treats it with decency and
delicacy, but with clearness and scientific ability. Love, marriage, social

complications. Christians must bravely meet the challenge of this funda-

mental social question. It is the Divine Love in human life that by its

passionate and cleansing power is able "to subdue the brute and exercise

our complete humanity to the glory of God. Love never faileth. It pacifies

passion and dominates the flesh." Man and woman can have no real re-

lationship without God. Doctor Gray's brother, a physician, furnishes an

Appendix, dealing with the physiological facts plainly and yet in a most

cleanly manner.

Training the Junior Citizen. By Nathami.l F. Forsyth. Pp. 304

(Abingdon Press, $1.50 net). If such a handbook as this were used by

teachers in all schools, secular and religious, few generations would pass

before civil government would become both a cheaper and an easier task

and all political life be transformed Into a loving fellowship. The pre-

adolescent age is the most important period for such training—the plattlc

time in which the foundations of life are laid. By stories, songs, games,

dramatizations, and suggested activities, true social ideals can be fused into
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the spirit of childhood. Get this book, use it for children's club<; ScoutsCamp Fire Girls and schools. It will help to first build up a neighborhood
and then a nation.

Inspiration. By Nol.^x Rick Best. Pp. 160 (Doran, n.25) Every
student of theolog>- should master some such treatise as Sanday's Damn
ton Lectures on Inspiration. Having done so, here is an exhortation to
follow that sermon, which adds to its learning fresh illumination as to
the Divine influence and authority of the Holy Scriptures. The editor of
that gToat Presbyterian journal The Continent has a liberalism which Is
absolutely orthodox. He shows the Bible to be "the only infallible rule of
faith and practice," and yet does not claim it to be a textbook in geolo-y
astronomy, biology, or anthropology. God did not "make to man a grat-
uitous present of information that he can by any other means search out
for himself." Doctor Best bases his book largely on the Doctrine of Hob-
Scripture as set forth in the Westminster Confession of Faith. That stal-
wart crcedal document is entirely different in its attitude from that of
many of the present-day ultra-orthodox. It is broadminded, modern In
spirit and not mechanical iu its view of revelation. Doctor Best's book is
more in harmony with that great Reformed Confession than the recent
definitions passed by the Presbyterian General Assembly. He shows that
there is no need for real Christians to be divided on these questions.

The Divinity of Jesus Christ in the Xew Testament. By J Herbert
Williams. Pp.x-fl73 (Scribners, ?2). This argument by a Roman Cath-
olic scholar for the absolute Godhood of Jesus Christ is based on the direct
statemeuts of the writers of the New Testament. And we think that he '

does prove that these authorities did believe and teach that doctrine and
that our Lord himself aflirmcd it. It is an imposing arrav of textual
proofs. Sometimes it is overdone, as in the attempt to justify the genu-
ineness of the passage on the Three Witnes.ses, 1 John o. 7 (Authorized
Version). This book has considerable value as an exposition based on
proof-texts, but, like most treatises on the Divinity of Christ, fails to enter
his consciousness and to see that in his Person and character there are
values which can only be ascribed to Deity. All we need to do is to per-
sonally know him, and soon we shall have many positive beliefs about
hira. But Romanism, like many extremely orthodox Protestants, always
places the emphasis on dogma rather than life.

Livi7ig Leaders Judged hy Christian Standards. Bv Lucius H Bug-
bee. Pp. 96 (Abingdon Press, 50 cents net). Nothing helps life like life
This IS a quite penetrating and thoughtful study of the world's livin-
leaders. Keen criticisms and full appreciations of values are given to
such characters as Gandhi. Lenin, Lloyd George, Einstein and others
A\oodrow ^^^]Kon is not included. Is his personality too perplexing for
analysis? Doctor Bugbee applies to them what is the topmost test—the
standards of Christian thought and life. None of them come up to the
full heights—two at least, Lenin and Clemenceau, fall far short Such
candid criticism in the white light of the gospel is worth pondering.

The Resurrection Body. By Wilhebt W. White. Pp. xii + 90 (Doran,
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?1 net). Few couservative theologians are so fair or so logicttl as Doctor

White. His is a unique argument for the theological formula that "Cor-

poreity i.s the end of God's way." There is much that is original in his

method and new in his e.xegosis. His handling of the evidence for the

bodily resurrection of Jesus is quite striking and should be carefully

studied by those who hold more critical theories. Certainly most of us

prefer a future life definite in form and place to floating about like blessed

ghosts. Even extreme Modernists can get something out of this book.

The Kingdom of Heaven. By Elkert S. Todd. Pp. 154 (Abingdon

Press, $1 net). It is only in modern religious thinking that due emphasis

is placed upon the "major theme" of the teaching of Jesus, "the kingdom
of heaven." It has not been made a part of any creeds or confessions and

until the present generation was rarely mentioned in the pulpit. And to-

day many literalists miss the moral and spiritual meaning of the term.

This little book is a real treasure worthy to be placed beside the expert

treatises on the Teachings of Jesus. It pictures a kingdom with a con-

science, whose throne is justice and whose scepter is righteousness, one

which will turn this bad world into a good world. It is a triumphing force

that will tran-sform all life and save society. The heavenly kingdom will

conquer all earthly kingdoms. Freedom, altruism (which is moral democ-

racy), service—these are among the principles of the Kingdom. Why
should not the preachers use the words of Jesus more freely than the

formulas of theology in their sermons? If they did, revivals would not

only save a few individuals, but change the life of communities.

FLASHLIGHTS ON CURRENT LITERATURE

(Any important works may be fully reviewed hereafter)

The Charge of the Church of Jesus Christ to You. By J. H. La.vgen-

WALTER (Bethel College, Newton, Kan. $1). A devout exposition of the

personal letters of Paul by an able Mennonite teacher.

Fifty Short Sermons. By T. DeWitt Tai.magf. (Doran, $1.50 net).

Brief sermons on uncommon texts. Some will like them.

What is True Religion? By Robi:ut J. MoAlpine (Doran, $1.50 net).

Practical and popular sermons on vital subjects.

The Armor of Truth. By Wai.tek Rus.sixi. Bowie (Revell, $1.25).

Sermons for children which are not "preachy."

Captain l^luclc. By Isl.< May Muluns (Doran, 4^1.50). A quite stim-

ulating story for boys.

Personal Immortality. By A. Gordo.v James (Doran, $1.50). A great

theme treated up to date. Many traditional notions discarded.

Lanibuth-JJcnnett Book of Remembrance (Nashville: Lamar and
Barton. 75 cents). A birthday book. A beautiful tribute to Bisliup Lam-
buth of the Southern Methodist Church.

Prohlems that Perplex. By J. W. C. Ward (Doran, $1.50 not). This
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successor to Campbell Morgan deals earnestly Avith many questions that

disturb souls—such as Prayer, Atonement, Miracles, etc.

Getting Into Your Lift-Work. By II>:uai.d M. Doxske ($1.25 net).

Living at Our Best (Teacher's Manual). By M.mjei. Hill (?1 net. The
Abingdon Press). Admirable additions to the Life Service Series of Text-

books in tho.se unequalled Abingdon Religious Education Texts.

llie Pulpit and the Cliild. Addresses to the Young. By Bohekt Hill
(Pilgrim Press. $1.25). Old-fashioned but \vorth while very short ser-

monettes, good for both young and old.

The King's Trumpet. By Jasper Seaton Hughes (published by the

author, Holland, Mich.). An interpretation of Apocalyptic Symbolism,

perhaps not perfect, but far more accurate spiritually than that of the

crude literalists who see in it details of historic prophecy.

Education and Training for Social Work. By James K. Tufts (Rus-

sell Sage Foundation. $1.50 net). A standard treatise both as to the

field and the proper training for social work.

Stylus I'hotographus. By Mary Culleu White (Lamar & Barton).

Pen pictures of Bible women and scholarship girls in China.

Citizen, Jr. (Teacher's Manual). By Claba Ewixg Espey (The Abing-

don Press. $1). Another Abingdon textbook for week day schools. Ex-

cellent, as is Forsyth's Training the Junior Citizen, elsewhere reviewed.

. The Minister's Ticin Six. By Adram S. Kavaxagh (The Methodist

Book Concern. 15 cents). An admirable Concio ad Clcrum, showing

cleverly the peril of materializing the ministry.

Leaders of Young People. By Frank Wade Smith (The Methodist

Book Concern. $1). Rich instruction for teachers and other leaders of

youth in the well-known Worker and Work Series.

Psychology and Morals. By J. A. Hadfield (McBride, $2). Best and

simplest expo.sition yet written on the relation of the new psychology to

ethics. Easy reading for such difficult problems. Will be reviewed later.

The Choice of a Career. By Garfield Evan.s and Ina C. Brown (Pub-

lishing House Methodist Episcopal Church, South. 50 cents). An admir-

able handbook for Life Service study.

The Win-My-Chuni Campaign. By William H. Burgwin (The Method-

ist Book Concern. 40 cents). The finest evangelism possible is the per-

sonal work program of the Epworth League. Here is their most helpful

manual.

Places of Quiet Strength. By John Timothy Stone (Doran. $2 net).

Simple and edifying discourses by a popular preacher.

Life of Saint David. By A. W. Wadk-Evans (S. P. C. K. Macmillan).

Translation of a mediaeval biography of this ^^'el?h saint—said to be con-

temporary with Saint Patrick in Ireland. These canonized Celts are very

interesting.
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A READING COURSE

The Life and Teachiny of Jesvs the Christ. By the Rev. Arthiti C.

Heai.lam, D.D. New York: Oxford University Press. Price, $4.50.

A DiSTixcTiox must be made between direct and presumptive evidence,

between the facts and the theories of history, between the principles and

the hypotheses of criticism, between tentative suggestions and final con-

clusions. The arbitrary spirit is always out of place in scholarly inves-

tigations. Oversubtle refinements of learning have repeatedly exposed

their sponsors to the humiliation of having to confess that their excessive

confidence was unfounded. A reaction has set in against dogmatism and

we are learning the need for sobriety and generosity in the discussion of

issues so as to avoid any reactionary stampede.

Bishop Headlam's volume is an illustration of the more adequate

method in dealing with controverted questions. He is critical but cautious,

he exercises restraint without evasion, he shows discernment and good

judgment. If at times he is impatient with what he calls "learned trifling,"

he makes good his criticism of those who favor their own conjectures to

the statements in original documents. On some matters he suspends

judgnient for lack of sufficient historical proof. He reminds those who

assume to speak in the name of science that changes in scientific methods

have more than once made invalid what was uttered with the air of

finality. His purpose is to show that the life and teaching of Jesus are a

consistent whole. Even though the account is confessedly fragmentary, it

bears the impression of a single mind, and it was not due to tendencies in

the apostolic church to overmagnify the thought and character of our

Lord. He rightly asks, "If the church created the Gospels, what created

the church?" This question calls for a direct answer, and it can be given

only as we take the Gospel material at its face value and regard it as the

faithful testimony of the first generation to what Jesus was and what he

made his followers become.

Such an investigation has nmch more than academic value. One of

the hopeful signs of the religious situation, according to a writer in

A7}r!ncan Essays, is the eager interest in the central figure of the Gospels

and a renewed devotion to his teaching and example (p. 251). Surely,

"the problem of Jesus is the problem of Christianity." Who, then, should

be more keenly and directly interested in it than the preacher? If a first-

hand study of the documents reiterates the conclusion that the original

spiritual impulse came from Jesus, and that he is the primary authority

for the church, then we can better appreciate the force of the contention,

"that the teaching of Jesus, as contained i!\ the Gospels, is not a collection

of different opinions held by various individuals during a period of from

fifty to seventy years, but a homogeneous whole coming from one teacher

of intense spiritual power." The benefit is undoubtedly great when such

a verdict is obtained after a thorough review of all the issues. Our posi-

tion is not only fortified, but our message is reinvested with intellectual

conviction and spiritual confidence.
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The subject is approaclied by a comprehensive estimate of the results

of criticism. The two-source theory which attributes our Gospels to

Mark and Luke, called The Discourses by Doctor Headlam, is far more
satisfactory than the complications of a sophistical criticism that reads

into the records the subjective speculations of a later day. As Professor

Simkhovitch remarks: "It takes an enormous amount of learning to get

away from the most obvious and simple truth." The evangelists also had

access to otlier sources. Their purpose, however, was to furnish authentic

information and this fact is admirably shown in Doctor Headlam's fine

characterizations of the Synoptists. John's Gospel is an interpretation

more than a narration. It represents a development of thought but it is

in perfect accord with the synoptic testimony. Taken together the four

Gospels represent a remarkable conception of Jesus, who is not the Jesus

of mythical fancy but the Jesus of history and the Christ of experience.

The historical context is vividly described in the chapter on "Pales-

tine Civil and Religious at the Time of the Christian Era." A great deal

of pertinent information, not usually found in the average life of Christ,

is here given and it throws much light on the Gospel story. The section

on the Herods and their circuitous policies is specially clear. The admin-

istration of Rome through the procurators, the social and commercial

conditions, tlie character of current rabbinical teaching, the worldly am-

bitions and demoralizing influence of the ecclesiastical leaders, the un-

advertised piety of the nation—all this is graphically delineated and

gives a needed background to the Gospel story. The atmosphere of the

times is further described in the chapter on "The Education of Jesus."

The childhood, youth, and manhood of Jesus were spent in a genial and

hospitable environment. Note what is said about the country town of

Nazareth (p. 99ff.).

Doctor Headlam is judicious in his discussion of our Lord's knowledge

which reflected the intellectual conceptions of his own day. He points

out that the fantastic imaginings and curious cosmological speculations

of contemporary writers found no place in the Master's teaching. His

psychology stressed the unity of human nature. His thought on the

Angels magnified the providential care of God for mankind. Instead of

the legal and allegorical view of the Scriptures, he held a view that was

simple and spiritual. Much confusion can be obviated if we remember

that Jesus came to teach men religion and not science or criticism.

"Through his divine impulse was thus created a gerrainant idea, simple

and almost unimpressive in its origin, which became the source of new

spiritual life to all future generations, continually revealing deeper po-

tentialities" (p. 132).

The chapter on "John the Baptist" is one of the finest expositions

of the credentials of this prophet of righteousness and herald of a new day.

The ethical significance of his baptism and the fact that it was a definite

sign of the coming Messianic age are well brought out. His message of

justice, mercy, and charity was different froni the religious fantasies of

his day and went straight to the heart of the people. He used the lan-

guage of the piophets but its form and application were new and creative.

His teaching was prophetic rather than apocalyptic, but here, as also in
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the discussion of the teachings of Jesus, Doctor Headlam tends to mini-

mize the apocalyptic and eschatological elements. Tliese must be reck-

oned with, even when we reject the theory of the inlcrimeihik and the

vagaries of premillennialism.

There was a continuity between the work of John and of Jesus. The

Baptist's message, like that of the great prophets of Israel, had "no power

to warm the heart or to illuminate the understanding or fire the spirit."

It was essential but preliminary to the true function of religion which

was liberated by Jesus. Familiar as we are with the Gospels, Doctor

Headlam's chapters on "The Galilean Ministry," "The New Teaching,"

and "The Kingdom of God" offer a new angle of approach. He justifies

his thesis that the teaching of Jesus was a homogeneous whole and that

the spiritual experiences which created the Gospel cannot be reduced to

the dull level of our commonplace lives.

The main purpose of Jesus was to preach. The influence of his au-

thority was due to the directness of his spiritual appeal rather than to

the demonstration of psychic powers. His miracles were works of mercy

in perfect accord with his sublime character. None of these "signs" bear

the slightest resemblance to magic. Any attempt to deny them on a priori

grounds is singularly unscientific. The opposition he encountered was a

testimony to his freedom from the letter of ceremonial rules and his de-

votion to the higher law of spiritual perfection. Note the study of the

Twelve and their distinctive traits (p. 201ff.). In what sense did this

company live a communistic life? The Sermon on the Mount was de-

pendent on the Old Testament and at many vital points independent of it.

Note the clear contrast between the Christian ethical system and the other

systems in vogue (p. 220ff.). The essence of our Lord's teaching is that

well-being is to be so'ught as each person lives according to God's will

and acts righteously.

The parables were spoken to correct and clarify current ideas of "the

kingdom of God." What three views were held at the time, and, how did

Jesus regard the kingdom of God? (p. 24 Iff., 249ff.) He never encouraged

his followers to regard him as a nationalistic leader. He was fully con-

scious of his Messianic vocation as the Servant of the Lord. He roused

popular enthusiasm but disappointed it because his mission was not to

bring in an era of material prosperity but by his death to make possible

the blessing of redemption. Those who argue that these ideas were the

development of a later day have the burden of lyoof resting upon them.

These subjects receive impartial attention in the chapter on "The

Messiah."

Doctor Headlam does not deal with theological theories of the Terson

of Christ in this volume, which brings us to the Transfiguration. A later

volume will doubtless take up these problems. His business in these lec-

tures was to show how Jesus appeared to his contemporaries. He has

succeeded in presenting our Lord as a man of his time and as the Man

for all time, who realized in himself all the ideals of Hebrew prophecy

and psalmody far beyond the most sanguine hopes and expectations that

were cherished concerning the Messianic deliverer. Tlie authenticity of

the portrayal in the Gospels is beyond doubt. This attempt to translate
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the thought and testimony of the four writings is in keeping -with sound
historical learning. It will help us to appreciate the sublime significance
of Jesus to the life of our own day and encourage us in our purpose as
preachers to give him the place of supremacy in order that, as the Magnetic
Christ, he may draw all men unto himself.

SiDK Reaping

Toward the Understanding of Jesus. By Vladimir J. Simkhoyitch,
(Macmillan, 75 cents). The teaching of Jesus was marked by strong In-

tellectual grasp and an insight which future generations may rediscover
but can never upset. In these pages it is brought into vital contact with
the particular circumstances and conditions of the time. This essay in-

dependently confirms the conclusions of Doctor Headlam.
The Mystical Quest of Christ. By Robickt F. Hoktox, D.D. (Doran, |3).

An able dissertation of the Christian ideal in the light of present con-

fusions and needs, and a demonstration that it is practicable in every walk
of life. Doctor Horton sums up the Christian ethic in the direct precept,
"Be Christlike," which is shown to be a sufficient rule of life, equally for

simple and complex conditions.

Jesus of Nazareth. By Geokge A. Barton, LL.D. (Macmillan, ?;2).

Using the results of modern historical learning, Doctor Barton has writ-
ten a readable book. Debatable questions are but slightly referred to, for
the more important matter is the fact of Jesus, and this he makes clear
so as to evoke our faith in Him and quicken our loyalty to Him.

For further information about books on subjects of interest to preach-
ers, address this department, Heading Course, care of the Methodist Re-
view, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Oscar L. Joseph.
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WHO'S WHO IN THE REVIEW

The frontispiece, The Christ of the Andes, is a picture of the statue

erected on the boundary between Chile and Bolivia, their altar of per-

petual peace.

Three articles are on Peace: One is by Mrs. Lucia Ames Mead, of

Brookline, Mass., the national secretary of the Woman's Peace Party; a

second is by the Rev. Gtokge MacAdam, IMethodist minister at Effingham,

111.; the third is by the Rev. Akthub C. Elliott (a nephcv.- of the Editor),

now in charge of the United Congregational Church, Magnolia, Mass.

The last won a lieutenancy in the World War.

The Hon. J. Stiit Wilsox concludes his Interesting study of the al-

truistic element in natural history.

Professor William Joseph Tjiompsox, D.D., LL.D., occupies the chair

of Religious Psychology and Pedagogy in Drew Theological Seminary,

Madison. N. J. He deals with the supernatural birth of our Lord from

the biological standpoint. It is the purpose of the Editor to present very

soon a biblical and historical study of that problem.

The Rev. G. Bbimley Oxxam is in charge of the Church of All Na-

tions, a notable Methodist missionary enterprise, Lo.s Angeles, Cal. Mrs.

CiAEA Cha.ssfxl Coopek is an instructor in the Teachers College of Colum-

bia University, New York City.

Dr. Hugo Gressmax is the Dean of the Theological faculty in the

University of Berlin, Germany. Both he and Professor Edward Koxig, of

the University of Bonn, represent a conservative and evangelistic type of

German scholarship. For the translation of their articles in this issue we

are indebted to Professor A. C. Kxudsox and Robert Pkfjkfer.

The Rev. Carl D. Gage has charge of the Italian First Methodist

Episcopal Church, Chicago, 111.

Philip L. Fbick, D.D., Methodist pastor, Schenectady. N. Y., is re-

vealed to us as a poet as well as preacher.

All the other writers in this issue have been already introduced to the

readers of the Methopisi Review.
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WHAT THE CHEISTIAX CHUECH XEEDS TO KXOW
ABOUT WAR AND PEACE

Lucia Ames Mead
Brookliue, Mass.

John KusKiN somewhere said, "It is a state of luiiid very

nnicli to be dreaded for a man not to know the devil when he sees

him." This state of mind is that of the credulous, well-meaning

man who is hoodwinked by the current fallacies about war and

peace. The devil of false premises and twisted logic comes ap-

pareled like an angel of light and a goddess of liberty. A gTaduate

of Harvard University, of Annapolis, or West Point may know

less of how to refute these fallacies than any fourteen-year-old

schoolboy who is properly taught. Experts in uiathcmatics, sci-

ence and languages, liistory and theology may have little imagina-

tion, no knowledge of psychology, may becloud premises by preju-

dice, and even lack the milk of human kindness. It is therefore

often necessary when dealing with such adults to 1)0 as simple and

explicit on mooted questions as when talking to adolescents.

A graduate of the Harvard ^Medical School asserted, "'War

is inevitable, for man is a fighting animal. That is a biologic fact,

due to his aniujal inheritance." The confused thinking which

confounds struggle with collective homicide, which assumes that

war, like earthquakes, cannot be ]>revented is one of the most

common and dangerous of heresies. Until that fallacy is refuted,

no real progress can bo made in dealing with International re-

lations. A false pliilosophy, like a foundation laid in quicksand,

prevents any superstructure.

Struggle is the lav.- of life. It is normal, inevitable, whole-

some, and it invigorates. We have as little res]>ect for a creature

that will not struggle as for a clam or a sponge. .Man was or-

839
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daincd to develop by constant struggle against nature and environ-

ment. He must everlastingly fight cold, hunger, disease, laziness,

dirt, fire, accident, ignorance, sin, poverty, and death. We honor

those like Sliackleton, iSTan^cn, David Livingstone, Raleigh, Co-

lumbus, and a thousand other heroes who have been great adven-

turers. The folly of confounding their type of struggle with col-

lective homicide—the crushing out of human comrades, perhaps

in ]\Iexico, Japan, or Germany—is the most dangerous folly the

world has ever known. These comrades should have been shoulder

to shoulder with us together fighting the common foe in laboratory,

field and forest. So long as this confounding of struggle that is

normal with struggle that is abnormal is enshrined in romance and

patriotism and religion, and confuses good minds, it will yield

hectatombs of corpses.

Unlike sporadic murders, which require no premeditation and

will indefinitely continue, modern war follows taxation, invention,

training, war games, and long preparation. It has no counterpart

in the animal world, for no herd or flock of brutes ever attack an-

other of ilicir own species, and individual tigers, lions, snakes,

etc., do not kill their own kind, but only other kinds for food.

"The biologic law" vanishes as soon as it is stated. But no skeptic

is converted by a concise paragraph. The clergy need to devote

one sermon a year to hammering home this argument, after a

careful study of Dr. George Xasmyth's Social Progress and the

Darwinian Theory. Like the multiplication table, it must be

drilled into every mind.

Tlie cave man was not a creature with a club, ready to brain

his neighbor. Like the chimpanzee, he lived on nuts and fruits,

traveled only as far as he could walk, saw only his own neighbors

and combined with them for self-preservation against the huge

brutes—the prehistoric monsters. Without private property in

land, without for probably fifty thousand years enough povrer of

invention and organization even to equal our Indian warriors,

he had nothing in common with Xapoleon or Iliudenburg. War
did not make civilization. Struggle made civilization. Inven-

tion, greed, and a false pliilosophy made war, and are preparing

more hideous and subtle devices to make more war. Civilization
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thus far is as abTiormal as a Inmchback with long legs and a shon,

deformed body. Physics, chemistry, mechanics, and invention

have done their best, bnt distorted vision and childish conceptions

of what constitutes national advantage have set natural law to do-

ing the devil's work. If our generation knew a hundredth part

as much about the mechanism of wise government as every boy

knows about Buicks and Fords, the world would not be in peril

of another war and the safest nation in the world would not de-

mand now for the first time to have as great a navy as any upon

earth.

The militarists are proclaiming against law as a substitute

for war. Admiral Eodgers declares that ''War itself is an integral

part of law. War is the agency whereby law is made to prevail

when it is disputed by evildoers. The world must be governed

under conditions as they exist, by nations with divergent interests

which i-efusc to be reconciled. Armaments are therefore necessary

to all, or one armed nation will ride the others." The editor of

the Army and Navij Bcglsicr writes of the ''practical necessity of

national protection that permits jeopardizing the safety of the

country by any such avowed object as outlawing war and sub-

stituting law for war." The Secretary of War, in an address at

West Point, is quoted as saying: "If it were not for the restrain-

ing effect of military establishments of the nations of tbe world,

an indescribable state of chaos would result and civilization would

be rapidly terminated through self-destruction." Says General

J. G. Ilarbord: "War still remains the supreme act of the state,

the school of heroism, and the training-ground for national dis-

cipline. Permanent, universal peace remains an ideal, lost iii

inaccessible distances, imtil envy, malice, lust, and avarice shall

have disappeared from the human, heart." An eminent clergyman

recently said in Boston: "The instruments of war are the most

effective builders of peace; the maintenance of militant forces on

land and sea is necessary to safeguard civilization from the rule

of the jungle."

These are the typt-s of dangerously confusf^d ideas which

are being taught to our future officers and boys in s\imnier cauijVs

at an ago when they have done no independent thinking, but arc
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foruiiiii!; convictions and look with respect on the pronouncements

of '']>ractical men" wlio wear epaulettes. Loose thinking goes im-

ehallcjigcd. Police functions, that is, the taking of culprits to

court with the least exercise of force that is necessary to obtain a

judicial decision, arc confounded with what goes on between rival

nations trying to settle, through their armies, questions of bound-

ary line, or markets, or "honor," by tanks and submarines ! Le-

galized, repression within the nation is confomided with v,-hat is

done between nations in our present state of anarchy, which per-

mits us to be judge, jury, and executiojier in our own case. The
placid assumption of each nation that the ''evildoers" must always

Ik? the other nation, that we ourselves can do no wrong, and that

''war is the agency by which law is made to prevail," ignores the

wars of conquest, of revenge, of spoliation, dynastic and religious

wars which have been in defiance of much law and all justice.

Such doctrine is as false as anything the devil has concocted to

lead good men astray. Even Theodore Roosevelt and L^iuan

Abbott constantly stumbled over the word "police," and s|X)ke of

armies and navies—the tools of rival nations—as "national police"

and never asked what army or navy ever took a nation to court,

or helped to a judicial decision. They never saw clearly the enor-

mous distinction between police functioiis, conducted by non-rival

bodies, and collective homicide between rival armies.

Granted that there may be collective, repressive force used by

all nations against one aggiessive nation by means of a small

international police, or by universal boycott; but that is the max-

imum which a sane wcadd will permit. This is not, properly speak-

ing, "war." World court decrees at The Hague, like those of our

Supreme Court at '\\''ashington, will require no force behind them

but that of public opinion.

The fallacy most commonly held by religious minds is that

war will not end until human brotherhood is achieved and the

Golden Ivule ]»r(,'vails. When men are all lovers of tlic I^ord Jesus,

then we shall cease concocting liquid lire to bo thrown by wireless

from aero}>lanes, wiping out men, women, and children! Good

people's ske])ticism of our l)eing able to end war in tbis generation

cuts the nerve of hope and action, and relegates permanent peace
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to some far-off millennium. Dueling, wars between cities, as

in ancient days, between provinces, and between states have hotn

ended without any miracle or change of human nature. In this

republic, though within each State we have excessive homicide and

lawlessness, no State has ever fought against another State.

Throughout the British Empire, black, white, and yellow peojde,

speaking 150 langiiages, and having scores of different religions,

are keeping the peace. What can. bo done over enormous areas of

the world can be done by common agreement over the whole world.

It is purely a matter of organization to make conditions in tlie

world as safe as they are between the rich and poor sections of our

cities. Xo love is lost between Eiverside Drive and the east side.

But the taxpayer sees that the east side has fire engines, schools,

building-laws, parks, hospitals, courts, police, and a fairly safe

condition of living. That is what the Christian Church should

demand for the world—and demand it now. Xo congregation will

absorb and digest this idea unless it is elaborated and reiterated

with varied illustrations.

The economic causes of wars will still continue for a time,

just as the causes of dueling still continue. These, however, can

be chiefly removed as soon as such free trade as that between our

States, v;hich has been the basis of our prospe'rity, is extended to

nations. There is no economic reason why Illinois should not have

the same freedom of trade with Mexico that she has with Missis-

sippi. A customs union over Eurox>o w^ould probably do more

to remove friction and promote prosjx^rity than anything else

which could be devised, unless it be a collective control of the prime

necessities of life—wdieat, cotton, rubber, coal, and oil. It is

needless to say that sound economics must be taught in all our

schools for many years before this is achieved.

Peace and war are by-products. Peace is a product of suc-

cessful organization. War is a by-product of an unorganizt-d

world, of confused thinking, of war preparations. The primary

consideration is world justice and world organization to attain it.

The most sig^lificant thing in the last hundred years has not been

the World War, but the new intercommunication \\T0ught by rail-

road, telfgrai)h, automobile, telephone, aeroplane, radio, cheaj.
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press and postag-e, and photogi-apLy. These will abide indefinitely

and be marvelaiislv amplified after tlie devastation, misery, and

poverty wronglit. by vrar have disapjx^arcd. Said Professor

^Nieolai, author of the Biology of ^yar, probably the profoundest

book ever written, since Grotius on war, "The war is only an epi-

sode and interconimnnication is an ej^och."

Glenn Frank, in the Century, has pointed ont that editors

underestimate their readers' intelligence and overestimate their

amount of information. The same might be said of clergymen.

What the average churchgoer needs is specific information on vital

matters which affect conduct and about which he has much mis-

information. The war psychology' is still rampant. "T have no

patience whatever with the Ilun. He is squealiiig and whining

and refusing to pay his just debts," is a commoii verdict with the

ill-informed and many a clergyman himself says, "The invasion

of the Ruhr may not be ideal, but it is an inevitable attempt to

rectify colossal evil." It requires energy and courage for the

average clergyman to find and tell the truth about the matter

without being scorned as being "pro-German." The judicial at-

titude that tries "to be just, even to those to whom we do not want

to be just," is not common even among the followers of Jesus. All

the more reason for the pastor to tell unwelcome truths. Let him

cite Ilosea and Amos, whose Hebrew politics have become part of

our religion, if the deacons accuse him of "talking politics."

Party politics of course must be absolutely avoided, but questions

involving interuatioiial duty should not be side-tracked as un-

fitted for the pulpit, or at least for discussion at midweek meet-

ings. Bishop Brent utters a message from the ]\Iost High vrhen

he proclaims that international questions are just as much our

concern as national questions. We are first of all human beings,

citizens of the world, children of God.

To indulge \n mere pious generalities about righteousness

and justice, and to leave the listener uninformed as to facts which

one needs to know in order to achieve righteousness and justice,

is a common but cowardly pastoral method of giving no offense and

sliding out of moral res|X)nsil)ility. This is in keeping with the

policy of the church iu every land which rendered it heljtless t<)
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prevent war. Take this tragic question of reparations, which has

prevented the reliahilitation of Europe for five years. Church-
goers, like other people, have short memories. They should be

reminded that when Germany pledged herself to pay, she signed

a blank check at the point of the bayonet at Versailles in ]919 to

avoid an invasion of Germany. She had surrendered on the

ground of the fourteen points, which were largely ignored in the

vindictive Versailles treaty. Xot until long after a post-war boy-

cott had starved her people when they were helpless was she told

what the reparations commission had dictated. This, aecordinf to

Pierrepont Xoyes,^ equaled 74 per cent of her total valuation.

The absurdity of this was S(X>n apparent and the amount was cut

down to 43 per cent, or about thirty-three billion dollars, gold.

Americans are demanding that Germany shall "stop shirking and
promptly pay as France did in 1871." Tliey need to be informed,

as the Institute of Economics has just shown in its nearly 400-page
report,^ "Germany's Capacity to Pay," that though France ad-

justed her debt quickly by various forms of loans and transfer-

ences, it was not the supposed thrift of the French people which
wiped out the indemnity. It is still a burden on French finances

and the interest on it at three per cent is now 105,000,000 francs

a year. The whole debt was only about four per cent of France's

total valuation.

The chief thing for the world to understand is the pliilosophy

of reparations. ]\Iuch bitterness, unjust criticism, and dangerous
delay in the rehabilitation of Europe and our taking our proper

share of responsibility would be prevented were there clear ideas

on this subject. At the time of writing, in early September, 1023,

probably one half of the American peoplo sustain Poincare in

saying, "Germany must pay, or we stay." Our ignorance and

neutrality prolong the impasse between Great Britain and France.

The report of the Institute of Economics says that "Germany
cannot feed more than GO jver cent of her people unless she can

continue and pay for her pres*.'nt imports of foodstuifs; about one

sixth of her agricultural lands were taken from her at the close of

1 Formerly Ame-ican member of ihe Iiiter-Allied Commission df the Khiupland aud Pr«ident
of ill" Inter illiiJ Coal Comniissiou.

= JiIcUraw-Flill Book Co., 370 Seventh Ave., New York.
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tlic war. Food and raw materials nuist be a first charge on foreign

money obtained for the sales of exports ; only the money left over

after these are paid can be devoted to reparations. The Allies

cannot cat their cake and have it too. They cannot collect anything

from Germany so long as they refnse to let Germany earn by

foreigii trade money acce])tablc to them. . . . The total produc-

tion of gold in the world since the discovery of America is little

more than half the sum which Germany is obligated to pay."

Germany's present supply of gold would pay reparations for only

six months.

Foreign debts cannot be paid on the same basis as domestic

debts. Germany has been harshly criticised for building canals,

factories, etc., as if this diverted money from reparations. But

she used home materials, paid in- paper money and none of this

product could be exported. Exports alone can pay for reparations.

A)id {hey 7nusl eo:ceed imports. These exports must chiefly be

created from imported raw materials.

Germany offered to supply material and labor for rebuilding

the devastated districts, but the builders and workmen of France

wanted the jobs and their protest led to the decline of this offer.

It is often assumed that Germany has paid nothing. The Insti-

tute of Economics reports that she has surrendered between six and

seven billion dollars worth of property. The Allies by no means

credit her with all this for reparations. Germany made contracts,

pa3^able in gold, payable in other legal tender after August, 1914.

This, apparently, is why she was able to wipe out her internal

debt with a rapidly depreciating currency—a virtual colossal

taxation of her citizens. It was necessary for h.er to begin infla-

tion in order to pay the early installments of reparations. She

has not known how to stop, as her purchases of foreign currency

could continue only as long as foreigners had confidence in her

mark. Germany has lost all credit, and without a moratorium

faces a collapse. The final conclusion of the exhaustive investiga-

tions of the Institute of Economics is that "It is utterly impos-

sible for any one to know whether, in view of all the conditions that

exist and will continue to exist, Germany will be able to develop

any export sur])lus. It d('})ends on wliolly indoterminaic factors.
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The Germans tlicnisclves do not know a particle more about the

possibility than anyone else. Hence llie promise to pay any

definite sum per year that may under militai-y compulsion be ex-

tracted from the German government would be not a whit more

than the 'agreement' reached in London in May, 1921. Xo threat

or compulsion, no promise, no guarantee of any kind whatsoever

will insure payment of any definite sum. If the Allies hope to

get paid, there is only one policy to follow, namely, to facilitate

the recovery of German import and export trade, and then to re-

quire the delivery of whatever excess of exports may be developed.

. . . The process of compelling Germany to pay, when she has

no international credit balance available for the purpose, is analo-

gous to forcing complete liquidation upon a temporarily insolvent

debtor. A little more juice may be squeezed out by the process

and then the end."

Closely /connected with the psychology of the American

people and the concrete financial problems facing Europe is the

ncAV information which is slowly percolating through the press

regarding the "sole responsibility" of Germany for creating the

war. The Kautsky, Gooss and Siebert documents which have

been brought to light, the studies of Professor Fay of Srjith Col-

lege, and especially of E. D, !Morcl, ]\[.P., show conclusively that

l\ussia, as well as Aiistria and Germany, wa^* inunediately respon-

sible for the war and that, more remotely, Great Britain and

France create<l conditions which promoted unrest and war. We
are gradually learning the truth uttered by Lloyd George in

December, 1920, ''The more one reads memoirs and books written

in the various countries of what happened before August 1, 1014,

the more one realizes that no one at the head of aifairs quite meant

war. Tt was something into which they glided, or rather staggered

and stumbled." Doubtless a little group of Germans, inclmling

})rofessors and editors as well as military men, were largely rcsi>on-

sible; but one must study carefully the available document.s before

Avholesalc condemnation of Gerniany as the '*'s()h,'" sinner. Jnstice

regarding this matter does not exculpate her from atrix-ities com-

mitted or lessen her oldigation to rej^ay wanton destruction to the

limit possible.
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A little time taken from the study of concordances and

church fathers to learn the facts needed for their congi-egations

in order to do justice and love nierey would serve the pastors who

are practically working as well as praying for Christ's hingdoui

to come on earth. Tf every community could once a fortnight

turn its midweek meeting into a study of history and economics

and if this were led by Christian j^reachers who woidd take time

for research-'' there would be less bitterness and confusion of

thought in the pews.

"Organize the world" should be the slogan of civilization.

Said one of the winners of tho Xobel Peace Prize : "Peace, accord-

ing to pacifism, means a condition of organized living tog'^ther

among nations." Pacifism simply means peace-making and a

pacifist is a peacemaker, not jx^ace talker, or dreamer. Jesus said

such were blessed. The word "pacifist" has been caricatured, de-

rided, and so misunderstood that many conceive it to apply only

to the flabby and cowardly who would not risk their skin to defend

their country. There are as many types of pacifists as there are

of Christians. The latter include persons of faitlis varying from

that of Unitarians to that of Roman Catholics. A very few pa-

cifists are unstatesmanlike extremists who injure their own cause

by demanding our alisolute disarmament at once and ask Congress

for an amendment to the Constitution to remove every word that

authorizes armaments. The great majority of peacemakers arc

not extremists; they know that all progress is made by st^ps and

arc busy advocating the logical, progressive steps toward outlawry

of war and the extension to nations of that system of courts and

police force vvdiich has achieved order and justice between in-

dividuals, between cities, between our forty-eight States, between

all parts of empires and nations, and which, in the League of ]S\a-

tions, is beginning to Ix) aj^jdied to the whole world.

•See article on "They AH Lied" in the Nation. Oct. 11. 1922; "New Light on the Origins of

the War." Aincricau Historical Reiiew, 1920-1921; "The Poison That Destroys," price 2d; "MiH-

tary Preparations for the CrLUt War," jjrice 6d, the first, publuhcd by The Independent Labor

Party, 8, Johnson Court, Fleet St.. London, the second by The Labour Publishing Co., 3S Great

Onnoud St., London; and "The Secret History of aCreat Betrayal," published by Foreign Affairs.

Orchard House, Great Smith St., London, S. W., price la All of the.sc three are by E. D. Mwrel.

M.P.. who Koa WiMtou Churchill's seat, an expert iuvestigator, and giving chapter and v?r9c for

fM liis statements,
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After the 7,000,000 majorit.y for President Harding, the

quadrennial of the Federal Council of Churches, in December,

1920, declared: "The supreme hope for the future is in the League

of Nations. This is the one worth-while, deiinitc thing that has

come out of the war. The call for our nation to enter this League

and help make it a really effective instrument for righting wrongs

and adjusting national difficulties is the gTeatest moral call that

has ever come to the church in all its history. The peace of the

world and the hope of humanity rest on the proper strengthening

of the League." The Feileral Council of Churches stands by that

pronouncement and none of its twenty-nine constituent denomina-

tions have dissented.

America is beginning to realize that the huge number of votes

in 1920, claimed as a condemnation of the League, were largely

cast by voters of both parties who were assured by leaders like

Taft, Hoover, Hughes, Root, Lowell, and others in the group of

thirty-one eminent Republicans, that a vote for Harding was the

surest way to secure our entrance into the League or into an

Association of Nations. The 1022 election and the Minnesota

election have led to questioning whether the Republicans will have

any sure majority in 1924. It seems that our entrance into the

League will be a strong factor in the situation. The tide is

turning and the ])artisan fury and abysmal ignorance of the League

Covenant which then prevailed is diminished. It is doubtful

whether one voter in a hundred had then read the League

Covenant.

A new situation confronts us to-day. If we enter the League

we shall not sign tlie largely impracticable and vindictive Ver-

sailles treaty. We should enter as Switzerland or any other neutral

nation entered. We should not have to condone now Japan's occu-

pation of Shantung, as she has evacuated it. We should take our

proper place in the family of nati<.ns with the right to withdraw

honorably by giving two years^ notice and paying our dues. We

can enter with fuirreservations as to our never ph'dging ourselves

to military action abroad without the consent of Cojigress and to

nothing wliich contravenes our Constitution.

Our refusal to enter has prevented the League from acting
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to end the dangcron? traffic in arms that has provided nianj ua-

tions with the accuniulatrd arms left over from the war and which

have aided various hostile ventures. Our aloofness has produced

a jiainful impression. We arc to-day, through unofficial represen-

tations, altering that bad i)olicy. Had we succeeded in securing

tlie two-thirds vote of the Senate, which Senator Newherrv, on his

resignation, boasted his one vote had prevented, we should have

entered the League wiih the ap}>roval of the majority of our voters
;

and the wars between Poland and Ivussia and Greece and Turkey

and the invasion of the Ilulir would probably have been prevented.

It is a sad anomaly that ])ermit3 us to enter on war with a ma-

jority vote but prohibits our making a peace treaty without a

two-thirds vote. As ex-Ambassador John W. Davis declares, this

long hindrance to justice should be abolished by an amendment

to the Constitution. The recent revelation by ]\Ir. Wellman of

President Harding-'s conviction that we could not "countenance

persistent isolation and indifference as our national policy," and

that he intended next year to invite '"all the nations of the world

to a Congress," and the statement of Prof. Irving Fisher show how

fr.r President Harding was from standing with the Johnson-

j\Ioses-Brandegce ^'irreconcilables." In 1920 President Harding

told Professor Fishei-: "I want the United States to get into the

League just as much as you do. I am opposed to the Wilson

League, but the League can be changed. My idea is to call the

nations together and ask them to make such amendments as are

necessary to secure the approval of the United States." In refer-

ence to a noted Senator who was opjioscd, he said: "When he

takes his extreme stand he is doing so for }>olitical effect. With

my o^vn forces divided on details, my fii-st concern is to get tliese

forces together."

At its headcpiarters in the federated republic of Switzerland,

the most internationally minded country of Eurojx^, the League

has created an atmosphere that is unique among the suspicious,

gi'cedy, discouraged peoples of Europe. Its hundreds of experts

on geogra])hy, ethnolcgy, history, economics, and law are creating

sjx'cdy and valuable communication Ixtween the nations. What

no one nation could do to lift Austria from complete collaj)5e, to
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stop the spread of terrible epidemic?, to remove conditions which

were in four iuslunces leading to war, the League has done. !Xo

one nation could have repatriated the 400,000 wretched, starving

war-prisoners in llnssia, but the League did it. It is grappling

with the problem of opium production; with the traffic in women

and children; with the supervision of the mandated t<:rritory,

which, but for the League, would have been simply stolen and an-

nexed. The establishment of the Permanent Court of Interna-

tional Justice, whose eleven judges, including an American, have

been functioning for a year and more, is another great achieve-

ment in which we should at once participate.

The Borah-Levinson plea for the outlawry of war, on the pur-

pose of which all right-mindcxl people must agree, is strangely

coupled with hostility to the World Court. This can gradually be

made as powerful as can any court which Mr. Borah wants set

up, as soon as the nations of the earth are ready to make the neces-

sary sacrifices. The illogicality of the Borah jwsition, the failure

to sec what is necessarily involved in getting a treaty for the out-

lawry of war, is most astutely presented by Walter Lippman in

the August Atlantic. "Once more," he says, "we see the tragic fu-

.tility of noble seiitimcnts frustrated by confused ideas."

Xo League can outlaw war, so long as a great, armed nation

like bur own remains outside it and claims the right by inter-

national law to go to war to-morrow if it pleases. Critics condenm

the League because its Covenant does not go furtlier in certain di-

rections. It is imperfect, as present world conditions necessitate;

as imperfect as was our Constitution when Alexander Hamilton,

who was greatly dissatisfied with it, loyally appealed for its sujv-

port, knowing that the alternative was disintegration and no fed-

erated republic. He and his coworkers failed to secure more than

nine States out of the thirteen for ratifieatioii. The necessity of

the first Congi-ess to add ten amendments at once, the two years'

delay before anyone trustetl our Supreme Court with a contested

case, are all reminders of the weakness of the beginnings of gi-eat

imdertakings and of their jw.-.sibilities of growth. George Wash-

ington was called to organize a nation. That nation is now sum-

moned to help organize the world.
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THE WAR GOD

George Mac^\j)am

Effingham, 111.

A FEW years ago most of the world had consigned Ares, the

Greek war god, to the place of de]>arttxl aud worn-out deities. His

was once an important figure at the council tahle of Olympian

Zeus, or when he moved restlessly about among the Grecian peoples

inciting them to strife ; but in our modern times he is remembered

chiefly as one of the characters in tlie childish stories of a dis-

carded system of mythology.

Early in the twentieth century men were actually dreaming

of a warless world. Then suddenly, in the fourteenth year of that

century, the earth shook with tlie stamp of an armed foot and trem-

bled under the tread of a great martial figure. The world aroused

and looked up to see the resurrected, bristling form of old Ares the

war god throwing his somber shadow over all the earth, licincar-

nated, in a twentieth-century panoply, the world-old spirit stalked

over the earth agaiu, leaving the same old trail of devastation and

want, the sighing and crying, the suflcring and dying of war.

Longfellow's seer was prophetic when he said:

Force rules the world still,

Has ruled it, shall rule;

Meekness is weakness,

Strength is Iriumphaut;

Over the Avhole earth

It is still Thor's day.

And because the war god brouglit this time almost the entire

planet to liis worship, and because he dragged civilization to the

very verge of ruin and left her there, violated and staring blankly

into the black pit she had so narrowly escaped, the world's interest

in the war god suddenly intensified. There arc many people who
contend that he is deathless; that he will ai'isc again and again

from the primordial depths of paganism, the reincarnation in

every suceeediug age of the spirit of ^Mars and Thor, of Ares and
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Wodcu, of Alai'ic and Attila. War has hypnotized us ^vilh a

souse of its inevitability. It is interesting to note that recently

four ont of five persons, selected at random on the streets of

Chicago, replied to the question, '^Will there ever be peace among

the nations?"' in the negative. But it is doubtful if they ex-

pressed a real thought; they only obeyed a habit we have gotten

into. Deep down in our hearts wo know that war must end or wo
must end. And so to-day a larger number of people than ever be-

fore are asking if the time has not come to consign the war god

and his dismantled armaments to the scrap-heap of history.

The time seems ripe for the enterprise. The inexpugnable

memories of the world war; the uncertainty and instability of

civilization; the imix?nding, ever present possibility of a recur-

rence of a general conflagration that shall set the whole world on

fire—these are intensifying men's desire for the death of war. We
are beginning to see that through all history men have been fooled

by what we term "the glory of war"; that there never has really

been any such thing. If we had read history aright we would have

discerned that underneath the pomp and spectacle, the glitter and

glamour with which kings have played their great game, there

was on the part of real humanity a deep and bitter hatred of war,

an instinctive protest of every noble sentimoit in our human
nature against its a-wful waste of life and treasure and its un-

speakable cruelty and hardship.

It certainly ought to give interest to the study of the subject

and assist us to some conclusions, as well as an approach to it

from a new angle, to go back some thousands of years and ask the

most perfected civilization of aiicient times, the Grecian, Avhat

they thought about it. And fortunately we have their literature,

especially their poets, who were also their prophets, and who,

witliout any attcm])t to moralize or preach, have given us, through

the fables they recited, a very clear idea of how they viewed the

subject. It must be rememberetl that the keen discernment of

tho Greek made necessary, if he were to have a war god at all, that

he have two. One of these was Ares, the war god; the other was

l*allas-Athene, the goddess of wisdom. Willi her, however, war

was not, as it was in the case of Ares, her sole business, but was
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incidental to her infinitely larger task of assisting Zeus, the All-

Ruler, in tlic harmonious government of the universe. She was

without hushand or family and her whole hencficeut being seemed

ceaselessly occupied in assisting mortals to live wisely and well.

In the discharge of these activities she had to do with war
only as an instrument of justice and righteousness. As Pallas-

Athene she had two sides to her nature; she worked through two

sets of attributes. In the construction of the state, the establish-

ment of its laws, and the development of art and industry she was

supreme. As Athene she was the embodiment of judgment and

reason and taught men the arts that make them great in times of

peaco. The inventive mind that distinguishes man from the beast

was her gift and she ever stood for those conditions of government

and society in which this faculty could work felicitously. There

was no art nor industry of men in which she was not conceived to

be helpful, even to the manufacture of the commonest utensil of

the home or implement of the farm.

As Athene, the goddess of wisdom, she stood for the reigii of

f)eace. Xcarly a thousand years before Christ, Isaiah, the Hebrew
prophet, saw ahead, in the fullness of time, a Golden Age coming

to the world in Avliich men should cease to learn war. •'And it

shall come to pass in the latter days that the mountain of the Lord's

house shall be established in the top of the moimtaius." . . . "And
all the ]iations shall flow into it. . . . And he shall judge among
the nations and shall rebuke many peoples; and they shall beat

their swords into plowshares and their sjx^ars into pruning-hooks

;

nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they

learn war any more."

But centuries before Isaiah the Grecian pcoph's had already

had the same vision. Their poets tell us that in those earliest days,

when the primitive Greeks were making up the genealogies of their

gods, their imagination conceived of one Eirene, who was to be

their ha])py, joyous goddess of peace. And then as they came to

determine the parentage of Pluto, their god of wealth, because

they had learned from bitter experience that war meant waste and

destruction, ])over(y and want, they naturally and logically gave

him for mother this same Eirene, the goddess who would banish
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strife and bring peace to the world. In that way those early think-

ers, pioneers in the construction of society, registered their con-

viction that only in the tranqnil, quiet times of peace do riches

and permanent prosperity come to men. As tlioy buildcd a civil-

ization out of barbarism and brooded over the problems involved,
their philosophy could produce no other conclusion. Logically,

war would finally be the undoing of the human race, would con-

tinuously destroy the fruits of civilization and render an ordered
condition of human society impossible. This era of peace was not
merely a myth or a dream; they felt that it had to he. Athene
was only the consummation of all those centuries of thought upon
the subject and the expression of their convictions.

But their Athene was not content with any kind of peace.
She did not cry "peace, jx^ace, when there was no peace." She
knew that it was not a mere sentiment and that its foundations
are in fact righteousness and justice; and so she was Pallas-

Athene. As Pallas she sprang from the brain of Zeus fully armed,
helmet on head, on her left arm the a^gis of her father, as irre-

sistible in her wrath as the mighty temj^st that shook Olympus
to its very foundations on the gi-eat day she was born. Here she

was the battle goddess, superior ever and always to Are^, speakino-

with the authority of Zeus and hurling his smoking thunderbolts;

the deity who ne\-er lost a battle, where she led an army, because
she never shook the a^gis of Zeus over a field except in the cause

of justice and right. This combination of Pallas and Athene
was perfectly consistent. It was the Greek way of saying that in

a Avorld a-making, in a condition of society where the ideal must
often war with an unideal environment and where peace must be
maintained through governments with their laws, coui-ts, and con-

stabulary, war must sometimes be waged for the establishment

of justice and the maintenance of order. Perhaps no other con-

ception of mythology comes so close to the Jelio\-ali of the Hebrew
scriptures of whom ])avid sang, ''who teacheth me to war," as this

one of Pallas-Atliene, because sometimes men must fight to destroy

evil and defend the right, and in this holy warfare if they go to

victory they must battle with the intelligence and be led forth by
the wisdom the Greeks imputed to Athene. She was indeed a
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sort of a promise and a prophecy in that far-away time of that

Prince of Peace, who declared his attitude toward injustice and

inequitable conditions of society when he said, "I came not to

bring peace but a sword."

But Ares was a different character. He was the personi-

fication of the brutal, bloodthirsty instincts of the carnal, animal

nature; the dcitication of the elemental passions of humanity.

With him war was not incidental; it was his business. He had no

interest in peace; conditions of order and harmony were irksome

to him. And in his character the Greek poets have mirrored the

thought of the most civilized race of antiquity upon the subject of

war as a business.

The Greeks may be said to have been a rather quarrelsome

and warlike people, but they were too intelligent and civilized,

in especially their later history, to have much interest in the deifi-

cation of mere brutal force. The worship of Ares seems to have

originated among the warlike and bloodthii'sty tribes of Thrace and

Scythia, who worshiped him as "a naked sword,'" and where, in

his worship, the sacrifice of hunian beings was made at altars

erected to him as well as perhaps more indirectly but no less cer-

tainly ui>on their battlefields. That is, Ares was an importation

into Greece who had no real place in their civilization and whom
they reluctantly and carelessly but by no means unanimously

accepted. His worsliip never became general and he had few

temples and few statues among the Greeks.

There was some attempt to represent him as an atti'active

martial figure, but the Grecian people seem to have held him

in scorn. Their artists delighted in placing him in ridiculous

and humiliating situa.tions, while their }x>ets made him the mark

of their wit and satire. It is significant that in one place, where

an annual festival was held in his honor, no women were allowed

to even come near the place of celebration.

He was despised for his bullying, craven spirit. On one

occasion Ids propensity for quarreling—for he seemed not to care

wh;it a fight was about nor which side he espoused—led him to

assmne a disguise and mix with mortals in the battle before Troy.

In concern, it woidd seem, lest the struggle terminate too soon,
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be decided to cLange his allegiance and assist the Trojans, who
were having a hard time of it, and he attacked Dioniedcs, a Greek

hero, who surprised the meddling god by inflicting a painful

wound. Whereupon he is said to have 'Toared like five or ten

thousand men" and bellowed so lustily that both armies were

frightened and the gods who witnessed it were all ashamed of him.

He hurried from the battlefield ''in thick, black clouds" to show

the w^ound to Zeus. But the "father of the gods" was furious

with him and in angry contempt told him not to come near his

throne again, or he would banish him from Olympus.

The Greeks understood the ruthless spirit of war. The

trifling and often selfish motives that are used to incite strife and

bloodshed they put into a tale to account for the origin of the most

famous conflict of ancient times—the Trojan war. Their poets

tell us that Zeus noted with alarm the increase of heroic men

among the Greeks who w^re out of employment and who he feared

would in their unrest disturb the relations of mortals and perhaps

of the gods themselves. Casting about for some method of prevent-

ing this, he seems to have thought of nothing better as a device

than that which rulers and princes have used ever since to meet

a similar situation

—

he planned a var. lu a very astute and

roundabout v:sj he went at it and nothing short of a poet's imag-

ination would have detected him, though as a method it has been

much resorted to in the history of wars : He nmdc use of feminine

vaniiy. Eris, sister of Ares and goddess of discord, whose busi-

ness it Avas to serve as the advance agent of Ares in stirring up

strife, was directed to throw into a company of Olympians a

golden apple inscribed "To the most beautiful." This resulted

in a contest between three goddesses for the palm of beauty, and

Zeus cunningly referred the matter to Paris, a handsome Trojan

prince. Each of the divine contestants approached the young

judge with a bribe for his decision, but that of Aphrodite won:

she had promised him the most beautiful woman in the world for

a wife. This woman was Helen, who happened to be the wife of

Menelaus, one of the Greek kings, which helped along the nefarious

scheme, and her abduction, by Paris was the cause of the Trojan

war, which dragged its bloody trail through ten years of history
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and resulted in the destruction of the most beautiful city, it is

believed, of antiquity.

Zeus is said to have disliked Ares more than any other of the

Olympians because "ho delighted in nothing but strife and blood-

shed," and because his bad temper and brutal propensities kept

Olympus and earth in a continual turmoil. Athene is represented

as having, on several occasions, been compelled to punish him for

his rude presumptions and she evidently delighted in making his

hulking figure and stupid jx^rsonality the object of her wit and

contempt. There are no indications that she ever joined him in

any of his warlike projects. She revealed her estimate of him and

his work by thwarting and defeating his plans whenever possible.

It is certain that intelligent Greeks understood the grievous

interruptions to the normal, progi*essive life of humanity which

war causes, and estimated correctly its waste of life and treasure.

Demeter, the goddess of agriculture, the most beloved of the Greek

divinities, and" more useful to mortals than any other, found her

greatest obstacle to the improvemejit and civilization of her people

to be the spirit of strife and violence created by the war god's

worship. She declared that men could not till the soil nor attend

to the farms when they were at the beck and call of a military

regime. History does not inform us what the Golden Fleece was

nor what it i-cpresented ; it was of such value that for many years

the Argonauts, fifty heroes of a heroic age, sought over the known
world for it. But whatever it may have been, its possession was

counted the golden deed of their history; it undoubtedly was some-

thing of supreme value to their race. It is significant that it was
at last found in a grove sacred to the war god, who held it there,

guarded by monsters lest men should discover and possess it. His

hold upon this treasure was loosened only by strategy and force,

and his wrath and vengeance pursued the heroes for many months.

Tliat is, war is not only non-prod u<;tive of the blessings of civilized

life, but it lays its hand ui)on and appropriates for its ovn\ waste-

ful program the trt-asures that stand in every age and in every

country for its Golden Fleece.

Illustrating still further this view is a myth relating that over

against a beautiful fountain one of the offspring of Ares, a
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ferocious dragon, hid himself in ambush and devoured the people

who came there for water. Athene, that the people might have

access to this, one of the ne<iessities of life, conspired with one

Cadmus for the destruction of the beast. The war god bitterly

resented the destruction of his pet dragon, and since he stood in

wholesome fear of Athene, took his vengeance out on Cadmus, by

compelling him to enter his service for a period of eight years.

Cadmus was spoiled by the military service and caste, as have been

many millions of men since. He married a daughter of Ares and

after a sort of vagrant life they were finally transformed into

dragons, a consistent and significant ending.

Of course there were then, as there have been in every suc-

ceeding age, efforts to throw over the a^vful facts and experiences

of warfare the glamour of its chivalry, its noble service to country

and humanity, the glory of its spectacle and pomp, the beauty of

unquestioned deeds of sacrifice and courage. But the Greeks were

too given to reason not to see that if virtue were an attainment

of the battlefield only, then there was nothing to civilization. They

were not stampeded by Ares, as were the Romans by Mars, and

their poets and philosophers taught that courage and heroism were

the virtues of the common life; that in every vocation and rank of

humanity dee<ls of bravery were as common as with the soldier on

field of battle. Especially Avas it given them to see through the

swagger and bluster of a military caste and they imputed to Arcs

the defects and weaknesses which were apparent in militarism.

They invented stories about him to teach that war could not be

depended upon to develop the virtues which are supposed to be

peculiarly cultivated by it. One of these talcs runs that before the

throne of Zeus was established, he had a fearful conflict with the

powers of darkness, embodie<l in the gigantic Typhanis, who

aspired to the throne of the universe. All of the gods, save Athene

only, were considerably shaken in their loyalty to Zeus, but their

professional war god, Arcs, was so frightened that he fled to

Eirvpt, where to save himself he assumed the form of a great fish

and hid in the river Nile. But when Zeus v.-as finally triumphant

and had slain his great enemy with a thundcrlH.lt, Ares stole out

of his scaly refuge and came sneaking back to Olympus.
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It is said that you can judge a man by the company he keej)s;

so you may a god. And when you are trying to get at the Grecian

view of war it is illuminating to note that they made Eris, the

goddess of discord, the constant attendant and companion of Ares.

Hesioil tells us that she was born of Xight and was herself the

mother of a terrible brood of evils. But the general agreement is

that she was a sister of Ares and shared his quarrelsome dis-

position. Homer pictures her as a restless, malevolent spirit wan-

dering over the earth looking for accidents and small misunder-

standings which she could fan into the ilam.e of war. She was an

atrocious figure, delighting ever in the noise and din of battle, find-

ing her greatest pleasure in the agony and bloodshed of the

wounded and dying. Indeed, she is represented as trampling them

under the feet of her war horses and grinding them under the

wheels of her chariot. She was one of the most terrible creatures

the Greek imagination was able to conceive, and the fact that she

was made the forerunner and companion of the war god speaks vol-

umes as an indication of the place accorded him and the whole

subject of war in their thought.

History assures us by many illustrations that one of the

surest ways of producing a war is to be militantly prepared for it,

and the recent world war is the latest and one of the best. But

it has, too, ancient example in the difference between the Roman
and Grecian civilizations, as especially seen in the influence and

poAver of their war deities. The devotion of the former to Mars,

whom they made one of their chief divinities, is in striking con-

trast to that nobler civilization of the Grec-k, which tried to ac-

count for the phenomenon of war, as they did of all phenomena,

by deifying it, but who despised the deity. They placed Ares

among the sinister forces playing upon human life, while the

Romans exalted ]\rars, throwing about his worship all the glory

and emj^liasizing all the attractiveness of war. It is impossible

to conceive a better way of inducing an almost continuous state

of warfare, such as Rome for many centuries experienced, than

this attitude. It is strange that we do not realize that "toting a

^n" is the almost certain condition of having to use it; that

going about with "a chip on the shoulder" is the surest way of
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getting into a brawl ; that the ix)s?essioii of an immense and ef-

ficient war machine is the almost certain guarantee of needing it

and a continual snggestion and temptation to use it. The psy-

chology for the nation is just as compelling as for the individual.

The militarist will of course characterize this as an imprac-

tical pacifism ; but is it ? Is it not the commonest kind of com-

mon sense? Granted that in the present stage of civilization it

is sometimes, in the service of iiltimate peace and order, necessary

to wage war, is it not the part of the highest wisdom to view such

occasions, as they are, but temporary expedients, while we keep

our eyes and hopes steadfastly fixed upon the goal of an ultimate

world state in which the war god shall finally have no place and no

part in the evolving program of humanity. If we do we shall ap-

proximate, in a way at least, the wisdom of the most civilized of

ancient peoples.
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AMERICA AXD IXTEKXATIONAL PEACE

Arthur C. Elliott

Magnolia, Mass.

"There is a breeze blo\ving through the United States once

again—a breeze of European propaganda." In these words a

writer in a rec-ent issue of a widely read religious journal refers

to the growing movement to place America in the League of Na-

tions. "European propaganda" is quite commonly the first

epithet used by opjx>nents of the League movement in America.

This damning phrase is customarily followed uj) in the second

paragraph by sinister reference to the supporters of our entrance

as consisting of "international lawyers, international bankers, and

ex-allied sentimentalists." The writer mentioned runs true to

form. He is a physician with a diiTercnt remedy for war, the

malady of the world. By a few simple adjustments of the patient's

vertebra:" he would outlaw war and codify international law, and,

like certain classes of healers, he must impugn the motives of

other doctors in order that the patient will turn to him. More

power to the constructive elements in his proposal, but something

more is necessary.

We all agree that the disease is one which must be cured in

this generation. Those who are acquainted with the advances of

chemical warfare since 1918 see notliing but ruin ahead unless

something is done, and done quickly. And yet five precious years

have rolled away with the doctors still quibbling over the remedy

as the })atient grows worse.

War is hell. Sherman coined that epigram sixty years ago,

but men have known it for ages. This generation should know it

if anybody does. And this generation must fight war as it would

fight hell on earth. Forces are now on the move to bring back

another living hell in the not far distant future, as even Hiram

Johnson predicted a short time ago on his return from Europe.

Are Christian ministers and laymen doing their part to prevent it?

The crusade against war is the biggest moral challenge of this
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period of the world's history. God pity the man who is lukewarm

on this subject

!

Though tliis problem must be approached with a passion for

its solution, its solution can be found only through dispassionate

and unemotional thought. Much of the opposition to the League

among the very persons who charge its supporters with bciug senti-

mentalists springs from the emotional mists still hovering around

their mental operations, aftermath of the war. Emotional thought

leads to generalization and sweeping panaceas, while life itself

is not general but particular, and the only way we can deal with

it is to set up flexible machinery, constantly functioning, meeting

problems as they arise.

If we should refresh our minds as to the opposition to our

entrance into the League we should recall that its chief sup})ort

came from the following classes:

First, Irish-Americans whose suspicion and hatred of Eng-

land led them to oppose any association in which England took a

prominent and jx)werful part. Xow that the Free State has ap-

plied for entrance itself and will doubtless receive it, this op-

position should fade away.

Second, German-Amoricans who supported Wilson in the

campaign of 19 IG in the hope that America would be kept out of

the war, and who felt betrayed when we entered so soon after the

election, and who have maintained an undying hatred toward

Wilson and anything identilied with his administration.

Third, Italo-Americans who adopted a belligerent attitude

toward Wilson at the time of the Fiume episode.

Fourth, ''Practical Americans, the hard-boiled class who

question any idealistic motives and wish to keep things as they

are. The leadership of the op])osition came from this class.

Fifth, Liberals who, having opposed the war on what they

considered idealistic gTounds, must now o]>pose the good achieved

by those who went into the war on idealistic grounds, in order to

preserve their prophetic rejiutations even at the cost of their ideal-

ism. Fortunately the uiajority of even thu-e extreme liberals who

opposed our etitrance into the war are consistent enough in their

idealism to support the League as the hope oi the peace.
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Sixth, EepublicoAmcricans who because of blind partisan-

ship or honest faith in their ])arty leaders in the Senate gave their

support to that leadership as it knifed the Lcagne. This class

included tiie bidk of the support of the opposition and among them

many well-meaning clergymen. That the time of disillusionment

has come is sho^\^l by a recent speech of former Attorney-General

Wickersham at Chautauqua, X. Y., in which he declared "a great

political party" had "invented"' reasons why the country should

not enter the League. Xecessity is the mother of "invention,"

and Avc have witness that the necessity was a dire one in the

frantic and fantastic arguments used in the absence of better

ones by the opposition to the League. A gi-eat Methodist Bishop,

for example, forgetting the L^nited States Constitution, stated

that "The League covenant must fail because it does not mention

the name of God." Though we have made this classification under

names which are possibly unattractive to some, there is no doubt

that by far the gTcatest part of the opposition was honest and sin-

cere. Any other thought would bode ill for America.

But, to restate the problem before us, how are we to fight

war ? Shall it be by building huge armies and navies ? Or shall

it be by wiping out our armies and navies altogether? If the late

war proved anything it proved that largo armies and navies are an

insurance of war rather than an insurance against it. It is an odd

thing that in spite of the plainest of object lessons, the Junkers of

all lands still clamor for armament supremacy, unmindful of the

ghastly climax of that same idiotic race in Europe. As to wiping

out our armies and navies altogether, that is a fine ideal, and since

the time of Isaiah, the prophets have looked forwaixl to the time

when swords would be beaten into plowshares. It might bo a

courageous thing to do and a good example to the re^t of the

world. Something in this direction may be jwssible. Many of

the nations might be induced to follow. But armament cannot be

completely abolished by one nation. There might be a villain

left among the nations who would seize the opportunity to fulfill

a dream of world empire. It is not safe to go it alone. Disarma-

ment if it comes at all must be according to a uniform policy

adopted by all nations. Isolation is just as unwise in dealing with
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the question of disarmament as it is in dealing with other ques-

tions that affect world-wide interests.

So we are not a free country. We are not free to disarm.

World forces compel us to adopt a certain course of action whether

we wish to or not. And we are not free in a multitude of ways.

We arc already bound to other countries by thousands of rules of

international law. We are not free to chase the rum fleet more

than three miUs out. We are bound by a multitude of treaties.

But did we make these treaties and recognize these rules of

international law in order to make slaves of ourselves? Hardly!

We made them in order to free ourselves in some way with respect

to our relations to other nations. We l)ound ourselves in order

that we might be more free. When the cave man went on his lone

hunt for fuel or food, armed to the teeth and crouching with fear

at every crunch of a twig, he was isolated, but was he free? When
he got together with his fellow cave men and organized a tribal

government so that all the cave men could go out unarmed within

the limits of the tribal domain, he freed himself. He submitted

to the tribal law, but in doing so he freed himself from fear of a

fight and the necessity of going constantly armed. So this brings

us to the only real solution of oiw problem, the only solution which

is the product of wisdom and not of emotion—law, for law is the

mother of freedom.

With countries as well as individuals freedom ends where the

other fellow's nose begins. In our municipal government law is

desigiied to be a scientific study of just where the line is to be

drawn between the freedom of two men. International law is

designed to find out with scientific accuracy just where country A's

freedom ends and country B's freedom begins. Big armies or big

navies don't find this out. Law is the only instrument for doing

that". There are many ways of enforcing law, by public opinion,

by blockade, or even by big armies and navies. But the important

thing to realize is that we must first adopt law. We must realize

that isolation is slavery, slavery to armaments and fear, and that

cooperation through international law is freedom.

What we are fighting for to-day is just what those first cave

men who wanted a tribal organization fought for, the freedom of
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law. As they wanted to rid their little patch of jungle from an-

archy, so we want to rid the world of international anarchy. The
advocates of the League are not trying to make entangling alli-

ances with anybody. They are trying to free the world from the

sinister entanglements of international jealousy and hatred, by

substituting law for war. They are trying to take one more step

up from the Avar of the jungle to the peace of civilization : peace

rooted in law.

And just as those cave men saw that the establishment of

law required some kind of cooix?ration between individuals for

conference and discussion around the tribal council fire to settle

the problems which arose between them, so we see that interna-

tional law to be elTective needs some kind of coojx'ration between

nations for conference and discussion. Persons who talk glibly

of codification of international law apart from machinery such as

the League of ^sations are surely not well acquainted with the

historic background of their subject. The pamphlet coj^y of an

address by Prof. Manley 0. Hudson of Harvard Law School before

the American Branch of the International Law Association sums

up this information. In 1SG6, the same year that the Atlantic was

spanned by a cable laid by Cyrus W. Field, David Dudley Field,

his brother, proposed before the British Association for the Pro-

motion of Social Science the drawing up of an international code.

In LS72 he published an "'Outline of an International Code."

In this outline he included a provision for an international

con.rt of justice, and a provision for permanent machinery

for international conferences, very much like the present League

of JSiations. During the interval of fifty years progress has been

very slow until the establishment of the League. In the field of

international labor legislation, for example, thirty years of

agitation Ix^fore the war brought two international treaties

—

the white phosphorus cojivention and the convention prohibiting

the night work of women. In the three years since the war we
have got sixteen international labor treaties through the agx^ncy

of the l^eague. All of them are in force.

Prior to the establishment of the League it was very difficult

to gi't a conference together, and when the conference assembled
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preparation was often inadequate ; frequently no machinery was

left behind for putting into execution the decisions made. Xow,

through the agency of the League, it is niucli easier to get interna-

tional conferences assembled because we have a machinery for

the purpose; the League insures that preparation is made by all

nations in advance; and the machinery remains after the confer-

ence is over to make sure that its \\ork is not dropped. Further-

more the conference is now much more likely to include all the

nations concerned. In many other fields besides that of labor

legislation has great progress been made. But the most impor-

tant contribution of the League is, of course, the Permanent Court

of International Justice, an achievement which proved impossible

before the League was established.

Former Attorney-General George W. Wickersham states that

any association of nations for such purposes must have, as the

present League has, an assembly of all its members, a small execu-

tive council, a permanent staff, a court, and various technical

bodies dealing with health, transit, economics, etc. It took four

months to g-et nine nations together in Washington for the dis-

cussion of questions of disarmament. Every year fifty-two na-

tions gather at Geneva for the discussion of similar questions and

many others of vital concern to the world.

Back at our cave-man council, when the proposition was put

forward to cooperate in order to prevent the race of cave men

from being wiped out by fights between the families, all the fam-

ilies but one joined, and that one was the richest family of all.

One old patriarch of that family stood up at the council fire and

said, "jSTo, sir. Xo foreign entanglements for us. Our family

first is our motto." The same thing happened no doubt WBi on the

Western plains when the various ranchers got together to form a

community and elect a sheriff' in order to stop cattle-rustling. If

war is necessary as a pai-t of human nature, it is doubtless due to

the fact that many human beings seem to be by nature isolationists

and bitter-enders. It really doesn't make so much difference what

the plan is that is decided upon, so long as it is some plan of co-

operation, flexible and capable of g'rowth.

The op]X)sition in America to the League seems merely a
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repetition of the story of what occurred at the end of the Kevolu-

tionary war. When the bond of a common cause had disapj^eared,

the "associated States" began to quarrel among themselves. It

looked for a time as though a number of petty little wars were

likely to break out. But the wise men, Washington, Franklin, and

the others, got together and drew up a plan for a Federal Govern-

ment, the United States Constitution. This plan was sent around

for the various States to sig-n and most of them did, but strong

forces opposed it in a few States, among them Massachusetts, Xew
York, and Virginia. If it had required a two-thirds vote it would

have failed in six of the original thirteen States: Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts, Kew Hampshire, Virginia, ]Srew York, and Rhode

Island.

From a legal standpoint this quc-stion of a world association

is not a new one. Poca- old Grotius, the father of international

law, in solitary confinement in the sixteenth century for his views,

wrote of international congresses and cooperation as fervently as

ever did President Wilson. His book, coming into prominence

just after the bloody religious wars of that century, created such a

sentiment for rules to govern international relations during war

and peace that the foundation for international law was laid.

Similarly, after every war since that time a remarkable strength-

ening and development of international law has taken place. Prob-

ably half of the body of the international law with which the world

went to war in 1914 found its source in the Napoleonic wars.

The writer had the privilege of listening in international law

class to an address by John Bassett Moore, and in this address

Mr. Moore quoted Hall's textbook on international law, written

before the war, to the eifect that the next war would see another

tremendous strengthening of international law which would be

proportional to the scope and intensity of the war.

It was but natural, therefore, that a League to Enforce Peace

should have been organizeel in this country and similar bodies in

other countries of the world in the period just prior to the Great

War, which would have for their objc-<^t the adopting of some sys-

tem of cooperation among the nations to end war. At a meeting

of the American lx>dy organized for that purpose with a strong
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and coiiipreliensive progi-ain for world peace—a meeting which

took place in Baltimore in 191G—the President of the United

States, an cx-President from an opiM:)sin^ political party, and the"

chairman of the Foreign Ivelations Committee of the Senate all

espoused the cause with a fervor equal to its significance. In the

light of later events it is interesting to note that Senator Lodge

stated that though it mean the political death of every one present,

they must fight through to the end, and he closed with those fine

lines of ]\[atthew Arnold:

"Charge once more then, and be dumb,
'^

And let the victors when they come,

When the Forts of Folly fall,

Find our bodies by the wall."

It seemed that a good beginning had been made.

Then when the world responded with enthnsiasnl to the cry

that the Great War was a war to end war, it seemed as though

nothing could stop the fruition of the plans of the wise men who

wtn-e working toward such an end. But it failed—not because of

any failure of the legal accuracy of the plan proposed. Taft,

Wickersham, Boot, ]\Loore, Moorfield Storey, and many other au-

thoritative voices pronouiiced it a good plan. And even ]\Ir.

Hughes, before he found himself in a ])osition where it was neces-

sary to keep at peace with Borah and the irreconcilables, placed

his name along with thirty other notables on a statement that the

best way to gel into the (n(»t "a," ^'the") League of Xatious was to

vote for President Harding.

It would take a brave man to say that the League idea is not

essentially sound as a legal proposition.

From a historical stand]:)oint the League idea is as sound as

from a legal standjwint. As the patriarchal family grew to tribal

proi>ortions a set of tribal interests arose with which the family

system could no longer cope, and tribal government was formed.

As tribes grew and clashed with neighboring and kindred tribes,

a new set of interests aro^e and the city state and the island state

were formed. As means of communication improved, states met

and clashed with their neighbors and a new set of interests arose,
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and with the new interests a system to take care of tliem, the

nation. And all the subdivisions remained to perform their proper

functions. Xow the period has been reached for the first time

in history when nations having met and clashed, a new and world-

wide set of interests has arisen. Banking is world-wide, com-

merce is world-wide, art and education are world-wide, religion

is world-wide, civilization is world-v/ide. There must be some

form of organized international cooperation to take care of these

world-wide interests. It must come if these interests are to re-

main world-wide. Either the system will rise to the scope of the

interests, or the interests will sink to the scope of the system.

As a matter of the individual relations between man and man

it has been illegal to kill and burglarize another man since the

days of Moses and before him back to and beyond the days of

Hammurabi. But the first attempt in all human history to write

those coramandmcnTs of three thousand years ago, "Thou shalt

not kill" and "Thou shalt not steal," into international law was

in Article X of the League of Xations covenant.

We have heard it said by so many voices in the last five years,

'^Oh, the old world is so full of crooked diplomacy. Let her set

her own house in order before we have anything to do with her."

Ah, it is because Europe needs our moral leadership so badly that

we must cooperate. TThat would happen to a community if the

resj^ectable element should refuse to go to the polls because there

were so many cheap politicians? With a smug self-righteous ex-

pression upon his face Uncle Sam has let the affairs of his com-

munity drift to such a point that it d<X'3 not take a vivid imagina-

tion to see the vultures of anarchy grimly hovering overhead.

The economic hermits whose prosperity is not more or less

linked up with the old world are remarkably few. Economic

seers are beginning to wake up to the disaster that is ahead if we

continue to follow a policy of isolation. Ex-Governor Lowden of

Illinois, speaking on this theme in Xew York a few months ago,

described the price of isolation, saying that it would mean that

thirty per cent of our wheat lands and nearly fifty j^er cent of

our cotton lands would have to go hack to prairie sod. What this

would mean in human misery any nuin who has not been in the
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Middle West in the last three years cannot begin to understand.

Mr. Lowdcn added that a complete readjustment in the industrial

situation would result in what would amount practically to a revo-

lution. The revolution is here. Within a year Brookhart, Ship-

stead, Frazier, and Magnus Johnson have been started for the

United States Senate by unprecedented majorities. And, mark

you, many more of the same type are on the way. These men

believe that cheaper farm credits, lower freight rates, a La Follette

revaluation of the railroads, higher income taxes and restoration

of the excess profits tax, and the Saint Lawrence Canal project

will cure the situation. But gi-anting, for the sake of argument,

that these measures are needed, what benefit will come from lower-

ing the cost of getting grain to market if there is no buying power

when it arrives? We are going to get this radical progi-am laid

upon us and the farmer is not going to be materially helped by it.

Heaven knows what next he will turn tr>.

Had America gone into the Leagiie at first and helped the

League to restore the finances of Germany and central Europe

as the League has restored those of Austria, the world would very

likely be out of its mess. At any rate the American farmer

would be selling the surplus of his wheat and other products. Any

boy that knows the A B C's of economics knows that with free

competition the price of an article is set where the surplus is sold.

The revolution that 'Mr. Lowden predicted is upon us and will not

end until we have cured the real cause of industry's ailments and

helped to reestablish the buying power of Europe.

If we look at the working of the League in action we find

that, though crippled by our absence, it has done some very re-

maj-kable things. As has been mentioned, it has set up the Court

of International Justice; something that the nations of the world

had been trying to do through the Hague conferences for years.

It has taken action which has probably prevented wars between

Sweden and Finland, Albania and Jugoslavia, and Foland and

Lithuania. It settled the Upper-Silesian controversy in a way ac-

ceptable to both parties. It rehabilitated the financial system of

Austria so that the Austrian crown and the American dollar are

now the most stable currencies in the world. Through its labor
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department, its health department, its commission on the opium
trafKc, the international white-slave traffic, in registration and

publication of treaties, iis study of disarmament, communications

and transit, and the means of intellectual cooperation, it has dojie

work badly needed in the world which could Inu-dly have been done

by any other means. Information as to all these activities is

easily obtainable in the latest Handbook, of the League of Xa-
tions, published by the World Peace Foundation, Boston.

^'European propaganda" ? King Canute oiice stood out on

the seashore and commanded the tide to stop and go back, but to

no avail. Out on the shore of the ocean of world events, the isola-

tionist is crying frantically to the tide of world cooix^ration to

"go back." But the tide of universal harmony, universal peace,

and universal cooperation backed by every argument of logic, his-

tory, religion, and present interest is sweeping up the beach of

time with irresistible force.

And here is the challenge for you and for me. If we were

in a static world the system of isolation might do— it might keep

us where we are. But we are in a dynamic world. Change is the

key word of the hour. We don't know what the next generation

will see, but we know it will see change. As H. G. Wells says,

''It is a race between education and catastrophe." The mechanical

conquest of nature has so far outstrijtped man's moral conquest

of himself that were it not for our faith in the power of the living

Christ in the world, it would be indeed a question as to which

would win.

In this dynamic world shall we Christians shut our spiritu-

ality off into one compartment of our minds and our hopes for

mankind into another and sleep through the crisal hour of his-

tory, saying, ''The League Covenant must fail, for it does not

mention the name of God" ?

Can we of America rise to that moral plane where we shall

guide our conduct by the ]\!au vsdio had the vision of a world set

free by truth from the shackles of such tilings as war; who faced

a world of intense nationalism and religious bigotry alone, and

died on the cross of Calvai'v to usher in peace on eai-th and good

will among nien i Or shall we turn away from our world respon-
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sibilitics with sullen, sodden selfishness, muttering in the words of

Cain, ^'xVm I my brother's keeper V
Ours is the challenge! Fifty thousand men of the best of

America, who died in the 'Svar to end war," lie sleeping in France

—or do they sleep

:

"To you fi-om failing hands
We throv.' the torch.

Be yours to hold it high.

If ye break faith with us who die,

We shall not sleep,

Though poppies grow in Flanders fields."

Can we not see theii' shades stir, awake, arise, and as they behold

America turiied away, with keenest disappointment they murmur,

''Was it worth while\after all?"
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THE CHKIST SPIEIT IX THE AXBIAL WORLD -III

J. Stitt Wilsox

New York City

The Call of the Wild

We now come to the Call of the ^Vild. If I only had the

facile pen of the great Jack London to tell this story now before

us as he had to tell his story from which I take onr subject. But

I have not. Indeed, one may ask, who has such a pen ? So I must

plod along with my dull prose on a theme which in a master hand

would lend itself to an epic creation.

In Jack London's masterpiece, the old dog heard the "call"

back to his more savage ancestors, which to him would mean a

sort of degeneration from his domestic doghood to savage wolf-

hood. Strangely enough, and absurd as it may seem, I am to

tell you of the wonderful unfolding ethics of the animal world,

and as I call men to learn from our lowly brothers, it is that we

may go upward from our present social and industrial competitive

savagery to a more humane society, by putting into practice the

high principle of ''mutual aid," which is the open secret of the

higher animals, in this ascent up to and through the mammalian

creation. Do not be humbled overmuch if I exhort a so-called

Christian civilization to put into practice the spirit of "mutual

helpfulness and cooperation," exhibited even among coyotes and

wolves, to say nothing of the life of more sociable creatures, from

the busy ant to the noble horse.

We have now come to the third movement in the argument.

We have seen that in the reproductive process in all living creatures

there is an unescajiable "living for others," an elemental compul-

sory sacrifice of the individual for the race, and then we have seen

that in the principle of maternity, in certain life processes, and

acts and motives of all mother-ci-eatures, there are devotion, care,

and self-sacrifice, a giving out of self into the life of "others" that

acts and reacts on the whole psychology of the entire species, male
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and female, old and young, to produce an "othcrism" that modi-

fies, re-strains, and beats back to its due proportions the "selfism"

of the hunger-and-safety battle of the individual. Herein is the

root of the evolving spiritual values and virtues. Now we are to

witness the giant stalk that comes out of the wondrous root.

Drummond has given us the phrase, "struggle for the life of

others," to define the second factor in social evolution. But that

phrase docs not quite cover the real and majestic significance of

the factor. For it is a struggle with others for the common good.

as it is displayed among the more intelligent insects and the higher

mammals. Probably the very best name yet suggested for the

second and most important factor in the evolution of animals and

men is that on the title page of the late Prince Kropotkin's notable

volume, Mutual Aid. To recognize our unity with one another,

to acknowledge our solidarity, to know that "no man liveth unto

himself alone," that no one can treacherously mutter, "Am I my

brother's keeper T' to enter into association with our fellows and

to work together, to strive together for common ends, looking to

the common good—this is the living together on the basis of co-

operation, instead of ruthless competitive strife; this is supplant-

ing mutual struggle with mutual aid.

Long years ago, when I was in my .ate teens teaching a dis-

trict school in Canada, I boarded in a Christian home in a very

orthodox community. I said "a Christian home." All but the

father, the head of the family, were members of the church.

Singular as it may seem, this is the one man that stands out in my

memory as the most nearly Christ-like person of that whole com-

munity-side. He seldom went to church. He subscribed to no

creed. He performed no religious ceremonies. He made no

professions whatever of either goodness or religion. But often

and often I have heard him quietly rebuke even his owni wife and

grown children for a word or look or act that was but a mere vari-

ance from the tender Christian spirit in relation to neighbor or

friend. He wns truthful to an iota. He was the soul of honor.

His heart was as tender as that of a child. He was a great big,

stalwart, bony, angular, shaggy-browed, shock-headed, Lincoln-

type of num. I honored this man with something akin to rcver-
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enco. He has doubtless long since goue to his long home and I

now can give his name—George Peacock, Huron County, Canada.

When I. read and reread Kropotkin's hook, it a])})ears to nie

in the -world of sociological literature, like George Peacock in that

orthodox religious community. Krojwtkiu does not quote a single

text from the Xew Testament or from any other sacred literature

of the world. There is only one single reference, as I remember,

to even the existence of aiiy such thing as a religious movement.

He starts out with this sentence: "Two aspects of animal life im-

pressed me" ; and then with the precision of the trained scientist,

and the comprehension of the acute philosopher, and the passion

of the social reformer, he uncovers in a marvelous manner the

development of the principle of '"mutual aid*' as manifested in the

animal world, and on up through human society until an open-

hearted reading of those 300 pages will leave you throbbing and

vibrating with such ethical passion and insight as nuiy be gained

from few books in the world outside of the Gos})els. Here is the

gospel without a creed, a symbol, a ceremony. Here is a ''word

of God" from the evolving animal world, a veritable ]>iblc preach-

ing with all the persuasion of scientific truth the mighty negative

to our "great pagan retrogression."

To turn from the pages of Xietzsche and Bernhardi and

Haeckel to the pages of Kropotkin is like turning from darkness

to light. In the case of the writers who have misrepresented

Darwin, and failed to comprehend all the factoi's in the total

struggle for existence, animals appear to be all bloodthirsty crea-

tures, mercilessly pursuing with blood-bespat terc^d fangs their vic-

tims, even of their own species, leaving a trail of dead and dying

behind, as the strongest and fiercest and most cruel enter into their

kingdom of power and success and survival, and forthwith these

misreaders interjiret all Jiuman ex'oliition in similar terms of

brutal strife, and come forth with the gospel of competition

—

war to the death—in the realm of industiw—down with the weak,

up with the strong— it is the law of Mature; it is the law of God.

But when we turn ta the pages of Ivropotkin he tells an en-

tirely different stury. Ho traces the princi})le of muttial aid and

its marvelous developmont up through the lowly life of the animal
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world; then through the long ages of savagery; then further

through the ages of barbarism; and iinally through the days of the

guilds and the free cities of feudal times, down to the forms of

mutual aid among ourselves. And what are his conclusions ?

What a contrast to the American maxims of the Xietzschcan gospel

that we hear in the market-place, and in politics. lie summarizes

his work as follows :

"In the animal world we Lave seen that the vast majority of species

live in societies and that tliey find in associ<itio7i the best arms for the

struggle for life; understood, of course, in its wide Darwinian sense

—

not as a struggle for the sheer means of existence, but as a struggle against

all natural conditions unfavorable to the species."

He continues

:

"The animal species, in which individual struggle has been reduced

to its narrov\-est limits, and the practice of mutual aid has attained the

greatest development, are invariably the most numerous, tlie most pros-

perous, and the most open to further progress. . . . The unsocial species,

on the contrary, are doomed to decay.

"If we ask nature: 'Who are the fittest; those who are continually

at war with one another, or those who support one another?' we at once

see that the animals which acquire habits of viutual aid are undoubtedly

the fittest. Tliey have more chances to survive, and they attain, in their

respective classes, the highest development of intelligence and bodily

organization, . . . together with the greatest amount of welfare and en-

joyment of life for the individual, with the least waste of energy."

Kropotkin's chapters on mutual aid amoug animals consti-

tute a perfectly fascinating story of the habits of our lowlier

brothers. Insects like beetles, ant.s, and bees ; birds like the com-

mon duck and the move rare pelican; animals like the deer and

the wild horse c'>m])t.'l us to see them in a new dignity as we ob-

serve them repudiate the free-for-all competitive fight and practice

mutual aid, enter into colonies and Hocks and herds in which

brotherly cooperation becomes the most important law of their

existence and the most necessary condition oi their pr»:>sperou3

survival.

"The chief furjdamciital feature of the life of many species

of ants is the fact and tlie ol)ligation of e\('i'y ant sJiarittg its food,

already swallowed aud partly digested, with every member of the

connnunity which may aj>i)]y for it."
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"TLeir force and mnnbers and success is in mutual sup^Kjrt

and mutual confidence, and 'if the brain of the ant/ to use Dar-

win's words, *is one of the most marvelous atoms of matter in the

world, perhaps more so than the brain of man,' is it not due,"

asks Kropotkin, "to tlie fact that mutual aid has entirely taken

the place of mutual struggle in the communities of ants?" Whole
books of similar corroborative material might be adduced from

the life of the wonderful honej-beo.

The common duck is poorly organized on the whole for fight

and conquest, as compared to the falcon or the eagle, birds of prey

and power, yet by the practice of mutual support it almost invades

the earth in its numberless varieties and species. The duck has

discovered the great secret

The marvels of bird migration, which have inspired the poet

as well as the scientist, are a thrilling manifestation of collective

experience, social fellowship, and solidarity, mutualism, and co-

ordinated, orderly, cooperative action. They have no ten com-

mandments or New Testament. They need none. They are all

divinely led like Bryant's "Water-fowl."

Going now over to mammals, the first thing which strikes us

is the overwhelming numerical predominance of social species over

those few carnivores which do not associate. Deer, antelopes,

buffaloes ; wild goats, sheep, cattle, horses ; beavers and seals

;

squirrels and rodents, in numberless millions, all reveal similar

triumph, success, and survival, through the practice of mutual

aid.

This mutualism and cooperation aids them in securing their

feeding places and rearing their young. It strengthens them in

defense as no tooth or claw could do. Contrary to our false notions

of competitive individualism, it guarantees more independence for

the individual. In fact, as Trotter says, "the wolf that does not

fo-llow the iynpulses of the herd will be starved; the sheep which

does not respond to the flock will be eaten." The herd is the de-

fense. ]\loreover, the group provides securities in which indi-

vidual initiative and intelligence may develo]), l)esides affording

the play and pleasure, and joy of life, of association, in which

animal life abounds. This association is not only a "rock of de-
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fense" and a creator of intelligence but a school of sympathy, and

a sort of collective sense of justice, and of those higher feelings

that are called among men moral or ethical.

To quote directly

:

"Better conditions are created by the elimination of competition . . .

in the great struggle for life, for the greatest possible fullness and in-

tensity of life, with the least waste of energ>'—natural selection contin-

ually seeks out the uays precisely for avoiding competition as 7nuch as

possible. . . . 'Don't compete! Competition is always injurious to the

species and you have plenty of resources to avoid it.' That is the ten-

dency of nature, not always realized in full but always present. That is

the watchword which comes to us from the bush, the forest, the river,

the ocean. 'Therefore combine, practice mutual aid!' That is the surest

means for giving to each and to all the greatest safety, the best guaran-

tee of existence, and progress, hodily, intellectual, and moral. That is

"What nature teaches us."

When I was lecturing a few years ago at the University of

Pennsylvania I gave one address on the theme of these papers,

and at the close of the series Prof. J. M. MacFarlane, director of

the Botanic Garden, presented me with his compliments a copy

of his own work, llie Causes and Course of Organic Evolution.

He called my attention to his own study of the principle of mu-

tualism among the lower animals. His researches were conducted

quite inde|>endent of Kropotkin and constitute a strong corrobora-

tion. In the mouth of these two witnesses the gi-eat truth ought to

be established.

Professor MacFarlane classifies all animals from the ortho-

pods upward into four groups in the order of their relation to the

competitive and cooperative principles. The first are the carni-

vores and predatory type. These live comparatively isolated lives.

Their limbs, claws, beak, and teeth are modified for seizing animal

prey; their movements are stealthy, suspicious, sly, sudden and

aggressive. They show a merciless and relentless relation to other

animal species, and even in some cases among themselves.

This first gruup are the ''merciless comj)otitors" of the animal

kingdom. They secure food by the competitive destruction of

their opponents or victims. In a study of these fierce competitive

animals, tb.e author concludes that if such equipment and such

methods are the best means for successful struggle these carnivo-
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I'Oiis grou]>s slioiild constantly Iciul iji the race for life and survive

most ])crfectly in the struggle for existence. But we venture to

assert that ilie opposite is undouhtedly true. A striking feature

of the entire pala'ontological record is the constant extermination

of these predatoi-V; conipetitive, often mail-encased and carnivorous

grou})s, much more abundantly and completely than the groups

that possessed colonial or gregarious habits. Competition, then,

as a fundamental zoological law is not nearly so successful as that

of coo])eration or social union.

The gToups increase in social habits and decrease in com-

petitive habits until we reach the fourth gTOup, when the principle

of mutualism is most highly developed, including the most highly

endowed and organized insects and the most highly organized and

most numerous species of the niammalia. They are found to be

the most cdaborately and diversely modified in types, alike as to

nervous, alimentary, and repruductive organization. They in-

clude, on the whole, the most highly colored, the most defensively

protected by secretions, the most abundantly reproductive, the

most highly evolved in social organization and the types that are

now richest in individuals. Surely to such a list of superlative

characteristics we need add no further proof that the practice of

the principle of mutual aid among animals is the secret of their

perfection and progress. The higher kingdom of life comes along

that path.

lie sums up his argument thus: "We accept it then, as a

proven i>rinciple among animals lower than man, that the co-

operative or social plan has ever tended to evolve and select forms

which have possessed resulting advantages over the competitive

plan and that such caused them to become, in spite of their ap-

parent weakness, truly dominant groups alike in high organ-

ization, in capacity for defense, and in reproductive capacity."

The saber-toothed tiger is gone, but the sheep and cattle on the

thousand hills renuiin in millions. The wolf perishes, the faithful

dug abides all over the earth. The hyena and the jaguar skulk in

theii- loneliness, but the noble l^v.^e abounds. It is not scripture

but science: "J'jlessed are the meek, and the peaceful, and the

brotherly, and they that j)ractice mutual aid, for they shall inherit
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the earth." Was ever truth more convincingly proven than this

by Kro}>otkin and MacFarlane ?

We may now place before our readers a diagram of the argu-

ment that will hfl}) faslen this law of progress and perfection

in the mind. Following up the first diagram, let S^ stand for the

sti'uggle for self, and S^^'^ for the struggle with others for the

common good. Let the whole figure represent the three stages of

animal life, the three great steps, thus:

o

o^

C O P i: R A T I V E
SOCIAL

M A M Jvl A L S

COMPETITIVE
SOLITARY
M A M M A L S

REPTILES

A B C

ChaKT of SriiVIVAL OF THE FiTTEST

The Cooperative Mammals

1. Are by far the moit numerous.

2. They are the most prosperous.

3. They have the most highly organized bodies.

4. And the most elaborate nervous system.

5. Provide best for the future.

G. Take longer care of their young.

7. They are the most highly intelligent.

8. They develo]) a high degree of individual initiative and

personal freedom.

9. And all these ])erfections are dependent largely on the

practice of mutual aid.
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THE INSTINCT OF THE HERD

It was the great Iluxlej who declared after years and years

of close scieiitifie study that "The cosmic process Jias no relation

to moral ends/' The earlier work of Beujamiii Kidd, Social

Evolution, published a quarter of a century ago, was entirely

devoted to demonstrating that there was no basis to be found in the

evolutionary process, from the standpoint of reason, for the ethical

development acknowledged to be present and evolving. It is

almost unbelievable how such error of interpretation of nature was

possible. Kidd saw that no matter how irrational the moral life

of man seemed to be, man did jx^rsist in filling society with re-

ligious and ethical codes and spiritual philosoi^hies. Though a

vile sinner, man was incorrigibly religious

!

A most valuable sidelight to this whole theme under considera-

tion is afforded by the very interesting and penetrating work of

W. Trotter, Instincts of the Herd. Psychologists have hitherto

paid but slighting attention to any such instinct. Indeed, the herd

feeling among men was not considered as primitive and basic and

fundamental in life at all, but secondary and a sort of by-product.

Some writers, indeed, went so far as to intimate that "mob psy-

chology" and the ''herding'' dis[>osition noticed as if only sporad-

ically -affecting human aft'airs was an evidence of low develop-

ment, or atavistic tendencies, a species of degeneration.

Now comes Trotter, who elevates the instinct of the herd to

its high and altogether important place in human society, ranking

the instinct with the other great instincts, of hunger and self-

preservation and sex. lie asks whether this herd instinct may not

be the unknown ''X" which may account for the complexity of

human behavior and whether it may not be the great social force

by which the. future of society may be transformed. "The animal

kingdom presents two relatively sudden and very striking ad-

vances in complexity and in the size of the unit upon which nat-

ural selection acts unmodified; . . . namely, the passage from the

unicellular to the multicellular, and from the solitary to the so-

cial." (From the tiger, or ])redatory, to the horse or cow^ the

sociable, cooperative.)
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Just as "raulticellularity presents itself as an escape from

the rigor of natural selection, which for the unicellular organism

has narrowed competition to so desperate a struggle that any

variation outside the straitest limits was fatal," so the group life,

the life in and for and with "the herd," provided a condition of

life of far greater security, opened up a way for new varieties and

individual development, and made for more abundant life gen-

erally.

Trotter, following Kropotkin and MacFarlane, but from a

wholly original angle, calls attention to "the remarkable coinci-

dence of the occurrence of gregarious habits with that of excep-

tional grades of intelligence." Here, then, we find that instead of

the practice of group spirit and fellow feeling in association being

"vorational" it is the very ground and soil, as it were, of the

greatest intelligence of the whole animal world. For example, the

most remarkable gift of man, speech and language, from the

earliest sounds and signs of tlie lowest ty}>e of man to the literature

of a Shakespeare or a Goethe, is an impossibility and inconceivable

apart from ages and ages of herding and of mutualism. Such an

achievement could never have been left to an accidental or second-

ary aspect of life, nor could it come to pass among solitary and

unsocial creatures. It was therefore rooted and grounded in an

unescapable instinct—the instinct of the herd—as basic as that

of hunger or sex.

The herd instinct compels each member to be "sensitive to

the behavior of his fellows." Each must be "in some sense capable

of leadership." "The herd is his normal environment." In it he

lives and moves and has his being. The presence of the herd gives

comfort: absence yields loneliness and terror.

Elaborating these phenomena and others. Trotter concludes

that conscience and tlie "sense of sin," and guilt, and the call of

duty, from the ant that lays down his life for the larvte to the

patriot or saint who lays down his life for humanity, are direct

results of the grcgariaus instinct—the instinct of the herd.

Trotter quotes a remarkable sentence from Lester F. Ward
in which the latter erroneously, as we think, attributes the herding

habits to rational processes, rather than to instinct. I quote the
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sentence for its acknowledgment of the tremendous place of the

hording, grouping fact. ^Yard writes : '*For want of a hctter name,

I have characterized tlie social instinct, or instinct of race-safetv,

as religion, but not without clearly perceiving tliat it constitutes

the primordial unditl'erentiated plasm out of which have subse-

quently developed all the more important huinan institutions.

This ... if it be not an instinct, is at least the human homologue

of animal instinct, and served the same purpose after the in-

stincts had chiefly disappeared, and when the egotisfic reason

would otherwise have rapidly carried the race to destruction in

its mad pursuit of pleasure for its own- sal-e/'

Here, then, we have mutual aid declared to be the inevitable

fruit of an unescapable instinct. Xo after thought, no mere im-

position or ai>purtcnance in the evolution of life.' And this in-

stinct of the herd is the source of conscience and duty; nay, still

more, says Ward, it is the source of religion. It is religion—the

religion that saves the race from the destroying curse of egotism

and selfishness and self-indulgence, and ruthless com}>etitive strife.

This seeuis, indeed, like digging up the very word of God out of

the evolving soul of all living creatures. Since I have quoted a

sentence from Benjamin Kidd to show the error of his scientific

youth, I cannot do better and do him justice besides than to quote

a sentence from his posthumous vglume. The Science of Power,

which constitutes a practical reversal of his former position. The
Science of Power is a protest in the very name of science against

"the gTcat pagan retrogression," as he calls it, in modern society,

which is the social and industrial result of the pseudo-science

which exalted the ])rute struggle for self into the political doc-

trine that "might is right," and into the economic doclriiie that

justifies the exploitation of the toiling classes in the name of

business success and financial prowess. But it is more than a

protest. It is a constructive gospel of social science through the

awakening and education of wliat he terms "the evolution of the

ideal." Tliis evolution is none other than tlie unified or syn-

thesized expression in human society of all those feelings, such

as sympathy, benevolence, kindness, tenderness, self-sacrifice, and

loving devotion to human interests rather than self interests. I
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am happj to list this great work with the other masterpieces quoted,

all bringing", each in its own way, some angle of the one great truth

herein developed. The sentence reads:

"The endeavor to impose the idealisms of civilization collectively on the

mind of the rising generation on an immense scale, with deliberation and

interest and with all the machinery of high organization under conditions

in which the social emotion is profoundly moved, is bound to be made in

the future on a grand scale. ... It is clearly in evidence that the science

of creating and transmitting public opinion, under the influence of col-

lective emotion, is about to become the principal science of ciinlization,

to the mastery of which all governments and all powerful interests will

in the future address themselves with every resource at their command."

It is such a movement that Kidd sees necessary to usher in

the new birth imperatively needed if civilizatiou is to be saved,

that an age may appear in which men may be as efficient in the

service of mankind as they have been in the service of self.

THE GROUP SPIKIT TKE SECKET OF CKEATIOX

Twice at least in my life have I had a great spiritual thrill

of the most inspiring and lasting character, both of wdiich were

sequent upon the apparently cook^st intellectual illumination.

Some twenty-five years ago in preparing a tliesis on '^Herbert

Spencer's Conception of Social Evolution," after reading for

months through the tomes of the great philosopher, 1 came across

that marvelous acknowledgment in the last pages of First Prin-

ciples, in which he decla]-es that whatever may be the mystery of

the universe, there is one unescapable known reality and irresisti-

ble fact, namely, that we find ourselves living, moving, and having

our ]>eing in the presence of an ''Infinite and Eternal Energy from

which all things proceed.'"' And this is the great climax in a

volume the first chapter of which is '"The Unknowable!" It was

as if my soul were led out into immense si»aces of cosmic meaning

hitherto undi-eametl of. It w;is to mind and heart an enlargement

such as comes to the ordinary understanding when the awful

reaches of suns and systems are diselosed l»y astronomy.

But my .^eeond greatei- .spiritual thrill, accompanied by deep

internal subdued excitement, came this year when for the first

time 1 came across a most rennu-kable volume. I refer to }^er-
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nard's Som^e Neglected Factors in Evolution. It contains some

five hundred ]>ages of the most thrilling disclosures of the creative

processes from the lowest forms of life up to the mammals, and

man. Xo passing comment can do this great work justice. The
hypothesis laid down by Bernard, if it stood alone and opposed by

all other teaching of science, mighl be ignored. Bernard's con-

tribution is of the greatest significance. It is the ri]>e fruitage of

a great mind that gave to biological research twenty-five years of

the most exacting labors.

Bernard declares that below what is ordinarily called the

lowest form of life—the cell—there are still lower and more ele-

mentary living beings, which he terms the "chromidial unit" of

life. And here in the earliest moment of the awful eternity of

life the principle of cooperation, or mutual aid, was the funda-

mental principle on which life began to ascend. The "cell" itself

is a "cooperative group" of "chromidial units" that have combined

and cooperated and mutually assisted one another until they

formed a "higher unit of being." To quote: "Colony formation

is the essential factor in producing new types of organic life."

He shows with great scientitic precision, elaboration, and illus-

tration that there is a series of five major structural advances in all

created beings. These are in asceiiding order. Each "higher"

order of being was made possible only when a number of the

"lower" order formed themselves into a cluster, or group, or col-

lony, and became inter-dependent, each sacrificing apparently

something of his lowly isolated previous life, each entering into

relations of mutualism v/irli his fellow creature, until eventually

a "new creature" was created with "one" life of a "higher" order.

The next higher order was only possible by these latter going

through a corresponding process. They in turn fused together

again in such a way as to give rise to a now and more comj^licated

organism. If we would consider man as the fifth creation of such

an ascending order, then the social groupings of man are again

serial with these primeval colonics.

Xo such brief hint of the substance of Bernard's revelation

can do more than quicken the interest of the reader. But as my
mind burned as with fire while reading this truly great work, I
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seemed to see in the processes of creation thronghoiit the countless

eons of cosmic time in which life has been struggling upward the

same identical laws of life and of love which are disclosed in the

life and teaching of Jesus Christ as he, "the first new-born among

many brothers," calls men now to the next evolutionary period

—

the kingdom of human brotherhood. I set^mcd-to see into the dim

past and hear the "Spirit of Life" brood over these lowly forms

and whisper to their ignorant self-sufficiency and self-seeking, and

seeming independent separateness, and call them out of it to the

next "higher creation." I seemed to hear that "Spirit of Life"

say unto them : "Blessed arc the meek. Blessed are those who do

not war on each other, but who enter into peace and brotherliness.

Blessed are ye cells that are willing to serve the common good of

the new order now about to be. A new command I, the Spirit of

Life, give unto you, little independent separate cells, that ye enter

into fellowship and association and mutualism with one another,

and you will see the next higher kingdom."

And then I remembered the words of Paul : "As the body is

one, and hath many members, and all the members of that one

body, being many, are one: so also is Christ; . . . for the body

is not one member but many ; . . . and if they were all one mem-

ber where were the body? . . . that the members of the body

should have the same care one for another, . . . and whether

one member suffer, all the members suffer ^\'ith it. . . . Xow ye

are the body of Christ, and members in particular."

And a gi-eater than Paul : "I pray . . . that they all may be

one; as thou, Pather, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may
be one in us: that the world may believe that thou hast sent me.

And the gloky which thou gavest me i have given them,

that they may' uk one even as we ake one !"

The highest reach of the greatest prayer of the most tran-

scendently spiritualized character in all the realms of Life that

man knows anything about, is a ])rayer tliat poor, little, isolated,

self-sufficient, self-centered, self-seeking human units may "lay

down self" and with the spirit of self-devotion enter into the com-

mon life of humanity as the very body of God. And so entering

—

enter into God—into eternal life.
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JESUS IN THE LIGHT OF PxVKTIIEIn'OGEXESIS

William J. Thompson

Drew Theological Seminary

DocTEiNES Lave their periodicity and protagonists. The

cross and the resurrection engaged Paul's attention. His silence

on the virgin birtli need not be assigned to his nescience or to his

disbelief. Xot until the close of the first centurv, as recorded by

the Council of Chalcedon, did it corne to the peak of attention.

Again it is in ascension.

With the angels' song, "Peace on earth," muffled, and two

hemispheres an armed truce, is not a discussion of the virgin birth

fiddling while Eome burns? ^A^ether the doguia be theologically

peripheral or central, its avowal by adults at their baptism and its

vocal enunciation by congTCgations concern the intellectual hon-

esty of millions of professing Christians. This alone precludes its

Neronian association.

Jesus a Max.—Man exclusively has articulate speech, makes

and uses tools. Jesus made and used tools, spoke, and spoke su-

perbly. Man is known in crystalline fashion only by man; his

psychology" of all other creatures is confessedly nebulous. Jesus'

correct assessment of Peter as a rock; of !Nathanael as guileless; of

Herod Antipas as a fox, is evidence that he, they and we all are of

the same kind—men.

Psychological Likexess.—Jesus' processes in perceiving,

conceiving, reasoning are like ours in kind though transcending

in degree. Whatever the urgency he could wait "till his hour

came." Masterful was his self-control. Pie angered, wept,

marveled, loved, ideniieally with ourselves under like circum-

stances.

This psychological likeness to us indexes the likeness of

his central nervous system to ours. This similar nervous system

coordinates only with a digestive, respiratory, and circulatory

system similar to ours. "He came caliiig and drinking/' "Being

wearied with his journey he sai at the well." The ship was cov-
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cred with waves, but he was asleep. His respiration was eighteen,

his pulse seventy-two, his temperature 98. G°, his blood j)ressurc

normal, with a normal blood count and a normal percentage of

hemoglobin.

Somatic ResembLxYnce.-—This his physiological likeness to

us carries with it his somatic likeness. Swaddling clothes are pal-

pable. He was wrapped in them at his birth. His body was

corporal ; Docetism, which jn-onounced it a phantom, itself has

vanished into airy nothing. He was circumcised on the eighth

day. Of traces of gynandromorphism and hermaphroditism there

were none. His masculinity was that of other boy babes. In his

twelfth year on his homeward journey from the feast, lost to his

parents, they could tell no ditt'erentiating bodily feature whereby

others might identify him. He was somatically like other lads,

like other adults.

This somatical likeness includes au origin kindred to ours.

John's ''corn of wheat falling into the ground and dying" is not

to be agriculturally interpreted. Milton's derivation of the organic

from the inoi-ganic, '"The grassy clods now calved," and Ovid's

easy creation of men from stones tossed by juggling hands of

Deucalion and Pyrrha, as Avell as Aristotle's angling eels out of

nothing, we red-pencil as poetry and blue-pencil as genetics.

Biogenesis.—That microorganisms are not the effect but the

cause of decay Francesco TJedi, of the seventeenth century, first

proved. Present-day aseptic surgery and food preservation seal

the proof. Biogenesis—all life is from life-—the painstaking and

exhaustive labors of Louis Pasteur and his coadjutors, John

Tyndall and Lord ]>istcr, have established upon a wind, storm,

bomb and earthquake proof foundation. Jesus came from a pre-

vious life.

The law of Genesis, ''Everything bringing forth after his

kind," has no exce]>tion. Anglican, Latin, Greek, indeed the

concert of voices, within and without organized Christianity,

attune to l^auFs key note: "He was born of a woman."

Value of Sex.-—]ie])rodueuon without sex v.nuld glut the

world "with i'e]M'titi«'ns. Tlu^^e nature seems t<> alili^r as she does

a vacuum. \'ari(_tv in creation stands out as the sun does in the
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heavens. The union of the spermatozoon and the ovum spells

variety. Variety makes for progress toward the alluring realms

of perfection. ''Male and female made he them."

Heterogamy.—Heterogamy, the union of the male and fe-

male for procreation, is accepted as having an unbroken continuity

from the first Adam. In acce>rdance with this Jesus would he

begotten by a human father.

Bible Denies It ix Jesus' Case.—Jc^us was not thus be-

gotten, says the Bible. "We posit the accuracy of biblical testi-

mony. Mark begins with the baptism of Jesus, too late for our

purpose. John, witli whom the mother of Jesus closed her years,

does not say Jesus had no father, but the passage, "The Word was

made flesh and dwelt among men, and we beheld his glory, the

glory as of the only begotten," seems not to support his earthly

paternity. Matthew traced the ancestry of Jesus back through

Joseph, but states that the angel revealed Jesus as a child of Joseph

by adoption. "Behold a virgin shall be with child." Before Joseph

and the virgin came together "she was found with child." Mat-

thew states that neither Joseph nor any other man was his father.

Luke, a physician, corroborates this and cites Mary's statement,

"I know not a man." Upon the first and third Gospel rests our

thesis that Jesus had no earthly father and thus was he an ex-

ception to heterogamy.

ISToT A Myth.—Atia, mother of Augustus, while asleep in the

temple Apollo, was visited by deity in the form of a serpent and

in the tenth month thereafter she gave birth to the Emperor who

is as immortal as the name of our eighth calendar month. We
brand this tale a myth.

The authors of the Gospels, who were versed in mythical

lore, believed their account of the virgin birth true. The hall

marks of the local origin of their narratives is apparent to the

critical eye of Gunkel, Gresstnan, and Cheyne. Could these local

narratives have originated elsewhere than from the lips of Joseph

and Mary ? Being true, Jesus was not begotten by a human

father.

Autogamy.—Autogamy, another method of procreation, is

by self-fertilization. The normality of Mary's organs of increase
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is substantiated by subsequent cliildreu born to her and Joseph,

xiutogamy in connection with her is dismissed with its mention.

Paetjienogexksis.—The only possible remaining method of

Jesus' advent in the flesh is by parthenogenesis (rrapOevof, a vir-

gii^ _^ yevtotg, production). In it the ovum develops without

paternal fertilization: life comes exclusively from the mother.

This method has our advocacy.

Prenatal Life of Jesus.—Mary, the uterine mother of

Jesus, "was great with chihl." The 280 days were accomplished.

She was delivered with the travail of parturition. Her pelvic or-

gans and their functioning were identical with womankind. This

implies the prenatnl fashioning in her, during the period of gesta-

' tion, of hands, face, external organs, spinal column, skeleton, and

nervous system. The nervous system of Jesus grew from the

ectoderm, the upper zone of the blastula. The alimentary grew

from the endoderra, the lower zone of the blastula. His skeletal

system developed from the mesoderm, the middle zone of the

blastula. The blastula, con>isting of about ninety-six cells, devel-

0}>ed from the ovum of Mary. Thus do we trace Jesus back to

the ovum. Therein his kcnosis touched its extreme limit.

Ovum Coxtaixs All that is Potential to Humanity.—
Ova hold and transmit characteristics of male forbears as amply

as do spermatozoa. A maternal grandfather transmits his qual-

ities through his daughter to his gTandson. The ovum from which

Jesus developed was the repository of male qualities from Mary's

paternal forbears as full a)id complete as from her maternal ones.

It lacked no essential to cither side.

Oeigix of Life in Ovum.—Life is in the ovum. Whence

came it? Where was the human Jesus preceding these nine

prenatal months ?

1. Q'kaxsmigkatiox. The Hindus borrowed the idea of trans-

migration from some low barbarians to explain the unequal for-

tunes and undeserved misei-y of human beings as a judgment upon

their past misdeeds entailing Karma, or ceaseless change, from

which, according to Bllddhi^lic esehatology, there is but one sur-

cease, ;^sirvana. We Cliristians confront this same theological

difficulty with the declaration that Heaven will recompense the
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unmerited ills of earthly existence. Transmigration, which some-

times makes us M'avor in our faith, "to hold opinion with

Pjthagoras

"That souls of animals infuse themselves

Into tlie trunks of men,"

has not one reputable Occidental friend either in theology or

biology.

2. Ckeatioxism,—Jerome and Calvin believed that at con-

ception the soul is created, the tenant. This indicts God as

pariiccps crimuiis in all dysgenic and adulterous bii'ths. It also

ignores the teeming life in the ovum. Thus an ethical and scien-

tific millstone, self-tied about its neck, lowers it to a submarine

dungeon where it lies deaf even to Gabriel's trumpet.

3. PKEFomiATiox.—The old preformation theory, one of em-

boitmeut, or infinite encasement, holds that the entire human fam-

ily were created at the l)eginning and deposited in the germ cells

of the first pair. This implies that the fertilized germ cell of the

first pair, 1-150 incli in diameter, contained all the germ cells of

all who would live on earth. They all existed as homonculi in the

loins of the first pai-ents. A pet theory it was of the eighteenth

century, but a joke in the twentieth century. Biology encircles

this theory with another gTanite necklace and consigns it to a

watery burial.

4. TKADUCiAxi54]\r.—Traducianism {tradux, to draw) holds

that life is dra^vn from life enscoiiccd in the }>arcnt germ cell. This

theory, frowned upon by the Ivoman Catholic Church, smiled

upon by science, receives our plaudits.

Spirit and matter coexist in the germ cell as they do in the

human adult, who is the germ cell developed. Combinations and

permutafirms among the elements of the oosj^erm (the fertilized

eg:g after union of egg and sperm) produces new structures with

new functions, consequently, a new creature. Hydrogen, a gas,

unites with oxygen, a gas, and forms water with properties to-

tally dilTerent from its gaseous com])onents. The same synthesis

proceeds in the fertilized ovum, culminating in a human being

with attributes that diilVi" from its oi'iu'inal elements—verily, a
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new crcatiiro. So the man evolves from the child, the child from

the embryo, and that from its constituent elements in the fer-

tilized germ cell. This creative evolution is the universe's marvel

of marvels; we conjecture it to be God's method in our individual

creation.

Jesus' Hlmax IIkkitage Co:s[plete.—Life in a germ cell

proceeded from life in the germ cell from which it sprang. This

eontinium of life proceeding from the infinite past is unbroken,

Jesus, who was in this procession, was before the days of Abraham

in the llesh. We trace his human line back to the first man, to the

beginning of vertebrates, to the beginning of primates, to the be-

ginning of mammals. Jesus thus becomes full heir to tlie heritage

of ten thousand thousand of myriads of generations. A fuller in-

heritance of humanity than that of the man Christ Jesus is not

attainable. Truly he is the Son of Man.

TuEoi'iiANV.—Be it said, that the Old Testament Theophanic

ap]>earauces of Jesus as an xVngel of the Lord, and the !Xew Testa-

ment eoimting it not robbery for him to be equal to the eternal

God, are distinct from this procession and precxistence and are

contcm}dated by reverent biologists in the expression of the psalm-

ist : ''Such knowledge is too wonderful for nie ; it is high, I cannot

attain it."

The Pekfectxess of Maky's Ovum.—We return from this

trans-human flight to consider whether the ovum from which

Jesus emanated had jierfeetness as it had fullness of humanity.

The ovum is a completely endowed potential human being.

Duriug a man's three score years and ten about 080,000,OUO sperm

cells mature. The humanity potential in the three hundred or

more ova requiriuir twcntv-live vears to mature would ccrtainlv

equal that e>f 340,000,000 sperm cells, the possible production of

the male for the same period; that is, one matured ovum may U-

re^gardcd as equal to the hmnanity potential in each of the 1,700,-

000 produce\l by the male during the same jieriod ; namely, one

month. This is a modest claim of equivalence on the \v.\ri of fem-

inism and conceded without masculine demur. An in(]i\idual de-

vch>])e'd from a ]>erfect ovum would not be inferior to the individ-

ual developc\l from the j)erfect s})crmatazoon. As a matter of
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fact the ONiim is a male plus. Woman is man plus. The perfect

human being can come from the perfect ovum.

The ovum ready for fertilization has had its forty-eight

chromosomes reduced to twenty-four. The fertilized germ cell

from which we originated was a union of twenty-four chromosomes

from the male and the same number from the female, restoring

the norm of forty-eight for the male and for the female. But in

the sacred instance of Mary there were twenty-four only.

Experiments on the ova of the sea-urchin seem to show, ac-

cording io Prof. T. II. Morgan, that while in most cases the ovum

that begins, to develop parthenogenetically starts with and con-

tinues to maintain one half the number of chromosomes, yet, ac-

cording to recenf observations of Brachet, a parthenogenetic toad

eighteen days old he produced had the full diploid number. This

doubling has been corroborated by Charles L. Parmenter's experi-

ments. The ovum of Mary, starting with twenty-four, has a

parthenogenetic precedent to increase to forty-eight, the norm.

Laboratory experiments show a predominance of males over fe-

males. The child born to Virgin Mary most probably would be a

son, with the full complement of humanity.

Harking back no farther than the stone age, the output in

Mary's ancestors would be sixteen trillion germ cells, and of course

a yet greater number of determiners, or units of individual in-

heritance. The Providence that numbers the hairs of our heads

could have guided the combinations of these determiners, or units

of individual inheritance, in all the trillions of gametes (marry-

ing cells) in ^Mary's progenitors in their action and interaction,

combinations and jx^rmutatious, so that in the fullness of time,

1,900 years ago, in ^[ary an ovum, the sumnuwi honinn, the best

within the possibilities of production and possession, would have

ripened. This optimum ovum in Mary ready to be quickened

would hold all human determiners qualitatively and quantitatively

requisite for the perfect life.

Im.maculate Coxception.—For the oftice that made her

"blessed among women" ]\[ary need not have been perfect, or even

groaned so to be. Early in her jirenatal life all oogonia (imma-

ture ova) segregated themselves from her body cells and thereafter
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led a charmed life, psychically uuaifecteJ by any of her deeds, be

they good or be they evil. Her saintship or her sinfulness was of

no more moment to the perfection of the ovum from which Jesus

came than were the width and depth of Mars' canals.

"That the most blessed Virgin in the first moment of concep-

tion by a singular grace and privilege of Almighty God, out of

regard to the merits of Jesus Christ the Saviour of the human

race, was preserved immaculate from the stain of original sin,"

is the dogma of the Immaculate Conception promulgated by Pope

Pius IX, December 8, 1854. Biologists of the regnant Weis-

mannic school in their serious moods list it a gratuity and in their

gayer ones gi-ect it with ha, ha.

AcTivATiox Requieed.—The ovum of Mary void of imper-

fection, which we infer a posteriori from the perfection of Jesus,

contained all the determiners and potentialities of a perfect man.

This perfect ovum would hastily perish in ''the custom of woman"

unless it were activated. This activation is an ordained function

of the spermatozoon which, impinging and entering the ovum,

straightway begets therein an activation that eventuates in birth,

closes on earth in the body's dissolution, and continues in the be-

yond in the endless life of the spirit.

Substitute.—Could there be found a substitute for this ac-

tivation produced by the six}rmatazoon, the ovum of .\rary, void of

any imperfection and fraught with all perfection, would have no

need of a human father for the sacred consummation.

Paethexogenesis.— (a) Natural.—Activation does take

place inde])cndcnt of the male. Generations of aphids are so

produced. Queen honey bees lay both fertilized and unfertilized

eggs. From the unfertilized or parthenogenic eggs come drones,

males. Certain minute rotifers and crustaceans are exclusively

produced M'ithout the interposition of the male. Xatural par-

thenogenesis is an incontrovertible fact.

(b) Artificial.—Artificial ]-iarthenogenesis appears in the

lower orders of animal life. In 1847 silk worms were produced by

sunlight and shade. Caterpillars came from these.

\Ye condense a long and complicated descrijnion in saying

that the eggs of sea urchins placed in sea water for two hours, the
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osmotic pressure of whicli has been raised six per cent l)y the

addition of some kind of salt oi- sugar, the ''hypertonic" solution

containing free oxygen, there will appear normal swimming larva:-.

Jacques Loeb has raised seventeen adult (or of nearly adult

gj'owth) male frogs from eggs developed after Bataillon's ])unc-

ture method of inducing parthenogenesis. Que such frog lived

from M'Avoh IG, 191G, the date of development, to May 22, 1017;

another lived from Feb. 27, 1917, the date of development, to

March 21, 19 IS.

Paktiiexogenetic Agents.—Agents which have been used

to effect parthenogenesis arc: salt solutions of acid, fatty acids and

Tat solvents, alkaloids and cyanides, blood serum and sperm ex-

tract, heat and cold, agitation and electric current.

Is aSToT Spikit Such .^—In this age of cumulative invisible

energy surely it is not incredible that spirit also may produce ac-

tivation.

The power of tlie Scriptures, of the Atonement, of the

Eesurrection and coming again of Jesus is Spirit. A word s^wken

against the Holy Spirit shall not be forgiven, so sacred and in-

violate is His Sovereign ^Lajesty*- Spirit is exercising to-day a

de jure njandate over matter. It is not incredible that Spirit

may produce activation.

Atoms are comjX)sed of electrons, each of which is 1,800

times lighter than the atom of hydrogen, and is some hundred

titnes suialler"in diameter. If the nucleus of atoms were ruptured

and their negative electrons released, their stupendous force would

revolutionize man's entire economic life on earth. The titanic

force that is stored in inlinitesimal particles staggers human im-

agijiation.

Atcuns compound and form molecules. In solids the motion

in the molecules is akin to a congTCgation whose pewholders yawn,

twist, and turu, yet, true to their name, hold to the "pew. In

liquids the molecular forces, are like a church social in Utopia

where meud)ers chauge their positions but remain within the

festive widks. In gases the forces are like ?klethodist preachers

itinerating bcfweti) ^ 'Mnfcren('(>s. In all three the velocity is about

1,500 feet per second—swifter than it is amoiig transfers, but not
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more so in some instances than they or laymen would welcome.

This stupendous Herculean force in atom and molecule exhibits

the might and ]x>wer of spirit uj)on matter.

Works of.—The combinations of carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen forming the stable compounds of water and carbon di-

oxide, plus the con\pounds of potassium, phosphorus, nitrogen,

sulphur, copper, manganese, iron, sustain a multifarious life and

activity on the earth and possess unlocked possibilities beyond

even the iridescent dreams and the most romantic adventures of

scientists in the realm of reality.

Beginning in timeless past, this unfolding force brought

forth the germ of the gTeat California tree, Sequoia semper virens,

which, crowned with five thousand years of growth, looks at God

to-day, "and lifts its leafy arms to pray." The human ovum's com-

plexity as far exceeds the tree as the tree does the molecule. Be-

ginning with the fertilized ovum of the PHheeantliropus ereetus,

or even earlier, it has jx^rpetuatcd itself for ten thousand genera-

tions in countless millions of individuals each composed of cells

whose number no man can number. This force has produc<'d a

Paul in religion, a Chaucer in literature, a Lincoln in statesman-

ship. It doth not appear in our "strung out" universe what it

shall yet produce.

Call this imperial force thus directing organic and

inorganic matter, fashioning ajiimate and inanimate life, "bion,"

"elan vital," or what you will, its might and jjower, its omniscient

intelligence, its infinitely loving ]>ur]')osiveness entitles it to deifi-

cation. "We acclaijn it God !

The Spikit is God.—Chemistry, physics, biology, obliterate

the Manieha'an fantasy that God is removed irons from matter and

avow his immanence in the v.'orld mat(n'ia], whirling stujiendous

Betelgeuse through space and drlicately and dexterously mani})u-

lating the units in the nucleus of the tiniest anueba. It is not a

thing incredible to us tliat God in a special fi:it ac'tivatc(l the ovum

of Mary.

ITe Activates Ovu:\r of .^^A!lY.—Wo have noted a function

of the spermat'iz(x>n is to activate a mechanical, chemical, and

biological process in the ovum and diseovercd its natural and
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artificial substitutes. The supernatural substitute Luke an-

nounces: the Spirit of the Ahnightv overshadowed Mary, engen-

dering an activity -which in the fullness of time brought forth

the child Jesus.

This sujjcrnatural activation involves no new law. It is a

per saltum extension of the one which takes place in some of the

lower organisms up to the birth in Mary, which was independent

of human paternity.

xA.ceeptance of Christ's birth by parthenogenesis, which is con-

gruous with a known law, can assist the intellect in believing the

gospel narrative and fill the heart with holy awe in its contem-

plation.

Hypostasis.—Deity conjoined himself to the ovum of Mary,

to the embryo in her, to the new-born babe, Jesus, to the adult re-

ceiving baptism in the Jordan. Whether at these or at other times,

in full or in part, are asseverations which have fomented discus-

sions as acrimonious as they have been ill becoming.

'Humanity has its perfect epiphany in Jesus. ''It pleasexl the

Father that in liini should all fullness dwell." Deification has its

epiphany in him. Great is the mystery of tbc two in one. Before

this hypostasis we humbly bow and reverently render this ascrip-

tion: To the ]Man Jesus Christ, "in whom dwelleth all the full-

ness of the Godhead bodily," be praise, might, and majesty, do-

minion, honor, and glory both now and evermore. Amen.
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AGASSIZ: CIIEYSOSTOM OF SCIEXCE

Davis Wasgatt Clakk

Boston, Mass.

John Bituroughs once called the world of nature God's great

revolving showcase. The simile suggests contents rare, beautiful,

curious, and valuable. The pity of it is that a thousand million

live upon this whirling globe without a thought of it or its con-

tents. The large })art of them are far too weary, cold, and hun-

gry to care. The problem with them is how to get food, shelter,

clothing, a living out of it. Still others, shamefully, are too sodden

with surfeit. It seems a prodigal waste of beauty. A much

plainer world would have met the animal needs of its present in-

habitants. But even in this outre condition is there not a sug-

gestion of a millennial time when the dweller will overtake his

dwelling and man fit aesthetically to the house God made for him ?

Shortened hours of labor, increased wages, already token a day

when men will have time, streuglh, and taste to observe and enjoy

the mysteries and splendors of their physical environinent. Until

then we are grateful to those who, in spite of untoward conditions,

give us glimpses of the beauty and wonder of earth, sky, and sea.

John Riiskin docs this in literature. Tie opens the world-

showcase with a .golden key. Turn his pages at random. Here

you will see one of God's painted windows in the sky, there a white

mountain silhouetted against the azure; hero a foamiug cataract

comes tumbling toward you; here the skylark will sing, there the

fragrance of heliotrope. Buskin paints with words as Kaphael

did with pigments. To know him is to know nature, never again

dull and drab, however one must needs moil and sorrow.

In quite a different way, but none the less effectively, Louis

Agassiz accomplishes the same result. If Xatnre had deliberately

planned to make for herself a consummate interpreter, physically

and mentally, she could not have done better. When he stepped

upon an American platform for the first time, it was with the firm,

elastic, tireless tread of thf expert Alpine climber he was. Ilis

massive face, compared to that of Goethe, was ca})able of an ex-
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traordinary }ilay of emotions. Tlis brown eyes clilate<-l and spar-

kled. As J>owell says of him :

Large limbed and })uman as I saw him.

He was masculine from head to beel,

Brim full of lusty blood as ever ran

And taking life as simply as a tree.

lie had store enough of animal spirits to keep him boyish for

half a century. A conservative ^cw Englander described him as

the finest specimen of the genus homo of the s^x-cics intelligence

yet discovered. Small wonder that jx'ople of all classes flew to

"him as to a magiiet! lie was not Teuton, but Gallic and had the

latter's subtle power of pleasing. If one could resist his plea,

none could withstand his smile. Whatever place he had in men's

minds, he always had a warm place in their hearts. The secret

of his gTcatest power was to be found in the sympathetic human

side of his character. He always put people first and they were

not slow^ to reciprocate. Though coming from Europe, he ignored

social distinctions, in fact seemed oblivious to them. lie was

the democrat of science.

Agassiz had two handicaps. He spoke in a language which

he had not acquired in youth and of which he had made little use

until coming to America. Again his theme was science and in his

popular lectures he addressed unscientific audiences. Rut in

spite of these weights and hindrances which he could not put

ofi" entirely, he ran his race gloriously. The abandon of his en-

thusiasm was complete. All his jiowe-rs were called into active

service. There was no pent-u]) I'tica. lie cared for nothing but

his subject. lie was past-master of science. His array and ad-

vance of facts was fairly overwhelming, and r)ne never l'"ist tli-.'

consciousness that he had whole armies in reserve. Xatural

science was his element, his vital lu-eath.

Acassiz was preemincntlv a rolii-iKUs man, thouah, like Lin-

coin, he was not sectarian. He did not, after the manner of

Linna'us, ])i)st a religious sentiment over his laboratory door. He

did not much believe in posting sentiments of any kind in public
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places. He did say, liowever, that one should be as reverent in a

laboratory as in a church. In the one place God's Word was

studied, in the other his work. This inner spiritual faith was an

element in all his interpretations of the outer world. Concerning

the future he believed his own being was a unit imperishable and

appointed to an ever-augmenting development and improvement.

Whittier has given tender and exquisite description of the prayer

''without words" at the opening of his school at Penikese. On
the approach of death a sublime Christian faith irradiateil from

his soul w^hicli made formal expression unnecessary. He himself

defined man's place in God's plan, and that ultimate element of

selfhood which in the last analysis makes for righteousness or the

opposite. ''Man is the crowning work of God on eai-th, but though

so nobly endowed we must not forget that we are the lofty children

of a race whose lowest forms lie prostrate within the water, having

no higher aspiration than the desire for food, and we cannot .un-

derstand the }x>ssible degradation and moral wretchedness of man
without knowing that his physical nature is rootecl in all the ma-

terial characteristics that belong to his type and link him even

with the fish. The moral and intellectual gifts which distinguish

him from them are his to use or abuse. He may if he will abjure

his better nature and be vertebrate more than man. He may sink

88 low as the lowest of his type or lie may rise to the spiritual

height that will make that which distinguishes him from the rest

far more controlling elements of his being than that which unites

him to them."

Why was Agassiz not an evolutioni^^t i' He was i)robably the

most alert and industrious observer of nature in both fossil and

living forms in more widely sundered fields of any scientist. He
was the remorseless pursuer of ultimate facts, the exact classifier

of assured results, never content with a few illustrations,

but marshaling overwhelming armies uf them, lie had also a

veritable genius for comparison. He had spent twice as many

years in research as Darwin and had covered practically the whole

domain of nature. He felt, and probably justly so, that the em-

inent author of the Oriijin of Species did not have all the facts

necessary to confirn\ his hyjx)thesis. The latter practically ad-
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mitted this when ho supplied the missing links by an occasional

'•'if." Agassiz would have been traitor to himself and his own

scientific life and methods if he had indorsed Darwin's theory in

advance of the finding of the fads that were still wanting. It

has been said that ho would have increased his popularity and put

his fame on a more sure foundation if he had done this, but he

would ever after have sulTered the stultifying effect of conscious

disloyalty. While refusing adhesion, he did not bid for cheap

popularity, as some are doing to-day, by bandying epithets and

poundiiig straw men of his own making. He had no sympatliy

with the prejudices exploited by weak and foolish men in op-

jX)sition to Darwin's views. The latter acknowledged him a for-

midable but courteous opponent. While appearing iu this role

ho was in reality furnishing the foundation on which the hypothe-

sis was ultimately to stand and be justified. So comes the paradox

of to-day—Agassiz and Darwin sharing the laurel wreath of

evolution

!

Like the golden-mouthed bishop of Constantinople, Agassiz

could win men away from their work and gains, from their di-

versions, theater, circus, and cards, to listen to him talk of the

''Plan of Creation'' and plunge into teleology, morphology, of

necleated cells, vetrotilc, cilia, epithelium, the depths where tech-

nical language only was possible, until he should come back to

familiar gTound of things they saw every day. Thus the voluble

torrent of his eloquence swept thousands along themes in which

tliey had never been interested before, which they did not believe

themselves capable of understanding. Even his published lectures

still hold the reader in some subtle way which suggests the effect

of their oral delivery, when the unique personal equation was

not lacking. Th'-^ugh there was infinite variety in his themes,

there was continuity in the whole. He seemed ever unwinding a

golden thread across icons of time and space binding all its objects

and processes together. The effect of his discourses was astonish-

ing, it was electrical. Out of a thousand who entered, not ten

would think they had anything to do with natural science. At

the close the other nine hundred and ninety would go out with

his bencdietion and for the balance of their lives would breathe
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in some degree at least his reverent care for the things God liad

made and be concerned as to the way iu which he had made them.

Agassiz made as much of a stir in science as Chrysostom

did in theology a millennium and a half before him.

There are more jwiuts of resemblance between Agassiz and

Chrysostom than the jiossession of mere oratorical gifts. Both

were men of astonishing industry: made innumerable and fervent

appeals for the principles which tliey incarnated : left immense

fruits of their pens, the value of which is not nu^terially lessened

by the lapse of years. Both had splendid minds and mellow hearts.

Both had piety and fortitude. Neither counted the cost when it

came to the truths for which he stood. Agassiz spoiled his

chances, in his early career, for a chair in any European univer-

sity by advocating his "Ice Age" theory, which is now universally

accepted. Chrysostom was exiled because he dared, like John the

Baptist, to call an empress to the l)Ook. Both died at sixty, in the

lieight of their careers, practically martyrs to the principles they

believed in.

The genesis of the science of natural history in the Xew
World dates from IS-iS, the year of Agassiz's arrival. He revo-

lutionized methods of teaching, obtained large smns of money for

endowment, trained a larger nmnbcr of ex})crts who were to attain

highest rank than any other in Europe or America, organized

the first summer school, the name of which now is legion, founded

one of the largest and most scientifically arranged museums of

natural history in the world, made pure science popular on the

lyceum platform, was counselor to the Smithsonian Institution, the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. He more than any

other transformed Harvard from a college to a university, helped

inaugurate Cornell, and indirectly and in a most romantic way

the Leland Stanfoi-d Junior University, the story of which David

Starr Jordan tells in his Autobiography.

A former president of Harvard said humorously that Agassiz

was an ''im])ortation," and a great American essayist has said that

the vessel which brought Agassiz brought a scientitic intelligence

and force which outvalued the rest of the cargo and a thousand

others.
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THE EELIGIOUS SIGXIFICAXCE OF THE EISE OF
THE BRITISH LABOR ]\IOVE]\rE]SrT

G. Bromley Oxnam

Los Angeles, California

That Labor leaders should l>e invited to take dinner with

the King seemed of sufficient novelty to justify a news item that

was flashed round the world. Dinner parties at Lady Astor's are

always events of interest, but when the King of Great Britain

and Ireland and of the British dominions beyond the seas breaks

bread with Ramsay MacDonald and J. R. Clynes it is a matter

of much wider sigTiificauce. In a word, that dinner dramatizes

the marvelous advance of Labor from an insignificant representa-

tion of one member in the House of Commons to ''his Majesty's

Opposition/' It is a token of that not distant day when Labor

will be in fact ''his Majesty's Government" and England will be-

hold its first ''Lalj^jr" Premier. In 1892 Britain witnessed the

"freak" candidature of the first Labor Party man for the House.

In 1923 Labor holds 144 seats, having polled 4,250,000 votes as

compared with the winning Conservatives, who had polled

5,250,000.

lu the face of the present industrial unrest in America, the

churchman may ponder well the meaning of the rise of British

Labor to a commanding jx^sition in the empire, and its almost

certain assumption of the reins of government within the next

few years. There are three major reasons why British Labor

comes to power. These will be presented briefly as an introduc-

tion to the major consideration of this article, namely, the re-

ligious significance of the British Lal)or movement.

Lal>or comes to power in England because of its leadership,

its organization, and its progTam. Britain possesses Labor leader-

ship of sterling worth. Here are men who have borne and yet bear

the burdens of the worker. Here are men of the highest scholar-

ship, men of rare organizing genius, men possessing sound under-

standing of economics and foreign affairs, astute politicians, and
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men withal possessed of a devout religious spirit. In its organ-

ization, through a carefully developed union of the producer in

the trade unions, the consumer in the cooperatives and the citizen

in the Lahor Party, the workers of hand and brain in England

have united into an almost unbeatable power. In addition to this

threefold organization, Labor has seen that education is of equal

worth with organization, and so the Workers' Education Move-

ment, Ruskin College, the Labor College, and other similar en-

deavors have fired the power of education into the movement, thus

developing not only an organized but an informed movement.

Its program, in itself the result of the social and economic con-

ditions of industrial Eny-land, voices the heartfelt vcarnings of

the people when it insists upon (1) the uniform enforcement of

a minimum standard of life, (2) the democratic control of indus-

t^T; (^) ^ revolution in national finance, and (4) the surplus

wealth of the nation for the common good. Of course it must not

be inferred from the above that the rank and file of British work-

ers are upon the same plane as the leaders. They are not. But

they are led by men whom they trust and it is the viewpoint of

the leadership that really represents the policies that will be

inaugurated when Labor comes to power.

What is the religious attitude of the leadership of British

Labor? George Lansbury, Labor ]\leml>er of Parliament, editor

of the Daily Herald (the leading Labor paper of England), and

himself a devout ArigloCatholic, puts it clearly and fairly. Said

he:

"Nowhere in the -world is there a Viorking-class movement within

which there is so muc]i religious idealism, without being attached to any

church, or without being attached to any kind of theology in the ordinary

sense of the word. Here is the spirit of the crusade, the magnificent

willingness to sacrifice, and, weighed, these are of more worth than the

churchly insistence upon ritualistic virtue and temperance in small sin-

ning. Religion has never been presented to the world as something which
should dominate all the relationships between man and man. . . . The
cause of our difficulty is, we have a society grown up iu defiance of the

teaching of Jesus. . . . You have trained the workers from the beginning
to believe iu hate when it suits the nation, to kill when it suits the nation,

and this idea has permeated ilie group. They learn not only to hate those

whom tliey are trained to hate, but also learn to hate those who oppress

them, Society is built all Y.Tong. . . , The same change that occurs when
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the drunkard is converted and he is a drunkard no longer, must occur in

the realm of our social outlook. We must substitute for this beastly com-
petitive life the cooperative life. Plasters ^von't help. . . . The one thing

the world needs is love, the love -which claims for me nothing more than
I claim for my fellow man, the justice that makes me understand my life

is dependent on others and others on me, the brotherhood that because

I believe all men and women are equal in the sight of God, I will stand

fouisquare against the destruction of human life on the battlefield, in

the workshop, or in the slum. Because of these things I have to be a
revolutionist in spirit and in deed—not the revolutionist v,-ho is going to

destroy, but the revolutionist who is going to build up, because I have
faith to believe humanity can be remade, not by destruction, but by
reason and by love."

The informed Methodist is aware of the religious heritage

of British Labor, and of the fact that the majority of the early

leaders of the Labor movement -were ^fethodist local preachers.

At the moment several of the most prominent leaders are local

preachers, among them Arthur Henderson, who for years has

been one of the three outstanding figures of the movement. The

reason for this predominant religious influence is easily ascer-

tained. When Wesley preached to men of mart and mine, social

conditions of almost unbelievable frightfulness were common.

Women were hitched to ore cars and like beasts of burden dragged

the cars along tlie levels to the shafts. Little children went below

gi'0und_ Monday morning and did not come to the surface until

Saturday night. Folk of this sort attended Wesley's meetings

and many were converted. They entered his classes and learned

much of the justice, the love, and the righteousness of the Book.

Some were made class leaders and were taught to speak in public

and became acquainted with the principks of organization. These

rugged people went back to their intolerable work life and rebelled.

The Labor mo^•elJlent was b<:>rn about this period, following upon

the heels of the industrial revolution. It was but natural that

the men who knew justice, who knew how to speak in public, and

who knew how to organize would become the k-aders of the newly

formed Labor movonent. The names of Thomas Burt, first repre-

sentative of Labor in Parliament ; Joseph Arch of the Agricul-

tural Laborers' Union, Henry Broadhurbt, first workingman who

held a cabinet pusition, and scores of others up to Arthur Hcnder-
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son, arc evidence in point. Sidney Webb, than whom no one

speaks with greater authority relative to the history of British

labor, states:

"From the very begiuning of the trade-unionism movement among
the miners, of the cooperative among all .sections of the wage-earners,

of the formation of friendly societies, and of the later attempts at adult

education, it is the men who are Methodists, and, In Durham County espe-

cially, the local preachers . . . whom v.'e find taking the lead and filling

the posts of influence. From their ranks have come an astonishingly

large proportion of the trade-imion leaders, from check-weighers and
lodge chainnen up to county officials and committeemen. They swarm
on cooperative and friendly society committees. They furnish to-day In

the county most of the working-class justices of the peace and members
of the House of Commons."

It will be seen, therefore, that British Labor possesses a

rich religious heritage. But it ought to be seen with equal clear-

ness that the movement does not identify the religion of Jesus

with the organized expression of that religion, namely, the church.

British Labor is in a large measure at one with Jesus in its in-

sistence upon putting men before things, in its clarion call for

equal rights for all, in its demand that brotherhood become a

]X)wer in fact rather than a matter of nominal acceptance, and

in its constant emphasis upon the supremacy of the common good.

This movement is witli the Christ likewise in its unfailing ad-

herence to .the method of evolutionary advance rather than the

force method of the revolutionary dictatorship. British Labor

has never accepted the philosophy of Marx, and its leaders con-

sistently preach the use of the educational and political method,

backed by the power of industrial organization. British Labor

is quite generally at one with the Christ ethically. It is not at

all at one with the cliurch. There is a growing feeling in the

movement tliat the church was recreant to its trust when it be-

came a war recruiting station, and its pulpits resounded with mes-

sages of hate in the name of the Prince of Peace. British Labor

feels the church cannot serve God and Mars. Said Ivamsay Mac-

Donald, the present leader of Labor in Parliament

:

"I have stood all my life against the secular view in politics, whether

Jt crops up in the materialistic conception of history or elsewhere. I
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have worked as hard iu the organized brotherhoods, iu all phases of

Christian activity, I think, as I have In the Labor movement. I am out of

it altogether now. I think that organized Christianity has so forfeited

the confidence of men of sincerity and deep conviction that the spiritual

alone becomes the arena. I work on my own private lines. I have no
confidence that if I help to restore organized Christianity to the position

it held before the war, 1 have no guarantee that I am doing anything ex-

cept to help the organization in the re-crucifying of the Christ. Chris-

tianity is stronger in the Labor movement than ever before. Organized

Christianity was never more under suspicion. You will get a different

answer from others. I am afraid I see no prospect now for a change.

"The obligation of organized Christianity is to enthrone the spirit-

ual view of life. . . . The nKjment you get an organization then that

becomes the end in itself, the secular becomes the end, not the spiritual.

It is often secular success versus spiritual success. The spiritual is like

a lamp illuminating and keeping alive. But the secular . . . you get

men like the Bishop of Canterbury, who says, 'I can't afford to do this. I

am appealing for funds. I can't associate with Conscientious Objectors,

though I believe their case is right.' They leave us to fight the battle,

then come like Nicodemus at night and say, 'Thank you very much.' The
individual you have got to create is not the selfish but the spiritual one.

This is necessary if Christianity is to be revived and brought back into

6ociety."

Ill similar strain spoke ]\Iargaret Bondfield, the keenest little

lady in the British Labor movement:

"Here the Labor movement is largely sick of the church. It is behind
in the practice of its Christianity. Preachers who stood against the war
have an amazing hold on people who went to war. If the church is to

endure, it must put the teaching of its religion before everything, before

nationality, before capitalism, before everything."

Arthur Greenwood, who has been called ''the general utility

man" of the British Labor movement, brings a severer indictment

but with a trace of optimism

:

"The rank and file are turning avray from organized religion. It

does not satisfy. The local preacher is leaving the church. The new
world is his desire, and he feels too often that the church is but a shell.

They feel the bigger spiritual forces at work outside the church. The
church is sterile. One trouble is the ministers of religion have done
nothing as a m.ajorily to make us feel religion is anything more than for

individual application. They have not pointed us to the social obligations

of their religion, nor have they denounced things that were unpopular.
There may be, however, a revival of religion in England due to the In-

fusion of the democratlQ and spiritual principles of the Labor movement,"
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The name of Philip Siiowdeii has been before the world of

late owing to the fact that he introduced the epochal resolution

in the House of Commons calling for the gradual supcrcession of

thev capitalistic system hy the gradual introduction of the socialist

program of British Labor. Snowden was a pacifist during the

war. He is a man of deep religious nature. It is his judgment

that "the finest leaders we have in Labor are local preachers, men

who have come from the church to us. They are still coming."

But he fears for the church if it fails "to arouse public conscience

against evils that exist to-day."

Perhaps the Liberal Member of the House of Commons waxed

a bit enthusiastic when after witnessing Labor leaders taking part

in a gi-eat religious gatheriiig, he said : "Do you ask who created

the British Labor Party ? I will tell you. It was created by Jesus

Christ." But whatever the fact, no one can gainsay the state-

ment that the rise of the workers of England marks a moment

of profound religious significance. At the heart of the great

Labor movement of England to-day is a religious d\Tiamic, and in

its most powerful leadership one finds a remarkable acceptance

of the life and teaching of Jesus of ISTazareth as the Way, the

Truth, and the Life.

The first Labor Lord ^layor of Bristol summed it up when

he pointed out that the Labor movement is based on the funda-

mentally religious ideas of sacrifice and service, the spirit of fel-

lowship and brotherly helpfulness, and the ideal of justice. Per-

haps a word more from George Lansbury may not be ajniss, since

he closes the argument when he dc^dares "religion in the Labor

movement to be already explicit in the brotherhood of man based

on the Fatherhood of God, manifest in Jesus Christ and His

Sermon on the ]\Iount." It is not too much to say that while

Labor turns from the cold figure of the Crucitix Christ, with its

media?val theology, it turns to the living Carpoiter Christ of

Kazareth.

What signiifieance has this for the churchman?

First, it clearly teaches that the religion of Jesus j^ssesses

an inherent vitality, and if the organized ex])ression of that re-

ligion spends its major energy keeping the institutional life going
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instead of permeating the group life with the spirit of Jesus,

this vital force seeks other channels throiigli which it may flow into

the life of man.

Second, it reveals the fact that workers, particularly, in

Britain, take the kingdom of God progi-am seriously. They frankly

accept Christ's teaching of brotherhood and sot out to enthrone it in

all their relationships. They believe He meant what He said when
He declared, 'T came that ye might have life, and that ye might

have it more abundantly." So British Labor is out for abundant

life. ]n a word, they accept Christ's standards of value and

propose to march past tbe church if it leaves undone the weightier

matters of the law.

Third, the conviction that Labor will soon be in power is

likely to do one of two things, possibly both. iSTumbers of young

churchmen will turn to the Labor movement as a field for life

service promising greater practical possibilities for the expression

of their religions idealism than the church. This is already hap-

pening. On the other hand, the ethical preaching of Labor may
quicken the socially-minded churchmen, who in turn may be in-

strumental in leading the church forward until it be in the very

vanguard of the marching hosts pressing on toward the goal of

their high calling. Alen like Bishop Temple are cases in point.

Fourth, the religious altitude of British Labor becomes a

tocsin message, calling upon the churchmen of to-day to cease

Jheir un-Christian bickering over the fundamentals of creedal

statement and consider some of the fundamentals of the Christ

way of life, to set out in the great adventure of taking Christ at

His word and lay hands to the task of building the Kingdom
among men.

The British Labor movement is a profoundly significant en-

deavor, particularly in its religious aspects. Its growing power

and its probable victory may mark a new missionary movement,

a movement not overmuch interested in theological hair-splitting

nor ecclesiastical diiferences of opinion, but a movement bent upon

the extension of that religion which Jesus defined for all time in

terms of love for God with all one's heart and mind and soul, and

one's neighbor as one's self,
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THE PxVRABLE IN THE TALE

Charles A. Dawson

Buffalo, N. Y.

"In certain states of the soul the profound significance of life

is revealed in the spectacle, however commonplace, that is before

one's ejes: it bec(7ines the symbol of this significance." To this

penetrating comment of a poet-critic upon the potential meaning

of mere fleeting bits of the world's j^ageant, it may be worth while

to add the observation that this capacity in the outward event an-

swers immediately to an impulse of the human mind to seize upon

such illuminating s^K-ctacles as true bearers of this profound sig-

nificance of life. From this gTasping at real experiences as

interpreters, it is but a step for the ranging mind to appropri-

ate stories, or representations of life, as a means to better under-

standing of things. And it is no secret that the skillfully \^T0Ught

story often serves better than the ''reality" as a symbol of life's

significance.

These considerations, furthermore, give rise to interesting

speculation upon the prevalence of this symbolic quality in litera-

ture. And in the course of the search it is profitable. to look for

revelation somewhat more steady and luminous tlian those rare,

.sudden flashes of interpretation that we expect to meet in the

poets. For the object of our search is not startling, arresting com-

ment upon the meaning of life and things, but rather the veritable

appearance of that meaning in the immediate spectacle. Xor is

it permitted to forget ''the states of the soul." A suggestion as to

the preparation of the. soul lurks in the high philosophical counsel

"to view under the aspect of eternity." Jesus set the revelatory

role for his parables with the frequent introductory clause, "The

kingdom of heaven is like." However, the instinctive desire for

meanings is not restricted to philosophers; nor, it may be, is the

effort to satisfy that desire so rare as some would have us believe.

Some years ago a young teacher, fresh from the university,

and full of critical data and dicta, was trying to introduce still
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younger bigh-schuol folk to literature. Repeatedly, in reply to

such a question as '"What do you think of such and such a book ?"

he would receive tlie answer, "It has a good moral." At first so

obviously unliterary an assertion incited the teacher to impa-

tience. However, whetiier wisely or not, in the course of years his

soul learned tolerance. Upon much reflection, he accepted the

reply, not as evidence of any depth of thought, but as a perfectly

spontaneous reaction of young minds toward serious fiction.

For the boy and g-irl the line of least resistance in the direc-

tion of a judgment about a piece of fiction seemed to be a slide for

the moral of the tale. This impression remained after many ex-

planations and excuses, superficially more probable, had been

eliminated—not forgetting the arts of the traditional pupil on

defense before the teacher. Where then did these boys and girls

acquire the dim sense or conscious idea that a novel has some-

thing to do with a moral ( Here was at least a feeling that a story

should carry a ksson about life. In what degree was it justified ?

To approach a possible answer to this query, it may be called

to mind that men have been studying life for a good many genera-

tions. They know very little about it yet. However, in their

saner moments, and in full consciousness of tlie paucity of their

store of truth, their acknowledged chief business has always been

the interpretation of the world to their children. All this apart

from conscious art or literature. Progressively, however, for the

purposes of this interpretation, this transmission of wisdom, there

have been devised several forms of literary expression.

First, the i>rovcrb, or condensed and finished wisdom sentence.

This, of course, may be regarded as a compressed essay—like a

yeast cake—or as the germ of a story. Xext is the fable—usually

an artificial story of animals, with a moral attached. More

elaborate but equally artificial is the allegory

—

Pilgrim's Progress,

for example, the most admired and almost the least read of Eng-

lish fiction. Xeverthelcss, the allegory permeates literature, from

the Oriental tale, through Dante and Milton, to tlie Portmanteau

Theater.

There remains to examine the supreme teaching de^'ice

achieved by men, the parable. Supreme because it is of the es-
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sence of true realism, and because its invention and application

involve the exercise of tlic supreme intellectual powers, while its

form apj>eals to the simplest, most naive thinker. The proverb

is static—it smacks of finality, of the end of reflection. The fable

and allegory verge toward romance. They dri\'e under a loose

rein, and—to change the figure slightly—seem to spurn the earth.

But the parable. "Who was the genius that first bethought himself

to lay alongside the enthralling mysteries and difficult judgments

of the living world a realistic story of inescapable logic, and then

affirm, ''The world, life, man's soul, the kingdom of the spirit is

like that"? The parable is essentially a realistic tale of common
life, told to illustrate and enforce a truth.

But how much of the didactic, at least the consciously didac-

tic, can be admitted into literature? Is not the '*novel with a

purpose" anathema ? Xevertheless, may we not grant the possi-

bility that every story of real life bears within it at least an im-

plicit parable? It may be that no criticism of a serious novel is

complete that fails to take account of the author's |)arable.

^ This is not to say that the critic is concerned to sum up an

author's thesis. That is a quite different matter. Indeed, when

he tries to formulate such theses, thc-y commonly turn flat and

disconcertingly stale in the sentence, like ill-pressed plants in a

herbarium. But with the whole drift of the novelist's w^ork the

critic must always be concerned. He asks first whether the se-

quence of events in any story hangs together with a compelling-

logic. In the second place, he inquires what the whole thing means.

That is, if we generalize the situations and motives of the tale, if

we build a world to the writer's scale, what consequences follow

for life in general, and for our understanding of it? But this is

nothing else than to ask, ''What is the author's parable?"

Then j)erhaps it is fair to put anotlier question, Is the

parable true? By this peg hangs the question as to what is in-

volved in a parable's being true. Can it l)e true if it involves an

"unj)leasaut ending" or if it suggests a problem rather than a so-

lution? Do the parables of Jesus all carry solutions only?

It may be suggested at this }x>irit that the presence of a ])arablo

is a necessary consequence of a well-conceived ])lot. ^luch may
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be said for this opinion, if we leave ont of view the merely clever

concatenation of chatter and claptrap demanded by the readers of

clever stories. But upon this question it is well to avoid dogma by

turning to history for a judgment.

The English novel of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

won its way against intense moral and religious prejudice, under

cover of its serviceableness as a purveyor of moral truth. Many
and varied were the social and intellectual conditions that bore

upon this phase of literary history. !Novcl reading was hardly

general in America before the appearance of Ben Hur in the

ISSO's. Its subtitle, A Tale of the Christ, of course smoothed its

way among the common folk. But the employment of far more

elaborate subtitles and prefaces, to suggest the historical or the

moral worth and intent of fiction, was no new thing in the nine-

teenth century. Even the proud boast of the ^v^iter of detective

tales about the redoubtable Xick Carter, that he zealously excluded

swear words and cheating from his stories, is recognizable as a dis-

tant echo of the pleas of greater men than he.

All along the way of English fiction one may read the signs*

of this moral cast, Chaucer's Xun's Priest tells a right charming

old story about a cock, a hen, and a fox. The fox succeeds in

tempting the cock outside the yard, and gets the unfortunate fowl's

neck into his mouth. But an appeal to his vanity prompts the

fox to open his jaws, when of course the cock makes use of his

wings. ''Lo," says the narrator:

"Such it is for to be reckless

And negligent, and trust in flattery.

But ye that hold this tale a folye.

As of a fox, or of a cock, and hen,

Take ye the morality, good men.
For 'Saint Paul saith, that all that written is,

To our doctrine it is y-write, I wis,

Take the fruit, and let the chaff be still."

In the last line is his subtle sunnnons to his audience. A bit

of irony in his words, doubtless. Let us say that the artist in the

poet somewliat disdained the heavy-footed, plodding minds that

could see no worth in the orchard all alight with blossoms and
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thrilling with the voices of singing birds, but valued it only for

the belly-filling fruit with which the winds of autumn would strew

the ground.

Even so, but men have ever had an appetite for morals. They
have preferred these morals too in the form of the application of

tales. The ancient myths are, in large degree, moral and religious

interpretations of the world. Men have always held the world to

be more than earth. Hence the allegory and the fable. Hence also

the parable. Chaucer acknowledged the fact, even while he seemed

to smile pityingly at inability to seize the story merely as a story.

But is there such a thing ? What is a mere story, sans significance ?

Our ancestors to the third an.d fourth generations, like our-

selves, have been willing to be lifted out of everyday upon the

wing-s of romance. So long as the knights and ladies, the strange

monsters, and stranger caves and mountain tops, enchanted forests

and faery lands forloi-n have hung together with even a tenuous,

ethereal consistency, we have been satisfied. But when our pen

men and pen women have essayed to weave tales out of the com-

mon hemp and flax of everyday, we have with one accord laid upon

them the burden of interpretation.

On the one side, therefore, the gi-eat teachers have used the

realistic parable, the simple, unadorned story of the daily -world,

with its inevitable, familiar logic of events. From this fixed

frame of everyday affairs, they have essayed to fashion a vision of

the inner world of the spirit, or to suggest the ruling soul of things.

On the other side, the writers of the modern realistic trend

have not been loath to capitalize the moralizing disposition of

their audiences, according to their several abilities.

In the time of Queen Elizabeth, one. Painter by name, thus

commended his Palace of Pleasure to discerning readers: ''Here

young folk could learn to avoyde the mine, overthrow, inconve-

nience, and displeasure, that lascivious desire and wanton evil doth

bring to their suters and persuers." The rise of Puritanism had

something to do with this anxious care. And the current of this

influence can be observed much nearer to our own times.

Thus Fielding, in the detlication of his Tom Jones: ''To rec-

ommend f;'0odne&s and innocence hath been my sincei-e endeavor in
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this history . . . for an example is a kind of picture, in which

virtue becomes, as it were, an object of sight, and strikes lis with

the idea of that loveliness, which Plato asserts there is in her

naked charms. ... I have attempted to engage a stronger motive

to human action in her favor, bj convincing men, that their true

interest directs them to a pursuit of her. . . . Lastly, I have en-

deavored strongly to inculcate, that virtue and innocence can

scarce evei- be injured but by indiscretion. . . ." With more to

similar effect.

"While there are many who will maintain that Fielding went

about this moral ])urpose in but a left-handed fashion, the fact of

his avowed intention to laugh men out of their vices and follies

by means of a faitliful history remains, after all deductions for

the literary custom of his times in respect to dedications. We
observe also that his method of advertisement is far more deft

and tactful than that of his Elizabethan predecessor. Fielding-

was not ambitions to instruct fools nor reform bad men. He
believed -it far easier to make gocKl or potentially good men wise

than to make bad men good. This has ever been the use of para-

bles—to challenge intelligence, to call out the disordered goodness

in men, and chart the paths of their practical wisdojn.

For further comment \\\>o\\ this matter, we may select a few

sentences of semi-confession from more recent masters of the art

of fiction. In the tliought of George Meredith, "All right use of

life ... is to pave ways for the fa-mer footing of those who
succeed us." Xo English novelist has ever been more consistently

faithful to his parable than the Meredith of Eichard Fevcrel and

Diano of the Crossivays. Ilowells declared that "neither arts nor

letters, nor sciences, except as they somehow, clearly or obscurely,

tend to make the race Ix-iter and kinder, are to be regarded as

serious interests." Here the social bearing and purpose of the

novel—as iudwd of all art—is clearly in the writer's mijid. The
novel can genuinely aiTwt society only through interpretation of

the meanings of that society. Jose]>h Conrad approaches this

theme from a slightly different direction. "'Art itself," he says,

"may be defined as a single-minded attempt to render the highest

kind of justice to tlie visible universe by bringing to light the
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truth, manifold and one, underlying its very aspect." This is

nothing else than a care to make the parable true.

These quoted sentences not only reveal the progressive refine-

ment of the English novel, in both method and manners, during

the last two centuries and more, but they very definitely suggest

its interpretive purpose. "Most novelists," writes a recent critic,

"even the most professedly photographic, have not really had the

questionable courage to do nothing to life except copy it." And
R. L. Stevenson wrote upon this particular point, in A Ilumhlc

Bemonstrance, "The novel is not a transcript of life, to be judged

by its exactitude, but a simplification of some side or point of life,

to stand or fall by its significant simplicity." The last two words

of this sentence summarize admirably the quality of the parable.

This body of testimony from the craftsmen may be rounded

out with quotations from the professed critics, ujxvn the didactic

character of the modern novel. Bernard J3osanquct wrote, "His-

tory shows that, hazardous to art as the didactic s])irit is, the mood
of great masters in great art e^wchs is nearer to the didactic spirit

than to the conscious quest for abstract beauty."

Professor Winchester, long an inspiring teacher in litera-

ture, had this to say: "As any art grows there will be a steady in-

crease in the power to depict fact, to show the spiritual meaning

in the real thing. And when the highest stages of art are reached,

idealism and realism, fidelity to highest meaning and fidelity to

fact, work together in harmony."

The fact seems to be that sincere and artistic interpretation

of life is an ever-springing impulse in the hearts of men, and the

greatest of the novelists have endeavoretl consciously to meet the

requirements of that impulse with some degree of fulfillment.

Assuredly this is not to say that the admittedly great novels have

been "novels with a purpose," if we understand that phrase to

imply a definite aim of bringing about some particular eiYcct in

society—particularly some specific moral reform, Kathcr it is

to be said that keen spiritual insight, true social passion, and

genuine enthusiasm have entered into the working capacity of

the master novelists. And to these qualities should be added the

preparation of a well-governed optimism.
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The moral-purpose novel, so often enjoying a profitable popu-

lar success, thrives tcmix>rarily because- its author takes commer-

cial advantage of the cruder fonns of the popular appetite for a

moral. The classic masters, with their essential parables, endure

because they work at one with the human longing for interpret^ition

and with a regard for truth to fact. Les Miserahlcs, Vanity Fair,

Anna Karenina, The Xcivcomes, Bleah House, David Copperfield,

Silas Lapliam, Tom Jones, Silas Marncr—these are permanent

and true, as The Prodigal Son or The Good Samaritan is true.

They are distinguished by truth to the facts and by a good spirit

(of interpretation) in handling the facts. Such method makes

for a true ''simpliilcation of some side or point of life."

It should be observed in passing that a parable need not have

for its theme some impressive or gi-atifying feature of the king-

dom of heaven. It is sufficient that the story reveal convincing-

truth about life. The truth may be unpalatable, even sordid, but

if the elements of the parable hang together so that a given phase

of life is simplified in the light of the whole, the work is just.

In short, it is not a question of having or not having a parable

in a modern novel, if the story is to be of worth. Upon the writer

who ignores this element it will avenge itself. The world is

still very f\ill of a number of things, and many folks will cer-

tainly be as happy as can be for a considerable time—without

parables. But our present theme concerns itself with sigiiificant

elements in the scheme of things. For this reason, we have ex-

pended the greater part of our space upon the relation of the

parable to the novel. Yet some one may suggest that the parable,

in its traditional form, is a short story. Xot in the modern, tech-

nical sc^nse, however. It is reasonably clear that the spirit of the

parable is poured liberally into the great novels. But the laws

and immunitie-s of the present-day short story are such that the

interpretive rule may be ignored in its construction. Indeed,

a discussion of the relation of the parable to tlie short story

must take a peculiar direction. But the acknowledged superiority

of the Russian short story may, with no small degree of truth, be

said to rest upon the parable quality of the Russian work.
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IKTELLIGEXCE TESTS APPLIED TO STUDEIs^TS IN
A THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Clara F. Chassell

Teachers College, Columbia University

Is the modern minister the outstanding intellectual leader in

the commmiity that he was in the early days of our country ?

The statement is frequently made that his prestige as the director

of the thought life of his people and as the most scholarly man of

his time is a thing of the past. Nor is evidence for this assertion

wholly wanting. Thus Professor Thorndike, summarizing the

data over a period of more than fifty years as to the proportion

of Phi Beta Kappa men among ministers, concludes as follows:

"Eoughly, it may be said that three fourths of the scholarly young

men who entered the ministry in 1850 would have gone into teach-

ing or the law if they had happened to he born a half century

later."!

In this day of tests and measurements, however, the most

significant evidence as to the intellectual status of the minister

may be sought in the results of standardized intelligence tests,

applied to them in common with thousands of others in various

professions and many walks of life. The value of this infoi-ma-

tion lies in the fact that it seeks to determine native ahlllty, rather

than acquired information, and that it is relatively free from per-

sonal bias. ^Moreover, its practical usefulness has already been

demonstrated in many fields, notably the selection of officers in

the army, personnel work in industry and business, and educa-

tional and vocational guidance in the schools.

Intelligp:nce Tests ix I^kew Theological Semixary

In the spring of 1021 an intelligence examination, widely

used as a basis for admitting students to college, and very success-

ful in predicting future success in college work,^ was given by the

* Educational Psi/choiooii. Vol. Ill, p. 303.

'The test used was tho 'I'horiici.'kp Intelligence Examination.
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writer to a group of students in Drew Theological Seminary.^

The examination, which was a thoroughgoing one, requiring more

than three hours, engendered a healthy respect for intelligence

tests on the part of the young people who participated. The

taking of the test was entirely yoluntary. The gTOup examined

included members of the junior, middler, and senior classes, and

special and postgraduate students as well.

The accompanying table gives the scores for the twenty-six

students in this group,"* with their classification in the seminary,

and their approximate average grade in seminary studies.

Approximate Average
Class in Score in Intelligence Grade in Seminary

Key Number Seminary Examination Studies

1 Special 42 B
2 Middler 46 C+
3 Middler 48 B
4 Senior ' 56 B
5 Middler 67 B+
6 Junior 68 A
7 Senior 68 A
8 Special 70 B+
9 Senior 71 B
10 Post-Graduate.. 72 B+
11 Senior 75 B-{-

12 Post-Graduate.. 76 A
13 Senior 76 , B
14 Middler 80 B+
15 Middler 82 B-f
16 Post-Graduate.. 83 A
17 Middler 84 A
18 Middler 84 A+
19 Senior 85 B4-

20
' Senior 87 A

21 Junior 90 A
22 Middler 95 B
23 Senior 95 A
24 Special 100 A-f
25 Middler 101 A-f
26 Middler 108 A

•The testiuf; of this group was made possible by tho co-oporution of Professor W. J. Thomp-
son of Drew 'J"hcoli.';;icul Seminary, m ho interested his students iu the unJcrtakiiig and met the

expense of scoring th'^ test papc-rs for th',' members of his classes and any seniors who cared to take

the test; and the gi^ncrosity of Profis^or E. L. Thorndike of Teachers College, Columbia fniver-

eity, who provided the necessary test material.

Two of the subjects were young women. The record of one Chinese student, who also took

th^ test, IS not included.
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Examination of the table shows that the lowest score in the

intelligence examination is -12, and the highest 108. The average

score for the gi-oup is 77.

- SlOXIFICAXCE OF IxTELLIGEXCE TeST ScORES

"What, then, do the results of this intelligence examination

mean ? In the first place, how do the scores of this group of Drew

students compare with the scores of college students throughout

the country? In the second place, what do the results reveal as to

the mental ability of the individuals who took the test ?

In reply to the lirst question it may be said that the average

score made by the twenty-six Drew students compares very favor-

ably with the scores made by the students in every institution for

which data have been examined. Such a finding is to be expected,

however, because this group consists presumably of very intelligent

individuals, a majority of them being college gTaduates ; whereas

the students for whom results were compared were for the most

part college freshmen.

The second question may be answered by a consideration of

the significance of the scores made by the Drew students as indic-

ative of their ability to do college work. Experie^nee derived from

the previous use of this intelligence examination would indicate

that nineteen of the twenty-six students made suflieiently high

scores in the test to insure their carrying on college work without

risk of detriment to present standards, and that of these the high-

est eight have sufficient intellect to do collegiate and professional

work with distinction. ^Moreover, the three stiidoits making scores

of 100 or above probably rank in the upper five per cent of fresh-

men in high-grade colleges.

So far, then, the results arc entirely satisfactory. Thei-e

remain to be eonsidereel the scores for the seven students who

ranked lowest in the test. Three of this number would probably

be able to obtain a college degree if specially earnest and indus-

trious. The remaining four would be likely to prove quire un-

suitable nuiterial for college education in institutions of the

hiirher standards.
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Relation Between Test Scoke and Geade in Seminary
Studies

Do the marks assigned by the seminary teachers agree in

general witli the ratings of the intelligence test as to the ability

of the students ? The answer to this question is a decided affirma-

tive, and is based on a statistical study of the facts. The correla-

tion betvvc^'n score in intelligence examination and approximate

average grade in seminary studies was found to be higli/^ higher,

in fact, than was found in the case of Columbia freshmen. More-

over, this relationshij) is further revealed by a second method of

comparing the scores in the test with academic standing. Thus
the average score of the twelve students receiving grades of A or

A-|- is 87, w^hereas the average score of the thirteen students re-

ceiving grades of B or B-f- is 71. Further, the only student as-

signed a grade below B made next to the lo^\est score in the test,

and two of the three students receiving the grade of A-f- made a

score of 100 or above.

The Practical Utility or the Test Results

In conclusion, what practical benefits may be derived from

the results of intelligence tests given to students in a theological

seminary? In the first })lace, knowledge as to his own test score

and his intellectual standing in comparison with college students

throughout the country can be of great l>enefit to the student him-

self as an aid to determining the typo of ministerial work in which

he will be most likely to succeed. Furthermore, it may le^d the

less-endowed student to a rtx^onsideration of his qualifications for

the important life work which he has chosen as his own.

In the second place, information as to the intellectual ability

of his students should enable the teacher in the seminary to know
whether a given student is working up to capacity. In addition,

it affords valuable evidence as to the type of instruction which he

should give in the classroom, and the ditficulty of the subject-

matter which is appropriate to the individuals under his tuition.

Again, it makes possible more adequate educational guidance of

'The artLv'il coofBcioDt, computed by the product-moment method, was 70 (+.07).
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the student, and may obviate the hours of wasted effort on subjects

for which he lacks sufficient aptitude. A still further step would

be the exclusion from the seminary of students who by native en-

dowment are unable to profit in worth-while measure by the in-

struction afforded by the institution. This would require the ad-

ministering of intelligence tests to all candidates for admission, a

practice which is already common in the better colleges of the

country.

In the third place, such information should prove of great

worth in enabling district superintendents, bishops, and candidate

secretaries of mission boards to place men and women in the

spheres of their greatest usefulness. Concretely, it should prevent

the mistake of appointing to a college pastorate a man whose in-

tellectual ability does not measure up to that of the average mem-
ber of the college faculty.

In view of these considerations the time seems to be at hand

when the theological seminary should utilize the information which

intelligence tests afford.
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THE DEVELOPME^^T OF THE IDEA OF GOD IX THE
OLD TESTAMEXT

Hugo Gressman

University of Berlin, Germany

Livi2sG religions are, like all organisms, in constant motion:

they germinate, grow, unfold into full blossom, and then must die

in order to make room for new formations. This is the law of all

life. Religions that no longer develop, like the Jewish after the

second ceuturj b. c, are dead. But this very religion previous

to that time had had a mighty history, to which there is no paral-

lel in the total religious history of the nations of the world; and

this development is all the more remarkable as it ran its full course

in a comparatively brief period, within a thousand years.

The significance of the Israelitic religion can be made clear

in a purely external way. For out of the bosom of Judaism as

its choicest fruit came the Christian world-religion; and Mo-

hammed received from Judaism ideas and impulses of a decisive

nature so that one might say that to Islam also Judaism stood

godfather. '

.

The Semitic peoples as a whole—apart from the Jews—have

brought forth in the field of religion only one creative spirit : Mo-

hammed. The Israelitic })eople, on the other hand, were favored

with a rich supply of religious personalities: Moses was followed

by the gi'oup of great writing prophets who were active from 750

to 550 B. c. In the course of two hundred years there were six

powerful men, each in his way equally great : Amos, Ilosoa, Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Doutero-Isaiah, and Ezekicl. But they all were tran-

scended by Jesus, in whom the religious history of the Semites at-

tained its climax. He is the choicest blossom on that stem, for

Mohammed after all was a belated flower. If we single out Moses,

Deutero-Isaiah, Jesus, and ]\rohammed as the greatest among the

great, then are they separated from each other by periods of six

hundred years. Three times six hundred years did the creative

period of Semitic religion last, but by the twelve hundredth year

the high point was reached in the person of Jesus,
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The question forces itself to one's lips : IIo^v comes it that

the face of God shines forth with greater clearness out of the Is-

raelitic-Jewish religion than out of all the other religions of an-

tiquity? Mohammed has indeed coined the heautiful word: ''God

belongs both to the Orient and the Occident; wherever you look,

you behold the face of God." But the devout Christian adds that

God has revealed himself most profoundly in Israel. To this

scientific thought can only give its assent. It must, however,

show in what this revelation consists and how the Israelitic re-

ligion was able to rise above all the other religions of antiquity

and develop into the highest religion. Along with the native re-

ligious endowment and the political fortunes that decisively de-

termine the development of a people, it is above all the great men

in whom religion comes to its clearest expression.

The Mosaic Religion

Jahve was originally probably only the God of Sinai and the

Red Sea, and was probably worshiped only liy the tribes that lived

in that region. But for the Israelitic religion he was from the

beginning not a nature-god but a God of history. For he estab-

lished his divinity through an historical act: the destruction of

the Egyptians in the Red Sea. From that time on he continued

to reveal himself constantly in history. Historical religions, how-

ever, are more individual, more living and more capable of devel-

opment than are natural religions, because they are not bound so

firmly to rigid and unchangeable nature. Hence it was possible

for Jahve to detach himself from Sinai and migrate with Israel

to Canaan. There he became rooted anew and linked up with

the natural phenomena of the land. But he was not bound to the

soil, and hence was never in danger of being identified with nature.

He remained a living historical personality, 'i'his explains the

varied complexity in the nature of Jahve even in the earliest

})eriod, a complexity that feems to us at times surprisingly rich.

The Mosaic religion was further a religion of choice. It was

not a self-evident affair. If we had strictly historical sources, we

would be able to celebrate the very day of its establishment or

introduction into Israel. For Jahve must have been made the
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sole God of Israel through a solenm act, through the sealing of a
covenant. Tlie moving forces were thoee of enthusiasm for the
great God, who divides the mountains so that the flames leap up
to heaven, who rears the l^ed Sea into a mighty billow so that the
Egyptian army is washed away, who is at home in the wilderness
with its awful boundless solitude, who, however, also strikes water
out of the rock, crf-ates wells, and causes oases to spring up. Since
the relation between Jalive and Israel was historical, it could more
easily be dissolved than if it were a. self-evident one; on the other
hand, so long as it was a really living relation, it was stronger than
a merely natural bond, k'cause it rest«l not on blood-relationship
but on reciprocal obligation.

Pinally, the Mosaic religion was a nomadic religion. This
is a very important characteristic, for the moral ideal is bound
up with it. Xomads have neither gold nor land and hence neither
capitalism nor feudalism. Their ideal is the equality of all and
the self-sacrifice of one for others. They know neither culture nor
luxury, neither monarchy nor taxes, sinco they have communities
without magistrates, a perfect democracy in Avhich every one en-
joys equal rights with others and has the opportunity to achieve
the highe.^t honors. The simplicity and self-sufficiency of their
mode of life reflects itself also in the outward forms of religion,

which are as primitive as they possibly could be: there is neither
temple nor priest, though here and there an altar, occasionally a

feast day, and at time,? a sacrifice ofl'ered by the leader of the army
or the head of the family. Images of the deity are also lacking,
or, if they do now and then appear, they have been, imported
from without.

The Victory of tke Baal Religion

When Israel entered Canaan, its religion lost for a time its

distinctiveness and became almost wholly a Baal religion. The
Israelites took over the religion of the native Amoritcs and only
attached to it the name of their God Jahve. But Jahve from being
the God of Sinai and the wilderness became the God of Canaan,
and in this way grew so completely into the nature of Baal as to
be fully identical with him. He reveals himself now in the fiery
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lightning that flashes from heaven, in the rolling thunder that

startles our cars, and in the floods of rain that fertilize the fields.

He thus hccanic the God of the thunder-storm and of vegetation,

and so was transformed into the direct opposite of what he had

been. For thunder-storm and desert are mutually exclusive, as

arc vegetation and desert, even though thunder-storms and plants

are not wholly lacking in the desert. This transformation in the

nature of Jahve is easily iutelligihle, and was necessary. Since

the Israelites themselves out of nomads had become farmers, it

was necessary that their God also should be changed from a no-

madic into an agricultural deity.

The fusion of the two religions is most clearly evident in

the outward forms of worship. Everything that was peculiar to

the Amoritic religion reappears in the Israelitic ]-cligion. Here

belong the high places, that is, the mountain sanctuaries with their

entire equipment of sacred stones and pillars, with their many
altars and images, priests and agricultural feasts. Even child

sacrifice with its horrors was not lacking ; still more frequently do

we hear of the sacred prostitutes in the service of God. Prophecy

also with its ecstasy forced its way in, with only the one difl'erence

that the prophets of Baal invoked Baal, while the prophets of

Jahve invoked J alive. The golden calf is to be understood as the

s\mibol of the Baal religion. It was a representation of the god

of the thuiider-storm under tlio form of a young bull. The bull

was supposeil to express the mighty majesty of God. His wildness,

his bellowing, and his violent passion fitted him for that. Jero-

boam set up a golden image of God in the royal sanctuaries at

Dan and Bethel. But "ihe sin of Jeroboam" was not confined to

the northern kingdom, it was also in sway in tlio south ; for the

oldest propliets in their struggle against the Baal religion make no

distinction between the north and the south.

In this entire process of development Baal was the giver,

Jahve the recipient ; so the religion of Baal triumphed over the reli-

gion of Jahve. The original diiTcrences were soon smoothed away

and became hardly recognizable. Even where the name of Jahvo

was retained, in his essential nature he was nothing but a masked

Baal. But this was no misfortune, rather the reverse. Mentally
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active }>eoples are like mentally active individuals. They greedily

a})proprIate everything that promises their own advancement. In

this way they are able to completely submerge themselves in a

foreign culture and lose themselves in it. But if they possess a

sufficiently strong individuality, thr y will some day throw aside all

theforcig^l plunder as though it had been part of a masquerade and

will again show themselves in their true form. Yes, more than

that; not only will thoy win back their lost individuality, they

will also be inwardly purified and cleansed by the foreign material

cast oil. What had slumbered unconsciously within them will be

awakened by the antithesis and made conscious to them. Hence

we may say: the Israclitic religion would never have attained the

height of perfection if it had not passed through the alembic of

the Amoritic religion.

The Victoky Over tiie Baal Religion

But the Baal religion furnished only the opportunity. The

creative power came from the prophets. With Amos and Hosea

there appear for the first time in the history of religion personali-

ties that rise not only above their own order but above the entire

nation. This reveals itself externally in the fact that their words

have been handed down to us under their own names. Their utter-

ances were so individual and so i>ersonal, that only under their

own names could they pass current. As in Israel so at about the

same time also in Greece (with Hesiod) there appear tlie earliest

names of authors.

The greatness of the prophets does not consist in philosophical

speculation concerning God and man, also not in clarified ideas

concerning monotheism, the gTcatness of God and the dignity of

man but in compleie and uidimited devotion to God. This is

somethimr quite new, and can Ix; explained only by the marvelous

and richly endowed religious nature of these men, who understood

how to lose themselves in their God, to listen humbly to him, to

believe in him trustingly, and to proclaim the demands of religion

without any compromise, without the least concession to anything

that is not God.

They recognized goodness as the essential nature of God, and
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so religion and morality ^vere bound up intimittoly with each other.

One might frankly say: The essence of the pro})hetic religion is

morality, which is welded to piety with indissoluble chains; it is

the chaste stern puriiy of the moral sensibility as over against' the

sensuousness of the Ijaal religion. The extraordinary impressive-

ness with which they promulgated the moral law as the law of

God, and the self-evident certainty with which they in the name
of their God pronounced doom on e\'ery sin and with M'liich they

expected retribution in the life of individuals as well as nations,

deepened the jiopular religion and at bottom dissolved it. Hitherto

religion and nationality belonged together. Men were born into

their religion and felt themselves certain of the protection of God,

who in the nature of the case must intervene on behalf of his

people. But when Jahve ceased to be a national God and became

an ethical deity, this natural relation came to an end. The God

of goodness was no longer subject to national limitations but was

God of all the world. One might now^ be an Israelite and yet be

compelled to make a personal confession to God and to fulfill his

holy will, if one wished to count on his help. Thus religion be-

came an experience of the individual, a personal act, a decision of

the moral will. As a residt the Baal religion was inw\Trdly

overcome, although outwardly it lived on for some time; yea,

more than that, the jwpular religion was lifted to a higher plane.

OVEECOMIXG THE Poi'ULAK BeLIGION

The essence of the popular religion was the sacrificial wor-

ship, M'hich the prophets rejected as a whole. j\lost instructive

is the famous word of !Micah. There a layman enumerates all

the ceremonial acts he could perform : he might offer thousands of

rams, rivers of oil, yes, even the first born of his body. But the

prophet declares in the name of God: "He hath showed thee,

man, what is good ; and what doth Jahve i-cquire of thee, but to

do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God ?"

One recognizes here clearly the antithesis, and still there is a

certain relation betwe<-n the two conceptions of God, since both

sprang from the same religious spirit. The popular religion also

took the idea of sacrifice seriously, tenibly seriously, so much so
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that it did not even shrink from the sacrifice of children. In the

prophetic religion the pendulum swung to the opposite side with

the same energy: God desires no sacrifices whatsoever. So the

prophets rejected everything that belonged to outward worship:

sacrifices and titlics, the sacred stones and trees, the temple and

images. Amos instead demanded justice and righteousness, Hosea

love and fidelity, Isaiah faith and trust. At bottom these are but

expressions of the same thing: worship in spirit and truth, the

religion of morality, spiritual purity, and social love of one's

neighbor.

The terrible earnestness which characterized the prophetic

religion manifests itself perhaps still more clearly in the fearless

denunciation, with which doom was pronounced upon Israel be-

cause of its sins. For this was to mock all the patriotic hopes, in

which Israel was as rich and even richer than the other peoples

of the ITear East. A hundred years before the time of Amos the

Assyrian giant had awakened out of his slumber and prepared hini-

self to conquer the world anew. When he began to tread dov-m

peoples like the mire of tlie streets, it was only a question of time

when Israel would be forced to submit to him. The prophets fore-

saw the end and flew before it like birds before a wind-storm. The

terrible fate which at that time befell the kingdoms of southwcBtern

Asia through the nation-destroyer, and the streams of blood

through which he waded, necessarily forced U])on thoughtful and

devout people the question as to whetlier there is a righteous God.

The prophets joyfully afhrm it; for they know why their God
must destroy his people. Israel is ripe for destruction because

he has not fulfilled the moral-religious demands of his God. Xo
word is too sharp for the prophets to use in castigating the sins of

the people. Bowls of scorn arid mockery did they ]X)ur out over

Israel. ^V^ult was most sacred to the people they dragged in the

dirt and threw into the lumber room to moles and to bats, simjdy

out of glowing enthusiasm for their God whose essential nature

they recognized as awe-inspiring holiness. Before the holy eyes

of the divine majesty this Sodom and Gomorrah could not exist,

and the prophets cheered on their God as with uplifted fist he

struck down his own pe<)ple or summoned their enemies to chastise
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thein. This is a genuinely ancient typo of greatness. The only

one who suffered under this belief in God and almost broke to

pieces under it, was Jeremiah. He is for that reason the one

who stands nearest to our modern feeling.

But also for the prophets the destruction of Israel could not

be the end; for them also redem])tion must follow ruin. For

Jahve cannot continually be angry and punish. The farmer does

not continually plow, but now plows and now sows. So also the

activity of God is reasonable and carefully planned like that of the

farmer. Xow he punishes and now he rewards accoi'ding to what

men have merited. This is in harmony with the plan by which

he directs all things. Even when we do not know this plan of God

we still know that it is giX)d. The unshakable faith of the prophets

in God did not swerve, but on the contrary became all the more

certain the greater the need of Jerusalem became. However the

enemy might rage at the gate, QoA watched over Jerusalem

and sat enthroned in serene calm like a cloud of dew in the heat

of the harvest. Isaiah aAvaited confidently the hour when it would

please his God to scatter the enemy hordes like a phantom of the

night. God is the director of the world's history and carries

through his plan, whether with or against the will of men. To

this plan all jjeoples must submit, the Israelites as well as the

Assyrians. Thus the Assyrian religion also was inwardly over-

come.

The Victory Ovek the Assyrian-Babyloniax Eeligiox

In Ilosea the Jahve religion won in principle the victory over

Baal religion, in Isaiah the victory over the Assyrian religion.

Isaiah nowhere mentions the Assyrian gods by name. That would

be doing them too great honor. For him there was only one God,

namely, Jahve. But tliis Jahve is not only the God of Israel but

also the God of the Assyrians, yea, the one Lord of all the world,

who subjects all peoples to his will in order that the good may pre-

vail. In view of the fi»et that tliis world-encompassing faith in the

one God of righteousness was morally conditioned, the prophetic

religion was far superior to the Assyrian, yea, heaven high above

it. Henco we can understand how Isaiah came to expe-ct at the
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end of the days a pilgrimage of all jx^oplcs to Jerusalem, there to

receive instruction and righteous judginent.

Outwardly, it is true, appearances were almost the direct

reverse of this. For soon thereafter the Assyrian religion through

]\Ianasseli gained the victory, and with it Baal triumphed once

again over Jahve. The victorious progTess of the Ass^Tiau armies

was followed by the victorious progress of the Assyrian gods and

of Assyrian culture in general. ^Manasseh, who politically attached

himself completely to the Assyrians, deliberately promoted the

introduction of Assyrian ideas and customs into the kingdom of

Judah. Ai that time the Assyrian religion made its entrance into

the temple of Jei-usalem. The Assyrian gods were guests, yea,

lords in the house of Jahve. Assyrian altars and chapels were

erected in the temple, images of the xVssyrian gods and other sacred

object-s were set up in it. The whole ''host of heaven," the circle

of the stellar deities, were worshiped, and special veneration was

enjoyed by the queen of heaven, whose worship penetrated deep

into the lowest classes and long persisted there. The sacrifice

both of children and of chastity, introdticed from the Baal reli-

gion, became at that time common in Jerusalem. All this is to

be explained as an expression of the prevailing feeling that Jahve

is powerless and unable any longer to help. In short, it was an

official declaration of bankruptcy on the part of the political and

ecclesiastical leaders of the peo})le. That this skepticism did iiot

win a permanent victory, was due alone to prophecy. Before

prophecy had outwardly gained the upper hand, it had already

inwardly triumphed. Manasseh's reaction was only the last kick

against the pricks.

When the devout Josiah, following the skeptical Afanassch,

ascended the throne, he carried through in 623 b. c. a reform

which in significance deserves to be compared with the Ecforma-

tion of Luther. All sanctuaries in the land were destroyed with

the exception of the temple in Jerusalem. This was to be pre-

served, but it was to be purged of everything heathenish. Thus
they lioped to lie alile to sweep away with iron broc>ms the Baal

religion and the A.-syrian star worship and to assert the purity

of the Jahve religion. It should be added that this hope was
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first fulfilled as Judah was compelled to go into exile. If the

demands of the prophets had been carried out, all temples and
sacrifices would have had to disappear. But such a thorou-^-h-

goiug renovation tht;y could not decide on, and so thev contented

themselves with a half-way measure. Also when the Jews re-

turned from exile, the temple and the sacrificial service were re-

stored and continued to exist down to the destruction of Jerusalem

by Titus. iSTeverthelcss, the sacrificial service had lost its sig-

nificance. It was, to be sure, still a pious duty, which one was re-

quired to fulfill, because God willed it; but more important was
spiritual worship, the singing of ])salms in the divine service, and
solemn devotional exerci-^es in the s\T;iagogue.

The definition of Israel's |X)sition by way of contrast with the

Assyrian-Babyloni.'in religion reached its conclusion in Deutero-

Isaiah, the unknown author of Isaiali 40-55, who himself lived dur-

ing the exile in Babylonia. In him the prophetic religion reaches

its culmination. He was influenced to a marked degree by the

Babylonian religion; not, however, by borrowing but by reactions

against the Babylonian faith to which he stood in sharp antago-

nism. For him the Babylonian gods are nonentities; the only God
who really lives is Jahve. He scoffs at the images of the Babylon-

ian gods; for him imageless worship is alone worthy of the true

God. The Babylonian gods were famous because of their oracles,

and the consultation of oracles had been built up as it were into

a science. But they could not cope with Jahve, who alone had

correctly predicted the future. This question was one of great

importance to men in antiquity. A])ollo of x\delphi was for a

long time regarded a> the favorite deity, because he knew best how

to interpret the future. But above everything else the prophet

mentions Jahve as tlie creator of the world, this also by way of

opposition to the Baltylonians, who ast-riltod this rC<]c to Bel. Bel

as the chief state deity of a great world power might seem able to

create the world in all its vastncss; but Jahve was the God of a

small people, who furthermore were living in exile and by that

very fact demonstrating his impotence. The prophet, however,

did not trouble himself about appearances. In defiance of reality

he laid in bold faith at the feet of his God the world as his erea-
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tiaii. And tlii.^ Gud was destined to be the God of all peoples.

The suffering servant of God would not only lead Israel back to its

native land and build Jerusalem anew, but at the same time be-

come a light to the Gentiles and bring to them the true religion.

Thus the missionary idea here for the first time steps into the

center of the messianic hope.

The TK.^'SFOK^rATlox of a This-Woklu Eeligion into a Xext-

WoKLij Eeligiox

The Mosaic religion, the popular religion and the prophetic

religion, remained constantly a this-world religion. To be sure

the Deity was thouglit of as in the next world, in heaven above the

•earth; the dead' also dwelt in the next world, in the underworld

below the earth ; but religion as a relation of men to God limited

itself in its practical activity entirely to this world, to life here on

earth. Life after death neither in the world of thought nor in

worship played any particular role; men hardly troubled them-

selves about it. But since the prophetic religion and morality

were welded together, the belief in retribution became after the

exile the chief dogma of Judaism. After that it was accepted as

self-evident that the outward fortunes of individuals and of nations

must correspond exactly to their moral conduct. Good fortune

reflects piety, misfortune ungodliness. If it were otherwise, God

w^ould not be righteous. In this connection, however, the prophets

have in mind always occurrences in this world; retribution here-

after lies outside of the circle of their thought.

Now here a transformation begins, that leads to a break with

the entire past of the Israelitic religion. One cannot say that the

prophetic religion perpetuated itself in Judaism; on the contrary

one must say that the prophetic religion became bankrupt. The

moral demands, it is true, remained as heretofore the main part

also of the Judaic religion, but the views concerning the relation

of men to God became wholly different. How this transformation

took place we do not know. We ]>ossess only a few rcx'orded items,

that cast a retleeted light as of a tla.-li of lightning upon the mighty

strugale which agitated the devout soids most profoundly after the

exile and to some extent before. Prestunably it was the destruc-
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lion of Jerusalem by Xebuehadrezzar and tbe ovt-rthrow of the

Jewish state that gave the chief imjnilse to it; for we see lator the

same mighty struggle when Jerusalem was destroyed by Titus.

The Jewish people resisted—justly—the conee])tiun of the pro]*])-

ets that they had merited their overthrow because of their t-ius;

for Judah was no worse than other kingdoms. They also would

not listen to the idea that sons and grandsons must atone for the

guilt of fathers and grandfathers. They coined the biting word

:

''The fathers liave eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are

set on edg-e." By this witty but striking formulation the opposing

view of irdierited guilt was disposed of, and no prophets (after

Ezekiel) ventured again to defend it. From that time on it was

regarded as self-evident that each man is responsible for his own
sins. It also appeared questionable whether in this world he is

called to account, as the earlier doctrine of reti'ibution asserted.

When the belief in retributioii in this world was destroyed or

at least weakened—it never completely vanished—by the facts

which taught the contrary and by the speculations of individuals,

it was stiperseded by the belief in retribution hereafter. Although

great thinkers like Job had prepared the gTound f'U- it. the change

did not take place suddenly but through a long and slow develop-

ment which was wrought out in secret. Conservative circles and

tendencies in Judaism do\ni into the time of Christ sto^xl out

against the nev; ideas of resurrection and of judgment, of hell and

of paradise. At first it was only individuals that could be won
over to them ; historical events contributed to their more rapid

naturalization, especially the Jewish persecutions. That pious

nnartyrs ought to rise in the next world to new life so as to be

awarded a better lot, that on the contrary godless nndefactors ought

hereafter to receive special punishment, seemed self-evident to

everyone. Without doubt forcicii ideas also were operative in

Judaism and stimtilated the seeds already present to further de-

velopment.

As a result of this develo])ment religion underwent a complete

transformation. How totally dilTorent must life have seemed

uu'ler the belief in a resurrection and a ftiture retribution, in a

day when everyone must give account of his deeds whether they
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be good or evil and where he receives reward and punishment for

all eternity. The feeling of responsibility must have become more

vivid than heretofore. A constant anxiety, a quivering excitement

must have sci^^ed people, if they took their duties seriously. The

thought of a di^•ine judgment had an unparalleled ethical influ-

ence. The concept of conscience, wholly lacking in the old Is-

raelitic religion, now gains recognition. On this soil it was possi-

ble for Christ ianty to gTOW. The whole devclo]iment reaches its

climax in Jesus Christ, the Lord and Master of all religion.

Along with this there runs a second stream that gTadually

gi-ows more shallow until finally it disappears completely in the

sand. This is thr- rigid religion of the law, which lays the chief

emphasis upon all the painful minutiae of the law and stifles a

truly vital life by its confused mass of paragi-aphs, usages, and

juristic over-niceties. There were, of course, also circles that took

a real delight in the law, but how heavy the yoke of the law rested

on the conscience of others is testified to by Jesus and Paul, who

led us into the freedom of the children of God. After the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by Titus Judaism thrust aside everything that

had in it propelling power. It wound itself about and became en-

cysted so that while it preserved itself it brought no new progress

to the world. The leadership liad been taken over by Christianity.

If one looks back over the milestones of the development, one

sees that the path has not always been straight forward. The reli-

gion of Jabve was twice on the point of being submerged in the

whirl}X)ol of contem])orary events or of losing itself in foreign reli-

gions. But out of each testing it came forth purged, enriched and

deepened. There is no dou1)t tliat Israel was religiously gifted and

endowed as no other people of antiquity, and that the hard political

fortunes that befell them called forth their deepest piety. They

felt themselves to l.tc favorites of God and were convinced that they

had been deemed worthy of special revelations. Through the re-

ligion of Israr-1 mankind has made much advance; for it recognized

morality as a necessary constituent of i-eligion, it conceived the

nature of God as that of the Holy and Perfect One, it helped over-

come the sacriticial worship of the natural religions, and thus pre-

pared the way for the victory of Christianity as the true religion.
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WHAT THINK YOU OF PAPISTS CHKIST?

Cakl D. Gage

Chicago, III.

A YEAK ago there appeared in Italy a book entitled Sloria di

Crist i. by Giovanni Papiiii, and at once Italy eried out in amaze-

ment, ''Wlio is Papini that he should write sneh a book as this i"

The book noAV appears in America with the title Life of Christ

and Dorothy Canfield Fisher as the translator, and America is

asking-, '"What manner of hwk is this ?''

Reviewers are divided as to the merits of the book, though

they all agree that it is not a book to be ignored. The i-eading pul)-

lic will no more ig-nore this bo^^k than the woidd has been able to

ignore the subject of the book. Says one reviewer, "It is the most

wonderful life of Christ since Eenan's," and the publishers use

that in their advertisements. But says another very careful

writer, "It is only another vivid volume of pre-Copernican the-

ology," and the publishers do not advertise that.

Apart from any intrinsic value in the book itself, there are

three things that have helped to give it an immediate popularity.

First is the author himself. Giovanni Papini has been well known

in Italy and is not unknown to American readers, as his works

arc available in translation. And he was a most nnlikcly writer

to produce a life of Christ. He is the Saul-Paul of our day. Like

Satil of old, he stood by and watched them st'.nc St('i>hrn. With

a tremendous zeal he has persecuted pious souls. Ills sharp pen

has been thrust into the vitals of Christianity and his tlaming

words have been hurled like bombs at the citadel of the church.

His sudden a])pearance in the mi«lst of the discijihs has given

them all a scare. They can scarce believe their eyes, for behold, the

man who yesterday made havoc among the followers of Christ

is to-day a defender of the faith. Pajnni, the brilliant cynic,

with an intelh-et like a two-edged sword, jesting with the sacred

trulhs of the trustful, has become Pajuni. the humble follower of

Christ, the exi-ounder of orthodoxy, the preacher of the simple
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gospel. This is, of itself, enough to make a seven-day wonder of

the Look.

In the next place the book is well introduced to America

by its translator, I\Irs. Fisher, known by her early writings under

the name of Dorothy Canfield. If we may return to the Saul-Paul

figure of s}K'ech, she is the good Barnabas, introducing the fiery

persecutor to the disciples. It was once said by a man who thought

he knew, ^'If you would be immortal, choose you a good biog-

rapher." Omar Khayyam perhaps owes his popularity in the

English-speakiug world as much to Edward Fitzgerald, the trans-

lator, as to his own poetic worth. And ]\rrs. Fisher has done .more

than translate v\'ords. The title page says "freely translated." It

is too much to say that she has transformed the original, but a

comparison of the original and the translation indicates that, with

her superb literary genius, she has taken this book, from the pen

of an Italian, with an Oriental for a subject, and has made it at

home in our western American world. This is not a guarantee

of permanent popularity, but it has served to get a hearing for the

book. In the end the book will have to stand on its own merit-s,

and posterity will judge Papini, not Mrs. Fisher. But a good in-

troduction paves the way to a fuller recognition.

The third thing that contributes to the popularity of the book

is the time clement. It is a timely book. Have we not been

saying that Christ is the hope of this war-torn, hate-divided world ?

And the world has grown tired of our credal strife, our critical

searching of the sources, our loud professions of loyalty followed

by our silent turning away from the essential business. Here is

a book which neither debates nor searches. It is not a funeral

sermon of Jesus, but a trumpet blast of his coming. We believe

that the world is set Xo read that sort of book.

Xow, what sort of IxMtk is this ? Foremost, it is uncritical

One miglit say, nai've. What has been referred to as prc^Coper-

nican theology is about correct. The lx)ok was written by a man
of whom it could be said that he '"believcth all things," oven if it

cannot be said that he ''c7idureth all things." There is no discussion

at all as t<> tlie comparative value of the bi1)llcal S(nirces. There

is no weighing <>f the evidence. The author assumes that Jesus
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was a divine man, the Son of God; he makes no attempt to prove

that. And then he nses his biblical material and interprets it in

such a spiritual way as to make it fit in with his conception of the

person of Christ. There is no candid, scientific inquiry into what

words and phrases meant to the original writers. This to a mod-

ern reader, familiar with the critical studies of the last twenty

years, is u defect. It detracts from the total im]>act of the book.

For that class of readers to which the author is especially address-

ing himself this may not be a defect. But it will certainly tend to

limit the number of thoughtful folks who might be interested irl

the book. Simple exposition need not be a stranger to profound

and critical erudition, George Adam Smith has shown that in the

realm of religious literature the keen mind may go hand in hand

with the warm heart.

This is an artistic book. The author says it was his purpose

to write artistically and we believe lie has succeeded. If his atti-

tude toward his material is uncritical, his use and arrangement

of the material at hand is entirely artistic. It is as if an artist,

at his easel in his studio, with his colors before him, were to paint

the landscape which he had sketched in the open, and were to be

guided not only by a desire to reproduce the scene which he saw,

but were equally iuiluence<l by the eifeet which he desired to make

on those who should look at his picture. Sometimes this artistry

manifests itself in little gems of insight. His telling of the story

of the Prodigal Son is exquisite beyond descriptioii. Sometimes

it seems to protrude itself, as if one wci'e to hang a festoon on the

Taj Mahal. But for the most part this artistry lends itself to pro-

ducing an effect as of sculpture, not much background, simply a

great truth embodied in deeds. This, we think, is a justifiable

method, if not carried to an extreme. In Papini's book the total

effect is to produce an honest picture, even though at times it may

seem too oruare.

This book is fascinating. Written on an old theme, adding

one more to a long li-t of '"Lives of Christ," with iinthiug new or

startling in the way of theory or interpretation, yet it reads like a

romance. As a biography it follows tlie usual and well-known

outline and sequence of the Gosj^els. You can [vW from page to
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page just what will happen next. You are never startled by Jesus'

doing or saying anything that is unexpected. And yet as you go

from event to event, you are constantly asking yourself, ''What will

Papini make out of this T' And always he touches the coimnon-

place with the unusual and makes the ordinary seem so extraor-

dinary. This is perhaj)s the most tremendous thing about the book.

By the mere use of words, In' the colorful play of the imagination,

the authoi- has made Jesus an intensely interesting person. One
can imagine a skeptic reading this book and saying of Jesus, "I

do not believe what he says." But no one reading this book could

possibly say of Jesus, ''What a dull, uninteresting character."

These three characteristics—simplicity, artistry, and fascina-

tion—are typically Italian, and are well worth while for Amer-
icans to consider. They constitute part of Italy's contribution to

our culture. Will America be big enough to accept the gift? Is

it not time that the material produced by a scientific age be ar-

ranged with an eye to beauty as well as to brute strength? Sky-

scrapers, typical of our civilization, can be made artistic as well as

firm. Charm need not grow out of eft'eminaey ; it can be the sign

of virility. The '^'he-man" and "go-getter" can have grace and re-

finement.

What kind of a Christ does this b<X)k give us? It is difticult

to select the special emphasis which the book gives to Jesus, for

it follows the Bible narrative so closely and presents Jesus in all

his various aspects. But perhaps above all else, Jesus is here

presented as the Divine Saviour. Christ is pictured as a man
walking among men, yet tlie reader is never allowed to forget

that he is more than man. His every deed is part of his redemptive

work. When he dies, amid the jeers of the holiday crowd, he dies

for the sins of men, the sins of the very men who crucify him.

Jesus is set forth as mystically and miracidously a superhtiman

person.

The next cm])hasis is teaching. Jesus is ever trying to open

the minds of men to truth. Jn this Papini lias given a new and

fresh insight. The Italian is a natural-born pedagogue and it was

inevitable that he would sec- this element in Jesus. This is a y^^ry

much desired element and is exceedingly well done.
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Jesus is also presented as the revolutioiKiry. He, alnjve all

otbers, Lelieved that human nature could be niadu better. Willi

startling skill the author paints a picture of just how bestial and

unlovable human nature is and then how determinedly Jesus be-

lieved that human nature as it is could be transformed into human
nature like God. This portrayal is skillfully done. It docs, how-

ever, lack the social emphasis that could be desired. Individuals

seem to be capable of becoming Godlike, but the idea that society

itself could be so transformed as to give individuals a better op-

jwrtunity to be Godlike is not grasped by Pajnni. He turns back

from the logical implications of the teaching of Christ and misses

this whole social gospel appeal. Pajnni talks much of the poor,

but their chief value seems to be in offering an opportunity for

the rich to be charitable. Giving alms is, however, not a cure for

the un-Christlike poverty- of to-day and true insight into the aims

of Christ must include a Christiaii social order. To the extent

that the book lacks this emphasis, it is untrue to Jesus. Xo spirit-

ualizing of plain words as used by Jesus can rob his message of

its revolutionary effect not only o)i men's souls, but on every re-

lationship of life. We could wish that the art of Papini might

have gi-asped the social implications of that revolutionary power

M'hich he sets forth so vividly as working in the individual soul.

In- closing, just a word as to some of the minor charactei-s.

Xot much space is given to them, but with the art of the novelist,

Papini has grouped about his main character a background of real

persons. Part of the reality which he puts into the character of

Jesus is by making those who associate with him vei-y real and

human. You see Pilate washing and drying his hands, but unable

to wash away the image of Christ from his mind's eye John the

Baptist has all the rugged realism of the desert prophet, though

even here the author misses the value of the pi'oi»liet as a pi-eaeher

of social righteousness. They are all there, the friends, the foes,

the casual accpiaintances of the 3t[aster. You will kuow tliem better

for having Papini introduce them. You will a]i]>reciate Christ

the more for knowiuir his friends more intimatelv.
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A PAGE OF POETKY
LOW TIDE—AND AFTER

No beauty now on beaches brire

Tliat stretch exposed to sun's Ijot glare;

Rank odors rise from mud-flats wide

No longer swept by ocean's tide;

The rocks are draped with clinging weed,

And listlessly the sea-gulls feed;

The sails cling round the tilting mast,

Complaining medricks slow fly past;

Lifeless is the heavy air,

Nature tells it everywhere,

—

The tide is out.

Then mystic change! The powers vast

Of boundless ocean crowd the deep;

The currents swirl, and surging fast,

Landward the crested billows leap.

Tumultuous waters charge the shore

That grateful is for flooding sea;

Forces out of mighty store

Offer life exultant, free,

—

The tide comes in!

In patient trust wait for thy Lord,

O wistful soul; His faithful word
Shall fail thee ne'er—in boundless praise

Thou too shalt know Him all thy days

—

He comes to bless! Philip L. Fkick.

THE CiVLL OF THE SEA

On rocky isle, by restless waters bound.

Half hid by vines tliat trail the pebbly strand.

And circling, make the lowly nest on whitened sand.

Close by the surging ocean's sound,

The sea-gull egg awaits its destiny.

While brooded o'er by soft, protecting wing.

It hears the mighty ocean's ceaseless call,

And thrilled to strength,,breaks through the cramping thrall

Of shell triumphantly—a living thing

Whose home is all the vast encircling sea.

Nor doubt, O eager soul, God's purpose vast for thee;

Not body, mortal, frail; nor fctt'ring earth

Shall be the measure of thy spirit's worth.

It doth not yet appear what thou shalt bo:

Thy destiny—God and eternity! Philip L. Frick.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS

AN A]SrCIEXT PLAYWRIGHT PLEADS FOR PEACE

Probably the first severe censure of war in the literature of

Europe is that poignant tragedy, Troades (The Trojan Women),
written by Euripides and produced 410 b. c. l^o other drama

more perfectlv su])ports the teaching of Aristotle that the pur-

pose of tragedy is to puiify the soul by pity and terror. Xo sensi-

tive soul can read this pathetic play and be unmoved both by its

beauty and sadness.

Xo classic writer was more modern in spirit than Euripides.

Hampered as he was by the conventional technique of the drama,

he not only luodified its form but filled it with fresh tliought. One

imagines him as forecasting prohibition Avhcn in his greatest play,

the Ba-cc]i(v, he portrays the 13acchic nundncss and its tragic con-

sequences. One does not marvel that such reactionary stand-

patters as the brilliantly vulgar comedian Aristophanes savagely

satirize his progressive radicalism, and that he was well bated and

abused by tlie ])oliticians of the period.

Above all he was a master in expressing the emotional side

of life. He knew well that the feeling is a more profound and

permanent element in human nature than the intellect. No valua-

tion is more perfect than that of Mrs. Browning:

Our Euripides, the Human,
With his droppings of varni tears.

And his touches of things common
Till ihey rose to touch the spheres,

The Truadcs has little plot; it is 7iot as a play but as a ser-

monic poem tliat it is great. It is a dramatic vision of the keen-

ing and wailing Trojan Avomen, the widowed Hecul)a, the child-

less Andromache, the outraged and maddened Cassandra and
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others—broken hearts that face slavery to the victorious Greeks.

Euripides transfoniied the story of a conquest won by his own
people in the past, which they had praised in poetry and glorified

in history, into a heart-harrowing tragedy that pictures the wicked-

ness and utter failure of war. At the time tliis play appeared the

war party ruled in Athens. The year before they had cruelly

captured the island of Melos, massacred its men and made slaves

of its women and children. And shortly afterward came that

invasion of Sicily which robbed for all ages the City of the Violet

Crown of its glory and ])0wer.

The Troddes reveals that mighty military conquests bring no

great joy to any but a groat misery to all, both victors and van-

quished. Here are a few of its suggested teachings:

1. Those who win a war lose more than they gain. In the

backgi'ound is the Greek army strangely disappointed in spite of

their triumph. Cassandra crazily cries concerning the Greek

enemy

:

And they whom Ares took

Had never seen their children; no wife came
With gentle anns to shroud the limbs of them
For burial, in a strange and angry earth

Laid dead. And there at home the same long deaxtlL

Women that lonely died, and aged men
Waiting for sons that ne'er should turn again

Nor know their graves, nor pour drink-offerings

To still the unslaked dust. These he the things

The conquerinrj Greek hath icon.

Defeat is frequently an achievement of a greater glory than that

the victors wear. A strange sad peace and gloomy splendor can

crown those who have passed through the worst

:

Would ye be wise, ye cities, fly from war!

Yet, if war come there is a crov.'n in death

For her that striveth well and perisheth

Unstained: to die in evil were the stain!

Therefore, Mother, pity not thy slain,

Nor Troy, nor mo, the bride. Thy direst foe

And mine by this my wooing is brought low.

So war is not merely wicked; it is also irrational. Eighteousness

cannot conquer by force. War, even when necessary in defense.
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is often a "second best'' choice—and that is not seldom the worst

of the worst. Was Cassandra right when she said :

Nay, I will show thee. Even now this town
Is happier than the Greeks.

2. War wins, not by force only, but by falsehoud. I'he tricky

diplomat who is not a tighter plays the war game that slays the

soldier. War is worse than murder, it is lying. What was called

propaganda in the great World War was tainted with deceit and

the press of the world has not yet been cleansed. Greeks at Troy

dared to insnlt their war goddess, Pallas Athena, by using a pre-

tended pions offering, the Wooden Horse, as a strategic method of

invasion. Euripides hei'e and elsewhere pictures that Homeric

hero Odysseus as a type of the successful unscrupulous politician

—the one thing that he hated most. Hecuba says of that crafty

conqueror, w^ho is to become her master:

A lying man and a pitiless

Shall be lord of me, a heart fullflowTi

With scorn of righteousness:

heart of a beast where law is none,

Where all things change so that lust be fed,

The oath and the deed, the right and the wrong,

Even the hate of the forked tongue:

Even the hate turns and is cold,

False is the love that was false of old.

There is little praise and much scorn of kings in this drama. Of

xVgamemnon, that mightiest prince of all, who had sacrificed his

own daughter, Iphigonia, to get back Helen the faithless for his

brother Menelaus, read this:

And this their King so wise who ruleth all,

\V1iat wrought he? Cast out Love that Hate might feed:

Gave to his brother his own child, liis seed

Of gladness, that woman fled, and fain

To fly forever, should be turned again!

And Menelaus, too, the man for whom the Greeks fought—what

of him. Euripides treats him with a strange bitterness, as strong

yet contem]itible, a victor, yet the fruit of triumph turns to ashes

in his mouth. There are living to-day so called statesmen, both
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of the Central European and the Allied l\)wers, that history will

pillory not as heroes but as knaves.

3. War breaks dovn^i religions faith. Euripides was a skeptic

—the reason doubtless being- the same as largely causes unbelief

at the present day—-religion is without righteousness and is the

tool of business, politics and militarism. Probably more preachers

from 1914 to 191S preached in praise of war than are pleading

for peace to-day. The god Poseidon, who is here presented as the

friend of Troy, in the soliloquy that opens the drama thus de-

scribes the sadness of the divine mind as it faces this wreckage of

human faith:

"When a still city lieth in the hold

Of Desolation, all God's spirit there

Is sick and turns from worship.

During the World War, a friend of the writer, who is a prominent

business man in a Western city, said to him :
"1 can't pray any

more; I feel as if GchI had forgotten the world.'' Certainly the

correct answer was that God had not forgotten the world, but

that the woi'ld had forgotten God. Yet Hecuba felt the same, even

more pungently

:

Ye gods. . . . Alas! Why call on things so weak

For aid? Yet there is something that doth seek

Crying for God, when one of us hath woe.

More striking still is that tremendous passage in which this mourn-

ing Mother beholds the failure of divine power, and nevertheless

cdaims that the very martyi'dom of the Trojan women has added

a new luster to their lives:

Lo, I have seen the open hand of God;

And in it nothing, nothing, save the rod

Of mine affliction, and the eternal liate

Beyond all lands, chosen and lifted great

For Troy! Vain, vain were prayer and incense-swell

And bull's blood on the altar. All is well.

Hath He not turned us in His hand, and thrust

Our high things low and shook our hills as dust,

We had not been this splendor, and our wrong

An everlasting music for the song

Of earth and heaven.
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xVnd, at the end, as the soldiers seize her for slavery, she pas-

sionately cries

:

God! O God of mercy! Nay:
Why call I on the gods? They know, they know
My prayers and would not hear them long ago.

Hecuba does not deny the existence of the gods of Olympus, but
to her they have become beings that betrayed her. Such gods are

inferior to decent nien and Euripides does not shut his eyes to that

truth. Eobert Browning in his Balawstions Adventure has con-

cisely stated this view

:

Because Euripides shrank not to teach
If gods be strong and wicked, men, though weak,
May prove their match by will to be good.

It must not be implied in this article that the Troades is a

political pamphlet. It was not intended as a vindictive indict-

ment of the Greek government of Athens. It is simply a musical

song of sorrow, a work of creative art. But like all high art, it

is more than a bit of artistic literature; it is a message born of

the prophetic spirit. Therefore it is not merely a statement of

events happening three thousand years ago; it portrays something

that is happening now three thousand miles away in lives blighted

and blasted by a brulal and beastly war. It cancels forever that

fine phrase in Othello, '"The pomp and circumstance of glorious

war," but even the Swan of Avon echoes its s]>irit when he cries

out:

Oh War! thou son of Hell.

Whom angry heavens do make their minister.

Let the militarists and so-called statesmen of to-day listen and

unbandagc their vision as .tlioy hear the god Poseidon sing in this

tragic drama

:

How are ye blind.

Ye treaders down of cities, ye that cast

Temples to desolation, and lay waste

Tombs, the untrodden sanctuaries where lie

The ancient dead; yourselves so soon to die!'

'All the pa.;';:ij;c.s quoted from Ivar;piJ^.> i;rt taken here front that mo3t beautiful version of

The Trojan Wovien, ni?.de by Gilbert Murrny and published by the O.xlord Uni\er3ity Prcsd.
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THE LAW OF LOVE

It is said that the .Moslem commentators on tlie Koran com-

piled a set of rules to govern the conduct of good Mohammedans,
and succeeded in tindiiiii- seventy-five thousand of them. The

method of Jesus is entirely different; instead of multiplied and

wearisome precepts, he gives a principle of action and enforces

it by motive. The p]'inci}»le is love and the motive is the cross.

The jDrlnciple can be found elsewhere. ''Thou shalt love thy neigh-

bor as thyself" had been written in Leviticus centuries before, and

Confucius had spoken sojnething very like the Golden Kule. In-

deed, the very foundation of the C-onfucian ethics is the ])rinciple

of reciprocity. But our Lord is wholly original in that he fur-

nishes the force which alone can make the law effective. He says

more than "As ye would that men should do unto you do ye even

so unto them'"; he really says, "Do unto others as you would have

God do unto you." To be perfect as our Father in heaven, to love

as Jesus loved is the holy inspiration beliind the law of love as our

Lord taught it. His new commandment is that "ye love one an-

other as I have loved yon."

To ]'eturn evil for good is fiendlike, evil for evil is beastlike,

good for good is manlike, but to render good for evil is godlike.

The mercy we seek for ourselves we are to show^ to others; we are

to be children of the Higliest whose indiscriminate bounty blesses

bad and good alike. It is forgiving s])irit that alone can open the

divine fountains of forgiveness. This principle makes God the

center of the moral life. We dare not take the punishment of an

injury into our own hands, for the real injury of all sin is against

God, and he alone can allot righteous retribution. To love an

enemy is a mute appeal to the eternal justice; "I will repay, saith

the Lord." The only groimd on ^vhlcT] any of us dare stand Ije-

fore God is not that of justice, but of mercy, and the merciful

shall obtain mercy.

Love is the divine cure for the plague of sin. It is the only

weapon by whicli we can sui-cly conquer the evil of the world. "Be

not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good." IL^w shall the

sin of the world tliat cries to heaven be purged ? Law-givers

—
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!Moses, Maim, Lycurgus—caine with laws and penalties and failed;

teachers—Buddha, Confucius, Socrates—came with wise counsel

and failed; prophets came with great visions of God and duty

and failed ; Jesus came and loved a dying world into life. The

Cross with its all-surrendering love, it alone is stronger than sin.

And so we shall find it in our ])ersonal warfare. Love is mightier

than all forces that self or liate can forge. Xations and men are

slow to learn the lesson that the appeal to so-called ''honor" is ut-

ter w^eakness and creates the evil it is invoked to cure. The mis-

called manly maxims—"An eye for an eye," ''Pay him in his own

coin," "A Eoland for an Oliver," "Give him as good as he sends"

—are really devilish. To invoke them is to ]xi defeated in the long

run, but they simply propose to meet evil on its owm grounds and

fight it with its o^^Tl weapon. To thus take the law into our own

hands is really the profession of an infidel conviction that God

won't help us, but the devil will. War is born of distrust of Deiry

and hate of humanity. In spite of armies and war ships, "the

meek shall inherit the earth."

The law of love is a positive principle. Xeither morals nor

manners can be tauglit by saying "Uon't." The old law said, "'Thou

shalt not," but Jesus says, "Thou shalt love." Against the Pharisaic

legalism that constructs a crazy quilt of negative requirements and

calls it righteousness, he places love, which is the soul of duty, the

unfailing fountain of all beneficence and service. It displaces bad-

ness by what Thomas Chalmers called "the ex])ulsive power of a

new aifcction."

"Love is the fulfilling of the law." As in the tree every bit

of bark, trunk, branch, twig, leaf, and bloom is a manifestation

of the one life that builds up all its strength and beauty, so every

commandment of the moral law and every virtue of the moral

life are traTisformed ex]u-essions of the one central energy of lov-

ing. Of this single theme all heroism and sacrifices, all philan-

thropies and reforms, all saintliness and usefulness, are endless

variations.
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THE HOUSE OF THE INTERPRETER

As this issue of the Methodist Review is partially devoted to the

Christian doctrine of peace, in this department is included an outline of

a suggested sermon appropriate for the Sundaj's of the Advent Season as
we approach Christmas Day. It is not strictly an expository discourse,

but one such can be found in the January-February number, 1922, en-

titled "A Prophetic Picture of Universal Peace." Besides the books
reviewed elsewhere in this issue the following are valuable: Norman
Angell, The Great Illusion and The Fruits of Victory; Frederick Palmer,
The Folly of Nations; \\\ H. P. Faunae, Religion and War; also the Fed-
eral Council of Churches' volume of Selected Quotations on Peace and
War.

The God of Peace

The New Testament has many new names for God—"the God of

Comfort," "the God of Hope," "the Father of Mercies," and that one used

half a dozen times by Paul, "the God of Peace." (Rom. 15. 33; 2 Cor.

13. 11; Phil. 4. 9; 1 Thess. 5. 23.) One of the most interesting' is this in

Rom. 16. 20, "The God of Peace shall bruise Satan under your feet

shortly."

Yet the Christian centuries have probably given more worship to the

God of battles than to the Prince of Peace. Such a noble church as St.

Paul's Cathedral, London, is full of martial monuments. Governments
make stronger appeals to the pulpit in times of war than in times of peace.

That old "German God" so vigorously proclaimed in Germany during the

World War is worshiped under other names beneath every world flag.

1. This is a New Conception of God. In the Old Testament, he is the

Lord of Hosts, a man of war, and such a hero as Joshua is called "captain

of the Lord's hosts." Even the psalmist at a later date sings "Blessed

be the Lord God, inj' strength, who teacheth my liands to war and my
fingers to fight." But the eighth-century prophets catch a new vision of

a God of Justice, Love, and Holiness, and both Isaiah and Micah make
Jehovah the author of coming world peace.

When Jesus is born the angels sing peace, and ho is proclaimed as one

who "came and preached peace." So there is a growth in the Bible of the

Idea of God and that development is a picture of the process of history.

The God of Love and Peace is a final conception. Peace is the prophetic

climax of history. There must and will be a "Federation of the World."

Militarism is a dying cause. The soldier, however much we honor his

courage and sacrifice, represents the past and will one day be a historic

relic. This new conception of God will give us a new world.

2. True Peace is through Conflict. "The God of Peace will bruise

Satan." It is a positive, not a negative thing. It is not a sensuous peace

which comes from giving an opiate to conscience, it is not the denial of

aspiration, nor a peace of stagnation like a caverned lake, nor of inanity

like a stone, nor of death lilie a corpse. The only peace worth having

must be fought for. The gospel is a gospel of peace, but not a peaceable
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gospel. Christianity is a crusade, a revolution, not merely to save men
from a future hell, but to put out the fires of hell, sin, and suffering that

are glaring all around us. Our religion must be a robust religion of red

blood and strong sinews. Her greatest advances are made through
martyrdom.

Thisi battle is not one to be won by physical force or carnal weapons.

To battle, not by material but by spiritual methods, takes more courage
than ever drew a sword or fired a gun. "The bravest are the teuderest,

the loving are the daring." Peace comes by power. We do not speak
of the peace of a grain of sand, but of a mountain, not of a pool but of

the sea. The Lion of Judah is the Lamb of God. The valor of the Puritan

spirit conquered tlie inheritance where to-day languid fops sprinkle them-
selves with rosewater, and sneer at their fanatical ancestors. The coming
statue of Peace musi be carved from the granite of opposition by the

sword of the Spirit in the hand of faith.

3. We are Sharers in the Conflict. God will bruise Satan, but he will

take 02ir feet to do it.

"God hates them sneaking creatures that believe

He'll ttnd to things they run away and leave."

Only a militant church can be a triumphant church. Christians are not

divine diplomats, but sacred soldiery. The church of Christ is the army
of the God of Peace. There is no escai>e for the saved man. He must be

more than a watcher of life's battle; he must be a soldier of the cross.

If the church of Jesus Christ had always been a holy army fighting to

banish selfishness and sin, always opposing international strife and not

helping in it, her holy war would have abolished all wicked wai^s long

ago. We must "add to our faith courage." We sing "Like a mighty army
moves the Church of God," but it has not been true in the past. Most
churches are not armies, they are hospital wards and convalescence

camps. And preachers are neither colonels, captains nor corporals, they

are largely nurses cuddling feeble saints to keep them quiet. "Sure I

must fight if I would reign." We must fight war with the sacred weapons
of spiritual activity.

4. Victory and Peace arc Near for a Conquering Church that stands

against the physical forces of sin and selfishness. "Shortly," says Saint

Paul. The strife will not be long. Let God's heroes staud firm to-day

against murderous militarism and soon the night of coufiict will be past,

her dusky draperies dripping with human blood be withdrawn, and upon
the bright bosom of a new day shall bloom the dewy rosebud of dawning
peace. A Holy War \^ill end all wicked war.

"And when the battle's over, we shall wear a crown."
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THE ARENA

JESUS CHRIST-OUH EXAMPLE

The modGni emphasis upon the humanity of Jesus in contradistinc-

tion from his divinity has borne fruitage in certain defiuite negations.

In ahnost any day's reading of current religious journals one finds such

sayings as these: "Calvary is not a rncre object lesson in which the win-

someness of love is painted against the somber baclcground of sin." And
again, "Jesus is more than an example, he is a Saviour." (Mhthodlst Re-

view, January-February, 1923, page 135.) The implication here, I take

it, is: Jesus is not merely an example. To the rightfulness of these

negations I cordially assent. But in our insistence that Jesus is more
than an example, are we not in danger of leaving the impression that

Jesus is not an example at all? If this should be the case in any large

degree the Church would suffer a tremendous loss.

The influence of Jesus as an example has a tremendous fascination

for the popular mind. How else can one account for the success of a

book like In His Steijs. or What Would Jesus I)of Moreover, the power
of Jesus' example has recently been drafted into service in a different

field by Bishop William F. McDowell in that appeal to college men, This

Mind. Throughout this work one is urged to "follow his steps." The
work in its entirety is an excellent use of the argument from example.

The validity of such argument is in these words: "Examples are ever

better than rules in this holy game of life." (Page 20.) "There is no

first-class product based on a second-class model." (Page 21.) "I think

my chief concern to-day is that the makers of to-morrow sliall take Jesus

Christ seriously as an authority and example, and that they shall firmly

believe tliat the princii)les of Jesus can be applied, must be applied to

themselves and. other men and women." (Page 23.) Dr. Harris Franklin

Rail considers the example of Jesus a precious item in our Christian her-

itage: "Jesus left behind his life. The world has many treasures, but none

more precious than his memory. It stands before our selfish, sordid,

anxious lives, rebuking us and smiting our guilty souls. It shines above

our littleness and weakness, and lures us on by showing once for all what

manhood may be. And when our faith grows weak, we look again and

see not man but God, 'the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in

the face of Jesus Christ.' The world's greatest revelation alike of God
and man is the life of Jesus Christ." {The Life of Jesus, pp. 200-201.)

To my mind, no estimate of the life and influence of Jesus is either ade-

quate or just which does not give due weight to the power of liis example.

Without his example Christianity would be nothing but an abstraction;

sterility would have been its doom.

Emphasis uiion the example of Jesus has at least a threefold justi-

fication: (1) It has the support of Scripture; (2) it is validated by com-

parative religion; (3) it lias a psychological warrant.

(1) In the New Tost;uueut the life of Jesus is set forth as an example

to be imitated. Jesus, having washed the feet of his disciples, said unto
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them, "I have given you an example, that ye also should do as I have

done to you." (John ]3. 15. "Example" — vir6-dti;fxa, "an example: for

imitation," Thayer. Cf. iVoSe/vi'i/a, "to show by placing under, that is, be-

fore the eyes.") Peter bases one of his strongest appeals on Jesus' manner

of life. Noting the wrongful sufferings of "the elect who are sojourn-

ers of the Dispersion," he says: "For hereunto were ye called: because

Christ also suffered for you, leaving you an example, that ye should follow

his steps." (1 Peter 2. 21. "Example"= i>7ro7/3o///n6s, "a writing copy; an

example set before one," Thayer.) But apart from such instances in

which the word "example" is used there are instances of equal worth in

which the idea is found. The finest of these is the exhortation from

the pen of Paul, "Have this mind in you, which was also iu Christ Jesus."

(Phil. 2. 5.) Paul stresses the exemplary in Christ by revealing the imi-

tative nature of the Christian life. To the Corinthians he writes, "Be yc

imitators of me, even as I also am of Christ." (1 Cor. 11. 1.) The Chris-

tian achievement of the Thessalonians he eulogizes by saying, "And ye

became imitators of us and of the Lord." (1 Thcss. 1. 6.) In his Epistle

to the Ephesians he exhorts, "Be ye therefore imitators of God, as be-

loved children, and walk in love, even as Christ also loved you." (Eph.

5. 1.) Jesus recognized the values that inhere in noble example wiien he

pointed to the Father's universal beneficence and exclaimed, "Ye there-

fore shall be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect." That the Chris-

tian should constantly aim to be a Christ-like one is the indisputable

teaching of the New Testament.

(2) The standards set by any faith determine in a large measure

the character of its believers. In his "Confessions" Saint Augustine re-

lates the story of a Roman play in which a youthful homicide justifies

his murderous conduct by an appeal to the example of his god. His god

murdered. Why should he not do likewise? Dr. Edmund D. Soper lias

summed up India's tragic plight, so it seems to me, in the caption: "Like

Gods, Like People." Pointing to Krishna, who is said to divide honors

with Christ in India, he asserts, "Krishna is Vishnu in the flesh, to bor-

row a Christian teiin. He was man and liv^ed a human life like Jesus,

yet how unlike Jesus! Whatever good might come from the clear reve-

lation of a god in human form, it is vitiated by the career and character

of Krishna himself. The story of tht- human-divine warrior in the great

epic, the Mahabharata, and elsewhere, pictures him as falling in love %vith

an endless succession of shepherd maidens and begetting children by

the thousands. No purity, no high ideals of home life, no conception of

an ennobling relation between men and women mark his earthly life.

What must be the thoughts suggested to the minds of those who read

the ancient poem and worship at his shrine? . . . When it is realized that

men tend to become like the object.s of their worship, the seriousness

of the situation in India is apparent." {The Faiih.'< of ^fan1:i^}rl, pages

34, 35.) The peril of the Hindu thus constitutes a prospect and a promise

for the Chri.stian. Jesus Christ is our example, and all that claims to be

Christian must be tested "according to the measure of the gift of Christ."

(3) Human conduct moves from precedent to precedent. Tlie imita-
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tive tendency marks us all. One alinof^t dares to say. It makes us all.

At any rate, this imitative tendency plays such an important part in

human experience that the student of religion cannot ignore it. The cur-

rent phrase, "Religion is caught rather than taught," is sufficient evidence

of our recognition of this fact. Educators tell us that involuntary imita-

tion is the earliest method of education. The imitative principle has lin-

guistic significance. Onomatopoetic speech and ideographic writing have
their origin in imitation. The social significance of the imitative prin-

ciple as a conservative and progressiv*^ agency has been clearly set forth

by William McDougall in his Introdnction to Social Pauchology. The im-

mediate significance of this trait of human nature to the question of the

example of Jesus lies in the strength of his personality. "The imitation

of peoples follows the fundamental law of all imitation—the law, namely,
that the source from which the impression comes is one enjoying pres-

tige, is an individual or collective personality that is stronger, more
complex, or more highly developed, and therefore to some extent mys-
terious, not completely ejective, to the imitators. Whether the ideas of

an individual shall be accepted by his fellow-countrymen depends not so

much upon the nature of those ideas as upon the degree of prestige which
that individual has or can secure. The founders of new^ religions have
always secured prestige partly by their personal force and character,

partly by acquiring a reputation for supernatural powers by means of

falling occasionally into trance or ecstasy, or by the working of miracles,

or in virtue of a reputed miraculous origin, or by all of these together."

(Intro, to Soc. Psifch., pages 337-338.)

Such psychological laws when applied to Jesus do not impair but
augment his prestige and personality. In him prestige and moral worth
are superb. His prestige has value by reason of the very worth of his

ideas. Disparity of person and ideas is irrelevant in tlie case of Jesus

Thought and life are so fused in his person that he is nothing less than
"Our Realized Ideal." The sustained and extending influence of Chris-

tianity is the world's tribute to the worth of his example. "Be ye there-

fore imitators."

Lest it should be charged that this signifies the removal of Jesus

from the sphere of religion to that of ethical theory, consider this. "NMiat-

cver the influence and mode of Jesus' opration in the ethical realm may
be, that does not limit Jesus to operation in that realm alone. May he not

be supreme in both realms? Religiously, he approves our conviction that

there is a higher power that is able and willing to rebpond to human need.

Ethically, he points the way by going the way before us.

It w^as formerly said: "You will find in the Rabbis almost everything,

if not quite everything, which you find in the teaching of Christ." To this

Wellhausen replied, "Yes, and how much else besides." Thus Jesus

Christ is our example—"and how much else besides!"

Thomas E. Colley.

Russell, Pa,
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"FUNDAMENTALISM IN HISTORY"—A FUNDAMENTALIST
REJOINDER

In the September issue of the Methodist Review appeared an article

by Prof. Arthur Wilford Naj^ler of Garrett Biblical Institute entitled,

"Fundamentalism in History."

The article begins Avith a rather severe denunciation of Funda-
mentalists as troublers of Protestantism who are doctrinal obscurantists

hostile to modern science. It then sets forth three intellectual positions

of the author that are basic to his discussion. First, he is a believer in

a dynamic rather than a static world. Second, he believes in fiec, frank

discussion and criticism even of sacred things. Third, he regards Funda-
mentalists as blind worshipers of the past.

The author next gives a summary of his own intellectual ])osition with

respect to Christian fundamentals. He says he is one believing in life's

fundamentals rather than in doctrinal fundamentalism. He has a con-

viction that experience, not the varying interpretation of that experience,

is vital to religion. He holds that the possession of the spirit of Christ is

of vastly greater importance than the possession of a certain set of

opinions about Christ.

Following this he undertakes to give an evaluation of certain char-

acters and movements in Christian history. He begins with Jesus, moves

on to Paul, then skips to Montanism; these values arc all Liberalistic.

Medieval scholasticism is Fundamentalist. The Reformation and Wesley

are also interpreted as Liberalist movements.

The author concludes with the statement that the whole matter in

dispute resolves itself into the question, "What attitude shall the church

take toward the labor movement, . . . toward the historical view of the

Bible, . . . toward modern science, especially its revolutionary principle,

the evolutionary theory?"

We are well aware that the psychology of effective argument is: be-

gin with something sympathetic, and proceed to criticism later. Dr.

Nagler forgot or neglected the principle, for he begins with withei-ing

denunciation of the Fundamentalists and saves his sympathetic remarks

for sparing use in the body of his discussion. Doubtless, however, the

Fundamentalists will be delighted with any measure of appreciation from

a theological professor who shares the so-called "liberal" views.

For the sake of brevity we will follow our author's example and begin

immediately with criticism. Our chief objection to his argument is that

it is too abstract and subjective. It is lacking in concrete ideas. It is

doctrinaire rather than historical. The issues between Fundamentalism

and Liberalism are as clear and definite as mountain peaks, but the author

has failed to make them clear. He has contented himself with abstract

philosophical ideas like static and dynamic. He has failed to make his

thinking concrete, and so has, we believe, missed the whole questions at

issue, and obscured the facts rather than intcT-preted their meaning.

But coming directly to the point. Fundamentalists believe that Jesus

Christ is God made manifest in the flesh, the consummation of all truth.

and the suflicient Saviour of lost men. They therefore believe that prog-
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ress since the coming of Jesus must be within the truth as revealed In

him, and not beyond or in reversal of it. They are not worshipers of the

past. They are not crystallized in their thinking. They do not have a

static world. There are certain great headlands of truth that have crossed

the Christian centuries from Jesus and the apostles to the present time,

truths that have always been a part of Christianity, truths that have been

in emphasis in every great movement of religious quickening. These

characteristic Christian truths they insist upon. In the briefest possible

putting of them these truths include the following:

1. The view that sin and suffering, as so broadly manifest in life, are

both abnormal, and that they correspond to each other. Sin is deeper than

man's will, a thing of his nature as will; and suffering is more than a con-

sequence of his sin, i! is a part of the order of things, but it stands there

In correspondence with the fact of sin.

2. Over against sin and suffering stands redemption. The Fundamen-
talist believes in a personal God in intimate personal relation v.ith his

universe. lie believes in a century-long process of divine supernatural

revelation that was in many forms and many ways, and was brought to

a climax in the manifestation of God in the flesh. He believes the Second

Person of the adorable Trinity took on himself a human body and soul in

the womb of the Virgin Mary, was majiifest to men, died for their sins on

Golgotha, triumphed over death, taking again his body on the third day,

and ascended into heaven, from whence he will come again at last to judge

sin and suffering and bring in the perfect purpose of God. In confessing

thus that Jesus is in heaven, neither the modern Fundamentalist, nor the

theologians of the Christian centuries ever understood that ho was absent

from the world. Every Fundamentalist is a theist for whom nature in

every law and force and process manifests the Father who worketh even

hitherto.

3. Salvation issues in redemption. It is complete in God incarnate,

crucified, and risen again. For the Christian centuries and for the

Fundamentalist salvation is not something that man achieves, but some-

thing to which he relates himself in a great searching moral act of faith.

Justification by faith is neither Latin Christianity nor Greek Christianity.

It is the Christianity of Jesus and of Paul, and of John and of Mark, of

Justin Martyr and of all the Christian centuries.

This is the faith of the Fundamentalist; and there is nothing in it

more static than our author will be compelled to admit is all about him
in nature. Personality has not changed during all the centuries of his-

tory. The definition of organism is accurate for life at every level of de-

velopment from the lowest to the highest. Organisms are various but

the great idea of organism does not change. Love has no different content

to-day than it had when Paul wrote the thirteenth chapter of First Corin-

thians. No matter how dynamic or fluent may be one's philosophy of life,

one must make room in it for certain great standard ideas. The Liberal

must do this in the world of nature. The Fundamentalist simply docs it

in the woiid of faith. He sees in the Christian centuries a few great

headlands of faith. These are his fixed points. And in choosing these as
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his foundation the Fundamentalist has at least this one advantage over

the Liberal: he shows an humble-spirited appreciation of the faith of the

centuries rather than a proud-spirited assertiveness of himself and his

partisans at the expense of all others.

But doubtless the Liberal will reply that a question of facts is in-

volved; thai the facts of Christian history are not as had been supposed;

that criticism has changed the Nev/ Testament facts; that Paul and Greek

philosophy moditied the simple ethical gospel of Jesus into what has been

known as Christianity and that the Liberal movement is simply a return

to Jesus.

No other answer is needed to this unfounded assertion of the I^iberals

than the positive aiTirmation: the case is not proved. "The historic view

of the Bible," so called, is really not an historical view at all. Its grounds

are not to be found in history but rather in the philosophical principles of

naturalism and evolution. Dogmatic Liberalism may claim for subjective

systems built upon these principles the authority of an exact science;

those, however, who are moderatelj' informed will pay little attention to

the boa.st. But whatever may be the final decision as to J E D P and the

Second Isaiah, etc., it cannot be denied that there is an increasing purpose

running through the Old Testament Scriptures and that it came to a

climax in Jesus. Nor can it be shown that the New Testament from Mark
to Paul and John is other than one great varied expression of the glorious

person and gospel of Jesus as he himself inerrantly gave it to his disciples.

We are perfectly aware that Liberals do assert the contrary of this, but

we are not aware that the doctrinaire as.sertion of a Liberal is any more

authoritative than that of a Fundamentalist; and, to say no more, the

Fundamentalists have the advantage of the learning, the longing, and the

faith of the centuries on their side.

The fact of the matter is the Liberals are in a difficult position, and

arrogance is their only resource. They are in the Christian Cliurch as

teachers and preachers, and they have lost all faith in the truths for

which it stands. They are sure of little besides their main creed of evolu-

tion and the final worth of love as a subjective attitude. They do not

believe in the incarnation of the Second Person of the Trinity by the

womb of the Virgin Mary; they do not believe in Jesus' great propitiatory

sacrifice on the cross; they are by no means sure that he rose from the

dead on the third day; they talk of a spiritual resurrection, but one

wonders if they have any concrete idea in their minds when they talk it;

they repudiate justification by faith and instead of making service the

fruit of an almighty salvation tliey make it the co 'dition of salvation,

dropping regeneration. Such a repudiation of the faith of twenty cen-

turies would be too bald if franldy done, and so lliey talk static and

dynamic philosophies, and claim for their doctrinaire positions the au-

thority of science. They belittle their opponents as enemies of science

and blind worshipers of the past. They talk earnestly of freedom of

thought and liberty of discussion, but as a group do their utmost to sup-

press the opinions of their opponents. It is easy to deny these statements,

but it is as idle as it is easy. How many universities where Liberals
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are in control have invited Fundamentalists to their platforms? At vhich

universities have Fundamentalists been invited to give the baccalaureate

sermons? ^\'^lat preachers' meetings where Liberals are in control are

inviting Bryan or Machen or Robert Dick Wilson? How many Liberal

magazines are opening their columns to Fundamentalist arguments?

But concluding, the writer is doubtless a Fundamentalist. He Is not,

however, a believer in verbal inspiration. He has no hostility to criti-

cism if it is free from naturalistic bias. He has the largest sympathy with

every practical movement for social and economic equalization. He has

the deepest admiration for the achievements of the natural sciences, and

holds his intellect unfalteringly open to every demonstrated truth and to

every accurately observed fact. His world is neither static nor dynamic,

but both. His God is not absent, but present, being at once (as is true

with all intelligent theists) immanent and transcendent. As to progress,

he accepts it as a fact where it is seen a fact, but has no confidence in

it as a universal law. Upon this intellectual basis he is a believer in

historic Christianity as defined in the great Christian creeds He believes

in a balance between authority and freedom. He would have the head-

lands of faith fixed, and details of interpretation left free. That Is, he

would have Christianity kept in unity with the century-old gospel that

has borne the Christian name, confessing the Trinity, tlie incarnation by

the Virgin Mary, the atoning death, the almighty r-.'surrection, justifica-

tion by faith, regeneration, the full authority of the Bible in the pragmatic

sense defined at the Reformation, and the whole great background of sin

and suffering which is the occasion for it all.

With the author, he believes in freedom of discussion. Nothing is too

sacred to be examined and criticised. He too would ask, "What must the

church do to be saved?" And he would offer an ansv.'er that has been

tested again and again in the centuries that are past. Let the church

return t"o its own gospel, and it will be the power it has always been

when it has thus been true. The Reformation was a reaction to New
Testament Cliristianity and it was mighty. Rome bad overlaid the gospel

of Jesus with work-righteousness and superstitions. Luther swept them
away and returned to the historic faith. The Wesleyan revival was

similar. Deism had weakened the English Church. The gospel was

scarcely preached in the establishments. Doubtless there were excep-

tions, but the evangelical emphasis was sadly lacking. Wesley brought it

back. And there is no more striking fact in church history than this of

the recurrent loss of vital Clirisiian emphasis from the life of the church.

and of its recurrent recovery by a returning enaphasis upon those very

truths which Fundamentalism is insisting upon. Professor Naglcr would

have found himself truer to history if he had shown these facts. We
seriously question if Liberalism has ever been largely fruitful as an

evangelical force, and certainly in our times it has been anything but

fruitful.

The need of our times i.s for a great new emphasis upon the Chris-

tianity of the centuries. For thirly years back we have been suffering

from shallow tliinking. We have had the so-called practical preacher
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in the pulpit. We have had a mania for short sermons that give no
chance for depth and sweep of thought. Then came the Liberal movement
with its negative emphasis, and that which the pulpit had been neglecting

to emphasize was denied and repudiated. Call it reaction, call it any-

thing, Avo state our conviction: The need of the church is for a return

to the preaching of the historic gospel, the gospel of the great Christian

creeds, the gospel of Jesus and Paul and JNIark and John and the centuries.

It is our belief that this return is coming through the Fundamentalist

emphasis and that when the history of these times is written it will be

seen that Liberal negations w'ere the negative preparation for this great

re-emphasis upon the Christianity of the ages, rather than the begin-

nings of a new creedless religion as these brethren now so confidently

believe.

Bridgeton, N. J. Hajsolu Paui, Sixjax.

FOREIGN OUTLOOK

ERNST TROELTSCH

Glaxcixg idly down the columns of a weekly German paper, my eye

stopped short at the name of Dr. Ernst Ti'ocltsch. Yes, he was dead. It

hardly seemed possible that his vigorous mind should no louger interpret

idealism to the youth of Germany's capital and to those from distant lands

attracted by his fame. It was not seven months since his closing lecture

on "Philosophy of Religion" had thrilled me by his encyclopedic knowl-

edge of history, philosophy, and theology, and by his constructive thought

upon the problems of religion.

Troeltsch, it must be admitted, is very little known in the American

theological world except among professional scholars. So far as I know,

none of his major works are in English translation, and his thought is

chiefly accessible through the essays of Baron von Hiigel. A very dis-

criminating discussion of many of his positions is given by Prof. A. C
Knudson of Boston University in the collection of essays recently pub-

lished in memory of Borden P. Bo\\Tie. But even the student with some

reading knowledge of German is apt to be discouraged by the barbarous

sentences that at first glance seem to defy all grammatical analysis, or if

he were fortunate enough to drift into one of his lectures in Berlin, the

cannon-like velocity of Troeltsch's speech not unlikely "lefi him at the

post."

The external facts of his life so far as they will be of interest to

Americans may be quickly dismissed. Born at Augsburg in 1865, he rapidly

rose in academic life until ho was called to the professorship in systematic

theology at Heidelberg in 1894. His interests were so strong in history,

and philosophy as well, that after 1910 he also lectured in the philo-

sophical faculty, and it was to this that he was called in Berlin in 1*J13. It

is popularly reported that the opposition of Kaftan and Harnark and others

prevented his call to the theological faculty. The former has been a con-

sistent opponent of religious apriorism and the latter has not been con-
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sidered friendly toward the "ITistoiT of Religions School" with which
Troeltsch has been so proniiaently identifiwl. The interests working for

his call to Berlin and probably influencing his ^-ntrance into ihc philosophi-

cal faculty were, however, markedly political, I am informed. There his

democratic liberal ideas would reach a larger audience. It is this phase

of Troeltsch's activity which will be most interesting to Americans be-

cause of the widespread belief (and to a large degree true belief) in the

political conservatism of academic and theological circles in Germany.
Oflicial Prussian Protestantism has been very lukewarm. toward the

republican government. From the standpoint of ecclesiasticism that is

not difficult to understand, for the revolution was brought about by

Marxian socialists who had been traditionally hostile to the church. But

Troeltsch, despite his position in theological circle's, had been an out-

spoken critic of the church, especially because of its political attitude and

its alienation of the workers. He was a member of the democratic party

and for a time after the revolution of 1918 served as Staatssekrctiir.

This was not without a loss of prestige among a large section of the stu-

dents and faculty of the university, which is pronouncedly monarchical in

sympathy. He related to me at one time a typical instance. On the

seventieth birthday anniversary of one of his colleagues, as is customary,

he sent greetings and good wishes. He received a curt reply to the effect

that the professor did not desire congratulations from a "betrayer of his

country." Such was Troeltsch looked upon for his support of the social-

democratic revolution.

When in April, 1922, a paity of English churchmen, Labor Party

leaders and university professors spent a short time in Berlin reestablish-

ing contacts with Germany, Troeltsch addressed them at a luncheon on

"Public Opinion in Germany During and Since the "War." For four hours

he unfolded to them '"ihc other side" as interpreted by his own con-

scientious,- liberal mind. So impressed was the entire group that they

insisted on his return with tliem to England to repeat the story before

select groups gathered in leading circles, but the pressure of his work
would not permit. The change in public opinion in England is shown by
the fact that Troeltsch could accept invitations for public lectures this

winter at the universities of London, Oxford, and Edinburgh.
Troeltsch stood very close in the counsels of Walter Katlienau, v^-ho

was the outstanding figure in the German government until a bullet fired

by an irresponsible reactionary youth cut short the life of the man whom
Germany could least spare. I will not soon forget with what emotion
Troeltsch began his first lecture following that tragedy. His words
were not simply a tribute to his friend. They delineated as well the

political philosophies between which all must choose. He had just read

the second volume of Osv,-ald Spengler's Dcr Vntrrgang clcs Abend laiides,

the most talked of book in Central Europe, and one which has given its

author a name beside Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. I will quote at length

the passage he read that day because it states as convincingly as pos-

sible the doctrine of immoralism in vcorld politics:

"When Jesus was led before Pilate, the world of facts stood abruptly
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and irreconcilably opposed to the world of truth. ... In the famous

question of the Roman procurator, 'What is truth?' . . . lies the

whole meaning of history, the sole validity of the deed, the order of the

state, of war, of blood, the omnipotence of success, and the pride in great

skill. In reply, the silent feeling if not the lips of Jesus answered \sith

the other question decisive in everything religious, 'What is reality?"

For Pilate it was everything, for him, nothing. . . . 'My kingdom is

not of this world.'

"The born politician despises the unworldly attitude of the idealist

and moralist in the midst of his world of realities, and he is right. For

the believer, all ambition and success of the historical world are sinful and

lacking in eternal value—he is also right. A ruler who will turn religion

in the direction of political and practical goals is a fool. A preacher of

morality who wants to bring truth, righteousness, i>eace and reconciliation

into the world of reality is equally a fool. No faith has ever changed

the world and no fact can ever overthrow belief. There is no bridge be-

tween a given time and the timeless eternal, between the course of history

and the existence of a divine order in the erection of which 'joining' is

the word for the highest instance of causality. That is the final meaning
of the moment in which Pilate and Jesus stood opposed to each other. In

one, the historical world, the Roman had the Galilean nailed to the

cross—it was his fate. In the other, Rome fell to condemnation and the

cross became the surety of salvation. That was 'God's will.'" (II, pp.

262-3.)

Such ideas, said Troeltsch, had brought shame upon Germany. (And
it is superfluous to mention that the shame is confined to no one country.)

Rathenau, on the other hand, had been one of those ridiculed by Spengler,

who believed that moral criterions should govern in practical politics.

Troeltsch was expressing thereby his own deepest convictions and the

political philosophy which dominated his own thinking. In recent

years many of his lectures have been on "The Philosophy of History" in

which he has opposed economic determinism aiul presented an idealistic

interpretation of history. The recently published third volume of his

collected writings is devoted to this theme. He was turning his atten-

tion again to the writing of a "Philosophy of Religion" which the theo-

logical world will now never i-eceive from his pen.

Before entering upon a brief presentation of his views expressed

on this theme (in which he goes beyond at several points the positions

taken in previously published essays) an introduction to some of his more
important works might interest the American reader. Possibly the most

widely road Theological Ellucs in Germany is still that of Herrmann,
who struggled valiantly to identify Christian ethics with Kantian formal-

ism. Troeltsch's extended criticism is a small treatise in itself and estab-

lishes, as wo believe, beyond a doubt that Jesus was seeking certain con-

crete ends in society, and that "moral autonomy" could not therefore

exhaust his ethical contribution. Christian ethics must find its starting

point riOt in the experience of redemption, but in the prophetic content of

its message. The apparent indifference of the gospel to inner-world goals
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lay in the original oschatological outlook and not in the autonomous char-

acter of tho morality.

From this beginning, Troeltsch gives us tho most adeciuate t^ocial

Teachings of the Christian Clutrch that has been published in any

language, a thousand pages of analysis and learning doing for the social

thought of the church what Harnack had earlier done for her dogma.

History, however, does not give us a solution any more than the dogmas of

the ancient church are adequate molds for a twentieth-century faith. It

does show clearly the futility of simply retreating as a small sect from

the world of practicalities and the inadequacy of the Lutheran division

of life into two water-tight sjjheres.

It is frequently charged that Troeltsch led an attack upon the

absoluteness of Christianity. It seems to me it is fairer to state that he

attacked the belief that we can prove the absoluteness of Christiauiiy.

Plis writings which bear that title point out that the repudiation of the

dogma of an original sin which was the result of Adam's fall and trans-

mitted to all men a condition of guilt which was canceled by the

propitiatory death of Christ necessarily eliminates thereby any pos-

sibility of a logical demonstration of the absoluteness of our faith. The
most that we can say is that in our judgment of value, Christianity as an

individual, universal religion is the highest that has appeared among
men. The academician may seek more; but that answers the question

essential to life. Troeltsch's position recalled to me the words heard from

the lips of Bishop McDowell, "If I knew any better leader than Jesus

Christ, I would follow him, but until then I will follow him wherever

he may lead."

The open attitude toward non-Christian religions in Troeltsch goes

with his leadership of the "Religionsgeschichtlicheschule." The most
recent theological encyclopedia to appear in Germany, Die ReVujion in

Gcschichte unci Gcgcnirart, is dominated by their position. To this,

Troeltsch contributed many of the leading articles in theology. But unlike

many American vrriters of the empirical school in the field of history

of religions, Troeltsch is saved by his idealistic philosophy from mak-
ing the illusive attempt to explain religion in terms of primitive origins.

Psychology, not history alone, is the starting-point for the study of reli-

gion. Religions must be studied historically, but religion psychologically.

We begin with the fact of the religious consciousness without en-

deavoring to deduce it from any one faculty or from any other sphere of

life. It is not derived from morality or philosophy; neither is it simply

"idealized wish." It is rather "perceived reality." Troeltsch upholds a

religious apriorism after the analogy of the Kantian moral apriori.

Rudolph Otto insists on a specific content for his apriori—the "mysterium
tremendum." With Troeltsch it is a "that," not a "what." From
the world of historical experience comes the "what."

But psychology of itself can have no word to say regarding validity.

On the basis of mere psycholog>- there can be no result but the pragmatist
as upheld by Jaines. In passing it might be noted that Troeltsch re-

ferred to William James as frequently as to any German thinker in the
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field. Pragmatism is represented on the continent to-day by Vaihinger's

Philosoplii/ of the As-If. But religion, according to Troeltsch. always

must be based upon inner certainties; an "as-if will not bear a life and

a death. Y/e must find other means by which to solve the question of the

validity of this experience. In 1905 Troeltsch published an investigation

entitled "Psychology and Epistemology in the Science of Religion." He
states that if he were to wTite on the theme to-day he would Insert the

word logic between the other two. Religion has its o\\ti logic other

than the purely cognitive. To use the phrase of another recent author, he

recognizes the place for "emotional thinking." Neo-Kantian epistemology

reduced the "theory of knowledge" to a "theory of validity of ideas"

which could say nothing of their truth. Rut, says Troeltsch, that is

merely cognitive logic. Logic deals v.-ith the ordering of ideas in such

fashion that they may lead to valid conclusions. It has nothing to say

of the truth of the presuppositions. In 1905 Troeltsch was content with

the validity of the idea of God. But not to-day. Religion demands real

knowledge of God and cannot be satisfied merely with the validity of an

idea. It is not enough to say that the idea of God cannot he the product

of our own minds. The logic of religion must give us knowledge of

God.

The problem of knowledge may be insoluble, but it is certainly not

solved by a Xeo-Kanlian theory of validity. Troeltsch is, however, in a

certain sense himself a Neo-Kantian. It seemed to me that the problem

M'as clearer in his mind than the solution. He gave some occasion for

belief, however, that he was tending toward an identity theory. If we
begin with minds completely separated, we can never get them related

again. There is identity and yet distinction between our thought and the

divine thought. The value of the conclusions which he intimated seemed
to lie in making clear that the truth of all of our ideas was fraught with

the same difficulties as the truth of our idea of God. If we can know only

our own ideas, then the idea of God stands on a plane with our other ideas.

But if we can know reality, the religious apriori in its multifarious his-

torical manifestations gives us the justification to affirm by act of will the

existence of God. ,, „ „
Cl.AIit;NCK E. CliAlG.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

BIBLICAL RESEARCH

THE MESSIANIC PROPHECIES AND POPULAR ESCHATOLOGY

WiiKX a traveler ascends the Lebanon range from Tripolis, a city on

the Mediterranean coast just north of the thirty-fourth degree of latitude,

and reaches an altitude of about six thousand feel, he beholds, near the

village of Bscherreh, a panorama of surpassing beauty. He stands there

before a group of cedar trees, some of whose trunks measure thirty or

forty feet in circumference. A few of them have seen several thousand
years roll by.

With one of these giant cedars we may properly compare the ancient
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Hebrew R'rltlngs, -where cedars are said to have been planted directly,

as it were, by God (Psa. 104. 16). On this colossal cedar, representing

the Hebrew literature as a living witness of past millennia, the two
main branches are the legal codes and tlie historical books.

^

Furthermore, the poetry of the Old Testament adorns this spiritual

cedar tree with bright-hued foliage. This tree is also graced with blos-

soms which crown it with light and fragrance. For, just as the spiritual

povrer of a man is manifested in keeping his eye steadily, through thick

and thin, upon his true aim, the hidden spiritual source of the Old Testa-

ment literature proves its might and lofty origin by bringing forth a

bouquet of flowers of hope, so that Israel has become worthy of the title

"the people of hope.'" These flowers of hope of the Old Testament are

the Messianic prophecies.

One of the most important questions concerning these sections is

that relative to their source: this is the subject of the present paper.

When this question arose, some students of the religious development

of Israel for a period of two or three decides pointed to the civilization

that flourished on the banks of the Euphrates and the Tigris for their

answer; there was supposed to be located the original home of the culture

of ancient Israel. Statements such as the following could mean nothing

else: "That tiny village yonder [meaning Israel] follows Babylon's ways,

Babylon's culture. Only through Babylon has it become what it is.'"

Another modern solution of the problem during the last decade sug-

gested ''the Egyptian scheme" as the model imitated in the Old Testament

promises of salvation. These two theories concerning the derivation of

the Messianic prophecies have been recently discussed in all their phases.*

But there is still a third one of more recent date: namely, the con-

nection of these promises of redemption with the so-called "popular

eschatology."

The list of books in which this new derivation of the T^Iessianic hope

is propounded is already a long one.' Nevertheless, the question whether

this last attempt to i)oint out the origin of the Messianic prophecies can

lead us to the goal or not is still undecided. Therefore the following

discussion is devoted to the solution of the problem and, in order to

reach an unquestionable result, it will follow a clear, logical plan.

1. Existcnec and contents of the "poinilar cschatolocjy'" in Jsrarl.

The reader is aware of the fact that in the latest works on the his-

tory of the Religion of Israel frequent mention is made of the "popular

'The historical books fully dc'serve to be compared with the cedars of Lebanon, having

riehtly been ricoKnizo<i, not long aso, by a competent authority a3 " really genuine hL-torical

writings." Sec Ed. Meyer (Horliu), Gcschkhle dcs AUertums, Vol. i. (1913), 5131; compare

Methodist Review, Vol. cv., pp. 043-053.

'Wemie, Die Anfdnae uits^rer lirligion, p. 5.

"Otto Weber, Thcologie und Assijtinl^ie im Slrcit urn Babel und Bihel (1904), p. 5f., 10.

* In my book just off the press: Die Mesnani^chen Wcissosungen dcs Alten Testaments, xergleich-

end, historisrh utul excgdisch bchnndelt (1923).

'Gressmnnn, Urspruiig dcr Israditisch-JUdiscketi Eschatclooie (lOOo), p. 236; Sellin, D\4

IsraeJitifch-Ju.lixhe Il.ilntuhrricntung (1000), p. if.; C.ur.kcl, Die Prr^pKdcn: Norbert Peters.

Wdtfricde und Prophftni (1017). p. Of.; especially I- 11. f;. Bkeker, Orfr inhoud en Oonprono

van I:<raeh llriUvertcnehting (Grouin^^en, 1921).
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religion of Israel." This expression is legitimate when used for the

various conceptions and practices that are condemned throughout tho

Old Testament: divination, magic, idolatry, image worship, etc.

The conception of a Hebrew "popular eschatology" is even more
justified by our sources. One passage states that "the people" called the

opponents of the true propliets "their wise men" (Isa. 29. 10, 14). The
speeches of these men naturally took account of future religious condi-

tions and so contained a "popular eschato!og>'."

What was the content of this outlook into the future? Only two
elements in it are recorded in our sources. First of all, it is often re-

lated that "the prophets that lead my people astray" are Avont to cry

"Peace!" (Mic. 3. 5). Nay, with added emphasis, they love to proclaim

"Peace! Peace!"" (Jer. 6. 14; 8. 11; Ez. 13. 10, 16). In other words, they

used to paint the horizon of the future with rosy colors, because they

conceived the Deity as a weak and lenient being. They failed to see

that even the periods of patience on God's part must come to an end.

Mercy and justice are fighting a contest, as it were, in God's spirit, so

that compassion may come to its own, but also that justice, the supreme

law of history, may not be undermined and subverted (Isa. 1. 27; 5. 16,

etc.).

A second element in this popular eschatology' confronts us in the

reference to certain "prophets who divine for money; yet they lean upon

Jehovah and say, Is not Jehovah in the midst of us? no evil shall come

upon us" (IMic. 3. 11). The thought of impending doom is here in the

background; joined with it is the hope of the speakers that calamity will

not befall them. This twofold conception reminds us of the warning:

"Woe unto you that desire the day of Jehovah!" (Amos 5. 18a.) The

oldest of the literary prophets speaks here without any explanation of

"the day of Jehovah." He presupposes this entity to be familiar to his

contemporaries. There was in the national consciousness the expecta-

tion of a time when the Eternal would act in peculiar fashion. And
what could be the special work of the God of the prophetic religion?

Naturally to carry out the purpose of salvation that first dawned in

history with the call of Abraham, and hence to bring to a successful issue

the divine plan (then revealed for the first time) of the kingdom of God.

This fulfillment consisted, on the one hand, in the protection of the citi-

zens of the kingdom of God from their enemies, so that peace might be

secured; on the other hand, in the completion of what God had already

done for his Kingdom, and so in the fulfillment of the promises relative

to it, in the establishment of the Kingdom with power and glory, in th'^

endowment of its citizens with the expected blessings (Gen. 12. 3b, etc.).

Are we now justified in taking the two elements in Israel's concep-

tion of its future which are recorded in our sources and calling them a

"popular eschatology"? Technically this procedure may be correct.

But manifestly these two factors do not constitute a whole eschatology.

Then too this also must be noted: the second element, the expectation

of tho "day of Jehovah," does not belong exclusively to the "popular

•Sec for this epizi-uxU my Ucnnentutih des A. T. (ll'lo), p. M.
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eschatology." On the contrary, it is part and parcel of the religion of
Jehovah as such, and hence belonged to its prophetic or legitimate form.
It was only a mistaken conception of "the day of Jehovah" that formed
part of the picture of the future current among tlie mass of the people:
namely, the illusion that the enemies of God's kingdom threatened on
the day of Jehovah were only the foreign nations. The masses did not
reckon themselves among these enemies. For this very reason Amos
asks his hearers: "Wherefore would you have the day of Jehovah?" In
other words: ""VMiat will you gain by its coming?"

Thus it is clear that the elements of the "popular eschatology" that

can be gleaned from our sources form but a very fragniontary structure.

Even the expectation that a "remnant" of the worshipers of Jehovah
will be spared occurs for the first time in the prophetic experience of

Elijah (1 Kings 19. 18) and so cannot be ascribed to the "popular
eschatology."

Some of the upholders of this new theory seem to feel that what
they call "popular eschatology" has a very fragmentary character, when
confined to the two elements described above. At least this would ex-

plain the fact that these scholars are inclined to add other ideas in order

to make up for the palpable deficiency. This appears from what is said

concerning "the expectation on the part of the popular eschatology of

the return of the paradise of the golden age."" A justification of this

opinion can no more be based on our sources than the modern dogma:'
"the time of the beginning = the time of the end,"^ Or can the assump-
tion that the bliss of Eden in the primeval age will be witnessed again

at the fulfillment of the kingdom of God be based on the words: "And
the wolf shall dwell with the lamb," etc. (Isa. 11. 6-8)? No. The fre-

quent afhrmative answer to this question is erroneous in two respects.

First of all, the prophet did not have in mind a restoration of the paradise

of Eden: the avoidance of tlie word "again" proves this conclusively."

He rather foretells a transfiguration of natural conditions that will run
parallel with the establishment of the Kingdom itself. Secondly, the

defenders of a "popular eschatology" cannot use Isa. 11. 6-S to complete

their conception of it because these words were uttered by a champion
of the legitimate worship, an enemy of the popular form of Hebrew re-

ligion (Isa. 2. 6; 9. 15, etc.).

To attribute to the "popular eschatolog>'" the expectation of a new
heaven and a new earth (Isa. G5. 17; Cfi. 22) or that of an extremely long

human life (Isa. 65. 20) is to be guilty of a similar violation of the meth-
ods of sound scientific research. This occurs in Bleeker {loc. cit., pp. 13

and 15) ; nay, he goes even farther in his effort to supplement the material

of the popular eschatology. He writes: "The common starting point of

that popular eschatolojo' and of the promises of salvation of the true

prophets was in all probability the expectation that Jehovah would some
time rule as king over the whole eartli and that this would constitute

Norbcrt Peters, Wellfriedc und Proplittrn (1017), p. 47.

'Expounded by Guiikcl. Hckopfuno und Chaos (iS'Jo).

•The full deinonatratiou will be found iu my iJic Mtssianische Weissagtirigeyi, p. lS9f.
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his great future day" (p. ICf.). He goes on to say: "We can infer this

from a number of psalms that can best be understood as hymns in honor
of Jehovah's coronation. We find in the Psalms the echo of Israel's faith

in the prophetic testimony" (p. 17).

But just because this is true, we cannot look to the Psalms for sources

of the "popular eschatology." When Bleeker points to Psalms 46 and 47

as confirming the idea that "Jehovah is king over the whole earth" he

has failed to add a new element to the "popular eschatology."

We see, consequently, that the same method adopted in connection

with the so-called "popular religion" of Israel is followed in connection

with the popular eschatology. Just as some friends of the first have

proceeded to broaden their picture by using beliefs and practices that

are not condemned in the Old Testament,'" so the champions of the

second have attributed to popular eschatolog>' some of the ideas of the

legitimate prophets. They paint a picture that our sources do not war-

rant; the Old Testament is misinterpreted willfully or unconsciously to

the detriment of the prophetic religion. This will also appear in the re-

maining sections of this article.

II. The jws'sihiUty of an organic relation dctioeen "popular eschatology"

and the Messianic propliecies.

The popular eschatology is supposed to be the source of the Messianic

prophecies. To quote only one author, we read the claim that "Ainos

(5. 18)^ takes his words from the mouth of the 'prophets of redcmption'"^^

(Meinhold, Einfiihrung in das Alte Testament, 1919, p. 143). But is there

any basis for the claim that the true prophets adopted the popular eschat-

ology and used it as their source? ^ly reply is as follows:

(a) Judging from their contents, the Messianic prophecies cannot be

an echo of the popular eschatology. Only compare the inadequate contents

of popular eschatology, as we know it from our sources, with the elaborate

picture c"ontained in the Messianic prophecies! Let us examine, in tliis

wealth of material, only a single idea, that of the mediator of the future

deliverance, or more precisely his work. At first his activity was lim-

ited to victorious political l)attles (Gen. 49. 10; Num. 24. 17), to a wise

rule and to impartial judicial functions (Isa. 9. 5f.; 11. 3-5): the earthly

basis of the kingdom of God had to be secured first. But later his suf-

ferings become prominent and essential. The only rays of light that

surround this important phase of prophecy with the splendor it deserve^;

are the following: A charming allusion is already found in the peaceful

entrance of the King into Zion (Zech. 9. 9). Then we see Immanuel, the

living incarnation of the faith of Isaiah and his followers, participate in

the privations that must fall upon Ahaz and the impious majority at-

tached to liim (Isa. 7. 15). Moreover, to our astonishment, the promised

Davidic King will not come forth from the summit of the tree represent-

ing metaphorically the family of David, but from its roots (Isa. 11. 1);

not in the capital, Jerusalem, but in the humble ancestral home of the

1" Inxtniu-ed arc quoted in my Thcuh-i;i«: iJts Alien Teslaintnh, p. 2'A.

" A groundic.-s exi.rei.-ion iix-tcad of " poj.uhir prophets." Cf. my Die Meisianiichc Wfris-

aagwi'jen, p. 4o.
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Davidic dynasty, -will he see the light (Mic. 5. 1). Thus he will partake
of the griefs decreed upon the royal house. At last his suffering is char-

acterized as one borne without desert, being an expiation of the moral
and religious transgressions of others. For in affectiiig fashion it is

said of the Servant of Jehovah (Isa. 52. 13 to 53. 12) : "But he Avas wounded
for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities; the chastise-

ment of our peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are healed."

I need not continue. This one glance at the rich picture of the spirit-

ualization of the kingdom of God, of the future Saviour (his ofhce, his

equipment, his achievement), of the character of the redemption and of

the circle of the partakers,'^ is fully sufficient to show that the Messianic

prophecies of the Old Testament cannot have grown out of the so-called

popular eschatologj-, so far as their content is concerned.

(b) And what is to be said of the dependence of the two upon each

other when we come to examine the formal aspect of this relation, namely,

the rightful relation of the true prophets to popular eschatology?

To begin with, the assumption that Amos and the later prophets were
only "stormy petrels of judgment" rests on a superficial examination of

the data. For already Amos had said: "For thus saith Jehovah unto the

house of Israel: Seek ye me, and ye shall live" (5. 5, etc.). Even the

earliest of the literary prophets proclaimed that the future ways of God
would lead to the light of salvation. They had, however, to warn the

imrighteous and stiff-necked multitudes lest, being unrepentant, they

change the light of salvation into the shadow of judgment.

In the second place, the frequent assertion that the prophets made a

concession to popular eschatology when they foretold a. future deliverance"

contradicts squarely what we know of the relation between the Old Testa-

ment prophets and th'e prophets of the "popular religion." Look hack

for a moment to the picture of the opponents of the prophets drawn in

the Old Testament," v.nd then consider whether men like Isaiah can be

fairly classed as imitators of those false prophets that he himself con-

demned explicitly no less than five times (3. 2; 9. 14, 15; 28. 7; 29. 10, 14).

No! To claim (as the authors listed above do) that Jeremiah (and all

those with whom he felt himself united in a divinely sent phalanx)

(17. 25) aped, with his IMessianic prophecies, that cry of "Peace, peace!"

which he often (6. 14, etc.) characterizes as a deception lulling the people

Itito false security, is a clear misinterpretation of our sources.

Hence we conclude that this new method of explaining the origin

of the IMessianic prophecies is no >ess misleading than the former ones.

These prophecies were simply declarations of the goal of that redemptive

religion which began with the call of Abraham. The truth is, that God's

grace, after the titanic revolt of the human race at Babel (Gen. 11. 1-9),

had to introduce, with the call of Abraham, a new phase in the develop-

ment of his plan for the education of humanity. It was now the divine

aim to empliasize redemption and proclaim it through his heralds.

University of }^">nn, Germany. Ed. Ko.mg.

"Fully given in my Mesmiauische Wcismoungen, pp. 340-3 IG.

" GressniMiu ( />:.' L''Si)ru\{j dtr Israel itiich-JudiscL'^ L:.-:rl,iitulij-ji-. p. 250) niid hia adherents.

"See, for furthor piirtifulans, my MeSi'ianische WeisaaijunijLH, } C. 2.
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BOOK NOTICES

BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS

OxE of the perversions of the Advent Season is that, rather than a

time of joyous worship, it has become the period of tlie biggest buying
and most foolish giving. . . . Probably no one of us can reconvert it into

what it once was—the glorious prelude of the Christian. Year. . . . Yet

it may be possible to somewhat transfigure our share in it by emphasizing

its religious meaning both by worship and by more sacred gifts. . . .

There are few finer presents than books, for a good book becomes a pos-

session of the soul rather than of the body. . , . But all books are not fit

for Christmas presents. . . . Last year certain lists appeared in literary

journals which did not contain a single religious book and very few that

contained any spiritual atmosphere. . . . One such list was headed with

Bahhitt! Now most of us probably ought to read Babbitt as well as Main
Street. . . . Such books do picture a certain, existing type of small town
and city life which lowers the mental and moral standard in our land.

. . . But, thank God! there is another side of Main Street of which these

"young intellectuals" know nothing. . . . Such books as these are more
appropriate gifts for April Fool's Day than for the Day of the Incarna-

tion. ... Of course, we need not confine ourselves to religious books at

Christmas in the narrowest sense of that term. Any real literature

touched with what Arthur Machen calls "ecstasy," a touch of spiritual

idealism, will fit the occasion. ... (By the way, Machen's study of fine

literature, called HicrocjUipMcs, would be a good gift for any friend having

delicate literary taste.) . . . There are scores of priceless ancient books

that should stay forever on our list, The Imitation of Christ, Taylor's

Holy Living and Holy Dying, the Confcss-ions of Saint Augustine, etc. . . .

The only reason in the world for not giving them is that real book lovers

already possess them. . . . Elsewhere in this number of the Revikw will

be found a notice of Harold Speakman's Hilltops in Galilee, lovely to

the eye and picturing in charming speech the environment of the Boy

of Nazareth. . . . (His former volume. Beyond Shanghai, is as good as

ever.) ... A helpful consolation to any sorrowing friend is Charles

Nelson Pace's A Candle of Comfort. . . . There are some books esjiecially

treating the Christmas theme, such as Zcrah. by Mrs. Montanye Perry,

now republished in a handsomer form. . . . The Christmas Canticles, by

the editor of the Mktiiodi.st Kkvtp.w, was used last Christmas by many
men of careful judglncnt as a gift for friends—one used twenty copies and

others more or fewer. . . . Every church should present its pastor with

one or more books at the Yulctide. . . . The theological works specially

reviewed in our Reading Course will always be acceptable. . . . For lit-

erary suggestion lot him have Hough's Twelve Merry Fishermen, and,

as a fine intellectual tonic, G^ray's An Adventure in Orthodoxy, both no-

ticed in this issue. ... He will be glad to get Seven Ages, by the Gentle-

man with a Duster. . . . Preachers during the Advent season ouglit to

make their congregations listen lo the Christmas angels by preacliing
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about Peace. . . . There is a great wealth of material for such discourses

in The Christian Doctrine of Peace, edited by James llaslings just before

his death. . . . Stefan Zweig's drama, Jeremiah, will add thrilling in-

spiration. ... If your boys and girls don't own a Bible, see that they

get one, bound in seal or levant morocco, that will last a life time. . . .

In pure literature the choicest treasures are volumes of essays and of

poetry. Tbose really beat the "best-sellers," for those who read them once
read them over and over again. . . . These note.s do not give any large

list of books for presents. These are only hints—there are hundreds of

others just as good and possibly better. . . . But these and those will

outshine all jewelry, outplay all games and outlast all purely material

gifts.

The C'hristiaji Doctrine of Peace. Edited by jA^rES Hastings. Pp.

ix-(-300. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, ?4.

The Christian Crnmde for a Wariess 'World. By Sidney A. Guijck. Pp.

xiv+197. New York: The Macmillan Company. Price, $1.

The greatest need of the world to-day is Peace, and the world is

yearning for it. To achieve it there must be developed a will-to-peace.

And the Christian pulpit is probably the most potent means for develop-

ing such a compelling purpose in humanity. "The people are not numb,
they are only dumb." The Church of God must give them a voice.

That great assistant to an expository ministry, James Hastings,

whose recent death is a serious loss to Christendom, wrote this before

his death: "Long before the Genoa and the Copenhagen Conference the

conviction came to me that Peace must be preached beyond everything

else and a volume was prepared to serve as the basis of discourse. . . .

The whole biblical doctrine of Peace is discussed in it—the Peace of God
and the Peace of Christ, Peace with God, with Conscience and with Men,
and, above all, the question of Peace or "War."

This is that volume, one which dravrs on the widest possible range

of religious literature for materials for sermons on this subject; no

phase of the theme is omitted. It even tries to study the good of War, if

there is any. Surely there are thousands of other ways and better ways
of evoking the spirit of heroism and self-sacrifice. Militarism is such a

monstrous thing that if only the people who like war were compelled to

fight wars, "War would end at once. Any careful analysis of history will

prove that the use of force has always ended in failure. Prose, poetry,

sermons, essays, quoted in profusion, store this book with rich material

for speech and sermon.

Doctor Gulick's book will add to the above a full discussion of the

modern plans for Peace, such as the closer association of nations and

the reduction of armaments, as well as a number of the concrete tasks

of the present time. It is followed by a comprehcn;nve bibliography and

many suggestive questions for public discussion.

Here are some quotations which will illustrate the worth of these

two books:
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"I doubt if 'vvar ever settled anything. It unsettles everything."

—

NArou:oN.

"Give children a true idea of war in their history books and the next

generation will no more want a war than they would want an earthquake."
—Zangwill.

"If we do not destroy war, war will destroy us."

—

Bkyce.

Even Samuel Gompers, that leader of class war, had the courage to

say: "From the standpoint of labor it is more constructive to destroy a
battleship than to build one."

COOPKRAUIOX, A.\J> >'0T COMPKTITION, WILL REHUILU THE WOULD.

Byicays in Early Chri&tian Literature. Studies in the Uncanonical Gos-

pels and Acts. By Adam Fyfk Fixui^w. Pp. vi + 354. New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, $3.

TiiE so-called "apocryphal" books of the New Testament are so in-

ferior to and so different from the canonical writings that they have been

legitimately used as an argument for the authenticity and credibility of

the latter. Thi.s fact has greatly obscured the value of the former as his-

torical documents and as illustrating many phases of early Christian

thought and feeling. As a matter of fact it was the immensely higher

quality of the books of the New Testament which caused them to be

counted as canonical. But those vastly inferior apocryphal works do

contain many traditions, mostly doubtless of a mythical character, which

are disclosures of the current beliefs of those early times, some of which

had a real historic base in greatly corrupted oral traditions.

The above is largely the attitude taken by Doctor Findlay in these

Kerr Lectures. He shows that the perversions of Christian reality in these

Byicays in Early Christian Literature had their source in the excessive

craving for the miraculous, the legalistic conception (opposed to Paulin-

ism) of the Christian life, and the influence of Hellenistic thought on

Christian Faith (shown in such heresies as Docetism). Fortunately the

canonical gospels were written by men free from these influences and who
stood near enough to the historic Jesus to have their own lives trans-

formed by his personality.

These charmingly written and yet scholarly lectures proceed to

analyze the Jewish-Christian Gospels, the Gospel of Peter, the Gnostic

Gospels, the Childhood Gospels, and the Apocryphal Acts, such as those

ascribed to John, Paul, and Thomas. The substance of these books is

stated with much fullness and expounded and interpreted with such clear-

ness that these lectures give us a portrait of primitive Christianity of

highest value to every student of Christian history and literature.

While the purpose of this volume is to reveal the actual contribution

which these uncanonical writings make to our knowledge of early Chris-

tian thought and action, nevertlieless the supreme result is to emphasize

the crowning wortli of the New Testament as we have it. While some

critical minds may not be certain that the canonical Gospels are absolutely

free from the influences that shaped these apocryphal books, distorting.
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often wholly, the historic facts, nevertheless, the critical chasm is so wide

between these two types of documents that the slightest intellectual and
spiritual discernment at once places our four Gospels in the realm of

historic verity.

Many similar influences are at work in the religious life of to-day. We
are afflicted by the superstition of those crazy for miracles, by the Juda-

istic tendency to religious literalism, by the neo-Gnosticism of modern
ultra mystics, by the abstract dogmatizing of false fundamentalism. Such

a profound and exhaustive study as this of the legendary type of litera-

ture in the early church will help us to reach a safe mental balance and

save us from drifting aAvay from the Divine Person to those bypaths

which are not the way, do not contain the truth or lead to the life.

The Mi/siical Quest of Christ. By Robert F. Hop.tox, M.A., D.D. Pp. 314.

New York: George H. Doran Company. Price, ^3, net.

Robert F. Hop.tox v,-as one of that group of young Nonconformists in

England who took advantage of the repeal of the Test Acts in 1S71, a

repeal which made it possible for Nonconformists to enter the universities

of Oxford and Cambridge without being obliged to renounce their Free

Church faith. Principal W. B. Selbie has recently told the story of

the handicaps under which these early students worked. In ISSl, a

Nonconformist Union was founded at Oxford, largely due to the efforts of

Horton, who was then a Fellow of New College. The late Lord Bryce

was for many years President of this Union. When, later, there was

talk of founding a Nonconformist chaplaincy at Oxford, to care for stu-

dents from the Free Churches, Horton's name was mentioned for the

position, but nothing came of the proposal. Then, in 1886, Mansfield

College was established under the leadership of A. M. Fairbairn, in scholar-

ship the peer of the best, and it began to be admitted by High Church-

men that even a Nonconformist could have brains. The theological

degrees of the university, however, were still not open to Free Churchmen,

and when at last the injustice of this was recognized, Horton was sug-

gested by Jowett of Balliol as one of the examiners. But it was to be some

years before this final disability was removed, and meanwhile Horton had

found his true sphere as one of the great preachers in the Congregational

Church.

Was the scholar lost in the preacher? Hardly. While it is too much

to expect that a busy city pastor should become an expert in technical

scholarship, Horton is the evidence that there is no essential antagonism

between the pastorate and scholarly tastes. His interests are at once

intellectual, spiritual, and practical, and this book reveals them all. He

bears the unmistakable impress of his training in a great university, and

equally unmistakable is his deep understanding of the combined inward-

ness and outwardness of the Christian faith—inward as to its sources,

outward as to its expression. It is this which has helped to make him,

throughout a generation, a voice iTitelligibly and persuasively inter-

preting to men the deep things of God.
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If one were inclined to be captious, there is much in this book that

could be criticized. Tlie question could be raised, whotlicr the funda-

mental position of the book, "Christlikeness," is defensible in the sense in

which it is here understood. It could be pointed out that there is not

a sufilcient recognition of what might be called the destructive element

in the work of Christ. Horton would have all things consecrated to

Christian uses. That, indeed, is the ideal, but it inevitably involves the

surrender and, it may be, even the total destruction of some things be-

cause they are, in themselves considered, alien to the spirit of Christ.

One can but sympathize with the chapter on "The Profession of Amuse-
ment," but isn't the best way to Christianize the prize-ring (see p. 94)

the way in which we have Ciiristianized the saloon, namely, by abolishing

it? And especially could we point out that, in view of the nature of the

contents, it is difficult to justify the use of the word "mystical" in the title.

The book assumes that the relation between Christ and- his follower is es-

sentially a mj'stical relation (see "Foreword"), but it proposes to discuss

not this mystical relation itself—except slightly—but its "concrete effect in

life and character." This means that the book is concerned rather with

Christian ethics than with Christian mysticism. That the ethical life is

the proper fruit of the mystical experience cannot be too strongly em-

phasized: it is one of the merits of the book that it does this. But after

all, the mystical experience is not identical with the ethical life: unless,

indeed, Horton intends to give to the already overloaded word "mystic"

one more meaning, and he can hardly do that in view of his statement

that "we may no more misuse the English language than we would mar
the violin on which we wish to play" (p. 100).

B\*i these are minor matters. What is important is that wo have

here a type of discussion of whicli we are much in need. The three main

sections of the book deal respectively with (1) The Christian Rule of

Life, Avhich is "Be Christlike." (2) the Christian Decalogue, meaning

the various ways in which Christ-likeness is to be expressed. (3) The

Method, or the various means whereby Christlikeness may be attained.

The whole forms a plea, often startling in its sheer directness and sim-

plicity, for the enthronement of the Christ-spirit in all the affairs of life.

Hence discussions of the motive which should operate in the choice of

one's calling; of the possibility of making amusements truly Christian;

of international brotherhood and love; of the extent to v/hich injuries

should.be forgiven; of the Christian attitude to the poor and to the

sick; of the difficult question of church unity; even let it be said, of the

use of "autosuggestion" for the Christian life; and many otliers of like

tenor.

Much of the book appears to have originated in connection with the

needs and purposes of a study circle. This suggests the possibiltiy—not-

withstanding its price and size—of its continued use in other such circles.

There must be groups of earnest-minded men and women in many

churches who would be intensely interested in a class which used this

book as a basis for discussion. The thirty chapters average ten pages

each; the stlye is for the most part simplu; and there is an abundance
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of debatable statements which -would guarantee differences of opinion in

any class—and that is the very life of discussion.

There is an ancient English Bible which contains the not unnecessary

exhortation, "Put not thy trust in priyitcrs." On page 38 of this book oc-

curs the Latin phrase meaning "There is nothing worse than the cor-

ruption of the best." The printer has made a sorry jumble of the Latin

by the simple device of misplacing a space. What better evidence both

to the need of the Biblical exhortation and to the truth of the Latin

proverb?

Edwin Lewis.

Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N. J.

TWO BOOKS ON SALVATION

Christian ^Vays of Salvation. By Gkokge W. Richarps. Pp. 327. New
York: The Macmillan Company. Price, ?2.50.

Can We Dispense With Clirisiianity? The Question: Its Crux and Impli-

cations for the Modern Mind. By F. AY. Butlek. Pp. 204. New
York: George H. Doran Company. Price, ?2.

LiKK the holy city of the New Jerusalem with its twelve portals, the

salvation found in Christ seems to have more than one gateway. Pro-

fessor Richards, the gifted historian of the Reformed Church, graphically

compares the -Ways of .Jesus, the apostles, the Ancient Orthodox, and Ro-

man Catholics, the Evangelicals, and the Humanists. In the Evangel-

ical sections he selects Luther for the Lutheran and Zwingli and Calvin

for the Reformed Way. But there should also be Wesley for the Wes-

leyan or Methodist Way—open not for the few of God's "elect," but for

all who repent and trust in Christ alone as their Saviour. By salvation

Wesley meant "not barely according to the vulgar notion deliverance from

hell or going to heaven, but a present deliverance from sin, . . . the

renewal of our souls after the image of God in righteousness and true

holiness, in justice, mercy, and truth."

With the revived interest in the Russian Church, the chapter on the

Orthodox Catholic Way is particularly timely and suggestive. "For the

Orthodox Catholic mortality is the greatest evil, and eternal life the

supreme good" (p. 138). Note this apt contrast: "Roman Catholicism

may be compared to an ellipse with two foci, the one representing the

blessings of the world to come; the other the rule of God over the nations

through the Roman Catholic Church. Greek Catholicism is more like a

circle, with its center reprt^scnting redemption in the world beyond—only

that and nothing more" (p. 144).

Although deeds rather than creeds have usurped the supremacy of our

immediate emphasis, yet beliind every deed is some kind of a creed. We,

therefore, need, if not the vain repetition of the old-time, formal shib-

boleths, certainly the clear, well-woiglicd statements of our Christian

salvation in the framework of our present-day thought. Professor Rich-

ards penetratingly protests against the insistence of the Presbyterian Gen-
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eral Assembly on their "Five Points of Calvinism" as "essential and
necessary for salvation."

On the other hand, he devotes his closing chapter to the tentative

confession of faith of the (1921) General Assembly of the United Free
Church of Scotland. To him it is "a credible creed," an acceptable con-

fession of faith, "which clearly ought to contaili only what the believer

can experience" and not the debatable theories of theology. Take this

one sentence, almost at random: "We believe that the kingdom of God
i& already among us, and that the appointed task of all good men is to

advance it, and bring every relation of human life under the dominion of

Christ."

The author knows well the doctrinal history of the yesterdays and
the religious needs of the to-days and to-morrows. A brief account of

the Pre-Christian Ways of Salvation opens this splendid book. He has

written in a popular and fascinating style. This is a superior "working
tool" for the religious worker.

But there are still other ways of salvation, not only according to

these historical types, such as Catholic, Evangelical, etc., but also accord-

ing to psychological or philosophical types. The "practical" man asks:

"What shall I do, Lord?" The "mystic" inquires: "How can I have com-

munion with the Divine?" The "thinker" demands: "How can I believe

Christianity?" It is to this third group that the Vicar of Hurley, Berks,

directs his closely reasoned arguments for the uniqueness and absolute-

ness of Christianity.

"Can we dispense Avith Christianity?" How much easier it is to

exclaim than to explain our "No." Like the earlier author of the famous

"Analogy," this scion of the Butler name and fame has a keen insight

into the theoretical defense of our religion. For all those who are

caught in the mazes of philosophic thought, or who are deeply interested

in the apologetic background of Christianity at home or abroad, these

pages are Avorthy of serious study.

Briefly, the thesis is this: Religion is evaluated by its nbility to free

personality from the danger of "thing-bood" and to strengthen humanity

as a race and as individuals in the struggle for larger, better, higher

life. By Avord and deed, in His life, death, and resurrection, Jesus vindi-

cated his divine claim: "I have come that they may have life and have

it to tlie full." (John 10. 10—Moffatt's translation.) Thus he "pro-

vides assurance of the worth of the individual soul, giA^es power to gain

spiritual domination over the A\-orld in religious dependence upon God"

(p. 197). In a word, avc cannot get along Avithout Christianity because

we cannot get along without Christ.

How refreshing, therefore, is his plea for the Deity of Christ! His-

torically, he recalls "how in the souls of those Avho are responsible for

the NeAv Testament Avritings Jesus occupied a place humanity has always

reserved for God" (p. 70). Practically, he insists that only when Ave find

God iu Christ can Ave then realize that Ave are face to face Avith Reality,

Avith the Master of the Universe, and, therefore, to be unreservedly trusted,

obeyed, and loved.
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His closing appeal for a bridge between the modern mind and the

Christian religion by an adequate "presentation of the philosophy of

Christianity in terms of contemporary knowledge" (p. 179) for both the

more educated people and the masses should awaken an able response in

both books and tracts. The Vicar's own work, indeed, could well be

chosen in just such a series.

Moores, Pa. Ciiaklks Da.mi:i, Brodhkad.

Ajta- Death. A Popular Statement of the Modern Christian View of Life

Beyond the Grave. By Lk-slik D. Weatukkheau. Pp. 191. Boston:

The Pilgrim Press. Price, ?2.

Mr. Weatherhe.vd, a Wesleyan minister in Madras, India, and after-

ward Chaplain in the British Army, was led by his Mesopotamian ex-

perience in the World War to give this study of the Christian doctrine of

Immortality. It is not a theological treatise and does not deal with the

subject in a technical way. Yet it does not dodge any difficulty in this

perplexing problem. It is very remarkable that within less than 200 pages

almost every possible phase of this question is treated in a most read-

able, interesting and thought-provoking manner. Practically every eschat-

ological problem is discussed: Immortality, Resurrection, Heaven and

Hell, Communion of Saints. Other subjects, such as the Resurrection of

our Lord and his Second Coming, and Spiritualism, are considered with

both knowledge and frankness. Many traditionalists will dissent from

his modern interpretations of Christian truth, but, if honest, they will

discover that he is far more in agreement than tliey are with the teach-

ings of the New Testament.

One of the highest values of this volume is its stimulation of per-

sonal thought and conclusions on the problem. Tbe Questionary -with

which the book closes transforms its teaching into a germinal influence,

challenging our mental machinery and starting into growth spontaneous

thinking on the theme. The book is better than an argument for Im-

mortality; it has a real value for the present life and following its appeal

will prepare the soul for the Life to Come.

LITERATURE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT

Old Testament Life and Literature. By Prof. L. G. M.\rrHEWs. Pp.

xiv-i-342. Now York: The Macmillan Company. Price, $2.50.

The Higher CrUicisni in its RcJafion to the Pentateuch. By Edward
Navii.li.. Pp. xxxvi-hl56. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark (Nev,- York:

Scribners). Price, $1.75.

Ood i)v the Old Testament. By tlie late Roiu;p.t Ai.EXA>-nFR Avtoun. Pp.

xiv-hl63. New York: George H. Doran Company. Price, $2.

Will it not seem strange to pious people that the first and last of

these three studies of the Old Testament, which are based on the modern

critical construction of Hebrew history and literature, are far richer in

religious teaching than the other, which is perhaps the ablest possible
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argument for the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch? What cau be
the reason? Nothing but this: A Bible which is the outgrowth of Divine
revelation in human history is far more vital in moral and spiritual worth
than a cut-and-dried code dictated like the Koran of Mohammed.

Professor Matthews is not a radical in his critical views. J lis work is

a useful textbook on Hebrew history, picturing it in its national and in-

ternational contacts, and describing its economic, social, philosophic,

cultural, and religious phases of activity. No ancient story is more
thrilling than that of Israel and none of higher worth in the life of to-day.

Professor Naville is one of the outstanding leaders of French Prot-

estantism in Switzerland. Like most of the traditionalists he counts all

Higher Critics as Destructive Critics. He fails to state fully the critical

problems which have led modern scholars to accept documentary theories.

For example, mere mention is made of the different law codes, but no

attempt is made to harmonize them. And how could he make the Book
of the Covenant agree with Deuteronomy? the altars of earth and stone

that could be erected anywhere, and the law of a central sanctuary? the

worship of Samuel and Elijah at local shrines, and the requirements of

the reformation under Josiah? He tries to reconcile the Elohistic and

Yahvistic accounts of creation by quoting the translation of Olivetan,

"That Jehovah had formed man, . . . had placed him in the garden, . . .

had said," etc. But where in Hebrew can he find a pluperfect tense?

Some of his criticisms of some critics are perfectly valid, but as a whole

this book is a back number.

Professor Aytoun in simple stylo and full scholarship reveals the

growing conceptions of God from a tribal and territorial deity to the

God of all the earth, the advance from monolatry to mouothei.sm, and the

culmination in the holy, just and loving God of the Prophets. On this

foundation was based the teaching of Jesus Christ. In our practical be-

liefs all three of these books agree: The Old Testament cannot be ig-

nored or merely used as a foil to the New. Its contributions to religious

training and to the niaintenance of personal religion are above all value.

The Christian Revolution. By He\ry T. Houckin. New York: G<-o. H.

Doran Co.

Here is a hook! It is one of the few a preacher simply must have to

keep timed to thought. This is the seventeenth of "The Christian Revo-

lution Series" put out by English Quakers who are incurably addicted to

basic thinking. Not a book in all this series is unworthy of a place on a

preacher's shelves. In such a constellation of excellence comparisons are

odious. But if this book is not tlie best, it is surely one of the best, and

the one of them all needed most just now. Other studies in social prog-

gress have made much of a stir. Ellwood's Rcconslruction of R'Hijiun

was widely read and deserved the reading it got. But there was some-

thing aloof and chilling about the presentation EUwood made. Not so

with Hodgkin's. There is lire in his pen. He is a lover of men and is

not ashamed of it. His book can be easily outlined. It yields a rich
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harvest of sermon material; so much of it, indeed, that reading it means
running the risk of involuntary plagiarism. If any writer outlines his

chapters with greater clarity we have not heard of it.

The hook has two parts. Part One deals with the principles of the

Christian revolution and Part Two concerns itself with their application.

Ilis opening chapter reveals "A World In Torment." It is difficult to see

how anyone can come from its reading without regretting deeply that

"we have not seriously attempted to enthrone love in all the complex re-

lationships of modern society." The second chapter is a thing of beauty.

It deals with "The Creative Dream." It is a vivid description of the

dream Jesus dreamed until it flung him on a cross. Yet "Jesus, with

all his dreaming, made a contribution toward social betterment that is

unequalled in the records of the face." Chapter Three shows that "The
"Way" is "revolution through reconciliation." But if any one deems the

"Way" a pious morsel good to the taste of the apologist for "things as

they are" let him take due notice now that he had best refrain from

reading Chapter Three! In the fourth chapter the "False Starts" of

politics, violence and other forms of coercion are scrutinized with the

keenness of a two-edged sword. Chapter Five inquires how to change

"The System." The change is under way and he who has eyes may see:

"In the midst of the ocean of misunderstanding and ill-will and greed the

new continent is even now arising, and one day as the waters recede we
shall discover that 'God has chosen the things which the world regards

foolish, in order to put wise men to shame.' " Part Two illustrates how
the "revolution through reconciliation" may be wrought through the

home, the school, the church, the world of industry, and the world of

nations. Of these the chapter on the school is by far the best. That
small groups should try "the Way" without waiting for its universal

adoption is urged throughout the book.

Many doubtless will fail to agree with all the writer holds. In his

advocacy of pacifism he seems to assume that those who cannot follow

him in his total capitulation to non-resistance lack genuine Christian

conviction about the wickedness of war. Hosts of Christian thinkers will

resent a suggestion like that. There are other faults, among them the

tendency to wordiness. This may result from the fact that the second

part of the book illustraies the first, and preacher-like (for who among
us is without this sin?) he simply cannot illustrate without extensive,

excessive exhorting. For all that, one is willing to be penalized by peri-

odic perorations, when the book as a whole provides such a feast for the

mind and stirs one's imagination with a vision of what the reign of God

can really mean among men. t^,,.. m \t^„ ,„.^,Joiix M. Versteeg.

Port Jervis, N. Y.

Motion ricturcs in Education. By Eixis and TiioRNBOROUCir. New York:

Thomas Y. Crowell Co.

Since it devolves upon all preachers to do general reading it cannot

be said that reading this book is a total waste of time. Since most of
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us know little enough, at best, of the worst and the best in motion pic-

tures, this book on instruction through motion pictures will prove instruc-

tive about motion pictures. Yet from the viewpoint of the pastor's craft,

this book has little to give. It contains but two references, and those

short ones, to the use of motion pictures in religious education. These
references do not approach either in grasp or thoroughness many articles

that have appeared on this pubject in books on modern church methods
and in magazines for preachers. The book is well written and splendidly

illustrated. jo„^- jl Vkusteeg.

The Theoloi/!/ of Justin Marti/r. By Erwix R. Goodenough, B.D., Ph.D.
Jena: Verlag Frommannscbe Buchhandling (Walter Bicdermann),
1923, 8vo, 320 pp. Order from any importer, or from author at 51
163d Street, Jamaica, N. Y. Price, $1.15, paper.

Ix 1915-16 the author was in Drew Theological Seminary; then he
went to Garrett Biblical Institute, v/here he graduated B.D. in 1917; he
proceeded to Oxford for post-graduate study and received there his Ph.D.
in 1923. Strict residence or attendance at lectures is not required for

post-graduate degrees at that ancient seat; our author could therefore
spend much time in study on the Continent. It was an old Jena publisher

and bookseller who handled his thesis, and his preface is dated Alassio,

Italy, March 1, 1923. ^^^lethe^ the American demand for residence or

the larger sv.-ing of the Oxford rules is better, decide for yourself, gentle

readei'.

Justin Martyr is the most important Christian father of the second
century, and his works are worth a thousand times more than all the gold
Germany has paid or is yet to pay to France. English-speaking scholars

have not forgotten him, as witness dear Bishop Kaye of Lincoln, a genu-
ine scholar of the old school, 1829, 3d ed. 1853, with his still invaluable

monographs on Justin, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria and Athanasius
(Council of Nic»a), and the late lamented learned pastor of the Fifth

Avenue Presbyterian Church, New York, Purves, who had been professor

in Allegheny and Princeton (The Tcsiimony of Justin Martyr to Early

Christianity, 1889, well worth a new edition). Our author has made a

diligent use of the abundant Justin literature, of which he gives a list of

488 items in his most admirable bibliography. His main divisions are

Philosophic environment (32 pages), Judaism (24, he holds that Justin

was mainly influenced by Hellenistic Judaism), Life and Writings (44),

Apologetic (:'2), God (16), Logos (37), Holy Spirit (13), Lower Powers

(17), Created World, including sin (26), Christ (IS), Bedcmption and

Christian Life (29), Eschatology (13). For Church see p. Ill, and for

Scripture, pp. Ill, 117, 177-181. The treatment throughout is scholarly,

able, interesting and very informing. The book reflects credit on Amer-
ican learning, and will long remain an indispensable aid to patristic

study, a Justin monument for which we cannot be too thankful. An
American publisher ought to import the sheets, and reissue icith an index.

A correction— a suggestion or two. "Rit. and Prel. 513" is introduced

for the first lime on p. 15. What does it mean? Hitter and Preller's
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Historia Pbilosopbia;? Also for first time "See Plac. IV. 4. 4 (Dox. 300)."

What edition of Eus. Prep. Ev. is referred to by "(114. d)" on p. 18, note 3?

Some at least of tbe "precepts and by laws" of the Pharisees must have
been felt as a "burden" and not a "joy" (p. 36). Otherwise Luke 11. 4G,

Matt. 23. 4, and Acts 15. 10 could never have been written. "The simple

and utterly unscientific myths of creation in the first two chapters of

Genesis" (p. 41). Now everybody admits that Genesis was not given to

teach science, and my own feeling is that those chapters are largely poetic

and symbolic, but for all that it is right to be fair to poor Genesis. So

eminent a geologist as the late Prof. James D. Dana wrote an article in

the Bibliotheca Sacra (later reprinted) which showed the remarkable

coincidences of those cliapters with science. Philo was a "Greek philcs-

opher who wa.s trying to express Greek ideas in terms of Old Testament

niytholog>-" (p. 45). The last words are too general. Is Old Testament

all mythology, or only a part, and if so what part? Saiut Paul "under-

stood no word of Hebrew" (p. 54). But see Acts 21. 40; 22. 2; 26. 14. That

v/as Aramaic, a degenerate new Hebrew. Still, so keen a student of his

sacred texts as Paul could probably read them in the original, in the old

Hebrew. Paul "was steeped in the ideas of Greek Judaism," but also of

Palestinian Judaism, Acts 22. 3. "It is impossible to believe that he was

a genuine disciple of Gamaliel" (p. 54), though not impossible to Luke

to so report (Acts 22. 3), and it is hard to think of Paul being a disciple

of anyone unless a "genuine" disciple. Christianity had at the beginning

"two interpretations, both Judaistic, utterly different from each other"

(p. 55). Utterly? The two interpretations came up for settlement in the

council in Acts 15. There was only one important difference, and that

not even the Gentile mission, not to speak of Christ, redemption, justifica-

tion, etc., but whether that mission should enforce the circumcision of the

Gentiles. For Geffken read Geffcken (p. 63). Christ "taught men to wor-

ship not himself but God" (p. 140). Where? He did not have to teach

Jews to worship God or Messiah, and he did not say, "Look at me. You

must worship me," but he said many things which inevitably led to this

worship, and v,-hich he knew would so lead. Better not use the word

"emanation" of the Logos (p. 152), as that has other historical connec-

tions, and Justin does not use it; nor to say "begetting or procession of

the Son" (p. 153), as to a Greek trained mind like Justin procession was

not the same as begetting. Is it best to speak of the "similarity of na-

ture between the Logos and the angels which prompted Justin" (p. 15C),

when Justin reserves the use of the word "created" for angels, and "be-

gotten" for Christ? Would not that for Justin preclude "ultimate simi-

larity" of angels and Logos, except of course in the sense both came from

God the Father? Is it altogether fitting to use the words, "Justin's iden-

tification of the metaphysical nature of Logos v/ith angels" (p. 157) un-

less he used the same metaphysical word for both (say "begotten")?

When a Greek or a Jew-Greek used words like created, made, begotten,

proceeded, emanated, he had an entirely different metaphysical conception

behind each word. When Justin says that the Logos is Off'.? because

he is the Son of God, and our author adds "hut this means nothing" (p.

158), should we not remember Justin's confining the use of the word
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"the Son" to Christ, his knowledge of New Testament phraseology, and
would not that make Justin's use of Geis of Christ because the Sou of

God much more than "meaning nothing"? We must remember that the

New Testament and all the Greek fathers taught that the divinity of the

Son depended absolutely on the Father, who alone was the head and
fount of deity; but they also distinguished between such a dependence
and that of angels, men, animals, etc. I think we cannot stress Justin's

•words about the Logos being in the "beginning before all created things,"

"was begotten before the creation," as though he intended to represent

the Father as for a time without the Son, and then starting the existence

of the Son before he started the universe. If so, he would have used the

word "created" of the Son, or Logos. Before creation was eternity, and in

that eternity the Logos was already in and with the Father; but anything
more definite Justin does not say. That the Logos depended on the "will"

of the Father should not mislead us as to his nature, because the "will"

may have been not a momentary "Go to, I shall make a Son," but the

eternal reflection of the being of God. J. A. F.

P. S.—The above notice was submitted to the author. He writes:

"The part that Philo used, the Pentateuch or Hextateuch, can hardly be

called history in any of its narratives. It has an historic basis, probably,

in the Mosaic saga, but no more so than Homer's epics. History can be

gleaned from these books with only the greatest caution, and never with

certitude. ... As to Paul's understanding of Hebrew, I refer you to

Kautzsch on the Pauline Quotations from the O. T., 1869. Grimm wrote a

book about 189o based upon Kautzsch's analysis of the Hebrew and Greek

passages addressed by Paul. The two together are completely conviucing

that Paul in all his quotations from the 0. T. was drawing from the Sep-

tuagint as only one could draw who knew no Hebrew whatever. That 'so

keen a student of the sacred text could probably read the original' is

amply disproved by Philo, who also knew no Hebrew, but who was a much
deeijer student of the 0. T. than Saint Paul. You are here importing into

ancient scholarship modern ideals of the value of the original which did

not exist in those days, particularly did not exist among the Jews of the

Dispersion concerning the value of the Septuagint. Saint Paul could of

course talk Aramaic, as a modern Jew can talk Yiddish, but the Hebrew
text was a different story. You quote Acts 22. 3. Against this text stands

Paul's own testimony. It is probably an early tradition that Paul was a

disciple of Gamaliel, but a tradition which originated in Luke's Gentile

circle and is worthless against the testimony of Saint Paul's own writings

[that he was not "up" in Palestinian Judaism. But sec also Acts 23. 6;

26. 5; Phil. 3. 5, 6.] . . . As to Jesus disclaiming the quality of 'worship-

fulness' I think no other inference is possible from Mark 10. 17, IS. . . .

You spoak of a 'Greek-trained mind like Justin' in spite of the fact that

Justin shows ignorance and looseness in all his terminology. (See p.

12Sff.) . . . As to 'this means nothing,' Justin's statement means nothing

in the context—jij utterly no explanation of the term C)«iSs."

J. A. F.AILKXKB.

Drew Theological Seminary. *
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FOUR BOOKS ON ETHNIC RELIGION

The Religion 0/ the Loiccr Rnecs, as Illustrated by the African Bantu. By
Edwix Smith. Pp. 82. New York: Tbe Macmillan Company.
Price, ?1, net.

Bvddhism and Buddhists in Southern Asia. By Kk.nxkth J. Sacxdkks.
Pp. 75. New York: The Macmillan Company. Price, %l, net.

The Religious and Social P7-ohlcms of the Orient. By Masauaku Axesaki.
Pp. 77. New Y'ork: The Macmillan Company. Price, $1, net.

The Message of Mohamyncd. By Akda.skr Sokaiijee N. Wadia. Pp. ir>9.

New York: E. P. Button. Price, $1.60, net.

These little popular manuals are signs of the new age in which we
live. The two by Professor Anesaki and Profes.sor Wadia could not have
been written before the war, while those by the Christian scholars and
missionaries, Messrs. Smith and Saunders, represent the openmindod and
appreciative attitude which is only now determining the outlook of

missionaries and students at home tovrard the non-Christian religions.

In fact these two volumes, which are written from the Christian viewpoint,

belong to a series prepared under the direction of the Committee on
Missionary Preparation of the Foreign Mission Boards of North America
and were planned to help create the right attitude among those who look

forward to foreign mission service. Of course they ought to have and
will have a wide reading, but it is for the purpose just mentioned that

they have been prepared. The plan is to provide a series of short studies

which will introduce the reader to the salient points in the religions of

the various peoples and then to lead them on to further study by includ-

ing a carefully selected and annotated bibliography. These lists of books
in the two volumes before us are as valuable as anything contained in

them, and this is not to derogate from the text of the volumes. Having
used both in connection with two courses this summer the present re-

viev/er has been led to feel that they are very worthy and lieli)ful books.

He does feel that even in such small volumes an index would have been
a valuable addition. His only criticism of the study of The Religion of

the Loicer Races is that there is no systematic presentation of the wor-

ship of these peoples. You may find it here and there but what is given

should have been added to and presented systematically in a chapter

by Itself.

Of a very different character is the volume by Professor Anesaki,

The Religious and Social Prohlcnis of the Orient. It is one of the few

attempts made by a native of the Orient to interpret the contact of East

and West and show its significance. And when it is done by such a master
as the professor of the science of religion in Tokyo Imperial University

we are obliged to take careful notice. The most obvious fact in the

countries of Asia to-day is that they are being compelled to adjust them-

selves to conditions forced upon them by their contact with the West.

These contacts are political, social, industrial. Many would stop there,

but Professor Anesaki sees very clearly that the roots of the change now
taking place "go back to the spiritual, moral, religious foundations of
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ideas and life." He realizes that with all that industry, science, and the

ideals of democracy are doing there is need of a new motive and a new
dynamic sufficient to guide and sustain the new forces which are at work
and which will inevitably make of these nations something very different

from what they have been for hundreds and even thousands of years.

This is one of the major movements in the history of the human mind
and human society, and we liave here a very penetrating analysis of the

present condition. What of the future? Professor Anesaki does not know.

He feels sure there must be a religious foundation under the super-

structure which is to be reared if it is to be permanent and safe, but he

cannot decide what the religious future is to be. He is fair, eminently

fair, and has a deep and sympathetic understanding of Christianity, and

yet one cannot but feel as he lays this thought-provoking book down that

if the writer had entered into the meaning of the Christian religion

through a deep personal experience he might have been able to go a step

farther and, without subtracting an iota from his appreciation of the

good to be found in Buddhism, declare that there was light ahead if

only Jesus Christ should be made a living force in the Orient.

One more volume, that by Professor Wadia on The Message of Mo-
hammed. Now one very interesting and baffling thing about this clear,

crisp little book is that there is no way of telling whether the writer is

a Mohaujniedan or not. He is an Indian, a former professor in Elpliin-

stone College, Bombay; he writes an "Epistle Dedicatory to My Fellow-

Countryjnen," and yet all he says is so objective, and he is so ready to

criticize Islam and even Mohammed himself that one is left in doubt as

to what conclusion he ought to reach w'hen he has come to the end of the

last chapter. Be that as it may. Professor Wadia is firmly convinced that

no religious leader is more worthy to be followed than IMohammed, and

no doctrine is more suljlime and more suited to the needs of men than

the doctrine of God, the Allah of Islam. He crosses swords at several

crucial places v.ith Sir Ameer Ali, the great Indian judge and the greatest

living defender of the Islamic faith whose works are to be found in the

English language. His quarrel with the judge is that he feels that in

his defense of the faith Sir Ameer trims the faith of Mohammed down

to make it more plausible to the European mind and in so doing distorts

it so seriously that it is not the same faith at all. Professor Wadia be-

lieves that Islam sanctions polygamy and that the Prophet himself is

not beyond censure in his relations with women. He also believes Islam

proclaims absolute submission to Allah, and glories in it. The whole vol-

ume is an interesting presentation, mostly favorable, with sharp criti-

cisms at a number of points. He recommends that Moslems should get

back to the pristine purity of their faith, but when he has done his best

to make that best appear very attr;!ctive, he seems to give the whole

case away by admitting tlint Islam does not promise any radical change

in a man's nature, while Christianity "offers a unique revelation and a

totally new valuation of man's spiritual life, and aims at radically chang-

ing his wh.ole nature." Well, one is at once impelled to ask, why not

Christianity, and not Islam? Could there be stronger testimony to the
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need, the terrible need, of a religion which lays bare the human heart

and reveals its eniiitiness and dire want of just that change which Chris-

tianity can produce? „ „ <-.

Ediiuxd B. Sopek.

Northwestern University.

The Adventure into the Unknoicn. And Other Sermons Preached in West-
minster Abbey. By R. II. Chaklks. Pp. 272. New York: Charles

Scribner's Sons. Price, $2.50.

It is with a genuine joy that one discovers that the greatest of all

experts in Apocalyptics, R. H. Charles, is also a preacher of great ser-

mons. And here is a volume of them, written in lovely literary style,

full of spiritual vision and with constant application of eternal truth to

the temporal problems of to-day. One cannot tell from reading them
how powerfully these sermons wore delivered, but every one of these

twenty discourses is centered in some penetrating religious truth that

goes beyond the realm of the commonplace.

Here are examples: Sermon V on "The Winning of the Soul," based

on Jesus' saying, "In your patience ye shall win your souls," he shows
that the Christian doctrine of the salvation of the soul is not merely its

preservation in even a high state of achievement—that would be "the

everlastingness of the mediocre" and would issue in "an eternal ennui"

in the case of those who were so unhappy as to attain to it. Our "souls

are not ours till we make them so," and there is no finality about which

can bo attained now or hereafter. To achieve such a possession is to

win more than all worldly good. Another Avay of stating the same truth

is in Sermon VII, "Life Ever !More Abundantly." Eternal life is more than

length of days. It is a higher and fuller present possession of the soul.

In Sermon XII, "Temptation of the Lesser Good," he shows that our

Lord was not tempted with evil but with inferior forms of good, and this

is the highest peril of most men. He uses as a crushing illustration of

this the neutrality of the Vatican, and its failure to condemn bravely all

criminality during the World War. The Pope was seeking the extension

of his own power and to do so betrayed humanity.

So Faith is ever an Adventure into the Unknown. The life of religion

is more than a life of duty, even when strenuously followed according

to the dictates of a high morality. It is a conquest of life itself which

goes beyond all merely physical and temporal good, and by holy daring

enters the unknown and unseen. Every one of these sermons is a fresh

and original j)uttiiig of this fundamental truth of our faith.

Seven Afjcs. A Brief and Simple Narrative of the Pilgrimage of the Hu-

man Mind as it has Affected the English-speaking World. By the

Gkntlf.max wrnrA DcsTKn. Pp. xi -i 218. New York: G. P. Putnam's

Sons.

TiiE "Gentleman with a Duster" has found other niirrors and windows

than those of iJowning Street and Canterbury iIku need cleaning. Here

is an attempt to clear away all the dust from English life.
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All our modern ideas have a pedigree which needs portrayal. To
this tree of thought the author sees seven chief branches: The ages of

Socrates, Aristotle, Jesus, Augustine, Erasmus, Cronnvell, and Wesley.

And he is so near right that the great majority of folks who are quite

ignorant of the historic sources from which has come all that is most

worth while in the present could well read this simple and well-told narra-

tive of the making of human life, especially among P^nglish-speaking

people.

Yet there are many just criticisms which might be made of some of

the Duster's attitudes. He is too much enslaved to the intellect, he sees

history too exclusively as "mental travel." That is doubtless why he

has failed to see the imprisonment of life and thought that came from

the Greek Absolute and the formal logic of Aristotle, and for the same
reason has placed Erasmus, and not Luther, in the center of the re-

ligious renaissance of the sixteenth century. He may have been specially

moved in the latter case by the fact that at the time Erasmus did have a

greater temporary influence on English thought than Luther. And all

will agree with him that the fundamental greatness of modern England

was the work of Cromwell. In spite of his arbitrary spirit, no man ever

did more for freedom of body or mind.

It will wipe much dust from off that mirror of human life we call

history if historians begin to see, as did Green, Lecky. and a few others,

that the Wesleyan revival in the eighteenth century is the central spring

from which has flowed much modem spiritual activity, social improve-

ment, popular education, and political reform. "Wesley's success in

England saved the countiy from revolution," but a still broader vision

will reveal the fact that the fire which warmed his heart is burning round

the world.

Possibly the Duster Gentleman exaggerates a bit the materialistic

tendencies of nineteenth-centur>' science. Yet there is truth in that fact

that must be faced. Fortunately to-day that dust is being cleared away

and the eyes of man are again penetrating the unseen.

THREE BOOKS ON DOCTRINE AND LIFE

Credo: Essays in- Constructive Theology. By F. W. Avklt.ng. Pp. 215.

Boston: The Pilgrim Press. Price, $2.

The Essentials of neliijion. By J. Wilsox IlARrr.R. Pp. 22-1. New York:

George H. Doran Company. Price, $2.25, net.

An Adventure in Orthodoxy. By Jo>i:pn M. M. Gi:av. Pp. 143. The

Abingdon Press. Price, ?1, net.

To all truth there must be applied the pragmalic test. No religion

can justify itself which du'-'s not throw light upon and bring help to life,

moral freedom, social problems, a.s well as tlic problems of philosophic

thought. The tlieorctical emphasis placed upon the value-judgment by

Ritschl, and its practical application by Wesley pretty nearly dominate

the modern mind in its religious thinking. All three books above named,
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by an English Congregationalist, a Scotch Presbyterian, and an American
Methodist, have as their background this appeal to life.

]Mr. Aveling's Credo is a brief popular theological treatise, very ortho-
dox in its standpoint, but very modern in its statement. He deals ^vith

the being of God, the person of Christ, the Atonement, Miracles, Immor-
tality, etc., in a frank and fearless way, reaching conclusions that most
Christians Avill accept, thougli the Fundamentalists would hardly follow
his path, for he has modern views on the Old Testament, Evolution, etc.

As to Future Punishment he holds to eternal hope—a view which our
modern psychology of the relation of act to state would hardly support.
Laymen and some preachers who cannot be interested in a scientific

treatise on Systematic Theology will find here doctrine in living up-to-date
language.

Doctor Harper, like Mr. Aveling, is a pastor and not a professoi-.

And he discovered, as every minister working for actual results will,

that many so-called religious beliefs and practices are not only worthless
to the religious life but also hurtful. Only those essentials which are
powerful factors in daily life should be emphasized. And it will be found
out that such truths also shape the social, national and international

life. He docs not pay such attention as Mr. Aveling to creed—his stress

is on life—especially Christian ethics, religious sociology, and the active

side of church work. Keligion is revealed in life and tested by realities.

He states and defends a full-bodied version of Chj-istianity.

Dr. George R. Crocks once remarked to this reviewer, "A wise radical-

ism is the true conservatism." Doctor Gray is a strong conservator of

those things which are vital and enduring. There are permanences in

this changing world, and they alone can save it from wreckage. He may
not say as much about doctrine or applied religion as Aveling and Harper,
but his vision is broader, his range of thought as to politics, art, litera-

ture, business, society, and modern culture far wider and his rhetorical

style much richer. His is an orthodoxy as secure as any in the past but

as alive and daring as any professed modernity.

All three of these writers are noble examples of that emancipation

from intellectualism which is the hopeful element in the thinking of

to-day. None of the three is more courageous, nor yet more truly con-

servative in the saving sense of that w^ord than Doctor Gray. His pro-

gram would not check the progress of an ever-fhangiug world, but would
conserve all those eternal values w^hich hold it together.

The Construvtivc Bcvolution of Jesus. By Samukl Dicicey. Pp. 165.

New York: George H. Doran Company. ?].C0, net.

Deax Hodgk.s says of the Bible that it "is a dangerous and dynamic
book, radical and revolutionary, essentially democratic, and puts all our

conservatisms in peril." Tliat is a statement wiiich will greatly shock

those who are complacently pleased with existing affairs and regard reli-

gion as a pleasant opiate to pievent a disturbing awakening. And Pro-

fessor Dickey in this exposition of the teachings of Jesus shows that this

startling statement is gloriously true. Most of us when we pray "Thy
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kingdom come," •would bo terribly shocked if it v.'ere suddenly and literally

answered. The doing of our Father's will would cancel the larger part

of our wishes and purposes. An "acquisitive society" based on the aim of

profit making rather than service misses the democratic motive of love

which is the spirit of the Kingdom. Some time business may become a
profession which functions for help rather than for gain; not till then
will it be Christian.

One high value of this work is that it does more than expound the

social teaching of Jesus; it pictures his personal social attitudes. We
not only hear him, we see him. He is "something of a paradox, of an
enigma to the end." The worldling cannot behold him as he is and none
of us quite understand him. But it is this elusive and mysterious ele-

ment of his character which is essential to his Deity. He was a wise
radical—therefore he is the constructive rcbuilder both of human nature

and of human, society.

Tlie advocates of a military Messiahism will not like this book; it

is really too religious for them. The author knows what our Lord means
in his teachings and, better still, knows and reveals him. He lightens up

a plain path to the kingdom of heaven—in discussing Jesus and politics,

Jesus and morality, Jesus and worship, Jesus and patriotism, and Jesus

and economics. For the life and message of Christ have to do with all

these things.

PREACHERS AND PREACHING

The Minister in the Modern World. By R. C. Gillie, M.A., D.C.L. New
York: The Macmillan Company. Price, $1.75.

The Highest Office. A Study of the Aims and Claims of the Christian

Ministry. By Jeff D. Ray. New York: Fleming H. Revell Company.
Price, ?2.

Sent Forth. By W. E. Tilroe. New York: The Abingdon Press. Price,

?1.75.

The Ministry As a Life Work. By Rokf.et Lee Webb. New York: The
Macmillan Company. Price, $1.

C1iristia)t Work As a Vocation. By Hk.xry H. Tweedy, Haklan P. Beach
and JiD.sox J. McKi.m. New York: The Macmillan Company. Price,

?L

Preaciiixg has always held an honorable place in the Christian

church. The representatives of this high calling are among the elect

spirits of the race. Those who undertook this vocation had a clear-

purposed goal. They were moved by an inner impulse and their char-

acter was distinguished by greatness of soul, buoyancy of spirit, alert-

ness of intellect, richness of sympathy, energy of will, not found in the

ordinary Christian in such unusual combination. The first concern of the

preacher then is to keep serene and steadfast his life hid with Christ in

God, as the indispensable condition of ministerial effectiveness. His second

concern is to fit hiiiiSHlf for the discharge of his exacting work. These

five books offer helpful suggestions to all preachers.
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Dr. Gillie's volume is the result of ripe experience obtained during

thirty years of a successful ministry. His conclusions have been tested

and there is a note of authoritativeness in these lectures of a skilled

workman. The topics are most pertinent and timely, and although of

the kind found in most books on this subject, there is a freshness almost

amounting to originality in their treatment. Dr. Gillie approaches the

question of the preacher's personality from different angles and always
says something to the point. At times he startles one by plain speaking
and sharp criticism. This is better than camouflage, for the ideal of

perfection should ever be before the preacher and under no circumstances

should he permit himself to rest on second bests.

Two of the temptations of a preacher are idleness and professional-

ism, to which might be added the peril of spiritual inertia. Those who
have "acquiesced in mediocrity" and have ceased to be eager apprentices,

diligent students, and developing saints cannot escape the inevitable

Nemesis. These questions are sanely discussed In the chapters on "The
Ideal of the Modern Preacher," "The Preaching Temper," "The Minister's

Self-discipline." Another chapter that deserves close attention is "The
Psychology' of Preacher and Congi-egation." Of special interest to the

young preacher are the two chapters on "The Technique of the Sermon."
Dr. Gillie is well aware of "The Inherent Difliculties of Modern Preach-

ing," to which he devotes a chapter full of earnest counsel and healthy

hopefulness. Tlie whole book is a courageous and encouraging study of

"what is expected and exacted of the minister.

Certain parts of this book have in mind conditions in the British

Isles. Not so with Dr. Ray's book, which is addressed to American
preachers. It does not have the fine culture of the Britisher, but there

is a wealth of sanctified common sense and pungent directness which
get right down to the business of the moment. Two chapters on "The
Titles of the OfTice" are a study of the Scriptural and extra-Scriptural

terras applied to ministers, which bring out the distinctive character of

their task and expose certain "presumptuous pulpiteers." There are two
practical chapters on qualifications, and others consider the demands, the

functions, the shadows, the snares, the rewards. The concluding chapter,

on "The Bishop Coadjutor," really deserves a whole book on the lyric

theme—the preacher's wife.

Dr. Tilroe's book must not be overlooked. Those who know this

buoyant soul understand what to expect from one who is a teacher of

preachers and who is persuaded that a trained ministry is the urgent

need of the church. At times he hits straight from the shoulder. If

what he says does hurt it certainly does not harm, but, like the surgeon's

knife, it makes for health. He has a style all his own and the quaint

putting of the truth makes it more vivid. In this respect it is an

original book. The "Blue Monday" sections that follow each chapter are

intensely rich. They recall Joseph Parker's informal utterances and the

wit and wisdom of John PluiKjhnian's Talk by Spurgeon, and this is

indeed high compliment.

The heroic note is struck by Dr. Webb in his little book. It opens
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up tbe large fields of opportunity in the ministry and It is a ringing chal-

lenge to young men who are thinking of their life service. The same is

true of Christian Work as a Vocation, which has three papers, on "The
Ministry," by Professor Tweedy, "The Foreign IMissionary's Calling," by

Professor Beach, and "The Young Men's Christian Association," by Mr.

McKim. Both volumes are in the high strain of Bishop McDowell's TJi.is

Mind. They should be widely circulated among college men and among the

members of our churches.

OsCAH L. Joseph.

The Coming Renaissance. Essays edited by Sir Jamks Marciiaxt, LL.D.

New York: E. P. Dutton & Co. Price, ?5.

The stage has always been occupied by the skeptical and the sanguine,

but neither has been able to maintain his position for any length of time.

Prophecies of an easy optimism are as futile as those uttered by hasty

pessimism. There has been a surfeit of both kinds and this is not

surprising when we think of the suspicion and confusion that reign

everywhere due to the lack of adequate leadership. The twilight of

dawn is, however, discernible and we are beginning to realize that the full

light of day will come through conciliation on the basis of mutual under-

standing, justice, and freedom.

These essays suggest some of the ways by which the desirable end

may be reached. "The leaden tones of despair" are happily absent in

these chapters. The only place where it is seen is in the Introduction,

by Dean Inge, who seems to be suffering from an excess of disillusion-

ment and who has got into the bad habit of indulging in disparagement

as though it were a recreation. It must, however, be said that several of

the writers recite platitudes. The section entitled, "Where Renaissance

Must Begin" contains six essays by religious leaders who join in a

chorus as to the need of a religious revival and who reemphasize as its

indispensable condition a rapprochement of the churches in the interest

of orgajiic union. The Anglican writers have apparently solved the

problem to their own satisfaction; but, as one of the Free Church writers

acknowledges, "the difiiculties are tremendous." He rightly remarks

that, "What the world really needs is a new spirit and a new heart. The
saving salt of life is idealism and brotherhood." Is it not then to put the

cart before the horse vrhen we talk of union as the condition when it is

really the result of a spiritual revival, which in turn is conditioned on

the acceptance of Jesus Christ and genuine devotion to him who sums up

in his person and example all Christian doctrine and morality? Until we
get back to him, all our efforts are like daubing tottering walls with un-

tempered mortar. This is implicitly accepted by all the writers, but how
to realize it requires a fuller answer than here given.

We need to be constantly reminded of the danger of falling into a

way of using terms and moaning nothing by them. The word "reconstruc-

tion" has been overdone and many used it without reference to a founda-

tion on which to build, as though they were contemplating casrtlos in the

air. Now cojnes the word "renaissance," which means a rebirth, a re-
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newal, a revival; but of Avhat, we are not definitely told. Dr. Carlile,

writing of "Realities of To-day," refers to four expressions of the Faitli,

suggested by the names Jerusalem, Constauiinople, Rome, and Geneva,

and he asks Nvhether there is to be another and truer City of God? If

there is, it will be distinguished by comprehension and not by exclusive-

ness, of a kind that shall include the universal elements in man found,

in however imperfect a form, in the ethnic religions, and giving expres-

sion to the three factors of the God-consciousness, the service of others,

and personal piety, mentioned in James 1. 27. For this we need the

slow and long process of Christian education, since any attempt to rush

the issue is doomed to failure, as witness the abortive efforts of the

Interchurch Movement. Such an education must correlate many elements

and the problem cannot be hurriedly attacked or solved by short cuts.

There is much solid thinking in the other two sections. "The Need

of Renaissance" points out that the v^'ar did not bring about a collapse

of the faith, but rather revealed an emptiness that had existed long before,

in spite of the optimistic assertions about the progress of civilization

made by those who were afflicted with "the illusion of finality."

The third and last section, on "New Factors and Old in the Renais-

sance of Civilization," has a strong essay by Professor A. E. Zimmern

on "Personality in National Progress." It is by far the ablest chapter in

this book. The movement of revolt known as the Renaissance "liberated

the human intelligence and set men free to dwell in a world of beauty

and humane studies." Its sequel, the Reformation, "liberated the human
conscience and set men free to act according to their own inward prompt-

ings and convictions." But both movements of liberation ended in de-

generation because they ceased to be carried on by men. This brings us

back to the imperative need of enlightened leadership. Dr. Zimmern is

right that "the real problems of the age are not political but spiritual."

In his able volume on The Idea of Progress, Professor J. B. Bury declares

that such an idea is "a theory which involves a synthesis of the past

and a prophecy of the future. It is based on an interpretation of history

which regards men as slowly advancing in a definite and desirable direc-

tion, and infers that this progress will continue indefinitely" (p. 5).

These essays are welcome inasmuch as they compel us to reexamine

our title-deeds and suggest the path that leads ultimately to the City of

God, the habitation of perfection and peace.

Oscar L. Joseph.

Fergus Ferguson, D.D. His Theology and Heresy Trial. A Chapter in

Scottish Church History. By J. H. Llckie, D.D. New York: Charles

Scribncr's Sons. Price, $2.75.

EccxE,siASTic.\L controversies are generally protracted and many side

issues are introduced that divert the attention from the main propositions.

Controversy, however, is necessary to clarify and liberate thought, al-

thougli both sides in the dispute have not always escaped the danger

of falling into "inconsiderate narrowne;^s."

The heresy trial of Dr. Ferguson of the United Presbyterian Church
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of Scotland takes us back to the years 1877-S, during whicli period the

Free Church of Scotland was also distracted by the trial o£ Professor

Vr. Robertson Smith, one of the foremost pioneers and leaders of biblical

scholarship. While much publicity was given at the time to both these

cases, that of P'ergiisou seemed to have been forgotten in later years.

And yet his fight for freedom from the trammels of Calvinism touched

the very citadel of the faith, as expressed in the Westminister Confession.

Dr. Leckie revives this historical case. Some portions of his book
are taken up with reports of the proceedings of church courts, always
tedious reading, but the wearisome details are enlivened by the writer,

who is thinking of the larger consequences involved, and whose exposi-

tion is marked by perspective and by devotion to the memory of his

friend. It is a strange comment on this case that while the "heretic"

was condemned, no sentence was passed upon him and he continued in

good standing as minister of Queen's Park Church, Glasgow.

The first chapter, on "Earlier Scottish Heresy Cases of the Nineteenth

Century," is a masterly survey. It is of great interest to all students of

Christian doctrine and this may really be said of the whole book. Two
sentences sum Tip its message: "Expediency no doubt has Wisdom for

its father, but the mother of it is Fear." "The lamp of devotion is fed

with oil that is drawn from regions of vital thought."

Oscar L. Joseph.

F7-a7icis Asiurii in the Making of American Mctlwdism. By H. K. Carroll,

LL.D. New York: The Methodist Book Concern. Price, $2.

It is most fitting that a monument should be erected to the memory of

Bishop Asbury in Washington, D. C. It is to stand on the corner of Six-

teenth and Mt. Pleasant streets, and it will bear testimony to succeeding

generations of the phenomenal laboi's of this itinerant apostle of Amer-

ican Methodism. He engaged in missionary work before there was a mis-

sionary society, he was the distributor of Bibles without the aid of a

Bible Society, and in many other ways he prophetically anticipated and

made possible developments that were to come.

Dr. Tipple's graphic volume on The Proijhvt of the Long Road is a

gracious characterization of this pioneer martyr of our church, who bore

a convincing testimony to the sublime evangel of redemption. There is,

however, room for this volume by Dr. Carroll, who deals with ecclesias-

tical matters with his wonted ability. He traces the growth of Methodist

polity and policy, which were largely influenced by the militant leadership

of Bishop Asbury, and the tribute to his genius is well merited.

Dr. Carroll has brought together a mass of inforjuatiou not easily

accessible to the average student and yet of the utmost importance. He
has written the story of the beginnings with a sense of their apostolic

and romantic picturesqueness, not without allusions to tlie elements of

pathos and tragedy. The chaptei^ on "Other Denominations in Amer-

ica," and "Thfe Divisions of Methodism" are specially timely, w-hile the

statistical and historical material collated in the Ajipendix is of great

value.
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This is a book to be carefully read and kept handy for frequent rof-

erence, not only to refresh our memory of the heroic days of the past, but

also to stimulate us to greater endeavors that shall prove us worthy of

our rich legacy and faithful to our commission so to serve the present

age that the future vrill be one of signal blessedness to the glory of our

Redeemer. Oscar L. Joseph,

BOOKS IX BRIEF

Prophecy and the Prophets. By Tiikodoiu; H. Robixsox (Scribners,

11.75). The great miracle of the Old Testament religion is its unique
development. This is discerningly traced by Professor Robinson, -vvho also

takes note of the hislorical growth of the nation, and of the pastoral,

agricultural, and imperial types of religion in Israel, as well as of the

syncretistic worship. His point is well made that the ecstatic was the

true ancestor of the prophet, but even when ecstasy is interpreted as

equivalent to second sight and second hearing, it cannot be said that

this elenient was quite so conspicuous in the later prophets. The
respective contributions of the canonical prophets are well appraised and
their distinctive teachings are clearly set forth. The last chapter, on

"Eschatology," admirably expounds apocalyptic thought with a sense of

values. One of the best books on the subject.

The Moral Life of t?ie Hebrews. By J. M. Powis Smith (University of

Chicago Press, $2.25). The moral discipline undergone by the Hebrew
people is described with a due appreciation of the moral passion that gave
the dynamic to Hebrew religion. The constantly expanding ideals of the

Old Testament cannot be explained apart from the sublime revelation

vouchsafed through the prophets, saints, and sages of Israel. It is this

divine element that has given the Old Testament its superb qualities, so

as to evoke not merely our admiration but our acceptance of its teach-

ings as they found completion and fulfillment in Jesus Christ. The rela-

tion betwen religion and morals has nov,-here been better enforced, and
this fact can be appreciated all the greater as we remember that the Old

Testament is the record of an evolutionary movement giving to the char-

acter of God an intenser reality and sovereignty that reflect on the dig-

nity and destiny of man. This historical exposition by Dr. Smith deepens

our feeling of the indispensable worth of the Old Testament for our day.

The Use of the Old Testament. By J. E. McF.'^dykx (Pilgrim Press,

$2.25). Those who are alarmed at what they call the ravages of criticism

should read this volume, and they will find to their satisfaction that the

Old Testament still continues to be a source of moral guidance and spirit-

ual uplift, and tliat there is no' occasion to think that it ever would be

anything else. These brief expositions of Old Testament incidents bring

out the religious lessons they were int.'nded to inculcate and make it clear

that these truths of universal experience have a very urgent message
for us. .

The Simple Gospel. By H. S. Biu;wstkk (Macmillan, $1.50). Whether
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the Sermon on the Mount is a connected discourse or a compilation of

separate utterances is a question that scholars have not yet finally deter-

mined. But more imi>ortant than this academic issue is wliether its

teachings concerning individual virtue, social righteousness, humane
justice, universal brotherhood are of present application. Mr. Brewster

affirms that they are. He discusses the vital principles of Jesus without

evasiveness or compromise and gives them definitely modern setting that

leads only to one conclusion, which is that if we accept Jesus as the

conscience of oCir life, the provoking discords of our times will disappear.

The Boyhood Consciousness of Christ. By P. J. Tf-mvlk, S.T.T..

(Macniillan, ?3.50). This elaborate examination of Luke 2. 49 could hardly

be called "critical," because, like all Roman Catholic scholars, the writer

has the closed mind and he sees only what the authority of I^Tother

Church" would endorse. He is therefore more concerned to know what the

"Fatliers" have said and his catena of quotations shows extensive re-

search. The bibliography extends to twenty-nine closely printed pages;

but wiiat Protestant scholai's have written passes through the author's

mind like a sieve, leaving not even any sediment. This work of scholastic

exegesis will convince only those who already accept the author's stand-

point.

The Lmo of the Kinsmen. By Lord Shaw of Dunfermline (Doran,

$3.50). No visitor from the British Isles received a more hearty wel-

come than was accorded to Lord Shaw when he visited our country last

year as the guest of the American Bar Association. The Foreword by

Chief Justice Taft is a worthy introduction to one of the most distinguished

members of the JudiciaJ Committee of the Privy Council, the highest court

of the British Empire. Lord Shaw's three letters breathe a genial spirit,

and his observations of matters pertaining to the United States and

Canada are marked by sagacity and magnanimity, without flattery or

reserve. His conclusions will therefore bo received with the respect they

deserve, for in every respect he belongs to the same elect company that

included Viscount Bryce. The two addresses on "The Widening Range of

Law," and "Law as the Link of Empire," delivered respectively at San

Francisco to the American Bar Association, and at Vancouver to the

Canadian Bar Association are statesmanlike utterances of an exalted type.

The v.hole book should be read by all committed to the larger mission of

the United States and to the furtherance of Anglo-American respunsi-

bllities for the ultimate peace of the world.

The Making of the ^Vcsteln Mind. By F. Mki.iax Stawki.l and F. S.

Marvin (Doran, $3.50). Brevity and lucidity are not always found to-

gether in the writing of history, especially if the period covered is long.

But this has been remarkably well done in the present volume of 353

pages by a system of exclusion which enabled the authors to note the

outstanding events in European culture, from its early da\sTi to the

present time. The purposf of this survey is fully attained—to show the

underlying unity that subsists between the nations of the West and their
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interdependence without forgetting that each nation fostered and devel-

oped distinctive types toward the benefit of all. The hook is divided into

four periods—Ancient, Mediaeval, Renaissance, and Modern—and the char-

acteristics of each in respect of literature, art, science, philosophj-, and
religion are well delineated. The chapter on "The Coming of Chris-

tianity" is not satisfactory. On the other hand, the influence of Chris-

tianity and the church is shown to be pervasive all through the centuries.

Recognition is also given to the intellectualism of Greece, the ethical

fervor of Palestine, and the legal discipline of Rome, which, however
divers their expressions, have been the permanent elements in unfolding

the drama of Western civilization. The chronological table of repre-

sentative men and movements helps the reader to grasp the significance of

the upward aspirations of humanity. No one can read this book without

being impressed by the spread of intelligence and character during the

centuries, even though the present outlook may seem to justify the asper-

sions of pessimism.

Christ a)id Casar. By Nathaniel, Mickleji and Hkkbert Morgan
(Macmillan, $2). The way of social revolutionaries represented by Marx,
Dietzgen, and Sorel, and the way of the ecclesiastics with special refer-

ence to Bishop William Temple, are both severely criticized from the

standpoint of the spirit of love as exemplified by Jesus. There is much
forceful thinking in these chapters. The argument is, however, weak-
ened by an ovei'eraphasis of individualism and by a pacifist tendency.

However attractive as abstract principles and as encouraging theoretical

optimism, they are insufficient to solve our political and social problems.

The closing chapter, on "Compromise and Progress," is a courageous chal-

lenge to the Christian Church to renounce timidity and sacrificially to

consecrate her energies for the redemption of the race.

C'07istanii)iopJe To-Daij. A Study in Oriental Social Life. Under the

direction of Ci^^kence R. Johnso.x (Macmillan, $5). What the voluume on

Peking by Gamble and Burgess did for the P"'ar East is here done for the

Near East by a company of earnest investigators. They gave themselves

to this arduous task under the conviction that Western Europe and

America should understand the, exact conditions in the Near East both for

the sake of self-preservation and in behalf of humanitarianism. His-

torical, civic, religious, social, educational, philanthropic, and political

activities are described with praiseworthy thoroughness. Herculean labors

yet remain to be performed in this region before the Crescent finally goes

down before the Cross.

Go(l-s Frcemrn. A Tract for the Times. By Nathaniel I^Iicklem (Pil-

grim Press, ?_). It was recently observed that nothing would do so much to

promote a revival as an exposition of the Pauline doctrine of justification

by faith. It is the bedrock of Protestantism and derives its vitality from the

Cross of Christ. Wherever it has been experienced, the freedom and exuber-

ance of religion have been enjoyed and men have stood for principle not

as a private prejudice but as the eternal law of {!od. Professor Micklem
recounts the deeds of some of these men of Reformation days and quotes
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copiously from their \vritings, seldom read to-day. He pays a just tribute

to Erasmus, who is at last coming to his own, and compares him with
Luther and Calvin, and reviews the testimony of the Puritans, the

Quakers, and the Mystics, who were in essential unity alihough their ways
led in different directions. He also contrasts the radical differences be-

tween Catholicism and Protestantism in a way that is at once charitable

and convincing. There is a fine chapter on "A Young Episcopalian," which
deals with Henry Scougal, whose book. The Life of God in the Soul of

Man, is forgotten but not its title. These heroes of a former day sum-
mon us to a stronger determination to advance the cause of Cod's truth.

The Story of the Hymns and Tnn'cs. Ey Theuon Bkowx and Hkzektaii
BUTTERWORTH. Pp. xvii + 564 (Doran, ?2.25, net). A new edition of this

excellent hymnology—full of human interest stories of many standard
Christian hymns and the music used for them. Sacred song is an im-
portant part of public worship. The minister should study hymns and
interpret them to the people. Neither choir nor congregation should sing
without meaning something by it. Occasionally an entire service should
be given to these sacred lyrics, which are more than an act of wor-
ship; they are,, with the Bible, the chief literary training to the mass of

people. While this hymnology is not free from inaccuracies, its wealth
of anecdote and historical material enable it to be put side by side on the

shelf with the works of Sir John Julian, Charles Robinson and that in-

comparable treatise on American Hymns by Edward S. Ninde.

Men Unafraid: Four Pioneers of Prophecy. By Polu.x H. Walker
(The Methodist Book Concern, 75 cents). This is a study of Amos, Hosea,

Isaiah, and the Herald of the Consolation (Isa. 40-GG). It is specially

adapted to Bible classes and contains fifteen very helpful lists of Search
Questions on the biblical text. One constructive result of the modern
scientific methods of Bible study is the new value given to prophetic

literature. Prophecy is more than prediction; it is a message to the age

in which spoken or written, an ethical interpretation of history and life.

It is not merely a picture of something which we have to wait to see

happen; it is a portion of Divine revelation with a meaning for every

age. Amos emphasizing the Divine justice, Hosea the Divine love, Isaiah

the Divine holiness, and the Herald of Consolation the universality of

the Divine government—these are messages of worth to the present day.

The use of this textbook will cause more than a superficial glance at these

prophetic books; it will incite "digging in" to this mine of spiritual

wealth, and that is what both old and young should do. The publishers

are also issuing little dramas, about fifteen minutes in length, on each

of these "Fearless Men," which will aid to increase the interest and

quicken the enthusiasm of the students.

A Candle of Comfort. By Charles Nelson Pace (Tlie Abingdon
Press, 50 cents). Every minister should bring frequent messages of con-

solation to his congregation. No audience is without heavy hearts, bur-

dened spirits, lonely lives. Doctor Pace presents shoit sermons that

cannot fail to relieve the strain of life and transform suffering and sor-
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row into the joy of sacrificial service. Seven brief addresses -which may
help to suggest many more.

The Christian Credentials. By John J. Lawrexce (Fleming H. Revel!

Company, $1.50). This is a fine appeal of faith to doubt. Doctor Law-
rence rightly sees religion as a relation of persons. And so he brings to-

gether the historical and the experimental element in religion. lie sees

Christianity in universal terms. The ^vorld is at the crossroads to-day.

Only Christian faith can lead it to "the goal of a redeemed and glorified

humanity:" "Unbelief cannot share this destiny. ... It cannot escape

its owTi fate, -which is a return to that cosmic process, 'red in tooth and

claw,' from which even Huxley shrank."

The Realism of Jesus. By J. Alexander Fixdlay (Dorau, ?;1.50 net).

This paraphrase and exposition of the Sermon on the Mount has reached

this second edition. The humor and humanity of our Lord's commands
are revealed in a way that makes obedience more than the cold task of

duty, but a happy experience overflowing with joy. Nothing needs to be

better understood than this mountain message.

TiveU^e Merry Fishermen. By Lynx Hakold Hough (The Abingdon
P*ress, $1, net). The membership of Doctor Hough in many and distin-

guished ministerial clubs has doubtless inspired these conversations on

literature, science, politics, philosophy, and religion. To join this group

of wise and witty talkers will start any of us into not only a fresh survey

of present world problems, but aid in their solution. We cannot know
who are the "merry fishermen" who see so vividly all questions of the

mind and soul, but are certain that the historic imagination of Hough
has richly colored all these expressions of opinion.

Capturing Croicds. By Roy L. S>rrrn (The Abingdon Press, $1.25, net).

American Methodism can claim some leading masters of church publicity

in its ministry, Stidger, Reisner, and this Roy Smith whose methods

described in this book have won great success. One thing is certain; it

is not enough to cleverly advertise; worthwhile goods must be delivered.

Then those who come once will come again, and the result will be both a

steady and permanent growth. The crowd will then become a congre-

gation; the mob be turned into an army. And Roy Smith has certainly

done it—he has created a cliurch atmosphere, filled with light and color,

addressing both eye and ear, that both brings and keeps folks. Best of

all, his services are intensely evangelistic. He works for saving results

and gets them. Many pastors may not be able to use his plans, but they

will assist all in forming their own program.

Better ^fltsic in Our Churches. By John Mann Walker (The Meth-

odist Book Concern, $1.25 net). Certainly we need it. Doctor Walker
has held a series of conferences in Indiana to rouse interest and render

aid in church music. This volume contains some of the addresses de-

livered with other valuable material. The purpose is not merely the

rer.thptic aim of giving lnr,her artistry to the church, but the higher goal

of making music an instrument in developing the religious life. The
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music committee, the choir, the organ and orchestra, hymnoloj^, gospel

singing, revival worship—these arc a fcAV of the subjects sanely dealt with.

Excellent human documents are the "Notes from the Field," giving many
interesting plans used in many places. An excellent bibliography is

given, a list of easy anthems (one or two of which are only moderately

good), and a prospectus for a future conference on this high theme.

The Youth cf America. By Damkl L. Maissh (The Methodist Book
Concern; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents). Youth in its relation to the

family, education, physical efTicieucy, vocation, citizenship, and religion

Is dealt with by a man who has carefully surveyed the present situation

and bases his program on facts rather than theories. There is no pes-

simism based on the so-called "revolt of youth" (which, by the way, has

always existed), but a square facing of present perplexities and sane so-

lutions of the various problems.

What We Believe. By Fbamclix N. Parkkr (Nashville, Lamar &
Barton, 75 cents). There is a growing necessity for condensed non-tech-

nical manuals of Christian doctrine. Many of the learned treatises on

dogmatics are difficult reading even for many ministers. From the stand-

point of its simplicity and interesting style, this is an admirable hand-

book, especially for adult and young people's classes. It is largely based

on the Apostles' Creed, the most universal formula of faith. Its source

of argument is largely biblical. "WTiile it is wholly free from that false

fundamentalism which is at present trying to flood the church with non-

essential beliefs, it is very conservative, perhaps on some points too niuch

so. Yet all is saved by its sane emphasis on religious experience rather

than creed. Doctor Parker is very orthodox, yet he faithfully follows

the Wesleyau philosophy when he says: "I believe the merciful God re-

gards the lives and tempers of men more than their Ideas. I believe he

respects the goodness of the heart more than the cleverness of the head."

Such a standpoint is not only Methodist, it is biblical. To base salvation

on soundness of opinion rather than a spiritual attitude is both un-

christian and unethical.

Religious Philosophy. By Lewis Guv Roup.baugh (Doran, ?1.G0, net).

If folks demand an intellectual basis for their faith, there is one, and

thoughtful Christians will find the road to it in this spiritual interpreta-

tion of life as seen from the standpoint of philosophy and psychology. Its

culminating chapter, "Positive Values in Human Experience," appeared

in the July-August, 1923, issue of the Mkthopist IiE\'TEW.

The Epistle of Saint Paul to the Colossians. By Maukick Joxf..s

(S. P. C. K., Macmillans). These lectures form a most valuable supple-

ment to any commentary on Colossians. Doctor Jones is both a great

exegete and an expositor. He deals ably with the Colossian heresy,

treating especially its angelology more fully than any other treatise known
to us. This is followed by a thorough statement of the Pauline Antidote

—the All-SufTiciency of Christ—and a most edifying discussion of its

application to the Christian life. Such modern heresies as theosophy,

spiritualism, and Eddyism are quite similar to that at Colosse. No di/Ji-
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cult imssayes are missed in this scholarly interpretation. This book is rich

iu its houiiletical suggestions. "None but Jesus!" is a. good slogan for

to-day.

To-morrow Ahouf this Time. By Gkace Livixgstox Hill (Lippin-

cott, ?2). A novel dealing with "revolt of youth" and the special peril

caused by the tendency of fathers to evade their responsibility. It is a
good story, decently told, and all healthy-souled readers will rejoice that

the typical kalsomined flapper in sport clothes in this novel is at last

rescued from a life of recklessness and iawlessness. And the rather

selfish and careless father comes back to his o\vn duty. "Mrs. Ilill may
not have quite the literary genius of Sinclair Lewis, but she is better

acquainted with the decent side of Main Street and her novel is more
pleasant for good folks to read.

Circv.it-Uidcr Days Alony the Ohio. By William Warrex Sweet (The
Methodist Book Concern, ?2, net). Here is the story of some of the men
who made the Middle West, the present center of the world's civilization.

What wonderful pioneers! James B. Findlay, Alfred Bruusou, Henry B.

Bascom, Jacob Young, Martin Ruter, Charles Elliott, and many more.

And the Wyandot IMission, the beginning of Methodist missionary work
that now encircles the globe. Professor Sweet, master of original sources,

has used the Journals of the Ohio Conference, 1S12 to 1826, and other

material to paint this picture of pioneer life. Of course, Francis Asbury,

empire builder, is behind it all.

The Master. By J. Wesley Johnstox (The Abingdon Press, ?1.25, net).

Ten incidents in the life of our Lord are here placed in the form of

stories, most dramatically told. The historic atmosphere is preserved.

The tales are not cheapened by modernizing the situation. While these

are not sermons under tiie story mask, they are good sermon stuff. One

needs this honest use of the historic imagination in preaching.

HiUtops in- Galilee. By Harold Speak.max (The Abingdon Press,

$3, net). An artist both vrith pen and brush has written these vivid

sketches and painted these richly colored pictures of portions of the

Holy Land. And he inserts bits of original poetry. Nothing can bring

the land of Jesus' youth and ministry more near than these chapters

saturated with truth and beauty. Mr. Speakman made real war-time ad-

ventures in Palestine, but his vision is more than one of war—it is a

hilltop vision that brings all the holy past into the dream of to-day. A
book of beauty and inspiration.

The One Thing. The Autobiography of a Nonentity. lS.50-1.910. By
Alfred Normax. Pp. 2SS (Pilgrim Press, $2.25). A piece of remorse-

less self-analysis, written under a tiora- dc plume, of a captain of industry,

a prominent and philanthropic church member who was financially and

socially successful and yet discovered that his life was an abject failure

from the spiritual standpoint. The story is told with great power. The
Christian church is full of such fine folks today who have followed the

religion of '"getling on" and missed "the one thing needful." If the re-
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viewer only dared to name here some millionaires and industrial leaders

who are constantly quoted as pleading for more religion, and whose

lives and business policy totally miss the mark set by the life and teach-

ings of our Lord! To preach the message of this book v;ould shock many
congregations, but it is tlie very heart of the gospel of Christ.

FLASHLIGHTS OX CURRENT LITERATURE

(The more important works may be fully reviewed hereafter.)

The Apostle Paul. By Augusta Sabatiek. Outlines of a Philosophij

of Religion. B}' Augusta Saeatiek. (Doran.) New editions of two im-

portant standard works in theology. It is a joy to know that they are

again available for ministers and Bible students.

Nature's Craftsmen. By Inez N. McFee. (Crowell, $1.75 net.) A
clever conversational study of spiders, moths, beetles, and other skillful

builders in the natural world.

Confronting Young Men with the Living Christ. By John R. Mott.

(Doran, SI.50 net.) All Mott's messages are stirring and compelling

—

especially those to young men.

Shelton of Thibet. By Fi-ora Beal Siieetox. (Doran, $2 net.)

A thrilling story of a martyred missionary—a pathfinder among modern

prophets.

The Woijs of Ah Sin. by Chamjo-s R. Shepherd. (Revell, $1.50 net.)

A graphic picture of Chinese communities and conditions in American

cities.

Jack Gregory. By Wakkex Lee Goss. (Crowell, $1.75 net.) An enter-

taining war-story for boys. Jack adventured in the American Revolution.

The Hidden ^yord. By Aeexaxdeii King. (Pilgrim Pres.-^, ?1.25.)

This headmaster of a Scotch public school understands the child mind

and penetratingly reaches it in these fifty-tv,-o brief addresses to the

young.

The Gatewai/ to China. By Mary Nindi; Gamkwet.l. (Revell, $2

net.) A nev,- revised edition of this Shanghai picture, brought uj) to date.

It is worth while, not only for its charm in description, but its rich

information.

Church Life in the Rural South. Tested Methods in Toicn and Coun-

try Cliurchcs. Churches of Distinction- in Toirn and Country. By Ed-

Mi-.\D i)E S. Bru.nxer. (Doran.) These three books contain a survey, a

program, and a clinic on the rural church problem.

Services and Songs in the Junior Department of the Church School.

By Josia'Hi.NE L. BALn\\TX. (The Abingdon Press, 75c.) A book that will

develop worship, inspire taste in music, and secure religious culture at the

most important of all ages, the pre-adolescent period.

The Daily Vacation Church School. By Jony E. Stout and James V.
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TuoMi'so-N. (The Abingdon Press, 75c.) The vacation school has come to

stay and will lead to something greater.

Junior Method in the Church School. By M.\itiE Coi.k Powkll. (The
Abingdon Press, $1.50 net.) To learn to teach Juniors is the summit of

pedagogy. Here is an Al handbook.

Legends of Ancient Egi/iit. By F. II. BitooKSHAXK. (Crowell, $2

net.) Egypt has always been a land of romance and mystery. The late

sensational discoveries in the tombs of the Kings have greatly awakened
popular interest in its ancient story. These are popularly told stories of

its gods and heroes, such as that marvelous myth, the story of Isis and
Osiris. The book v.-ill be equally interesting and intelligible to the old

and the young.

The Social Message of Jesus. By John H. Montcomkrv. (The Abing-

don Press, ?1 net.) The nineteenth century discovered the historical

Christ, the twentieth century is beginning to take him seriously. One
high purpose of Jesu.^: was by saving men to make them fit material for

the social order. This volume is a textbook for class use which brings

together the social spirit of the Gospel and a scientific study of economics

and sociology. It deals with the social ideals of Jesus, applies them to

the family, school, state, business and play and reveals the challenge to

the Church wrought by these ideals and the present world crisis. Con-

tains many exercises to arouse thought and aid in class discussion. Opens
the way for wider study.

Hohin Hood and His Merry Outlaics. By J. Walkek McSpaddan.
(Crowell, $2.50 net.) The songs and legends of this democratic brigand

have entranced readers for over five hundred years. He is one of the

most popular heroes of English story. This book is a popular modern
setting of the adventures, following quite closely the spirit and detail of

the old ballads. The Appendix gives a list of these ballads and prints a

few of them entire.

The Expected Church. By M. S. Rice. (The Abingdon Press, $1.50

net.) No preacher in America is more compelling in his message to the

common man than Dr. Rice and he probably preaches the year round to

the biggest crowds of any Protestant minister. These twelve sermons are

all on the general theme of the Christian church—v\-luit it should be,

unity, message, program and opportunity, the challenge of the present

crisis, the needs of the city and the world. These sermons are aflame

with the fire of a holy passion for souls, alive with gripping illustrations

and glowing with rich rhetoric.
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A READING COURSS

The Apostle Paul and the Modern ^Vor'ld. By Francis G. Peabody. New
York: The Macmillcin Company. Price, ?2.50.

l^eio Testament Teaching in the Light of Saint Paul's. By A. IL Mc-
Neiix, D.D. New York: The ^Macinillan Company. Price, |2.75.

At a time when the ^vorld is calling for leadership it is fitting that

we should study afresh the qualities and qualifications that enabled Saint

Paul to exercise his gifts and responsibilities as the leader jn-inius inter

pares of the early church. The fact of his ability is universally acknowl-

edged, but there is a division of opinion whether he was a reliable

exponent of the original gospel or an intruding pervcrter of it. Some
claim too much for him as thougli he was the founder of the church;

others would tacitly surrender his unique position and imply that ho
virtually confused the issues and diverted the gospel into alien channels

by his insistence on dogma to the relative depreciation of character.

Neither of these extremes reckons Avith all the facts.

The solution is not to be found by the elimination of partisanship,

but by the discrimination of comprehension. Least of all could we
arrive at the truth by setting np a contrast between Jesus and Paul as
though the portrait of the Synoptic Gospels should be preferred to its

interpretation in the Pauline writings. Professor Deissmann has settled

this debate in stating: "From the broadest historical point of viev.-

Jesus appears as the One, and Saint Paul as first after the One, or—in

more Pauline phraseology—as first in the One." His formula "in Christ"

is "really the characteristic expression of his Christianity." Any dis-

paraging comparison between the Master and his loyal servant shows a
shortsightedness in understanding the career of the man who more
than any other gave a rational and convincing apologetic of the sublime
character and power of our blessed Lord.

There is, however, what Professor Peabody calls "the problem of

Paul." It is, how to disentangle the timeless elements from the temporary
in his teaching; how to discriminate between the main intention and
the byproducts of his thought; how to detach his personality from the

limitations of liis environment and to interpret him in terms of the

modern world. Such a task is possible for those who take it up with un-

biased minds and with a knowledge of the history of the church during
all the centuries, more especially of the period of its origins. "We can
appreciate Saint Paul only as we form a reliable estimate of the inception

and inspirations of the Christian Ecclesia, in which the apostle made
for himself a place of merited distinction as the outstanding leader of the

church in the transition from her lowly beginnings in an obscure province

to a place of challenging importance in the Roman Empire.
Professor McXeile's volume is a s<;holarly examination of the writings

of the New Testament with intent to find out in what respects they agree
or differ with the teaching of Saint Paul. He reaches the conclusion that

in fundamental matters there was substantial agreement and that all
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the writers revea] a gro-wth due to a deeper apprehension and a fuller
appropriation of the -unfathomable riclies of God in Christ Jesus. The
queetion is not merely one of intellectual development, but of spiritual
experience from less to more, in "vs-hich the attitude of receptivity found
its sequel In the spirit of activity. Dr. McNeile also shows that Saint
Paul's paramount position -was due to his tumultuous force of character,
his radically critical experience, his energy of thought and his ceaseless
service of Christ. "The effects of the apostle's life are the effects of his
teaching, reinforced by his character; those of the Lord's life are wrought
by the imparting of his character through, his permanent spiritual
presence, reinforced by his teaching" (p. vii). This was true of Saint
Paul no less than of all the others whose writings compose the New
Testament. This volume by Dr. McNeile has particular value in that it

sets the apostle at the center of the church's activities as her most con-
spicuous advocate and not as a swashbuckler striving boisterously to im-
pose his o\na. will in disregard of tlie will of the Head of the church or
that of the rest of the Ecclesia.

We are indebted to Professor Peabody for discerning discussions on
Jesxis ClhHst and the Christian Character, Jesus Christ and the >'^ocial

Question, The Christian. Life in the Modern World, and other volumes.
His forceful thinking, extensive learning and devotion to the spirit of

Christ, combined with ». lucid style, have greatly contributed to their ap-

preciation. His ethical insight and the precision and pointedness of his

practical applications of Christian principles are thrice welcome. But
there is an austerity in his writings and they lack the melIo\\Tiess of

evangelical fervor owing to his inability to accept the gospel of the
Atoning Cross, which was at the heart of the apostle Paul's message and
indeed of the whole -New Testament. Dr. Peabody is also overfond of

antithesis and paradox and this leads him at times to understate or
overstate. "WTiy should there be an "Either—Or" method of approach
when the facts warrant an acceptance of both aspects? If religion is to
survive it must be through consecration of life and also through consent
to dogma, which latter need never be regarded with mechanical finality

(p. ix). Hov; could Saint Paul have been the founder of Christian
theology though not himself a theologian? (p. 223). Is not sin both a
blunder and a blot, a missing of the mark and a missing of the way? (p.

235). Since the religion of the apostle was one of "sanctified sanity and
illuminated common sense," his interpretative power enabled him to do
justice to antithetical features on behalf of synthetical formulations that
made adequate provision for conceivable differences v.'ithin the spacious
confines of his hospitable soul.

These two volumes should be studied together as mutually corrective
and complementary. There is no doubt a gospel of Jesus and a gospel
about Jesus, but neither is the whole of Christianity. It is when tliey

are taken together that we receive the full message of the redemptive
purpose of God. We do not think of the synoptic Gospels simply as

memoirs. They are also interpretations of the mind of Jesus. If we
'

accept them as such, why should we discriminate against Saint Paul as
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tLougli his interpretations are far-fetched? His methods of exegesis re-

flected the genius of tlie man who as a Pharisee and as a Romati citizen

was influenced respectively by Rabbinic thought and by the systematiziui;

spirit of the Romans. But they were fused by the intense heat of a virile

Christian experience, and his allegorical or dialectical ways helped his

readers to understand better the truth of Christ.

The fact that there are only a few references to the earthly life of

Jesus in his epistles does not imply that he had no interest in the sublime
ministry exercised under the Syrian blue. His letters did not call for

such references. Expert economist of time and thought, he focussed his

attention on what demanded immediate discussion. It is further in-

credible, as Dr. McNeile observes, that, as a missionary, he "could have
even interested his hearers, not to speak of drawing them to a living faith

in Clirist, if he had omitted from his preaching as unnecessary all account

of His earthly life" (p. 73). The call, "Back to Jesus," disregards the

words of the ]Master himself, that he had many things to say which his

disciples could not bear at the time (John 16. 12). But these later revela-

tions far from weakening the earlier fundamental principles gave them
greater stability in the ucav environments in which they were placed and

keener applicability to the later situations with their different problems

and needs.

It is a Biisreading of the relevant and related passages to say with

Dr. Peabody that "the deity of Christ is not a Pauline doctrine," and

that, "there is little left of the humanity of Jesus in the Pauline Christ"

(pp. 160, 163). The great Kenotic section in Phil. 2. 5-11 is a sufficient

reply. Both Saint Paul and Saint Peter regarded the resurrection as the

supreme event in the Messianic drama, and the universalism of Saint

John is a conclusive illustration of Saint Paul's victory for the Gentiles.

Indeed, the more one considers the matter, the clearer is the harmony
between Saint Paul and the other apostles, and between him and the

mind of Jesus, to whoHi he approximates nearer as he comes to the

center of things.

We agree with Dr. Peabody that Saint Paul w%as "an emancipator, an

expansionist, a discerner of the scope and majesty of the Divine pur-

pose, a wise and fearless counselor among the practical conditions of per-

plexed or misguided lives" (p. 133). He was so manysided because of

his ardent desire for the salvation of all men. The section on the

apostle as a man of prayer is excellent (p. 200ff.). Few writers have

brought out his essential mysticism as is done in these pages. The

chapter on "The Letters" is an able exposition; that on "The Man" is a

delightful appreciation; the last One, on "Messenger and Master," finely

deals wiih the apostle's passion; that on "The Ethics of Paul and the

Modern World" is marked by forceful discriminations. The apostle's

skill in appropriating Avhat was good in paganism for the more challeng-

ing exposition of the gospel is a point well made. But it is hardly neces-

sary to go quite as far in asserting that he was dependent on the mystery

religions for his understanding of the Eternal Christ, when this could bo

explained by i)is profound experience of redemption in Christ and by hi.s
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prior indebtedness to the prophets and psalmists of the Old Testament.
What is -vs-ritten about the church should also be modified, for the prin-

ciples he set forth exhibited him as an ecclesiastical statesman, even
though later minds -ftorked out their implications without the logical

consistency of the Epistle to the Ephesians.

The rediscovery of Saint Paiil's thought by Saint Augustine and
Luther liberated forces that gave the church a puissant gospel of salva-

tion, as it also did in the Evangelical Revival under Wesley. In view of

these facts, nothing is more urgent than a restudy of Paulinism for the
more adequate grasp of the gospel of redemption that proclaims the
majesty and merit of Jesus Christ, who is the only Hope of the world.

SIDE READING

Saint Paul. A Study of Social and Religious History. By Adolf
Deissma>-n (Hodder &. Stoughtou). Especially chapters on "Saint
Paul the Christian."

Cavibridgc Biblical Essays. Edited by H, B. Swete (Macmillan).
The essay by Professor C. A. Anderson Scott on "Jesus and Paul."

Outspoken Essays, first series. By Dean Inge (Longmans). The
essay on "Saint Paul" is an incisive study of the place of the apostlo in

the development of the Christian faith.

For any information about books on subjects of interest to preachers
address this department, Reading Course, care of the Metjiodist
Review, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Oscar L. Jo.'SErii.
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Extends from Coast to Coast

No Mailer 'i]'li<:'r? Yo^; Lire ihc S, R. P. Co-opcraliie Parislt Paper Scrricc

IVill Soke Yov.r "Eviptij Peiv'' Problcvi.

pRAf'TlCALT V ever.v rhurdi in the-.Unilc-d
* States fiTid Canada inu;t iace ihe empty pew
problem i?oiji5 tiiiio during its existence. JLlvory

day we rocfivc leliers from p;;srort—^OIne ritdit

at our door, othrr.s from nsuiiy uiik-s away

—

askinf.' if we cau be of lulp to rlnui.

Blstance 'Ho Obs ta.cl<

Fioin Maiii; to Culif'jrnij, fronj Ti ;ci.< to
Northern Canada, come 'ho^p ini!iiiriH>, all

lelliTiK the di^cc<lU•ul:i:i'^slO^.\ of Pruali congrega-
tions, indiflerent workf^rs, lack of eo-oirf-raiion,

'»ip'!/ p:u:s. The^e pasior.-- realize tin- noed of
somotliiiic: thiit \\i\\ kt-ep tI>v cornnvinity in-

fonaed of tli-^ Chuvfli's doings and a^^•a!ve^l (he
interest of the busiL••.~^ men.

In many ini;tan'.'e.= we can pfcr these pasl(;rs

to nearby ehurche.- where the J*arls!i P.-iper"

Idea is used =ijeee;-:fi;lly K- t:ardl'-<s of how
far a'.vay a cli'.ireli mtiy h>- hjin us %ve can i(Tve,

tlieni fiuicklj- an'] < rf-'ttiv-: iy. I'i.^f.iiice i-< no
ol),-tD'-I<- to u-iiiu ih.. Parish i'apor He:i- Take
advantage of it.

The Parish F'aper Idea
l!' you .^r.. ;.r; :!• !:i.i:r ^". Ti/i.ty j.' \v.- it Is

;.iur own f;ni!i. 'lie- ''•<'. ra th-'d- ol chi;-eh
(.'ibU'itv, the uroj-^j .:-; of if iiitt-r';> ink, v.iil

V. i>rk wonder.-; in Vi.-nr e.hurijh. Th.e big iirolj^ein

i-; i(> i'.iak<' propif fhink alx>ut y.>i;r chiinii—
t'linkiiiL', talkinri, pi.iiuiiin:, lOUTrihurini:. A\ ith

:!i--. Parish PaiHT vor. (\::i !.;!.-: with th-'m. t'-ll

them wtiat you arc doing and planning to do;
you cafi place your message iu evtry home ii

the communitA'.

Extend Your Irifluence
Why Jitrupxle alont: throui'.h your pa.-torMre.

Ki\iiig; tlie l>esr that is in jou an«.l yet i.ibori:'^'

under heavy handieapb? V. li:it the Puri>!i

Paper ha.< dufic for oth-^rs it will do for.W'a:
adveni.-'.' your church, increase- the atteiKhi';.

and cuilfciions, Cfmscrve yo.ir time and increa-'-

jour own prestige, and build a unity anm: .'

your chureli workers and business men ih.'i

will hurpri>e you. You can be a suecc.^.-fiil

pastor with a Jlari^-h p:ip< r.

You can pubii>h n pari-.h paprr without cos--

inp: you one penny. We will U; ghni to tel! \oii

how. free of charu<'. Sin'[il.\- Use tht; coui'tn:

^'on n-ally owe it to \MV;rs--lf and your elisir' !i

to in\rhtiuatr.

» THE NATtOKAL RF.IJClOt'S PRESS
I Grand Rapids, MicKii^an

I S.'iii^ i.i.-> 'iii- of rl);;rffc t'uU [.utloulars aa'J -ir

_ o' your )':iii-li Paj'iT Pro;-...:.-, i-f, wi'.uimt ol'Iii;

I Jii< in ;ii;y v\;.y.
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